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The itimdte DOWS d Litt eCloser
How can the qualities of the new
Gale GS401A be conveyed' Not in words,
certainly. To assess this new speaker,
there's nothing for it bulto go along
to a dealer. He will tell you first that
the GS401A carries a seven year guarantee.
Then, when you've admired the handsome
exterior created by Jan Banienberg in
matt black and chtome we suggest yoi,
use some test equipment. All you have to
do is take a good pair

e ears.

This

delicate apparatus will tell you that,
for a speaker only 23:, x 13 x 11
% inches,.
the GS401A combines an unusually high
power handling with breathtaking clarity.
You will also need a favourite record.
Preferably the one you use to impress
your friends with the quality of your
existing equipment. The one with
prominent percussion and a wide dynamic
range. We Piave only one serious anxiety.
With the GS401A being tne breakthrough
it is, we worry that you SI mply won't
believe the evidence of your ears.
At the time of going to press, the
Gale GS401A can be seen at the
following franchised dealers only.

LONDON
The S & O Centre 228 Bishopsgate EC2
Grahams Electrical Limited 86-88 Pentonville Road N1
Hampstead Hi- Fidelity 91 Heath Street Hampstead NW3
Henry's Radio Limited 354 Edgware Road W2
K J Le isuresound 48 Wigmore Street W1
Laskys 152 Fleet Street EC4
Laskys 481 Oxford Street W1
Laskys 42-45 Tottenham Court Road W1
REW Audio VisuatCo Centre Point WC1
REW Audio Visual Co 146 Charing Cross Road WC2
Studio 99 81 Fairfax Roach NW6
Sherbourne Hi- Phonics 256 Muswell Hill Broadway N10
Thomas Heinitz Music in the Home 35 Moscow Road W2
Clive Shorten & Co 160 4th Floor Block A 119 Oxford Street W1
BEDFORDSHERE
Audio Impressions Limited 32 High Street South Dunstable
BERKSHIRE
Woodley HiFi 65 Wokirgham Road Reading
CHESHIRE
Chester Sound Stucios Limited 1Mercia Square Frodsham Street
The Transistor Centre Green Lane Wilmslow
DEVON
VVanstall HiFi Limited 25 The Parade Barbican Plymouth
Richlow Electronics 20 Roundhill Road Livermead Torquay
ESSEX
B & 0 Centre 87-100 Pioneer Market Ford Lane Ilford
Chew & Osbourne Lim.ted 148 High Street Epping
Essex Hi -Fi Centre 210 London Road Hadleigh
Laskys 86 South Street Romford
Laskys 205 \Leona Circus Southend
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Radford Hi Fi 53-54 Gloucester Road Bristol 7
HAMPSHIRE
Fieetone Limited 269 Commercial Road Portsmouth
HERTFORDSHIRE
KJ Leisuresound Limited 101 St Albans Road Watford
LANCASHIRE
Hardman Radio 33 Dale Street Liverpool
F Benfeli Limited 78 Westfielt Road Blackpool
Hardman Radio 12 St Mary sGate Manchester
Audio Corner 111 Portland Street Southport

MIDDLESEX
Henrys Radio 194 Station Road Harrow
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham Hi-Fi 156 Alfreton Road
NORFOLK
Norfolk Audio Consultants Ltd Target House 353 Hall Road Norwich
OXFORDSHIRE
Herry's Radio 256 Banbury Road Summertown Oxford
STAFFORDSHIRE
Laskys 30 Wulfrurn Way Wolverhampton
SURREY
Audio Systems 23 South Street Dorking
Gui:dford Hi Fi 270 Upper High Street Guildford
Sutton Ni- Fi 209 High Street Sutton
Unilet Products Limited Compton HoLse 35 High Street New Malden
SUSSEX
Exposure Limited 19 Richardson Road Hove
Aud.o Systems 18 High Street Lewes
Audic Systems 28 Queens Parade Queen Street Horsham
Jeffries Radio Vision 7a Albert Parade Eastbourne
The Music Shop 80 High Street lickfield
Seen & Heard 12 Fit.ralan Road Roffey
WARWICKSHIRE
Ken Whittle Limited 188 Stratford Road Sparkhill Birmingham
Laskys 116 Corporation Street Birmingham
YORKSHIRE
Kingsway Studios Dale Street Ossett
Selective Sound Systems 4 Knowles Lane Gomersai Cleckheaton
Audio Projects 10 Blenheim Terrace Woodhouse Lane Leeds
Micron Audio Limited 172 Basfow Road Sheffield
The Hi- F, Studio 8Byram Street Huddersfield
Eric VV.ley 64 Beancroft Road Castleford
Audio Centre 282 Glossop Road Sheffi.ld
CHANNEL ISLANDS
JERSEY
Telelectric Limited 57 Bath Street
NORTHERN IRELAND
Moores Hi -Fi 58 Frances Street Newtownards Co. Down
SCOTLAND
Hi-Fi Corner 1Paddington Place Edinburgh
Talisman Hi Fi 111 Stockwell Street Glasgow

Gale Electronics & Design Limited 23 Bruton Place Berkeley Square London W1X 7AB
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'The Yamaha 600 Speaker series have been carefully made
to aspecially compact design, yet they can all handle alot of
power. Not only that, but they're efficient enough to work
perfectly with low power amplifiers of only 20 watts output. But,
even the smallest one (the NS 625 below is only 19" high) can
handle 40 watts rm.s.
Every speaker in the series, and there's four of them, is
made in special wood laminate. Then all are given abeautiful
walnut finish. Behind the covers, they all are beautifully finished,
too. With the same attention to detail. The same care for
accuracy. By the same Yamaha craftsmen.
And the Yamaha 600 series have alot more than their good
looks in common.
For all of them Yamaha developed anew kind of soft dome
tweeter which delivers anatural and extended frequency
response.
All our units have wide dispersion characteristics giving
you the widest possible listening area.
Each set of speakers in the 600 series has its own individual
level control. You can match the sound perfectly to your room.
And your taste.
When Clement Brown of Hi Fi Sound heard the NS 670, he
simply said: " My compliments to the chef' And John Gilbert was
just as impressed in Gramaphone with the NS 645. " In the past
my personal opinion of Japanese loudspeakers was they did
not compete on performance with British design of comparable
price. Now with this Yamaha speaker Imust modify my opinion,
for the designers have produced an excellent speaker in all
respecte
What you decide on is up to you. But today, why not send
away for the test reports and specifications for the NS 625,
NS 645, NS 670, NS 690 with our coupon.
After all, only aYamaha can compare with aYamaha.

YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
TO: Natural Sound Systems Ltd. Strathcona Road, Wembley,
Middx HA9 SQL. 01-904 0141
Iwould like to read more about Yamaha Systems, in particular:
-Music Centres
Turntables

Tuners and tuner amps
Cassette Decks

' Amplifiers
Speakers

Name
Address

HFNi5

Yamaha NS 625. About £ 90 apair.

The TEAC A-3340.
Much more than atape deck.
An extension of gour creative self.
The TEAC A-3340 is amost amazing 4- channel
Tape Deck.
Consider its professional-quality features. Like
Simul-Sync. It allows you to record discrete 4-channel
tapes one track at atime. Just like they do in the big
studios.
So you can record your own mellifluent voice four
times and turn yourself into aquartet. Or you can play
all the instruments and make yourself into aone-man
band.

TEAC.

With an A-3340 by your side, the only limit to your
creativity is your own imagination.
Because you can overdub. Mix-down. Sweeten.
Make special-effects tapes. Split recording sessions.
Proof orchestrated arrangements before finalising
s
them. And soon.
Other features include 4mic and line inputs,
hyperbolic heads, and a4-channel monitoring system.
Check out the superb A-3340 at your hi-fi dealer.
Express yourself.

WTELEDYNE AUDIO PRODUCTS

The sound of perfection

HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE. TELEPHONE: 0582 603151
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Audio T- Orders by Mail ...
A.T.OM. 15 THE MAIL ORDER SIDE OF AUDIO T-. FOR
FAST, FRIENDLY ADVICE ON ALL YOUR NEEDS, DON'T
HESITATE TO RING OR WRITE. WE OFFER A BY RETURN
(SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
AS YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED, WE INCLUDE VERY FEW
PRICES. THIS 15 DUE TO EARLY COPY DATES, POSSIBLE
VAT RATE CHANGES, 6. CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
ON IMPORTED GOODS. IT ALSO SAVES EMBARRASSING
LETTERS ASKING FOR MORE MONEY ONCE WE HAVE

HEA

75D

YOUR ORDER!!

cveg':_‘
p
4 ,5E.
/
1

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:K.E.F.
ADC.
AIWA
A.K.G.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
SEVER
BRENELL
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
GULF
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
COLTON
ER A.
GALE
GARRARD
HARMAN KARDON
HI-FI AIDS
I.M.F.

ROSS
LEAK
LECSON
LUX
MARANTZ
NATIONAL TECHNICS
ONKVO
RE VOX
SENNHEI5ER
SHURE
5-ME.
SPENDOR
STAX
J.E.SUGOEN
TEAC
TRANSCRIPTORS

ALL PRICES
INC. VAT.,
CARRIAGE &
INSURANCE.
ALL UNITS
CARRY THE
AUDIO
GUARAN T-

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES, POS etc. PAYABLE TO AT OM.

A.T." Ar-

1/1/NAT I
ONAL PANASONIC

YAEMCIN
Al-IAAloW
s SpppLy

IN- CAP CASSETTE / FAD10 5

Write for details

of

new range.

ALL PICES INCLUDE VAT

at 8% PLUS
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WINDSOR 54531.
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CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
UP TOmiglIOFF 8C MUSIC CENTRES
CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS
Aka. C530D
CS33D(D)
GXC36D
GXC38(D)
GXC38D(D)
GXC4OT
GXC46(D)
GXC65D(D)
GXC75D(D)

£58.52
£71.26
£74.57
£99.14
£92.53
£125•32
£106.16
£115.41
£134.65

BRITAIN'S MOST COMPETITIVE SPECIALISTS!
GXC510(D) .. £127.92
Amstrad 6000 £37.56
Amstrad 7000(D) £53.10
Deccasound .. Full R A
Goodmans
SCD100(D) .. £109.60
Harman Kardon
Full Range Available
Leak 2002(0) .. £98.17
Neal .. Full R A

Nakamichi .. Full R A
Philips N2225 £43.61
N2400+ Spkrs. £65.94
N240 IS+ Spkrs.
£83.34
N2401 5 .. £65-94
N2405
£57.03
N2506 .. £46.03
N2510 ..
£90 58
Pioneer
CT3 I
3I
A(D) £67 86
CT414IA(D)
£88 .10
CT5I5 I ( D) £ 100.07
CT616IA .. £ 106.17
CTF717I(D) .. £ 119.54
Sansw .. Full R A
Sony .. .. Full R A
Tandberg TCD310(D)
P.O.A.
Teat ..
Full R A
Trio KX7I0(D)
P.O.A.
Uher CRI24
P.O.A.
Wollensak 4766(D)
P.O.A.
Yamaha TB700(D)
P.O.A.

Revox.. ..
Sony .. ..
Tandberg ..
Teac ..
Full R A Uher ..

CASSETTE RADIO
RECORDERS
Sony .

(DI

TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS
Aka, GX400DP £429-90
£269.37
GX600DB(D)
£93.91
I
722L
£171.88
GX1820D .
£125.92
4000DB(D)
4000D5 .. £87.63
Ferrograph .. Full R A
JVC .. Full R A
Philips N4308 £44-28
N4414
E82 35
N44I6
£99.80
N44I8
£ 137.35
N4450 . £234.84
N4510 ....£ 12714
Pioneer RT I
0I1 £227.95
RTIO2OL £285•00

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

RA
RA
RA
RA
RA

* VAST STOCKS
-VE FANTASTIC
DISCOUNTS
ite 12 MONTHS FREE
SERVICING

Dolby Deck.

CARTRIDGE TAPE
DECKS RECORDERS
£99 14
Akai GXR82
£82.61
GXR82D
£13-98
BSR TD85
Wollensak 8075 P.O.A.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Philips
RH943+Spkrs.
£160.36
Sanyo
Full Range Available
P.O.A.
Sony HMK20..
P.O.A.
HS 139
All prices exclude
VAT at 8%.

SPECIAL

OFFERS

Akai CS3OD
A top quaky stereo cassette deck with full
facilities for hi-fi quality recordings, including
chrome tape deck.
Our price £52.55 ( excl. VAT)
Wharfedale WHD20
A superb 1975 model Dolby' cassette deck
with remarkable overall ultra hi-fi performance
Our price £69.95 ( excl. VAT)
Sansui SC737
One of the finest
Dolby cassette decks
available at an unbeatable low cash price.
Our price £ 111.39 (
excl. VAT)

242/4 PENTONVILLE RD, KINGS CROSS, LONDON N.1.
(300 yds. from King's Cross Main Line Station)

ASSETTE & TAPE RE

Tel.: 01-837 8200

DER CENTRE
7

Model 48 ON-411 £ 143

with drop door £118
with Sliding glass doors £ 130

Equipment kindly loaned by: DARWEN HI-FI CENTRE,
77 DUCKWORTH ST, DARWEN, LANCS. DARWEN 75201

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai 8030
Akai 8080 ..
Pioneer SX 300
Pioneer SX 434
Pioneer SX 535
Pioneer SX 636
Pioneer SX 838
Pioneer SX 939
Pioneer SX 1010
Rotel RX 152
Rotel RX 202
Rotel RX 402
Rotel RX 602
Rotel RX 802
Leak 2000 ..
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 551 ..

.. £ 109.00
.. £ 135.00
.. £68.00
.. £89.50
.. £ 119-00
.. £ 139.00
.. £220.00
.. £245-00
.. £299.00
.. £69-00
.. £79.00
.. £99-00
.. £ 129-00
.. £ 169.00
.. £ 152.90
.. £89.00
.. £ 129.00

QUAD TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer QX 646
£212-00
Pioneer QX 747
£279.00
Pioneer QX 949
£369.00
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA 500A
Sansui AU 101
Rotel RA 211
Rotel RA 311
Rotel RA 611

£49 00
£47 90
£41-00
£54 00
£84 00

TURNTABLES
Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer PLA 45D
Pioneer PL 5IA
Pioneer PL 61
Pioneer PL 71
Sansui SR 212
Connoisseur BD2
Leak 2001 ..
Wharfedale Linton ..

£42 90
£86 SO
£118 50
£108.00
£132 00
£52 90
£41 00
P.O.A.
£27 50

SPEAKERS
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 15

P.O.A.

Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 66
Leak 2020 ..
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075
Marsden Hall XLIO
Marsden Hall XLI5
Marsden Hall XL20
Rank Domus 150 ..
Rank Domas 175 ..
Rank Domas 250 ..
TUNERS
Akai 550 ..
Akai Ar 580
Pioneer TX 500A
Rotel 222 ..
Rotel 322 ..
Rotel 622 ..

P.O.A.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

£54.90
£74.60
£ 129-00
£286.00
£33.50
£39.90
£49-00
£26.50
£38.50
£59.00

£93.90
£144.00
£496.50

HEADPHONES: Koss, Sennheiser,
Howland- West, Pioneer, Wharfedale.
E. & O. E.

AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH - ARMSTRONG - BOWERS & WILKINS - BOSE
DUAL - IMF - JENSON - KEF - LINN SONDEK - NEW ACOUSTIC DIMENSION - N.E.A.L. - QUAD - SCAN DYNA - SME - TANDBERG - TOSHIBA
TEAC-TRIO-TRANSMISSION ELECTRONICS-CAMBRIDGE-REVOX-TANNOY
(NATIONAL TECHNICS, PANASONIC, SONAB, HIGH WYCOMBE ONLY)

*
*

Comparator demonstrations
Full after sales service

*
*

*
*

Credit arranged
Good advice given

*
*

B&B

All budgets catered for
All equipment guaranteed
for at least 1year
Prices include 13"'„ V.A.T.
Closed all day Monday

16 GUN STREET READING Tel. 583730
4PRIORY ROAD HIGH WYCOMBE Tel. 35910
8

For further information about our 57 different types of cabinet,
write for brochure, enclosing .91p stamp, and uuoting HI, to:

EDWARDS CONSTRUCTION CO.

4 Brunswick Drive, Harrogate, Yorkshire.
Telephone: Harrogate 60921.

£72-90
£102-90
£62-00
£41-00
£59-00
£92.00

CASSETTE MACHIN ES
Akai CS 33D
• . £79.90
Akai GXC 38D
.. £ 102-90
Akai GXC 46D
• . £ 116.00
Akai 510D ..
• . £ 137.50
Akai 75D ..
• • £ 145-00
Sansui SC 737
• • £ 125.00
Sansui SC 636
.. £ 117-90
Pioneer CT 414IA
• • £99.90
Pioneer CT SIS IA
. • £ 113.90
Pioneer CT 7171
. • £ 139.00
REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000 DS
Akai 4000 DB
Akai 400 D

A new addition to our wide range of hand- made record and
hi-fi cabinets and storage systems for tapes, cassettes, etc.
Craftsman- built furniture, individually designed to suit
any system or equipment, available in teak, oak, sapele,
walnut, or white formica finishes. Matching bookshelves
also available.

WPC)

in view of the light
weight and
extreme comfort
of Howland-West
Waterlité
headphones you
may forget that you
are wearing them - :
please check from :
time to time.
Inadcition to thervvearaahly o1 .
probably agree theysaind better
txrcny I
waiJun cvyar've ever ,
head Around £18 plusVAT
Howland West Ltd.,
35Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ
Tel: 01-609 0293/45.

THIS CARTRIDGE CAN EQUAL THE
PERFORMANCE OF ALL THESE

SHURE

756 £8, 10
Bec. R p

COLORING 6800 £8,10

See N‘4411 eec
£7,45
eP

Rec. R.P.

4

teteet
STEREO " MAGNEDUCT"

CARTRIDGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Separation

More than 25db at 1000 Hz

Frequency Response
Compliance
Output

15 to 25000 Hz
20 x10 e CM/DYNE
5.5 mV at 1000 Hz - 5cm/sec

Playing weight
Channel Balance

11, - 3grammes
2db at 1 KHz-dB

Tip Mass
Stylus Radius
Load
Weight
Inductance
DC Resistance
Measuring Records

1mg
0006-15e ( colour white)
47K ohms
7grammes
550 mH
520 ohms
DECCA SXL 2057 B + KOR 2009

E

•

MADE IN HOLLAND

3

:

ródb-

/Le

LOAD:

INC. VAT

Recommended Retail Price

cartridge of torriorrouLTOOPIYi
.b9i tar.,

tà

5.95

10 -'aa/
47 gaga

ra •
t e4

_a r IX=

•

MP: :
2037

Uf

-

Condor

The fastest bird in the business

i
-

_

,

,

o

CONDOR -ELECTRONICS LIMITED. 100 COOMBE LANE. LONDON SW20 OAY.
TELEPHONE: 01-946 0033 ( 4 LINES). TELEX: 928502.

Distributors of cartridges, styli, record cleaners, condenser microphones, headphones, and adaptors etc. Guaranteed 14 hour despatch service.
9

PRIOR

TO

THE

PURCHASE

"CONSUMER DURABLE"
compare prices and service.

it's

OF

ANY

logical

sumer it must be compatible as all the test
reports tell him. An awkward but oh so
common situation.

to

With prices it's fairly easy, if you have a
"plus VAT" calculator. However, service is
more difficult to compare. It's impossible to
compare over the ' phone or in writing.

Perhaps you are unusual enough to hear the
truth. You may also be prepared to listen—
not just to salesmen but also equipment in
general and not accept the reviewers decision
being final. You do? Then one of the more
individual dealers who may be of help to
you is AUDIO T - To put it mildly, not only do they know what
they are talking about but they do offer
exceptionally keen prices. But—they don't
stop there—they are also prepared to install
and service equipment.
rare.

Yes the unusual is

HARMAN KARDON HK 1000
Added reliability n7akes it the nearest thing to the
Nakamichi 700 in sound quality.

To list what is available for demonstration

LECSON AP1/AC1
British sound quality but with Japanese standard

Many dealers, quite understandably, agree
with the customer in his choice. Frankly,
what would you do as a dealer— agree with a
customer and make a sale or disagree and
lose a sale? If you're honest with yourself—
you will more than likely agree with your
customer—and give him what he wants.
From the consumers viewpoint he is in a
quandary. After reading one or many various
magazines and reviews— he collates together
a system. To the dealer it doesn't really
matter as to its compatibility. To the con -

would fill this page, but take a look at the
list of agencies held and most of those
products

are

available

for

demonstration.

For the more personal approach, appointments may be booked for listening to specific
units of equipment. They even prefer you to
bring your own records or tapes along.

and all general enquiries please supply a
SAE—thank you.
During May— Special promotion prices are
offered on Kensonic Accuphase, Leak and
Transcriptors units. Give us a buzz now.

Yes, they are a strange firm, a minute group
in
comparison
to the
Edgware
Road/
Tottenham Court Road combines, but like
you, they too are individuals. If you want to
retain your identity and obtain a sound
system— contact them— you are in for a
surprise— prices and all!
The AUDIO T - - - Newsletter is now ready
to receive articles, " casebooks" etc. for
publication in their first issue. In the first
issue will be an exclusive test report on a
£400.00ish
pre- power amp. combination.
Reports on comparably priced receivers—

Denon DP3000
Superb quality, especially as price has come down.

not just measurements but subject sound
analysis judgements. Reliability tests, consumer reports and general articles of interest.
For the AUDIO T - - - monthly ' bargain' list

LEAK 2000 RECEIVER
Possibly best receiver around, irrespective of origin.

Hi -Fi Pleasure Review confirms that
measurements and sound quality do not
necessarily agree.
NOW will you listen to amplifiers? They
are all different.

A.R. . A.D.C. . Aiwa . A.K.G. . Akai . Amcron . Ariston . Armstrong . Beyer. B & W . B.G.W. . Cambridge Audio
Celef. Celestion . Cerwin Vega. CLR. Connoisseur. Decca. Denon . Dual . Ferrograph . Garrard . Grace. Harman
Kardon. I.M.F.. J.B.L.. Kensonic. KEF. K.L.H.. K & M . KMAL. Leak. Lecson . Linn Sondek. Lux. Marantz. Micro
Micro Acoustics . Monitor Audio . Nagra. Nairn . Nakamichi . NEAL . Ortofon . Phase Linear. PWB . Quad . Radford
Revox . Rogers . Rotel . Sennheiser . Sequerra . Shure . SME . Spendor. Stanton . Stax . Sugden . Supex . Tannoy
Technics . Thorens . Transcriptor . Trio . Uher . Videosonic . Yamaha . Zerostat

AUDIO T
105 High Street,

190 West End Lane,

Eton, Berks.

London, NW6 1SQ.

Tel. Windsor 54531

Tel. 01-794 7848

Open: Tues. -Sat. 11.00-6.00

Open: Tues. -Fri. 11.00-7.00
Sat. 10.00-5.00

AFTER HOURS TELEPHONE SERVICE-01-794 7848
Please speak slowly and clearly and leave your name, address and message. It will then be dealt with the following
morning.
Phone for pre- Budget prices and you will be pleasantly surprised.
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Bacharach

Bacnarach. Mozart, the Beatles. The
world's most beautiful music.
Scardyna.
The world's most beautiful sound.
At last you can move into the world of
pure perfection. Pure Scandyna, the ultimate in
technology and design.
Scandyna from Scandinavia.
A completely new range of beautiful Hi fi.
Examples from this range are the 2100
Turer Ampl'fier providing 30W RMS with 5 preselected FM stations. £ 39,
The 1702 is the latest turntable in the
Scandyna range, asuperbly engineered deck with
specification difficult:o match at £ 115*(including

cartridge).
The A10 513
- -M
1---1-- -111
-r•
loudspeakers,
the smallest of the
Scandyna range
of loudspeakers which
are adevelopment of the
aperioclical system with
improved overall sensitivity and
particularly good separation in the
lower frequencies. From £27.50'.
Details of full Scandyna range and the
address of your local dealer from Scan
Promotions (
Glasgow) Ltd, 37 Blandford Street,
Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 4HVV.

for sound and design

Scandyna

.
,1
1, 11 ,11

ra-sw-711,

.1

111 .11,11,1'

CULP ,

AD- 1500: one example from the top-quality Aiwa Audio range to be seen and heard at your nearest Aiwa dealer.

LOOK UNDER THE BONNET...

to discover the ultimate in cassette decks
It's called the AD- i5oo — the superb quality Dolby* deck by Aiwa. You'll
find it — now — at your Aiwa dealer.
He'll tell you that AD-15oo is outstanding value for money. But, don't
just take his word for it . .. here's what " Hi-Fi for Pleasure" said about it in
the April issue:
"The measured wow & flutter at o.o56% is the lowest Ihave measured on
any available cassette deck for domestic use and is truly an astonishing
result".
"Signal-to-noise figures are of avery high
order and worthy of praise . . . the Dolby and
Chrome tape results close to —66dB, afigure
equal to many reel-to-reel machines."
"Trying to find anything derogatory to say
about this machine is near- impossible . .."
See the AIWA e range
at your nearest dealer

M. W. K.', Ltd., High Wycombt
oT. Eloe.

Say Aye-ee-wah
•Dolby - registered trademark of
Dolby Laboratories

HAMPSHIRE

Larhoorougn.
LI i . Southamrtoe,

Campkwes Audio. Comb...,
CHESHIRE
James McKenz
1'
Van Bek Electro
AltrInchan
',ord. Hon,.E. • ••
nt Ltd, S

LONDON - NORTH

LONDON - SOUTH

Jon. S.W.19.
S.E.1,

LON DON - EAST
••
Li vtonstone, E.11.
.&• ,itechapel Rd„ E.1.
LONDON • WEST
K.mar Hi F., Ea no. W.5.
11. L. Smith d, Co. Ltd.. Edgware Rd, W.2.
LIndair, Tottenham Court Rd., & other
branches.
McDonalds Stores. Oxford St.
Laskys, Tottenham Court Rd., & other
branches. •
Centre of Sound, Chiswick, W.4.
Debenham, Oxford St., W.1.
Wallace Heaton, New Bond St., W.I.
Teletape Ltd.. Edgware Road. Wi 2 .
Teletape Ltd., Shaftesbury Ave.. W.1.
Henry's. Tottenham Court Road, W.I. &
other branches.
K. J. Leisure Sound, Wigmore St., W.1.
BEDFORDSHIRE
Carlow Radio LOI., Bedford.
BERKSHIRE
Sounds Systems Audio Visual,
Maidenhead.
Marshall Bros. Ltd., Windsor.
Berkshire Hi Fi & Video. Reading.
Reading Cassette & Hi Fi Centre,
Reading.
B & B HeFi, Reading.
BRISTOL
Tap,. & Hi Fi Centres Ltd.. Stokes Croft.
House of Sound. Marsh Street.
Radford Hi Fi. Gloucester Road.
Lasky's. Bristol.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Unique, Slough.

Lnestergale Sl
t.i.. Hazel Gfu. .
CORNWALL
Geoff Marsha. r.
i.,ance.
Hydrovolt Ltd., H. tstun.
Parkers of Penzance, Penzance.
Tower En muermo, Newquay.
CUMBERLAND
Misons of Carlisle, Carlisle.
A. & I. McCullough, Workingtoh•
DEVON
Richlow Electronics, Torquay.
Frampton Cameras, Plymouth.
Exon Audio. Exeter,
Upton Electronics, Brixharn.
DORSET
Quality HiFi. Poole.
DERBYSHIRE
C. E. Hudson Ltd.. Chesterfield.
DURHAM
Red Radio Shop & Sound Studio,
Sunderland.
Gilson Audio. Darlington.
ESSEX
The Audlo Centre, Southend.
Scientific & Tech. Service.,
Shoeburyn.iss.
Hi Fi Centre ( Chelsmford) Ltd.,
Chelmsford.
Audio Visual Soundtrack. Leigh- on- Sea.
M. D. Godfrey Ltd., Basildon.
The Audio Centre. Grays.
Lasky's. Romford & Southend.
W. T. Wicks & Co.. Colchester.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
TV & Hi Fi Centre, Cirencester.
Spa Vision ( Cheltenham) Ltd.,
Cheltenham.
Roger Francis, Gloucester,

Grantham Hi F. & Audio Centre,
Grantham
Gr.msby Audio S H. Fl, GrInISIDY•

LEICESTERSHIRE

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE

independent tape equalisation and bias
switches, Cr0 2,Dolby, pause and record
indicator lamps, SST tape drive system,
automatic end stop, Ferrite guard head.
Slider controls
Twin volume (output) controls, twin MIC
level ( input) controls, twin line- in level
controls.
Cassette protection
Oil- damped elevation system, ejects
cassette slowly and gently. Free- stop,
removable hinged acrylic dust cover.
Jack points
Twin microphone jacks, plus headphone
jack, at front. Twin line- in and line-out
phono sockets, plus DIN socket at rear.
VU Meters
Large, twin recording level meters,
angled at rear of deck.

SPECIFICATION:
Track:4 track, 2channel.
Circuit: 36 transistors, 21 diodes,
1thyristor, 2FET, 2varistors, 1LED.
Frequency Response:
30-12,000 Hz ( normal tape)
30-14,000 Hz ( high performance tape)
30-16,000 Hz ( Cr02 tape)
S/N ratio: 60dB (
Dolby/Cr02)
Wow & Flutter: 0.07%
Dimensions: 419 x295 x152mm
(161"x11 19e" x6")
Weight: 6.2kg ( 13.67 lb)
FEATURES:
Piano key controls
Record, Rewind/review, Play, Fastforward/cue, Stop/eject, Pause.
Tape facilities
Tape run indicator, tape counter,

SURREY
Camera Cuintre.Croydd ,
Unilut Products, New Maidun,
Surrey Cassette Centre. Surbdon.
Debenhams Ltd., Guildford,
Delta Electrical Ltd., Blackwater.
Suit,' Hi Fi Centre. Sutton.
,-uon
RiChniOnd.
SUSSEX'.'1 F
ion,
GK

Lyon it. Hai ILtd., BriaMon.
jnfrri. sRadioviatOn. Eastbourne.
i•no & TV Ltd.. ChIchesttr.

MIDDLESEX

HUNTINGDONSHIRE

TEESSIDE '.

KENT

" S0
t
StCl.o
°Ct
kt n
°•
n
OrTe
Te
es
'.
s.
P'notu
' l' r
.
ro'''ili' s
o.
Reonnt Studios, Hartlupool.
Sr.
a'•• • Ps un SOnt. Hartlepool.
WARWICKSHIRE

NORFOLK

NORTHUMBERLAND

JERSEY
LANCASHIRE
Ldr Rao., •,, Blackpoo.
Southport Hifi Music Contr. `_•.•
port.
Foxall & Chapman Ltd., Mane, •
Sound Services. Prestwich.
Electra Centre. Preston.
John Money, Clpveleys.
Audio Electronics. Morecambe.
Norman Whitely ( Hobbles) Ltd..
Blackpool.
Metrosonic Hi F., Manchester 3.
Brady d. Son. Liverpool.
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio. Charley,
Beaver Radio. Livr•rpood
Formby Hi•Fi. Formby.
Darwen HiFi. Darwen.
Wotan Hi.F 1. Wigan,
Y. Yusof & Son. Blackburn,
Realsound, Bolton.
Haslam Trading Co.. Rochdale,
L. Slater. Barnoldswick
LINCOLNSHIRE
W. Howard & Co Ltd., Stamford,

Runnel', ROU. rtbon, N. wcast.i•-ean.Tynu.
J. & G. Swanson, Hurharn.
Ca•ters Ltd.. N. wcastte-on.Ty , ...
Fenharns. Newcastle•on•TYhe•
Thorra , F.-m.111d . Whitley Bay.
' • ••
Radio) Ltd.,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
-•
. • . •& ManS111
NORTHAMTONSHIRE
L.' .•
tun,
OXFORDSHIRE

.1(1.

•i: Fi, Oxford.
STAFFORDSHIRE

Sul''
also al: Hon, ,
Ruqely Radio. le .
The Hi F. Stu
Speed line Ltd
Lasky's. Wolv.
SUFFOLK

Crawl'''.

•• 0.ford-on.Avon.
,r_•• , • • • .
ihul I.
Rackhams Ltd., Birmingham.
L. Bullock & Son, Birmingham 8.
Records Ltd
i m 1 ghail, 21.
LeichhyaseRl Nation Enterprises,
Birmingham 2
Lasky's, Birmingham.
CTS Audio, Leamington Spa & Coventry.
John Frost Ltd., Sutton Goldfield.
GratIspool International, BirmIngham 2.
Pure Sound II, Birmingham 27.
FOILIRI, Coventry.
0 ... rmation Consultants, Roil",
WILTSHIRE
. • • Centre, SwIndon.
i,on Ltd. ' Ch.npenham.
Swindon.
fiectrical Equip. Ltd.
WORCESTERSHIRE
• •

Crco,

t.r.

YORKSHIRE
•.

& Co. Ltd.. 8dd:tout.
d•s ot Sh,ffield. Sheffield.
:a'. ni Sc arborOugh. SCarbOrouuh.
,

Tape Rxeorder Centre, Hadfax.
F. S. Hargreaves d. Son. Rotherham,
Commercial Exchanges Ltd., Barnsley,
A.2 Radio. Hull,
G. Sand & Co. Ltd.. Hull.
Mirfield Audio. Mirfield.
Robshaws Stereo. Cast leford.
Turner Electrical, Bridlington.
Wills Bros. ( York) Ltd., York.
F. A. Bamforth, & Co. Ltd., Goole.
Sheffield Sound Centre, Sheffield,
The Audio Centre, Shntheld 10.
R. Barker & Co. Ltd., Leeds 1,
Hadle.gh Audio, Wakefield.
Ron Hardy ( Bradford) Ltd., Bradford,
Tom Jacobus. Doncaster.
G. C. Jefferson Ltd., Rotherham,
Lawson Bros., Whitby.
Micron Audio Ltd., Sheffield.
Multlsound Hi Fi, York.
Pearsons Record ( Bradford) Ltd.,
F3radtord.
C. Phillopson & Co., Garlorth,
Studio Two, Selby.
G. Credos. Boroughbr.dge•
Gratispool. Leeds.
WALES
Ken Davis Audio Visual. Carmarthen.
Hi Fi Western Ltd— Newport d. Cardiff.
South Wales Wireless. Cardiff,
SCOTLAND
Elena Mae. Edinburgh & all other
branches.
Vennal Cameras, Ayr.
Victor Modris, Glasgow.
LI', man Fir Fi. Gloson,.
NORTHERN IRELAND
Nicholl Bros. ( Radm) Ltd.. Ballymena.
Moore Hi Fi, Newtonwards ,
Frank Rea d. Co. Ltd., Belfast,

Solo UK Distributor

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD
Priestley Way, London NVV2 7IN

etpli! ;:
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BRITAIN'S LEADING CASSETTE CENTRE
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Save
£12.33

PHILIPS 2220 bait / mains portable
Anti erasure. Automatic record
level. Playback tone control
Special pre christmas reduction.
LIST
OUR
tin
£32.211 PRICE

E

i.ra.gu

BATTERY
OPERATED
Philips 2212.. £25-95
Plus FREE Mains Unit
BATTERY ' MAINS
Aiwa TP752AH P.O.A.
Aiwa 747 Mini P.O.A.
AmerexAC107 £22-95
*B.A.S.F. 9202 £44-95
'Bush TP66.. £22-95
Decca PC2100
nen
Decca CR1900 £ 19•95
Grundig C231 £2495

2FREE
,Zipe LOC.-

FREE
h temS eer

PHILIPS 3302 Most popular ever
battery cassette recorder. Anti
erasure. Direct record facility.
With case. mike. C60 cassette. etc.
LIST
£21.27

OUR
PRICE

ri
5.95
L

Grundig 420 £32.95
*Hitachi 340
P.O.A.
Hitachi 258
P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ31 P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ235 P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ285 P.O.A.
ITT-RGD 350 £21.95
*ITT STU6OM £32.95
°ITT STU73 £44-95
ITT SL54A £21.95
JVC 1646 Mini' P.O.A.
JVC 1610 ..
P.O.A.
Murphy BA200 nen

ter

PRICE £37.95

National R0413 P.O.A.
National 416S P.O.A.
National 711S P.O.A.
National RQ316P.O.A.
National RQ320 P.O.A.
Normende
Astrocorder £26 95
'Philips 2221
£20 95
"Philips 2223
£40 95
Philips N2209 £ 44 00
'Philips N2225 £44 95
Sanyo 2523
£27 50
Sanyo M2250
£27 50

25.95

Sanyo 2512 .. £21•95
Sony TC55
P.O.A.
Sony TC68
P.O.A.
Sony TC92
P.O.A.
Sony TC180..
P.O.A.
Sony TC95
P.O.A.
Sony TC66
P.O.A.
Telefunken S.S. £27-95
Telefunken P.S. £33-95
Toshiba KT2I3 P.O.A.
Toshiba KT215 P.O.A.
sectes
"Plus 2 FREE Musicasor C90 Tapes.

Hitachi 1100

et

Save
(42.23
ARAI G C38 0stereo tape deck with
dolby. auto slop, slide tone, volume
controls. Push button stop, start etc.
LIST
OUR
rot nr
f127.10
PRICE

Lua.aa

STEREO
RECORDERS
Mains operated
Akai GXC36 (79.95
ITT 85 .. £54.95
*Philips 2405 £58-95
*Philips 24001_5 £71.95
Philips 2408
L112-95
°Sony TCI33CS P.O.A.
Telefunken £53.95
Mains with radio
Akai GX4OT £ 117.95
Awai 3010 ..
P.O.A.
Decca 9000 .. £86-95
P.O.A.
'Hitachi 2650
*Hitachi 3401
P.O.A.
'Hitachi 3410
P.O.A.
•Normende £ 129.95

LIST
£199.93

f102. 95

OUR
PRICE

National 485 SD P.O.A.
*Sharp SCI53
awn
'Sony CF620
P.O.A.
Philips RH851 £ 137-85
Battery/Mains
rAiwa 930 .. £ 115.95
mGrundig 440 £39.50
mITT SL73 £44.95
Hitachi 233S £51.95
National 2645 P.O.A.
rNational 3030 P.O.A.
rNational 45 I
S P.O.A.
rSanyo 4400FG £61-95
Sanyo 4000F &woo
Sony TC124CS P.O.A.
rSony CF5S0A P.O.A.
mSony TC146A P.O.A.
mTelefunken £4645

a.aa

STEREO DECKS
Akai 30D .. [56-95
Akai GXC36D £69-95
Alpha CD1000 £33-50
Amerex 800 [42-95
Aiwa AD 1200 P.O.A.
Amstrad 6000 £37-95
Bush 445 .. £57-25
Bush BT 8503 £49.95
°BASF 8100 DNL £89.95
Dynatron CPI £69.95
Ferguson 3272 £53.95
Hitachi 2020D
P.O.A.
Hitachi 2030D
P.O.A.
JVC 1668 ..
P.O.A.
rDenotes with Radio.
m Mono Play-back.
'Denotes with Spkrs.

us Fee

HEW
ost

Sn

1111301,01•N
aVO

.

Pl_be 2 éSREE
PR/ZI.F5 csve

ARA! GRC750
2AKPCAS£ TIES
8track, 2than ,'
with dolby. Slide volume and wee
controls. Push button stop- start. etc.
Auto El manual reverse Auto stoo
LIST
OUR
[185 95 PRICE

£126 95

SAVE £61.78

JVC 1667 Mk 11 P.O.A.
JV
1669 ..
P.O.A.
Murphy C207 £42-95
National 260US P.O.A.
Philips 2509 £53-95
Philips 2510 £98.00
Philips 2507 £51.95
Sharp 442 .. £48-95
Sony TCI21
P.O.A.
Sony TCI29
P.O.A.
Toshiba 415DNL£66.00
Normende £31.95
DOLBY DECKS
Advent 201 .. £ 156-oci
Akai 33D .. £68.95
Akai GX46D £99-95
Akai 65D .. £ 107-50
Akai 510D .. £ 119.95

o

music centre VHF/FM/MW/LW
radio, 3speed record deck and
push button cassette recorder
EI
L
1
S
4
T
900

SAW ON Merit TiVYS
FREE HEAD CLEANER Iworth5(191WITH6
+EXTRA TAPE FREE WHEN YOU BUY12
All tape prices include VAT. Add 20p postage

-

PU
O
RI
S
CE

f101.95

EMI Soundhog
35p
45p
60p

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£37-95

-

SAN VO 2611
complete home entertaii e .
n
radio with FM, cassette recorder and
4speed deck in one unit
LIST
OUR
£84.58 PRICE LI

OUR

r.
13

9.95

[164.50

Sony 152SD L P.O.A.
Sony TCI34SD P.O.A.
Sony TCI6 I
SD P.O.A.
Sharp RT480 £84-95
Sony TCI3 I
SD P.O.A.
Sanyo 4300X £89.95
Sanyo RD 4600 £ 185.95
Sony 177SD £244-50
Teleton CD100 £59.95
Tandberg 310 £ 139-95
Toshiba P470
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT490 P.O.A.
Yamaha TB700 £ 126-00
MUSIC CENTRES
Amerex 900 ( 119-95
Bush BS 3501 £ 121-00
Decca 4 .. £ 147.95
Dynatron 60
P.O.A.

£121. 95

PRICE
OUR

G.E.C. 2817 £ 134 95
Hitachi 3430 £ 132.95
ITT 2030 .. £ 154 95
sNational 1010 P.O.A.
National 2050 P.O.A.
National 1070 P.O.A.
sSanyo 2615 £76-95
sSanyo 4521 £ 126 00
sSanyo 4540 £ 139.95
sSharp SG 155 £ 123-95
sSony HMK20 P.O.A.
Sony NMK 40
P.O.A.
sToshiba 3000
P.O.A.
sYamaha MC5B P.O.A.
Wyndsor 555 £ 126.95
sDenotes with spkrs.
All orders add 75p P/P
MusicCentres add [150
FREI
E

14

-

brartheen

BUSH 3501 stereo music centre
combines 4speed record deck
VHF radio bpush button cassette
recorder. Slide channel controls
LIST
OUR
£175.00 PRICE

£121.00

HI FREQUENCY
Ampex BASF TDK SD Agfa Scotch
42p
65p
77p
50p
82p
55p
90p £ 1.20
65p
£1.05
80p £ 1.20
EI.50
90p

Philips
50p

BASF
50p

Agf
40p

Scotch
50 p

EMI
42 p

70p
95p

70p
95p

55p
65p

70p

55p

80p

Cavendish
33 p
44p
55p

TDK DY

Philips - BASF - Scotch
PACKS OF TWELVE
C60 £ 600 + FREE Extra
C90
£8 40
Tape and
CI20 Ell 40 Head Cleaner

PRICES CORRECT 15th MARCH
80p
£ 1.00 E
' &O.E. SUBJECT TO REVISION

CAVEN
DISH SALES CASSETTE CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL ROAD LONDON El • Tel: 01-247 3453

OPEN 9 am to 6pm MONDAY TO SATURDAY

dei

SAVE
£54

5.95

95p

worth £65.5

savt43.55

nos eIvr
.
STAND

ri7

£j11
FREE

"STAND •

FERGUSON 3463 LW/ W/FM/VHF
radio. 3speed deck, cassette recorder
Vol. bal, treble controls. Direct record
LIST

sr/ve 44.5

£208.19 PRICE LI

£47 95
£32 95
£44 95
£57 ,95
£41 95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£4615
ueoo
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£23-95

-

Save
£33.24
HITACHI 2660
stereo music centre. FM/1W/MW
radio, record deck bpush button
cassette. Vol. bal, tone controls
LIST

Philips RR365
Philips RR200
Sanyo 2419 ..
Sanyo 2468 ..
Sharp 438 ..
Sony CF420L
Sony 310 ..
Sony CFI50..
Standard 2000
Telefunken
Toshiba 294F
Toshiba 330FL
Waltham 103

L

Aiwa AD 1500H P.O.A.
Alpha CR3000 £75-95
Amstrad 7000 £50.95
•BASF 8200.. £ 139-95
Bigston BSD200 £78-95
Crown CTD270 £93.95
Grundig CN730 £92.95
Goodmans 100 £ 102.95
Harman Kardon 151-95
Hitachi 2040
P.O.A.
Hitachi D2360 P.O.A.
ITT 88 .. £ 109-95
National 263
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
National 269
Nagamichi £339-95
Normende 6000 £69-95
Pioneer 4141 £89-95
Pioneer 6161 £ 109.95

CHROME DIOXIDE
BASF Memorex Philips Agfa TDK
C60 £ 1.00 £ 1-05 £ 1.00
75p £ I.10
C90
Li- 30
EI.40 [ 11.30
95p EI.50
CI20 £ 145
£ 1.35 C60
C90
C120

P.O.A.
P.O.&
£36-95
£52-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RN

thleI5

SAVE £47.05
FIDELITY UA5 de- luxe stereo

7.

P.O.A.
£41-95
£59.95
£42-95
£31-00
£33-95
£26-95
£31-95
£41-95
P.O.A.

Hitachi 1246
°Hitachi 1255
ITT RC500
ITT RC1000
*JVC 9310 ..
JVC 9401 ..
JVC 9407 ..
National 447
National 448
National 5210
National 443
Normende
'Stradella'

IFV'Ve
s pal FREE

•
:
•
• ,..I j

PIONEER 7171 stereo dolby deck
front access cassette, with bias/
CO switch for tape selection.
Recording bpeak level indicators
Jam proof tape compartment
Input/output headphone jacks etc
LIST
OUR
TM 73 PRICE

P.O.A.

swap

OUR £172. 95

r-rn tic

nr
it. a zi

LIST OUR f eA
£56.37 PRICE

6

PHILIPS
943
De- luxe music
pLes 2FREE , centre has
AVICIPS csve
5w radio,
-.1leerth
mestabenEs
4speed
SAVE £28.2
record deck
HITACHI 20400 stereo tape deck
and cassette recorder in one
with dolby. slide volume bbalance
complete unit. Walnut veneer
controls. VU meters, digit counter
finish. Complete with speakers
Piano key cassette controls
LIST
LIST
OUR
£108.19
PRICE L I
PRICE
£221 30

_

Save
t55.88
PIONEER CT- 5151 advanced Dolby
cassette tape deck. Full auto stop.
independent record/play button, slide
volume controls.Tape selection switc

4

Save £21.42
BUSH 01.10400 Battery/mains VHF/
MW/FM radio & cassette recorder
Slide volume & tone controls. Auto
stop, record/battery level meter.
push button stop, play, record, etc

n
Lac.au

RADIO
RECORDERS
Aiwa TPR601
Aiwa 203 ..
Aiko 401 ..
*B.A.S.F. 9302
Bigston 5040
Bush RTP 100
Crown 440 ..
Crown 455 ..
Decca 1200 ..
Grundig C2001

SAVE £48.35

HIM -

F1.1.5 2 FREE
mques C90e of,
2AAERASET7E5

FF-6/5 .2FREE

'
,WS 2 FREE
"mos.cset arSava
see.r
Fh2LleS C906 oe-,
1280.6e
rr
248E.CA..ETIES
£14.22
2,
11(£..C451 TIES
Save f .30 £19.96
FERGUSON 3221 Battery main LW/
SANYO 2424FG MW/FM radio and
TELETON TC . ate ymains
push button cassette recorder, integral AM/FM radio and cassette recorder. MW/FM radio hcassette recorder.
Automatic recording level. Push
Push
button
auto
stop
and
auto
mike. DIN input and output sockets.
button stop, start etc. Fast forward/
Auto stop, fast forward, level controls level controls. Tape monitor. etc.
rewind. Auto stop. Built-in mike
LIST
L1S6T
F1
OU
425
LIST
OUR
re
t
£ 5.
41
PRICE
f47 27
PRICE

M907/.4'
5.25

Save
£5.32

.11r.

RIGHT NEXT TO WHITECHAPEI UNDERGROUND STATION Ilk

VATadd 8

Audio Techniques

CASSETIIES

IS
For

e

o
Dynamic

o
o

CO ..

C120 ..

9913

C90 • •

Hi Dynamic

CIA) .. ..
COO
c120

o

•
.

44p
610
85p

emi

601,

C60 ..

369

C90 ..

490
73p

Buy 12, get ONE Free

800

C60

Pan Control

-horn fully left to lolly
nght

86p
£1.05

..

60342.A ( as Mtn eeeee ct • OLA Connector -

20011

balanced inputs

91 p

.. £1.22
.. £1.55

£139 75

M1442.8 v. - 3 pole Aldo for inputs - 45011000
Plugs for outputs
20011 halanced inputs

£69.75

13042.0 .4" 2 pole Jacks for inputs
4500000
olugs for outputs - 504 dnbalanced mods

£52.75

r0C142. 4 Channet to stereo line leol mix down
mot - for use wrth Toc 7340 ad similar recorders

£34.75

RCS 2

Versatile Control U. allowIng an swItching furetrons
between two tape recorders heel to reek cassette or
crrrrr dgel and an amplifier home only one tape or....
socket
( 1195

TAS 1

12. free
RCS2

_
surrey
-Ga BS
tel 77878 (mail order only)

Tape Mien.. tor Insert,. between MO recorder and
amplifier Allows up to 50db tin 10Ab stepsl atteouation
of both record rod re0MY Oral ,
£ 11.96

Versatile Control Unit (Slowing all switching functions
between two tape recorders ( reel to reel. cassette or
cartridge) and an amplifier haying only one tape monitor

£11.96

socket.

TAS1

between tape recorder and
amplifier. Allows up to 50,16 lin 10db steps) attenuation of
Tape attenuator for ' merle«t

both record and replay signals.

7queens road guildfoncl surrey
0

Enables each

input to be positron«, wrthrn
the stereo picture - anywhere

600

C90
C120

p P 20p

Allows

Alostment of both stereo
outputs soPultaneoushr

maxellm

C120 . •

or equivalent Imam; adaphon
base plate available as an
opt.onal extol .
Output Level Control

VAT INCLUDED

o

•

maxellm

d
he.

C120

Off on Styttety Moor is
...red by 2 • PO6 batteries

ro

Allow level of each
che m.,' to be adosted

Nomol

OdbM 6 5V13111S before
clipping Source R 50C1 load with 5000 or greater

,
‘
„,a

X1000

529
7gp

CM:1

ogh Level Output

,

Input Levitt Controls

y

set to UrIbbl Source R 6011
Output to be loaded wills soon
greater

resistor - balanced
oskyload 'ore , 50417
sensibv.ty 200o V lor nominal MOM
rrour
loan at centre anit level rontrols
11 , " ,

11=1

C90

C60 ..

a

Microphone Inputs - 12,10 tor / 00 S. source

trav4

erIDK.

.
4127 del ON INPUTS
0
L
,H7
ghT
au
E
ar
ty T
E,51..P
.kA
s
NNING

LAST ow

CO

£ 11.95

Available in London from Acceseory Counters of Henry-Lindalr Situps, Teletape, Muait City,
Sound City and REW Audio Visual Co. Aleo from Hardman Radio Shops in Liverpool, Manchester
and Preston or by Mail -tarder from Audio Techniques. Prices are manufacturer's
recommended retail, and do not Include VAT.

Audio Techniques

I

63 Greyhound Road. London W6 8NH

01 -385 2302

For Audio
enthusiasts who
know their
sound matters

BAT Ii R1
OH MA!NS

LUNATIC OFFER

WE'RE THE ONLY
PEOPLE IN MALDON
WITH YAMAHA
AND NAKAMICHI.

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
YES, this fabulous
HANIMEX calculator for only £-99
when you buy £99.00
worth of hi-fi from
us. Choose from:
AKAI - LEAK - ROTEL - TEAC - SONY SANYO - NATIONAL - NIVICO - SHARP

Springett's have thefinest
cassette decks hthe world. Left:
Nakamich. Tri Tracer 700, £399:60
excluding VAT, Right: Nakamichi Dual
Tracer 550,1275 excluding VAT,

- PYE - WHARFEDALE - KEF - REVOX -

SprinÉett sbt ing you avery
special offer. You can buy the Yamaha
MS 5B Music Centre plus apair of
superb Yamaha NS 625 speakers
for
only
£299.9`)

B & O - DYNATRON - PHOTAX - GRUNDIG
- HACKER - PHILIPS - BUSH ARINA - BUSH MORPHY - ALSO OTHER LEADING MAKES

P H. SPRINGETT LTD.,

ARE AVAILABLE.

59 HIGH STREET, MALDON, ESSEX.
Since you are aspecialist on Yamaha and Nakarnichi equipment;
I
would like you to send me further details.-

A TIP"—JUST GIVE US A RING BEFORE YOU BUY I

F

I
NCHFERN

LTD

HI -Fi

—

RADIO

—

TV

—

NAME
ELECTRICAL

50-5 1WELLS STREET, LONDON, W.I Opp. ITN House

ADDRESS

Telephone: 01-580 0873,74

15

for the best sound around

BEDS

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
B & 0 Beolab 1700 . .
Marantz 1030, 1060, 1120 .
N.A.D. 60
..
Quad 33/303 ..
Rotel RA 211
RA 311
RA 611
Sony TA 70

Technics ST 3500, 3150, 3500

HERTS

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
Mordaunt.Short Carnival,
B & 0 Beogram 1001
£ 52.78
Festival. Pageant ..
P.O.A
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
1203
£ 69 44 Scan-Dyna A10
£52.78
Armstrong 625, 626
2000
£ 87 96
A25
£69.44
P.O.A. Dual 1226
£ 3.25
A30
B & 0 Beomaster 1001
..
..
£85•18
901
..
£109.72
1229..
£ 128 18 Tandberg TL 2510 ..
P.0.4
2000 ..
£124-90
601 ..
033 20 Technics SB 40, 101
P.O.A
Marantz
£199.07
701 .. .
001 52 B & W DM2/4/5
P.O.A
Garrard SP25 Mk IV/M76 £ 27 77
P.O.A.
2015, 2220, 2230, 2245
P.O.A. Pioneer PLI2D ..
£36-99 STEREO CASSETTE MACHINES
TA 88
..
P.O.A. N.A.D. 140 ..
TA 1066
..
P.O.A.
160A
f155-55 Sony PS 5011 ..
P.O.A. Aka, CS 33D
..
£ 6? 90
TA 1055
Pioneer SX4j4
f195.00
PS 5520 . ..
P.O.A.
GXC 38D .. .. .. £ 0 28
TA 1150 .. .
SX535
.
£ 34.72 Technics SL Ii00 ..
P.O.A.
GXC 46D . . .. £ 04 16
E115.74
Technics SU 3050, 31 .
50, 3500 P.O.A. Rotel RX 152«
£
& 0 Beocord 2206 .. £ 66.20
TUNERS
RX 202 ..
E61.57 SPEAKERS ( per pair)
Dual C901 .. .. £ 81.05
Armstrong 624, 623
P.O.A.
RX 402 ..
£69.90 Acoustic Research 7
£61-50 Sony TC 121
P.0.4.
B & 0 Beomaster 1700
£69.35
RX 602 . .
£91•20
4xa ..
07.00
TC 13ISD ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 105, 115, 120
P.O.A. Scan-Dyna 20.
00 Mk li£90
019 90
6 ..
00
TC I34SD ..
P.0.4.
Quad FM ..
04.00
2100
003 70
MST
£ 24 00
TC 16ISD ..
P.O.A.
Sony ST 70 ..
P.O.A.
2400
£ 129.05
2ax ..
L133 00
TC I52SD ..
P.O.A.
£156-48
3a
Imp...
£
28-00
Shure
VIS
III
ST 88
P.O.A. Sony STR 6036A, 6646A
..
£27.31
ST 5066 .
P.O.A. Tandberg TR 200, 1000
P.O.A.
Beovox 1702..
£ 61.02 Tandberg TCD 310 ..
P.O.A.
ST 5055L
P.O.A. Technics SA 5150, 5250
P.O.A.
2702
£ 78.70 Technics RS 263, 271, 610,
P.O.A.
3702
£ 103.70
276. 279, 676 ..
P.O.A.
Headphones by Pioneer, Sennheiser, Sony. Music Systems by Bong & Olufsen, Nattonal, Sony. Blank Cassettes by Sony, T.D.K. Cartridges
and Styli by Goldring, Shure VIS Ill, £24•44. Colour Television by Bang & Olufsen, National, Skantic, Sony, Tandberg.
Bang & Olufsen equipment at Amersham and Bedford. Marantz at Hitchin. Bowers & Wilkins at Bedford and Hitchin. Equipment guaranteed
up to 3years. Specialised ofter-soles service. Barclaycard :: Access :: Personal loans.

SAVE

P.O.A.
£78.70
P.O.A.
£97.00
£142.00
£34.21
£49•03
£76.80

BUCKS

Prices exclude V.A.T. currently at 8%.

Wide selection of gramophone records and tapes.

Prices correct at time of going to Press.

audio E. visual %stems

UP TO

40%

P.O.A.

AMERSHAM
16 HILL AVENUE
Telephone: 21 3.13

AYLESBURY
8 BOURBON STREET
Telephone: 89419

BEDFORD
29 ST. PETERS STREET
Telephone: 46058

H ITC H IN
3 CHI RCHGATE
Telep •
51538

SOME OF THE SWEETEST SOUNDS COME FROM OUR SMALLER FRIENDS

'
•

AIWA AD ISO

,)O.AL

CS7O1

SUGDEN A48

LLJSCINIA MEGARHYNCHA BREHM*
Just lately several of our clients have made some very amusing comments about our little emblem
below. For those of you who need the explanation it is neither a vulture or a parrot or a blackbird,
but the elusive nightingale.* We use it to illustrate the fact that although we are small our compact
showroom is a veritable aladdins' cave of quality Hi -Fi.
All our equipment is carefully selected with performance and reliability in mind, from the higher
price range down through the scale to components like the little Videotone 2, which although
slightly smaller than the area of this page, like our nightingale they produce sounds which are
completely unbeholden to their size.
Fisher. Monitor Audio . Celef . JBL . Gale . Quasar . Videotone . SMC . Omar
NEAL . Soundcraftsmen . Photax . Nakamichi . NAD . Nikko . Teleton . Acos
Lowther . EPI . Scott . OMAL . Micro . Lustraphone . Phase Linear . Dahlquist
etc.
We are very proud to announce our appointment as NAIM audio agents.

(El IF MONITOR

3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE
LATE NIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS WEDNESDAYS 6-9 p.m.

JEFFRIES 111-F1
6a ALBERT PARADE,

GREEN STREET, EASTBOURNE

Eastbourne 31336 ( std code 0323)
ii

presenting . . .

THE MIGHTY ATOM
About three years ago we welcomed a
new generation of Monitor loudspeakers
based on the work of BBC engineersspeakers whose performance set a new
standard of truthfulness among movingcoil systems and of which the Spendor
BCI has proved especially popular. This
advance sparked off other, splendid
designs-such as the KEF 104 and, in
the higher price bracket, the Gale
GS401A and the Spendor BC3-but the
newest arrival in this field, the Rogers
BBC Monitor LS/35A, represents what
seems to us quite sensational progress in
a somewhat unexpected direction.
For here, at last, is aloudspeaker of the
very highest class whose diminutive size
-I It x 71 x
in.-should endear it to
those who have, in the past, looked
askance at sizeable enclosures apt to
loom large in the average lounge. At a
cost of £ 119 (plus VAT) per pair, the
LS/35A may not seem a cheap speaker
at first glance, but we regard its performance as unequalled at its price, regardless
of size. Come and listen to it at our
studio: we think you will be as amazed
by this ' mighty atom' as we were when
first we heard it-a reaction shared by
every recent visitor to Moscow Road.
Those who are looking for a complete
stereo installation for a modest outlay
will be glad to know that the Yamaha
MC40 Music Centre, long afavourite of
ours, now costs less than £ 120 plus VAT.
Combining a first-class, belt-driven,
transcription quality turntable assembly

with a splendid tuner/amplifier (rated
output per channel: 15 watts R MS),
this neat and attractive unit can be used
with awide range of loudspeakers-from
the Sinclair Q16 (f17.50 plus VAT per
pair) and our own CO Junior Bookshelf
System (f30 plus VAT per pair) to the
KEF 104 and Spendor BCI-while
providing connections for headphones
and a cassette deck.
Indeed, cassettes have become very
popular during the past year or two, and
we demonstrate and supply a handpicked range of decks using the Dolby
system, from the Technics RS263 at
under £90 to the NEAL at about £ 190.
From Technics, too, comes a series of
magnificent turntables, while Trio and
Yamaha tuner/amplifiers continue to
combine top-ranking performance with
the kind of reliability we have learnt to
cherish in recent years.
Write for
our latest BUDGET
STEREO leaflet and price-list ( including
details of our generous Record Discount
Scheme for those who purchase equipment from us) or, better still, pay a visit
to our studio for an unhurried consultation and demonstration. If you come on
a Saturday afternoon, between 2 and
4.30, you can enjoy Live Record Review,
our weekly recital devoted to the latest
classical record releases (now in its 19th
season!). Above all, come and hear the
new RD/BBC speaker-another significant step towards the ' domestication' of
true high fidelity sound!

Thomas Ileinitz

MUSIC IN THE HOME
(HFDA Member)
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2 TEL: 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.

UNREPEATABLE
OFFER WHILE STOCKS LAST

PREMIUM CASSETTES
SUPER LOW PRICES

060

in special export packs

.,400,1LJ.
aiimmemun
INC VAT

Cassette 60

BEOLIT
600

£39 90
£41.90
£49.90

What's so
different
about
Bugg &
Olutsen at
Telesonic?

BEOMASTER
901 (T) £ 134.90
901 ( R) £ 135.90
1001 (T) .. £ 118.50
1001 ( R)/(W) £ 119.50
Wall mounting bracket
for Beomaster 1001
(8902019) .. £2-75
1700 (T)
£74.90
1700 ( R) .. £75.90
2000 (T) .. £215.00
2000 ( R/W) £216.00
3000-2 (T) .. £ 198.50
3000-2 ( R)/(W) £ 199.50
4000 (T) £250.00
4000 ( R) £251.00
6000 ( R) £450.00
6000 ( W)
£450.00
Telescopic FM aerial for
Beomasters
For sheer sophistication and
(8902010) ., £5.00
superb sound reproduction, Bang
BE OLAB
1700 (T)
£85-00
& Olufsen hi-fi systems are among
1700 ( R)
£86.00
BE OGRAM
the best in the world. And the
1001 ( 7) .. £57.00
beauty is more than skin deep I
1001 (
R)/(W) £58.00
1203 (T)
£75.00
Lift the covers of any B & 0 unit,
1203 ( R)/(W) £76 00
2000 (T) .. £95.00
and you'll find that the
2000 ( R/W) £96.00
sophistication extends to every
3000 (T) .. £99 SO
3000 ( R) £ 100.50
component layout, however
4002 (T) .. £238 50
compact. And some are very
4002 ( R) £239 SO
6000 ( R)/(W) £318 SO
compact indeed!
BEOCENTER
1400 (T) .. £ 198.50
We are the different hi- fl shop in
1400 ( R)
£199-50
3500 (T)
£298-50
Tottenham Court Road. The one
3500 (
R)/(W) £299.50
that stands out from the crowd.
BEOCORD
900 Cass. (
T) £79.50
900 Cass. ( R)
£o-90
When it comes to home
2200 Cass. (
T) £ 179-50
2200 Cass. (
R) £ 180-50
installations, we prefer to do it
BEOVOX (
priced in pr.)
ourselves. Because the kind of
1702 (T) .. £65.90
1702 ( R)/(W) £68.90
systems we sell, deserve the extra
2702 (
T) ..
£85.00
attention we give them. You can
2702 (T)/(W) £89.00
3702 (T) .. £ 112 00
do it your way if you wish. But if
3702 ( R)/(W) £ 119 00
anything does go wrong, we'll still
3800 (T) £ 145-00
3800 ( R) £ 153.00
be around to put it right. After all,
5700/2 (T) .. £255.00
5700/2 ( R) .. £265 00
we have been in Tottenham Court
P50 ( R)/(W) £ 159.50
Road for more than 20 years!
Trumpet stand for Beovox 380015700/2
(8960070) .. £ 11.90
TELESONIC - THAT
Pick-up Cartridges
DIFFERENT HI-FI STORE IN
SP I
0 (8905424) £ 16.90
Universal mounting
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
SP1OA (8905425)E16 .90
For B & 0 arm
Agents for Ariston, B & O. Harrison,
SPI2 (8905426) £21.90
Lux, Nikko, Quad, Sony, Sonab and
Universal mounting
National Panasonic.
SP I
2A ( 8905427)£21 -90
For B & 0 arm
SPI4 (8905431) £ 11.50
Universal mounting
SPI 4A (8905432)
For B & 0 arm £ 11.50
MMC6000 £35-50
MMC4000 .. £21-50
92, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
(T) Teak; ( R) Rosewood;
Tel 01-636 8177 Open 9 am- 6 pm
(W) White. E. & 0.E.
(Thursday 9 am-7 pm) Saturdays 9 am- 1 pm.
All prices include VAT

HIU

+ 20p p & p
Library cases 8p inc.vat.

INC.VAT

FORMAT PLANNING LTD

DEPT. HFN

1447 LONDON ROAD . LONDON SW16
17

GET A HEAD START
SAVE UP TO 40% OFF LIST PRICE
SOUND BARGAINS AT SOUND VALUE
I
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(E I . 50 P & P)
Akai AA8030 .. £ 102.50
Akai AA8080 £ 129.00
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 110 £ 110.00
Goodmans Mod. 90 £95 00
Goodmans Mod. 120 £ 117.50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR700
P.O.A.
Hitachi SRI loo
P.O.A.
JVC 4MMI000 £ 110.00
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Lux R800/1500 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 5010
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 7070 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434 £81-00
Pioneer SX535
£110.00
Pioneer SX636 £ 130.00
Pioneer SX737 £ 163.00
Pioneer SX838 £205.00
Pioneer SX727 £ 150-00
Rotel RXI52 £63 00
Rotel RX200A £59.00
Rotel RX202 £71-00
Rotel RX402 £94.00
Rotel RX600A £97 50
Rotel RX602 £ 122-00
Rotel RX802 £ 155.00
Sansui 661/771 . . .
Sansui QRX 1500..
P.O.A.
Sansui QRX 3500..
P.O.A.
Sherwood 57050 .. £76.00
Sherwood S7200 .. £ 152-00
Sony STR6036A From stock
Sony STR6046A From stock
Sony STR6055
From stock
Sony STR6200
From stock
Sound 51‘3400 .. £63-00
Sound SR2500 £72-00
Sound SR660
P.O.A.
Sound 59.770
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA300L From stock
Toshiba SA500
From stock
Trio--All models available
Wharfedale Denton
as•cro
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
(LISO P & P)
Akai AA5200 £70-00
Akai AA550
£95-50
Akai AA5800 £ 13200
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge P50/P60
P.O.A.
Cambridge P110 ..
P.O.A.
Denon PMA350-Z..
P.O.A.
PMA500
P.O.A.
EMI 1515
£33-S0
Goodmans 40/40 .. £62-50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN5S0 £78-00
Leak 2100 ..
P.O.A.
Leak Delta 2200 ..
P.O.A.
Lux L308/L309
P.O.A.
Lux LS05/507
P.O.A.
Lux SQ707/700
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST40.. [40.00
Metrosound ST20
Mk 11 .. • • £31.00
Nikko TRM2I0 • •
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230 • •
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500 • •
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM603 • •
P.O.A.
Onkyo 725 .. • •
P.O.A.
Onkyo 733 .. • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA500A • • £40-50
Pioneer SA6200 • • £72-50
Pioneer SA7I00 £96.00
Pioneer SA8100 £ 137.50
Pioneer SA9100 . £ 172.00
Quad 33 ..
From stock
Quad 303
From stock
Radford HD250 £ 185-00
Revox A78
From stock
Rotel RA211 .. [39.00
Rotel RA3I I .. £50.00
Rotel RA6Il £78.50
Rotel RA1310 .. £ 100.00
Sansui AUI01/AU505 P.O.A.
Sansui AU7500
P.O.A.

Sansui AU9500
P.O.A.
Sanyo DCA1400 £45-00
Sherwood S9400 .. £ 12500
Sony TA70/TA88/TAI066/TA
1055/TA1150/TAI I
30
from stock
Sound SA520 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA620 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA8200 ..
P.O.A.
Sound 4SA70
P.O.A.
Sugden A2/Mark 3 £75-00
Sugden A48
£87-50
Sugden P51/C51 .. £ 130.00
Teac AS100 .. £ 135.00
Toshiba SB300
From stock
Toshiba SB500
From stock
Trio-All models available
Wharfedale Linton £42.50
Yamaha CA700 .. £ 120.00
Yamaha CAI000
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(LI -50 P & P)
Akai AT550 .. £70.00
Akai AT580 .. £97.00
Armstrong 623/624
P.O.A.
Cambridge TSS
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Lux WL700/WL7I7
P.O.A.
Lux WL500/WL550
P.O.A.
Lu x T300 .. .
P.O.A.
Marantz-All models P.O.A.
Nikko FAM220
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM500
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A £5740
Pioneer TX6200 £65.00
Pioneer TX7I00 £85.00
Pioneer TX8I00 [ 102.00
Pioneer TX9100 £ 132.50
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Revox A76
Rocel RT22 .. £38-50
Rotel RT322 £52.50
Rotel RT622 £85-00
Sansui TU505
P.O.A.
Sansui TU7500, etc. P.O.A.
Sherwood S2400 .. £ 105-00
Sony ST70/ST813/ST5055L/ST
5066/ST5150/ST5130from stock
Sugden R2I .. £70.00
Sugden R5I .. £72.50
Toshiba 51410
From stock
Toshiba ST500
From stock
Trio--all models available
TURNTABLES
(£1•50 P & P)
Aiwa AP2050
P.O.A.
Denon DP3700F
DP3SOO
P.O.A.
G
d SP25 IV
Chassis
G
d 5P25/IV rrod.
.: •
¿
£21.00
II "
G
d5P25/Mod./
cart £25.50
Garrard 865B Chassis £28.00
G
d865B Module £34.00
Garrard 865B Mod./
cart. .. .. £40 00
G
d Zero 100513
Chassis £34.00
G
d Zero 100513
Mod
..
£45.50
G
d Zero 100SB
Mod./+cart. .. £53-50
Goldring GIOIPC .. £25 00
Goldring GL72 £27 00
Goldring GL72P
£35. „,,,
Goldring GL75
`s'i;
Goldring GL75P £43 00
Goldring GL78PC £58.50
Goldring GL85PC £7710
0
Goldring LID72
L3
Geldring LID75
Goodmans
TD ISO
with cart.
Hitachi PSI2
Leak Delta ..
Micro MR711
Micro MR3I I
Micro MR111
Micro MB600
Micro MB300
Philips GA2I2

a-oo

.. £58.50
.. £55.00
.. £42-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.. £65.00

All prices include 8% VAT

Pioneer PL I2D £40-50
Pioneer PLISO
£62.50
Pioneer PLA45D .. £88.50
Sansui SR2I2
P.O.A.
Sansui SR1050
P.O.A.
Sansui SR2050
P.O.A.
Sony PS5011
From stock
Sony PS5520
From stock
Sony PS-5550
From stock
Transcriptors
Reference
E90 SO
Transcriptors
Reference with
arm .. £ 104 SO
Thorens 10165C £ 54 SO
Thorens TD160C £ 63 00
Thorens T0125/1 I £ 400
Thorens TDI25/1 I
AB EIIS 00
Thorens TDI45C £ 80 00
Thorens TD160BC
152 00
Thorens TO160C/
Ortofon .• £139 00
Thorens TDI25AB/11/
Ortofon £ 140-00
Toshiba-All models available
Wharfedale Linton £27-50
Yamaha YP800
P.O.A.
ADC. Goldring, Shure, Sonotone cartridges stocked.
SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
(Min. P & P £ 1.50)
Advent large/small
P.O.A.
AR7/AR6/AR5/AR4X P.O.A.
B & W D5/DM4
P.O.A.
B & W DM2A
P.O.A.
B & W DM70
P.O.A.
Bose 901/501 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh
P.O.A.
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120 P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 15
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 25
P.O.A.
Celestion Dittos 44
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66
P.O.A.
Design Acoustics
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister £37-50
Goodman' Havant SL £46-00
Goodmans Mezzo SL £70.00
Goodmans Magnum
SL
..
£87.50
Goodmans Goodwood £92-50
Goodmans Magister £ 112.00
Goodmans Dimension
•
£ 132.00
Goodmans Achromat £ 122.50
nity
. . .
J
iB
f
L-All mOdels :
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF Ref. 104 ..
P.O.A.
KLH-All models ..
P O.A.
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Maranta
Monitor-ail .model'
s
Pi
P
i
on
c.
ne
ee
er
rc
Cs
SR
R7
500
00
£1
L
1
.
7
35
0.
:
00
00
Quad
From stock
Sansui ESSO/ES100
P.O.A.
Sansui E5200
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Wharfedale Denton 2 £34.00
Linton 2 .. £42.00
Wharfedale Glendale
W3
hirfedale .Dovecia.
le

£61)."

Wharfedale lkingscia.le

£92.00

3 .

£122.50

CASSETTES-TAPE
DECKS/RECORDERS
(P & P Portable 75p; others
E1.50)
Advent 201/202 . •
P0• A
Aiwa ADI500
P
£:
6
0
0. 0
A0:
Mai CS3OD
Akai CS33D • • £72-50

Akai GXC36D
aeoo
Akai GXC38D .. £94 00
Akai GXC46D .. £ 108.00
Akai GXCS1OD
E132.50
Akai GXC75D £ 140.00
Akai 1722L .. £86.00
Akai 4000DS .. £89.00
Akai 4000DB £ 133-50
Akai GXR82D £85.00
Goodmans SCD100 £ 120 00
H. Kardon HK1000
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 Dolby ..
P.O.A.
N.E.A.L. 102/103 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700/1000
From stock
Philips- Keenest prices
Pioneer CT4141 £95.00
Pioneer CT5151 £ 108-00
Revox A77 Series ..
P.O.A.
Revox A700 Series
P.O.A.
Sanyo- Keenest prices
Sanyo RD4800X
Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Sony TC12 1 /TC129/TC131/
TC I
34/TC152/TC16ISD/
TC280/TC377/TC270/
TC458/TC755/TCI77SD
-from stock
Tandberg TCD310D
P.O.A.
Teac A160/A360/A450 P.O.A.
Toshiba PT4I5
From stock
Toshiba PT470
From stock
Toshiba P1490
From stock
Toshiba PT862
From stock
Portable models-From stock
Uher-all models ..
P.O.A.
MUSIC SYSTEMS
(P & P £2.00)
Goodmans Compact
80 Teak... .. £125 03
Goodmans Compact
90T. .. £ 165 00
Sanyo G26I5 £75.00
Sanyo G26I 1KL
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Toshiba-All models available
Yamaha MSC5B.
P.O.A.
•Without speakers.
PICK-UP ARMS, etc.
(P & P 50p)
Acos Lustre £22-50
Audio Technica £ 17-00
Goldring L75
£ 10-00
Micro MAI01/11
P.O.A.
SME 3009/11 .. [33.50
SME 3009/S2 .. £35.50
SME Head Shell .. £3.25
SME PI Soarer .. £ 1.75
Thorens TP60 Head
Shell ..
£3.50
I

SPECIAL OFFER
Sinclair/Cambridge
CALCULATORS
£10.50+V.A.T.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE 8% VAT

We stock all
the best from
the world of
sound.
CAR RADIOS, etc.
(L1-00 P & P)
Philips RN134
Philips N2605
Phi lips N2607 ..
Philips N2607/97 ..
Philips RN232
Philips RN342/15
Philips RN5I2
Philips RN702
Philips RN712

HEADPHONES
(50p P & P)
AKG K60 .. £900
AKG KI60
£ 14 50
Koss ESP9
£70 00
Koss ESPA
£38 50
Koss ESP6
£50 00
Koss PRO5LC £30-00
Koss PRO4AA £27 50
Micro MX1
P.O.A.
Senn heiser HD414 £ 13.50
Sennheiser HD424 £21.00
Wharfedale DDI £ 12.50
Wharfedale ' sodynamic .. £ 18-00
Many other makes and models
also available.
TELEVISIONS
(LISO P & P)
Korting 2r/26" Col. P.O.A
Sony 13"/Ir Colour
From stock
Toshiba I4/18 - Col.
From stock

•

*Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30-6 p.m.
(early closing Wed.).
•All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed.
'After sales service.
*Access
and
Barclaycard
welcome.
All parcs and labour free for
1year.
All prices subject to goods
being in stock.
Mail
order
enquiries
welcome
All goods dispatched within
48 hours of receipt of order
subject to availability of goods
All prices are correct on
31st March 75 and are
subject to change without prior notice.

KUMAR KAMERAS
8- HI-FI
61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station

18

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Koss introduce.) Phase i
An exciting new concept in
.5tereophonic Ibtening
Koss engineers have developed a new phase to stereophone
listening. A concept so exciting and so different from other
stereophones, we called it Phase 2.
In effect. Koss Phase 2 Stereophones do for the music lover
what the zoom lens did for the photographer. By bringing the
orchestra into vivid close-up or expanding the
musical sphere surrounding you so that you
feel encircled by a panorama of sourd.
You have the option of personalising
each stereo recording as if it had
been tailor-made to your indivoual
taste, being able to do things that
until now only a recording engineer
could do at the original session.
The secret is the rotating
Panoramic Source Control located
at the lower edge of each earcup.
They range from zero to 10, and
as you advance the level you feel
drawn closer and closer toward

the centre of a live performance.
Now flip the Ambience Expander switch on the right earcup
to the E position. You'll hear a dramatic expansion of the centre
channel on your recording that gives you incredibly enhanced
depth and richness. Then rotate one control separately from the
other; it's like sitting on the piano bench one minute
and in the midst of the violin section the next.
To go back to conventional sound, set
the Ambience Expander on N position and
reduce the Panoramic Source Controls
on both ears to zero. As an added convenience, a Momentary Comparator
switch on the left cup lets you
compare the new sound
capabilities with the
conventional stereo mode.
Ask your Audio Deafer to
let you hear Koss Phase 2
Stereophones. And write
for our free full- colour
catalogue.

AMPLIFIERS
IC & 1EI-25)
Akai AA.5200
E69-38
AA.5500
00-27
AA.5800 [ 131-94
Amstrad 1C.2000/
Mk. II .. £32-04
IC.4000/Mk. II £25-95
8000 ..
E20-01
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Goodmans 40-40 £62•96
F.R.A.
Leak 2100 ..
01.06
2200 ..
FI02-29
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.520
£7-74
RH.52I
£104-OS
Pioneer SA.500A
[42-14
SA.6200 ..
£3-71
SA.7100 ..
[98-26
SA.8100 .. EI41-26
SA.9100
£175-94
Quad 33/303 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers RavensbrookP.O.A.
Ravensbourne
P.O.A.
Panthera A75
P.O.A.
Rotel RA.2Il £311•43
RA.311 .. £ 016
RA.6Il £78•59
RA.810 .. 00115
RA.I210 £ I26-70
Sansui AU.101; AU.505;
AU.6500; AU.7500:
AU.9500-P.O.A.
Sinclair 2000/Mk. Ill £29-37
4000 ..
04•06
Sony TA.70; TA.88; TA.
1055; TA.I 130; TA.
1150; TA.1066;
TA.
3140E-P.O.A.
Tandberg TA.300
P.O.A.
TA.300M
P.O.A.
Trio 700C; KA.I200; KA.
1600; KA.4002A; KA.
4004; KA.6004; KA.
8004-P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton
(T)
E35-28
Linton Mk 11(T) £ 6-31

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
(C & I [ 1.25)
Aka, AA.8030 [99-14
AA.8080
El2S-67
Amstrad 5000 ..
08-70
Armstrong 625; 626 P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Dynatron
Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 715
One Ten .. 013-48
1-20
E120-11
Leak 2000 AM/FM £ 127-85
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.690 [39.95
RH.720 .. 087-20
RH.732 ..
09.98
RH.734 .. 020-10
RH.90I
E62-40
Pioneer SX.300 £ 3.78
LX.424 £ I28.36
SX.434 ..
02-99
SX.535 .. [ 113-74
SX.636 .. 032.63
SX.737 .. [ 164-22
SX.838 .. [210-48
SX.939 £ 32•50
SX.1010
087-60
Rogers RavensbrookP.O.A.
Rotel RX.I50A
04.21
RX.I52 ..
00-63
RX.202 ..
08.97

RX.402 £93 03
RX.454 .. 058-78
RX.602 £ 120-29
RX.802 .. 053-90
Sansui 210: 310; 441; 551;
661; 771; 88I-P.O.A.
Scandyna..
F.R.A.
Sony STR.6036A
P.O.A.
STR.6046A
P.O.A.
STR.6055
P.O.A.
STR.6200F
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10; TR.
200; TR.1000; TR.I010
MPX-P.O.A.
Trio KR.2300; KR.2400;
KR.3400; KR.4400; KR
5400; KR.6400; KR.
7400-P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton
Mk. 2 ..
06-49
Linton Mk 2
E77•25

TUNERS
(C & IEl 25)
Akai AT.550
AT.850 ..
Amstrad MPX.3000
Armstrong 623 ..
624
B & 0 ..

£ 69 38
£ 7 16
£ 6 44
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
Leak 2300
f81•83
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.62I
07-29
Pioneer TX.500A
E51341
TX.6200
£6-20
TX.7100
L84•77
TX.8100
¿102-19
£135-61
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook (Chassis): Ravensbrook
(Cased); Ravensbourne
(Chassis;) Ravensbourne ( Cased); Panthera T75-P.O.A.
Rotel RT.222 £ 8-43
RT.322 .. £54-21
RT.622 £86.28
RT.I220 [ 107•45
Sansui TUSOS; TU.7500;
TU.9500-P.O.A.
Sinclair 2000 ..
09-37
4000 ..
06-72
Sony ST.70; ST.88; ST.
5055L; ST.5066; ST.
5130; ST.5 150-P.O.A.
Trio 700T; KT. 1300; KT.
2001A; KT.4005; KT.
8005-P.O.A.

(C & IBookshelf E1-95)
(C & 1Console E2-25)
A.R. AR-2AX; AR-3A Improved; AR-4XA; AR5; AR-6; AR7-; ARMST; AR-LST-P.O.A.
Amstrad Acousta
1500.. ..
03-92
2500 ..
E28•53
B & 0 ..
F.R.A.
B & W DM2A; DM4; 135;
DM.70 Imp.-P.O.A.
Bose ..
F.R.A.
Celestion County £ 0-86
Hadleigh
05-00
Ditton 10 ..
07-93
Ditton 15
£ 8-40
Ditton 25
£ 16-86
Ditton 44
£ 6-40
Ditton 66
[ 176-86
Ditton 120 ..
03-78
Decca Deram
E27-46
Dynatron
F.R.A

01-242 7401 ( Mon- Fri 9-6. Sat 9-1)

242/244 PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1
Tel. 01-837 8200 ( Mon- Sat 9 Thurs 91)

86SB Mod. ..
f34•24
86S8 Mod.+Cart. f38-39
Zero 100SB Chass.06-86
Zero 100SB Mod. 07-11
Zero 100513 Mod.
-1- art. ..
ES2-49
401 Chassis ..
08-84
Goldring GL.72
06-42
K.E.F. Coda (T): Cantor
GL.72P
E35-23
(T); Chorale (T); CadGL.75
E33-69
enza (T) ; Concerto (T),
GL.75P
03-60
Monitor 104
P.O.A.
GL.78PC £sa.35
Leak 2020 .. [44 74
GL.85PC £ 7-06
2030 ..
00 27
G.I01 PC
04.22
2060 ..
f104 12
F.R.A.
2075
f199 09 Leak 2001
011.44
Marsden Hall XL. I0 E29 87
Philips GA.209 ..
00-63
XL.I5
[34 58
GA.2I2
E59-72
XL.20
E42 29
GA.407 ..
06-23
XL.30
[82 24 Pioneer PL I2D
E38-43
3522 ..
05.00
PL I2S
07-30
4522 ..
015-81
PLI5D .. £ 8-88
Mordaunt-Short
F.R.A.
PLA.45D
f81•08
Quad Electrostatic P.O.A.
PLSIA
011•21
Rank Domus 150
£6.77
PL71
EI24 - 38
175
04-33 Rank Domus BD.
250
03•86 • • ..
E41•27
350
£78.41
BA.4000
a ISI
450
BD.6000 £ 5-33
I13-06
Rogers BBC MoniSansui SR.212; SR.313; SR.
tor LS3/5A
P.O.A.
1050C-P.O.A.
LS3/6
P.O.A. Sony PS.230
P.O.A.
Sansui
F.R.A.
PS.5520
P.O.A.
Sinclair Q.16 ..
£I4•35
PS.5550
P.O.A.
SPECIAL OFFER
Wharfedale WHD20 OUR PRICE £69.95 C8,1 f1-25
A superb 1975 model Dolby cassette deck with
remarkable overall ultra Hi Fi performance.
Sansui SC737 OUR PRICE £ 111.39 CM EI-25
One of the finest Dolby' cassette decks available
at an unbeatable low cash price.
Akai CRSID OUR PRICE el9.95
C& I £-50
An 8-Track cartridge record/playback unit at
unbeatable low price.
Sony SS.70; 55.5088; SS.
5177; SS.5300A; SS.
7100;
SS.7200;
SS.
7 300A-P.O.A.
Trio .. ..
F.R.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2 (T) .. £ 9-17
Linton 2 (T) .. £ 6-58
Glendale 3 (T) £ 7.88
Dovedale 3 (T) £ 83 29
Kingsdale 3 (T) £ 116 63
Linton 2 Kit .. £ 17 51
Glendale 3 Kit £ 31 97
Dovedale 3 Kit £49 48

Connoisseur SAU.2
S.M.E. 3009 Imp.
(Det. Head)
3009 Imp. ( Fix.
Head) ..
Transcriptor Fluid
Arm 9-/10"..

[ 12-11
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(C & If1-25)
P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Connoisseur BD I
Kit
£11•28
BD2 Assembly £ 418
G
d SP.25 Mk
IV Chassis ..
L13-95
SP.25 Mk IV Mod.+
Cart. ..
05-44
86SB Chassis ..
06-26

1

Thorens TD.125/II
Chassis ..
08.58
TD.125A13/Mk II £ 106-14
TD.125AB/MISEO
EI30.06
TD.160C ..
08-38
TD.165/C ..
150-39
TD.160C/0 .. [82-29
Transcriptor Ref.
P.O.A.
Ref. 9./10 - ..
P.O.A.
Trio KP.2022A; KP.3002;
KP.5022A-P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
(C & I25p)
Shure VIS/Mk. 3
Imp.
M55E
M75EJ2
M7SED2

£0.51
[179
Ea-Si
E10.42

AUDIO SYSTEMS
(C & I£225)
B & O . .
F.R.A.
Dynatron
Goldring Lenco
ST.8000 .. 065-14
Goodmans Mod, 1-10
Comp. (T)
1E198.79
Mod. I.10 Comp.
(W)
[202-86
Mod. 80 Comp.
(T)
E136- 3I
Mod. 80 Comp.
(W)£140 46

Alt. ADVERTISED PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Philips RH.802+
Spkrs. £ 181-16
RH.802 Spkrs. E124-13
RF.838
05-76
RF.839 ..
06-00
RH.85I
EI33•53
RH.90I ..
06-07
RH.943+Spkrs. E160•36
Sanyo G.26I I .. 052.73
G.2615N .. £75.34
GXT.4520KL
016-21
GXT.452IK
E113-71
GXT.4540K
E148-11
GXT.4730KL
EI00-69
GXT.473IK
014-34
DXT.5500K
EI20-32
Sony
HMK.20; HMP.20:
HMW.20; SQP.20;
HMP.40; HMP.70; HST
139: HP.511A-P.0 A.

CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS
(C & I0-25)
Akai CS.30D £ 58 52
CS.33D ( D) ..
01-26
GXC.36D
L74-57
GXC.38 ( D) ..
f92-53
GXC.38D ( D)
09-14
GXC.40T
t125-32
GXC.36D ( D)
006-16
GXC.65D ( D)
E115-41
GXC.75D ( D)
E134•65
GXC.510 (D) .. 027-92
Amstrad 6000 ..
07.56
7000 ( D) ..
03-10
B & 0
F.R.A.
Deccasound DC.1100
P.O.A.
DC.2000 ( D) ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans SCD.I00
(D) .. [ 105•51
Harmon Kardon
HK.1000D(D) P.O.A.
J.V.C. 1656; 1667; 1668;
1679: 9470-P.O.A.
Leak 2002 ( D) ..
05-33
Neal 102 Transcription ( D)
P.O.A.
103 ( D)
P.O.A.
Nakamichi DT.550 ( D); TT.
700; TT. I
000--P.O.A.
Philips N.2203 ..
07-20
N.2204 [21-41
N.2204 ..
00-44
N.2211
E20•82
N.2220 .. [23-40
N.222I
E2I - 75
N.2225 .. £ 3-61
N.2400+Spkrs.
05-94
N.240IS+Spkrs
03-34
N.24015 ..
E65-94
N.2405
ES7-03
N.2506 ..
06-58
N.2510 ..
00.58
EL.3302P [ 15-42
Pioneer CT.313IA
(D) .. [73-09
CT.414IA ( D)
04-90
CT.5151 (D) .. ¿ 107-80
CTF.7171 ( D) .. EI28.76
Sansui SC.636; SX.737P.O.A.
Sanyo M.2000G £26•46
M.2250G
08.85
M.4000G
f50-00
MR.4010 .. £30.13
RD.4250G (
D)
08.16
RD.4300 ( D) .. £90-25
RD.4600G (
D) £ 177 75

LJSOUND

HI FI CENTRES

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1

20

Mod. 90 Comp.
(T)
[ 176-70
Mod. 90 Comp.
(W)
1E180-13

20
43
54
07
97
25

••
••
•.
.•
••
•.

PICK-UP ARMS

SPEAKERS

82 HIGH HOLBORN, WC1
Tel

Goodmans Dimension 8 .. £ 125
Goodwood .
£88
Havant SL
£43
Magnum SL £ 83
Mezzo SL
fi55
Minsters SL £35

Sony TC.55; TC.66; TC.68;
TC.92; TC.95A; TC.
96L; TC.I82; TC.I21;
TC.124CS: TC. 129; TC.
1315D ( D); TC.133CS;
TC. I
34SD ( D) ; TC.
I46A; TC.1525D ( D);
TC.16ISD ( D); TC.
177SD ( D)-P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD.310
(D) ..
P.O.A.
Teac A.140 ( D); A.I60 ( D);
A.360 ( D); A.450 ( D)
-P.O.A.
Trio KX.710 ( D)
P.O.A.
Uher CR.I24
P.O.A
Wollensak 4766 ( D) P.O.A.
Yamaha TB.700 ( D) P.O.A.

CASSETTE RADIO/
RECORDERS
(C & ILI .25)
J.V.C. 9310LS/LF
P.O.A.
Philips RR.200
09-59
RR.332
E42-23
RR.333
E43-58
Sanyo M.2400FG
04-55
M.2424FG
09-97
MR.4141 ..
E38-97
M.4400FG
08-40
Sony CF.150; CF.310L; CF
320; CF.420L; CF.550A
CF.620-P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C & I0-75)
Akai 2600
f145-44
GX.400DP .. 6429-90
I722L
03-91
4000DS
.. £ 7.63
4000DB ( D) .. 025-92
Ferrograph
713;
7502.
75020 ( D); 7522;
7522D ( D)-P.O.A.
J.V.C. 1406; I695-P.O.A.
Philips N.4308 ..
04-28
N .4414
N.44I6 • • [82-35
N.44I8
f99-80
• • EI37•35
N.4450
N.4510 • • [234-84
[127-14
£237-99
RT.1020L £ 97-53
Revoit A77/1102/4 P.O.A.
A77/DL. I132 ( D) P.O.A.
Sony TC.270; TC.280; TC.
377: TC.458: TC.630;
TC.645; TC.755; TC.
756-2-P.O.A.
Tandberg 1521; 1542;
332IX; 334IX; 344IX;
3600XD ( D); 912IX;
9141X-P.O.A.
Teat A.I030; A.1230; A.
12505; A.3300-10; A.
3300-11; A.3300-12; A.
4070G;
A.4300;
A.
7030GSL-P.O.A.
Uher 724; 40001C; 4200IC;
44001C-P.O.A.

CARTRIDGE TAPE
DECK/RECORDERS
(C & ICI 50J
Aka, GXR.82
B.S.R. 10.80
J.V.C. 1202
1205U ..
Philips N.2223 ..
N.2509 .,
Wollensak 8075.

£4.41
E13-9.)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£9-59
[65-26
P.O.A.

87/100 PIONEER MARKET,
ILFORD LANE. ILFORD
Tel 01-478 2291 ( Mon Sat 96. Thurs 9-1)
36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, SE13
Tel: 01-852 2399 ( Mon- Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1)

9000

\CAR MW/IM STEREO

RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER
AM/FM
SELECTOR

FM STEREO
RADIO SELECTOR

FREQUENCY
INDICATOR
NEEDLE

FM RADIO
STEREO
BEACON

--

TONE
CONTROL

STEREO
BALANCE
CONTROL

ON/OFF
RADIO
TUNING
CONTROL

END OF TAPE
INDICATOR
LIGHT

CASSETTE
FAST
FORWARD
WIND

CASSETTE
ENTRY

The latest, and one of the greatest of
Amstrad's accomplishments in the field
of hi-fi, this model enables you to
appreciate true stereophonic fidelity
within the confines of your car. Superbly
engineered, the Amstrad 9000 has highly
developed internal circuitry giving
powerful signal response to mono or
stereo broadcasts. The Cassette Tape
section too performs excellently, and the
unit will fit any car (' in- dash'). Total Music
Power is 16 watts, frequency response
100Hz to 10,000 Hz. A truly remarkable unit
with the usual Amstrad quality and value for
money. Also suitable for use in boat or caravan.
• 16 watts Total Music Power

• Independent Stereo balance and
tone controls

• Dual AM/FM wavebands

• Precision manual tuning control

• Multiplex Stereo on FM band with
Stereo Beacon

• Cassette fast forward wind

. . and now take AMSTRAD wherever you go!

Please send illustrated literature on the Amstrad
9000 and address of nearest stockist.

• Auto-stop

Name

Avelable (corn CAVENDISFI SALES London, El. DUO- SOUND London E12. ELECTRONIC
SERVICES Belfast. ELENA MAE Scotland. GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
London. W2, NI, W11, MI6, Birmingham, Ilford, Portsmouth, Reading. Watford. LA SKYS
London WI, WC2. W2. EC4, Romford, Southend, Tunbridge Wells, Leicester, Northampton,
Wolverhampton. Croydon, Kingston, Richmond. Birmingham. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow.
ROY NEWTON Birmingham. Bournemouth, Bristol, Dudley, West Bromwich, Wolverhampton,
Cardiff. R & B SYSTEMS BeHeyheath, Barking, Eltharn, Rennes Park, Boscombe, Newport.
RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford. SEXTONS London, VVC2. HADLEIGH
In case of difficulty, write for illustrated brochure and address of nearest stockist to :
(Dept
HNF 5 ) A.M.S. TRADING (
AMSTRAD) LTD, 89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON,
LONDON. E8. Tel

01-249 5237-8-9. Telex : 264869.

CASSETTE
EJECT
BUTTON

SWITCH &
VOLUME
CONTROL

Address

HFN 5

I.
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1)ettless)
means unequalled

peerless
Loudspeaker Kits
are made for
the discriminating
Peerless kits consist of specially
selected Peerless drive units found in high
quality systems all over the world. Matching
crossover networks, fixing clamps, sealing strip
and solderless connecting leads are also provided,
together with comprehensive instructions on fitting
and cabinet design.
Four loudspeaker kits, priced from £ 18.24 to £42.56
are currently available, as well as certain individual
drive units.
Sole U. K. and Eire Distributors

P

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

....dr..c, Quality Hi -Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P 1AD. Tel:01-580 7112/3

Please send me full details of Peerless
Loudspeaker Kits and Drive Units.
Name
Address

THIS CARTRIDGE CAN EQUAL THE
PERFORMANCE OF ALL THESE

SHURE M7

£8.10

Rec R p

so* M441-1 Rec
£1,45P
er.

TH E

il

Hew

tenoret
STEREO

5.95

MAGNEDUCT . CARTRIDGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Separation
Frequency Response
Compliance
Output.
Playing weight

Mor€ than 25,ib at 1000 Hz
15 to 25000 Hz
20 x10 6 CM/DYNE
5 5 mV at 1000 Hz — 5cm/sec
1; — 3grammes

Channel Balance
Tip Mass
Stylus Radius
Load
Weight
Inductance
DC Resistance
Measuring Records

2db at 1 KHz-dB
1mg
0006-15u ( colour white)
47K ohms
7grammes
550 mH
520 ohms
DECCA SXL 2057 B + KOR 2009

I
NC. VAT

Recommended Retail Price

MADE IN HOLLAND

acartridge of tornorrow../00fiYi
)

1
10

StS :
UCLA SU. 2057
1.1(
ti 2009
1•9, Pi 2010

• :
AI .

L
-•'

:

Condor
•

The fastest bird in the business

CONNOR ELECTRONICS LIMITED. 100 COOMBE LANE. LONDON SW20 °
AY.
TELEPHONE. 01-946 0033 ( 4 LINES). TELEX . 928502.

Distributots of cartridges, styli, record cleaners, condenser microphones, headphones, and adaptors etc. Guaranteed 24 hour despatch service.
23
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"After trying lots of different speakers
over the years, we finally found aspeaker
system all of our engineers could agree
on. Altec. They tell the truth." Larry
Levine, Chief Engineer, A&M Records.

Mini- Monitor II
(Model 887ACapri)

The
truth

Mini-Monitor I
(Model 891A)

Altec has been telling the truth in recording studios for 38
years. Engineers can't do without it. We gave them what they
needed and today more studios choose Altec than all others
combined.
Then we took that same truth in listening and put it into our
home high fidelity systems. The big guys (846B Valencia, 873A
Barcelona,and 819A Stonehengel),we called our Home Monitors.
And to prove that truth comes in all sizes we built the little guys
(887A and 891A), our Mini-Monitors. All of them true to their
word.
All Altec-Lansing Loudspeakers carry a5year guarantee

A LT ac

s INI G

Send for full details on the Altec-Lansing range to:
D.E.S. Ltd., 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19 2BE.

THE 4-CHANNEL
QUADRAPHONIC SYNTHASISER

Please send more

THE SENSIBLE WAY TO OBTAIN
4- CHANNEL SOUND. SIMPLY ADD TWO

1

SPEAKERS AND THE QUADRAPHONIC

Name

information and the
name of my nearest
dealer:
Iam interested in (tick)
2

3

4

SYNTHASISER TO YOUR EXISTING
SYSTEM.
IN ADDITION, THIS UNIT HAS A ' REAR

Address

BLEND' CONTROL, WHICH CONTROLS
THE AMOUNT OF DIRECTIONAL
INFORMATION COMING FROM THE REAR
SPEAKERS; FROM ' AMBIENCE' TO THE SO
CALLED ' SPATIAL STEREO'.
Screw terminal version

QUALITY ELECTRONIC
DESIGN

AVAILABLE FROM MANY QUALITY
DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE U.K.
PRICE £ 11.50 plus VAT ( illustrated)
(DIN plug/socket version also available
£12.20 plus VAT)

31 Walpole Road
Teddington, Middlesex.
Tel.: 01-943-0455

OTHER Q.E.D. PRODUCTS
(4)
(2)
Remote Headphone
Control Console
£11.50 plus VAT
This stylish console
provides two people
with remote listening
and volume controls
for each headphone.

A- B Switching
Unit

(3)
Speaker Volume
Control

£5.40 plus VAT
Provides switching
facilities for additional
speakers. Is ideal
for use with the
Speaker Volume
Control.

£5.75 plus VAT
For independen t
volume control of
additional speakers.
This unit can be wall
or shelf mounted.

What is happening in the
recording business?
In abusiness like recording, things move fast. So fast that if
you tried to keep up,you'd hardly do
studio sound
anything else. Why bother? Let Studio
Sound, the magazine written for
and by recording engineers, do the
keeping up for you. Studio Sound tells you
what's happening, where it's happening
and who it's happening to.
11.1111111111 111111 1,111 1111111 Al 1111111 1\0111111
,1111111.11111.1111,11111,1

11111111,1V111 1V111t111,1111i N1111111111,11111,114/1
A111111 ,111 1.11,1/

studio sound
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Monthly on the 14th. 25p.
For a year's subscription send £4.17 (UK) or £4.20 overseas to
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA

111.11/.11111

l!

A Link House Publication
25

NAD
Just what you expect
from AR
When AR
decided to look
for arange of
electronics to
offer along with their
loudspeakers, there could
be no cutting corners.
A team of international
engineers was given the
task of designing
new amplifiers
and receivers.
Stringent
specifications
were laid
down.
The rated
continuous (" RMS .)
power had to be delivered
over the entire audible frequency

range so as to realise the full
potential of the
system. Even at low
frequencies -apoint very
often missed
by electronics
manufacturers.
The materials
had to be the
best. The craftsmen
who assembled them, the
most skilled.
We had to be satisfied
that we had the right range
of electronics to complement,
not only AR speakers, but
also the best of the rest.
We call them NAD. Ask your
hi-fi dealer for ademonstration.

High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire. Telephone: 0582 603151

B&N

RADFORD MONITORS
The Original Sound
Designed by Arthur H. Radford and manufactured under
licence to Radford Acoustics Ltd.
The B Et N Radford Monitor 180 is a direct radiating 180°
omni-directional system using 5 Radford Drive units of the
the highest quality.
The B Et N Radford Monitor 90 is a direct radiating 90° system using 3 Radford Drive Units of the same high quality.

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK BY B&N AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

Send now for brochures
list to sole distributors.

You can now enjoy
the loudspeaker
that is acclaimed by
recording studios for
outstanding realism
and enjoyed by music
lovers throughout
the world.
3 years guarantee

/Graham A. Taylor ( Hi Fi) Ltd 11
:3 Famet Avenue, Purley, Surrey
I CD2

2DN England.

ITel: 01-660 4780

IName

•C.Zmir

t

IAddress

HFN
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Plus
VAT.

S1606 TUNER AMPLIFIER
22. Watts R.M.S. per Channel.

£
14.0 3
NIPPON 707

SPEAKERS

TUNER AMPLIFIER
32 Watts R.M.S. Per channel. _ tos
ga1E

£88-43

NIPPON 606 TUNER

/

"R
RICE
P

£ 42.55

TURNTABLES
AR without Cart rid ge..
AR with M93E

VP.

AR7

AMPLIFIER

£61•50
£76.55
£9000

AR4XA
AR6
AR2AX
ARS

Acuphase E202

£133•00
£17100
£228.00

AR3A Improved
AR MST • •
AR LST •
(All prices per pair)

£46 07
£53 48

£375 00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
NEW Acoustic Dimensi on
Model 160 .. £ 195 00
Model 140
( 155 56

£124110
£416.67

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
e

Groodmans‘tireen
Module 90 Teak ..

.. £9160

Module 90 White ..

£97.95

Module 110 Teak ..
Compact 90 Teak ..

.. [ 198-25
.. £202 SO

Dimension 8 ( PR) Teak

.. £ 123.50

Dimension 8 ( PR) White

.. £ 139.75

Achromat 400 ( PR) ..

.. £ 115.25

Stand for Ach. 400 ( PR)

•.

SCD 100 Dolby Cassette Deck

mperial 4G
mperial 5G
mperial 6G
mperial 7G
mperial 8G
mperial 9G

£108•20

AMPLIFIERS

PS230
PS5011
PS5520
PS5550

ST70

.„
le II somysmusys

BRISTOL
anon

an

(10 os
(27 74

COLDIlle
G8 50

[6840
£8640
£11240
£15840
£330 00
£500 00

G800

( 284

C800E

£ 3go

G80OsE
C8205 E
P

? OP.

LS 88
L8 8s
£ 13

48

WE ARE
HERE
Open 9-6
Mon. to
Sat.

•

BRISTOL HI- F1 CENTRE,
27 BROAD STREET, BRISTOL I
Tel.: (0272) 294181/5.

STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
TCI21
TC129

TC13ISD
TC134SD

TC161SD
TC177SD

SS70
S55088
SSS 177
SS5300AA
S57100
SS7200
557300A

REEL to REEL
DECKS

5T5066
5
T88
ST5055L
ST5150
ST5130

TC280
TC377
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR NEAREST BRANCH
FOR PRICES

LONDON N•20
WE ARE
HERE
Open 9-6
Mon. to
Sat.

CARDIFF
NEWPORT

ENELAND

28

£7 27

EDii

V15 M SI/11,p

LOUDSPEAKERS

STEREO TUNERS

BHGAD srR E

P175

LS 14
(8 20

The following equipment available at time of going
to press.
However, please telephone before
calling or ordering to check whether the item
you require is in stock.

TURNTABLES

TA70
TA88
TA 1066
TA1055
TAPIR)
•TA 1130

STR6036A
STR6046A
STR6055

(IRMO
_NIEL

00
00
00
00
00

P

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

a

•'

'
(All prices per pai r)

eseoo

(*Illustrated)

•

.. £ 147
£179
.. £235
£295
£360

C4 40

SE
el758 Eu
11758

LOUDSPEAKERS

£64•95

Mezzo SL White ( PR)

111131151.,

2015
2020
2030
2045
2070

115

£10•25

Mezzo SL Teak ( PR) ..

neVeroL
Aor-el
edwe.,,E

Maranta
Maranta
Maranta
Maranta
Maranta

£176.50

•Compact 110 White

SHURE
M44E

.. £ 17915

Compact 110 Teak ..

195 00
£129 00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

£112•50

Compact 90 White ..

mosat 4>

Marantz 1030
Maranta 1060

WHETSTONE HI- Fl CENTRE,
1291 HIGH ROAD. LONDON
N.20. Tel.: 01-446 2280.

Rd.

HI- F1 CENTRE WALES ( Leisure
Listening), 156 City Road, Cardiff
Tel.: (0222) 35465.

WE ARE
HERE
Open 95.30 Closed
Weds,

MAIL
ORDER
Please send to your
branch. Carriage £2-50 per item
(Securicor).
VAT.: Please remember to add 8% V.A.T. to all
orders, i.e. 8p per El.

TRIO TRIO TRIO TRIO
AMPLIFIERS

KA4002A £ 73 00
KA I
200
£ 57 00
KAI600 £92 00

TURNTABLES

KP2022A £53.50
KP3022A .. £79.50
KP5022 .. £ 125.00

T
AU
OLIÎFIERS
KR2300
KR2400
KR3400
KR4400
KR5400
KR6400
KR7400

£ 89
£ 104
£ 120
£ 142
£169
£199
£ 279

50
00
00
00
50
00
50

STEREO HEADPHONES

í

Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

III 25
£11-25
£12.50
£14.25
£16.25
£20.95

K7I I ..
K7I IRD
K6 ..
K6LC
K0727
K0747

WHAREEDAIE
SPEAKERS

SCAN-DYNA
Tuner Amplifiers
2000
2400
2100
3000
..
(Block Finish)

[
TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS
Mordaunt-Short
£4500
MS Carnival
£54 00
MS Festival
£70.03
M5079 ..
£120 00
MS235 ..
£14500
MS400 ..
MS737 . . £220.00
MS Speakers priced in Teak or Walnut
finish.

£25.46
£35.65
£48.10

Goldring
GL75 P/C and 0800 Cart, Sp. Price £37.50
GL78 P/C
..
£46 07
GL85 P/C
..
£58.80

ARMSTRONG

SPECIAL!
Marsden Hall Annexe speakers ONLY
£21.75 per paw, Plus V.A.T.

£48.10
£55.51
£112.92

SERIES
600

Please contact your
nearest branch for
stock position and prices.

[

TAPE RECORDERS

CASSETTE
Sansui
SC636 DECKS
..
Sansui SC737 ..
Wharfedale WHD 20D
Sharp 480H ..
Teac A160
Teac A360
Teac A450

£ 103 07
£ 156.48
£ 125-93
£ 106 48

Speakers
Al0
£50-93
A25
£69.45
A30
£86.12
A45 .. .. .. .. £ 147.23
Scandyna 1702 Turntable .. £ 103-07

(all prices per pair plus VAT.)

Thorens
TDI65
TDI60
TDI25

50
30-95
£23-95
£20-95
£53.25
£71.50

Postage on Headphones, 75p

Dentons £ 28.24
Lintons £ 34.12
Dovedales £ 75.33
Kingsdales
£107.73

G
d
SP25 Mk IV Module
86SB with M75/6..
100SB with M93E

£28
£

PRO4AA
PRO5LC
HVIA
HVI/LC
ESP6
ESP9

£101.49
£113.02
£74.03
£75.05
£119.50
£198.00
£232.00

REEL to REEL DECKS

RUA
CRESTION
SPEAKERS
Counties

£47.04

Ditton 15

£67-27

Ditton 25 £134.58

Akai 4000DS .

.. £88.43

Teac A1230 .

.. £225.00

Teac A3000-10

.. £298.00

Ditton 44 £ 111.11
Hadleigh

£40.37

Ditton 120

£50.47

(All prices per pair)
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Clfe./Le
Direct drive turntables ai
expensive,
•
huge and
weird
1,1
looking
•
When Micro decided to ma nu f
ac t
ure th
ei
r new di rect drive
turntable, the first thing th eydid was ta ke a l
ong, close look
at the competition. It soon became o bvi
ous that major
disadvantages were inherent in ev erydi rec tdri
ve un i
t
they examined.
They cost asmall fortu ne .
Th eytoo kup an enormous amount
of room. And most o fth em l
oo k
edlik e th
e work of redundant
spacecraft designers.
Micro — being Micro — then set about des i
gn i
ng a direct drive
turntable that had none of th ese di sadvantages. W e th i
nk you '
ll
agree that with the DD- Ith ey' ve succee dedbri
ll i
antly.
At around £ 100, the Mi cro DD- 1i
s no more expensive than
an average conventio na lt
urn t
abl e. I
ti
scompact enough to fit
into the limited space ava ilabl e to most enthus i
asts. And it has
neat, classical lines.
Like all Micro product s,th e DD- 1i
sof
th
e hi ghest quality.
And of course the direct dri
ve sy
stem means l
ess rumble, less wow
and flutter, and greater re li abili ty.

SPECIFICATIONS
TURNTABLE — Drive System :Di rec tdri
ve system w i
th DC
servo motor. Speed: 33 1
/
3,
45 r.p.m. Speed Fi ne Adj ustment Range:
±6% of rated spe ed. Turn t
abl e: 30 cm 1
.2k g d i
ecast aluminium. Power
Consumption: 5.4W. Wow and Fl u tt er: Less than 0.045% .S/N Ratio:
More than 55 dB.
TONEARM — System: Static bal ancedty pe. Effect i
ve Length:
222mm. Overhang: 15mm. Offse tAng l
e: 21° .M ax i
mum Tracking
Error: Less than 1.5°. Acce pt able Cartr id ge W ei
ght: 4-1 Ig.
Dimensions: 449(W) x340(D) x150(H) mm. W ei
gh
t: 8
.2kg.

LeJ
11110
MICRO

•

DISTRIBUTED AND GUARANTEED BY

HOWLAOID
WEIT'UDO

NAME

MICRO
Recommended Retail Prices. excluding VAT, of items featured in this advertisement as at press date

Micro DD- 1,£111.00

In addition to the items featured in this advertisement, Howland- West Ltd are Sole U K Distributors of anumber of other leading makes of high fidelity
equipment To obtain further information on any of these and alist of specially selected dealers, kindly tick the appropriate boxes, fill in your name and
address and send coupon to Howland•West Ltd,. 3.5 Eden Grove. London N7 8E0 Tel:01-609 0293/4/5.

ADDRESS
HFN5

GET UP TO 75% OFF
NEW RECORDS!
Britain's biggest Stereo bargains! That's what
you get when you join the Wilson Stereo Library
"Records at Cost" Service.

How you save

As amember of this W.S.L. service, you can buy
ANY new factory fresh record, cassette or
cartridge at COST PRICE plus asmall 201p.
handling charge. For example, on a standard
Classical or de Luxe Popular L.P. costing £ 2.99
the total W.S.L. price (including packing) is £ 1.92
So you save 79p.

75% off!

Every month members receive a list of brand new
and slightly used stereo recordings - some of
them offered at aquarter of the list price: Jazz,
Classical, Light Orchestral, Pop.. . every type of
music is included.

The cost ? Surprisingly little!
For an annual subscription of just £3.30 you can
buy however many records you like - no
maximum, no minimum. As soon as you join,
we'll send you our special price list.

The W.S.L. Index - for details of every
new release

Essential reading for all enthusiasts. The W.S.L.
Stereo Index lists every worthwhile recording
with its release date. And there are full reviews
by ‘vell-known personalities.
Other W.S.L. services
Join the \V . S.L. Specialist Library and choose
from Britain's biggest selection of stereo
recordings. Everything from Beethoven to
Bowie. You can even hire brand new
recordings - just join the W.S.L. Stereo
Unplayed Service. To order, just send
the coupon below. Remember,
whatever you want we've got it and at
up to 75% discount. So send the con ; on
today and start saving!

W@L

THE WILSON
STEREO 7
LIBRARY .$1
•L
'•
tip
'4)
LIMITED
' 1111*
Only WSL offer this
unique stereo service

Leak's new speaker-cone
twice daily, all round the count.
When you're watching the tide come in,
you'll have noticed that the large, strong waves are
broken into feeble little ripples.
By breakwaters.
This is the basic idea behind Leak's latest
advance towards perfect fidelity.
We've devised " breakwaters" for our midrange speaker cones. They break up the
undesirable sound waves which cause sound
distortion and colouration.
These waves, which can build up into regular
patterns of distortion called " standing waves,
are generated in all cones.
They become particularly objectionable in
hard working_mid-range units.
NIMMic!

•

In brief, we shoot two beams of laser light at
the cone and photograph it. This provides us
with amap of every tiny distorting sound wave.
Fig. 2 shows abad case of standing waves
which will cause alot of vibration and
colouration.
Fig. 3 shows how our perforations break up
he waves and reduce their strength.
The technique is ours and ours alone.
(Patent applied for.)
We don't just put this kind of technology
nto our highest priced speakers. The astonishing
uality of Leak reproduction is available to
bed-sitters as well as concert halls.
We'll be happy to tell you all about our new
11.+Nliange. At the drop of acoupon.

hG. I.

FIG. 2.

Specifications.
Model 2020.
Power Handling: 25 watts DIN

FIG. 3.

principle will be demonstrated,
Enclosure Type: Acoustic Suspension
Impedance (Nominal): 6ohms
Frequency Range (Typical) : ssHz—i7kHz + 4dB
Sensitivity: iwatt gives 84dB spl at imetre
16 watts gives 96dB spl at imetre
Cabinet Dimensions (mm): 4o0H x2soW x234D
Internal Volume: is litres
Recommended retail price: £ 69.75 apair.*
Model 2030.
Power Handling: 3s watts DIN
Enclosure Type: Reflex
Impedance (Nominal) : 6ohms
Frequency Range (Typical) : soHz-20kHz ± 3dB
Sensitivity: iwatt gives 86. sdB spl at metre
9watts gives 96.0 dB spl at imetre
Cabinet Dimensions (mm) : sooH X 28IW X 263D
Internal Volume 2.5 litres
Recommended retail price :£94.so apair.*
Model 2060.
Power Handling: so watts DIN
Enclosure Type: Acoustic Suspension
Impedance (Nominal) : 6ohms
Frequency Range (Typical) : 4511z-20kHz ± 3dB
Sensitivity: watt gives 87.0 dB spl at tmetre
8watts gives 96.0 dB spl at metre
Cabinet Dimensions (mm) : 6soH X 380W X 328D

Internal Volume: 6o litres
Recommended retail price :£ 83.50 each*.
Model 207s.
Power Handling: ioo watts DIN
Enclosure Type: Transmission Absorber
Impedance (Nominal) : 6ohms
Frequency Range (Typical) : 3sHz-20kHz + 2dB
Sensitivity: iwatt gives 88.o dB spl at imetre
6watts gives 96.0 dB spl at 1metre
Cabinet Dimensions (mm): ii92H xsooW x375D
Internal Volume: Total Is-5litres
Recommended retail price: £ 181.25 each

r

Please send me details of the new
Leak hi-fidelity equipment and the address of my
nearest Leak dealer.
Name

HF

I0

Address

P,irincludc VAT.

el LEAK

To: Leak, Rank Radio International Limited,
Power Road, Chiswick, London

L
.

W4 5PW.

RANK RADIO INTERNATIONAL

e

ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
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We have ways
of making
you talk!

Sixteen ways in fact. Ranging from the RE-303 crystal lapel microphone at
less than £ 1to professional condenser microphones at around £ 16.

...and listen.

Ross Electronics stereo headphones are available in 9models from about
£4 to £ 16.

40°N
RE- 240

RE- 245

P
aectroncs

RE- 250

RE- 255

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P 1AD. Tel:01-580 7112/3

RE- 264 Stereo/Quad

The
Car,
exra
ingredien
Every KEF speaker
gets it.
-

It's a revelation, to watch a KEF speaker being made. No automated process, but
one where the final result still depends on the hands that build it. And on the
philosophy of the company .. . an exceptional concern that rejects cheaper
materials or short cuts .. . searches always for design advances that lead to
that ultimate in performance. A philosophy that takes care, even over the
smallest details. Feed wires secured so that they never rattle. Ordinary
wadding replaced by consistent pre- formed blocks of special acoustic
foam. Every drive unit is KEF made, tested at every stage.
Even the build- it-yourself Kefkits are individually tested in the
/Send me
correct enclosure. The next time you hear a KEF speaker
literature on
you'll know why it sounds better. Return the completed
the items ticked.
coupon for detailed literature.
Reference Series
II]

/

If you're serious
about sound.

C Series
/KEFKITS
/

Chassis Units

E
D
D

Name
/Address

the speaker
engineers

HFN5/75

CM* KEF Electronics Limited

Tovil Maidstone ME15 6QP Kent
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140

Sound
improvement programme:
£117.35
inc. VAT.

Some of those ' midfi'
to only 0.8%. Just what your
stereo systems of afew years records want.
back have agood record
It'll also give you stereo
player and good speakers.
radio. And not only excellent
What lets your ears down is a FM, but also, on AM, LW as
cheap amplifier that can't give well as MW. For sports on
as good as the rest can take.
1500 metres only, and Radio
Well, obviously, chucking Two after 10 pm.
out the whole system would
Further maybe later; it will
be expensive. Replacing it
make going in for tape much
could cost you around £250.
more worthwhile- cassette or
So Toshiba offer you a
reel-to-reel or both.
better idea. Hang on to the
And, finally, it will give you
deck and the speakers, and
your first earful of foolproof
spend only £11735*on a
Toshiba sound.
Toshiba SA-300L
There, indeed, lies a
AM/FM/LW Stereo Tunerdanger You could be so
Amplifier.
impressed by what the
That'll give your system
SA-300L does for your old
up to 14 watts per channel
system, you won't want to wait
RMS (both channels driven)
to hear how it sounds wired up
with harmonic distortion down to afoolproof Toshiba deck
36

and/or foolproof Toshiba
speakers.
If so, ask anyToshiba HiFi
dealer to put on ademo SA-300L + Toshiba SR-300C
Stereo Record Player
(£68.70*) + aset of Toshiba
speakers (from £53 per pair).
Any problem locating your
foolproof Toshiba dealer just
contact Derek Perriam at the
address below

TOSHIBA
In Touch with Tomorrow
Toshiba (UK)
Limited,
Toshiba House,
Great South West Road,
Feltham, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-7511281.
*Suggesied retail prices, inc. VAT.

Find your nearest Toshiba hi-fi dealer here.
AVON
C. J. Freeman & Co, West Hill, Portishead.
Audio Bristol, Park Street Avenue, Bristol 1.
Ryland Huntley b Co, 15 Old Bond Street, Bath.
Duck Son & Pinker Ltd, 11 Southgate, Bath.
Sound Selection of Bristol, 361 Gloucester Road,
Bristol BSI 8TH.
BEDFORDSHIRE
Michael R. Peters,19 The Broadway, Bedford.
H H. Domestic Electronics. Biggleswade.
Bedford Audio Supplies, Kempston.
Coventry Radio Limited, Luton.
University Cameras & Audio, Luton.
Griffin Radio, Leighton Buzzard.
BERKSHIRE
Berkshire Hi -Fi & Video, 8The Meadway
Precinct, Honey End Lane, Reading.
Woodley Hi -Fi, 65 Wokingham Road, Reading.
B Er B Hi-Fi,16 Gunn Street, Reading.
Reading Cassette. 8 Harris Arcade, Reading.
Bentalls Limited. Bracknell.

Audio match Limited, 17 Trinity Street, Fareham.
Ken Rose Audio Limited, 283 Fleet Road, Fleet.
University Audit:0 2Bargate, Southampton.
F. S. Hopkins Limited, Hi- Fi Centre. Portsmouth.
Ashley Radio, 3The Parade, New Milton.
Weston Hart, 84 London Road, Portsmouth.
Weston Hart. 6Arundel Street. Portsmouth.
Gibbs Radio Ltd. 6A Shirley High Street, Shirley.
HEREFORDSHIRE
Audiographic. 16 Church Street, Hereford,
AcoutaPe Sound Recording Co Ltd, Bromyard.
Wallis TV, 17 High Town, Hereford.
HERTFORDSHIRE
Hewitt Er Sale Electrical Centre, Cheshunt.
Hamilton Sound Limited. Hemel Hempstead.
Stevenage Record Centre, Stevenage.
Oxhey Service Centre, Bushey.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE
W. J. Watson Er Son, Kimbolton.
St. Ives ( Hunts.) Audio Centre, St Ives.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
SoundviewLimited,40ACembridgeSt. ,Aylesbuty.

ISLE OF MAN
Manx Radio Rentals Ltd, 14 Victoria St., Douglas.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Andrew McCulloch Limited, Cambridge.
Rouses Radio Services Limited, March.
Cotton TV Services, 24 Market Place, March.
Rynsard Brothers Limited, 24-26 High Street,
Soham, Nr Ely.

KENT
Photocraft ( Kent) Limited, Ashford.
Sound Systems, 218 High Street, Bromley.
R. E. Grant ield, 19 Sun Street. Canterbury.
Challenger Er Hicks, 3Hythe Street, Dartford.
Kent Audio, 33 Guildhall Street, Folkestone.
Hawkes of Headcorn Limited, Headcorn.
Gowers Er Jones Limited, Herne Bay.
Challenger Er Hicks. 5Middle Row, Maidstone.
Sound Studio, 29 Lower Street. Maidstone.
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi Centre, Sevenoaks.
Standens ( Tonbridge) Limited, Tonbridge.
Gordon A. Farrance, Tunbridge Wells.
The Sound Studio Limited, Tunbridge Wells.
Sterling Sound Limited. West Wickham.
Whitstable Tele Radio Limited. Whitstable.
George French Cameras & Audio, Sidcup.
Eden Radio Co, 141 High Street, Edenbridge.

CHESHIRE
Sight fr Sound Electronics, Hale, Altrincham.
Browns of Chester Limited, Chester.
Fairbotham & Co Limited, Stockport.
Neild & Hardy Limited. 14 Underbank, Stockport.
The HI Fi Centre, Green Lane, Wilmslow.
Rushworth & Dreaper. Birkenhead.
Ward b Williams, 34 Stockport Road, Romiley.
Chester Sound Studios, 1Mercia Square, Chester
John A. Time & Co Ltd, Alsager.
W. H. Dolby, 266/291 Wallasey Village.
CORNWALL
CamborneAudio,63TheTrelowarienSt ,Camborne.
COUNTY DURHAM
Gilson Audio Limited, Darlington.
Untosa Audio Limited, 11 Park Lane, Gateshead.
L. Lancaster Ltd.,Television House, Newmarket
Street, Consett
CUMBRIA
G. D. Et M. Dunglinson, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle.
WhItesides, 20 Blackhall Road, Kendal.
A. & I. McCullough, 27 Finkle Street, Wotkinglon.
Robinson Electtics, Grange- over- Sands.
H. L. Elliott, 27 Lowther Street, Whitehaven.
DENBIGHSHIRE
Lloyds Radio, 30 Lord Street, Wrexham.
DERBYSHIRE
Victor Buckland Limited, Derby.
DEVON
Gordon A. Farrance, Preston, Paignton.
Albert E. Ford Limited, Plymouth.
Tom Molland Limited, Plymouth.
Ford b Sons ( Sidmouth) Limited, Sidmouth.
Collins TV Service, 11 Joy Street, Barnstaple.
Peter Scott, Castle Circus, Torquay.
Peter Scott Ltd, 76 South Street. Exeter.
D. 0. H. Coles Ltd, Newton Abbot.
DORSET
Blackmore Vale Engineering, Gillingham.
Duality Hi -Fi, 55 North Road. Pailtstone, Poole
F. C. Bailey Limited, Verwood.
W. H. Smith Er Son Limited, Weymouth.
ESSEX
Godfrey Photographic, 30 East Walk, Basildon.
Prelude One, 242 Hutton Road, Shenfield.
Prelude One, 23 High Street, Billericay.
Mildmay Electronics ( R. H. Wright) Limited, rear
of 200 Moulsham St, Chelmsford.
Anglian Electrics, 60 Barrack Street, Colchester.
Chew Et Osbourne Limited, Epping.
Essex Hi -Fi Centre, High Street, Hadleigh.
Stainglen Limited, Hornchurch.
Soundtrack Audio & Visual Centre, Leigh- on- Sea.
Rumford Sound b Vision Services, Romford.
Upminster Camera Centre, Uprmnster.
Hodges Er Johnson Limited, Westclif I - on-Sea.
A. C. L. Radio Services, 11 New Road, Grays.
Rayleigh Hi- Fi Limited, 7High Street, Rayleigh.
Teleview Limited, 52C High Street, Southend.
Tumulty Ltd, Dovercourt.
Palmer Et Ridgett.111 High Street, Brentwood.
Vernon Collard Limited,113-115H ighSt,Rayleigh.
GLOUCESTER
Ray Electrical Limited. Cheltenham.
TV & Hi -Fi Centre, 35 Castle Street, Cirencester.
HAMPSHIRE
Television House ( Aldershot) Limited, Aldershot.
Wireless Supplies Unlimited, Bournemouth.

LANCASHIRE
F. Er M. Wilson Limited, Ashton-under-Lyne.
Gorse's Photographic Limited, Blackburn.
Pollards Limited. 20/22 Standish Street, Burnley.
Victor Wright, 116 The Rock, Bury.
Yeo's, Lord Street, Fleetwood,
Kenneth Gardner Limited, Lancaster.
Rushworth b Dreapet Ltd, Liverpool.
Xlent Electrics, Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
Brooke Electrical. Didsbury. Manchester.
Metrosonic Hi -Fi Centre, Manchester 3.
Hayhurst Camera Shop Limited, Nelson.
E. Ashcroft Er Sons, Ormskirk.
Holden ( Photographic) Limited, Preston.
Harold Stott Limited, St. Helens.
Wayfarers Radio Limited, Southport.
Sheargolds, 78 Market Street.Wigan.
Look- n- Listen, 1A Eaves Street, Blackpool.
John Powney Limited, St Asnas.
C.B.S. Electronics, Liverpool.
James Lambert ( Radio) Limited, Padiham.
Zenith International, Manchester.
H. Plumb & Son Ltd, 52 Standishgate. Wigan.
Gorse ( Photogtaphics), 77 The Mall, Burnley.
LEICESTERSHIRE
Audio Sound. 101 London Road, Leicester.
E. L. Cook ( Electrical) Limited, T/A BettinSon
Electrical Limited, Leicester.
S. May ( Leicester) Limited, Leicester.
The Tape Scene, 18 Haymarket, Leicester.
Cotton TV Services. 38 Melton Road. Oakham.
Stuart Westmorland Limited, Loughborough.
George Green ( Leicester) Limited. Leicester.
The Leicester Tape Recorder Centre, Leicester.
Pb JElectronics, 154 Nedham High St, Leicester.
LINCOLNSHIRE
Bardells Limited, 27 Market Place.Wisbech.
Aliens Radio Services ( Boston), Boston.
Cotton TV Services, 4St Paul's Street, Stamford.
Cotton TV Services, 17 Hall Place, Spalding.
G. b F. Mandats. 284 Edward Street, Grimsby.
LONDON
Wally for Wireless Limited, London Et.
Unit 4 + 1, London E.12.
Myers Audio T/A V.H. & I.M Myers, London Et 7.
Grahams Electrical Limited, London NI.
Sherbourne Hi- Phonics, London N10.
Bartletts TV Er Radio Services, London Ni.
Mill Hill TV Co Limited, London NW7.
Lewisham Stereo Centre, Lewisham, SE13.
All Sound Limited, London SE9.
Ellis Mkting Supp ( Electrical) Ltd, Brixton Hill.
TV Centre ( Earlsf ield) Limited, London SW18.
M. O'Brien Hi -Fi Specialist, London SW19,
H. L. Smith Er Co Limited, London W2.
Acton Camera & Fii-Fi Centre, Acton W3.
H. C. Wheatlands, High Street, Chiswick W4.

Ealing Television Limited, Ealing W5.
P. Sander Radio Et TV Limited, London NI.
Sherboutne Hi- Phonics Ltd, Strand Green, N4.
SherbOurne Hi- Phonics Ltd., Crouch End, N.8.
Kumar Cameras & Hi -Fi Limited, Ealing W5.
John Barker Er Co Limited, London W8 5SE.
Beitys Short Wave Ltd, 319 High Holborn. WC1.
E.M.G. Handmade Gramophones.28Soho Sq,W1.
Car Music Centre, 122 Shepherds Bush Cen,W12.
S.P.I. Sound and Vision Limited, London N15.
Bantous. Btoadway, Ealing.
Bright Electrical, Unit 2. Cannon Street Station.
Newbury Radio ( Forest Gate) Ltd. E.7.
David Ingram, 100 Lower Marsh, S.E.1.
Duo Sound Ltd, 5Court Yard, Eltham.
Duo Sound Limited, 134 Church Road,
Manor Park, Et 2.
Sara). Electronics, 131 King Street, W6.
Saray Electronics, 207 Baker Street, NW1.
Sway Electronics,92StokeNewington High St,N16
Saray Electronics, 272 Edgware Road, N2.
MIDDLESEX
Bridge Radio, 2The Parade. Harrow.
Delta Traders, Bell Road, Hounslow.
Lampion Audio, 496A Great West Rd, Hounslow
Templeton TV, 72-74 Staines Road, Hounslow.
Videosound Limited, 6High Street, Shepperton.
Staines Hi.Fi, 1Majestic Parade, High St, Staines.
Sansom & Capps. 3The Broadway, St. Margarets.
Yiewsley Hi -Fi Ltd, 158 High Street, Yiewsley.
Skyways Overseas Agencies. Wembley.
NORFOLK
Hughes and Norfolk Radio Ltd, Great Yarmouth.
15 Broad Row, Grnat Yarmouth.
141 High Street, Gorleston-on-Sea.
44 High Street, Canter.
R. C. Snelling Limited, Laundry Lane, Blof cid
Corner, Blotield.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Sound Quality. Newland Street, Kettering.
Cotton TV Limited. Peterborough.
Mobile Radio Services Limited, Wellingborough.
NORTHUMBERLAND
Albert Bell Et Sons ( Blyth) Limited. Blyth.
Hi -Fi Opportunities Ltd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
North East Audio Centre. Newcastle.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham Hi -Fi. 156 Alf felon Rd, Nottingham.
N.S.E., 64 Peveril Street, Nottingham.
Peter Anson Limited, Bobbers Mill, Nottingham.
Amplitone, 3Mansfield Road, Nottingham.
Southwell TV Services, 19 King Street, Southwell.
Bonnet & Porter. 32 Middlegate, Newark.
OXFORDSHIRE
M. A. Buzzard, 16 Parson Street, Banbury, Oxon.
Charles Taphouse & Son Limited, Oxford
Sound Services ( Oxford) Limited,VVitnwir•
Oslotd Audio Visual, Headington.
SHROPSHIRE
Avon Hi- Fi Limited, 13 Wylie Cop, Shrewsbury.
SOMERSET
P. Taylor ( Taunton) Ltd. 2St James St. Taunton.
P. Taylor ( Taunton) Ltd, 214 The Bridge, Taunton.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Hartills Limited, 6-8 Mount Pleasant, Bilston.
T. W. Hollins Er Son, Heath Hayes. Cannock.
Radio & TV Trade Services, Lichfield.
Rugeley Radio, 33 Horesf air, Rugeley.
Sight and Sound, 8Union Street,Wednesbury.
Alan Peters. 12 Market Place.Willenhall.
G. R. G. Electronics Co, Wolverhampton.
Millwatds Ltd, WOlyerhamptOn WV3 ORX.
John Allen Et Sons Limited. West Bromwich.
Wilsons Radio Limited, Stoke-on-Ttent ST4 1AT.
J. Titley Co Limited. 62-64 High Street, Uttoxeter.
E. & N. F. French, 52 Dotdon Road, Tamwoith.
P. H. Lawrence Ltd, 38 Market Street. Tamworth.
Willisof Walmley, Berkley House,Sutton Coldfield.
R.T.T. S. Limited, 21 Tamworth Street, Lichfield.
SUFFOLK
Hughes & Norfolk Radio, Lowestoft.
Hughes Er Norfolk Radio, 1-5 Hungate, Beccles.
Hughes Er Norfolk Radio. Halesworth.
G.A. Hubbard Limited, Saxmundham.
SURREY
The Audio Centre. 49 South End, Croydon.
Camera Centre. 96 Whitgift Centre, Croydon.
Television & Radio Services, HorleY.
Southern Audio Services Limited, Kingston.
Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street. New Malden,
Surrey Sound Equipment Limited, Purley.
Barron Smith Limited, Upper Caterham.
Marrow Sound Limited, Guildford.
Norman Boult Audio Limited, Godalming.
Taylor Er Roberts Limited, Haslemere.
Mucci Records Limited, Woking.
Record wise. 14 Station Road, Egham.

Bentalls Ltd, Clarence Street, Kingston.
Landau Radio Ltd, 195/199 High Street, Sutton.
Sway Electronics Ltd, 43 Church Street, Croydon.
SUSSEX
D. F. Browne Limited, Hove BN3 7JA.
Lanes ( Radio) Limited, 94 Church Road, Hove.
Ken Dean. Brighton.
T. F. W. Bryan Limited, Bognor Regis.
Malcolm Audio Er TV Limoted, Chichester.
Fox's ( Camera Er Hi- Fi Centre), Crawley.
Sound Studio, 4Grand Parade, Crawley.
Complete Audio Systems Limited, Eastbourne.
John Rees Hi -Fi Limited, East Grinstead.
Mastetsound.109 South Road. Haywatris Heath
The Music Shop, 80 High Street, Ucklield.
Woolacott's ( Southern) Ltd, Haywards Heath.
Seen Er Heard, 12 Fitzalan Road, Nr Horsham.
Charles Baldwin Er Co Limited, Wadhutst.
R. Barker ( Worthing) Limited, West Worthing.
Complete Audio Systems Limited, Rottingdean
Bentalls Ltd, Worthing.
Lanes Radio Ltd, 94A Church Road. Hove.
Rottingdean Tele -Radio, Baker Street, Brighton
WARWICKSHIRE
Glebe Radio & TV, Birmingham 633 9LY.
Gratispool International Limited, Birmingham.
Griffin Radio, 94 Bristol Street. Birmingham 5
S. Proctor Limited, Birmingham.
Pure Sound Limited, Birmingham 27.
Queens Park Radio Et TV Limited, Hatborne.
Reids Photographic, Birmingham 24.
W. J. Taylor ( Domestic Supplies) Ltd. B'ham.
Ken Whittle, 788 Stratford Road, Birmingham.
Hi -Fi Installations, 72 Ansty Road, Coventry.
Studio 45 Limited, Coventry.
Taylors Pianos ( Nuneaton) Limited, Nuneaton.
Studio Musica, Solihull.
Norman H. Field, Hurst Street, Birmingham.
Horntons Elecuics, Birmingham.
S Proctor Limited, Birmingham.
Studio Musica. Birmingham.
Roy Pollatd, 1756 Coventry Rd., Birmingham 26.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Birmingham 37.
R. F. Sweeney Radio. Sheldon, Birmingham 26.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Harborne, Birmingham 17.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Perry Barr, Birmingham 20.
Five Ways Hi- Fi Limited,12 Islington Row. Wham.
M. E. Radio, 39 Alum Rock Rd, Wham B81 LB.
W. M. Ford Ltd, 20-21 Greenhill Street, Stratford
on Avon.
WILTSHIRE
Louis J. Rutter. 17 The Brittos, Devizes.
P. R. Sound, 5King Street, Melksham.
Reliance Radio, 143 Fisherton Street, Salisbury.
P. Day ( Electrical), Swindon, SN1 3RD.
TV& Hi -Fi Centre, Swindon.
Westlec TV.1 05 Cricklade Road, Swindon.
Westlec TV, Phelps Parade, Caine.
Fox Radio Services Limited,5 Milford St, Swindon
WORCESTERSHIRE
S. M. Spain Limited, 2A New Road, BrOMSgeOve.
'stead Audio Visual Limited, Worcester.
David Waring ( Cameras) Limited. Worcester.
John Life Limited. 38-40 St Johns, Worcester.
Studio Musica, 1The Trident Centre, Dudley.
Colour Centre Malvetn,16-16A Worcester Road
Gt. Malvern,
J. H. Tyler Er Sons, 20 Pump Street,Worcester.
YORKSHIRE
Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Road. Castlef ord.
J. Wood Er Sons Limited, Bradford.
Tape Recorder Centre, Halifax.
Huddersfield Hi -Fi Centre, Huddersfield.
J. Wood b Sons Limited, Huddersfield.
House & Son Radio Limited, 3Blake Street, York.
Multisound Hi -Fi. 7Davygate ArCade,York.
J. W. Garnett, Market Place, Settle.
Hadleigh Audio Ltd, 76 Kirkgate, Wakefield.
Micron Audio Limited, Sheffield.
J. W. Thornes Limited, 6-10 Westgate, Dewsbury.
Studio Two, 21-23 Scott Road, Selby.
Hodgson's Camera Shop, Sheffield.
R. Barker, 19 The Headrow, Leeds.
W. Crane, Westgate, Wakefield.
Electronic Services, 7Berkeley Precinct, Sheffield.
Allan Walker, Sedbergh Buildings, Ilkley.
Barker & Wigfall, Hallgate, Doncaster.
Gratispool Co Ltd, 38 Lands Lane, Leeds 1.
SCOTLAND
Jardine & Malcolm, 76 English Street, Dumfries.
John C. B. Carr, 79-83 Clair Street, Kirkcaldy.
Gordon House Ltd. 10 New Street, Paisley.
Waverley Studios,23/24 Bank Street.Galashields.
Bruce Robertson Es Co Ltd, Lochgilphead,
Argyllshire.
CHANNEL ISLANDS
F. G . Fuzzey Limited, Guernsey.
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The famous B.D.2 belt drive turntable with press button speed change
has now been developed to feature a newly designed mat and brushed
aluminium trim, and the perspex cover has an easy " hinged- on, hinged- off"
movement. The B.D.2 is available as a chassis unit or spring mounted on
a wood plinth, as above.

A quality cartridge designed specifically for
the person who appreciates his equipment.

A. R. SUGDEN 8t CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD
Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse HD6 lER Telephone: Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams and cables: Connoiseur. Brighouse

RUSSELLS

TOP PART- EXCHANGE

eOF WIINABLECION
9-11 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE S1
VV 9 0

Bang&Olufsen

£110

BEDIVIASTER 3000
40 WATTS PER CHANNEL
+ YOUR MINT 901
CASH PRICE £ 179

£100

un

Top Quality demo and S/H Equipment

3

compleneilaty3
OFFER

303 AMPLIFIER

¡itemIi141

BED MASTER 4000
60 WATTS PER CHANNEL
+ YOUR MINT 3000-2
CASH PRICE £235

CASH PRICE £153

£40 ALLOWANCE ON

YOUR 2x22
AMP & STEREO
CONTROL UNIT
BALANCE —

BEOIVIASTER 6000
4x40 WATTS £425 CASH
£295 + YOUR 4000
£320 + YOUR 3000

£45.50
£62.50
£47.50
£175.00
£72.513
£325•00
£45.50
£79.50
£59-95
£127.00
£95.00
£169.00
£55.00
£37.50
£39.50
£65.50
£176.00
£40.00
£39.50
£39.50

CONSIDERED PHOTOGRAPHIC OR HI-FI

RING RUSSELLS
FIRST! 01.946 8804

STEREO
TUNER

CASH PRICE £ 72.5Ü

*Mail Order

*Credit

*Cash & Carry

ang
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5/FI Beogram 1200 turntable
S/H Beomaster 1200 tuner/amp
S/H Beogram 1500 deck/amp
S/H Beomaster 4000 tuner/amp
S/H Beomaster 901 tuner,amp
S/H Beovision 5000 rosewooil
S/H Beovox 2400 speaker.. pair
S/H Beocord 1200 tape deck
S/S JVC VLS turntable ..
S/S J.V.C. 1668 cassette deck
S/S JV.C. 1667 cassette deck
S/S J.V.C. VR5535L tuneriamP
S/S Beogram 3000 turntable
S/S Beogram 1001 turntable
S/S Sansui AU I01 amp
S/S Thorens 70160 turntable+ cart
S/S Sony HP5I IA audio system
S/S Sony TC 121 cassette deck
S/S Sony TA70 amp ..
S/S Sony 5170 tuner ..

ANY PART- EXCHANGE COMBINATION

£
113

Id_f ó ff&r
SUPERB NEW

•

olu sen•Whar e

le•

oss

t•-

First~Aid
for cartridges
Here's some welcome help in the
fiddly business of fixing and maintaining
cartridges and styli. It comes in the form
of the Phono Cartridge Kit, and contains
all the right tools for the job.
In it, you'll find apair of slant edge
tweezers for pushing on those small
contacts. A screwdriver that's small
Autochange Groovemaster. Now you can
get
the
benefits
of
Groovemaster clean
records
with
your
autochanger. Beautifully
simple and wonderfully
efficient. £ 1.00
8 track cartridge head
and acapstan cleaner.
Unique patented principle for thorough cleaning of tape capstans and
replay heads.
50p
Ioniser. The ideal shifi
record
cleaner.
Permanently anti- static velvet pad enclosed in a
protective plastic
moulding.
55p
Super Groovemaster.
For highly efficient
removal of dust from
your discs while being
played. Precision
engineered for lowest
tracking weight. Freestanding.
£1.98

enough to make life easier A precision
pocket microscope, so you can see
what you're doing when you inspect the
stylus for wear or dirt deposits.
Special formula fluid and amulti-tuft
brush for thorough stylus cleaning. All in
asmart permanent storage case.
When you consider how delicate

Discmaster. Two
specially designed free
standing tracking arms,
one using special fluid
for wet cleaning and a
second for dry cleaning.
Renovate and rejuvenate
your records.
£3.08

y'TnrY) METROCARE
Ill Ill I HI-FI KITi4

Cassette
Head
Cleaner.
The
most
efficient way to clean
your cassette playing
equipment.
f1.10
Hifi kit No 3. Includes
the famous Ioniser, stylus cleaning fluid and
-soft
brush all in an
attractive permanent
storage styrene case.
f1.20
Hifi kit No 4. The
complete care kit for the
hifi enthusiasts. Contains a Super Groovemaster, Ioniser and stylus cleaning kit in a
specially designed permanent storage styrene
case.
£3.03

DISCMASTER

All prices plus V.A.T.
Other Metrosound accessories include: Metrosound
Sponge, Metro-Spray, Metro Mat (new ribbed rubber)
Metro-Strobe, 45 rpm adaptors, Leader Tape, Splicing
Block, Jointing Tape, Lubricating Kit ( Thorens), C30,
C60, C90, Blank Cassettes, Single and Double Blank
Cartridges, Cassette Library Box, Low Profile Groovemaster, Cartridge Head Cleaner plus spare tapes, fluids
and replacement kits.
MEMOSOUNO

Metrosound makes it real

and vulnerable your cartridge is (as well
as expensive to replace), you'll agree
the Phono Cartridge Kit is afine
investment at £1.80 plus VAT.
It's the kind of first aid your cartridge
will appreciate.
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CENTRE

rkeynote and has been

re founded in the 1950's.

I"

We guarantee to provide parts and
.labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be
reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60 .. £ 109.00
Cambridge PI 13
P.O.A.
Leak 2100
£84 75
Leak 2200
£ 109.50
Lux 707, 505X, 507X, 700X,
308, 309 .. Prices on application
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500}Prices on application
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA5300 . •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6300 .• .•
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA7I00 .. £ 101-00
Pioneer SA8100 . • mew
Pioneer SA9100 .
me:4)o
Quad 33/303
Price on application
Rotel 311 . • .
£.54.ao
Rotel 611 .. .. £84-00
Sansui AU2200 .. £52.50
Sansui AU4400 . . £81-00
Sansui AU5500
£ 125.00
Sansui AU7700
£ 156.00
Sansui AU9500
£269.00
Tandberg TA300 Price on application

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 625

}Prices on applica tion
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 106 -CO
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £ 172.00
Goodmans One-Ten Z Compact .. .. .. £ 199.50
Goodmans One-Twenty .. £ 120-00
Leak 2000 .. .. • . £ 137•25
Lux R800 ..
Price on application
Pioneer SX434 .. .. £86.00
Pioneer SX535 .. • . £ 117.50
Pioneer SX636 .. .. £ 137.00
Pioneer 5)(737 .. .. £ 170.00
Pioneer SX838 .. .. £
217.00
Pioneer SX939
£240.00
Pioneer SX1010
£296.00
Rotel 202 ..
. • £72.50
Rotel 402 ... •• £ 98.50
Rotel 602 ..
• £ 126.00
Rotel 802 • •
.. £ 169.00
Sansui 210 • •• • £ 77-00
Sansui 441 . •
• • £86.00
Sansui 551 ..
• • £ 107-50
Sansui 661 • •• • £ 140.00
Sansui 771 • ••. £ 172.50
Sansui 881 .. .. £226.50
Tandberg TR200
Tandberg TRI000} p .
Tandberg TRI010
1.
son
Tandberg TRI055 ap plication
Armstrong 626

TUNERS
Armstrong 623

}Prices on application
Cambridge 155 VHF
Price on application
Armstrong 624

Leak 2300 AM/FM ..
f.86-50
Lux 500
Lux 717 ). Prices on application
Lux 700
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX6300
Pioneer 1X7100 . •
L92.50
Pioneer TX8 100 .• £ 107.00
Pioneer 1X9100
£ 140.50
Quad FM3 ..
Price on application
Rotel 322
..
£58.50
Rotel 622 .. . £92.50
Sansui TU4400 . £81.00
Sansui TU5503 . • .. [ 102.00
Sansui TU7700
£ 1213-50
Sansui TU9500 .. £ 181-58

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur 802 Complete £ 36.50
ERA Mk 6 with SME .. £87.00
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired .. £26.00
G
d 8658 Module with
Shure M75-6 wired .. £39.00
G
d Zero 1000513 Module
Shure M93E wired .. £52-00
Goldring GL78/P/C .. £59.00
INERTIA BDT1 • .. £69.50
Leak GL75/M75-B • . • £42.50
Pioneer PL I
2D • • £41.50
Sansui 2I2P
£48 50
Thorens TDI65C . [ 53-50
Thorens 10160 BC ( less Arm) £51.50
Thorens T0160C
£62-75
Thorens 10145 (Auto Lift) £79.00
Thorens TD I
25 Mk 11 • £72.00
Thorens TD125AB-1-TX25 £ 120-00

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M3D
M44-7
M55E
M75/B
M75/G 2
M75/E12
M75/ED2
VI5/3

£4.75
£5.75
£7.00
£9.00
£10-25
£11.25
£11•75
[29-75

STYLI
Goldring DI20 ( G850) ..
Goldring D110 ( G800) ..
Goldring D I10E ( G800E) ..
Goldring D 1IOSE ( Super E)
Shure N3D
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N75G
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/8
Shure N75E12
Shure N7SED2
Shure VN35E

£2.95
£3.25
£7.50
£10•80
£3-75
£4-75
£6.00
£7-00
£5-00
£6.00
£7.50
£9-25
£14.00

88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
CLOSE TO MI MOTORWAY

•
A41
'EDGWARE
EilTDA.4

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
9.30 TO 12.30 THURS. ‘`\
EASY PARKING

SPEAKERS Complete!
Cambridge R40/R50
Celestion County (pair) .. £47.00
Celestion Hadleigh ( pair) .. £40.00
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) .. £67.00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) .. £ 113.00
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) .. £ 133-75
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) .. £203-50
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £41.50
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair).. £73.50
Goodmans Magnum SL (pair) £91.00
Goodmans Goodwood ( pair) £ 2.00
Goodmans Achromat 100 pr. P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat 400 pr. £ 128.50
IMF all models
Prices on application
Jordan-Watts Jumbo pair .. £4315
Jordan-Watts Janet pair .. £43.25
Jordan- Watts Juliet pair ..
Jordan-Watts Juno pair .. £57.00
Jordan-Watts GT pair .. £72-50
Jordan-Watts Jodrell pair .. £ 100.00
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 pair £ 132.00
Jordan-Watts TLS pair .. £ 159.00
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
All normally
KEF Chorale
in stock.
KEF Cadenza
'Prices
on
KEF Concerto
KEF Model 104 application

KEF 104F Stand
Leak 2020 ( pair).,
£55.50
Leak 2030 ( pair) .. . £76.50
Leak 2060 ( pair) .. £ 133-50
Leak 2075 ( pair)
Price on application
Lowther Acousta PM6 (
pair) £ 168.25
Tannoy Chevening HPD pr. £142.00
Tannoy Chatsworth HPD pr. £ 174.50
Tannoy Mansfield 12' HPD pr £ 186.00
Tannoy Mansfield 15" HPD pr £221.00
Tannoy Amesbury 15" HPD pr £263.00
Wharfedale Denton 1white pr £23.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP pr. £36.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP pr. £51-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP pr. £69 00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( pair) £93.53

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
Jordan-Watts Module ..
£13.75
Jordan-Watts HF Unit ..
£6-00
Lowther PM6 ( pair) ..
£51.75
Lowther PM6 Mk 1 ( pair) ..
£55-25
Lowther PM7 ( pair) • •
£89.95
KEF KKI Kit ( pair) ..
£39.00
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) ..
£71.00
KEF T27 .. • • • •
£4.95
KEF BI10 .. •• ••
£6.80
KEF 13200 .. .. ..
£7.80
., • . . £ 13.75
KEF DNI2 (T27/8110/13139) £5.50
KEF ON 13/S (127/8200) .. £4.35
KEF DNI3/7 (127/8110) .. £3.95
Tannoy 10' HFD ( pair) .. £ 118 SO
Tannoy 12" HFD ( pair) .. £ 121.50
Tannoy ir HPD ( pair) .. £ 155-00
Wharfedale Kit Linton 2pair £ 18.95
Wharfedale Kit Glendale 3pr £39.50
Wharfedale Kit Dovedale 3pr £53.25

A41

A5

Edgware
Stx.

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Deck ( Reel) ..
£93.00
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby)
..
£ 136.50
Akai CS33D Deck (Cass.
Dolby)
..
£76.50
Akai GXC36D Deck (Cass.) £80.00
Akai GXC38D Deck (Cass.
Dolby)
..
£99.25
Akai GXC46D Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
c111-25
Akai GXCSIOD Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. . f139.00
Akai GXC75D Deck (Cass.
REV Dolby)
£ 146-75
Akai GXR82D Deck ( Cart.) £89•75
Akai I
722L Recorder (Reel) £ 102.00
BSR TD8S 8-track deck .. £ 15.50
Goodmans SCD 100 (Cass.
Dolby) .. .• .. £ 124-00
Leak 2002 ( Cass. Dolby) .. £ 111.50
NEAL 102 .. .
P.O.A.
Pioneer 414IA (Cass. Dolby) £913-00
Pioneer 5151 (Cass. Dolby) £ 111.00
Pioneer 6161 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 118.00
Pioneer 7171 (Cass. Dolby) £ 133-00
Revox 1102 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Sansui SC636 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. . .. £ 107-50
Sansui SC737 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
C124-00
Tandberg 334IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 344IX Recorder
P.O.A.
Tand berg 3641X1 Dolby Deck P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. •.
P.O.A.
Tand berg TCD3I0 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. .
P.O.A.
Teat-all models .. .•
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9 • .
Koss ESP6
Koss PROSLC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HVIA
Koss HVI LC..
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727
Koss K6LC
Pioneer 5E205 ..
Pioneer SE305
Sennheiser H0414 ..
Sennheiser HD424
Stax SR3S/RD6
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£74-00
£55.00
£29.50
[26.50
£23.00
£27.50
£20-20
£12.00
£15.20
£13.25
£8.00
£12.25
£12.50
£19.00
£51-40
£18.95

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009/2 Improved .
SPECIAL Zero Stat Pistol

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Please add E2-00 per item towards carriage and packing. ( Cartridges and styli post 50p.).

40
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£32-00
£34.00
£6.69

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE

(2<fc uphase

IntroduCing two superb new components from
Accuphase, representing the finest achievement to
date in sound reproduction systems. Of the
Accuphase E-202, 'HiFi for Pleasure' recently
wrote ' a genuinely super-class amplifier of outstanding quality ... it outclasses several more
costly and well known models".
Send for full specification on Accuphase E-20Z
integrated stereo amplifier. R.R.P. 075 + VAT
and T-101 stereo tuner, R.R.P. £245 + VAT.
YOU CAN HEAR ACCU PHASE AT
THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:
Ilarvey Nit hots, Knightsbi idge, London SW 1
X 7RS.
Henry's Radio Limited, 372 Edgware Road, London W2.
Iii Fi Pro, 22 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW I.
Laskys, 4246 Tottenham Court Road, London WI.
Laskys,481 Oxford Street, London WI.
Lindair., 227 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl.
R.E.W. Audio Visual,
Centrepoint,20-21 St. Giles High Street, London WC2.
AudioT, 190 West End Lane, London NW6 I
SQ.
Global Audio Limited, 120 Notting
Gate. London Wit.
Croydon Camera Centre.
96 Whitgift Centre, Croydon, Surrey.
Southern Audio Services„
43 ligh Street, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Sutton Ili Fi, 209 High Street. Sutton, Surrey.
Unite( Products IAd..
it. IIigh Street,-New Malden, Stu rey.
Audio Spectra, 202 High Street. Hoinchurch, Essex.
Wicks& Co. Ltd.,
49-5 INorth Station Road. C.olchester, Essex.
Oxford Audio y
isual. Old High Street. Headington,Ox ford.
K. J. Leisuresound, 33 Bridle Path, Watford, 1kris.
Stevenage Record Centre. 6Market Place. Stevenage. Herts.

Reading Cassette &Hi-fi Centre. 6Harris Arcade
Friar Street Reading.
Jeffries Radiovision,
6A Albert Parade, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Seen Sc Heard HiFi,
12 Ft tzallan Road, Roffey, Ilorsham, Sussex.
Audio Hypermarkets. 4Railway Street. Chatham, Kent.
Management Electronics,Old Christchurch Road,
Bournemouth. Hants.
Climax Audio, 2Broad Row, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
Bristol HiFi Centre. 26 Broad Street, Bristol, BSI 2HG.
Ken Whittle Ltd.,
788 Stratford Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham BI 1IBP.
The
Centre,
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SKI SAN.
Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Road. Castleford, Yorks.
The HiFi Studio, 8Byrain Road, Huddersfield, Yorks.
Sheffield Sound Centre, 101 Ecclesha II Road, Sheffield It.
F. Benf ell Limited. 78 W estf ield Road. Brack pool. Lancs.
James McKenzie Ltd (Sound Studio),
36/38 Grange Road West. Birkenhead. Merseyside.
R. ral isman
Ltd.,
109/111 Stockwell Street, Glasgow Cl. Scotland.
J. Moore Radio & -r.V. Engineers,
38 Fiances Street, New toss 'lards, C.o. Down, N. Ireland.
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Sole U.K. Distributors:
Belmont AV Limited, Fircroft Way, Edenbridge,
Kent TN8 6HA.
Telephone: Edenbridge (073 271)4116.

What does aspeaker do,
To aspeaker-cone, music is aseries of
requests for action.
At each request, or pulse, the speakercone produces the desired sound, but it also
stores energy. Milliseconds after the pulse is
switched off, this energy is released as a
sound or "resonance".
When the pulses follow very closely
together (as they do in music), these random
and delayed releases of energy cause
"coloration" in the sound.
When anything odd like this happens
in aspeaker, the ear can always hear it. "Ah,
coloration in the upper mid-range".
But if you're ahi-fi speaker designer,
where in the upper mid-range do you start
looking for the fault?
Because you can't correct the fault until
you find it, and because conventional testing
methods won't show it, along slow process of
trial and error begins.
Except at Wharfedale.
Wharfedale have perfected atesting
machine that can identify and measure these
"delayed resonances".
It allows the designer to view the
amount of sound energy being dissipated by
aspeaker cone at any interval he chooses
after the pulse has been switched off.
And, because it works with afrequency
sweep, it accurately pin-points the coloration
to the precise frequency at which it is
occuring.
Having an accurately recorded trace
of what the ear can hear, makes solving the
problem very much easier. And leads in turn
to the design of smoother, cleaner-sounding
speakers.
Speakers that do nothing at all when
the music stops.
The Wharfedale design team has
prepared apaper on "Delayed Response
Measurements:' Although intended as ahelp
to other speaker manufacturers, if you're
technically minded we will gladly let you
have an abbreviated copy.
Simply request it from: The Design
Department, Rank Radio International
Ltd., Idle,Bradford, BD10 8SF, Yorkshire.

Switch- off point

1. After the tone burst . there should be acompletely smooth die-away.

dB

200 Hz

2.

frequency

4,000 Hz

A frequency curve for amid-range speaker. It looks very good.

dB

200 Hz

frequency

4,000 Hz

.....1

3.

But take alook at the delayed frequency measurements for 0.2 milliseconds and 2
milliseconds.They show resonances that the ear can hear, but that the curve in
Fig. 2doesn't show.The fact that these resonances centre at 1,800Hz tells the
designer where to look for the fault.

leP
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RADIO INTERNATIONAL

when the music stops?

(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Linton 2
Kingsdale 3
Glendale 3
Denton 2
Dovedale 3
Teak/white
Teak
Teak
Teak/white
Teak
620mm ( 24.5") tall 482mm (19") tall
565mm
(
22")
tall
355mm (14") tall
610mm ( 24") tall
20 watts DIN
BO watts DIN
30 watts DIN
20 watts DIN
50 watts DIN
RRP
£ 59.75 pair
RRP
£
86.54
each
RRP £ 83.99 pair
RRP £ 47.50 pair
RRP £ 64.25 each
All speakers acoustic suspension design,6 ohms nominal impedance.

/

Notes: (1) Cabinet finish. (2) Longest measurement. ( 3) Power handling.
(4) All prices are recommended retail for teak finish, including VAT,
and are correct at time of going to press.
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AU2200 amplifier:
15 watts per channel
(each channel driven at
8ohms) with less than
0.8% total harmonic
distortion.

44

AU4400 amplifier:
26 watts per channel
(each channel driven at
8ohms) with less than
0.3% total harmonic
distortion.

TU4400 tuner:
superior performance
at avery attractive
price. 2.0 µV IHF
sensitivity with less
than 0.4% total
harmonic distortion.

AU5500 amplifier:
35 watts per channel
(both channels driven at
8ohms) with better
than 0.1% distortion.

TU5500 tuner:
new black sleek style
with avery impressive
specification. 19 µV
IHF sensitivity and
less than 0.5% total
stereo harmonic
distortion.

I
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AU 5500

AU7700 amplifier:
54 watts per channel
(both channels driven at
8ohms) with better
than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion.

TU7700 tuner:
super sophisticated
stereo tuner with truly
professional performance. 1.8 pV IHF
sensitivity and less
than 0.3% total stereo
harmonic distortion.

Listen to this remarkable
equipment at the London
showroom of Sansui_ It's right
next to the GPO tower.
Sansui equipment isdistributed in the United Kingdom
by Vernitron Ltd.,Thornhill,
Southampton.
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Sairsul
Showroom opening:
Tuesday (trade only),
Wednesday to Saturday
(10 am to 5pm).

45

Analog
Audio

2 YEARS
FREE SERVICE
PARTS & LABOUR

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

Stockists of:CERWIN-VEGA,
HED,
HARMAN KARDON, LUX, MARANTZ, MICRO, NAKAMICHI,
NIKKO, SANSUI, SCAN DYNA,
TANDBERG, TOSHIBA, TECHNICS, YAMAHA- Prices on application.

(except cartridges)
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PIONEER
SX434
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with PIONEER PL I2D/M75
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Turntable.
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GOODZero
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MANS Minister SL speakers.
table.
1 pair GOODMANS
Kos s ¡‘0 4 e• e' ss T
k‘
c
R.R.P. L262.00.
Mezzo SL or Brahms BalKoss ?
e 0q " '
f U r" 1„, ilab‘ e *
OUR PRICE £ 169.95
moral speakers according to
-e NtieSt^
e on‘i•
choice. R.R.P. £ 295.50.
PIONEER
SX535
tuner
OUR PRICE £ 196.95
amolifier
with
PIONEER
4 one Ye
PLI2D
turntable.
SHURE
rices are correct at the
M75ED
type 2 cartridge,
time
cl. going
to
Press.
1 pair RANK DOMUS 175
Send SAE for Quotations.
speakers. R.R.P. £ 328.25.
E. & O. E.
OUR PRICE £ 19995
ANY GOODS NOT IN STOCK MONEY REFUNDED IMMEDIATELY
cartridge
and
one
pair
MARSDEN HALL XL15 spkrs
R.R.P. £ 139•52.
OUR PRICE £ 100.95

Again and again and again
Given the time, the patience, and the money, one
can connect* fifty 303 amplifiers nose to tail so
that the programme goes through one after the
other gradually deteriorating along the way.
Deteriorating? The fact is, that apart from avery
slight background hiss - akin to agood tape
recording - the programme will sound exactly

the same at the end as when it started.
*Of course one must fit an attenuator to reduce
the signal back to its original level between each
amplifier.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. HN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561.

QUAD

Products of The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
for the closest approach to the original sound
(t• Al) 1, aRegistered Trade Mark

W'

Professional unbiased
advice from experts with
unequalled demonstration
facilities

Intelligent purchasing
enables us to offer
large discounts.
Phone for your quote

the
Radford
choice

The most comprehensive
range of the world's
latest equipment on
three floors of showrooms

Mail order delivery
anywhere in the UK
in safety by Secuncor.
Exports anywhere

Part exchange, credit
facilities, Access and
Barclay cards welcome
by telephone order

We will meet any
reasonable offer

Radford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road
Bristol BS7 8BH

Telephone
0272-422709/44593
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After listening to expensive chrome cassettes,
they heard our new X1000.
Most preferred our sound.They all preferred our price.
Over the past few months, we've
been conducting aseries of unique tests,
with the aim of proving that our X1000
ferric oxide tape sounds every bit
as good as expensive chrome cassettes.
To help us, we enlisted the talents of the
LSO, the Spinners, the King's Singers,
the Central Band of the RAE the London
Philarmonic Orchestra and the Treorchy
MaleVoice Choir.
The tests involved transferring
one of the musicians' own recordings
on to astandard X1000 tape and on to the
competitive chrome cassette actually
recommended for the deck we were
using. And then asking each of them
which they preferred.

The tests showed aclear majority in
favour of the X1000. Apreference which
was further endorsed when we mentioned
that the X1000 was agood deal less
expensive than the chrome
cassettes.
So next time you're
shopping for cassettes, bear in
mind the X1000. Its sound will
make you very happy. Its price
will be music to your ears.

x1000
At all EMITAPE stock i
t
,

EMI Tape Ltd, Hayes.Middlesex. Amember of the EMI Group of Companies.
International leaders in mesic, electronics and leisure.

read what they say about
B&W Loudspeakers

Broadcaster Peter KIng pulls off the audio
tuck

of

the

year

before

a distinguishe d

audience watching the presentation of the
Queens Award to Industry to Bowers

Witkins Ltd.

Grace, Your Worship, Mr MiniGentlemen, you have been good
enough to inspect our research and
production complex here at B 8r. W, and
now we offer for your consideration the
end product, which has won for us not
only world-wide acclaim, but also the
honour which Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to approve. You
may, or may not have noticed that I
stopped speaking to you in person some
time ago, and my voice is now being
reproduced on aB & W DM2 loudspeaker
OUR

'V
'ster,

. . It
. ' was at this point that broadcaster
Peter King, who was producing the
demonstration, pulled the trick of the
year. While his voice went on to describe
the B. & W range, with no perceptible
change whatsoever, he took a glass of

water from behind the DM2 and pulled
the old ventriloquist trick of drinking
while speaking and then, he slowly walked
away, to the delight of the audience.
AUDIO was there, having been warned in
confidence that the attempt would be
made—so we were listening for the
switch—and missed it! We heard it again
and missed it again. A tribute indeed', as
Peter King's ghost voice hammered home,
'to the fidelity of the DM2.'
Just for the record, it happened fifteen
times that afternoon and, although no-one
really likes to be fooled that often, it is
just possible he was right. In fact, he told
us later that the tape took over after the
word acclaim'.
Reprinted from ' Audio' October 1973
=

-

eure

amost impressive demonstration of the B Ef V\1 range; an object
lesson to anyone who ever plans to demonstrate loudspeakers."
from'Hi-Fi News & Record Review 'September 1973

hear the DM2A for yourself
at one of over 300
B&W Appointed Dealers
Write for colour booklet of B&W Loudspeakers and name of your nearest Appointed Dealer

B&W ELECTRONICS

Meadow Road

Worthing BN11 2RX
Telephone (0903) 205611

BeLIAI

Loudspeakers
appointed dealer
Look for this sign

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

We are always at work on better
production methods and the use of
new materials.
These cartridge fixing screws are
moulded in glass reinforced nylon
which is only half the weight of
aluminium. At 73p per set you can
probably afford them better than the
weight of those you are using.
We can send you as many sets as
you want by return if you send us
the money.

4444ele

g
g

1
I

The best pick-up arm in the world

co

Write to SME Limited
Steyning • Sussex • England
Telephone:Steyning ( 0903) 814321

ITID/S31A

5I/C

Europe's Largest range of ISFi

1111 (
58c
0000.0 oo

0

CHECK THROUGH IASKYS VAST PRICE UST-FOR TODAYS LOWER PRICES

SAVE £137.81

Goodmans MULE

Superb Goodmans AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier

with integral
record player

Highly reviewed Module
90 features the award
winning Zero- 100 turntable which is belt driven
reducing wow and flutter to
negligible level, tangential
tracking arm which inludes an
automátic record counter which
saves as a reminder to change
stylus.
Stereo tuner- amplifier with big
45 +45 watts RMS power output.
push button selection of four pretuned FM stations, superb performance and reliability comes complete with apair of DIMENSION
8 Bi-directional speakers. All
in matching walnut.

List Price
£403.81

STEREO SYSTEMS
without speakers
Carriage & Packing 11 25
C4500

£ 72.25

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio,
without speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.50
Golding) ST8000 .. £ 169.95
Goodmans 80 Compact
Teak
..
£ 135.15
80 Compact White , . £ 139.20
Goodmans 90 Compact .. £184.00
90 Compact White .. £ 187.55
1-102 Compact .. .. £ 197.10
1-10Z Compact White .. £ 201 15
Goodmans CS2 Stand
lot above
£ 13.40
Philips RH802 . £ 124.60
Sanyo DXT 5500K .. £ 114.15

STEREO SYSTEMS
with cassette
and speakers
Carriage Er Packing £1.75
Philips GR814
£90.93

STEREO SYSTEMS
with speakers
Carriage Er Packing£1.50
Ferguson 3047 .. £ 34.80
Fidelity UA4
..
£ 29.35
Fidelity UA7
£ 39.45
Goodmans Module 90
Compact with Dimension 8
Speakers in Walnut •. £ 266.00
HMV 2046 ..
f50.00
Philips GF614£ 35.10
Philips GF807 • • .. £ 59 95
Philips GF907 • • .. £ 107.50
Pye 1022 ..
f76.90
Sony HMW 20..
£ 62.45
Ultra 6046
.
£ 51.20
Ultea 6048
.
£ 34 80
Ultra 6070
.
£ 60.95

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio
and speakers
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

Carriage & Packing £ 1.50
Ferguson 3457 ..
.. £ 66.45
Fidelity UA1
.. £ 78.10
Fidelity UA3
.. £ 53.05
Fidelity UA6
.. £ 87.25
HMV 24556 • .
.. £ 141.75
HMV 24568
f203.05
HMV 2459..
£97.15
HMV 2488
.. £ 218.60
Philips RF835
.. £ 41.50
Philips RF836
.. £ 39.95
Philips RH814/RH412 .. £ 99 95
Philips RH837
£198.35
Sony HMP 20 .
£79.10
Sony HMP 40
.. £ 145.80
Sony HMP 70 ..
.. £ 208.30
Sony HPSila
.. £ 174.95
Ulna 64538
. £ 144.30
Ultra 6457
.. £ 67.50
Ultra 6459
£69.00
Ultra 6462
.. £ 60.95

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio andcassette
with speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.75
Ferguson 3463 ..
Fidelity UA5
..
£ 110.95
Hitachi SEIT2660 .. £ 193.85
Hitachi 5013430E .. £ 136.85
National SG1010L £ 92.45
National SG1050L .. £ 134.95
National SG1070L .. £ 158.35
National SG 20501 .. £ 179.95
National RS485SD £ 133.30
National SG2050L .. £ 179.95
National SG205OLD .. £ 199.95
Philips RH851
£ 146.75
Philips RH943/RH412 .. £ 176.20
Sanyo G2611KL £ 150.00
Sanyo G2615N
£ 82.50
Sanyo GX74520KL .. £ 119.95
Sanyo GXT4540K £ 144.55
Sony HMK 20 .. £ 133.30
Sony HMK 40 .. £ 204.13
Toshiba SM3000 £ 186.76
SMA1 Stand for above .. £ 20.84

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio and 8- track
with speakers
Carriage Fr Packing £ 1.75
Sanyo GXT4730KL .. £95.00

Continued on next page
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12 MONTHS GUARANTEE - FREE PARTS and LABOUR

LASKYS EXPORT!
Personal exports arranged for overseas
visitors. Goods speciallypacked. insured and
despatched to all parts of the world ( exclusive of
VAT). Payment by bank transfer, certified

Europe's Largest Hifi Retailer

cheque, postal order, or money order
in any currency.

phone 01-200 0444
for (leads

EXCLUSIVE TO

FOUR CHANNEL
SYSTEMS
with radio and
speakers
Carriage Et Packing £ 2.00
JVC Nivico DF -19E £ 300.00
JVC Nivico GX-500E .. £ 325.00
National RE7880/SL650 £ 208.30
Sony SOP20 . .. £ 110.00

FOUR CHANNEL
SYSTEMS
with radio, 8- track and
speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.75
Sanyo GXT4731K .. £ 105.00

STEREO
AMPLIFIERS
C,,,rii

eha Pdck010 11 00

Rank Audio RA 210T
Stereo Amplifier
m

Iwatts rms. Inputs for
agneticphono. tuner, tape

.ind aux. Separate bass, treble.
oalance and volume controls.
ieadphone socket. Teak
ase. Unrepeatable
offer.
LASKYS p&p 75p
PRICE

£17.50

plus VAT

Akai AA5500
£ 98.90
Mai AA5210
£ 68.35
Akai AA5210DS ( Dolby) £ 88.80
Akai AA5510
£ 88.80
Amstrad 2000/2 .. £ 35.10
Amstrad 4000/2 £ 28.65
Amstrad 8000/3 .. £ 20.95
Audiotronic LA1700X .. £ 39.95
Audiononic LA4000X £ 62.50
Cambridge ..
P.O.A
Eagle AA2 .. • . £ 33.60
Eagle AA4 .. • • £ 46.40
Eagle AA68
£ 54.40
Eagle TSA149. • £ 27.20
Eagle TSA151 • . £ 36.80
Goodmans 40-40. • £ 65.15
Ferrograph F20811(£82.50
Ferrograph F608
£145.00
Fidelity 20/20 Amp/Tuner £ 59.95
.. £ 205.00
Harrison S200 ..
. £ 61.20
JVC Nivico VN300
. £ 157.25
JVC Nivico VN900
.. £ 375.00
Kensonic E202
.. £ 75.00
Leak 2100 ..
£99.95
Leak 2200 ..
£95.00
Ma rantz 1030
£129.00
Maranta 1060
£97.00
NAD 60 ..
£47.6C
Nikko TRM210
£57.80
Nikko TRM230
f74.95
Nikko TRM500
£97.75
Nikko TRM600
Philips RH521 . £ 114.25
Pioneer SA7100 £ 103.10
Pioneer SA8100 £ 148.20
Pioneer SA9100 £ 184.65
Pioneer SR202W
£ 53.55
Quad 33
..
£ 68.00
Quad 303
..
£ 74.00
Quad ESL Sleeve tor above £ 13.30
Rank Audio RA2107 .. £ 17.50
Revox A78
£ 212.00
Rotel RA211
£ 41.25

Rorer RA311 . £ 54.05
Rotel RA611 .. .. £ 84.35
Sinclair 4000 .. .. £ 42.50
Sinclair Project 80 Z40 .. £ 4.50
Sinclair Project 80 Z60 .. £ 5.60
Sinclair Stereo 80 .. .. £10.50
Sinclair Project 80 AFU .. £ 5.95
Sinclair IC20 Kit .. .. £ 5.95
Sinclair PZ20 Power
supply for above .. .. £ 5.45
PZ5 Power supply .. £ 3.75
PZ6 Power supply . . £ 6.75
PZ8 Power supply . . £ 6.35
Sinclair Project 805 .. £ 27.00
Sony TA70 . .. £ 41.60
Sony TA88 . .. £49.95
Sony TA1055 .. £ 74.95
Sony TA1066 .. £ 62.45
Sony TA1130 .. .. £ 166.60
Sony TA1150 .. .. £ 106.60
Sugden A21 Series 3 .. £ 77.45
Sugden A48 .. .. £ 94.25
Sugden C51 / P51 .. £ 141.85
Superscope A245 .. £ 29.95
Superscope A260 .. £49.95
Tandberg .. .. .. P.O.A.
Technics ..
Teleton A300 .. £ 45.95
Teleton A400 .. £ 52.50
Teleton GA203 .. .. £45.00
Teleton SA0206B .. £ 23.95
Teleton SAO 307 .. .. £23.95
Teleton SA03070 . £ 25.95
Teleton SA0408 .. £26.95
Trio KA1200 .. £48.00
Trio KA1600 .. .. £ 78.00
Trio KA4002A .. .. £ 72.00
Trio KA4004 .. £ 98.00
Trio KA6004 .. £ 128.00
Trio KA8004 .. £ 176.00

STEREO GRAPHIC
EQUALISERS
Carriage Er Packing 500
JVC Nivico SEA10

LASKYS
at only

£115.90
PER PAIR

p&p £ 1.50 • VAT

WHARFEDALE
SPEAKERS
3Way system. Size 24"x
15' x12' wood finish.
specially imported fret work
baffle. 12' Bass unit. 5 Mid
range unit. 1" Treble unit.
Response : 45-20.000Hz
Max Input 60 watts DIN.

ERA TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES.
High quality units complete with
preck:ion engineered ERA pick up
urn ( Less cartridge) Belt drive 33
and 45 rpm.
ERA 444- with plinth
Originally £ 59.00
LASKYS PRICE

£32.50 71V'er3
£ 95

ERA 3033 with plinth

and cover

Originally £ 106.92
LASKYS PRICE
04
p&p 75p plus VAT

FIDELITY PACKAGE
OFFER!
20/20 Tuner and
Matching Amplifier

NEW Goldring 6102
KIT Belt drive 2 speed
turntable in kit form complete
with pick up arm and head shell

LASKYS PRICE

p&p 75p -1- VAT

A precisely matched duo
to complement visually and
technically with any decks or
speakers you choose.
20/20 Amplifier PLUS
20/20 Tuner covers
.. .
-

£54 40

FOUR- CHANNEL
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
JVC Nivico 4VN550 .. £ 84.60
JVC Nivico 4VN880 £ 153.00
JVC Nivico 4VN990 . £ 229.50
Pioneer QA800A £ 199.75
Pioneer OL600A £ 118.70

STEREO TUNERS
Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
Akai AT550 .. .. £ 74.50
Akai AT580 .. .. £ 104.30
Amstrad 3000 .. f28.05
Au diotronic LT170.0X .. £42.50
Eagle AA8 .. .. £ 51.20
Eagle TST15.2 .. .. £ 35.20
JVC Nivico VT500 .. £72.70
JVC Nivico VT700 .. £ 106.25
Kensonic 1101 .. .. £ 245.00
Leak 2300 . . . .. £ 77.50
Marantz 1051) AM/FM .. £ 99.00
Nikko FAM220 .. £ 57.80
Philips RH621 .. £ 106.90
Philips RH741 .. £106.50
Pioneer SA5300 .. £ 44.25
Pioneer SA6300 .. £ 59.00
Pioneer TX7100 .. £ 91.05
Pioneer TX8100 .. £ 107.25
Pioneer TX9100 .. £ 142.30
Quad FM3 ......£ 74.00
Quad ESC Sleeve for above £ 13.30
Revox A76 .. .. £ 255.00
Rote IRT222 . • £ 41.25
Rotel RT322 • • £ 58.20
Rotel RT622 . • £ 92.55
Sansui TU505 .. • . £71.35
Sinclair 4000 0/T.. .. £ 37.50
Sinclair Project 80 .. £ 10.50
Sinclair Project 80 decoder £ 6.75
Sony ST70 .. • • £ 41.60
Sony ST88 .. • . £ 49.95
Sony ST5055L .. £ 74.95
Sony ST5066 • . £ 62.45
Sony ST5130 • . £ 166.60
Sony ST5150 • . £ 106.60
Sugden R21
£ 72.80
Sugden R51
£ 77.45
Teleton GT202
£ 40.00

£16.95

LAS KYS

£5995

PACKAGE PRICE
FOR BOTH UNITS

ROTEL RX 150A

Stereo Receiver

AM/FM All silicon output transisiurs
32 dB separation. . M. distortion
1% at rated output. Features
headphone lack, AC power. plus
special balance/cantrol giving
perleci stereo through awhole
range of features.
List price £ 78.25
LASKYS
PRICE
Sp £ 1.00 Plus
Teleton GT203
Teleton T300
Trio KT1300
Trio KT2001A
Trio KT4005
Trio KT8005

.. £41.95
.. £ 53 00
.. £ 58.00
. £ 66.00
.. £ 92.00
.. £ 160.00

STEREO RECEIVERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.25
Akai AA8030
£106.40
Akai AA8080
£134.90
Amstrad 5000 .. £ 61.50
Audiotronic LR1200X .. £ 55.00
Audiotronic LR2500X .. £ 72.50
Audiotronic LR4040X .. £ 95.00

fibp £ 1.50

plus VAT
LIST PRICE £98.18
( not available separately)

NAD 140 .. .. £ 155.50
NAD 160
.
f195.00
Nikko STA7.070 .. £136.00
Nikko STA8080 .. £ 153.00
Philips RH720 .. £ 205.70
Philips RH732
109.80
.. £
Philips RH734
131.95
.. £
Pioneer LX424 .. £114.70
Pioneer LX626 .. £ 156.65
Pioneer SX300
66.95 .. £
Pionee SX434 .. £87.10
Pioneer SX535
119.35
.. £
Pioneer SX636 .. £139.15
Pioneer SX737
172.30
.. £
Pioneer SX838 .. £ 220.85
Pioneer SX939 .. £ 243.95
30
51
8:
7
20
5
Pioneer SX1010££
Rotel RX150A
Rotel RX152 .. £ 65.10
Rotel RX202
74.05 .. £
Rotel RX402
99.85 .. £
Rotel RX602 .. £ 129.15
Rotel RX802.. £ 165.20
Sansui 21
t)
..
£71.52
Sansui 44'
..
£84.40
Sansui 551
..
£111.20
Sansui 661
..
£ 144.47
Sansui 771
175.55 . .
£
Eagle AA28 .. £ 102.40
..
Eagle AA30
113.60
£
Goodman! ,Module 90 .. £ 104.35
Module 90 White £ 106.15
Goodman:. 1 - 10
£ 118.37
Goodman:: 120 .. £ 118.40
JVC Nivico VR5505£89.25
JVC Nivico VR5515 .. £ 127.50
JVC Nivico VR5525 SEA £ 160.65
Lea< 2000 .. £ 147.80
Marantz 2015 AM/FM .. £127.00
Maranta 2120AM/FM .. £ 179.00
Marantz 2230 AM/FM .. £ 235.00

8% VAT
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO

Sanyo DCX2000 .. .. £84.50
Sanyo DCX4000 .. .. £ 98.75
Sanyo DCX6000 .. .. £ 121.55
Sanyo DCX8000 .. .. £ 136.40
Sony STR6036A .. .. £ 99.95
Sony STR6046A .. .. £ 116.60
Sony STR6055L .. .. £ 158.30
Superscope R330 .. £ 52.50
Superscope R340 .. £ 69.95
Tandberg ..
Teleton TA3000 .. £39.95
Toshiba SA300L .. £ 108.66
Trio KR2300 .. £ 86 00
Trio KR2400 .. £ 98.00
Trio KR3400 .. £118.00
Trio KR4400 .. £ 136.00
Trio KR5400 .. £ 168.00
Trio KR6400 .. £ 212.00
Trio KR7400 .. £240.00

STEREO RECEIVERS
with cassette
Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
Aiwa TPR3010
P.O.A.
Hitachi ST2650 £ 153.00
JVC Nivico 9470 .. £148.75
Sony HST139 .. £ 112.45

STEREO RECEIVERS
with speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 2.00
Philips RH832/RH532 £ 620.37
Philips RH901 ( RH701/
RH421)
£55.50
Continued on next page

GET YOUR COPY OF OUR

32 PAGE

E

BY PHONE

For an even better servi,.ii

32 pages of exciting offers - and FULL list of
prices. Ask at your nearest Laskys Store or mail special coupon ( at the
end of this feature)

FOUR- CHANNEL
RECEIVERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5426 .. £ 178.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5436 .. £212.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5446 .. £272.00
JVC Nivico4VR5456 .. £ 339.15
Marantz 4220 .. £ 195.00
Marantz 4230 .. £270.00
Pioneer 0X646 .. £216.85
Pioneer 0X747 .. £283.05
Pioneer 0X949 .. £376.95
Rotel RX264 .. £ 152.75
Rotel RX454 .. £158.15
Trio KR6340 .. £198.00
Trio KR8340 .. f290.00

FOUR- CHANNEL
UNITS
Carriage Er Packing 75p
Decoder Amplifiers
Sony SOA100 .. .. £ 37.45
Sony SOA200 .. .. £ 55.80
Sony SOA2030 .. .. £ 99.95
Demodulators
JVC Nivico 4DD5
£ 67.80
Pioneer 00240 .. £ 65.75
Adaptors
Eagle AAI 0
..
£ 14.40
Eagle AA26 .. £16.00
Goodwin Convertor £ 3.95
Marantz SOA1 .. £29.50
Trio KCD2 .. .. £44.00
Remote Controls
JVC Nivico 5911 .. £ 21.70
Marantz RC4 ..
£19.00
Graphic Equalisers
JVC Nivico SEA7VE . £ 110.50

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair.
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.50 Pair
Acoustic Research AR-2ax £133.00
Acoustic Research AR- 3a £ 228.00
Acoustic Research AR-4xa £ 77.00
Acoustic Research AR- 5.. £ 172.00
Acoustic Research AR- 6.. £ 90.00
Acoustic Research AR- 7.. £61.50
Acoustic AR- MST .. £ 124.00
Acoustic AR-LST £ 454.00
Amstrad 1500 .. £26.75
Amstrad 2500
£29.90
Audiotronic Criterion .. £27.50
Audiotronic AS200 .. £22.60
Celestion County ..
f47.50
Celestion Ditton 10 .. £44.10
Celestion Ditton 15 TK/WN £ 67.10
Ditton 15 Rosewd .. £ 59.00
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £ 135.90
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £ 112.10
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £205.70
Celestion Ditton 120 .. £ 60.90
Celestion Hadleigh .. £34.60
Eagle AA14
f70.40
Eagle AA20 .. £ 51.20
Eagle AA24
£28.80
Eagle DL25 • . £ 10.30
Eagle 01.42
£ 25.60
Eagle DL67
f36.20
E.P.I. Micro Tower MTI .. £69.00
Ferrograph SEMI
£200.00
Goodmans
Achromat 400 Monitor £118.40
CS3 ( Pair) Stand for above £ 12.90
Dimension 8Teak .. £105.00
Goodwood Teak .. £ 90.10
Havant SL Teak .. £48.80
Magnum KSL Teak .. £ 91.00
Mezzo SL Teak .. £ 72.30
Minister SL Teak .. £ 39.60
Planes 3 .. .. £35.00
IMF Super Compact .. £ 99.00
IMF ALS40
£ 165.04
IMF TLS50.. . £ 203.28
IMF Pro. Monitor .. £423.50
IMF Monitor TLS80 .. £ 355.00
JBL 1.16 Decade .. £ 158.00
JBL L26 Decade .. £198.00
JBL L36 Decade . . £278.00
Jensen No.1
£ 40.00
Jensen No.2 .. •.. £ 66.00
Jensen No.3
£102.00
JVC Nivico GBI ED .. £195.50
JVC Nivico SX3
£ 134.30
Kef Cadenza .. £ 105.00
Kef Cantor .. £ 55.00
Kef Chorale
£72.00
Kef Chorale White.. .. P77.00

Kef Coda
..
£47.00
Kef Concerto .. £132.00
Kef 104
..
£150.00
Larson Pyramid LP70 £ 104.00
Leak 2020
..
£42.50
Leak 2030TK
£ 72.20
Leak 2060 .. £ 127.60
Leak 2075 .. £277.00
Lowther Mini-Acousta £110.00
Lowther Super-Acousta £ 150.00
Ma rantz 4G Teak .. £68.40
Marantz 5G Teak .. £ 86.40
Marantz 6G Teak .. £122.40
Marantz 7G Teak .. £ 158.40
Marantz 8G
..
£ 330.00
Ortofon ML 225.. .. £ 102.00
Ortofon DM L335.. .. £153.00
Onofon DML 445.. .. £238.00
Philips RH421
£17.20
Philips RH422
£ 31.60
Philips RH426
£ 73.00
Philips RH427
£ 99.50
Philips RH532
£ 260.00
Quasar OS1 Studio .. £168.00
Quasar OS2 Monitor .. £136.00
Quasar OS3 Compact .. £ 108.00
Quad Electrostatic .. £240.00
Rank Domus 150 .. £ 24.90
Rank Domus 175 .. £30.60
Rank Domus 250 .. £49 40
Rank Domus 350 .. £84.20
Rank Domus 450 .. £121.40
Richard Allan RAS .. £48.40
R/Allan Flamenco 2 .. £ 51.70
Richard Allan Pavane 2 . £ 73.90
Sinclair 016
£ 10.50
Sony SS70
£ 16.60
Sony SS5080
£ 33.20
Sony SS5177
£49.90
Sony SS5300A
£ 74.90
Sony SS7200
£ 116.60
Sony SS7300A £158.20
Tandberg ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Amesbury .. £285.00
Tannoy Chatsworth .. £ 190 00
Tannoy Chevening £ 172.00
Tannoy Mansfield tr .. £205.00
Tannoy Mansfield le .. £240.00
Wharfedale
Denton 1 ( White) .. £ 20.00
Denton 2Teak ..
f29.95
Denlon 2 ( White) £ 31.06
Dovedale 3TK
£ 99.80
Glendale 3
..
£ 59.20
Kingsdale 3.. .. £ 122.68
Linton 2Teak .. £ 36.99
Linton 2White
£38.84
60/2..
£ 115.90

Tannoy 12" HPD 315 .
Tannoy 15" HPD 385

phone 01-200 1321. Full details about prices. Mail order.
servicing. Delivery

£65.50
£ 83.50

Koss ESP6
Koss ES P9
Koss HV1
Koss HVIA ..
Koss HV1L/C
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Koss K711 ..
Koss KRD711
Koss K07278
Koss K0747
Koss Phase 2
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PRO6LC
Marantz SD- 5
Marantz SE- 1 ..
Micro Seiki MX1 ..
National EAH44N..
National EAH66N..
Philips N6301 ..
Philips N6302 ..
Philips N6310/00,.
Philips N6310/02..
Philips N6310/03..
Froncer 5E205 ..
Pioneer 5E306 ..
Pioneer 5E605 ..
Rotel RH430
Rotel RH630

SPEAKER KITS
Carriage Et Packing 75p
Goodmans DIN20 ..
Goodmans Mezzo Twin ..
Kef K3 Baffle ( Pair) . •
Richard Allan 5/Triple 12
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
Richard Allan Twin ..
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( Pair)
Glendale 3 ( Pair) • • • •
Dovedale 3 ( Pair) ..

£11.40
£ 40.00
£ 85 .
00
£24.50
f20.40
£14.05
£ 9.26
£ 23.50
£ 37 •
80
f64.00

STEREO
HEADPHONES
Post Er Packing SOP
AKG 16TV/1 3.5mm Jack £6.00
AKG K100
£7.50
AKG K140
.. £ 12.00
AKG K160
.. £15.40
AKG K180 ..
.. £ 20 00
Akai ASEII
.. £ 6.05

RECORD DECK UNITS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
ARISTON
RD11/PC ( less arm/can)
£77.65
B.S.R. McDONALD
HT70
£16.05
MP60
£ 11.45
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 Kit .. • • .. £ 13.25
801 Chassis .. £ 16.15
BD2/SAU2/Chassis . £32.50
D2 /SAU2/Plinth/Cover £41.00
DUAL
1229
GARRARD

£86.37

sp2s

86S8
401
..
ZERO 100SB
GOLDRING
GL72
GL72/P
GL75
GL75P
GL78
G102 Kit .
LINN - SON DEK

£14.35
£26.00
£ 37.25
£ 37.95
f25.55
£34.06
£32.55
£39.95
£38.70
£16.95

TA 3000 STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER This FM/MW tuner

Amplifier is backed by 7W per channel power,
features calibrated slider controls. Rotary
function waveband select or.
List Price £ 63.59
LASKYS PRICE

£39.95

p&p 75p + VAT

....

A
--e
SAQ206B
SYSTEM
Amplifier 8watts per
channel R.M.S.
Garrard SP25/4
G800 Record Deck
Package and pair at
Audiotronic AS200

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Carriage Et Packing 50p
Celestion CO3K
f4.05
Celestion HF1300 Mk2 £6.10
Celestion HF2000 .. £ 7.70
Celestion PS12/TC .. £ 8.70
Celestion G12H 12" .. £15.30
Celestion G12M 12 .. £12.25
Clelestion G15C 15"
.. £26.66
Celestion 618C 18" .. £ 31.80
Eagle . . . Full range available
Fane Pop 15
..
£ 5.15
Fane Pop 251
£ 6.90
Fane Pop 50
..
£10.60
..
£ 13.10
Fane Pop 55
Fane Pop 60
..
£ 13.90
Fane Pop 100 .. • . £26.30
Fane Crescendo 12" .. £26.95
Fane Crescendo 15" .. £ 32.90
Fane Crescendo 18" .. £48.25
Goodmans 8P .. • • £4.95
Goodmans 10P .. • • £ 5.15
Gooclmans 12P
£12.75
Goodmans 12PG .. • . £ 13.85
Goodmans 12PD .. £14.60
Goodmans 15P .. .. £ 18.75
Goodmans 18P
£ 31.90
Goodmans Audiom 200.. £ 10.70
Goodmans Audiomax 12AX f32.90
Goodmans Audiomax 15AX £36.00
Goodmans Axent 100 .. £6.15
Goodmans Axiom 402 .. £15.80
Goodmans Hifax 760P .. £ 13.55
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 £ 7.65
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 £ 7.80
Kel B110 ( SP1003) .. £ 7.55
Kef 8139 ( 5P1044) .. £ 16.60
Kef B200 ( SP1014) £8.86
Kef DN12 ( SP1004) £ 6.50
Kef DN13 ( SP1015) .. £4.00
KelDN13 ( SP1017) .. £3.60
Kef 127 ( SP1032) .. £ 6.50
Tannoy 10" HPD295 £63.96

£50.80
£68.00
£17.50
£22.95
£20.96
£12.00
£13.70
£10.75
£10.75
£15.50
f20.20
£36.20
£27.10
£29.70
£17.50
£59.00
£35.70
£8.95
£13.05
£10.50
£19.90
£8.96
£9.60
£9.50
£8.15
£12.75
£26.45
£4.45
£7.10

speakers.
rççr. _t_._driae)

TELETON STC126
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Four track two channel deck with
piano key controls and a three

position monitor Switch.
LIST PRICE £ 65.91
LASKYS PRICE

£39.95 p&p,75pi-

VAT

TELETON SAQ 206 B
STEREO Amplifier. List price £ 36.32.
LASKYS PRICE

pErp£1 50
•VAT

15

£23.95 p&p 75p
+ VAT

LETON SAQ408

Stereo Amplifier

10+10 watts. Inputs for magnetic and
crystal phono. Slider controls, Headphone
socket, Loudness and filter switches.
LIST PRICE £ 45.00. LASKYS
PRICE
Akai ASE20 .. £ 7.85
Akai ASE22
£ 9.90
Audiotronic LSH20 ..
£4.50
Audiotronic LSH30 .. £ 7.00
Audiotronic LSH40 .. £ 8.50
Audiotronic LSH80 .. £ 9.95
Eagle FF6 .. .. £ 13.05
Eagle SEI
£6.30
Eagle SES
..
£3.60
Eagle SE30.. .. £ 9 64
Eagle SE40..
f8.37
Eagle 5E60.. . . £ 9.72
Howland- West C1S200 .. £4.00
Howland- West CIS260 .. £6.05
Howland- West CIS300 £8.20
Howland- West CIS600 . £ 8.50
Howland- West CIS800 £ 5.75
Howland- West CIS900 .. £735
Howland- West CIS800V
Howland- West CIS4000 £ 11.70
Jecklin Float .. £89.00
JVC HP150
£15.60
JVC HP1000
£ 22.60

ele pc

p&p

75P

c‘A. ,10wie.10 plus VAT

Hotel RH700 ..
Sansui SH5
Sansui SS10
Sansui SH16
Sennhieser HD44
Sennhieser HD414
Sennhieser HD424 ..
Sony DR15
Trio KH7I
Wharfedale lsodynamic

£10.50
£15.17
£15.49
£18.49
£9.25
£15.00
£21.55
£14.77
£20.25
£17.50

FOUR CHANNEL
HEADPHONES
Carriage Fs Packing 60P
Eagle FF29
Eagle FF44
JVC Nivico 5944 ..
Koss K2x2
Koss K6LCO
Koss K07470 ..
Koss PRO50

£16.20
£21.60
£20.85
£42.16
£24.95
£36.15
£38.75

LP12 P/C ( less arm)
THORENS
T0125/11
TD160BC/Chassis
TRANSCRIPTORS:
Reference ..
Reference/9 ..
Reference/10 ..
PLI

£83.36
.. £ 74.30
.. £ 52.50
. £ 87.50
.. £ 106.15
.. £ 106.15

NTH S AND
COVERS

Carriage Er Packing 76p
PC1 Budget BSR
£5.95
PC2 Budget SP25
£4.25
PC3 Budget AP76/86S13..
f5.95
Connoisseur Plinth ..
£5.95
Connoisseur Cover ..
£4.50
Dual CK20 Base
£16.88
Dual CH20 Cover
£11.04
Garrard MWBIC for SP25
£8.60
Continued on next page

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

LAI,LIP7/efrullEEZ

LOUDSPEAKERS for
Celestion "
--•1 the PERFECTIONIST
DITTON 25

SAVE I

£40

1

DITTON 66
STUDIO

SAVE Ws
at LASKYS
HADLEGH Duriensions - 34cm x 25cm x 24cm. Overall Frequency'
Response: 50Hz to 20kHz Level within ± 6dB 60Hz to 18kHz — 7dB
60Hz. Roll-off at 14d13/octave below 80Hz. Impedance: To match 4-8
ohm amplifiers ( nominal 6 ohms). Maximum Continuous Input: 20 watts
(DIN'. Input for 96dB S.P.L. at one metre:: 3watts. Crossover Frequency:
2.5 kHz. Total Harmonic Distortion at 96dB level: 100Hz 1.2%; 400Hz
1.4%; 1kHz 1.1%; 4kHz 1.4%; 10kHz 1.4%; 15kHz 1.4%. Finish; Teak or
Walnut. List Price f52.70.
LASKYS PRICE £ 4.60 p+p f1.50 + VAT per pair
DITTON 15 Overall Frequency Response: 30Hz to 15kHz Level within
35dB 75Hz to 14kHz — 12dB 0 40Hz. Roll-off at 12dB/octave below 75Hz.
Impedance: lo match 4-8 ohm amplifiers Inominal 6 ohms). Maximum
Continuous Iripu:: 30 watts IDIN). input for 96dB S.P.L. at one metre:
3.8 watts. Crossover Frequency: 2.5kHz. Total Harmonic D stortion at
96dB level: 1(X)Fiz 1.1%; 400Hz 0.9%; 1kHz 0.7%; 4kHz 0.9%; 10kHz
1.7%. Dimen.rions: 53cm x24cm x23cm. List Price £ 37.90.
LASKYS PRICE £ 67.10 p+p £1.60 + VAT per pair
DITTON 25 Dimensions: 81cm x 36cm x 28cm. Overall Frequency
Response: 2Ceez to 40kHz Level withia ± 5dB 60Hz to 18kHz — 6dB 040Hz.
Roll- off at 14dfidoctave below 601.2. Impedance: To match 4-8 ohm
amplifiers ( nominal 6ohms). Maximum Continuous Input: 60 watts ( DIN).
Input for 96dB S P.L. at one metre: 7watts. Crossover Frequencies: 2kHz
and 9kHz. Total Harmonic Distortion at 96dB level: 100Hz 0.8%; 400Hz
0.7%; 1kHz C.7%; 4kHz 10%; 10kHz 0.8%; 15kHz 0.9%. Finish: Teak or
Walnut. List Price f175.90.
LASKYS PRICE £ 135.90 p

p £ 1.50 + VAT per pair

DITTON 44 MONITOR Overall Frequency Response: 30Hz to 40kHz Level
within 3 dB 601-)z to 25kHz — 8cIB 040Hz. Roll off at 16dB/octave belmi.
60Hz Impedance: To match 4-8 ohm amplifiers ( nominal 6 ohms ,.
Maximum Contieous Input: 44 watts ( DIN). Input for 96dB S.P.L. at r
,, • •
metre. 5.5 watts. Crossover Frequencies: 500Hz and 5000Hz '
Harmonic DiStOriOn at 96dB level: 1C0Hz 0.8%; 400Hz 0.8%; 1kHz ,. •
4kHz 14%; 10kHz 1.1%; 15kHz 0.9%. Dimensions: 76cm x37cm x2b,
Felsh Teak or Walnut List Price: £ 115.10.
LASKYS PRICE £112.10 p+p £ 1.50 + VAT per pair

SAVE

HADLE1611

£60 .50

DUTTON IN STUDIO Dimensions: 100cm
x 38cm x 29cm. Overall Frequency
Response: 16Hz to 40kHz Level within
34dB 50Hz to 25kHz — 4dB 040Hz. Rolloff
at
20cB/octave
below
50Hz.
Impedance: To match 4-8 ohm amplifiers
(nominal 6ohms). Maximum Continuous
Input: 80 watts ( DIN). Input for 96dB
S.P.L. at one metre: 10 watts. Crossover
Frequencies: 500Hz and 5000Hz Total
Harmonic Distortion at 96dB level: 100Hz
0.6%; 400Hz 0.6%; 1kHz 0.7%. 4kH..
0.7%; 10kHz 0.9%; 15kHz 1.1%. Finie:
Teak or Walnut. List Price f266.20.
LASKYS PRICE £205.70 p+p f1.50
+ VAT per pair

ISAVE
£18.10

Celestion

Call in today
and hear the
Celestion Range

uSOUND SUCCESS at LASKYS

e
lie2CreSanSUI

Leer*

SAVE £ 7.28

cut the cost of
Saits-zzi
Perfection!
Sansui has always been the choice of
people who put quality before price.
Now you can have the best of both
worlds— high quality professional grade
equipment at dramatically low prices.
Here's asmall selection of Sansui
equipment. See— and hear— the range
at Laskys.

•
7;:'

SAVE f21.10

59.1L
d

LIST PRICE £86.90

75p
+vAT

441 A newly developed FM/AM tuner/
amplifier employing the latest circuit board
module techniques. Beautiful to look at—
and listen to. Exceptionally noise- free reception — even in FM congested areas — and
clean tonal
Laskys Price
responses
f1.25
P & P
LIST PRICE f105.50
+vAT

£
84.40

SAVE 07.84
r7;

II

•

• • I.

•

•

o

"' "

TU505 This elegant solid state AM/FM stereo
tuner is the perfect match for the AU101 or
AU505 in both performance and dimensions.
One of the most
versatile tuners
Laskys PriceP & P
on the market
LIST PRICE £89.19

f71.3b

mp

SC636 Compare the performance with any
open- reel deck, and you'll get a pleasant
surprise. Here's a cassette d
that's
minus costly frills, yet rich in features that
make for easy operation and true reproduction.
Incorporates
Dolby
Type
B
system and magniLaskys Price
crystal ferrite head..
LIST PRICE £ 137.02

AU 101
STEREO
SYSTEM

CCCom+e?
210 The perfect AM/FM stereo tuner/amplifier when space is at a premium, yet packed
with features and facilities commonly associated only with
instruments in the
Laskys Price
upper price range.
£125
P
LIST PRICE f89.40
+VAT
P

£71 .52

£489
.n
u

ONLY
from

SAVE £1.18

LASKYS

•41/44,

AU101 This handsome, sophisticated, solid
state integrated amplifier has a wide 25
to 40,000 Hz bandwidth with less than
0.8% distortion, and is exceptionally easy
to operate. Incorporates a comprehensive
system of
accessory
Laskys Price
PE, P
circuit's.

£
44 .71

£109.61 2: \ 'A
E
7
1

A SUGGESTED
SANSUI PACKAGE

SAVE £17.88

LIST PRICE £55.89

mum\

ô ;5.

AU505 A fine 25-watt, solid-state integrated
amplifier, acknowledged as supreme in its
class: distortion less than 0.5%. Features are
semi- complimentary ITL-OTL circuit, safe
output circuit, extra large power transformer
and full accessory
Laskys price
circuit system.
ri
Pa P

I

SR212 An easy to- operate auto- return
turntable with stable 4-poie
synchronous- motor, heavy belt
driven double- rim platter and solid
cabinetry. Tone arm assembly incorporates
skating force cancellor, cueing lever, manual
lift and statically
balanced S- type
Laskys Price
tubular tonearm.
P & P
£.1
LIST PRICE £61.13
+VAT

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL
PRICES

+

75p
vAT

SC737 Top quality, Dolby deck containing
awealth of sophisticated Sansui features and
combining domestic good looks with professional performance. Frequency response
35 to 14,000 Hz; w/f factor less than
0.11%. This is the instrument by which to
judge all other
Laskys Price
cassette decks
LIST PRICE f152.57

£122.06

+YVE,tAT'l

ORDER SANSUI BY POST!
For full details of our mail order service see last page.

Sansui
AU101
Stereo
Amplifier,
Garrard SP
25/4/G800
and pair of
Audiotromc
Ciitetion
speakers

P&P t_t
+ VAT

CUT THE COST OF LISTENING WITH

<Ye

FOUR CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES

Garrard MAB4C for 100S8 £ 12.95
Garrard MWB4C for 86SB £ 11.70
63SP Cover
£3.40
Goldring 72 Plinth .. £ 8.50
Goldring Lid 72 .. £ 3.75
Goldring PlInth 75 .. £ 9.95
Goldring Lid 75 .. £ 3.75
Goldring Lid 75 De luxe .. £4.25
Goldring Lid78 .. £ 5.55
Goldring Lid 85 .. .. £ 5.55
Thorens TX25 Cover .. £ 8.05

Complete units with Stereo cartridge
ready wired in phnth and cover.
(except where marked).
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR less cartridge .. £46.07
AR/M91ED
f53.47
BSR
(RDP 6) 210/TPD .. £ 10.20
HT70/TPD ( less cartridge) £22.90
MP60/TPD
(less cartridge) .. £ 18.25
DUAL CS701 . £191 62
ERA
Mk 6/SME3009 ( less can) £87.50
GAR RARO
(RDP 14) SP25/4
Module/M756SM .. £ 25.30
635P Module/M75ECS
(less cover)
£ 20.95
(RDP 17) 865B Module/
M756SM . . £ 39.55
(RDP 32) 86SB M'cid/
M75-6/White/Plinth
(less cartridge)
f35.95
(RDP 19) Zero 100S8
Mod/ M93E
£ 54.00
(RDP 30) Zero 100SB
Module/M93E ( Teak) .. £ 52.25
GARRARD(LASKYSSPECIALS)
(RDP 11) SP25/4/
A MC50E..
£24.40
(RDP 12) SP25/4/G800 £ 22.85
(RDP 27) 86SB/AMC50E £ 38.70
(RDP 29) 86SB/G800
f37.30
(RDP 28) 86SB/G800E .. £ 38.70
(RDP 18) 401/Acos Lustre
(less cartridge) ..
f90.00
GOLDRING
GL75P/D/G800 ....£ 39.95
G102 P/C ( less cart) .. £26.10
0L78/PC ( less cart) .. £ 56.40
GL85/PC ( less cart) .. £ 70.00
GOLDRING ( LASKYS SPECIALS)
(RDP 23) GL75/G800 .. £40.90
(RDP 24) GL75/G800E .. £43.35
(RDP 25) GL78/G800 .. £ 45.65
(FICIP 26) GL78/G800E .. £ 48.15
(RDP 31) G102/ PC/G800 £ 27.75
JVC NIVICO
JLA1 ( Four Channel) .. £ 49.95
JLA3
..
£ 97.75
LEAK
Leak Turntable .. £ 39.95
Leak 2001 ( less cart) .. £ 110.75
LINN - SONDEK
LP12/SME ( less can) .. £ 117.50
PHILIPS
GA207
£ 25.15
GA209 .. .. £ 125.00
GA212/G P400
£ 65.60
GA427 .. .• .. £ 39.80
PIONEER
PL12D ( Less cartridge) .. £ 40.05
PL125 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 70.60
PL15D ( Less cartridge) .. £ 61.80
PL51 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 119.70
PL71 ( less cartridge) .. £ 130.50
PLA45D ( less cartridge) .. £ 85.05
RANK DOMUS
BA 300 ( less cartridge) .. £ 54.80
BA 600 ( less cartridge) .. £ 63.00
BD 1000 ( less cartridge) .. £ 34.00
BD 2000 ( less cartridge) £ 38.00
BD 6000/EC .• .. £ 59.95
ROTEL
RP1000 ( less cart) .. £ 46.50
RP3000 ( less cart) .. £78.50
RP3000 ( less arm Er cart)
with cutout for SME Arm f63.70
SANSUI
SR212
.•
£48.90
SANYO
TP600SA .• £ 48.90
TP700SA .. £ 63.75
SONY
PS5011
•.
£ 54.13
PS5520
..
£ 69.10
PS5550 .. .. £104.10
THORENS
70125A8/2 ( less cart.) .. £ 115.00
TD125AB/11/M 15 ES .. £140.95
Thorens TX25 Cover extra £ 8.05
TD145C ( less cart.) .. £ 82.50
TD160C ( less cart.) .. £ 63.25
TD165C ( less cart.) .. £ 54.60
TD160C/M15E Super .. £ 89.20
TD 165c/Ortofon F15 .. £ 62.95
TD165c/Ortofon M15E .. £ 80.75
TRANSCRIPTO RS
Skeleton ( less cartridge) .. £ 75.00
TRIO
KP2022A
£ 52.00
KP3022
£ 78.00
KP5022A .. £ 126.00

Carriage Er Packing 25p
Empire 4000 Mk 1 .. £ 35.10
Empire 40000 Mk 2 .. £ 49.85
Empire 400013 Mk 3 .. £ 58.55
JVC Nivico 4MD1OX .. £ 28.50
JVC Nivico 4M D2OX .. £31.00
Ortofon SL150
£ 38.35
Ortofon STM72 Trans .. £ 10.00

MON

RECORD DECK
PACKAGES

Made to our own specifications, the
excellent styling, high quality performance and reliability. combined
with modest prices, make it the most
outstanding value today. All AudioIronic
amplifiers
and
receivers
incorporate: headphone socket, outputs for two sets of speakers, bass.
treble, balance and volume controls.
loudness , control, tape monitor.
high filter ( high and low filter
LA1700X.
LA4000X.
LR4040X)
mono and stereo mode.

CRITERIONS

Choose
this
range
for real
Hi Fi
VALUE

LA 1700X AMPUFIER
17+17 watts. List price £ 47.50
NOW £311.15 p&p 75p + VAT
LR 1200X RECEIVER
12+12 watts. List price f69.95
NOW £ 55.00 p&p Et . 00 + VAT
LR 25011X RECEIVER(SR 225)
22.5+22.5 watts.
List price £ 92.50
NOW f72.60 p&p £1.00 + VAT
R 4040X

LR 4040X RECEIVER(SR 400)
40+40 vvatts. List price Et 20.00
NOW f116.00 p&p £ 1.00 VAT
CRITERION SPEAKER 20 Watt
(Max) Frequency response
40Hz-16kHz
£27.50 per pair £1.50 p&p + VAT
ACD 660 STEREO CASSETTE
DECK. The ideal addition to awide
range of amplifiers and receivers
40.12000Hz.
£42.50 50p pErp iVAT

L.A 1700X

CALL IN AND
SEE THIS
SUPERB RANGE
TODAY!

LA 1200X

nuurrunrommi,
AC I) 660

MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
Post Er Packing 25p
Audiotronic AMC50E
Audio Technica AT12S
Audio Technica AT15S
Decca London .. .
Eagle FF12E
Eagle FF20E
Eagle LC05..
Eagle LCO7
Empire 9990E/X
Empire 999RE/X
Empire 999VE/X
Empire 999 XE/X
Empire 10002E/X

KOSS HV/ILC
Stereo
Headphones

f4.50
£14.00
£25.00
£25.00
£10.80
£8.82
£4.50
f5.45
£5.50
f3.40
£26.35
£8.40
£39.90

C

with volume
controls.
List Pric,
•
5'79 95
LASKYS PRICE
£20.95 300 P&L:
+VAT

KOSS HV1
Stereo
Headphones
List Price £ 25.00
LASKYS
PRICE

£17.50
30 P P&p

VAT

Empire 2000E/3 .. £ 13.30
Goldring G800 .. £ 4.00
Goldring G800H .. £ 4.00
Goldring 0800E .. £ 6.15
Goldring G800SE £ 10.00
Goldring G820 .. £ 6.30
Goldring G820E .. £ 9.00
Goldring G820SE £12.60
Goldring 0850
£3.00
Ortofon F158
£ 11.25
Ortofon F15 .. .. £ 9.20
Ottolon FF158 • • .. £ 11.25
Ortofon FF15 • • .. £ 9.20
Ortofon M15E • • .. £ 29.20
Ortofon M15 .. .. £ 24.20
Ortofon SL15 . • .. £ 25.017
Ortofon SL15E .. .. £28.35
Ortofon STM72Transformer £ 10.10
Ortoton VMS20E .. .. f16.70

£13 75
Ortofon VMS2OS
£3.25
Shure M3D •.
£4.15
Shure M44-7 ..
£4.15
Shure M44- C
£4.50
Shure M44.E . •
£4.15
Shure M44- G
f5.05
Shure M55E .•
Shure M75B II
£ 6.85
Shure M75ED II .. .• £ 9.55
Shure M75EJ II
£ 8.15
Shure M75G II
£ 7.40
Shure V15 Ill
£ 29.60
Shure V1511I G
£27.40
Full range of replacement styli
available.

Carriage Er Packing 250
Acos Lustre
£21.95
Audio Technica AT1005.. £16.95
Audio Technica L2 Lift .. £ 4.95
Audio Technica Shells ... £ 2.00
Colton MC101
£ 22.50
Colton MC101/S Shell .. £ 1.55
Connoisseur SAU2
£14.20
Connoisseur SAU2 Shell £ 1.75
Goldring L69
£ 7.90
Goldring L75
.
£ 10.00
Goldring PH6 Head Shell £ 2.90
Goldring ini7 Head Shell
f3.50
Goldring PH8 Head Shell
95p
Goldring PH9 Head Shell £ 3.45
Ortofon AS212 .. £25.05
Ortofon M Shell
£ 3.95
Reference 9" Arm.. .. f24.25
SME 3009
..
£ 31.90
SME 3009/S2 .• .. £ 34.95
SME S2 Shell
£ 3.00
Thorens TP50/TP60 Shell £ 3.65

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
Akai GXC36 .. £ 72.50
Akai GXC38
£ 106.40
Akai DC40 Cover for 38/46 £ 3.75
Hitachi D1250
£ 71.40
National RS2645 £ 54.95
Philips N2401S . £ 62.50
Philips N2408
£125.35
Pye 9146
£ 47.30
Sanyo M4000G
£ 50.40
Sanyo M4505G .. £ 54.10
Sony TC146A
£ 58.30

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
RADIO
Carriage Et Packing £1.00
Akai GXC407
£ 134.50
Akai DC40 Cover for above £ 3.75

Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
Philips N2400LS £ 77.05
Philips N2405
£ 62.65
Philips N2407 .. £ 87.50
Pye 9144
..
£ 61.75
Pye 9146/LS
£78.30
Sony TC133CS
£ 83.30

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
RADIO AND
SPEAKERS
Carriage Er Packing £1.00
Hanimex HRC 5070 .. £107.50
£120.85
Hitachi ST3401
Hitachi 573410
.. £ 96.45
Hitachi ST3412
. £ 106.20
Pye 1558 ..

STEREO CASSETTE
DECKS

£35
GOODMANS
'MODULE 80'
COMPACT

Sensational price! 35+35 watts
integrated FM stereo receiver -

with GL75 deck and G800E
cartridge. In a beautiful TEAK

List price £ 170.80

PICK-UP ARMS
AND SHELLS

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
SPEAKERS

SAVE
OVER

finish ( matching speakers to
your requirements extra )

N

suit

LASKYS SPECIAL PRICE

£13515

P & P £ 1.50 Plus VAT

Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
AIWA ..
P.O.A.
Akai CS3OD , . £ 62.80
Akai CS33D
£ 76.50
Akai GXC36D
£ 80.05
Akai GXC38D Dolby .. f99.30
Akai GXC46D Dolby .. £ 113.95
Akai DC40 Cover for 460 £ 3.75
Akai GXC75D
£ 144.55
Akai GXC510D Dolby .. £ 137.30
Amstrad 6000 .. £ 39.50
Amstrad 7000 Dolby .. £ 51.80
Audiotronic ACD 660 .. £45.00
BASF 8100
£ 120.00
BASF 8200 Dolby .. £ 180.00
Beltek M1130
£ 94.00
Dual C901 Dolby .. £ 177.18
Ferguson 3272 L/U
£ 50 80
Goodmans SCD100 Dolby £ 123.90
Hitachi 01250 .. £ 71.40
Hitachi 02360 Dolby .. £ 83.25
JVC Nivico 1656 ANRS £84.15
JVC Nivico 1668 ANRS £ 135.15
JVC 1667 U/2 ANRS £ 114.75
JVC CD1669 U/F/S

Vnal/MALL
b
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VATimmicontintied

on next page

Imperial 7G
Three-way Bookshelf System. 12" woofer,
31" midrange,
tweeter with threeposition high- frequency level selector
switch and three- position midrange level
selector switch

ir

Teak, walnut or white

Imperial 6G

Two-way Bookshelf System. 10 woofer, 1,1"
tweeter with three- position high- frequency
level selector switch
Teak, walnut or white
Laskys Price
LIST PRICE
f136 00

£122.4 O

per pair

Two-way Bookshelf System. 8" woofer, 1r
tweeter with three- position high- frequency
level selector switch
Teak, walnut or white
Laskys Price
LIST PRICE
f96.00

£86.40

per pair

MARANTZ Uncompromised quality loudspeakers that
bring you the ultimate in Audio Performance.

OVER 3,000 ITEMS IN STOCK - 29 STORES!

STOP
PRESS
Bang & Olufsen
range now available
at our 481 Oxford
Street branch

Europe's Largest HiFi Retailer

Personal callers only

SANYO

SONY.

GXT 4730 KL

FOUR CHANNEL
TAPE DECKS
Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
Teac A3340
£ 515.00

A compact four • channel
music system. It consists
of an easy to operate
0 00 0 11
0
turntable FM/AM
superheterodyne loner.
amplifier prying 3watts RMS output from each of the LIST PR ICE f148 10
four channels. and two pairs of speakers ', can hone°
SO. regular matrix. discrete four channe and turn
LASKYS
P&p € 2.00
z•
channel programmes into 4channel effect.
PRICE
Le
VAT
ASK LASKYS ABOUT ALL SONY MODELS & PRICES

AN RS .. .. £ 194.95
Leak 2002 .. £ 101.47
Nakamichi 700 Dolby .. £ 399.60
Nakamichi Dolby . .. £ 631.82
National RS260US .. £ 45.40
Normande 6000/Dolby .. £ 71.95
Philips N2507 .. £ 54.95
Philips N2509 .. £ 58.50
Philips N2510
£ 88.90
Pioneer C73131A .. £ 76.70
Pioneer C74141A Dolby £ 99.55
Pioneer C15151 Dolby .. £ 113.10
Pioneer CTF7171 Dolby.. £ 135.10
Pye 9145
..
£ 51 . 85
Sansui SC636 Dolby .. £ 109.61
Sansui SC737 Dolby .. £ 122.06
Sanyo RD4250 Dolby .. £ 94.15
Sanyo RD4300
£ 96.35
Sanyo RD4600 Dolby .. £ 189.74
Sharp RT480 Dolby .. £ 93.70
Sony TC121
£ 49.95
Sony TC129 .. £ 66.60
Sony TC131SD £ 87.45
Sony TC134SD Dolby .. £ 95.80
Sony TC152SD Dolby .. £ 124.95
Sony TC161SD Dolby .. £ 124.95
Sony TC177SD Dolby .. £ 274.95
Tandberg TCD310
Teac A160 Dolby .. £ 119.50
Teac A360 Dolby ..
f198 00

Teac A450 Dolby..
Teleton STC126
Toshiba PT470 Dolby
Toshiba PT490 Dolby
Trio KX710 Dolby..
Wharfedale WHD2OD
Dolby ..
Wollensak 4766E ..

.. £ 232.00
.. £ 39.95
.. £ 122 69
.. £ 140.88
.. £ 118.00
.. £ 73.50
.. £ 230.56

NOISE REDUCTION
UNITS

Music Centres around

TAPE RECORDERS

£73.10
£ 88.00

STEREO TAPE DECKS
Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
Akai 4000DB Dolby .. £ 135.20
Aka i
4000DS
£ 94.05
Akai DC44 Cover .. £ 3.75
Akia GXC400D £ 489.15
Akai GXC400DP £ 461.45
Akai GX1820D/Cart. .. £ 184.50
Akai GX6001) £ 244.95
Akai GX600D13 Dolby .. £ 289.20
Akai OXOCIODP

SANYO when you own
this MW/LW/FM
Stereo Radio, Stereo

Carriage & Packing £ 1.50
.4kar 1722 L..

100.80

Ferrograph 7522/4 .. £ 326.00
Ferrograph 75220 „. £ 384.00
Philips N4308
£ 46.35
Philips N4414 .. £ 86.15
Philips N4450
£ 245.75
Tandberg ..
P.O.A.

STEREO 8- TRACK
PLAYERS
without speakers
Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
B.S.R. TOSS
£ 14.85
B.S.R. TD83V
£ 17.80
Elizabethan 8L21 .. £ 15.90
National RS804US £ 39.25

Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
JVC N R1020U
Teac A N80

MUSIC
CENTRE

STEREO 8- TRACK
PLAYERS
with speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
Teleton STP812 . £ 33.25

STEREO 8- TRACK
RECORDER
without speakers

£ 253.00

turntable and stereo

8track player in one
stylish compact unit
that comes with

ii

matching speakers.
LIST PRICE

LASKYS
PRICE
p 6 p £1.50

£139.95

VAT

CONVERT YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM TO
4-D SOUND

Carriage Er Packing £1.00
AkaiGR81D
£ 57.50
Akai GXR82 .. £ 106.40
Akai GXR82D
£ 88.70
Beltek C1610
£ 78.00
National RS806US .. £ 73 60

fro

Convert
vour existing .
stereo system to 4-D
sound with this clever, compact
unit together with two extra
speakers. Simple to connect.
List Price £ 10.50

STEREO 8- TRACK
DECKS
without speakers

OUR PRICE £ 3.95
p&p 50p + VAT

Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
Hitachi 0135
JVC 1230

£67.55
£ 53.15

ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS

MAIL

NO
DEPOSIT ORDER
TERMS'•

e
kri

•

available to all personal
callers- on most goods!
(
details on request).

•

4
re_

2

accepted at

Just send order
plus cheque, postal/
money order to Customer
Services Division. Remember to add 8% VAT to total
value of goods including
postal and packing. Calculate 8% VAT by multiplying the total cost by 8
and dividing by 100.
EXPORT SPECIALISTS

all branches
or phone

Personal exports arranged for

IC

3

01 -200 0037
and your

overseas visitors. Goods
specially packed, insured and

2
•

order will be
actioned

despatched to all parts
of the World, at

WITHOUT
•

minimum cost.

DELAY

exclusive of

VAT. Payment
by bank
transfer,

CENTRAL LONDON
481 Oxford Street WI
10 Tottenham Court nd.W1
27 Tottenham Court Rd. WI
33 Tottenham Court bd. W1
42/45 Tottenham Ci. 6d. W1
257/8 Tottenham Ct. Rd. WI
3Lisle
WC2
34 Lisle SLWC2
118 Edgware Rd. W2
193 Edgware Rd. W2
207 Edgware Rd. W2
311 Edgware Rd. W2
346 Edgware Rd. W2
382 Edgware Rd. W2
109 Fleet St. EC4
152/3 Fleet st. EC4
ESSEX
86 South Street. Roeord
205/206 Churchill\Wst.
Victoria Circus. Southend
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
16-18.20 Penn St. Brstol

01-493 8841
01-637 2232
01-636 3715
01.636 2605
01-636 0845
01-580 0670
01-437 8204
01-437 9155
01-723 9789
01-723 6211
01-723 3271
01-262 0387
01-723 4453
01.723 4194
01-353 5812
01-353 2833
20218
0702 612241
0272 20421

KENT
T
6.
3/.5
b7
nd
Cga;nwdeen
ii lload r
.

0892 23242

LEICESTERSHIRE
Place. Looter.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
78 Abington Street.
Northampton
45 Merket

0533 537678

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
5-7 Lower Parliament St.,
Nonni..
OXFORDSHIRE
16 Westgate Shoppint. Centre,

0604 35753

0602 48987

Oxford
0902

23384

certified !Mar(
cheque,
1046 Whitgift Centre,
postal
order or
money
order in
4

phone:

01 -200 0444

trb

All goods carry a full guarantee and 12 months free service

including parts and labour,
this excludes styli. Service
Centre now open for personal
callers at 87 Tottenham Court
Road. London W.1.

LASKYS CUSTOMER
SERVICES

Hendon. London NW9 6JJ

SUBJECT TO 8% VAT.

411

phone 01-200 1321

NeWphone-in Advice Service c,f 1'
,
I
64,->.
-\-\
e
Now! to
-

give you

our

an even better

Customer Services

Division will answer all en- _44 ,,
quiries about Prices, Mail
\\
>
'`\,e

Order,
Servicing,
an d Deli ver y
phone

e

.
Gef''

9-6 p.m. ( Oxford Street 8 p.m.
Thursdays) Wohreihampton and

All items offered
\.., • r
.
, e
subject to
,
-ce e <s
e
>
availability.

8pm Friday.

DIVISION

Audiotronic House. The Hyde

01-200 1321

Northampton
'e

MONTH FREE
SERVICE

12

01.681 3027
Croydon
38/40 Eden Street. Kingston
01-5461271
32 Hill St. Rrchrnond
01-948 1441
WARWICKSHIRE
116 Corporation st.
Birmingham
021-236 3503

any currency.

ril

72 HOURS DELIVERY
Delivery
is
guaranteed
within 72 hours of date of
despatch to anywhere in
Great Britain The cost is
£2.50.
IMPORTANT
All items and prices were
correct at 20th March1975
but are subject to change
withbut notice EEr OE.

service

STAFFORDSHIRE

30 Wulfrun Way,
Wolverhampton

ALL BRANCHES OPEN
6 FULL DAYS A WEEK
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LEAK&
WHARFEDALE
PRODUCTS
Our
R.R.P.

Price

Saving

Leak

win dFORD ESCORT

*1st.
PRIZE

OR dMEDITERRANEAN
HOLIDAY FOR 2eEM OUR
GREdT COMPETITION

From May 1-31 we will be featuring
Leak and Wharfedale hi-fi equipment
in our three Superstores. There's up
to 25% off the list price and anyone
who buys Leak or Wharfedale
products during the month can enter
our great competition to win anew
Ford Escort,
And there will be aseries of exciting
musical evenings when you can see and
hear Leak and Wharfedale Hi Fi demonstrations. Apply to the store in your area
for free tickets.
All this, plus the famous Hardman lifetime
service including a2year parts and labour
guarantee.
*Ford Escort 1100 2 door. • * As organised by the
RAC Travel Service. Retail value of £200.

Musical Evenings
Manchester Tuesday 6th & 13th May
Liverpool
Wednesday 7th & 14th May
Preston
Thursday 8th & 15th May
Liverpool

112.96

84.90

28.06

2002 Cassette Deck Dolby
2020 Loudspeakers

142.53
114.02
178.06
75.28
145.00
132.84
62.35

114.90
92.50
144.50
44.90
117.50
107.90
44.90

27.63
21.52
33.56
30.38
27.50
24.94
17.45

2030 Loudspeakers
2060 Loudspeakers

83.99
145.08

68.50
117.50

15.49
27.58

112.96
75.28

84.90
44.90

Leak Audio
Systems
2100 Amp.
Delta Turntable
2020 Loudspeakers

2200 Amp
Delta Turntable
2030 Loudspeakers

2000 Tuner-Amp.
2001 Turntable
2002 Cassette Deck
2060 Loudspeakers

62.35

44.90

250.59

174.70

142.53
75.28
83.99

114.90
44.90
68.50

301.80

228.30

178.06

144.50

145.00
132.84
145.08

117.50
107.90
117.50

600.98

487.40

113 58

45.50

29.50

56.33
83.99

39.50
59.50

16.00
16.83
24.49

120.88
103.68

99.90
86.50

15.99
23.61

12.90
19.90

75.89

73.50

Wharfedale
Dentons
Lintons
Glendale
Dovedale
VVHD2ODCassette Deck
D.DI Headphones
Isodynamic Headphones

20.98
17.18
3.09
3.71

All prices includeVATand are
subject to alteration.

33 Dale Street, Liverpool, 051-236 2828

o
Manchester

Preston

2100 Amplifier
2200 Amplifier
2300 Tuner
2000 Tuner-Amp.
Delta Turntable
2001 Turntable

12-14 St. Mary's Gate, Manchester
061-832 6087
Guild Hall Arcade, Preston Tel. 59264

LEAK
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N,

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS-A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS. OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair, for teak finish. Other
finishes as available, prices on application. Carriage charges: a, LI - 50; b, 62;
c, 63; d, 64; e, £5.
Cambridge R40 and R50 .. P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond ..
P.O.A.
Celef Mini ..
P.O.A.
Celef Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Celef Professional
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh
£42.00 b
Celestion County ..
£49.00 b
Celestion Dicton 120 ..
£52.00 c
Celestion Ditton 15
£69.00 c
Celestion Dicton 44
El 15-00 d
Celestion Dicton 25 ..
£139.00 d
Celestion Dicton 66 .. - 6211.00 e
Goodman's Havant SL
£50-00 b
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£77.00 c
Goodmans Magnum SL
£94.00 c
Celestion Magister ..
£125.00 d
Executive Audio Hi- Balls ..
P.O.A.
Howland West Budgetlines
P.O.A.
MF Super Compacts ..
P.O.A.
MF ALS4O
MF TLS50
MF TLS80
sophon Isonetta
ordan Watts Jumbo ..
.. £46.00 b
ordan Watts Janet ..
.. £46.00 b
ordan Watts Juno ..
.. £61.00 c
ordan Watts Juliet ..
.. £61.00 c
ordan Watts Jodrell ..
£108.00 d
Lowther
LNB Para Lab Super ..
.. £57.00 b
LNB Para Lab 20
.. £89.00 c
LNB Stands ..
.. £ 13-00 a
Larson ..
Leak 2020, 2030
Marantz Imperials
Martin ..
Naim Audio 402
LUIS-00c
Rogers Wafers
.. £44-00 b
Rogers Compacts .. . /
sew b
Rogers LS35/A Bookshelf Monitor POA
Rogers BBC Monitors
Richard Allan RA8
£49-00 b
Richard Allan Chaconne 11 .. £32-75 b
Richard Allan Flamenco 11 .. £47.15 b
Richard Allan Pavane II .. £67-50 c
Richard Allan Sardana
.. £82-00 c
Richard Allan Academy
£125.00 d
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 10 .. £32.50 b
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 165 .. meo c
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 24
£126-00 d
Telson S3 and S4 ..
Tannoy
Tandberg ..
Videotone Mini Max 11 .. £35.00 b

••
.•
.•
••
.•
•.

SPEAKER KITS
All prices per pair. Carriage
a. LI; b, 61-50; c, 62; d, £3.
Goodmans Din 20 ..
Helme XLK30
Helme XLK30 Super ..
Helme XLK25
Helme XLK25 De Luxe ..
Helme XLK50
KEF KK I
KEF KK3
..
Peerless 20-2 .. ..
Peerless 30-2 .. ..
Peerless 20-3 .. ..
Peerless 50-04
.
Richard Allan Twin Assembly
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
Richard Allan Super Triple 12
Wharfedale Linton 11
Wharfedale Glendale ..
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill ..

charges:
£19 75
£13.00
EIS-00
£22.50
£25-00
£43.00

b
a
b
b
b
c

£70-00
£32.00
£45.00
£47.00
£73.00
£ 17.00
£25.75
£35-00
£44.75
£20-00
£37.00
£57-00

d
c
c
c
c
b
b
c
c
b
c
c

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges:
XO and tweeters, 25p each. Bass, 75p
each. Please check i
mpedances available.
Castle r RS/DD
£8-00

Celestion HFI300
Goodmans Audiom 12P-G
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D
Goodmans Audiomax I
2AX ..
Goodmans Audiomax I5AX
Goodmans Axent 100
Goodmans Audiom 100 ..
Goodmans Midax 750
Goodmans XO/950
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 ..
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
Goodmans Axiom 401
Goodmans Audiom 8p
Goodmans Audiom 10p
Goodmans Audiom 12p
Goodmans Audiom 15p
Goodmans Audiom 18p
Jordan Watts Modules
Jordan Watts Hi- Frequency ..
KEF T27 ( old model) ..
KEF T27 SP6535
KEF BI10
KEF T15
KEF 8200
KEF BI39
KEF DN8
KEF DN12
KEF DNI3 SPI015
KEF DN13 SPI017
Lowther PM6
Lowther PM6 1
Lowther PM7
Peerless DT I
0 HFC
Richard Allan CG8
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan CG 10 ..
Richard Allan CG IOT
Richard Allan CGI2
Richard Allan CG I
2T
Richard Allan CGI5
STC 400IG and K
Tannoy H P D ..
Wharfedale WMTI
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Carriage a
Armstrong 625 and 626
Akai AA8030
Aka, AA8080
Eagle AA28
Eagle AA30
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Module 1-10
Goodmans Module 1-20
Goodmans 90 Compact
Goodmans 1-10 Compact
Howland West R100 ..
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R800 and RI500
Marantz 2015, 2220 ..
Nikko STA5010, STA7070
Rotel RX 150A
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX802
Rogers Ravensbrook
Teleton TFS55 .
Tandberg TR2OOMPX
Tandberg TRI000/1010 MPX
Tandberg TR1055MPX
Tandberg Huldra 10 ..
Tandberg 200 Compact
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £2
Armstrong 621
Akai AA5200
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Cambridge P60 and P110
Eagle AA2
Eagle AA4
Eagle AA6(S)
Goodmans 40-40 ..
Howland West Budgetline

67.50
616-00
£17-00
£39.00
£44.00
£7-513
£12.00
£14.50
£7.75
£7.75
£9.00
£17.50
£5.00
£6.25
£13.00
£20.00
£35.00
£14-00
£6.00
£4.50
£5.50
£6.50
£8.75
£16.00
£2.00
£5.50
£4.00
£3.50
£29.50
£31.00
£50.50
£9 00
£6.00
£6.25
£9.50
£10-00
£10-75
£11.00
£22-50
£6.00
P.O.A.
75p

P.O.A.
£111.00
£141-00
£110.00
£128.00
£101-00
£120-00
£122-00
£188-00
£200-00
£84.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£59.00
£75.50
£102.00
£168.50
P.O.A.

£64-75

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
•
••
••
••

P.O.A.
08-00
£101.00
£148.00
P.O.A.
£33-50
£49.00
£63.00
£65.00
£24-50

Please check on prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice. Prices were correct at time of going
to press-two months ago.
S.A.E. with enquiries please. Advice always given on request.
PERSONAL CALLERS-Cash please or cheques by prior arrangement.
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Lux 707X, 700X, 505X
Lustraphone LP100
Leak 2100, 2200 ..
Metrosound ST2011
Metrosound ST40
Metrosound ST60
Marantz 1020, 1060, 1120 ..
Naim Audio 100, 160, 200 ..
Nikko TRM230, 500, 600 ..
Rotel RA2I I
..
Rotel RA3Il
..
Rotel RA6I1
..
..
Rotel RA8I0
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Ranchera A75
Rogers Cadet ..
Revox A78 and A722
Sugden A2I, A48, P51, C5I
Teleton SAQ307
Teleton GA202
Tand berg TA300M

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£32.50
£43.00
£58.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£42.00
£55.00
£86.00
£110.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

neso

£36-00
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Carriage a
Armstrong 623 and 624
P.O.A.
Akai AT550
£78.00
Akai AT580
£109.00
Celestion Telefi (TV Tuner) ..
£22.00
Cambridge Audio T55(S)
P.O.A.
Eagle AA8
£50.00
Howland West Budgetline
£29.00
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Lustraphone LP101
P.O.A.
Lux 717, 700, 500
P.O.A.
Metrosound FMS20 11
£41.50
Metrosound FMS40 11
£41-50
Marantz 105. 115, 120..
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM 220, 500 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbourne
P.O.A.
Rogers Panthera T55 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT222
£42.00
Rotel RT322
£59 00
Rotel RT622
£94.50
Rotel RTI220
£117-50
Revox A76 and A720 ..
P.O.A.
Sugden R2I and R51 ..
P.O.A.
Sharp ST5I0
£49-00
Teleton GT202
E43-00
Tandberg TP4I radio ::
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
Carriage charges: Chassis 62;
Complete £2.25
Ariston RDII
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI kit ..
£12-00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
£28.00
Connoisseur BD2 P&C
£34.00
Colton Accessories ..
P.O.A.
Goldring GL72 P&C
£34.50
Goldring GL75 P&C
£43.50
Goldring GL78 P&C
£56.00
Goldring GL85 P&C
£70-00
Garrard SP25 IV Chassis ..
£15 00
Garrard SP25 Module & M675S
£27 00
Garrard 86SB chassis ..
£27.00
Garrard 86S13 Module & M756S
£40.00
Garrard 100SB chassis
£40.00
Garrard 100SB Module & M93
£56.00
Garrard 401 chassis ..
£39.00
Howland West plinths and
covers
P.O.A.
Leak 2001 ..
P.O.A.
Linn LPI2
,
P.O.A.
Micro MRIII, 311, 71i
P.O.A.
McDonald MP60 chassis ..
£10-00
McDonald MP60 TPDI
£15-75
McDonald HT70 TPD1
£20.00
Philips GA212-1-GP400
£59.00
Thorens TDI65 P&C
£56-00
Thorens TD I
60 P&C
£64.50
Thorens TDI25 chassis
£76-00
Thorens TDI25 P&C
£126.75
Thorens P&C only for TD125
P.O.A.
Transcriptors Saturn 1
£61.00
Transcriptors Saturn 11 ..
£70-00

ALL

HI- F1

EQUIPMENT

AT:

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO SAT.

Transcriptors Reference with
fluid arm ..
Transcriptors Reference less

£103-00

Transcriptor Accessories ..

£85-00
P.O.A.

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
Postage 50p.
Aros Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Colton Tone MC 101
Grace ..
Micro MAI01
SME 3009 fixed head ..
SME 3009 detachable head ..
Transcriptors fluid ..

P.O.A.
£33.50
£35-50
£24.00

••
••
••
•
•

• £23.00
• • £12-50
.• £16-00
.• P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
Postage 15p.
Stylus only
ADC Q32 ..
£8.00 £6.00
ADC Q36 ..
£10-50 £7.50
ADC VLM
£17.50 £8-50
ADC XLM
£21-00 £ 11.50
Decca London ..
£23.00 Grace ..
P.O.A. Goldring G850..
£4.00 £3.50
Goldring G820.. ..
£6.50 £3.25
Goldring G820E
£9.75 £6.25
Goldring G820SE
£13.00 £ 11.00
Ortofon MIS ESuper .. £26-50 Grado and Micro .. P.O.A. Shure M3D
£4.25 £3.35
Shure M55E
£5.50 £5.25
Shure M75B
£7.00 £6.00
Shure M75EM
£9.00 £7.00
Shure M75E1
£8.50 £5-50
Shure M75ED
£9.50 £7.25
Shure V15 III
£29.00 £ 14.00
Supex
Stanton

•
•
•
••
•
•
••

•
••
••
•
••
.•
.•

HEADPHONES
Postage 50p.
Clarke ..
Condor ..
Howland West
Micro MXI
Nikko ..
PWB Moving Coil
PWB Dynax
PVVB Electrostatic & box
Stax .. •
Sennheisser HD4I4
Sennheisser HD424

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£16-00
£25-00
£35-00
P.O.A.
£12-50
EI8-00

TAPE & CASSETTE DECKS
Carriage £2.
Akai
Brenell 1C2000
Good mans SCD100
Leak 2002 ..
Matsi CD100
Neal 102 and 103 ..
Revox A77 and A700 ..
Tandberg 204 IX
Tandberg TCD3I0
Tandberg 3321/4IX
Tandberg 3421/41X ..
Tandberg 3621/4IXD
Tandberg 9121/41 X ..
Tandberg 1021/4IX
BLANK CASSETTES &
TAPE
Postage 25p per order.
Agfa PE36
BASF r LH ..
BASF Super LH C60 ..
BASF Super LH C90 ..
EMI Professional r
EMI Professional 10 . ..
EMI C60, C90, CI20
TDK r 1800 ..
SD
*ED
C60
95p £ 1.25
C90 £ 1.40 £ 1.80
C120 £ 1-75

REELS
E5-75
[2-75
75p
El - 10
£2-00
£4-60
P.O.A.
£3-00
KR
CI 40
£2.00

•
••
•
••

ALL prices are inclusive of VAT at 8%
All carriage charges includes full insurance in transit against loss or damage.
We are situated on the A503 and can be reached easily via- Buses: 123,
275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718. Trains-Walthamstow Central.
E & OE
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We proudly

introduce some
news that's

guaranteed to
turn you off

The new Thorens TD145
incorporates an unique automatic lift
and shut-off device. It's electronically
controlled, raising the arm and stopping the platter very precisely at the
end of the record.
The TD145 incorporates the
superb engineering know-how that
has made Thorens the worlds' finest turntables, including
the proven precision belt drive, floating suspension and
incredibly low wow, flutter and rumble.
Send for the latest information or see the TD145 at your
Thorens dealer The specification will really turn you on - and
your records off.

The Thorens range includes
TO 125AB Mk 11 Electronic
Turntable
The finest equipment anywhereelectronic speed control and incorporating the magnificent TP16 tone
arm with its unique magnetic
anti-skating bias adjuster
TD 160C Incorporates the TP16
tone arm and aconventional speed control. A brilliant
piece of Thorens engineering at amodest price.
TD 165 For the enthusiast who demands the highest
quality without added refinements and ancillary functions.
The same two speed drive motor as the TD 160 and with
anti-skating bias by conventional nylon thread and
suspended weight.
TO'25 and TD15'0C available without fone arm.

THORM

Most Thorens turntables can be supplied lined
with Ortolon cartridges showing aprice reduction.

KrIetrosound makes it real
Metrosound Audio Products Audio Works, Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. Tel: Lea Valley 712712
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AS. Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept.N)
Tel.
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 00Z 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS ( Carr. £ 1.75)
Accuphase ..
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge Audio P60
Cambridge Audio PII0 • •
P.O.A.
Leak 2100..
£ 98.75
Leak 2200•
.
£ 123.50
Lux SQ707 ..• •
P.O.A.
Lux SQ700 ... •
P.O.A.
Lux SQ505 ... •
P.O.A.
Lux 5Q507 ..• .
P.O A.
Marantz 1030 ..• •
P.O.A.
Marantz 1060 ..• •
P.O.A.
Marantz 1120 ... •
P.O.A.
N.A.D. 60
..•
•
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM2I0
••
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
..
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM600
P.O.A.
Rogers Cadet .. .. .. £32.50
Rogers Panthera A75 . .. £78.00
Rogers Ravensbrook 111 cased £47.00
Rotel RA2Il
£42.00
Rotel RA3I I
.
£52.50
Rotel RA6I I
£84-00
Rote' 810
£ 112.50
Rotel 1210 ..
£140.00
Tandberg 300 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(
Carr. £ 1.50)
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624 ... •
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio 155. •
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi ..• •
£22-00
Leak 2300 ... • £ 98.80
Lux WL7I7 ... •
P.O.A.
Lux WL700 ..• •
P.O.A.
Lux WL550 ..• •
P.O.A.
Marantz .. ... •
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM220 ... •
P.O.A.
Nikko FAMSOO.. .. . . .
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 cased..
£41.00
Rogers Panthera 175 .. ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT222 .. .. .. £42.00
Rotel RT322 .. .. .. £58.25
Rotel RT622 .. .. .. £95.00
Tandberg TP4I Portable ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha
TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. £2.00)
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90 .. £100.00
Goodmans Module 110 .. £ 115.00
Goodmans 120 .. .. £120.00
Goodmans Module 90 Comp.
£179.00
Leak 2000 .. .. .. £ 159.75
Lux R800 ..
Lux RI500 ..
Marantz 2230 ..
Marantz 2245 ..
N.A.D. 140/160
Nikko 5050 ..
Nikko 7070 .. ..
P 0.A.
Nikko 8080 ....
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 .. £84.00
Rotel RXI52 .. ..
.. £70.00

Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802 .
Tandberg TR206
Tandberg TR1000
Tandberg TR1010
Tandberg Huldra 10
Tandberg TRI055
Yamaha

£80 00
£104 00
£136.50
£173.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(
Carr. £2.00)
Ariston RDII/SME 3009
Connoisseur BD Ikit ..
£13.00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis .. £29.75
Connoisseur BD2 complete .. £36•50
Garrard SP25/IV chassis .. £ 15.00
Garrard SP25/IV module .. £22.95
Garrard 5P25/IV mod. M75-6 £27.00
Garrard 86SB chassis £26.95
Garrard 8658 module .. £36.50
Garrard 8658 mod.-1- M75-6 .. £41.00
Garrard 1005B chassis .. £39.50
Garrard 100SB module .. £50.25
Garrard 100SB med.+ M93E
£
5600
Garrard I00513 mod. TK
£48•50
Garrard 100SB mod.+Cart.TK £54.00
Garrard 401 .. . .. £38.50
Goldring GL78 P/C ..
£64.50
Leak 2001
..
£ 120.00
Linn Sondek PL12/SME 3009
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
(Carr. £2.00)
Akai I722L
.. £104.00
Akai 4000DB
.. £ 140.00
Akai 4000DS
.. £93.00
Revox 1102/4
..
P.O A.
Revox 1122/4 .. . . .
Revox 1222/4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox Dolby & High Speed ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3400X
Tandberg 3300X
Tandberg 3600X
Tandberg 9100X
Teat
P.O.A.
HEADPH ONES
(
Carr. 50p)
AKG KI00
£6.50
AKG K140
£ 10.75
AKG KI60•
.
£ 15.95
Koss PROSLC
£30eo
Koss HV I
A
..•
.
£ 23.00
Koss 711..
£ 11.00
Micro MX1•
•
P.O.A.
Sennheiser HD414 . •.. £ 13.00
Sennheiser HD424 • • • • £ 19.50
Stay SR3/5RD6• • £ 50.00
PWB Moving Coil .. .. £ 17.00
8 TRACK/CASSETTE (Carr. £ 1.50)
Akai CR810 .. .. £70.00
Akai G XR82D
£87.50
Akai C5300 .. .. £62.00
Akai C533D
..
£75.00

All prices listed include VAT at 8%
Micro .
P.O.A.
Pioneer P.
1- 12D
£42.00
Pioneer PL12D/Shure M75ED II £52.00
Rega Planet .
P.O.A.
Thorens 125AB II ..
£120.00
Thorens TD125/11
£78.00
Thorens TX25 cover ..
£9.00
Thorens TD145C
£84.25
Thorens TD 16013/C .
£54.00
horens TD160C . • ..
£66.00
Thorens ID 165
£57.00
Transcriptor Reference ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Ref./Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
ranscriptor Stylus Brush ..
£3.00
Transcriptor Sweep Arm ..
£4.50
Wharfedale W30 ..
£30.00
PUNT HSICOVERS
Garrard MAB4C
Garrard MWB4C
Garrard MWBIC
G irrard 40I/SME
Howland West HW I
Howland West 1-1W 14

(Carr. £ 1.25)
£14.50
£13.10
£9.75
£26.00
£19.00
£26.00

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS (
Carr. 50p)
Acos Lustre .. £23.00
Colton MC101
£ 17.50
SME3009 improved .. £35.00
SME3009/52 improved .. £37.00
Transcriptor Fluid .. £23.00

Akai GXC38D
Akai GXC46D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXCSIOD
Goodmans SCD100
Leak 2002 ..
Nakamichi 550
Nakamichi 700
Nakamichi 1000
Neal 102/103 ..
Tandberg TCD3I0
Teac
Wharfedale WI-1020D
CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
Decca London ..
Grado FTR
Goldring G820..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon FISE..
Ortofon MISE Super
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75ED/II
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M75G/II
Shure M75B(6)II
Shure V15 Ill

£97.00
£108-00
£143.00
£136.00
£107-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£77.75
(Carr. 15p)
• • £22.00
• • £ 18.00
• • £24 00
• • £6.00
•.
£7-50
CIO 50
. • £ 16.00
• • £ 12.00
. • £ 29.00
• . £6.50
• • £7.00
£10-50
£9 50
£9.00
£8.00
£31.00

SPEAKERS ( pairs) (
Carr. £ 3.00 pair)
AR Range
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh
£41-oo
Celestion County ..
bum)
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
£51-60
Celestion Dicton 15
£68.00
Celestion Dicton 44
£113.00
Celestion Dicton 25
£137.75
Celestion Dicton 66
£208.00
Executive Audio 750
P.O.A.
Goodmans Havant 5L
£47.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£71-00
Goodmans Magnum SL
£89.00
Hi -Fi Aids Orbital Brackets ..
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact ..
P.O.A.
IMF AL540
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80
P.O.A.
IMF Professional Monitor ..
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF 104
P.O.A.
KLH
P.O.A.
Leak 2020
£61.00
Leak 2030
£77.95
Leak 2060
£137-75
Leak 2075
£299.00
LNB Para Lab Super ..
£59.00
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
£92-00
Monitor Audio MAI ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz..
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5 Monitor
P.O.A.
Rogers L53/6
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chevening
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chatsworth ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Mansfield ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Amesbury ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax II
Wharfedale Denton 1
Wharfedale Denton 2
Low
Wharfedale Linton 2
prices
Wharfedale Glendale 3
on
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
application
SPEAKER KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits £ 1.25 each)
(So. Chassis £ 1.00 each)
KEF kit I
(Price per pair)
£38.75
KEF kit 3
(Price per pair)
£69.00
KEF 127
£5.25
KEF 8110
£7.25
KEF 8200
£8.50
KEF BI39
£16.00
KEF DNI2
KEF DNI3-SP1015
£3.50
Wharfedale Linton 2 kit ( pair) £21-75
Wharfedale Glendale 3 kit ( pair) £36.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3kit ( pair) £61-90
Tannoy Ir H.P.D.
£62.25
Tannoy 15" H.P.D.
£79.25

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press- however prices are liable to alteration without notice.

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool

Street to Enfield Station.

Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.

Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by a bank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT
available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of all types of Hi-Fi/Audio equipment by qualified engineers.
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If this page manages to

stop
look

you, the chances are you'll also take a closer

at the next two pages, but remember you must call
in to Henry's-rLindair and

listen

to all that's best in home entertainment and car stereo

If you're looking for awide choice of
quality equipment at competitive prices,
carefully selected from each of over
70 different manufacturers for which we are

agents, you'll find awhole host of famous
brands — such as Sony, Marantz, Philips,
Rank Audio, Quad, B & 0 and Hitachi at
Henry's + Lindair Supercentres.
LINDAIR HOUSE— EUROPE'S LARGEST
HI-FI CENTRE
including Disco Centre* Electronics
Hobby Centre * Calculator Centre plus
Video recording, Optical, Records. If you
really want to see virtually everything in the
exciting world of hi-fi, audio and TV, in a
single store, then you simply must visit
Lindair House, the Mecca of hi-fi in
Tottenham Court Road! It's one of Europe's
largest Supercentres, with three floors of
displays, plus general and specialised
demonstration studios, to ensure optimum
listening conditions.

HoeRes4ileal
HOME ENTERTAINMENT SUPERCENTRES
At Tottenham Court Road, Edgware Road, London,
Harrow, Burnt Oak, Aldershot, Bristol,
Oxford, Nottingham and Brussels.
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HeeRgs'#L.woaiR... more of
... makes life's good things better

Today, Sanyo is one of the world's largest manufacturers of
electronic and electrical products, employing thousands of
people around the world. In hi-fi, Sanyo makes virtually every type
of product you could wish for, including comprehensive ranges of
stereo and tape units. Because Sanyo manufacture nearly all the
components that go into their own hi-fi systems, they are able to
ensure reliability in the demanding world of hi-fi sound.
One of the most popular hi-fi stereo tuner amplifiers is the
DCX 2500K, designed for AM, FM and FM stereo reception. It
gives 10 watts RMS per channel. And there's ahost of features,
including connections for two pairs of speakers.
When it comes to choosing acassette tape deck, take aclose
look at the Sanyo RD 4300. Incorporating Dolby circuitry for
maximum dynamic range and freedom from tape hiss, this
sophisticated unit has aCrOrtape switch, memory rewind, cue
key and a pause button.
These are just two of the famous Sanyo hi-fi products available
from all Henry's • Lindair Supercentres. Call in and ask for a
Sanyo demonstration!

Audio for every taste ... and pocket
As one of Japan's most renowned manufacturers of audio and
hi-fi equipment, Sansui has always endeavoured to match the
sound aspirations of almost everyone with an interest in listening
to music at home.
The wide Sansui range extends from compact stereo packages
at attractive budget prices, right through to top quality systems
which compete on equal terms with the best hi-fi made in Europe
and America.
You could start off with the Sansui 3000, a60 watt ( 15 watts per
channel) 4- channel budget combination. -And you'd be right up- tothe second, as the owner of asuperb surround- sound system,
comprising the Sansui QRX-3000 4- Channel Receiver, the famous
Sansui SR- 212 Automatic- Return Turntable,
and two pairs of I
ES- 50 2- way 2- speaker
wide- sound- dispersion Speaker Systems.
As you can probably guess already, the 3000
is excellent value- for- money, especially at
Henry's
Lindair's low, low price!
If you prefer to build up your system from
Sansui units, you'll find the whole range
available at Henry's • Lindair .... to match
both your audio taste ... and your pocket!

•

12 MONTHS PARTS Et LABOUR GUARANTEES
DEMONSTRATIONS (AT EVERY CENTRE)
* FREE
*- INSTANT CREDIT FOR CALLERS
CATALOGUE
* OPEN 9-6* 6 DAYS A WEEK
AND PRICE
* MAIL ORDER, BARCLAYCARD
UST AT ALL
AND ACCESS: 01-637 1607
SUPERCENTRES
or send SAE ( 10p) to Lindair House,
* ALL MAIL TO LINDAIR HOUSE,
227 Tottenham Ct Rd London W1P OHX
,227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
* REMEMBER...IT PAYS TO VISITA HENRY'S+LINDAIR SUPERCENTRE
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everything in home entertainment
-for craftsmanship

AIWA have asound reputation as innovators, giving the world
Japan's first combined radio/cassette player, and coming up with
new ideas year after year. Styling and sheer quality are also
closely associated with all AIWA products, which are renowned
the world over for their supreme standards of craftsmanship.
There's awide range of AIWA hi-fi to choose from — including
three superb stereo cassette decks. Two of them feature the
internationally famous Dolby noise reduction system, and the
other has DNL ( dynamic noise limiter) circuitry.
The specification of the AIWA AD- 1300 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby System, puts it at the top of its class! It has afrequency
range of 30-16,000 Hz with CrO, or Ferri- chrome tape, plus a
signal-to-noise ratio of 58dB with Dolby ' on' and using CrO, tape.
There's a whole host of features, such as auto shut-off, quickreview/cue control, light- touch piano key operation, 3- way tape
selector, and AC bias and erase circuitry
To see and hear all the
outstanding advantages of the
AD- 1300, and the other
products in the AIWA range,
visit aHenry's • Lrndair
Supercentre.

-The Speaker Engineers
Great musicians, recording engineers and audiophiles all over the
world, rely on KEF loudspeakers for faithful reproduction of all
kinds of music, from free- form jazz to grand opera. Incorporating
the most advanced techniques ever developed for loudspeaker
production, every KEF unit has a plastics, or metal and plastics,
diaphragm — never aconventional paper cone! That's how KEF
produce speakers without the usual resonances within the
diaphragm itself. Result — considerably reduced colouration, and
more consistent performance.
Within the comprehensive KEF range, you'll find asuperb
selection of enclosures, separate speaker units, and speaker kits.
One of the most popular KEF loudspeakers is the Cadenza, a
reflexed speaker box with an internal volume of 45 litres.
Designed for rooms up to 200 cubic metres ( 7,000 cu ft), the
Cadenza features three speaker units, has afrequency response
of 40-30,000 Hz + 3dB, and is rated at 30 watts ( programme).
Nominal frequency range is even wider — from 30 to 40,000 Hz,
using abass radiator in conjunction with the bass unit.
To appreciate the supreme performance of the Cadenza, call
in at any Henry's -+ Lindair Supercentre, and hear for yourself!

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1
01-580 7383
Lindair House 227
01-580 1785
230
01-636 6682
231
01-580 2255
241/2
01-323 4949
245

EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2
354 Edgware Rd W2
01-402 5854
372 Edgware Rd W2
01-402 8140
376/8 Edgware Rd W2
01-723 0818
299/301 Edgware Rd W2 01-262 2251
120 Shaftesbury Ave W1
01-437 9692
137 Charing Cross Rd WC2 01-437 8718

ELECTRONIC

Electronic Components ft Equipment: 404-406 Edgware Rd London W2

CENTRES:

PA- Disco- Lighting High Power Sound: 309 Edgware Rd London W2

OUT-OF-TOWN
190/4 Station Rd Harrow Middx
144 Burnt Oak Wm/ay Edgware
55 Gloucester Rd Bristol 7
256 Banbury Rd Oxford
94/6 Upper Parliament St Nottingham

01-4028381
01-723 6963

Hi -Fi Mail to: Lindair House, 227 Tottenham Court Rd

LATE NIGHT SHOPPING

London W1P OHX
Electronics Mail ti: 303 Edgware Rd London W2 18W

ALL CENTRES IN TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,
OPEN UNTIL 7PM EVERY THURSDAY

01-863 7788
01-952 7402
0272 45791
0865 53072
0602-40403

SPECIAL BARGAIN CENTRES
231 Tottenham Ct. Rd London W1
372 Edgware Road London W1
Special Selected Bargain Centres
for CALLERS ONLY
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The heart of hi-fi.
Just as a camera can be no better than its lens, the
finest hi-fi system in the world cannot compensate

am at present using

for an inferior cartridge. The cartridge cannot

Arm or Unit

endure a sacrifice in quality because it functions as
the source of sound. To hear the difference it makes,

Cartridge

bring a favourite recording to your nearby Shure

Amplifier

dealer, or next best, post the coupon to Shure
Electronics Limited for their cartridge recommen-

Name

dation best suited to your system.
Address

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
68

Please recommend the best Shure cartridge
to upgrade my system
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A interrupted by aseries of clicks and shuffles, all within a
RECENT University extension lecture in London was
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Pedal harps are seldom seen outside the concert hall or recital room.
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period of about half aminute. The speaker had gone on for
longer than expected and those naughty students who ignore
the rules by smuggling in recorders were forced to turn over
their C120 cassettes. A few eyebrows were raised, but no one
called in the porters to expel the offenders: there is atacit
understanding that this sort of thing will happen, rather in
the manner of broken speed limits or stolen beer mats. This is
hardly ahi-fi matter, but it does underline the fact that cassettes
have revolutionised tape recording to the point where they
are taken almost as much for granted as transistor radios.
In some respects open- reel tape proved to be ablind alley fol
the domestic recordist, who often couldn't be bothered to lug
his machine around on ' outside' work, and who soon became
exasperated by loose ends, threading problems, etc, when
working at home. The LP disc was an altogether too slick
competitior, but now the modest Compact Cassette has even
invaded the inner hi-fi sanctum.
Lately, as first-class transport mechanisms have joined
Dolby-B noise- reduction in the better cassettes machines, the
most intense competition for hi-fi allegiance has become
concentrated on tape coatings. There is presently agreat deal of
confusion about the type of tape to choose if one is to achieve
really hi-fi standards. It seemed until recently that chromium
dioxide, properly used, could not be bettered; but the latest
low-noise ferrous tapes are so good that choice becomes more
marginal. Should one go for the better HF handling capacity
of chrome, or choose iron because of smaller distortion and
overload problems at middle frequencies? How compatible are
one's chrome cassette recordings with friend's machines
featuring an iron-only replay response? And so on.
One hears contradictory stories about this or that brand,
dogmatic statements that x's most recent ferrous tape is
'obviously better' than y's most expensive chrome, and vice
versa. But on investigation it usually transpires that
no-one has made aproper comparison by setting up the
recording parameters for optimum performance with each tape.
Such aprocedure will often reduce the practical
differences to insignificant levels—at least between the more
respectable brands—which is all the more irritating for the
non-technical layman, who wouldn't know how to go about
adjusting his machine even if it had the necessary pre-set
controls. He has no idea, except by subjective trial and erroi
which of the competing brands best suits his particular
model, and the likelihood is that the latest low-noise tape
would be improperly biased, under-modulated and erroneously
equalised. So he can never really make use of continuing
technical progress except by buying afresh recorder in due
course.
It is the old problem of standards lagging behind
technical progress—or rather, in this case at least, of pennypinching inflexibilities in design making it difficult to adapt
equipment to such progress. In the present state of flux in
magnetic tape (
sic), the hi-fi minded cassette man ought really
to opt for amodel able to cope with chrome; not
necessarily because this is the tape coating of the future, but to
ensure that high-level bias and the associated circuit-switching
facilities are there, waiting to be adjusted if necessary to suit
whatever might come along. It would also help everyone if
tape manufacturers would set about producing something like
afool-proof set of notes for the not-too-technical, which,
together with acarefully planned test cassette of the tape
brand in question, would enable at least the better recorders
to be set for optimum performance.
Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
e Link House Publications Ltd.. 1975. AL rights reserved.
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TK745 4- track stereo recorder
RTV 820 Stereo and 4D tuner amplifier Troika 7401 speakers.

SOONER OR LATER
YOU'LL WISH YOU HAD ONE •
Grundig Hi Fi systems, based on units like these,
are breaking new ground in sound reproduction from tape,
tape cassette or records. Prices start at around £130
and go up to over £600.
Ask for the Grundig Hi Fi folder at any Grundig dealer.
Or write to Grundig (Great Britain) Limited, London SE26 5NQ.
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From the World of Sound

recording and broadcasting.
Yet another programme of
outstanding interest was preBOUT ayear ago, writes our
sented at The Royal Society's
Fechnical Editor, I heard
Wellcome Lecture Hall, when a
ne\Ns that the British Section
tribute to the research and
of the AES would act as hosts and
developments of A. D. Blumlein,
be called upon to organise and
Inventor Extraordinary, was given
run the 50th Convention of this
in three papers by F. P. Thomsociety. It would, in fact, be the
son, of Communications and
first to be staged in London, and
Equipment Consultants Ltd., Dr.
the fifth of the Europe Region
E. L. C. White, of EMI ElecConventions.
tronics Ltd., and P. B. Vanderlyn,
Having served on the main
Head of Audio Frequency TechCommittee of the British Section,
niques Department, Central ReI know the amount of behind
search Laboratories, EMI Ltd.
the scenes activity that goes on
Demonstrations (on tape) of
to arrange a simple annual
some early Blumlein recordings
programme. The magnitude of
were played, and, to the delight
this major 50th extravaganza was
of the audience, a rare film was
of mind- boggling proportions.
shown of Alan Blumlein and
However, a group of dedicated
EMI colleagues parading in front
members and their helpers made
of the camera and microphones.
the event a memorable and
Simon Blumlein, elder son of
successful occasion.
Certainly
Mr. Blumlein, thanked the partiour American friends and Conticipants on this special occasion,
nental visitors enjoyed the exnot as well attended in my view
perience of dining in the Great
as its importance merited.
Hall of Guildhall, seat of local
So much for the icing on the
government for the City of
cake. What was the core of the
London for over athousand years.
cake like? By this Imean the 68
The Guildhall banquet was a
papers presented over the four
splendid occasion, with music by
days, under the headings Digital
the orchestra of The Royal
and Measurement Techniques,
Marines School of Music, songs
Education, Economics and Studio
by The New London Singers,
Acoustics, Loudspeakers, Misceltoasts by Henry Mattox Director
laneous Transducers, Multichanof Higher Technology, U.S.
nel Listening and Recording
Embassy, and Lord Hill of Luton.
Media, Pop Forum, PsychoAES President John Eargle spoke
acoustics, and Studio Equipment.
and Raymond Cooke, Chairman,
Even with the help of the
British Section, proposed the
indefatigable Rex Baldock and
health of the guests. Among the
Bert Webb, I was not able to
Awards presented were Citations
attend or get information on all
to Rex Baldock, Titia Bakker
these 60 odd papers, but, happily,
(Netherlands
Section),
John
there is a solution to this diffiMaunder and myself for our
culty. Dr. John Bowsher ( Departefforts on behalf of the British
ment of Physics, University of
Section AES. Gilbert Briggs and
Surrey), to whom all praise for a
J. L. Ooms received Honorary
brilliant selection of papers, had
Membership for their contribuarranged—with the inestimable
tions to the audio engineering
aid of the University's Printing
industry.
Department—to produce a masA full programme of visits to
sive A4 sized book of preprints
EMI Studios, AIR Studios, Post
of all the major papers available
Office Research Station, Building
before the opening day. This
Research Establishment, EMI
collected papers' volume was
Records plant at Hayes, Polydor
given to every delegate, as part
Studios, and HF Engineering,
of the registration fee. I am
formed another attraction for
told that a further batch of this
delegates, as well as a Ladies'
book will be available to any
Programme, organised by Dagenthusiast from the University
mar Dolby and Heather Wood.
of Surrey for £3 (plus postage
On the Thursday evening a
presumably). If you are techniprivate visit to the Science
cally knowledgeable, this is a
Museum, South Kensington, gave
good investment, as it contains
visitors an opportunity to see a
some stimulating papers on loudspecially arranged exhibition of
speakers by Donald Barlow
items of historic significance in
(Instability in Loudspeakers), Peter
the connected fields of audio,

AES 50th Convention
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F P. Thomson, Raymond Cooke, Simon Blumlein and P. B. Vanderlyn
Baxandall (
Bi-Directional Line
Source Loudspeaker), J. M. Berman (
Loudspeaker
Evaluation
Using Digital Techniques), Dr.
P. A. Fryer (
Holographic Investigation of Speaker Vibrations),
Roger Driscoll (
Narrow-Band
Transient Test Function), and
another paper on Sound Radiation from Loudspeaker Cabinets
by W. R. Stevens. This list by
no means completes the treatments of loudspeakers, as Dr.
R. C. Whelan (Strathearn Audio,
Belfast) discussed a newly developed loudspeaker using a
plane diaphragm mid/high frequency unit with low coloration
and
high
power
handling
capacity.
An air suspension
woofer is fitted to this doublet
type radiator to make it full
range. Even this batch did not
complete the papers on transducers, as Mr. G. P. Millward
discussed the Isodynamic principle, B & O's Erik Baekgaard
spoke on passive filters for
auxiliary loudspeakers in 12 dB/
octave and higher slope crossover networks, and H. D.
Harwood (BBC) also dealt with
the influence of loudspeaker
cabinet walls. This is a good
moment to give my view that
Dudley Harwood (BBC Research Department) presented two
papers of outstanding interest
at this convention, which opinion
must have been shared by the
large attendances at his sessions.
Loudspeaker performance continues to fascinate audiophiles
all over the world, and current

developments were well reflected
in these talks.
Two other papers I found of
great appeal were Peter Walker's
talk on his new 'current dumping' audio amplifier (which avoids
the need for carefully matched
and adjusted output stages) and
Dr. Ridler's description of the
new Strathearn Audio direct
drive turntable with parallel
tracking arm, both of which
items we shall hear more.
In the space available, it is
obviously impossible even to
mention all the papers, as well
as the exhibition at the Cunard
International Hotel, venue for
this Convention. More than 50
companies took part, with Helios,
Rak
Records,
and
Beyer
Dynamic (GB) Ltd. showing
their products in mobile vans
outside the building. Apart from
stands, several firms demonstrated their developments in
rooms on the upper floors, for
example, CBS (SQ systems),
JVC (CD-4) and Sansui (QS).
Invidious as it must be, Iwant
to mention a few names of
people who worked unstintingly
to make this 50th Convention
run smoothly and cope with the
900 delegates: John Maunder
(Shure) and his assistant June
Meggitt, Linda Duffield ( KEE),
Max Cohen (Shure), James Moir
(planning stages), veteran Percy
Wilson (Awards), John Gilbert
(Steering Committee) and the
ubiquitous
Raymond
Cooke.
D.A .
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Unit Audio from GEC
(
Radio & Television) Ltd.
have now released all five models
in their 2800 series of ' Unit
Audio' equipment and a demonstration of these formed part of a
well organised Press visit to the
recently acquired Kidsgrove Factory—an investment of over
£1 million (the factory, not the
press visit). The quality of the
equipment, both audibly and
mechanically, was certainly up to
the necessary standard to cut out
a respectable slice of the market,
and this was backed with an
observable promise of reliability.
One point of great interest was
the method of manufacture ( on
site) of the double-sided printed
circuit boards for the audio units,
though at present production
quantities dictate that the major
G.E.C.

Formula 4
As can be seen from the picture
the Formula 4 is a very elegant
device, and has a high specification to match its good looks.
The arm is distributed by Mayware Ltd of 17 Heronsgate,
Edgware, Middx. Brief technical
specification is as follows. The
arm employs a jewelled unipivot
bearing, with provision for damping resonances. Bias is adjustable

Variable Speed
IN our February 1975 issue, we
published a reader's enquiry
under the heading ' Time Expired
Cassette Recorder', with our
reply from Crossover (
p. 163).
Our ever alert readers have
pointed out that, in fact, the reply

that no commercial cassette
recorder with variable tape speed
control is generally available is
incorrect.
We hasten to remedy this
omission, and express our thanks
to several tape enthusiasts for
reminding us that the Aiwa
Model TP.770 incorporates a
so-called ' pitch control', which
varies the tape speed over arange
of ± 20%, with a 50% variation
by means of a ' quick' button.
Aiwa recorders are handled by
Johnsons of Hendon Ltd, Priestley Way, London, NW2. Another
Japanese cassette unit with this
variable speed facility is the
Yamaha TB.700, offering + 5%
change. This model is being
superseded by the TB.800, which
has the same facility, but some
dealers in the UK will still have
the original TB.700 on offer. Its
recommended retail
price is
£150.36, plus VAT.
Details
from Natural Sound Systems
Ltd. Strathcona Road, North
Wembley, Middlesex HA98QL.

Cambridge Classic
Cambridge Audio comes a
new amplifier following on from
the P50 and P60 designs. The
Classic features extensive use of
thick-film
microcircuits,
and
FROM

72

to correspond with tracking force
which can be adjusted up to three
grams. Effective mass, as seen by
the stylus, is quoted at 4.05 gms.
The distributors claim that the
arm will track badly warped
records at very low playing
weights, due to a very low lateral
inertia figure, due largely to a
skeletal headshell, and the shape
of the counterweight. Recommended price for the Fomula 4 is
£32-00 plus VAT.

Cambridge claim that extensive
use of these chips has enabled
them to pack a great deal of
'works' into a small space, and
will also show considerable improvements in terms of reliability
and consistency. The Classic also
features the extensive tape monitoring facilities offered by the P60.
Provisional specifications are as
follows. The amplifier will be
DC coupled, and is expected to
deliver around 60 watts per
channel into 8 ohms. THD is
typically less than 0.01% at mid
frequencies. The design includes
a very comprehensive protection
circuit, both for the amplifier
itself and for the loudspeakers:
like previous Cambridge amps
this one features a tremendous
overload capacity. Two rather
interesting features are the inclusion of a CD-4 output, and a
diagnostic test socket to help in
fault finding.
Price is to be
announced. Further details from:
Cambridge Audio, Lamb House.
Church St, London W4 2PB.

It's That Amp. Again
WE have been informed by a
reader of a new source of transformers for the Linsley Hood
75 watt amplifier. A suitable
toroidal transformer is available
from S.I.G.A. Electronics Ltd.,
Sunderland Rd., Sandy, Beds.
The transformer is vacuum varnish impregnated with an electrostatic screen, and is suitable in all
respects for the Linsley Hood
design. Price is £ 12.00 including
VAT and postage.

Considering the chemical processes involved, the semi-automated PCB plant was surprisingly
clean and no doubt this, together
with the rigorous inspection
processes, is a great factor in the
quality of the final product.
Cleanliness and quality control
is also very much in evidence in
the semi-automated 'Audio Factory' where the more complex
parts of the units are operationally
checked at various stages of
assembly up to as many as four
times. Hopefully, this ' intensivecare' will continue to be rewarded
by low numbers of guaranteereturns, the majority of which are
due to component failure.
The photo shows the top-ofthe-line
2820
model—RRP
£219.56 (including VAT)— incorporating a Garrard 86SB
record deck, Shure magnetic

part of the PCB line- time is spent
producing boards for their colour
TVs. GEC are the first company
in the UK to use this manufacturing process ( originally developed
by RCA) for domestic equipment.
As against the usual etched foil
method (subtractive) the process
involves the ( main) deposition of
copper only where the ' tracks' are
required on the insulating laminate (additive). This obviously
results in agreat saving in copper
costs, but also involves a finished
product ' about seven times better'
than that previously obtained by
etching. One particular advantage
is that ' component holes' in the
PCB are plated all the way
through, giving a greater ' lengthof-contact' between the component and the copper track, and
hence greater reliability.

cartridge ( M75-6S), VHF/FM
stereo radio with an 8-position
pre-set touch ( leakage resistance)
tuning facility, and an amplifier
(20+20 W RMS at 1kHz into
80) driving two 1602 loudspeaker
enclosures, each housing 2Goodmans drive units ( 8in. bass unit +
1in. dome HF radiator) with a
6-element crossover network. A
further pair of 1602 loudspeakers
may be purchased for £52 enabling
use to be made of the built-in
'Ambio' facility, an outputderived form of quadraphony.
The other models in the range
vary in price and facilities down
to the modest 2821 at a RRP of
£98.42 ( including VAT). The
GEC 2800 series has been
designed to cover a wide range
of possible
requirements—for
instance, the 2817 contains a
stereo cassette recorder.
to page 75
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Graphs and wavetooits
— how to interpret them
Microphones — your guide
to principles ¡taxi use

THE GAMBLE OUT OF BUYING HI-FI
on test ten budget amplifiers

Before you listen to us, listen to them.
Anyone can plug their turntable in this magazine. But how does
Pioneer rate in the editorials of these magazines? Here are some excerpts
from trials done by the experts on our Pioneer PL12D turntable.
"As regular readers will no doubt be aware, we have
high regard of the Pioneer PL 12D:' (Hi Fi Answers)

"It is worthy of inclusion in that restricted category of
equipment which represents good value for money:'
(Popular Hi Fi)

"If you further improve your system with aPioneer
PL 12D deck, the quality will be much better:'
(Popular Hi Fi)

'The choice for adeck is simpler; the often
recommended Pioneer PL 12D7 ( Hi Fi Sound)

'We are now judging by standards set by top
quality decks, not units in the same price range. Such is
the quality of the Pioneer PL 12D, we had to keep
reminding ourselves that this was abudget deck."
(Hi Fi Answers)
"The standard of finish is excellent, following
established Pioneer tradition. The finish and
engineering are of ahigh standard and very little
.
inferior to units costing up to 75% more:'
(Popular Hi Fi)

"An extremely popular turntable, it has carved
itself aniche in ahigher performance bracket than the
designers originally intended' (Hi Fi for Pleasure)
These are some of the reasons why our PL 12D
turntable has outsold every other Hi Fi turntable in
the whole U.K.
If this sounds like the kind of equipment you'd like to
own, see your nearest Pioneer dealer, or send for our
new 16-page brochure giving details of our whole range.

(V)PioNeen
FEI Please send me your I6-page

n Hi Fi buffs guide to full
brochure explaining your
specifications and technical data.
equipment to the uninitiated. (Tick which one— or both— you want)

Name
Address
4T5
To: Shriro (UK) Ltd_ Shriro House, The Ridgeway, ( yen Bucks. SLO9JL.
Telephone: lver (0753) 652222.
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the Fi nis n
Classic Scandinavian styling; quality sound
reproduction that adds anew dimension to hi-fi.
Sabra has arrived from Finland in abig way.
The stereo tuner- amp Model 2000 Mk 11 gives
2x30 watts into 4ohm speakers; covers 87-104
MHz on FM, with 5-station pre-select tuning
facilities; can handle two separate speaker systems.
The stylish control panel incorporates finger tip
selection of all functions.
Model 2001 Mk II incorporates the same superb
tuner amp, complete with the sophisticated Thorens

TD 160 turntable. Detailed finish — down to its
hinged perspex cover.
To complement your system — the neat KS 225
omni-directional, 4ohm, 3unit, infinite baffle
speakers, with afrequency range of 25-20,000 Hz
and aperformance with up to 50% less distortion
than other similarly priced speakers.
Write or ring for further information:
Luxitone,
38 Jamestown Road, London NW1 7EJ Tel: 267 4930

SALORA

Audio Musical Crossword
devised by MauriceTaggart

CLUES ACROSS
1 Slightly sharp beginning for old English woodwind instrument, finishing
7
8
10
11
13
15
18
19
21
23
24

13

tutti. (7)
Should help to put the audio fan in the picture. (5)
Crazy little Liberal gets nothing somehow from a French Romantic. (7)
Difficult music which the baton always reveals. (6)
School of musical composition which Ann, me and him come together in. (8)
Two ducks in the sports car provide synthetic music. (4)
Edisonian appellation revealed by special valve. (
4)
Reduce the profit margin on delicately modulated discs, perhaps? (8)
Chromium dioxide coating. (6)
Shaky musical performance. (7)
Woody concerto by Stravinsky. (5)
New hair-do, possibly, for solitary female audio fan? (7)

CLUES DOWN
2 Timely gesture by the conductor. (2-4)
3 Puccini and Busoni used this Chinese theme. (8)
4 Neapolitan composer of comic operas. (3)
5 Little Violet takes five, then nothing for a lively performance. (4)
6 Edward appears briefly in the midst of friends, providing the bass for the
9
12
14
16
17

organist. (6)
Popular Herold overture and old brass band warhorse. (5)
Saturate, resulting in nasty distortion. (8)
Porcine vocalisation, of no musical merit. (5)
So Bert somehow can check turntable speed. (6)
Fourier is upset when Ileave, and an unruly demonstration results. (6)

20
22

Live wire. (4)
Traditional venue for the Proms. ( 1-1-1)

A £ 2record token will be awarded to each of the first five correct solutions
picked from those which arrive before May 6th.
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75 INTERNATIONAL was
held again this year in the City
Suite, Bloomsbury Centre Hotel,
London over three days in midMarch.
During our visits, it seemed to
us that attendance
as slightly
less than in previous years, but
our enquiries revealed that the
drop in members visiting the
exhibition was principally from
the North, as overseas and London visitors still attended in force.
Maybe the high, if realistic, costings for PA work now demanded
in London and the South of
England, are found to be offputting to Northern engineers and
their customers? One engineer
made this comment to us during
our tour, we can say.
Forty-six stands were filled,
displaying and demonstrating, in
some cases, an impressive array of
the latest PA products and systems from the major manufacturers in this field, including AKG
(their latest D591 dynamic microphone replacing the D501 was
shown), Audix, Bouyer, CTH
Electronics, Eagle, Goldring (the
latest TOA equipment, including
Compressor Amplifier and Noise
Operated Gain Controller), John-

SOUND
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son Brody speakers, Macel ( importing new SEAS speakers from
Scandinavia), Macinnes ( high
power Macron amplifiers), M illbank (over 250 items of audio
equipment, including an inexpensive white noise generator, and
many loudspeakers), and many
others.
The lecture programme consisted of Mr. N. Sobol (AKG)
talking on delay lines for PA
applications (replacing Dr. Fritz
Sippl from AKG, Vienna), Mr.
T. Hasegawa (TOA, Japan)
discussing and displaying his
company's equipment for decentralisation of large PA systems,
including emergency call methods.
But the highlight was the lecture
on room equalisation in PA
systems presented to a packed
audience by that veteran PA
engineer Hayden Warren. Mr.
Warren was also responsible for
the small but fascinating display
of historic PA equipment to mark
the 60th anniversary of the birth
of Public Address. This APAE
museum, started in 1965, includes
the capacitor microphone used to
record the first talkie' in this
country. The collection is now
quite extensive and Mr. Warren
acts as honorary Curator.

Mergers
has been announced
between Yorkshire HiFi Centres

A MERGER

MAY 1975

of Knaresborough and Hadleigh
Audio of Wakefield. Yorkshire
HiFi Centres have branches in
Bradford, Leeds, Newcastle-onTyne, Wakefield and Knaresborough. Hadleigh's present premises are at 76 Kirkgate, Wakefield.
In future, all branches will
trade as ' Hadleigh Audio'. We
are assured that all existing
guarantees on behalf of Yorkshire
HiFi Centres will be honoured.

New Imports
Enterprises of Space
Way, North Feltham Trading
Estate have announced they will
be importing several new lines
into the UK. Acoustico it will be
ACOUSTICO

remembered used to import Teac,
now handled by AR. The new
products include the Japanese
Dokorder range of tape machines.
This is an extensive product line,
and includes four cassette deck,
and seven reel-to-reel machines—
four of which offer a 4-channel
facility. Prices for the reel-to-reel
machines range from £ 178.50 to
£470.00—all plus VAT.
Also new from Acoustico is the
Fuji range of magnetic tapes.
This comprises both cassettes and
open-reel tapes, and eight-track
cartridges. Further new imports
include the Jecklin Float, an
electrostatic headset of high
quality and novel design, and the
Jensen range of American-made
loudspeakers.

The technical specifications
claimed below for the TR1055
are really astonishing and not
really true.
They underestimate astereo receiver that has been refined to amost extraordinary degree.
Take the capture ratio. The implication is that with asignal strength of only 9dB, the
unwanted station disappears holding the wanted station loud and clear.
Can the TR 1055 achieve that? It will never achieve less. Guaranteed.
And separations? 40dB or better at all frequencies from 100 to 12,000 Hz. Note the "or better:'
Note the "at all:' These are minima. Again guaranteed.
Harmonic distortion. We say less than .2% THD from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Whereas we know that
typically it is less than . 1% and this reduces even further at low power levels.
Do you see how you're being misled?
Whatever we tell you is always something less than the truth, which is how in the TR 1055
we have developed areceiver of an audibly superior excellence that sets atotally new standard
in value.

Phase linear ceramic filters in the tuner IF section for improved selectivity.
Integrated circuit IF amp., limiter and detector.
Integrated multiplex decoder with phased lock loop oscillator.
Flywheel electronic tuning with FM muting control and signal strength meter.
True complementary direct coupled outputs giving pure sound with great
depth of clean bass.

Tandberg TR 1055
FM/AM stereo receiver erroaltesfot
r
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Electronic and thermostatic protection against overload.
ass controls for each channel with separate sensitivity

55 watts per channe l (i
nt
o 8ohms)

Easy connection for ancill aryequ ip men t- suc has 3 tape recorders,
speakers, magnetic cartridge record pl ayer,stereo headphones etc.

three loud-

Power effect meter to protect speakers and measure load on amp.
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ITO: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Famed House. 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR.
! Please send me details of the TR1055 stereo receiver and all other
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DALINE + B110
Alternative versions of a popular design
by Robert Fris

F

OLLOWING the description of alow
cost ' Daline' loudspeaker in the November
1974 issue, interest has been expressed in a
system for use with the KEF B110 five inch
bass/midrange unit.
Two versions using the BI 10 have been
developed. They are identical in bass
performance, while one has aKEF T27
tweeter which is the usual companion for the
B110, and the other has the benefit of aColes
4001G super-tweeter taking over the upper
treble from aKEF T15 or Peerless KO 10 DT
tweeter. (Though KEF are no longer producing
the T15 tweeter, some are still available
from the trade. However, the Peerless
KO 10 DT is avery suitable substitute requiring
only one change in the crossover network-

FIG.1

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.

33 SI in place of the 22 L series
resistor—and abaffle cut-out
of 3in. instead of the 31 in.
required for the T15). As would
be expected, the performance of the three
unit version is smoother and ' crisper' above
1kHz and it is intended to be used with the
higher quality systems, with the two-unit
version filling the gap between this and the
low cost Daline.
A pair of bass-only loudspeakers can be
used to supplement the usually lacking bass
output from small enclosures or to clean up
the bass end of boomy ones. Alternatively,
any tweeter that will do justice to the quality
of the B110 can be used, so long as the
crossover frequency and relative efficiencies
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are taken into account. The tweeters used
in the prototypes were considered the best
suited, but personal choice, experience or
convenience may dictate an alternative. In
which case the responsibility for the design
of the crossover circuit must rest with the
constructor!
No alternative bass unit can be used.
The bass loading system is adecoupled
anti-resonant line ( Daline). Since this was
described in detail in November, abrief
explanation follows to refresh the memory.
An acoustic line ( pipe) is connected through
acavity to the bass unit. At low frequencies,
the cavity couples the pipe directly to the
cone so that the fundamental anti-resonance
of the pipe can be exploited to impede the

The natural sound
of fisher speakers.
Fisher are World famous for their Amplifiers
and Receivers, and they enjoy a World Wide
reputation for quality and reliability. To complement their full range of Stereo and 4 Channel
High Fidelity Systems Fisher have introduced a
range of Speakers designed to operate with the
latest solid state Amplifiers and Receivers. We
could devote the rest of this space saying how
good they are, but the best way for you to be
convinced is to have apersonal listening test.

We invite you to visit your Fisher selected
dealer and listen to any one of the five models
available from the XP Series. They offer the
best in American design and technology and
we are quite sure you will agree with us after
you have heard them, that Fisher speakers
have the natural sound.
And by the way, we offer a5year guarantee
on these speakers.

Please send acopy of the XP Series Brochure.
Name •
Address •

Fisher

We invented high fidelity.

HAYDEN
HN 2
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Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, 17, Chesham Road
Amersham, Bucks, HP6 5AG - Telephone : ( 02403) 5511 - Telex : 83251

cone movement and at the same time augment
the cone radiation. This increases many
times the power handling of the bass unit at
these frequencies and maintains agood
efficiency down to the cut-off frequency.
Above this range of frequencies, the cavity
decouples the pipe from the cone by
absorbing all the cone rear radiation. The
pipe is not then excited into spurious
resonances and anti- resonances which serve
only to hinder the performance. The only
other method to suppress these harmonics
is by carefully controlled absorption of the
sound waves as they pass down the pipe,
which results in an inefficient and fairly
expensive loudspeaker system.
The cone is mass/resistance loaded over the
entire range of operation. Since no transition
to stiffness loading occurs, the system is
non- resonant, or aperiodic, in the working
range from 20 Hz upwards. A resonance
does occur, in fact, at about 5to 10 Hz as a
result of the air in the pipe behaving as a
'solid' mass on the cone at these frequencies
and causing a resonance with the cone
suspension stiffness. Being well out of the
audio range, it has no effect on the
performance.
The system is best applied to small-cone
bass units, such as the BI 10, allowing a
lower cut-off frequency to be obtained from
acabinet much smaller than is generally
thought possible, with greatly improved
transient response and low coloration.
It is often stated that only the harmonics
are required to reproduce a transient, but
this is not the case for accurate reproduction
of a transient. The argument against this
is used to explain away the use of heavy

FIG.3
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We concentrated mainly on the sound.

Work on the Armstrong Series
600 amplifier, tuners and receivers
began several years ago.
With one very clear directive:
It had to rank with the very best
equipment in the world.
It had to put Armstrong at last
(and deservedly) among the few truly
great names in hi-fi stereo.
Well, here's the prize of the show:
The 626 AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
It incorporates all of the facilities

available in the range.
And we know two things for
sure:
You'll rarely be able to match it
for performance.
And you'll never match it for
price.
You have, for instance, an
amplifier delivering over 40-watts per
channel (both channels driven).
An FM section designed to a
specification almost identical to the

AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION: Power Output 40 watts per channel 8ohms, at less than 0.08% harmonic
distortion. Frequency Response 25 Hz- 25 kHz E1db. Hum and Noise unweightecl, all inputs better than
—65 db. Damping Factor into 8ohms better than 50. FM TUNER SPECIFICATION: FM Sensitivity IHF
75 ohms 1.5 µV. Full Limiting 1µV. Distortion 1kHz, 40 kHz deviation less than 0.2%. Signal/Noise Ratio
100 µV 65 db. Selectivity 56 db. Capture Ratio IHF 1.75 db. AM TUNER SPECIFICATION: Coverage 1451625 kHz LW & MW continuous tuning. Sensitivity Ferrite aerial IHF 250 µV/metre, External aerial IHF
25 µV. Selectivity 60 db.
621 Stereo Amplifier: £92.58
623 AM-FM Stereo Tuner: £98.42
624 FM Stereo Tuner: £ 73.74
625 FM Stereo Receiver: £ 136.62
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver: £ 163.94
Prices are RRP and exclude VAT, and
are correct at time of going to press.

theoretical performance limits of the
FM broadcasting system.
An AM section that makes you
wonder what all the noise was about.
And all of this brilliantly bedded
into one of the cleanest, leanest
exteriors on the market.
(The fact is that when you've got
something as good as the 626, it
shows.)
For afree Series 600 colour
catalogue, please return the coupon.

17irmstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London

-

N7 ORZ. Telephone: 01-607 3213.
Please send me the Armstrong
12 page colour
brochure.

ir

Name
Address
5111-P127i

1

cone bass units to secure alow cut-off
frequency at the expense of the inability of
the cone to respond suddenly to change in
position. The bulk of the power of atransient
is at the fundamental frequency—from a
pedal or orchestral bass drum at something
like 10 to 30 Hz. This is considered
sub-audio by many, mainly, it seems, for
convenience, but it is the power at these
frequencies that carries the ` weight' and
character of such instruments.
All loudspeakers with acut-off frequency
determined by aresonance much above
20 Hz cannot, even by any twiddling of the
bass control, properly reproduce such
instruments. The sudden application of,
say, a20 Hz signal to aloudspeaker with a
fundamental resonance at 60 Hz has the
salient effect of exciting the resonance of the
system. This will take afinite time to build
up, because energy is absorbed into the
resonating components, the cone mass and
the suspension and cabinet air stiffnesses, at
an exponential rate. And an even longer time
will elapse during the decay while the
energy is dissipated into the radiation
resistance and frictional losses.
The applied transient is then disintegrated
into essentially two parts; the result of
exciting the system resonance and the
reproduction of some harmonics by the
midrange cone. The result is that all signals
of lower frequency than the resonance, which
in music are transient, are stripped of their
attack and character by emerging from the
loudspeaker as that (literally) monotonous
'boom' that is often described as ' full rich

units, and it is obvious that the cone is
considerably lighter. So the B110 has far
better transient capabilities than its larger
colleagues.
As well as having alow free air resonance
(30 Hz), the B110 is quite happy as a
midrange unit up to about 3kHz. This
eliminates the need for athird or fourth
drive unit where, in high quality systems, it is
often found that the bass unit cannot cope
above about 300 Hz.
The power handling/efficiency product
enables realistic sound levels to be obtained.
97 dB s.p.I. was registered on asound level
meter held four metres away from one
loudspeaker reproducing enthusiastic
classical music. The peak of the transients
must therefore have been several decibels in
excess of the indicated figure. Thus one can
safely gather that the peaks were well over
100 dB, which level seems to be the criterion
for ' concert hall loudness'—and never mind
the neighbours.
The power amplifier used deliveted 50
watts per channel into 8ohms. This is the
highest rating that the loudspeakers will
tolerate under the variety of normal use.
Nevertheless, the speakers are adequately
efficient to make plenty of noise fed by a
15 watts per channel amplifier in asoftly
furnished 25 x14 ft. living room.
The input impedance does not fall below
8ohms at any frequency. Amplifiers designed

bass'.
In addition, the rate of cut-off of sealed
enclosures is 12 dB per octave, and of vented
enclosures, reflex or ABR systems is 18 dB
per octave, so any tone that is applied
continuously below the resonance frequency
will have its harmonics emphasised
accordingly. If, as is usual, the bass unit
distorts at ahigh volume, the harmonic
generation will be added to. So the
fundamental is as good as lost. It is fair to
say that these systems will not radiate any
frequency appreciably below the system
resonance.
The stated cut-off frequency of these
Daline versions is 20 Hz, which is the lowest
frequency that can be reproduced at full
power. The cone will reproduce frequencies
down to below 10 Hz but with gradually
diminishing assistance from the pipe. This
is because the pipe, by presenting amass load
to the cone below the peak of the antiresonance, increases the total moving mass,
thus ' pulling down' the cone resonance to
between 5and 10 Hz. High powers at these
frequencies will overload the drive unit
because, in effect, it is unloaded acoustically.
When the resonance of aloudspeaker
system is eliminated, the transient response
at low frequencies is limited only by the size
of the magnet and total moving mass of the
bass unit. Consequently, the larger the
magnet, to produce agreater motive force
to the cone, and the smaller, hence lighter,
the cone, the quicker it will react to sudden
change, or attack, giving abetter transient
response.
The B110 uses aflux density in its gap
greater than that used in many 12 in. bass
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the T15 reproduces the 1kHz to 3kHz band
instead of the B110 and the Coles 400IG is
better than the T27, the difference in
transient response throughout the audio
range is quite noticeable when listening to
music from ahigh quality source.
Rumble is not normally associated with
loudspeakers. Unfortunately, the penalty for
having alow cut-off frequency manifests
itself in the better reproduction of rumble.
The Daline will reproduce all but the bottom
frequencies without much effort. But, at
high volume, these lower frequencies will
cause large cone displacements. Apart from
being good exercise for the cone suspension,
it does not help the output capabilities of the
bass unit, since there is not much ' room' left
for bass frequencies to move the cone
further. Not only does this occur in the
loudspeaker, it hinders the output stages of
the amplifier for the same reason, and causes
unnecessary power dissipation anyway. The
simple expedient for curing this trouble,
if it occurs, is to make use of the rumble
filter.
Because the acoustic system requires little
space, the cabinet is sufficiently small to
raise the question: should it be arranged as
bookshelf or free standing? As abookshelf
cabinet, it could be rather large, but, on the
floor, considerable advantage can be gained
because it would be quite unobtrusive. Most
loudspeakers, whether they are intended to

20
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1
for 8ohms loading minimum will not be
embarrassed by really low impedances at low
frequencies—afrequently used expedient for
producing an apparently better bass response.
The frequency ranges of the two versions
are very much the same. In the three unit
version, the crossovet frequencies ( 1.2 kHz
and 7kHz) were selected to exploit what
was considered the best part of each drive
unit's range in order to maintain awide
dispersion angle without the need for
response ' doctoring'. The two unit version
had to accept some compromise in this
respect since the crossover frequency is at
3kHz and it was found that the BI 10
suffers arise in the frequency response above
1kHz. Also, the T27 output was found to
die alittle earlier than hoped. A step
response filter in the bass crossover circuit
eliminates the hardness of sound caused by
the hump, and ahigh pass filter in the
tweeter circuit boosts the frequencies above
10 kHz to sweeten up the top end.
The smoothness of the three- unit version
is readily apparent from side-by-side
comparison with the two unit version. Since

or not, seem to end up on the floor anyway.
Quite often behind the settee!
Free standing the cabinet became, with an
elongated appearance (34¡ in. tall) to enable
the drive units to be mounted at listener's
ear level without the need for elevating the
cabinet. As aresult, the floor area consumed
is aminimal 12 x6in. Consequently four
for quadraphony is not such afrightening
thought.
For best performance, the loudspeakers
should be placed flat against awall—no need
to angle them towards each other as the
drive units are practically omnidirectional
over afairly large lateral angle. Preferably
not in or across acorner since corner
positioning strengthens room resonances
which swamp the good bass performance of
the loudspeaker. Placing the cabinets afoot
or two away from the corners (but still
against one wall) is satisfactory.
The positioning is not critical, only that
the loudspeakers were designed to give the
correct bass response when placed against a
wall. The good transient response makes the
various resonances of aroom quite noticeable,
81

TheTCD 310 cassette deck.
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The Tandberg TCD310 gives you asophisticated
stereo cassette deck that's extraordinarily simple
to use. As with all Tandberg products the TCD310
meets the specifications set forth in the HiFi DIN
standard 45500... Dolby noise reduction system
... Three motors ... Dual capstan closed loop
system ... Two illuminated peak reading equalized
recording and playback meters ... Low noise/Cr02
tape switch ... Electronic controls ... DIN
microphone inputs ... Automatic end stop...
Pause control... Solenoid operation.
Add to that the fact that the TCD310 can be
used horizontally or vertically and you've got a
system that'll send many reel to reel tape deck
manufacturers back to the drawing board.
The Tandberg TCD310 brings an authority to
stereo cassette tape decks that they never had
before.

If you find cassette tape decks alittle restricting
then you should consider our reel to reel range.
You can create your own programmes, from the
cueing, through the monitoring and mixing right
down to the editing.
Technical Specifications
Frequency response: Low noise tape 40-12,500-7-2dB
Cr02 tape 40-13,500 2dB
Signal/Tape Noise:
DIN 45511 unweighted
Low noise normal 46dB
Chrome normal 48dB
Dolby low noise 50dB
Dolby Chrome 50dB
Wow & Flutter
Weighted RivIS 0.15%
For more details just post the coupon.

If Tandberg treat cassettes
this seriously, maybe
it's time you did.
r To: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Farnell House,

81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 11-M. Please send me your leaflet
on the TCD310 and abrochure on all your equipment.
(BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE)
HFN4/154
Name

Address

TAN DBERG
Legendary perfection
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so it is probably best to experiment with
different loudspeaker positions before
settling on afinal layout.
The three unit version is the highest
quality Daline loudspeaker developed so far,
with the two unit version following as a
close second. In both cases, not only do they
consume much less space than conventional
loudspeakers, the improvements in low
frequency performance that result from the
Daline system are certainly not insignificant.
Construction
The basic cabinets should be constructed
with either 1- in. chipboard or the same
thickness of plywood. Exterior ply is best
and consequently the most expensive.
Unless atight budget dictates otherwise,
use exterior ply since it saws and drills
cleanly whereas chipboard and, to alesser
extent, interior ply tend to crumble,
especially at the corners. There appears to
be no subjective difference in performance
when comparing loudspeakers built of these
materials. The important aspect is that the
cabinets must be built with no leaks externally
or internally. Even aslight leak can have a
devastating effect on the performance.
Internal leaks can be impossible to rectify,
simply because they would be inaccessible.
Frightening this may seem, but there is
really no need for worry. Several cabinets
have been built to date by various
colleagues with no trouble having been
experienced by any of them—unless they
were too proud to admit it! So long as the
assembly instructions are followed no
problems should arise.
The cabinet joints are just glued, with
panel pins inserted to hold them together
while the glue dries. Battens are not
required on these joints since the glues
specified have more than adequate strength
for the purpose.
To ensure maximum rigidity and
airtightness, the only removable panel is
the baffle. Assembly is started around the
back panel and the damping materials are
inserted during assembly.
Styling of the cabinet is, of course, the
prerogative of the constructor. So long as
care is taken over the choice of grille cloth
(cheap ones mask the treble and impede the
air movement in front of the aperture) and
no large projections are introduced, any
front panel styling is acceptable.
In order to minimise the effect on the stereo
image of interference patterns that arise at
the crossover frequencies when two drive
units are radiating together, the drive units
are mounted so that the horizontal shift at
crossover is minimal (zero in the two unit
version) without undue vertical spread of the
sound source.
The terminals on the models so far built
are high up on the back panel. Apart from
being helpful when the speakers are being
moved, it enables the internal wiring to be
kept minimal.
The instructions for assembling the
loudspeakers follow. They may appear
rather formidable, but they are intended to
be as comprehensive as possible so that no
problems should arise. We all suffer a
tendency to ignore instructions and have a
go at sorting it out alone at times, which in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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this case, you are just as welcome to do.
But be it on your own head!
Crossover Assembly
The crossover circuits are shown in
fig. 8. The components are mounted on the
wiring boards according to the layouts in
fig. 9. The lead-out wires are used to form
the wiring on the underside of the board.
The three unit crossover is mounted on the
baffle by a2BA stud which also serves to
mount three power resistors on the board.
Connections to these resistors are taken by
wires from the points indicated on the board
layout to the resistor terminals.
The two unit crossover is more

MAY 1975

conventional as the resistors are all cylindrical
types and the board is screwed onto the
baffle with spacers between to keep the
wiring clear of the baffle.
None of the capacitors specified is
electrolytic, since these are prone to
introducing distortion and are unpredictable
in quality. Polyester capacitors are used
throughout as these are good quality
components. Do not substitute any other
type of capacitor.
Likewise, the coils have been carefully
selected since the quality from different
sources varies enormously. The supplier
named in the materials list stocks well
bonded adequately sized coils which do not
appear to saturate at high power levels.
Steer clear of coils held down by sticky
tape only.
So long as they are adequately rated,
alternative resistors may be used, but do not
change the values. The crossover filters
were designed to be loaded by the total
load presented to them by the attenuating
resistors and voice coil impedances. If these
loads are changed, the filters could resonate
or turn-over at adifferent frequency. (These
matching impedances are not 8ohms.)
Cabinet Assembly: Figs. 1and 2
Have all the panels machine sawn for
accuracy. Check that the SECTIONS for
each cabinet are all exactly the same width
and plane them down if necessary.
A mirror image pair for stereo is made
just by cutting one baffle in reverse. Do not
attempt to reverse the construction of one
cabinet.
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The Dawn of aNew Sound
Very seldom does atruly revolutionary
discovery completely change the
direction of the design and
manufacture of aproduct.
Well now it has happened in the world
of loudspeaker design. ESS introduce a
range of loudspeakers, designed on an
entirely new principle which transcend,
in reproduction quality, anything else
on the market today. This new
technique offers the finest combination
of clarity, definition and response ever
heard in the field of sound
reproduction.
The secret of this dramatic
improvement is the use of an Air
Motion Transformer, invented by the
famous physicist Dr. Oskar Heil.
This has replaced the solid cone
principle normally employed in all
conventional speakers, and the
difference is nothing short of
sensational. A new world of enjoyment
is now open to the critical ear of the
ultra discriminating listener.
If you complete the coupon below and
post it to the distributors, you will
receive aColour Brochure giving
complete details of the ESS range of
speakers and the name of your nearest
stockist, who will be happy to give you
ademonstration that will certainly be
an experience for the sophisticated
listener— and confirm our claims— that
this indisputably heralds anew era in
speaker quality. Send it off today.
*so confident are we of the superb quality

of

these speakers that we give a lifetime guarantee
on the Air Motion Transformer.

Regent Acoustics, Carrington House,
130 Regent Street, London VV1R 6BR.
Tel: 01 - 437 1997.
[— Please send me a colour brochure on th67 1
ESS range of loudspeakers and the name
of my nearest stockist.
•

Né;ine
Address

-

LONG BATTEN. Fix the BATTEN to the
inside surface of one SIDE so that a îin. gap
is left between the batten and the front edge
cf the SIDE.
15 Repeat for the other LONG BATTEN
and the other side of the cabinet.
16 Apply glue to one surface of each
SHORT BATTEN and fix the battens to the
other two walls of the cavity to form a
continuous ledge around the cavity.
The four SECTIONS should now be
installed as shown in fig. 2, as follows.
17 Liberally apply glue to one long and
one short edge of SECTION 1. Mount the
SECTION with its glued long edge along the
BACK and the glued short edge in contact
with the PARTITION. The surface of the
SECTION facing the right hand side of the
cabinet must be against pencil line No. 1.
Ensure that the SECTION is perpendicular
to the BACK.
18 Apply glue to one long and one short
edge of SECTION 2. Mount the SECTION
BRACE.
with the side facing SECTION 1along line
6 Apply glue to the short edge furthest
No. 2and the glued short edge in contact
from the pencil lines of one BACK and lay
with the BOTTOM. Ensure that the
the panel, pencil lines up, on aflat clean
SECTION is perpendicular to the BACK.
surface.
19 Liberally apply glue to one long and
7 Fix the TOP to the glued edge of BACK,
two short edges of SECTION 3. Mount
as shown below. Ensure that the TOP is
the SECTION with the side facing the
square to the BACK and that the edges are
PARTITION in contact with line No. 3and
flush, then drive two or three pins through the
one glued edge butted against SECTION 1.
TOP into the edge of the BACK to hold the

1 Draw pencil lines Nos. 1to 4on each
BACK. See fig. 3.
2 Compile two stacks of panels, one for
each cabinet, ensuring that all the
SECTIONS in each stack are matched.
3 Using the appropriate drawing in fig. 4
for the two or three unit version, mark up and
cut out the holes in the BAFFLES. Cut out
the recesses for the BI 10 and T27 in the
front of the baffle and for the T15 in the
rear. The recess for the B110 has been
shown square, which is easier to cut than
the shape of the BI10 mounting flange,
which should really be followed.
4 Cut out the areas from the FRONTS
and PARTITIONS shown in figs. 5and 6.
5 Cut out the hole in the BACKS for the
loudspeaker connector chosen. DIN
sockets were used in the models
photographed. The position is not important
but is best where it is accessible from the
cavity and will not interfere with the

joint.
8 Apply glue to the other short edge of the
BACK and repeat 7for the BOTTOM.
9 Apply glue along one long edge of the
BACK, continuing along the adjacent
edges of the TOP and BOTTOM. Mount one
SIDE onto the glued edges. Ensure that the
panels are all square to one another and that
the surfaces and edges are flush where they
meet. Drive pins through the SIDE into the
other three panels.
10 Repeat 9for the other side.
11 Repeat 6to 10 for the second cabinet
to allow the glue to dry on the first one.
12 Return to cabinet No. I. The
PARTITION is installed next. To ensure a
good joint between the PARTITION and
FRONT, since this joint must also be
airtight, measure off the distance between
the PARTITION and the BOTTOM with
the length of the FRONT. Lay the FRONT
in the part assembled box as though it
were being fitted, but because there is no
support for it lay one long edge on the
BACK and rest the other on the top edge of
one SIDE, so that the FRONT is at an angle
with the BACK. The PARTITION can be
installed by pressing it firmly against the top
edge of the FRONT. Apply glue to the two
short edges and the interrupted long edge
of the PARTITION and install it as detailed
above with the cut-out to the rear and right
of the cabinet—see fig. 2. Check that it is
square to the SIDES and BACK and insert
pins through the SIDES into the edges of the
PARTITION. Remove the FRONT, taking
care not to disturb the PARTITION.
13 Apply glue to one surface of the
BRACE and press the BRACE onto the
BACK to one side of adiagonal across the
cavity. It does not matter which diagonal,
so long as it does not interfere with the
connector.
14 Apply glue to one surface of one
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FIG. 9
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Ensure that the SECTION is perpendicular
to the BACK and that SECTION 1has not
been disturbed.
20 Similarly apply glue to one long edge
only of SECTION 4. Mount the SECTION
onto the BACK so that one end of the side
facing SECTION 2is in contact with the
remaining glued edge of SECTION 3and the
same side runs along pencil line No. 4. Ensure
that the SECTION is perpendicular to the
BACK.
21 Finally, check that all the SECTIONS
are correctly installed, square to the BACK
and well bedded down. Do not remove
surplus glue, except that which would
interfere with the fitting of the FRONT.
22 Leave this cabinet to dry and repeat
12 to 21 for the second cabinet.
23 Prepare for each cabinet six lumps of
TERYLENE WOOL of one quarter of an
ounce each. This is quite critical. The best
method of measuring is to weigh up the
total amount, 3oz., then dividing it into
two equal size 1i oz. pieces, dividing these
into two pieces each, ( 1oz.) then each of
these into three equal amounts of oz. each.
So long as this is done carefully, the slight
variation in final amounts will be negligible.
24 Apply dabs of glue at about 4in.
intervals along each of the three walls of the
pipe. Tease out and insert one piece of
TERYLENE WOOL in each section of the
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Instead

of
a20 oz headphone
foryour eyes,
Sennheiser prefers
to give you
a5oz headphone
for your ears.
Headphones are to wear - not to look at. In
designing the HD 414 Sennheiser have concentrated
on the two most important aspects. Comfort and a true
reproduction of all types of music

WHERE QUALITY
IS FOREMOST....

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier ( second power amp. may
be added to double the output capability), comprehensive
facilities for the Audiophile who must have everything.

Why are they only 5 oz 2 To be comfortable To
be able to wear them through any full length concert
with the music reproduced faithfully from your favourite L P True reproduction of all types of music is due
to the Sennheiser design - if you don't believe us why
have over one million people purchased this one
model 2 Why do other manufacturers of Hi Fi equipment use the HD 414 to demonstrate their own equipme -it at exhibitions 2 The answer . s in the headphone.

N.\

Over one million sold.

‘‘

\1

I'd like to hear
more about the
HD 414 and other Sennheiser
headphones. Please send me the
brochure.
MY NAME :
ADDRESS :

SENNHEINEFII

HN 2

HAYDEN

Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House,
17, Chesham Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone : 02403 5511
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A48 and A21 integrated
amplifiers 40 or 20 watts
RMS per channel respectively, facilities to match the
price ranges catered for.

R21 and R51 FM Stereo
tuners with many novel
features complete the story,
in two styles to match the
A21 and A48 or C51 respectively.

Most dictionaries define quality as ' degree of excellence'. This hobby
of ours in which some of us are fanatics has as its basis the re-creation
of the musical stage at home. Our ears are the best measuring instruments in the world when it comes to measuring the faithfulness of a
sound reproducing system and no matter what the laboratory oscilloscopes and distortion measuring equipment indicate, the final result
must sound right. This philosophy has been fundamental to all the
design work carried on at J. E. Sugden á Company and though we
have sometimes offered controversial solutions, on one main point we
are not criticised—the results we have produced have sounded faithful_
that is one of our degrees of excellence.
A second side is in constructional quality. Excellence of construction
gives far more owner satisfaction, for no one can deny the pride of
ownership of a hand made carefully constructed item as opposed to a
piece of quantity produced tinware. Excellence of construction also
tends to promote reliability and the certainty of the equipment performing in the manner the designer first intended. Fortunately we are
experts at quality of construction for we have a wealth of experience
upon which to draw. Experience of scientific instrument production
for many years causes us to adopt methods of approach of which the
quantity conscious methods engineer would never dream. Indeed
there have been articles and programmes recently about large
concerns experimenting with a different approach to production.
Instead of a soul destroying production line, one of the large Swedish
motor companies is trying a method where a small team makes a
complete vehicle. Just fancy—J. E. Sugden's assembly girls have
been doing this for years with one girl making one instrument or one
amplifier with attendant job satisfaction and little likelihood of ashoddy
product. We have many other interesting routes to quality—adegree of

excellence.

Our free colour brochure includes specifications and details of our
products and it also gives ahistory of J. E. Sugden and an insight to our
methods. Why not write for a copy today?

J. E. SUGDEN 8/ CO LTD.
CARR STREET .
CLECKHEATON .
Telephone: Cleckheaton ( 09762) 2501

YORKSHIRE
BD19 5LA

pipe. The piece in the fourth section follows
the pipe around the corner to the short
section which forms the aperture. There
should now be acontinuous length of
terylene wool all along the pipe, with no
lumps or bald patches.
25 Return to the first cabinet. Roll out
long ' worms' of SEALING STRIP of 4 in.
diameter approximately, and lay them with
no gaps along all the top edges of the
SECTIONS to form a gasket between the
SECTIONS and the FRONT.
26 Liberally apply glue to all four edges of
the FRONT but not around the aperture
cut-out. Lay the FRONT onto the
SECTIONS with the aperture towards the
top and displaced to the left of the cabinet,
see fig. 1. With a block of wood interposed
for protection, hammer down the FRONT
until it is flush with the front edges of the
SIDES. Insert pins through the SIDES into
the edges of the FRONT.
27 Repeat 25 and 26 for the second
cabinet.
28 Return to first cabinet. Mount the
terminal panel or socket on the BACK and,
after connecting the wires, plug up any gaps
to the ' outside' with Sealing Strip.
29 Insert into the cavity one piece of
SPONGE SHEET to lie against the BACK
and over the BRACE. It has not been
found necessary to glue in the sponge, but
this can be done by applying only a little
glue to each corner. Bring the wire from the
socket out around the edge of the sponge.
30 Roll up one piece of BONDED
ACETATE FIBRE (BAF) of 24x 12 in.
into asolid cylinder 12 in. long and about
5in. diameter. After having established
which cabinet will have the bass unit
displaced to which side, lay the BAF along a
cavity diagonal so that it will clear the
B110 magnet.
31 After cutting up sufficient lengths of
34 in. wide strips of BAF, line the sides of
the cavity between the BATTENS and the
BACK. DO NOT cover the entrance to

B110 magnet. Gently press the baffle down
to lightly compress the Sealing Strip. Do
not screw the baffle down yet.
41 Connect the speakers to an amplifier.
Apply a 20 Hz tone at high level or organ
bass notes from a record and listen carefully
to check that no whistling or chuffing noises
are generated. Hold a piece of tissue paper
at one point so that it covers the pipe
aperture. Check that the paper flaps
vigorously and that it moves much further
than the BI 10 cone. If all is well, and after
all, it should be, screw the baffle down.
The loudspeakers are now ready for final
embellishment to the choice of the
constructor or his wife and for sitting back

connect the crossover board input to an
amplifier with a music source, with the bass
and volume controls set at minimum.
Advance the volume control so that
something can just be heard, then check that
the right part of the range is emitted by each
drive unit. The best way to execute a tweeter
is to connect it to the bass output of the
crossover.
38 Roll out some more le in. ' worms' of
Sealing Strip and lay them in acontinuous
loop around the BATTENS.
39 Connect the cabinet connector wire to
crossover input pins, ensuring that ' positive'
is connected to ' positive'.
40 Fit the baffle into the cavity, making
sure that the cylinder of BAF is clear of the

and listening to.

Materials & Components List
For two loudspeakers; all dimensions in inches.
4
344x6x4plywood or chipboard
4
11x6x4
plywood or chipboard
2
11x54x4
plywood or chipboard
2
334x11x4
plywood or chipboard
2
20x11x4
plywood or chipboard
2
17+x5x4
plywood or chipboard
2
15x5x4
plywood or chipboard
54x5x4
plywood or chipboard
2
2
154x5x4
plywood or chipboard
13x11x4
plywood only
2
6
13x1x1
deal
4
' x'xlx1
deal

the pipe.
32 Tease out two more lumps of
TERYLENE WOOL and install one each
side of the BAF roll.
33 Lay the unassembled BAFFLE on the
BATTENS to ensure that it fits.
34 Repeat 28 to 33 for the second cabinet.
35 Mount the drive units on the
BAFFLES in accordance with the
manufacturers' instructions. For the Coles
4001G, make a gasket of Sealing Strip, and
also carefully plug the hole in the back of
the unit where the voice coil wires pass
through. This must be done, otherwise the
low frequency pressures generated in the
cavity will pass down the hole and vibrate
the tweeter dome which will cause the voice
coil lead-out wires to break. This
modification does no harm to the tweeter
nor does it affect performance.
36 Mount the crossover boards on the
BAFFLES and wire up the drive units.
When making connections to the T27 or
4001G, solder the wires to the vacant end of
the solder tags; do not solder over the voice
coil lead-out wires.
37 It is wise to check at this stage that the
electrical side is working correctly. So,
before fitting the baffles to the cabinets,

SIDES
TOP and BOTTOM
PARTITION
BACK
FRONT
SECTION 1
SECTION 2
SECTION 3
SECTION 4
BAFFLE
LONG BATTENS and BRACE
SHORT BATTENS

Where ' x'=11 in. minus twice the exact width of the wood used. This simple calculation is
necessary as the planed size of 1in. timber can vary from 4to 4in. and it is essential to
have no gaps between the battens when they are fitted in the cavity of the cabinet.
4 pint Glue
Evo Resin W or ICI Dufix
1box 1in. panel pins, bronze
1packet Bostik Sealing Strip—do not use putty or any other setting compound
40 in.x24 in. Bonded Acetate Fibre
3ounces Terylene Wool
2 off 13 x11 xl Plastic Foam Sheet—cellular upholstery type (
not '
Dunlopillo')
20 off 14 in. No. 6countersunk steel screws
3 Unit
2
2
2
4
4
4
6
2
4
2
2
2
2
6

Versions only
B110
' Falcon Electronics, 26 Station Road,
T15 or KO 10 DT
Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex
4001G
or
3mH inductor
Badger Sound Services, 10 Central Drive,
0.25 mH inductor ., Ansdell, Lytham, Lancs.
6.8 p.F capacitor, polyester
RS Components Stock No. 113-617
2.2 µF capacitor, polyester
RS Components Stock No. 113-594
7SI, 0.7 A resistor
RS Components Stock No. 154-315
10 0, 10 W resistor
RS Components Stock No. 10 W WW Res 10 ohms
22 0, 0.7 A resistor (T15 only)
RS Components Stock No. 154-387
33 0, 0.7 A resistor ( KO 10 DT only) RS Components Stock No. 154-422
17.5 SI, 0.7 A resistor
RS Components Stock No. 154-365
4in. 2BA studding, nuts and washers
4. in. round- head No. 4screws—for mounting 4001G tweeters

2 Unit Version only
2
2
2

4
2
4
2
2
2
2
2

B110
T27
3mH inductor
1mH inductor
10 µF capacitor, polyester
2.2 µF capacitor, polyester
0.22 µF capacitor, polyester
10 0, 10 W resistor
50 0, 5W resistor
15 0, 5W resistor
25 0, 5W resistor

1Falcon or Badger,
fdetails as above
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS

Components
Components
Components
Components
Components
Components
Components

Common to both Versions
2
Matrix Board
RS Components
2
Connectors for fitting in rear of cabinet

Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

113-623
113-594
113-055
10 W WW Res 10
5W WW Res 500
5W WW Res 15
5W WW Res 25

Stock No. 433-602

Components from RS Components may be obtained through a radio or hi-fi shop or by mail order from
Doram Electronics Ltd., PO Box TR8, Wellington Road Industrial Estate, Wellington Bridge, Leeds
LS12 2UF. Tel.: 0532 34222. RS Components themselves do not supply to the public.
Alternatively, resistors and capacitors can be obtained from either Bauder or Falcon, who will supply
suitable substitutes for those specified. The crossover boards layouts may have to be altered, though.
Complete assembled crossover boards are also supplied by Falcon and Badger. Although the
construction is different from the drawings, the same circuits and recommended alternative components
are used.
The price of the Coles 4001G tweeter at the time of writing is £563+ VAT. This figure may be confirmed
by telephoning Mr.W. Elliston of Coles Engineering on 09924 66685.
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ILBERT ARTHUR BRIGGS—born 1890

we were told, have a wide fan-out of energy,
coupled to a good level of sensitivity.
The Wharfedale XP range ( Denton 2,
Linton 3, and Glendale 3) are housed in
cabinets made in their own factory. Matching
veneers for stereo pairs are employed, and they
feature solid hardwood front lipping. The
comtruction of all cabinet panels is so arranged
that the joints interlock, even without glue.
Every joint is sealed and held rigid by a hot
bonding compound cured by microwave
dielectric heating. High density composition
panels are used, as it has been found that these
are acoustically better and more robust than
plywood or blockboard.

and still going strong—tells me that his
Loudspeakers book is now completely out of
print. The first issue appeared in 1948, and
since then five editions and eight reprints have
been published totalling some 77,800 copies.
GAB has tipped me off that the Rank Wharfedale labs, are adopting new techniques for
loudspeaker development and assessment of
performance, and are collaborating with him
to produce a completely revised edition of the
book towards the end of this year, with
K. F. Russell, Technical Manager, Acoustics,
as Technical Editor.
One of Gilbert's favourite texts is still his
Audio Biographies, with its 64 potted histories
of audio personalities. For a cloth-bound
tome still selling at £ 1-25 for 344 pages and
112 illustrations, this strikes me as exceptional
value. Post paid costs another 40p, but at
today's prices the cover figure would be £5 or
so.

MENTION of K. F. Russell brings me directly to
a happy occasion recently, when he and his
Rank Radio International colleagues shepherded a group of audio journalists on a
`mystery tour' to attend a special demonstration of the latest Wharfedale XP range of
loudspeakers.

At an ungodly hour one, morning, near
Victoria Station, we gathered together at the
behest of Chris Bryant, RR1's Press Officer,
to board a coach to we knew not where. We
had been told no passports were required, so
no hi-jacking to Malta or Cuba was anticipated. Showing a touching faith in Mr.
Bryant, we clambered aboard, following an
assurance to two police officers that we were
not about to stage a rally for some cause!
About an hour and a half later, the coach
drew into the grounds of Clandon Park, in
Surrey, and we all clambered up the steps of
the West Front to enter the grand Marble Hall
(conceived by Leoni and beautifully decorated
by the best Italian stuccadores) to be greeted
by David Bullough, Hi Fi Product Group
Director, and several Wharfedale colleagues
from Bradford.
This is not the place to expatiate on this
attractive National Trust house and garden,
presented to the nation by the Countess of
Iveagh, aunt of the Earl of Onslow, but if
historic buildings interest you, this is one of
the most beautiful Ihave visited. From 1968
to 1970, the house was closed to the public and
was redecorated. This work was made possible
by two gifts—a bequest from Mrs. David
Gubbay, whose superb collection of china and
furniture is now installed at Clandon, and a
benefaction from Mr. Kenneth Levy. The
present Lord Onslow and his family have
found that taxation and soaring maintenance
costs made it necessary to leave the house,
which had been in their family for two
centuries.
Ushered into the Saloon, we found an
impressive array of loudspeakers confronting
us, and the Rank- Wharfedale marketing and

design philosophy was explained in detail by
Ron Sharpe (Commercial Manager), Eric
Hunter (Marketing Manager), Roger Fearn
(Wharfedale Brand Manager), and the technical
aspects discussed by Ken Russell and Alex
Garner, Chief Acoustics Development Engineer.
Data on the new units will appear next
month, but some features are worth comment
here. Wharfedale have proved that it is
insufficient to make the suspension of the bass
unit cone as soft and linear as possible to
achieve low distortions. The parameters of
the suspension with large movements must be
matched to the characteristics of the voice
coil and magnet system while the cone is
moving.
Turning their attention to mid-range units,
the team showed how a ' hollow' or telephone'
sound—to which many mid-range transducers
are prone—can be effectively demonstrated by
listening to someone speak while he cups
his hands around his mouth. Sophisticated
measuring techniques (such as holography
and delayed resonance) are being used in
Wharfedale laboratories to identify the causes
of these undesirable effects, and to remose
them in practical designs.
Incidentally, Dr. P. A. Fryer presented
papers at the recent Audio Engineering Society
50th Convention in London on holographic
investigation of loudspeaker vibrations and on
intermodulation distortion listening tests.
Holography, as Dr. Fryer explained, is a
method of photography that does not record
an image of the object, but acoherent beam of
light is frozen into the photographic plate
by means of a second beam of light emanating
directly from the laser. The second beam on
its own enables the light, which originally
came from the object, to be ' unfrozen' from
the plate and reconstructed so exactly that it is
indistinguishable from the original.
This
means that one does not actually look at a
hologram, but one peers through it to the
reconstructed scene hanging in space, as it
were, behind it in true three dimensions.
Other Wharfedale tests have shown that the
mid-range unit of a loudspeaker often has to
handle up to 50% of the total system input
power, and so all their mid- range unit and
coil assemblies are made to handle such power
when necessary. The Wharfedale treble units,

The closing session of the day's activities
was devoted to what might be called a ' loudspeaker panel game'. Early in the day we had
made A/B comparisons with the Wharfedale
models, and now, we were asked to jot down
our preferences for a group of loudspeakers
(ten in all, including a Dovedale design as a
reference standard) reproducing white/pink
noise, and a selected source of taped music.
Competitors' loudspeakers were employed, in
addition to Wharfedale models, all hidden
behind black masking.
The results were
fascinating, but unpublishable, as the listening
conditions could hardly be said to be rigidly
controlled for such experiments.
Having earned our sustenance, we all
trooped down to the lower regions of the house
where we were regaled with a sumptuous
period dinner, served by staff in appropriate
historic costumes, led by an impressive
bewigged gentleman in a velveteen suit that
captivated the ladies of the party.

MY OLD FRIEND Donald Chave, of Lowther
fame, is now a director of Lowther-Onlife
Developments Ltd. 59/61, Masons Hill,
Bromley, Kent, BR2 9HQ. This company
distributes the products of Onlife Research
Inc. Tokyo, Japan throughout Europe and
Africa. Dr. N. Tominari ( formerly Professor
of Mechanical Engineering at Tokyo University) has been working on various products,
and the first to become available in quantity
on these shores is the Ultimo DV. 38-20A
moving-coil cartridge.

We have been testing one of these models,
and it has proved a most impressive design.
Moving-coil systems have always attracted
the hi-fi enthusiast, but the need for transformers or pre-amps has militated against
their widespread use, so far. This new model
has an output of 2mV at 1kHz 5cm/sec with
no step-up transformer and a frequency
response from 20 to 30,000 Hz+ 2dB, extending up to 50,000 Hz, within — 3dB or + 2dB.
This wide frequency response, plus the
Shibata stylus, means that the DV 38-20A
can be used for playing CD-4 records. Tracking weight is IS grams, ± 03 gram, separation
is 20 dB at 1kHz and compliance is 8-17 x
10 -6 cm/dynes. Recommended retail price, we
understand, will be £43, plus VAT. B. J. Webb
is reviewing a production sample for us
shortly.
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YOU DON'T MAKE ABEST-SELLER
BY JUST KEEPING WET.
BASF LH Tape is the bestselling reel-to-reel tape in the country.
Which isn't surprising, since
most professional sound engineers
swear by it.
But what is surprising is that
many people still think of it as just a
Low Noise Tape.
So, at the risk of repeating
the obvious, here's the difference.
The performance of any tape
depends on its coating, usually
particles of ferric oxide.The smaller
the particles, the lower the noise level.
That, simply, is how aLow
Noise tape works.
LH (Low noise/High output)
tape, invented by BASF in 1967, also has
very small particles- but packed in at a
much greater density. So the output is
considerably increased, with minimal
distortion.
The net result is a7.5dB higher
dynamic range than ordinary tape.
Which is some difference.
BASF LH tape comes in more
shapes and sizes than you can imagine.
•And it's also available on cassetteprotected by the unique BASF 'Special
Mechanics' system, which stops the
tape tearing or jamming.
Send the coupon and 40p for
Heinz Ritter's comprehensive book
'Tape Questions-Tape Answers:
You can't spare 40p?
Then send the coupon back for
the complete BASF price list and full
technical data.

BASF LH Tape- from the
people who started the tape industry
forty years ago.
BASF- you've been listening
to us for years.
Here's 40p. Please send me Heinz Ritter's
book. Quickly.
Don't send the book, but do send me price
lists and technical data. Just as quickly.
Name
Address

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA.Tel: 01-584 5080.

Record groove

Record groove

No one's perfect. But we're 4times
closer.
TheAudioTèchnica AT 15S cartridge.
The Shibata stylus has 4times more contact
with the groove, so it brings more sound out.
And because the stylus is shaped more like the
groove itself, the pressure is reduced to one
quarter of that with any other stylus.
The grooves on your records don '
tget distorted,
and your stylus lasts 4 times longer.
The increased high frequency tracing ability of
the Shibata stylus is particularly important with
4 channel records.
The delicate modulations on these could be
wiped off by a conventional stylus.
An AT 15S is the one cartridge that will make
every record in your collection sound better:
whether SQ QS, CD4, stereo or mono.
There are 8 other cartridges in our range, four
with a Shibata stylus.
Ask your nearest hi-fi dealer for more details
or write to us.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Tracking Force (grams)
Frequency Response (Hz)
Stylus Tip
Stylus Tube
Output at 5cm/sec (mV)
Channel Separation (at 1kHz)
Channel Balance (dB)
Vertical Tracking Angle
Stylus Guard
Stylus Assembly Colour

AT15S
1to 2
10-45,000
Shibata
Nude
Tapered
2.7
33
1.5
20*
Flip-Guard
Black

audio-technica
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway,
Iver, Bucks SLO 9JL. Telephone: Iver (0753) 652222.

Festiyal
International
du Son
10 - 16 MARS 1975

TREPIDATION increased slowly but
surely as the Metro train moved stop by
stop westwards to Porte Maillot. ' Large',
'plush', ' well-organised'—many of the
comments made by predecessors loomed
ominous in my mind's eye: but why
ominous? Why trepidation? Perhaps it was
the hesitant motion of this strange vehicle in
its dark tube creating these adverse effects.
'Porte Maillot'—' Sortie'—` Centre
International de Paris'— Festival du Son'—
the signs led us past the basement shopping
centre up into the ticket hall where colossal
crowds vaguely queued for entrance tickets.
Many excusers later we presented our
passports to the officials on the steps but a
firm digital indication in the direction of the
ticket office demanded ahasty display of
press cards—success! We had arrived at the
17th Festival International du Son; the steps
led up into alarge internal expanse
reminiscent of amodern airport lounge—
the mental claustrophobia was instantly
banished except for one ' hang-up': the use
of ' 0 level' French modified by more than
10 years' decay.

A Weekend
in Paris
with Ray Carter
'Parlez-vous Anglais?' She did. Behind
the Press desk the smartly dressed
mademoiselle (of which there were plenty
more) registered our names and handed out
press kits, at the same time indicating the
relevant shelving behind her for obtaining
manufactures' leaflets. However, the
Festival ran from 10-16 March and on
Saturday 15th much of the press literature
has been acquired by more sensible
journalists who visited the show during the
earlier part of the week.
Following an ' instant' tour of the
exhibition* and causing some irritation by

trying to sit down at atable in acoffee bar
to drink a2.50F (25p) small cup of coffee
(we had after all travelled up by escalator to
the fifth floor) we returned to the main
entrance hall to sit in comfortable modern
chairs and peruse the press kit in order to
formulate aplan of attack. And yet
immediately it was obvious that the ' take a
deep breath and go' attitude of Olympia was
wrong! Despite the weekend crowds the
carpeted ' Avenues' of the two upper floors
(the Exhibition was on three floors of the
centre) were spacious and inviting, such that
the contrast of the mingling masses amidst
the purpose-built demonstration booths and
stands on the first floor was awelcome
reminder of the high power level that the
audio industry has reached today. The large
dem rooms off the upper floor corridors
were always used to their maximum potential
by the exhibitors, often with exotic themes
•While this would be agood point at which to
describe the magnificence of the new Centre
International de Paris this was detailed in last year's
report: ' Paris in the Spring' by Michael Thorne,
HFNIRR May 1974, p. 79.

rvic HR' digital W M% Bottom centre: Cineco's 2002 with fitted SME. Top right: The Uni-Fi turntable, seen
Left: The AR model 10n speaker. Top centre: He
Bottom right: Koss Model Phasel2 + 2Quadrafone and Programmer.
in the Celestion room.
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Sound for Sound
the 3300X beats the rest

r
—

When Tandberg introduced their
meters... New, slide control for recording
exceptional 3300X they set new recording
levels... DIN and phono connections, for
standards in the medium price range. Look flexible mixing facilities... Instantaneous
at these features and check them with your start/stop control for accurate cueing...
requirements. Then add Tandberg qualityCompletely modern styling with anodised
and you will see why aTandberg man
top, deep shape, easy-to-handie, colourstays aTandberg man.
coded controls... Improved signal-to-noise
ratio...All the famous Tandberg features:—
Tandberg Cross- Field recording
sound- on- sound, AB test switch, 4figure
technique ... four sound heads... Phototape position indicator and utmost reliability
electric end stop... New, large peak- reading and strength.
To: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Parnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR.
Please send me details of the 3300X *.ape deck and all your sound equipment.

H N4/1S9

(BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE)

Name
Address

TAN DBERG
Legencary perfection

all visitors were invited.
Control' switch on the front panel has three
incorporating the audio scene most
Following an evening's sifting through
positions which provide, via an
successfully. For example, the Toshiba
collected
leaflets and recuperation from the
autotransformer, the proper relative level of
room had the feel of aplanetarium, the
physical battering that is synonymous with
bass energy for each type of room positioning.
Akai room was set like afilm studio with
Saturday at an Audio Fair, the second day
The news from Cabasse is that the ' top'
'director' seats for visitors, and the AEGbegan with defined objectives in mind, but
four of their range of loudspeakers are now
Telefunken static display was tastefully set
principally ' what's new?'
available with double motional feedback
amongst glass and large mirrors with the
The French company Cineco stood out as
amplifiers sensing both acceleration and
quadraphonic dem room taking up the rear
aprime target because of the unparalleled
velocity—the results are impressive! The
half of the room behind transparent
list of top-flight names under their wing.
company, which also manufactures high
coloured plastic.
Besides building their own and 3S (Solid
quality amps, preamps and tuners, has been
A slow purposeful weave through the
Sound System) equipment, they are importers
producing loudspeakers with built-in
multitudinous displays (205 different
for DbX, Dynaco, Ferrograph, Hervic,
amplifiers for 12 years, and 5years' research
exhibitors—only 5up on last year) left an
Infinity, Klipsch, S.A.E., Sherwood, Shure,
into the problems of motional feedback was
unexpected impression—not the anticipated
S.M.E. and Soundcraft. Cineco themselves
carried out by them before the present models
extravaganza where companies first displayed
were presenting the beautifully designed
were released. Cabasse, who have been
their technical innovations. An air of
Mark 2002 electronically regulated
exporting to Japan for ayear, are expected
consolidation hung over the acoustic
turntable (photo) which is fitted, as standard,
to be represented at this year's Olympia
emporium—the economic trends seemed to
with the ubiquitous SME 3009 Improved—
Audio Fair and no doubt they will make
be biting at the ' roots'.
le meilleur bras de pick-up du monde'. This
quite
an
impression
on
the
UK
market,
Because of the incredibly high standard of
was seen at last year's show and is being
considering they and/or JBL are the largest
the displays, initial impacts from each left an
exported (notably to Japan), but the Solid
suppliers of loudspeakers in France.
overall impression of wonderment, almost
Sound System turntable, also fitted with
Two
sets
of
headphones
were
especially
to the point of associating the setting rather
SME arm, was making its debut and is, at
noted: the Jecklin Float Headset, not only
than the equipment with the different
present, only available in France. It is
because
of
their
superb
quality
but
also
manufacturers. However, several items
produced in a ' standard' or ' black' form,
because of the apparent 50% chance of
stood out, for different reasons, as
the latter incorporating acurvacious ' smoky
people putting them on the wrong way round.
immediately memorable. For sheer sound
perspex' lid. It was very apparent that many
quality the Audio Research demonstration
manufacturers considered the black-look
of their ` Magneplanar' speakers driven by an
to be ' in' judging by the number of pieces of
Audio Research valve preamp and valve
equipment, right through the hi-fi chain,
power amps was, subjectively, the reference
styled in this manner. To continue in the
standard. Although these are not new (sadly,
digressive vein, it is worth mentioning that
they are not yet available in the UK and
the Cineco is priced at 3800 Francs and the
with adelivery time approaching ayear an
The Ecler 12 12 20 24 Distribution Panel, from Spain
3S at 2600 Francs, so, at the present exchange
intuitive guess suggests this not to be
rate of 10 Francs to the pound, the prices
The other set, which only just managed to
particularly imminent), most people peered
appear high. However, the cost of living in
make the show, hot from the US, was the
round the screens to search for the
France is generally high, except for wine,
latest quadraphonic offering from Koss—
loudspeaker—to see where the wires were
which can cost less than an equivalent
Model Phase/2+2 Quadrafone &
attached, no doubt! It is about 6ft high by
amount of mineral water; so if you are
Programmer. Quadrafone—Yes!
4ft wide and about 1in thick, hinged twice
making plans to visit the 1976 show, which
Programmer?
This
is
shown
in
the
drawing
at 16 in. intervals and covered with fabric
is recommended as an eye-opener if nothing
(p. 91) and is an apparatus about the size
giving the effect of aroom divider. Thus
else, then include plenty of cash on your list
of apocket calculator for enjoying ' 127
it has alarge area, is thin and also has a
of necessities!
personal listening perspectives in quadraphonic
thin mylar diaphragm and bi-polar radiation,
The 3S amplifier with an output of 60 W
sound.' Scepticism arose but was soon stifled
all similar to electrostatic loudspeakers.
RMS per channel (812) is also available in
by atrial. The subtle effects created by the
However, it utilizes adistributed magnetic
Standard or Black form to match the
programmer were quite uncanny—
field as against the ESL's high-voltage field
turntable, and incorporates avery neat PCB
separation,
presence,
ambience,
all
were
and is also apurely resistive device (812).
component layout, the separate boards being
programmable.
With
127
possibilities,
The frequency range is from about 30 Hz
connected by aseries of metal strips
several
hours
were
probably
needed
to
to more than 20 kHz, with almost perfect
sandwiched in thin polythene sheet—atype
appreciate
the
full
capabilities
of
the
Phase/
high frequency horizontal dispersion, but at
of flexible PCB designed to afford easy
2+ 2headphones, but aqueue was forming.
an efficiency of between 1-2% the amplifier
maintenance. The selection of amplifiers
That's an Audio show—whetting the appetite
power required to achieve an equivalent
from SAE included the new Mark IV D
sufficiently to inspire further investigation!
s.p.l. of live music is quite frightening.
power amplifier at 100 W per channel, the
But this model is not due in the UK for some
Loudspeakers are the obvious items of
Mark III CM Studio power amplifier with
time
yet—Olympia
possibly?
immediate impression due to their relative
200 W per channel, equalised for 600 SI line
Away from hardware for the moment, in
diversity of appearance and performance
output and the Mark 1XB preamplifier/
the large entrance hall, which is mainly
when compared with other parts of the hi-fi
equaliser.
reserved for magazines, was the launch of a
chain. Two other ' units' of attraction came
Other new items of interest on the Cineco
new monthly publication entitled Audio
from Acoustic Research and Cabasse—
'stand' (it's nigh on criminal to use that
Magazine—surprisingly, the first Audio
respectively the AR 107r and arange of
word) were the Studio 8from Ferrograph,
Trade publication in France. The aims of
motional feedback loudspeakers.
the HR 150 FM Digital Tuner from Hervic
the magazine are quite straightforward: it
The idea incorporated into the AR 107r
(photo) and arange of amplifiers and
'will strive to present the latest industrial and
enclosure, which contains the same bass and
receivers from Sherwood in matching style,
commercial news, as well as extended
mid-range units as the AR 3a/Improved but
together with their SEL 300 Digital Tuner.
coverage
on
sales
techniques,
with
atotally new design of tweeter, is to offer a
Uncluttered was the immediate impression
international advice to dealers and
flat energy response in differing domestic
made
by the display/demonstration in the
developments'. Also included is 'aspecial
environments. The problem in question is
Lecson Audio room with atape source set
section titled Studio News which will cover
that the bass response obtained from a
high centre, AC1 + AP3 preamp/power amp
speaker enclosure depends on its position in a
the professional recording market, including
combination below and apair of SP 1and
room. In general there are three basic
aregular column on recording studios'.
HL 1loudspeakers placed either side.
possible positions for an enclosure offering
Radio France (ORTF) were present at the
Whether or not Mr. Moray, Chairman &
three different ' solid angles' of radiation:
show in their usual strength with direct
Chief Executive of Lecson, considers that he
acorner (1steradian), along awall
transmissions from ' la Salle Bleue' throughout
has totally achieved his intention ' to produce
(2 steradians) and away from all room surfaces
the duration of the show, offering prothe finest quality audio equipment in the
(4 steradians). Thus a 'Woofer Environmental
grammes of music and discussion to which
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ERS.FREE
SAVEnt6\\Msra
POST
MAIL ORDER

I.

or at
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Luxury P. .C.
carrying case,
holds 15
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One Fire ' Ten
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3.96 7.70
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900'
5.1 - 1200'
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1800'

Ten
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Double
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One I Ten

900' 218 1.37 13.20
1200' 248 1.60 1529
1800' 360 2.31 22.00
4200 cine or NAB
18 95 15.72 !
55.99

IIIS

258 1.65 15.95
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446 2.81 27.28

T' 3600'

561
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p

4,44 /
4
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TOO
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9.80

n
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92p ...80
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129
1 /3

One

Ten

56p
76p
1.08

5.50
7.50

LU Super ISPA I

C.60
C.90

I00
130

79p
1.00

10.70
7.80

C.120

180

1.40

9.90
13.90

C.60

150

C.90
C.120

190
150

1.15
1.45
1.89

11.40
14.40
18.80

DO,

SYEAR
GUARANTEE

Audio Magnetics'

MEMOREX

LOW NOISE TAPE
One
Ten

7" 1800
31',
7" 2400' 1 35

2.50 24.80
2.95 , 28.50

MEMOREX

8- TRACK
40 min.
5t)
89p
60 min.
1/
0 I98p
90 min. . 185 I1.10

8.60
9.20
9.60

AUDIO
CASSETTES

World famousAUDIO cassettes.
Low noise, extended frequency.
screw fitted. In library case
with colour coded index.
,One IFire

Ten I 20

C.60 34p 11.65
C.90 43p 2.10
C.120I 53p 2.60

3.20 6. 30
4.15 18.20
5.15 110.20

This advertisement is intended to give a indication 01 the range of products we normally hold in stock but we cannot guarantee
that all advert sed items will alway be available horn all branches
Ell prices and specifications ate liable to alteration

MEMOREX "

4.75
6.50
9.50

C.60
C.90

Fantastic
Offer!

ACCESSORIES

All mail orders o: E. P.S. Dept. AIHF P.O. Box 193. London, N7 8.1V
Add 8p in fVAT to all prices.
Personal shoppers welcome:

ONLY

5.17
5.72
8.58
11.33
26 62

HIGH
DYNAMIC
One
Ten

135

1.45 2.85
2.00 3.95
2.50 4.95

DYN.

EDA14,,PQ X1000
C.90

30p
41p
51p

Executive
CASSETTE
CASE
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C.60
C.90
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Interlocking
storage system
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cassettes
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85p
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HIGH OUTPUT LOW NOISE
[PS SPECIAL lo ay sgreatest value'
Super quality , low noise , precisio n
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with index
One
Fire
Ten
20

One u Ten

234 1.70 16.40
2 /0 1.95 i18.80
386 2.80 27.30

5- 1200' 278
51" 1800' 388
r 2400" 4/8

World famous recording
tape at incredible savings!
I's,

fl

TAPE

LOW NOISE
TAPE

5"
5.:"
T
1E"

OUR MCI

BASF
Long

Super Dynamic
, One u Fire

C.66
53p
2.58
C.96
66p
325
C.120 11.01 1 5.00
C Kt,
C.60
89p
4.40
C.90
1.21
5.78

PF36

1111.1.13=1=1
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CADDY

SAVE

43p
111 62p
1 /', 1 80p
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5BAR 0111151111
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C.90
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SttRiiteet

TAPES

Reproductron
so true et can
shatter glass

este

Per)(2

lIst

One

Ten

C.60
C.90
C.120
Cre),
C.45
C.60
C.90
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74p
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1.42
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10.20
13.90
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82p
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1.45
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9.70
13.90
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ALL EUROSTANDS
INDIVIDUALLY
MACHINED TO
EXACT
REQUIREMENTS
FM Aerials

WHY LISTEN TO YOUR

The Fuba UKa Stereo range of
aerials provide complete
coverage of high quality and
high performance FM aerials.
The Fuba Uka Stereo 8 is
famous for really good long
distance reception.

FLOORBOARDS?
LET YOUR SOUND ESCAPE
with
EUROSTANDS
What other stands have all these necessary
features? ?
*

Rubber mounts for enclosure protection.

*

No messy screwing.
Made from attractive high impact ABS.

ONLY

Available in BLACK or WHITE.

£12.60 per pair

Hollow square section for hiding wires.

+60p p and p

*

Assembled in only a few minutes.

*

8" high unless otherwise specified.

The unique Fuba aswii•es
indoor active FM aerial
gives alevel of performance
not previously obtainable
with indoor aerials.

Colour

Please rush me

fr

XC39I

VALUE AT

*

To Eurotype:

e

UKa
Stareo8

SUPERB

*
*

UHF TV Aerials
The famous Fuba XC 3 range
of UHF TV aerials, and the
unique AKV 450 "Active
Capsule" amplifier which
converts the passive aerial to
an active one, Will often
provide out of area TV
channels.

pair(s) stands.

CWO payable to:

I enclose cheque/PO at £13.20 payable to

Eurotype,

Eurotype.

74 Chingford Avenue,

Name

Farnborough,

Address

Hampshire GU14 8AD
Tel.: Farnboro' 46651.

My

Make

speakers

Model

are

Width & Depth

Trade

enquiries

come.

Many

welother

applications e.g. HI -Fi

Dept. HFN

Full details of the range of tuba aerials together with our lashings,
masts, rotators and cables available on request. Fuba aerials
are only available from appointed stockists or direct from US.
Please ring or write, as your local erector will most probably
not be able to obtain one, as we have to be very discriminating in
our appointments. Fuba are the acknowledged leaders throughout
Europe and are used by many broadcasting authorities.

cabinets etc send SAE
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Audio Workshops Ltd
29 HIGH STREET, ROBERTSBRIDGE. SUSSEX. TEL ROBERTSBRIDGE13130580
(STD 0580)
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world', the sounds produced by the equipment
they have supplied about 80% of the
indicated that he must at least be very
equipment used in the many Paris discos,
pleased. The SP 1is anew 100 litre, reflex
which is apretty fair record—sorry,
tuned loudspeaker enclosure of monitor
achievement.
standard using five drive units: two bass, one
Two staunch British manufacturers were
midrange which has been specially developed
showing new loudspeakers—from Goodmans
by Lecson, an HF 1300 Mk. II tweeter and
afollow-up to the successful Achromat 400,
HF 2000 super-tweeter. The sound output
the Achromat 100. At amere 35 x21 x23 cm
can be adjusted to compensate for room
with two drive units, this bookshelf speaker is
positioning in asimilar way to the AR 10r,
certainly no poor relation. Younger and
by use of a3-way switch--` corner', ' normal'
smaller, with its obvious bass limitations
and ' free-field'. ' The two bass drive units, (58 Hz- 22 kHz+ 5dB) yes, but sales should
one fitted in the centre of the front of the
soon give this enclosure the equivalent
loudspeaker and the other in one side, are
prestige of its big brother.
fed carefully tailored signals by the
Celestion have at last made anew offering,
sophisticated 28-element crossover to
the UL 10 monitor loudspeaker with the
compensate for the proximity of this floorUL 8and UL 6as smaller partners. These
standing system to the adjacent room
are of a ' totally new design and intended for
boundaries'. This speaker was first shown
use with . . . signal sources of the highest
at the Chicago show this January, as aresult
quality', incorporating apower handling
of which orders were received for 15 months' (RMS) and frequency response as follows:
production. ( 16 months' production orders
UL 10-50 W, 40 Hz-20 kHz+ 2dB; UL 8—
were also received for the beautifully
25 W, 70 Hz-20 kHz+ 3dB; UL 6-20 W,
designed AC! + API preamp/power amp
80 Hz-20 kHz+ 3.5 dB. These were placed to
combination),
one side of the main demonstration array of
Martin and Ecler are two of the five names
speakers which were stacked to spell out
dealt with by Comedis. The former is an ` Ditton' along the length of the room. Sited
American company which manufactures a
between the new enclosures was alone
range of ten loudspeakers varying in size from
turntable called ' Uni-fi', the connection with
the Mini-Dan ( 17 x28.5 x17 cm) with a
Celestion being alittle uncertain, but with it
were descriptive reprints stating it to be
power rating of 30 W, through to the
de conception originale. It is believed to have
Magnificat (94 x45 x37 cm) containing five
apickup arm better than the X.X.X. (the
drive units with an overall power handling
usual criterion) with the reprint concluding
capacity of 80 W. The interest here is in the
une nouvelle génération de tourne-disques
fact that, within afew months, afactory is
peut-être? We really must get an English
to start producing them in the UK at
translation of the description in order to
Waltham Cross. The equipment from Ecler
study the technicalities! Any offers?
is made in Spain and pride of place among
Thorens were releasing ' preliminary
the mixers, light shows and amplifiers in
information' about the TD 145 ' with
their display was given to anew pushelectronic shut-off', priced between the
button distribution panel, looking like a
TD 160 and TD 125. It is afloatingthree foot long desk calculator, which one
suspension, belt-driven turntable with
can only assume is designed for fairly large
electronic automatic shut and lift-off, which
shops, considering the amount of equipment
triggers precisely at the end of any record,
it could handle. This particular model was
as it is controlled by the tone-arm
coded the DC 12 12 20 24, which means that
acceleration. Also from Thorens were three
it can select any one of 12 turntables or 12
loudspeakers (4r
)
,
HP 302/3/4 with two,
tape recorders/tuners as input to feed a
three and four drive units respectively and
choice of 20 amplifiers ( 12 stereo; 8
power handling of 30, 45 and 50 watts. To
quadraphonic) driving any one of 24 pairs
round off their range of equipment was the
of loudspeakers. Ignoring additional
Thorens ' All silicon FET receiver Model
numbers generated by the quadraphonic
1250'. Under the same importer's banner
capabilities of the panel, that comes to
was the Galactron domestic equipment,* and
11,520 different possibilities, which equals a
•
rather large amount of time with an uncertain
it appears that France also has the benefit
customer.
of the MK. 160 4-channel power amplifier
The salubrious Amcron gear is handled in (4x100 W or 2x200 W), which is not yet
France by Erelson along with Rodec, ADC
imported into the UK (by Goodmans), at a
and their own speakers. Two demonstration
price of 7,390 Francs.
rooms were provided, each about the size of
Many other points come to mind, but
anormal lounge, giving one the ' feel' of the
with limited space, brief mention of some of
equipment in ahome. Room 1offered
them must suffice. The sheer size of the
Amcron throughout, i.e. 700 tape recorder,
JBL professional speakers is amazing, but the
IC 150, DC 300A into Amcron speakers—
pop-music from aTeac 7300 was only being
superb! But then you've still got to be able
used to demonstrate the domestic line, via a
to afford furnishings for the rest of the house—
Harman Kardon Citation 11 preamp and
detached, one assumes, to use the hi-fi at its
the new Citation 16 power amp (2x125
best! Room 2was used to demonstrate the
Watts) with its stereo staircase of power
range of Erelson and ADC loudspeakers
output lights. The only really open
driven by Amcron amps, of course, and,
demonstration was from Lowther who sent
considering the proximity of the two rooms,
very pleasant audio waves rolling down the
there was little or no sound ' interference' ' Avenue Henry Purcell'. Still with loudone with the other. On static display was the
speakers, Monitor Audio were using an
Rodee ' professional' equipment—mixers,
impressively constructed bank of high quality
faders, amplifiers, etc. — not so much for
* For detailed report see 'Milan Show', HFIVIRR
studios but for discotheques. Apparently
November 1974, p. 129.
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equipment (Yamaha, Kensonic, Nakamichi,
McIntosh, etc.) to drive their range of five
loudspeakers, the middle-sized MA 4being
anew model to back up the wellestablished MA 1, 3, 5and 7. The MA 4is
a60 W compact monitor speaker with a
quoted frequency response of 50 Hz- 18 kHz
+3 dB and it should soon find its place
near the top of the list of speakers in its
price bracket.
An excellent showing of the capabilities of
casgettes was given by Nakamichi and IMF
with abeautifully designed light show to add
effect to the use of arecording of Holst's
`Mars'. Marantz have just created Maranta
(France) to import their equipment and the
items new to Paris were the Models 1040 and
1070 stereo amplifiers, the Model 112 stereo
tuner and the Model 3600 stereo preamp, all
in standard Maranta style.
Technics were using acolour TV to show
the sound distribution of their 4-channel
demonstration in the same way as JVC were
using their laser beam, directed on to the
wall above the equipment stand. Talking of
4-channel displays—the mighty Sequerra
FM 1Digital Tunert with its built-in
oscilloscope was also on display.
Quadraphonics? A relatively high
proportion of the demonstrations were
supplied in 4-channel mode and it was
noticeable that an increasing number of
items are capable of both matrix and discrete
decoding, though the ' degree' of decoding
obviously varies.
The 4-channel dem by Thomson was via
their PAT 2002T amplifier (4x 20 W)
offering SQ, QS, and CD-4decoding.
Grundig had separate rooms for stereophonic
and quadraphonic listening and the latter
sound was provided in SQ or CD-4by their
RTV 1040 receiver (4x40 W). The decoding
by Dual was also available as SQ or CD-4
whereas that by Thorn-Ferguson was
'ambiophonie from their unit audio model
3488 or SQ from their 3490 amplifier
(4 x20 W).
The type of programme material used at
the show varied enormously and Ionly once
heard an extract from Dark Side of the Moon,
though some patriotic soul made up for the
lack of homely feeling at the end of the day
by letting rip with averse of the English
national anthem at some colossal s.p.1.,
brass band style.
There it was! The Festival International
du Son 1975 was over. An unimaginable
sum had been ' consumed' in terms of cash,
time and effort. Worthwhile expenditure?
'Fantastic show', ` Remarkable response',
`So well-organised', ' Ideal venue'—
exhibitors' comments had precluded any
reason for doubt. We walked among the
crowd back down to the Metro, discussing
the highlights of this ' capital' show. As the
train moved stop by stop eastwards to the
centre of Paris afeeling of satisfaction at
having visited one of the best shows in
Europe crept over me. Perhaps it was the
smooth motion of the comfortable vehicle
creating this warm feeling. And now?
The report. So much to remember! What
to leave out? Trepidation increased slowly
but....
tEquipment review HFNIRR April 1975, p. 131.
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IF PREFERRED, QUALITY INSTALLATIONS IN
LONDON AREA, SURREY, NORTH KENT ETC, BOTH
FM/TV, ALL ENGINEERS OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE, HIGHLY SKILLED COURTEOUS MEN.
The majority of our work is from recommendation
With our Unique 2Year Written Guarantee on Installations
"SOUND SENSE"
FOR THE
SEVENTIES

Written instructions,
illustrations and
after sales advice given

J. Beam Stereobeams I, 2, 3,
4, 6and the new SBM9S
Antiference Mushkillers
2, 3, 4, 6and 8bar
Fuba Exator S. UKA 5and 8.
Also full range of T.V.
aerials, Fuba, Antiference,
J. Beam, Aserialite.
AGENTS FOR ALL
BRITISH AERIAL STANDARD COUNCILS
RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

SORRY
MAIL ORDER
DISCONTINUED

ASTRA (MIX.) AERIALS
(Our 20th Year)
London & South East Counties Own Aerial Centre
(Easy parking adjacent)

THE FRIENDLY, FAIR DEAL PEOPLE

NOW, OVER 2,500 AERIALS ( FM & TV) & ACCESSORIES STOCKED
FM AERIALS')
and
Range from simple l
o ft to th
e very l
atest des i
gns
625 AERIALS')
All U.K. Transmitters covered
J. Beam Rotators, Poles, Lashings, Clamps, Boosters, Baluns, Coax etc.
All Arrays & Parts Exchangable
Why not come and discuss your wants with us:
See equipment on display before installation.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Nr. Gloster Pub & G
Open Mon-Sat. 9.30 5.30

Open Lunch Time

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOMED

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering
service

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

Without adoubt the keenest prices in the country today. Take advantage of
these huge discounts NOW before
prices go up again. All our tapes are
factory fresh and fully
guaranteed.

BASF

Harman-Kardon hi-fi equipment is about great sound.
It is wasted if you don't appreciate the subtle difference
that is achieved by the faithful reproduction of every single
note and its harmonics.
Harman-Kardon are innovators, with many an original
hi-fi development to their credit, providing the best there is
in amplifiers at this time.
With hi-fi - as with most things - there are no bargains.

LH Low Noise in plastic
library box
LONG
One
Ten
' £ 1.58 £ 15.35
5:" 1200' £ 1.80 £ 17.55
7" 1800' £2.58 £25.57
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1200' j £ 1.85 £ 17.93
51" 1800' £2.58 £25.57
7' 2400' I £3.25 £ 32.00
TRIPLE PLAY
5" 1800' £2 53 £25.20
Sj" 2400' £3.25 £ 31.90
7" 3600'
£4-05 £40.00
EMI X1000
C.90
74p £6.95
r_o..m.gpmes•
eistatirenre

You get what you pay for, and Harman-Kardon amplifiers
are far from cheap. They are not mass-produced. They are
available only from a very limited number of stockists - but
every one of them is a genuine hi-fi dealer.
Write for free literature and the address of your nearest
accredited Harman-Kardon distributor, then go along and
hear what we are getting at.

harman/kardon
Highgate Acoustics
38 Jamestown Road London NW1 7EJ. Tel. 01-267 4936
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C.60
C.90
C.I20

TDK
One
49p
76p
99p

Dyn.
Ten
£4.80
£7.20
£9.50

Low Noise in plastic
library box
LONG
One
Ten
Low Noise in plastic 5"
900' £ 1.35 £ 13.00
library box
7" 1800' £2.30 £22-20
LONG
One
Ten
101" 3600' £4.86 £47.00
5"
900' £ 1.28 £ 12-22
NAB
Sf" 1200' £ 1.61 £ 15.12 DOUBLE PLAY
7" 1800' £2.29 £21.70
5" 1200' £ 1.49 £ 14.30
10)" 4200' £5.23 £49.28
7" 2400' I £2.64 £25.40
(State NAB or Cine
PHILIPS Low Noise in
Centre)
l
ibrary box
DOUBLE PLAY
LONG PLAY
5" 1200' £ 1.53 £ 14-52
5"
900' £ 1.19 £ 11.40
54" 1800' £2.25 £21.17
5;" 1200' £ 1.48 £ 14 30
7" 2400' £2.94 £27-95
7" 1800' £2.10 £20.50
TRIPLE PLAY
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1800' £2.34 £22.35
5" 1200 £ 1.56 £ 15.10
SI" 2400' £2.87 £27.80
51" 1800' £2.19 £21.40
7" 3600' £3.56 £ 34.97
7" 2400' £269 £Z6 00

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
AGFA SD. AGFA CrO,
One Ten
One Ten
59p £5.83
88p £8.70
76p £7.37 £1.10 £ 10.80
£1.09 £ 10.67 £1.45 £ 13.40

BASF LH
One Ten
50p £4.90
73p £7.20
93p £9.20

BASF LH Sup, SM
One
Ten
65p £62S
85p £8.45
El 19 £ 11 IS

BASF CrO, Mem. MrX, Mem. CrO,
MEMOREX 8-TRACK
One Ten
One Ten
One Ten
One
Ten
C.60
90p £8.90
65p £6.40
87p £8.50
40 min. ..
80p £7.70
C.90 £ 1.20 £ 11-70
909
£8-90 £ 1-25 £12.00
60 min. ..
85p £8.20
C.I20 £ 1.58 £ 15.70 £ 1.25 £ 12.00 - 90 min. ..
99p £9.80
All prices and specifications correct at time of going to press but subject to change
without notice. See current issue of " Exchange and Mart" for ' Stop Press' offers
and latest prices. Prices include VAT at 8%. U.K. Mainland only: Cash with order
(please write your name and address on back of cheque). P. & P., 30p per order.

GlfNN MAIL ORDfR

Dept HF/G. 244 EDGWARE RD, LONDON
W2 IDS. Callers welcome (
nr Edgware Rd If ground)

„fr

FM
Stereo Radio & Related Matters
TWAS

interested to hear from the Editor that
I he has had some correspondence with
Richard Kaye of the Boston Symphony Orchestra Trust as aresult of recent comments of mine
criticising the sound quality of some of their
tapes supplied to the BBC. It is evident from
the correspondence that the Trust cannot have
a clear understanding of the way in which
stereophonic sound is received by the ear/brain
combination, since they are still insisting that
their technique of using two omnidirectional
microphones ten feet apart gives better realism
than two coincident capsules. It would be too
lengthy to quote the letters in their entirety, and
might anyway make the Trust look rather
foolish, since they are, in the opinion of everyone who has seen the letters, working from a
totally false premise.
They even claim to have tried a co-incident
mike technique in their magnificent hall, but it
is the opinion of many friends of mine, both
in this country and in the States, that they
could not possibly have tried this technique
properly with the microphones in exactly the
right position. Iwonder what the reaction of
a Boston stereo radio audience would be if
some of the finest BBC stereo tapes, perhaps of
Royal Albert Hall Promenade Concerts, were
transmitted.
With respect to this Iwill quote apassage of
Mr. Kaye's letter in which he is referring to a
comparison of reverberation times of American
and European halls; ` Both halls which the
orchestra uses are quite " live" with reverberation times of about 2secs. This is anoticeably
longer time than most European halls; only the
Grossermusikvereinssaal in Vienna, the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam and the Royal Albert
Hall compare, and the latter, as you know, is a
special case, plagued with echoes and nonuniformity'.
Mr. Kaye has clearly never heard of flying
saucers, in the musical sense, nor of all the
other acoustical treatments that the Albert Hall
has received in the last ten years. Also, Icertainly cannot agree with him that most European halls have less than 2 secs reverberation
time, for even the notoriously dead acoustic of
the Royal Festival Hall is longer than this. The
Royal Albert Hall could possibly be said to be
plagued with echoes and non-uniformity if
multi/omnidirectional mike techniques were
employed, mixing up the sound to such an
extent that anow very clean reverberation adds
discretely from all the mics. Having often recorded in the Hall, both before and after its
treatment, not only do Ithink it one of the
finest halls in this country (probably in the
world), but what is even more interesting, the
simpler the microphone technique employed,
the better is the sound reproduced. On one
occasion, for example, I covered a complete
orchestra and choir of 800 voices, and soloists,
with a single crossed-pair, and the sound was
truly remarkable.
Ihave also been privileged to hear an early
stereo recording of Horenstein conducting
Mahler Symphony No. 8, some 17 years ago
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

demonstrated coincident recordings to American
engineers they have been astonished by the
accuracy of the sound reproduced, and it has
been clear that they have been totally ignorant
of coincident mike techniques.
There is a perfectly simple reason why two
omnidirectional mikes do not give agood stereo
image, and this is because they highlight time
and phase differences more than amplitude ones.
Known as the ' Haas effect', this means that the
listener will hear a sound coming from the
direction of the loudspeaker that first reproduces it. Thus sections of an orchestra whose
wave-front reaches one microphone slightly
before another will be heard primarily from the
closer microphone. Such a technique therefore exaggerates the stereo image, and proin the hall, which again sounded wonderful
duces two pools of detached sound having
despite the relatively poor acoustics at that
positional as well as phase anomalies. What
time. If two omnidirectional mikes were used
Mr. Kaye does not seem to appreciate is that
in the hall with ten foot spacing, I would
the fault lies largely within our own brains, and
imagine the sound would be just as confused
Iam quite sure that Europeans are no more
as that heard from the Boston Symphony
susceptible to Haas-effect than Americans!
Orchestra tapes.
Stereo sound should not just have two different
A further quote from the letters shows that
sounds coming from two speakers, but should
Mr. Kaye is making a totally false assumption
have clear images coming from in between
of my experience: ' What I am driving at is
them, which coincide with the images prothat Mr. McKenzie may be criticising our sound,
duced originally in the concert hall. Isuggest
at least to some extent, because it is unfamiliar
that the Boston Symphony Orchestra Trust
to him, and perhaps not entirely because of the
should try a European stereo microphone
microphone technique with which he disproperly, and if necessary import a European
agrees'. Not only have Ireviewed, or listened
engineer to demonstrate the differences. Ihave
to on a monthly basis, almost every new
never known an American engineer find fault
American recording over the last ten years or
with such a technique when he has heard it
so, issued in the UK, but I have frequently
reproduced in my home.
heard American stereo radio tapes—on which
Over the last
months Radio 3has broadIhave very similar comments to those made in
cast a series of programmes entitled The
the January issue. Iwould suggest that Mr. Kaye
Long-Playing Era. Whilst the first few proand his colleagues are not familiar with the
grammes were quite interesting, they later
clean and accurate type of recorded sound probecame rather less so, being little more
duced by an accurate positioning of aco-incithan record recitals with a small amount
dent mike pair in a good hall. Perhaps when
of speech between excerpts. Practically all the
he made his trials of this technique he did not
musical examples Ifound much too long, and
vary the polar diagrams as he should have done
no references have been made to some of the
to control the directivity patterns. Possibly he
most important technical advances in recording
was not using a completely co-incident type
over the last 20 years. One example of great
microphone at all, such as those made by AKG,
importance was the agreement by all the
Neumann and Schoeps.
record manufacturers in the world to adopt a
Mr. Kaye also suggested that my remarks on
common recording characteristic.
excessive dynamic range really amounted to a
In the form in which it was presented, this
compliment, but this is not the case. While
series could well have been condensed to eight
master tapes of classical music should not be
or so programmes rather than 13, but Iwould
controlled unless absolutely necessary, copies
have preferred to have had shorter, but more,
for reproduction on radio or some other type
examples of different types of record, and more
of media must have the dynamic range rediscussion. In what could have been a most
stricted, as otherwise a large number of
important series, the producer should have
listeners would not hear quiet passages at all.
arranged interviews with leading recording
Irealise that Ihave taken up the sword over
engineers of the past and present, such as
this matter, but I consider it important to
Dr. Dutton of EMI, Mr. Haddy of Decca, and
explain the completely opposing views of
Bob Auger who made many of the original Pye
American and European engineers. In America
classical records, and other important names
it seems that to justify the name stereo'
in the industry. Some of the record reproducmusicians must actually see two microphones
tion, too, was of very poor quality, showing
that are separated, and cannot believe that
either the use of bad pressings or inadequate
what looks like one microphone can reproduce
quality replay equipment. Since the BBC
real stereo! Ifeel that there is a face-saving
possesses some high quality stereo record
process going on, and it is going to be difficult
reproducers specially for Radio 3, why could
for the Americans to admit that they are
these not have been used more effectively?
wrong. All Iwish to add is that when Ihave
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Angus McKe m?fn.
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The Sound Safe
Good magnetic tape should store
sound as safely as possible.
It shouldn't warp or wrinlde at high
winding speeds.
It shouldn't attract static and dust.
And it shouldn't deny your enjoyment of music through apoor frequency
response or excessive tape hiss.
Well, we at Agfa have produced a
tape that does keep sound safe.
It's adevelopment of the professional tape we supply to studios all
over the world.
Agfa PEM368 Long Play and
PEM268 Double Play.
The sound safe.

So the PEM tapes are also mattbacked to avoid fast wind warping.
And the matt backing stops static
build-up, keeping the tape dust-free.
How PEM keeps your
sound safer.
While the matt backing keeps off
dust and warping, PEM's ferric oxide

«Why it'S safe at
any speed.
Most studio machines have very
high rewind speeds.
So we developed amatt backing
for professional tape that allowed it to
wind evenly at speed.
Now, with the new generation of
professional-style machines coming
into the home, ordinary domestic
tape gets run off its feet.

layer keeps off hiss and distortion.
This new coating has very fine
needle-shaped oxide particles that give
an extended high frequency performance with less HF distortion.
And the coating also cuts tape hiss
by almost 40%.
As afinal touch, we've compressed
and polished the oxide to cut head
wear and improve tape-to-head contact.
So PEM not only keeps your sound
safe, itprotects your tape recorder as well.
How to open the
sound safe.
High quality tape like PEM needs
ahigh quality machine to get the best
out of it.
Specially suitable arc the Revox
A77 and A700, the Rae range, and the
top end of the Akai and Pioneer ranges.
Machines with pressure pads like
Ferrograph, Tandberg and Ulie4 should
be checked with PEM before you buy.
Ifyou want details of the PEM
tapes. send us the coupon.
Or try PEM for yourself, and you'll
see why we call it "the sound safe':

Agfa-Gevaert Ltd., 27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.
Please send me the specifications ofthe newAgfa PEM tapes.
Naine

Address

HFN 5/75
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Pickup Cartridges for CD-4 ( Part I)
by Roderick Snell

M

ANY of the supporters of matrix
quadraphony base their criticisms of
discrete 4-channel discs on the problems of
distortion, noise and other tracking
difficulties which result from the addition of
the high frequency carrier system used for
storing the left and right difference signals.
Two extremes of experience in recent
months highlight the problems: firstly, the
Guardian music critic, Edward Greenfield,
installed aquadraphonic system with both
matrix and discrete decoders, and while he
reported being impressed with the ambience
of 4-channel sound on serious music, was
disappointed with noise and distortion on his
CD-4records. Secondly, at the European
Convention of the Audio Engineering Society
held in London during March " 75, Imyself
listened to anumber of recordings in the
JVC demonstration room which would, I
believe, have satisfied Mr. Greenfield,
and most other record collectors. A new
JVC cartridge was used, and the music,
recorded in France by the Erato company,
was stunning on two counts: abaroque
chamber choir and orchestra recorded in a
reverberant hall was just right for quadraphony, and more important for this article,
the technical standards were very high.
It seems, therefore, that CD-4is capable
of being very good, but practically, with
records and playback equipment that span
the last two or three years, there are problems.
As aspectator of the fight between discrete
and matrix disc quadraphony, my interest
lies in discovering why current CD-4
performance is not always up to standard and
whether future discs and playback equipment
are likely to solve these problems. A music
lover with afair collection of single and
2-channel records, Ishould also admit avested
interest: efforts to perfect CD-4should not
only raise the standard of all disc mastering
and pressing, but the improved playback
systems will raise and in some cases already
are raising the quality attainable from
existing collections.
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CD-4playback problems seem to be firstly
those which bedevil 2-channel discs, and are
exacerbated by the need to track the FM
carrier. The main problem areas are thus
(a) impulsive noise due to dirt and damaged
grooves, ( b) low frequency tracking problems
caused by acombination of warped records
and heavy arm/cartridge systems playing at
low weights, and ( c) high frequency tracking
difficulties caused by limitations of stylus
mechanical impedance.
Whereas asilent section of astereo groove
will have asmooth finish, which can actually
be improved by the passage of the stylus,
the use of an FM carrier on CD-4records
means that the 3° kHz modulation is there
all the time. Recorded at astandard velocity
of 35 mm/s at 30 kHz, the groove looks like
fig. 1under the microscope. Imagine trying
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Fig. 1

to remove minute particles of dust and debris
from the bottom by sweeping along the
groove—dirt which might be swept away by
the bristles of aDust Bug or similar

cleaner in astereo groove will stick to the
sides of aCD-4record on account of the
'roughness' caused by the 30 kHz modulation.
Neglecting 4-channel playback for amoment,
and assuming acomparable standard of
pressing and cleanliness, aCD-4record will
sound noisier than astereo equivalent. Thus,
for equally silent backgrounds, more effective
cleaners are essential. This is not the place
to go over the whole field of disc cleaning
and protection, but the CD-4user must take
this problem seriously (and of course, his
stereo records will also benefit from these
efforts). While disliking extra machinery
around the turntable, Idisciplined myself to
use aMusonic ` Electroduster' while carrying
out tests on valuable reference records with
the lid off the player. JVC are trying to
improve the situation from the manufacturing
end, and the recent JVC records from Japan
are better.
The ` Electroduster' actually charges the
records up while cleaning them so that, for
example, taking a 1973 RCA CD-4disc
(APD1-D098, Severenson & Mancini), the
so-called ` Antistatimat' which is made of
conductive rubber actually lifts off with the
record. Carrying out the same procedure on
aJapanese Victor record (CD4W-7067--De Mello), produces no such attraction, so
when the new CD-4record compounds
become generally used, all record users will
benefit.
The second problem lies in the disc surface
itself. The CD-4record was, in my opinion,
unlucky in coinciding with the release of the
new RCA profile for discs called ` Dynaflex',
designed to save plastic and, at the same
time reduce warpage. Imay be unlucky, but
my collection of the new thin profile records
includes all those which are the worst to
track on account of the sharper ' kinks' on
the periphery of the record which result
from the very thin plastic. Record collectors
used to talk of the difficult area below 6Hz,
where ripples in the disc surface interfered
with tracking if the main arm/cartridge low
frequency resonance was anywhere near this
frequency, but the ' kinky' edges of thin
profile records have components with
wavelengths corresponding to twice this
frequency. These problems are by no means
unique to RCA, or CD-4records, and can be
found on stereo and SQ records, but the
problem is horribly exposed in the case of
CD-4by the phenomenon of carrier dropout: agood cartridge in an SME series II
arm will actually follow the groove at
99

NICHOLAS HI-FI

122-126 KILBURN HIGH ROAD,
(
Entrance in Quex Road), LONDON
N.W.6.
TEL 01 328 7667

Our prices are very low
Our service is first class
We know what we're

talking about
This number will save you a lot of money
FOR REALLY SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
JVC
4VR5456
4VR5496
4VR5436
4VR5426
VR55452
VE5525L
VR55 I5L
NR5505L
4VN990
4VN880
4VN550
VN900
VN700
155 ..
VN300
VT700..
VT500..
1844 ..
JLA3
VL5
GB- Ik/kp
SX5
SX3 ( PF;)
.156
VS5396
VS5391
5331 ..
5321 ..
CB1669U/F/S
I668V
I667/F
CB1656V/F/S
9470LS/LF
EDI240V/F/S
120VH
ED I104V
ED I104V ..
4R131406V
GX500E
SEAV7E
NRI020V
413D5
5944 ..
STH IDE
5911 ..
4MD2OX
4MDIOX
1656V/F/S/

.. £ 339.15
.. £272.00
.. £ 212-15
.. £ 178-50
.. £ 178.50
.. £ 160.65
.. £ 127.50
.. £89.25
.. £229.50
.. £ 153-00
..
[84-40
.. £ 157-25
.. £ 110.50
•
..
..
..
..

£ 61•20
£ 106.25
£72.70
£ 131.75
£ 97.75
£63.75
£I95.50 (PP)
P.O.A.

£134.30

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£135•15
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£325-00
£110.50
P.O.A.
£57-80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£21.70
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£84•50

JBL
Deckaid 016, L26,
Century 100
Dubai L. 65

3'
.

All from
Stock

MARANTZ
2220
2230
2245
2270
250
500

..
..
..
..
..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
••
••
••
.•
••
••

1030
1060
1120
3308
105B
1ISB
120B
4070
4140
4220
4230
4240
4270
4400
2440
SQAI
RC4

••
.•
••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AKAI
4000DC inc. cover .. £87.35
4000DB
£131-80
I722L
GX600D .. £ 227.50
GX600DB .. £269.55
GX600DP
£234•95
GX400D
CS33D
..
£71-05
CS3OD
..
£ 58.35
GX38D
GX36D
POAS
GXC46D .. £105.80
GXC4OT
GXC510D
GXC65D .. £ 115 05
GXC75D .. £ 134 25
CR8 ID
..
£ 57 50
G X R82D
..
£82 35
GXRI IID
PSOAS
GXRI IIDB
AA8030 .. £98.80
AA8080 .. £ 125.20
AA5200
.
£ 69.15
AA5500
£ 90•00
80550
..
£ 69.50
80580
¿ 99-30
•

•

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR3A/Improved
per
pair
£ 200 00
AR2AX
per pair £ 117 27
AR6
per pair £ 80 00
AR4XA
per pair £ 68.18
AR7
per pair £ 54-10
Turntable with cart. £ 57.75
AR. Receiver 60 x 60W
RMS
£210-00
AR Amplifier 60 x 60W
£90.00
AR Tuner AM/FM ..
£90.00

NAD
140 Receiver £ 155•00
160 Receiver .. £ 195•00
Amplifiers in stock.

ROTEL

ACCESSORIES

RA61 I
RA8I0
RAI210
RT 1220
RX ISOA
RXI52
RX202
RX402
RX602
RX802

[77.15
£98.80
£123.60
P.O.A.
£45.00
£62.10
£70.20
£92.35
£120.80
£152-75

YAMAHA
MS3

£196.60
P.O.A.
MSC40/NS4 10 system
P.O.A.
CA400
P.O.A.
CA500
£59.95
CA600
£116.00
CA700
P.O.A.
CA800
P.O.A.
CA1000
P.O.A.
CR400
£119-20
CR500
P.O.A.
CR510LS
P.O.A.
CR600
P.O.A.
CR700
£158.15
C R800
£216.75
CRI000
£305-15
TB700
P.O.A.
YP700
P.O.A.
YP800
P.O.A.
CS50P..
P.O.A.
YP400
P.O.A.
1-1P500 • P.O.A.
P.O.A.
HP900 • •
CT600 • •
P.O.A.
CT700
• £116.50
CT800 • •
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
CT7000 • •
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HARMAN KARDON
cna,... I
1
P.O.A.
Citation 12
Citation 15
33013 ..
630 ..
50+ ..
75+ ..
900+ ..
930 ..
HKI000
800+..
11
12
IS
I2DL

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

NAKAMICHI
550 ..
1000..

..
..
..

In stock
In stock
In stock

T.D.K. Cassettes, BIB Range,
Audio Pak Range; Decca; Shure

PIONEER

SONY
Audio Systems
HMK20
HMP20
HMW20
HP239A
HP5I IA
HMP40
HMP70
Amplifiers
TA70
TA88
TA1055
TA 1066
TA 1130
TA 1150
TA3140F

REVOX
EVERY
MAJOR
RE VOX
IN
STOCK FROM 1102 TO A700
AND FACTORY HIGH SPEED.

.•
•.
••
.•
••
••
••
••
••
•.
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tuners
ST70 ..
ST88 ..
ST5055L
ST5066
5T5 ISO
STS 130

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tuner Amplifiers
STR6036A
STR6046A
STR6055
STR6200F

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Turntables
PS230
PS5520
PS5550

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Loudspeakers
SS70
SSS 177
555088
S57100
S57200
SS5300
SS5300A
SS7300A

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cassette Decks
TCI21
TC129
TC13ISD
TCI33CS
TC134SD
TC I
46A
TC I52SD
TC16ISD
TCI77SD

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cassette Deck & Tuner
HSTI39

P.O.A.

LX626
SX737..
SX636..
SX838..
SX1010
SA7100
SA8100
SA9100
TX7I00
TX8I00
TX9I00
CT414IAD
CT515ID
CTF717ID
QD240
Less Cartridge
PL I2D
PL 12S
PLI5D
PL5 I
PL7I

£156
£172
£139
£220
£301
£103
£148
£184
£91
£107
£142
£99
£113
£135
£65

65
30
15
85
75
10
20
65
05
25
30
55
10
10
75

£4005
£7060
£61 80
£11970
£130 50

TECHNICS
SA5200
SA4400
SA5800
SU3200
SU3500
SU3000
SU3400
SU3600
ST3000
ST3200
ST3500
SL 120
SLI200
SLI300
SL 110
SL 1100
RS263VS
RS276VS
RS279VS
All Prices

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CAMBRIDGE
P50
P60
P110

}

All in Stock
Various Finishes
P.O.A.

YAMAHA SPECIAL OFFERS
NSI8 speakers
NS650 speakers

List £190 Pair
List £340 Pair

WE ARE OPEN TO OFFERS'
HEAR
THESE
SUPERB
SPEAKERS AND WE'LL SOOTHE
YOU WITH OUR PRICES.

VAT EXTRA AT 8%

We are constantly adding to our range of products, and
will endeavor to obtain any equipment for you.
We will take photographic equipment in part exchange,
we also accept existing decent Hi Fi from customers
wishing to up- grade.
Instant H.P. facilities. Barclay and Access accepted.
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tracking forces down to less than 0-1 gm, and
abadly warped disc can actually produce
instantaneous variation in playing force of,
say ± 80%, i.e. avariation of between 0.2 gm
and 1.8 gm if a 1gm mean' is used. Now
providing the minimum value of 0.2 gm
does not coincide with apassage of heavy
modulation due to the music, astereo record
will actually reproduce under these conditions.
The CD-4record, requires acontinuous
downward force of about 03 gm with the
average cartridge to track the 30 kHz
carrier, and loss of this carrier, however
short, produces acrackle from the
demodulator even if there is no music
present.
The other side of the problem of tracking
warped records lies in the excessive mass of
modern arm/cartridge combinations.
Reducing arm mass does pose problems of
convenience and compatibility with present
cartridges: SME make afixed-shell version
of their 3009 arm, which has auseful
reduction in mass compared with the interchangeable head version, and although much
less convenient for cartridge reviewing because
of the bother of unscrewing and disconnecting
leads each time acartridge is changed,
cartridges with compliances of 35 or more
µcm/dyne with masses of 5gm or more,
would not track CD-4records reliably unless
used in the fixed-head SME arm. The ADC
Super XLM is agood example, which
weighed 6-5 gm and had astatic compliance
of 50 x10 -8 /cm/dyne. In my opinion, even the
ultra- light SME is too heavy for optimum
tracking with the XLM: the ADC designers
should either re-design the XLM to reduce
the mass to, say, 1gm total, or invent a
massless skyhook support which will suspend
the cartridge in mid-air, so that its lowfrequency resonance is above 10 Hz! If the
ADC XLM seems an unwise combination of
mass and compliance, some of the Japanese
designs must be seen to be believed: the first
JVC CD-4cartridge, the 4MD-IX, itself
weighing 7gm, was delivered in apresentation
case with asplendid JVC ' Special' shell with
atotal mass of 19 gm, made up as shown in
fig. 2 (used in the SME lightweight shell, the
total mass is only 12.8 gm, and the tracking

Fig. 3

improvement is noticeable used this way).
An even worse example of ' mass madness'
is to be found in the potentially superb
'Onlife' moving-coil CD-4cartridge from
Japan. This uses aberyllium cantilever and
moving-coil system similar to the Ortofon
SL 15, but ' Onlife Research' Company in
Tokyo have dressed up the basic 7gm
cartridge in the monumental folly of
aluminium casting shown in fig. 3. With a
total head + shell mass of 26.5 gm, the
excellent mechanical system has ahard time
coping with non-perfect records, and Imust
admit to being unable to restrain myself
from tearing the thing apart and fixing the
guts to something more realistic (any ' Onlife'
cartridge owners copying this do so at their
own risk).
The cartridge reviews (p. 161) were carried
out without such drastic measures by using a
prototype arm damper (ref. 1), which enabled
steady traces to be obtained from all test
discs with even the heaviest of cartridges.
An ultra light pickup arm and cartridge were
also used to demonstrate the advantages of
reducing head mass. Details of this will be

Fig. 2

given in the second part of this article.
At the high frequency end of the scale, the
most noticeable changes have been in stylus
shape: ' BiRadial', ` Shibata', ' Quadrahedral',
'Primanik', etc., all differing from straightforward ellipticals in having athird significant
radius (see fig. 4). In elliptical styli, R, and

R, are equal and in aShibata stylus R, is
about 10 xR,. It is difficult to tell from
published information just how seriously
stylus designers take Rs, but it certainly
varies between the different types, and it
introduces important side effects to the
cartridge performance. To give examples, the
'Quadrahedral' tip of the Pickering cartridge
had R, less than 4µ, and there were anumber
of old stereo records with groove bottom
radii which were equal to this, and when
used with them the Pickering was noisy.
Also, at the downward weights of 2to 3gm,
often used for CD-4cartridges, the small
tip-radii of some of the new styli scratched
the record (if lowered into the groove without
care) to afar greater extent than, say, an
elliptical or spherical stylus at 1gm. The
Namiki Jewel Company recognise these
problems and have an alternative profile
Shibata stylus for 2-channel use only (see
fig. 5).
There is amyth about Shibata styli which
was first put about by the inventor and his
colleagues, in their paper published in the AES
Journal (see ref. 2). On page 171 of this paper
is agraph showing the two-to-one extension in
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ICElectrics proudly present their latest
six-channel stereo* mixer pre-amp
o
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ICE
INPUTS
Auxiliary-Tape/Tuner

Dua ltone

STEREO

FEATURES
controls.

Automatic Microphone Over- rid e.

Two Microphone

Full Monitoring/cueing facilities.

Full Tape recording an d rep l
ay

Three Disc ( Magnetic)

facilities.

If you are intere st
ed i
n Soun d M ixing and Tape
audio presentation within your home env i
ronment

Recording

with

Multi

input

and budget, contact:

ICELECTRICS LIMITED,
15 Albert Road,
Aldershot, Hampshire.
Telephone: Aldershot 28514.

*Mono version also available.

I
HOLDERJ ED PEARCE
RECORDING TAPE

CR,..AE ROAD. EASIEK.X.RNE.SUSSEX.

11.111'110\E 26;65

Compare our prices-and our post and packing charges! Take advantage of
our generous quantity discounts. All items supplied in usual retail packaging

5Year Replacement Guarantee
C.60
C.90
C.I20

AGFA
One Ten
40p £3.90
54p £4.90
69p £6.60

BASF LH
One Ten
45p £4.45
64p £6.35
85p £8.40

BASF LH Sup.SM
One
Ten
57p £5.65
79p £7.85
£1.06 £ 10-55

4nl'
esnearm

BASF Cr 0,
One Ten
88p £8.75
£1.18 £ 11.75
£1.48 £ 14.70

illter ee

SCOTCH
One Ten
47p £4.60
69p £6.80
88p
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new units-where are you going to
put them?

all)

TDK
EMI
AUDIO
DYNAMIC
Hi Dynamic
MEM MrX, AGFA CrO s
One Ten
One Ten
One
Ten
One Ten
One Ten
C.60
350 £3.30
43p £427
4Ip £3.95
659
es.«
72p £7.00
C.90
47p £4.50
68p £6.60
56p £5-50
88p a.»
95p £9.48
C.I20
59p £5.55
87p £8.65
80p £7-90
£1.25 £ 12.00 £1-28 £ 12.70
AGFA Low Noise in EMI X1000
MEMOREX Low Noise
plastic library box
One I Ten
in plastic library box
LONG
One
Ten
C. 90.
I 74p l£
6•95 LONG
One
Ten
5"
900 £ 1.28 £ 12.22 BASF LH Low Noise in 5
900' £ 1-35 £ 13.00
5f" 1200 £ 1.61 £ 15-12 plastic library box
r 1800' £2.15 £21.45
7 " 18017 ' £ 719 £ 71117 LONG
One
Ten
10r 3600' £4.86 £47.00
104" 4200' £5.23 £49.28 5 .
,
900, £ 1-58 £ 15.3.5
NAB
(State
NAB or Cine 51" 1200' £ 1.80 £ 17.55 DOUBLE PLAY
Centre)
7" 1800' £2.34 £23-35
5' 1200' £ 1.49 £ 14 30
7' 2400' £2.64 £25.40
DOUBLE PLAY
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1200' £ 1.53 £ 14.52
5" 1200- I £ 1.85 I £ 12.03 PHILIPS Low Noise in
ibrary box
5f" 1800' £2-25 £21-17
51" 1800' I £2.58 I £25-57 l
7' 2400' £2.94 £27.95
7" 2400' I £2.94 I £29-35 LONG PLAY
5'
900' £ 1•191 £ 11.40
TRIPLE PLAY
TRIPLE PLAY
Sr 1200' £ 1-48 £ 14.30
5" 1800' £2.34 I £22.35
5" 1800' I £2-53 £25-20
7' 1800' £2.10 £20.50
5r 2400' £2.87 £27-80
5r 2400' J £3.25 £31-90 DOUBLE PLAY
7" 3600' £3-56 £34.97
7" 3600' I £4-05 £40-00
5' 1200' £ 1.56 £ 15.10
Ternis: P. & P. 30p per order. Offer applies to England, 5r 1800' £2.19 £21.40
Scotland, Wales only.
7" 2400' £2.69 £26-00

Ow"
AUDIO

So now you have bought your super

Prices shown include VAT at 8%, but are subject to change without notice. Mail order and callers: Dept. HF, IA Highbury
Station, Highbury Corner, London, N5.
Callers also welcome at 113 Rectory Grove, Leigh-on-Sea,

We can help you.
Please consult your local dealer for
details.

Send for illustrated
brochure of our
hand-made cabinets.

Styles:
Period, modern, built-in,
or made to order.
A design service
available.

Audio Patents
Adrian Hope
ATSUSHITA Electric Industrial Co. Ltd,
in BP1 377 080, claims yet another fourchannel system. Does anyone in the electronics
field ever patent anything else nowadays? Two
extra speakers are series connected in Hafler
fashion across the live, ' positive' or hot output
terminals of a stereo amplifier, and their
junction is connected to earth via an impedance. In addition, another impedance is connected across the hot inputs to the amplifiers.
Students of Hafler's early writings will perhaps
remember his 1965 patent, USA No. 3417203,
which made generally similar proposals. The
Matsushita arrangement converts Left and
Right inputs into four outputs, ca,-1-13R; cat +
f3L; aL — 13R ; and cilt 43L (where ct and /3are
constants). If the original recording has been
made with four microphones matrixed into left
and right channels, according to the equations:

M

and new BP1 375 782 names Itoh and Ishida as
inventors. It dates back to 1971 and offers a
concise explanation of QS.
FL, FR, RL and RR are encoded as:
= FR+AFL—jRL—jARL,
and
R2= FR + AFL — jRR — PAL.

The notations + jRL and + jZIRR refer to
signals obtained by advancing the phase of the
signals RL and JAR by 90°. Likewise, — jRR
and — PAL indicate signals obtained by
delaying the phases of the signals RR and RL.
This is not the same as simple signal subtraction, which involves phase reversal by 180°.
Thus some signal components in the output
signals L„ L2 are phase advanced or delayed
by 90° with respect to other signal components,
and this is claimed to prevent signals representL = ocA+ PB — f3C + aD,
ing sounds located at the middle point between
two adjacent microphones from being attenuand
ated or cancelled. It is claimed that this has the
R = cat + /3A — PD +
effect of enabling an input always to be rewhere A, B, C and D are the four original
corded, even when it is applied to all the
signals, then the claimed arrangement will
channels at the same time. In the decoder, the
decode the signals with 3dB separation to each
signal 1, 1 appears at the front-left output via a
side of each speaker. In other words, asignal
`same' phase route, at the rear-left output via a
reproduced at front-left will be erroneously
`same' phase route, at the rear-right via a
reproduced at front-right and rear-left at a
phase reverse route and at front-right via a
level 3dB down.
'same' phase route. The complementary situaAlthough one is now tempted to say, ` So
tion applies for the signal R1,and full details
what?' it is only fair to note that the patent was
of the signals which result at the four speakers
applied for in 1970, and alot of matrixes have
are given in the patent.
passed under the bridge since then. One of the
Particularly interesting is a reference to
most notable is, of course, the QS matrix from
matrixing six original channels into two transSansui. Patents on QS are only now appearing,
frequency response of the Shibata stylus
when compared with an ellipse, and on the
previous page, the authors state quite clearly
that the frequency response is doubled'.

Pick-up cartridges
for CD- 4
(

Fig. 5 ( a)
SPECIFICATIONS
16-21y
'- Op
65- 75y
6 - By

mission channels. This suggests that in 1971
Sansui were working on sexaphonics, which
would at least have produced an interesting
abbreviation.
In BP1 372 579, Pioneer Electronic Corporation, of Tokyo, claim a simpler approach to
surround-sound. The invention is another
concerned with the synthesis of an extra pair of
rear channels from aconventional stereo pair.
But instead of approaching the problem from
the direction of Hafler, Pioneer use phaseshifting techniques. The stereo pair is used to
produce front-left and front-right in normal
fashion and the left and right signals are
additionally mixed. The mixed left and right
signal is split and one half fed through a first
phase-shifter and amplifier and the second half
fed through asecond shifter and amplifier.
The signal applied to the first phase-shifter
is given aphase-frequency characteristic corresponding to one curve and the signal fed to the
other phase-shifter is given a characteristic
corresponding to adifferent curve. Essentially
the curves have similar slope but different frequency characteristics, and the phase difference
between the two circuits is 90° + or — 10° in the
frequency range between 60-12,000 Hz. The
amplified signal from one phase-shifter is fed
to the left-rear speaker and the amplified signal
from the other phase-shifter to the right-rear
speaker. The phase difference between the two
signals is constant over awide frequency range
and there is no positional effect from the rear.
Thus there should be no destruction of the
frontal stereo image, but good approximation
of concert hall ambience from the rear.
Every bit of experimental evidence disproves
this claim! Those accustomed to testing
modem pickup cartridges know that the
high frequency resonances generally lie
between 20 and 30 kHz, and from the claims
for the Shibata stylus, one would, therefore,
expect the corresponding high frequency
resonances to be in the region of 40 to
60 kHz, even if there were no reduction in
mass for the CD-4versions. The fact that
slightly different cantilevers are used makes
exact comparisons difficult, but it is clear
that the spread of resonance frequencies of
the new versions is (with the exception of
the B & 0, with its radical departure in
cantilever design) of the order of 22-35 kHz.
A closer investigation of this question will
be left until part two when we will also look
at low frequency tracking problems in more
detail, together with some CD-4 developments
which should become commercially available
in the near future.

Xy
1

REFERENCES
1. A. R. Rangabe: A New Method of CartridgelArm
Damping, read to 50th AES Convention, 1975.
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A° xlINCH

0.15'1040
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2
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0.0075 10.0003 .x0.019e- 0-02C
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2. T. Inoue, N. Shibata, K. Goh: Technical
Requirements and Analysis of Phono Cartridges
for Proper Playback of CD-4Discrete FourChannel Records, J.A.E.S. Vol. 21, No. 3, April
1973, p. 166.
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GUESS WHO JUST IMPROVED
ON BASF 1.11 TAPE?
It's eight years ago now sinceBASF
invented Low noise/High output(LH) tape.
And BASF LH tape quickly became
the country's best-selling reel-to-reel tape.
Small wonder - it was also the best tape
money could buy.
But no more. Because although
everyone else was delighted, BASF kept
searching for something better still.
And (eight years of research later)
here it is: BASF LH Super tape.
The principle is exactly the same
as LH tape. Smaller particles for less
noise, packed in at agreater density for
higher output. So the signal-to-noise ratio
is widened in both directions.

But instead of the normal ferric
oxide, LH Super uses arefined oxide
called Maghemite, which has smaller and
more evenly-sized particles.
And with the completely new
High Density Coating process, it improves
on both sides of the LH principle.
The result is a3dB highermaximum
recording level and some2dB less noise than
BASF LH tape (measured at 5% harmonic
distortion, as per Din 45 500).
Or taking adifferent parameter,
LH Super gives amere 21
/%distortion
2
at OVU recording level. (The Din standard
allows 5%). And that means afull 50%
increase in sound quality.
LH Super also has amuch smoother
coating that virtually eliminates drop-out
and reduces recording head wear to an
absolute minimum. So both the tape and
your playdeck last much longer.
LH Super. It just had to come from
BASF, the people who started the tape
industry forty years ago.
BASF- you've been listening
to us for years.
Please send me full details,
including prices, for the BASF range of
tapes and cassettes.
Name
Address
IWN5R/R

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA.Tel: 01-584 5080.

Our Readeroaritg...
... about record trade marks and
sales

From: L. G. Wood, Group Director—Records,
EMI Limited, 20 Manchester Square, London
W1A lES
Ihave read in your February issue
an article by Mr. Michael Thorne entitled
Repertoire and Production for Quadraphonic
Discs. In that article Mr. Thorne makes
reference to certain trade marks and comments,
as is the case, that EMI have actively enforced
their rights in the Columbia trade mark.
Mr. Thorne comments that our insistence on
CBS records bearing the Columbia trade mark
being over-labelled before sale in countries
where EMI own the Columbia trade mark
'inhibits promotion'—presumably of CBS SQ
discs. Ido not believe this to be the case, and
am aware of no evidence to support this view.
Surely it is well known that EMI has on the
U.K. Market a selection of its own repertoire
on Quadraphonic discs employing—by arrangement with CBS—the CBS Quadraphonic SQ
system. We welcome the promotion by CBS
of their Quadraphonic records, but not under
Yours faithfully
our trade mark.
Michael Thorne comments:
While, strictly speaking, the CBS over-labelling
does not inhibit ' promotion', it obviously causes
problems due to the work involved. This is, and
has been, ahindrance to CBS, as was mentioned
in the High Court proceedings. At present,
discussion of the Columbia trademark dispute
has been referred to the European Court of
Justice by the High Court, with an interim
injunction restraining CBS from using the
Columbia trademark in the UK. Points such as
this are still being discussed.

DEAR SIR,

and Sony. Regretably it has little selling power
since dealers cannot demonstrate sounds
neatly packaged into four groups, just as in
the early days of stereo almost every record
exhibited a display of 'musical ping-pong'.
Now, however much we convince ourselves
that these audio gymnastics are so far divorced
from reality, it is an inescapable fact that this is
what the public expect of quadraphonic sound,
and at any price. Then the equipment manufacturers are confident in spending money on
research into elaborate modulated disc systems
which require sophisticated decoding equip-

. .. about boring blind alleys
From: C. Warburton, 6 Court Garden, Uley,
Dursley, Glos.
DEAR SIR, In a recent issue Peter Gammond
commented that he was glad to get back to
decent stereo after being exposed to an
obviously unimpressive quadraphonic demonstration. Let us hope that we will soon be able
to say the same about your once excellent
publication, which currently seems to be
driving itself up a blind alley of ever more
boring articles on SQ, QS, etc., etc.
Yours faithfully

ment.
Eventually, of course, the consumer will
tire of playing recordings made in the middle
of the ' Wall of Death', or indeed from the
middle of an orchestra, and the discrete
companies will find the performers can again
be moved to a point in front of the listener,
whilst the back channels can be used to
provide a little ' controlled ambience' to add
to the depth of the recording; and so, I
shudder to use the phrase, we have come full
circle. The majority of listeners will be
satisfied to listen to what SQ can now provide.
The ' Four Channel' freaks will be then well
catered for by acheap packaged tape system.
But sadly the SQ system may never survive
to see that day. CBS and EMI catalogues do
not seem to grow with the speed of their
youth. CBS continues to offer remixes of old
stereo recordings and only on rare occasions
have EMI committed themselves with a quad
only issue. Is this the beginning of the end?
Regrettably the consumer will be the loser,
since an SQ-only system need not be expensive.
If similar speakers are used then the duplication of the pre-amp and tone control circuits
is not required, the decode stage can be placed
immediately in front of the main amp stage.
Understandably no manufacturer is prepared to market such a system. Everything
must be geared away from matrix' to discrete'.
Can someone from EMI or CBS offer some
assurance that issues of SQ material will
continue and, hopefully, replace stereo-only
recordings?
Yours faithfully

... about quadraphonic trends
From: Michael Hutchinson, 2 Lynn Road,
Grimston, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
SIR, May I congratulate you on your
excellent series of articles on disc quadraphonics. However, Ifeel that, from the UK
consumer point of view, one cannot help feeling
that the two Matrix systems are destined for

DEAR

an early grave.
Unless a major British record company
takes up the QS banner then it is obvious that
the very limited issues, both in material and
quantity, from the Pye camp will do nothing to
ensure its survival.
.
The SQ system, on the other hand, seemed a
sure winner, having the backing of CBS, EMI
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Not only Littlewoods, but many other
business houses and also individuals have
become benefactors to our Fund and their
generosity is in direct contrast to the impression given by your article.
To date, the Fund stands at over £ 100,000
and Ihope that you may find an opportunity
of telling your readers of the enormous
financial support so willingly given to music in
Liverpool and stressing the efforts which we
are making to help maintain the highest
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standards in programme planning.
Yours faithfully

... about collecting collections
From: Peter Found, Reference Editor, Bowker
Publishing Co. Ltd. P.O. Box 5, Epping, Essex,
CM16 4BU.
We are gathering material for our
Directory of Sound Recording Collections in
Europe, to be published in the autumn. The
book will include every type of sound recording
collection, including music (of all kinds), the
spoken word, sound-effects and natural history

DEAR SIR,

recordings.
Many questionnaires have been dispatched,
but we should very much like to hear of any
collections which have not yet come to our
attention. Questionnaires may be obtained
from myself at the address above, or by ringing
me at Epping 77333. There is no charge for
inclusion.
Yours faithfully

... about music in Liverpool
From: Kenneth Stern,
Director,
Special
Activities Fund, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Society, Philharmonic Hall, Hope Street,
Liverpool Li 9BP.
DEAR SIR, Iwas interested to read the article
Orchestral Cleft Stick by John Dwyer in your
February issue, especially his reference to
what is happening in Liverpool. However, it
is apity that he was not aware of the situation
when he wrote this particular paragraph,
because what he said is far from the truth.
Littlewoods Mail Order Stores Ltd do not,
in fact, give us agrant, but they have donate
very generously to our Special Activities Fund.
This Fund enables the Society to engage
soloists and conductors and to perform works
where the costs involved would be beyond our
normal budget, which, itself, is covered by
ticket sales and grants from the Arts Council
and Local Authorities.

. . . about foul play
From: E. W. Elliott, High Curley, 37 Staines
Road, Wraysbury, Staines, Middx. TW19 5BY.
SIR, Mr. Todd of Shriro (U.K.) Ltd.
seems most indignant that an advertiser in
your journal referred to an amplifier sounding
'foul', and in his letter in the March issue
assumes that the amplifier is a product of his
company. It may or may not be, but surely
an amplifier is meant to amplify signals to
produce sound and not pretty pictures on an
oscilloscope. Perhaps his amplifier does sound
foul, but if so, it's not the only one on the
market to do so in spite of all the laboratory

DEAR

figures.
Mr. Todd's approach seems to be that
because his product looks good in laboratory
tests it must sound good, and anyone that says
the opposite has an axe to grind. He also
seems to state that his product is only suitable
for certain speakers.
Surely any amplifier worthy of the name
should drive any speaker system of suitable
impedance to the limit of that speaker's
capabilities? If it can't then in my opinion it
shouldn't be on the market (power ratings of
course taken into consideration).
I'm afraid Iwould be inclined to take more
notice of the kind of criticism made by your
advertiser than Mr. Todd's figures.
It goes without saying that Ihave no connection with the advertiser, have never bought
anything from him, and, having a home-built
HFNIRR Linsley Hood amplifier, have even
less chance of buying anything from Mr. Todd
as mine sounds right!
Yours faithfully
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Robert Sherlaw Johnson'
assesses the composer
and his music
—V

IAL upsurge of intere stin M ess i
aen '
s mus i
c

I in this country over the last fifteen years
or so has been quite remarkable. In the
nineteen-fifties he was hardly known at all,
except as acomposer of rather strange organ
pieces which, while they had their own
striking individuality, were obviously not to
everyone's taste. Indeed, even now he is
probably known to many people primarily as
a writer of organ music or as acomposer
who has made original use of birdsong in his
compositions.
Such a view, of course, takes account only
of a small proportion of his output. Although
he regards birdsong as a very important
source of ideas (amongst others), he himself
would not regard his organ music as his most
important genre of composition. In spite of
the fact that he wrote little of importance for
piano before Visions de l'Amen (1943), his
output for this instrument (as a solo instrument, or with orchestra) has been continuous
and varied since that date. It was his
acquaintance with Yvonne Loriod (now his
wife) who became his pupil in 1943 which
triggered off his first major piano works,
Visions de ¡' Amen and Vingt Regards sur
l'Enfant-Jésus ( 1944), and it was also around
this time that he began to make his influence
felt as a teacher. After his repatriation from
Germany as a prisoner of war he was able to
organise composition classes at the house of
his friend Guy Delapierre; besides Yvonne
Loriod the more illustrious of his early
pupils included Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz
Stockhausen.
Most of the influences evident in Messiaen's
music originate early in his life. He was born
at Avignon in 1908 of literary parents; his
father was a Shakespearian scholar and his
mother a poet. He was brought up a Catholic
and both his religion and his literary
background have had a strong influence on
•Mr. Shertaw Johnson's new book about Messiaen
will be reviewed shortly in HFN RR

his musical language, hi all his major vocal
works he has written the poems himself;
unlike Wagner, however, he never envisaged
that his poetry should be read or recited for
its own sake. He makes no exaggerated
claims about its literary merits and he regards
it as an inseparable part of each piece, being
frequently conceived at the same time as the
music.
In most of his work up to 1944 and in
several works written since then, Christian
symbolism has featured very strongly. He has
rarely chosen to set liturgical or other religious
texts, preferring a purely instrumental
medium which by its character invokes the
images suggested by the title of the piece, as

well as by the quotations from scripture or
other written explanation which usually
precedes it in the score. His symbolism can
be theological in symbolising the mysteries of
the Catholic faith as in La Mystère de la sainte
Trinité from Les Corps Glorieux (1939), for
example, in which the number three pervades
the whole structure of the music in various
ways. At other times it is more pictorial as
in La première Communion de la Vierge from
Vingt Regards which was suggested by a
painting of the Annunciation. Only rarely
does he border on the mystical ( he himself
denies any mystical approach in his religious
symbolism) as in the penultimate piece from
Vingt Regards: Je dors, mais mon coeur teille

which he describes as adialogue of mystical
love.
The three works which follow Vingt Regards
—Harawi for soprano and piano ( 1945), the
Turangalila-Symphonie (1946-8) and Cinq
Rechants for twelve solo voices ( 1948) are
unique among Messiaen's output. In these
he abandons aspecifically Christian
symbolism and turns to the Tristan and
Is°1de myths for his source of inspiration.
None of these works, not even the song-cycle
Harawi, is concerned with astraight
narrative of the tale of Tristan and Iso1de, but
they use symbols of love and death derived
partly from the myth and occasionally from
Peruvian mythology, Hinduism or from other
mythological sources. Turangalila—a symphony of Mahlerian proportions ( lasting oneand-a-quarter hours)—was probably the work
which first brought Messiaen's name before the
British musical public in the early ' 50s when
the work was first performed in London under
the direction of Walter Goehr. Whatever the
reaction to the work at that time it was clear
that Messiaen was acomposer whom one
could not simply ignore.

death, hence its use in this movement.
Similarly in La Transfiguration (1963-9) the
songs of mountain birds are used, particularly
those associated with the French Alps, which
for Messiaen have always had astrong
attraction.

' Song of love and death'—the first piece in
the ' Tristan-trilogy'.
Among his later works, Catalogue d'Oiseaur
for piano has its own individual attraction,
and is probably the most approachable at
first. Although no commentator (to my

Two other aspects of Messiaen's work are
very important, the first is his approach to
rhythm and the other is his perception of
colour in music. Schonberg and other
composers of the second Viennese school were
noted especially for atonal techniques of
composition ( i.e. without keys), Messiaen
followed acomplementary path with respect
to rhythm in using an ametrical rhythmic
structure in much of his music since 1935.
His move in this direction was partly inspired
by the deci-tálas or rhythms listed by the
thirteenth-century Indian musician
Sharngadeva, many of which he has used in
his music. It is essential to recognize,
however, that he does not use them in any
characteristic Indian manner, but fits them
into what remains abasically Western
conception of musical thought. Claims about
Indian influences on his musical technique
have been much exaggerated.
Although birdsong does not feature in his
Equally important for Messiaen is his
composition until 1940 (in the Quatuor pour
perception of colours in connection with
la Fin du Temps) and not even as aregular
musical sounds. He is not the first composer
source of musical material until 1953 ( in
to claim these associations but, especially in
Revell des oiseaux) his interest in it goes back
his later work, it has become an important
to about 1923 when he first made attempts to
factor in determining the structure of awork.
transcribe it into musical notation. Many of
In Couleurs de la Cité céleste (1963) for
the earlier uses of birdsong in his work have
instance he says: ' The form of the work is
been rudimentary and somewhat tentative,
dependent entirely on colours'. The way in
but from Reveil des oiseaux for piano and
which sounds are interpreted in terms of
orchestra Messiaen has used this material in
colour is, of course, apersonal experience but
two different ways. In Reveil (1953),
it is none the less real for that and he has
Catalogue d'Oiseaux for piano solo ( 1956-8),
been particularly influenced in this respect by
and in La Fauvette des jardins (1970) he
aSwiss painter called Blangatti (now dead)
stresses the accuracy of his transcriptions and
whom he knew in his younger days and who
his intention in the latter two works to paint
apparently had the same faculty but in amuch
amusical portrait of aparticular bird while
more extreme form. Messiaen has four
associating it with musical impressions of its
paintings by Blangatti in his Paris flat which
habitat and with other birds to be found
are all paintings of particular pieces of music.
there. Even while striving for accuracy in the
For the listener who is not familiar with
character of each birdsong Messiaen is
Messiaen's work, it is not easy to give avery
conscious of the fact that some transformation
reliable guide as to which works should be
and approximation is necessary in translating
approached first. His output has been so
birdsong into instrumental terms. In speaking
varied that one might fairly say that there is
about his work he has described how the high
something for all tastes. Those less familiar
range of the bird is frequently transposed
with twentieth century music on the whole no
down through several octaves and in many
doubt find his earlier organ music and songcases the extreme rapidity of asong is slowed
cycles more approachable, largely because he
up to come within the technical capabilities of
uses harmony which is in some ways akin to
the performer. Harmony is used as ameans
traditional harmony. His first major organ
of simulating the timbre of individual birds.
work was La Nativité du Seigneur, written in
In addition he often reads human emotions
1935, although one can frequently also hear
into particular birdsongs such as the owl,
the less mature L'Ascension which was
which is sinister and menacing, or the
arranged in 1934 from the orchestral piece of
nightingale which alternates sadness with joy.
that title written in 133. The movements of
In other works Messiaen uses birdsong as a
La Nativité are somewhat uneven in quality,
more or less free point of departure for
the best being undoubtedly the last movement,
musical ideas. Although he still identifies each
Dieu parmi nous, aremarkably effective tour
bird in the score, it is not essential to the
de force. Les Corps Glorieux, written in 1939
understanding of the work to know what they
is more consistent than La Nativité but afterare or how they fit into the whole.
wards Messiaen produced no more organ
Occasionally he uses particular birdsongs for
music until Messe de la Pentecôte in 1950.
their symbolic implications, for instance the
The two early song-cycles, Poèmes pour Mi
Brazilian Uirapuru (or Musician Wren) is
and Chants de terre et de ciel (1936 and 1938)
used in the third movement of Et expecto
both have aspects of marriage (particularly its
resurrectionem mortuorum (1964): ' The time
sacramental aspect) as their subjects. Howwill come when the dead will hear the voice
ever, both are surpassed by his major
of the Son of God ...'. According to alegend
song-cycle Harawi (1945) which is subtitled
one hears this bird only at the moment of

knowledge) has applied the term ' postimpressionism' to these works, such a
description is certainly applicable. Their
invocation of the colours of nature by means
of subtle harmonies and timbres as well as
their stylized interpretations of birdsong make
them fascinating. Messiaen is more positive
than Debussy in his attitude to ' soundpainting'; whereas Debussy in his Preludes
puts titles only at the end of the piece as a
suggestion of what it might evoke, Messiaen
precedes each of his pieces in Catalogue
d'Oiseaux by ashort verbal description of
what the piece actually does invoke.
No article on Messiaen could be complete
without some little consideration of his
orchestral writing. His very early orchestral
works up to and including L' Ascension are
written for aconventional orchestra. The
Turangallia-Symphonie, while it uses afairly
large conventional orchestra, adds the Onde
Martenot— an electronic instrument; but more
important than this is his use of piano and
metal percussion instruments in combination
to form what he calls the ' gamelan' because
of its affinities with the sound of Balinese
instruments of that name. This feature
remains constant in many of his later
orchestral works.
Since Oiseaux exotiques in 1956 he has
tended to use smaller but more specialised
combinations of orchestral instruments.
Oiseaux exotiques, Couleurs de la Cité céleste
and Et expecto resurrectionem mortuorum
use no strings. ' Couleurs' uses only clarinets,
afairly full brass section and alarge percussion section in addition to the solo piano
part. Sept Halkal, written in 1961, uses afull
woodwind section, only one trumpet and
trombone, eight violins and the usual large
percussion section and solo piano. In these
later orchestral works Messiaen is seeking a
sound which is monumental, powerful and
devoid of the expressive qualities which are
associated with the string section.
Messiaen's most recent output since the
enormous La Transfiguration has consisted
of the addition of another piece in the
Catalogue d'Oiseaux series: La Fauvette de
jardin for piano, alarge work for organ:
Méditations sur la Mystére de la sainte
Trinité (
the church at which Messiaen had
been organist since 1931 is dedicated to the
Holy Trinity) and anew major work for piano
and orchestra, first performed in New York
last November. It is difficult to give a
decisive summing up of Messiaen's recent
work since 1963, but one trend which is
distinctly noticeable is away from pieces
dependent entirely or predominantly on
birdsong for their material and areturn to
religious subjects without, however, the
verging on the sentimental which occasionally
characterised some of his early works. The
accent since 1963 has been much more on a
monumental and grand conception of the
Faith, reflecting possibly the sense of eternity
which the Christian sees in the mysteries of
his religion.
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Akai AA5210
£69.95
Akai AA5210DB .. £9150
Akai 5510
£94-50
Akai AA5810
£ 113.75
Cambridge P50/P60/P110 P.O.A.
Hitachi ( all models) ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2100 ..
Special Price
Leak 2200 ..
Special Price
Marantz (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Nikko ( all models)
Pioneer SA500A .. £43.50
Pioneer SA6200 £75-95
Pioneer SA7100 .. £ 104.95
Pioneer SA8I00 .. £ 149.95
Pioneer SA9I00 .. £ 185-00
Rotel RA211 .. £38.95
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£50.95
Rotel RA6I1
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Sound SA520 .. £3915
Sound SA620
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Armstrong 623/624 ..
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Akai AT550 .. .. £71.95
Akai AT580 .. .. £99.95
Cambridge T55.. ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
Special Price
Nikko (all models)
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A £61-95
Pioneer TX6200 £77.95
Pioneer TX7I00 £91.95
Pioneer TX8I00 £ 108-95
Pioneer TX9I00 £ 139.95
Rotel RT222 .. £38-95
Rotel RT322 .. £53.95
Rotel RT622 .. £86.95
Sansui TUSOS
..
£69.95
Sony ( all models)
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Special Price
Marantz ( all models) ..
P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
£85.95
Pioneer SX535
£ 119.95
Pioneer SX636
£ 139.95
Pioneer SX737
£ 175.00
Pioneer SX838
£225.00
Pioneer SX939
£245.00
Pioneer SX1010 £305.00
Rotel RXI52
£63.95
Rotel RX202
£72-95
Rotel RX402
£97.50
Rotel RX602
£ 124.95
Rotel RX802
£ 158.95
Sansui ( all models
P.O.A.
Sony ( all models) .. ..
Sonab 3000/4000/7000 ..
P.O.A.
Sound 3400 .. £59.50
Sound SR660
£85-95
Sound 59.770
£99.95
Technics ( full range in stock)
Toshiba (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Trio ( full range in stock)

Bowers & Wilkins (al
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. P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/50
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PRICES
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P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
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Special price
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Special price
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Special price
Marantz (all models) . .
P.O.A.
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Sony ( all models) ..
P.O.A.
Technics (from stock)
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For me everything suddenly clicked nto
place and Ifound Dylan easy to accept. He
had never really been afolk-singer after all—
Rodgers and arich diet of blues, Istill found
just arock-poet cum singer-songwriter
the voice of Bob Dylan hard to take in 1962.
looking for somewhere to hang his hat.
He was just twenty-two when his first solo
That Folkdom and Newport had been ready
album came out, but he sounded older than
to accept him first was just coincidental—he
the blues themselves. He'd already recorded
was pure rock, but of atype that was
with veteran blues-people like Big Joe
unacceptable to those seeking another Chuck
Williams, Roosevelt Sykes, Lonnie Johnson
Berry, another Elvis or another sample of
and Victoria Spivey and he'd hung around
all-American doo-wop. If Ifound Dylan
Woody Guthrie whenever he could. If he was
•now more to my taste, so did millions of
young, he didn't seem to know about it—he
sang songs by Roy Acuff, Jesse Fuller and
Blind Lemon Jefferson, even including
Bukka White's Fixing to die blues on his
first album, which was merely called Bob
Dylan, produced by John Hammond, the
same man who had dug the boogie pioneers
out of retirement in 1938 and helped them
play at Carnegie Hall.
By the time Dylan got around to working
on his next album Freewheelin', things had
changed. Dylan's blues were of his own
invention (one of the songs is actually titled
Dylan's blues) and the songs, though some of
them were based on traditional numbers—
The girl from the North Country, for example,
has an affinity with Scarborough Fair—provided royalties to no-one except Robert Allen
Zimmerman himself. And though his voice
remained as rough and wheezy as his
harmonica playing, he'd begun speaking for
the youth of America. A hard rain's agonna
fall he predicted, warning that with one
example too many of Cuba-crisis brinkmanship the youngsters who cheered him at the
•
Newport Folk Festival would never have a
others. In Britain, for the very first time, he
chance to become the older generation. The
had hit records—four of them during 1965.
way out of the problem was simple, he
One of them, Subterranean Homesick Blues,
argued—it was all amatter of understanding
was an odd mixture of Browning and
one another. He put it all together in
Kerouac applied to what was basically a
Blowin' in the wind and the song became a
Chuck Berry song. And like the Byrds'
hit and an anthem—though it took Peter, Paul
chartbuster, Mr. Tambourine Man, this was
and Mary, who had voices far sweeter than
culled from Bringing It All Back Home, an
Dylan's, to make it acceptable to the public.
immensely strong collection of songs that
In London Philips, who were issuing Dylan's
included She belongs to me, It's alright Ma
albums here, played some of his recordings
(I'm only bleeding) and It's all over now,
to their sales-force. This is the music of
Baby Blue, the last title being aimed at his
tomorrow, they were informed—and the
wavering fans of acoustic days, many of
salesmen, used to myriad ready sales for
whom had booed him and yelled ' traitor'
Frankie Vaughan and Doris Day, fell off
when he introduced an electric guitar onstage.
their chairs laughing at what they thought
Two more electric albums, Highway 61
was the joke of the year. But Dylan had a
Revisited and the tremendous Blonde On
song and an album title for every occasion.
Blonde, then came agap of nearly two years
The Times They Are A-changin', he declared.
during which time Columbia tried to hide the
And they were—the album and the single of
fact that Dylan wasn't around by putting
the same name became bestsellers on both
out aGreatest Hits compilation. The cause
sides of the Atlantic (belatedly in this
of Dylan's absence was said to be amotorcountry). Another Side of Bob Dylan, which
cycle accident and it was rumoured that the
followed, contained enough fine songs to
singer had broken his neck. But, whatever
keep most singer-songwriters happy for many
the reason, Dylan just stayed around at
afortnight... All Ireally want to do,
Woodstock and saw no-one who was likely
It ain't me, babe, Chimes offreedom etc . . .
to say aword to the media.
every one of them was picked up and
By 1968 it appeared that Dylan was ready
recorded by other artists. But Dylan was not
to face the world once more. He'd comcontent to be asuperstar. He wanted to be
pleted avery surrealistic book called
The Superstar. And there were just four
Tarantula and headed down to Nashville
people in his way—John, Paul, George and
where, with the aid of producer Bob Johnson,
Ringo. They dominated the American charts
he recorded John Wesley Harding, aquiet
during 1964-65 (from February to May '64
introspective album that, maybe, encapsulated
they had the No. 1record in the U.S. Billthe tranquility and lack of pressures he'd felt
board charts), so Dylan decided it was about
during the lay-off. Even the album sleeve
time that he brought back to the States what
had abackwoods charm and was printed in
Merseybeat had borrowed. The result was
simple black and white. But Dylan, even in
Bringing it All Back Home, his first album
tranquil mood, was always controversial.
with arock band.

D on Woody Guthrie, Leadbelly, Jimmie

ESPITE the fact that I'd been brought up
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Peter Neame
Again he visited Nashville, this time to record
his most readily-accessible album. Called
Nashville Skyline, it was full of lazy country
sounds, good humour and songs that even
Granny could live with—always assuming,
of course, that she didn't object to the
sentiments expressed in Lay, lady, lay ( Upon
my big brass bed). Johnnie Cash duetted on a
reprise of Girl from the North Country and
there were chunks of sheer good-timing like
Peggy Day and Country pie that were
guaranteed to make lyric-deciphering
Dylanologists go tear their hair out in
frustration—which was probably the whole
point of the exercise. And the sleeve depicted
Dylan smiling almost mischievously and
tipping his hat in an obvious ' Hi y'all'
manner. Even his voice sounded softer and
more commercial. It proved all too confusing
for those who expected every statement to be
one of portent.
During the next year it seemed that Dylan
was making up for lost time. Two further
albums appeared—Self Portrait, his second
double LP, and New Morning. The first was a
kind of pot-pourri which included one track
with no audible Dylan (
All the white horses),
traditional items like Copper kettle and Days
of '49, ablues (
It hurts me too), some live
recordings made with the Band at the Isle of
Wight in 1969, and even abadly-sung
version of Rodgers and Hart's Blue moon
(a case of anything Elvis could do, Dylan
could too!). Much of it seemed, indeed was,
self-indulgent and the general consensus of
opinion was that one good single album
could have been compiled from the two
dozen tracks Dylan chose to put out.
New Morning, on the other hand, sounded
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The AR-3a/Improved
An evolutionary new
speaker system

1959: AR-3

1967: AR-3a

1974: AR-3a / Improved

The AR-3series of speaker systems made
by Acoustic Research has been considered
astandard of high-fidelity music
reproduction since 1959. The AR-3was the
first speaker system to combine the AR-1
woofer, with which AR introduced acoustic
suspension to home listeners, with the
hemispherical dome midrange and tweeter
developed by AR. The AR-3a represented a
series of refinements of the original AR-3,
with the introduction of asmaller dome
midrange and tweeter for smoother
frequency response, broader dispersion,.
and reduced coloration.

These improvements have been
accomplished by means of significant
changes in the design of the crossover. All
other AR-3a/Improved components,
including drive units and cabinets, are
exactly the same as those of the AR-3a.

The AR-3a/Improved is the best speaker
system that we know how to make for the
reproduction of music in the home. And, as
with all AR speaker systems, its
performance specifications are guaranteed
for five years.

The AR-3a/Improved is capable of amore
linear spectral energy output than is the
AR-3a. Tailoring of this output to either
reverberant or relatively damped listening
environments is done by means of atwoposition switch. The basic objective in
reverberant listening rooms ( the most
common type) is to preserve as flat an
energy response as possible throughout the
listening area when the speaker is placed in
anormal room position. The switch position
for 'dead' listening rooms provides a
relatively flat on-axis response, because
first-arrival energy assumes more
importance under extremely damped
listening conditions.

Acoustic Resean li International

Now, seven more years of research and
development have made it possible to
eliminate certain compromises that were
necessary in the original design of the
AR-3a. Concepts and techniques developed
for the AR-LST and other advanced AR
speaker systems have enabled AR engineers
to improve the spectral energy
characteristics of the AR-3a and to eliminate
vestiges of coloration that remained in the
midrange crossover region. The result is the
more accurate representation of the sound
of musical instruments under the listening
conditions most often encountered in the
home.
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Also, aslight irregularityin response in the
lower mid-frequency region that was caused
by diffraction effects from the cabinet has
been compensated for in the
AR-3a/Improved.

US office:
10 American Drive
Norwood, Massachussets 02062
International office:
High Street, Houghton Regis,
Bedfordshire, England

A TELEDYNE COMPANY

Ta e Matters
I F you have never tried to make a feature
programme on tape, the time to start is on
your summer holiday. You will then have
plenty of time to do the actual recording and
the change of scene should stimulate your
imagination. You will also produce a record
of your holiday which will be quite as evocative
in the years to come as any collection of photographic slides . . . some would argue more so.
With presently available recording equipment, you will be able to gather more than
enough material for a feature tape without
involving yourself in difficult technical problems. The real area of challenge is in the
these two extremes, there are many intermediate
creative process involved in devising and prolevels of achievement.
ducing your tape.
On my travels Ihave recorded in avariety of
Pitch your ambition at a reasonable level.
ways. Often Iuse asimple cassette machine as
You can decide to concentrate your recording
an audio notebook, reciting my impressions of
in one day of your holiday; you can simply
a scene or an occasion on to the tape as they
capture the sounds and impressions that arise
form in my mind. I have proved that these
quite spontaneously during that day; and you
spontaneous impressions can never be matched
can do all this with the simplest of portable
by later recollection. Sections of them transcassette machines, with the single 1j- iis speed.
ferred from the original tape into an edited
That is one level of activity.
feature give it alively quality ee.at is otherwise
Or you may have asophisticated multi-speed
unattainable.
reel-to-reel battery-operated recorder, and that
Many official guides are not worth recordpresupposes that you will wish to tackle someing, but it depends upon the circumstances.
thing more ambitious. You might then record
the spiel from your holiday guide at 1îils, a I thought it essential when I was visiting
Leningrad to record what Intourist tells the
musical performance at 7¡ i/s, and most of the
western visitor. The difficulty is to know when
other material at 31 ils, and, after the holiday,
to switch off. On one of the Greek islands last
you would have amajor editing and re-recordyear Irecorded rather too much of a guide's
ing session to produce the final tape. Between

Music on Record
more like part two of John Wesley Harding,
though it has more of ajazz-like feel, thanks,
perhaps, to Al Kooper, whose keyboardwork has frequently added acertain piquancy
to the Dylan recordings on which he has
played. The back of the sleeve also suggests
that Dylan was in the mood for remembering
his early blues era, for it depicts the young
Zimmerman at one of the Spivey sessions of
1961. During 1971, Dylan's only album
appearance was on George Harrison's
Concert For Bangla Desh. More Bob Dylan
Greatest Hits, released in 1972, was more than
it appeared to be at first sight. Some hits
were included, to be sure, but there were also
anumber of previously unissued tracks,
including three items cut with banjoist
Happy Traum, and Tomorrow is along time,
alive performance recorded in 1964. In all,
this is avery balanced set—it contains a
track from nearly every Dylan album released
at that time, only the initial Bob Dylan LP
being neglected.
What happened next is anyone's guess—
Dylan has rarely been one to communicate
his activities to journalists, and if they've
come to the wrong conclusions from the facts
available then he has no-one to blame but
himself. But one thing is certain—Dylan, for
one reason or another (one rumour is that he
originally wanted to put out his own label)
became unhappy with Columbia Records.
They put out his soundtrack to Pat Garrett
And Billy The Kid, the Sam Peckinpah film in
which Dylan appeared alongside Kris

Kristofferson—an album that's pretty forgettable if you own the single of Knockin' on
heaven's door, the one valid song that appears
on the recording—and then it was announced
that the singer-songwriter was going to sign
for Asylum. The new alliance between Dylan
and Asylum boss David Geffin was shortlived, but productive while it lasted. From it
came Planet Waves and Before The Flood,
both with The Band—the former being a
studio recording, put together at aLos
Angeles venue (where Dylan and Co. booked
in as Judge Magney and the Jury), the latter
being comprised of material recorded during
Dylan's American tour of early 1974. And
just prefacing the first Asylum release came
Dylan, aColumbia-marketed collection of
previously unissued songs, obviously designed
to cream some of the sales off the Asylum
releases. All three recordings have been
reviewed in HFNIRR during the past year
and it seems pointless to dwell upon their
virtues at any length here, other than to
remark that, on the Asylum dates Dylan
seems to have, once more, suffered avoice
change, this time emerging more proclamatory, more fiery than el.er before.
Certainly all are worth hearing, even Dylan,
which was panned by most critics as much
for the way and reasons it was put out, as for
the material it contained.
So here we are in 1975 and Bob Dylan is
still top of the rockpile. Already there's
been anew CBS album this year (Blood On
The Tracks), one that's found Dylan back in
pre-accident voice, sounding, despite a
relaxation of the intensity prevalent through-

account of the history of the ancient temple
we were visiting. No sooner had Iswitched off
than atourist from Lancashire interrupted the
guide to observe: ' How do you know all this?
It isn't written down anywhere. It's all just
imagination'. The resultant exchanges were
really enjoyable, but Ihad missed the vital six
first words of the interruption.
On virtually any kind of holiday you will be
able to collect a variety of interesting sound
effects: water lapping or splashing, snatches of
foreign languages or music, farmyard animal
noises, train and plane engines, church bells,
bird-song. It really is worthwhile, in the course
of your anticipatory thoughts about the holiday, to make alist of the sounds you think you
may be able to collect. Some of them will
prove more difficult to secure than you expect,
and it helps to be clear about what you would
like to record.
The other worthwhile constituent in aholiday
programme is the interview. How successful
you are in collecting this type of recording will
depend upon your own personality. If you feel
able to coax strangers into talking into a
microphone, you usually find them ready and
willing. If you are shy, you may have to concentrate on your coach driver, or hotel waiter,
or ski instructor.
The holiday feature on tape, even if it falls
far short of broadcasting quality, cannot fail
to be asuccess with the family. It is, therefore,
the ideal recording exercise for the beginner.
out Before The Flood, as devastating as ever.
Perhaps not so many people cover his songs
nowadays—there was once atime when the
Byrds or Manfred Mann seemed to have their
heads permanently buried in the Dylan
songbook—but when he pens anew lyric the
pop pundits still place the results on aslide
and peer down their microscopes. And
nobody shouts ' traitor' any more. Maybe
we've all learned to live with him.
Fred De/lar
DISCOGRAPHY
1962 Bob Byian ( CBS 62022)
1963 The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan ( CBS 62193)
1964 The Times They Are A-Changin' (CBS 62251)
1964 Another Side Of Bob Dylan ( CBS 62429)
1965 Bringing It All Back Home ( CBS 62251)
1965 Highway 61 Revisited (CBS 62572)
1966 Blonde on Blonde (CBS 66012)
1967 Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits ( CBS 62847)
1968 John Wesley Harding (CBS 63252)
1969 Nashville Skyline ( CBS 63601)
1969 Greatest Hits ( CBS 63482) A revised
compilation
1970 Self Portrait ( CBS 66250)
1970 New Morning ( CBS 69011)
1972 More Bob Dylan Greatest Hits (CBS 6739)
1973 Pat Garrett And Billy The Kid Soundtrack
(CBS 69042)
1973 Dylan (CBS 69044)
1974 Planet Waves (Island ILPS9261)
1974 Before The Flood ( Island ILPS IDBD1)
1975 Blood On The Tracks ( CBS 69097)
Bob Dylan also appears on Three Kings And A
Queen' ( Spivey LP 1004—Virgin import), ' The
Woody Guthrie Memorial Concert—Part 1' (CBS
6461), ' The Concert For Bangle Desh' (Apple
STCX 3385) and many other recordings. A large
number of bootleg albums are also available
while, at the time of writing, Precision Tapes are
compiling a 'tape-only' issue featuring some of the
tracks Dylan made for Vanguard's Newport
Festival' albums during 1962-64.
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Bib Best for record and tape care
Record Care
GROOV-KLEEN
automatic record cleaners
ALL GROOV-KLEENS remove and collect dust
whilst records are played. Improve reproduction
and reduce record and stylus wear. Models 2000,
42, 50 and 60 have arm- rests and counterweights
to ensure lightweight tracking and operate silently.
Quick and simple to fit.

MODEL 2000

Model 2000 This latest Bib advance in
automatic record cleaning has it all — efficiency,
beautiful styling and chrome finish. A separate
roller and stylus cleaning brush is provided, plus
spare velvet roller, self adhesive base pad and
tracking brush.
£2.72

Des. Reg. App. NO. 967842

Model 2000L This model has all the features
of the Model 2000 but the overall size of the base
is reduced to suit low turntables.
£2.72
Model 42 Finished in chrome, brightanodised
aluminium and shiny black.
£1.84

MODEL 42

Model 50
Finished in white and.rn et black.

£1.08

Model 60 All chrome finish.

£1.72

Model 45
AUTO-CHANGER GROOV-KLEEN
Finished in chrome — fits most units with flat top

cartridge housings. Adaptor available for Zero 100.
Velvet and stylus cleaning brush included.
MODEL 45

Record Dust-Off - with cover

Velvet pad gently collects and removes
dust from delicate grooves. Reduces
record and stylus wear Can be used dry
or moist.

REF 71 66p

Record Care Kit Ideal gift contains GROOV-KLEEN

in sparkling all- chrome

finish, Record Dust- Off, Spirit Level, Stylus and Turntable cleaner.

Cassette Care
Ideal gift. Contains:

head Cleaner,
Cassette Salvage
and Re- Record
Kit, Editing and
Joining Kit.

Cartridge Care

Revolves easily on felt base pad.
'
Holds 40 cassettes for easy selection.
Solid wood ends with teak finish.

REF 73 £3.94

Cassette Editing and
Joining Kit

24 £ 1.80

Cassette Tape Recorder
Care Kit

264 £ 2.24

Salvage Cassette

294

Cassette Splicer

30

Cassette Head Cleaner
Cassette Head Cleaner

31
314

Cassette Case ( holds12)

34

Cassette Wallet ( holds 6)

39

88p

524

54p

Cassette Tray ( holds 10)

42p
£ 1.30
58p
46p
£ 1.80

Ref
Price
Hi Fi Stereo Test Cassette 53 £2.20
Cassette Re- Record Kit

54

80p

Cassette Containers ( 2)

55

30p

Cassette Hub Clips ( 20)

57

28p

Cassette Index Cards ( 10)
Cassette Head Cleaner
(liquid)

61

25p

62

48p

Cassette Protectors ( 10)

63

40p

Tape Indexa
Cassette Tab Removing
Tool and Winder

66

66p

74

38p

Prices shown are recommendeo retail, excluding VAT. Ava.lable from all good audio
shops or send direct. Add 8p VAr per £1. On orders up to £ 3add also 25p p. & p. Over
£3 post free ( UK only). Write for fully illustrated colour catalogue of complete range.,

Bib Hi -Fi Accessories Limited,

HFN5/75

1/4" Tape Care

8-Track
Stereo Test Cartridge
How to get tne best 8- track stereo repro-

duction. Devised by Bib. Recorded by
Decca. Includestestsforchanne( identification; balance control; speaker phasing
wow and flutter. Plays for 54 minutes.

REF 58 £2.30

Other Cassette Care items:Cassette Title Labels (45)

If

REF 65 £4.80 Reg. Des. 946499

Cassette Rota Rack

Price
39p

Ref
Price
A £ 1.70
38p
254
26p
32A £ 1.24
36A
32p
48
26p
59 £ 1.30

Car be used in the horizontal or vertical position and
is attractively finished with teak appearance. It is fitted with inserts in order that cassettes can be removed quickly and easily without touching each
other. Dimensions 16" long by e high
by 24" deep. Stores 30.

Cassette
Care Kit

Ref
T/5

REF 43 £2.68

Indexa Record
Stylus & Turntable Cleaning Kit
Record Handlers ( 2)
Stylus Balance
Record Et Stylus Cleaning Kit
Record Dust- Off
Record Care Kit

Cassette Storage Rack

REF 51 £3.20

.
98p

Pat. No. 1361732.
Reg. Des. No. 958457

MODEL 60

•
Cartridge Case ( holds 8)
8-Track Cartriage Head Cleaner
Cartridge Care Pack
Cartridge
...... ps);r1( . Protectors ( 4) -

Ref
35
41
67
64

Price
£1.90
88p
£2.80
.
24p

Compact Tape Head
Cleaning Kit
Non-Flam cleaner, 4 head
tools, 5 sticks and cloth in
wallet. Recommended by Ferrograph,
Revox and Tandberg.
REF J 68p
other Tape Care items:—
Recording Tape Cutters ( 4)
Tape Reel Labels (70)
4 " Tape Splicer
Tape Editing Kit
Splicing Tape on plastic
dispenser

Hi Fi Maintenance

Ref
M
7/6
20
23
33

36p

Other Items Include

Hi Fi Stereo Hints ft Tips

3rd enlarged edition, completely revised. " How
to make the most of your equipment" by John
Borwick, B.S.C., Technical Editor of "The
Gramophone". 56 pages of information; 57
invaluable reference charts and illustrations
for Hi Fi enthusiasts.
VATexempt.
REF 56 38p

Price
30p
39p
£1.30
n .
64

Hi Fi Cable and Flex
Tidies ( 5)
Wire Stripper and Cutter
Hi Fi Solder Dispenser
Inspection Mirror
Anti- Static Liquid
Hi Fi Label Kit

Ref Price
D/2
9
27
68
69
72

32p
94p
40p
24p
24p
44p

PO Box No. 78 Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RH Tel : 61291

Gramophile
Record & Music Scene
terests me—all these
musical languages.'

Roger Norrington
issued by Argo is a
record of previously unrecorded,
and nearly totally unknown
choral music by Richard Strauss,
performed by the Schütz Choir of
London under their conductor
Roger Norrington (see page 117,
April). Roger Norrington filled
us in with the background when
we met recently. ' I first considered recording some of these
pieces two or three years ago, but
it took us along time to get going.
First of all I had to prepare
editions of two of the works.
Then the BBC asked us to give
the Deutsche Mofette for abroadcast and this gave us an opportunity to learn it. Of course, once
we had learnt it we were crazy to
get it on disc as it is such a
marvellous piece. Another attraction is that it is easy to find other
similar pieces to go with the
Deutsche Motette. The writing is
really tremendous, in 16 parts, and
with wonderful sweeping lines.
Strauss uses the choir in a very
orchestral manner — mercilessly
so, with the sopranos going up to
top D flat and the basses down to
low B flat which is way beyond
normal choral range.'
Such a work makes very great
demands upon the performers,
which led us on to ask about the
composition of the Schütz Choir.
'The choir is always fitted round
the programme. It is a pickup
group, but Ialways try and use
the same people. It used to be
composed mainly of amateurs,
but now is entirely professional.
Unless the choir was fully professional we wouldn't be able to
undertake works like Strauss, and
of course we can now select the
right artists for the repertoire—
there are some people who just
wouldn't be right for Monteverdi
—and vice versa. We don't do a
lot of work together in a year,
just two or three dates. Iam very
busy most of the time with conducting opera and orchestral
concerts abroad. The choir is
something very nice we occasionally do together—we don't get
bored with it.'
The Strauss disc is the fourth in
aseries of 19th century music, the
previous three being Berlioz,
Mendelssohn and Bruckner. ' I'm
very interested in 19th century
music, and although Ido alot of
baroque music I also perform

RECENTLY

different

Unicorn/Transatlantic
last it looks as if Unicorn
records will become consistently
available to the public due to a
new deal with Transatlantic
Records. Previously Transatlantic merely distributed Unicorn in
the UK, but the new agreement is
a long-term, world-wide agreement (excepting Japan) and makes
Transatlantic
responsible
for
manufacture and marketing of
Unicorn recordings, leaving John
Goldsmith, founder of Unicorn,
free to concentrate on repertoire.
The new agreement will give
Unicorn financial stability, and
should allow for steady developsound is there and there is not
ment. Transatlantic are planning
much you can do to change it.
are-launch of the label which will
In the Strauss for example there
include reissue and re-packaging
is ahuge fugue and you can feel
of many earlier Unicorn records.
the tradition going all the way
The first of the new releases
back to Bach. I enjoy both
under the new agreement will be
tradition and innovation.
In
Horenstein conducting Mahler's
modern music, of which I
6th symphony with the Stockperform a lot, I am just as
holm Philharmonic (RHS/320/1)
interested in someone who writes
and Bernard Herrmann's Welles
in a traditional manner as in
raises Kane and the Devil and
someone who is trying to do
Daniel Webster. Now that Unisomething totally original. Nichocorn are out of the financial
las Maw is amarvellous composer
'wood' we look forward to
who has something really original
further interesting releases from
to say, but who writes in a
this very progressive source.
traditional manner.'
Though anxious to avoid being
labelled in any way a specialist,
Norrington has an interest in
Isobel Baillie
accuracy of performance style,
I AM sure that Isobel Baillie must
and makes every attempt to get
get a little tired of fairly elderly
as close as possible to what was
people coming up to her and
intended. ' Ithink one ought to
saying that one of the first
bring "specialisation" to every
records they ever bought was one
composer. If you are going to
of hers—putting her in abracket
play Bach then you must know
with Edison. However, at a
about appogiaturas, double dots,
reception in honour of her 80th
inégales, etc, and if you are going
birthday given at Durrant's Hotel
to do Dvorak then you must
in March by EMI, I said to
know about 19th century style and
Isobel Baillie ' One of the first
Czech tradition.' He mentioned
records I ever bought was your
current fashions in 18th century
recording of the Barcarolle from
music. ' Itry to strike abalance.
Tales of Hoffmann with Nellie
You mustn't strip the music of all
Walker—and another of the Doll
emotion—you can go too far. I
song'. They were, in fact, the
like to listen to avery " correct"
beginning of a lifelong attraction
version and learn the rules, but
to Offenbach as well as alifelong
then I play to the very edge of
debt to Isobel Baillie. I also
those rules. Monteverdi must
remember hearing her in Messiah
be dramatic, and it is the same
in our local town well before the
with Mozart—you have to go
war, so it was a tremendous
right to the edge of the convenpleasure to find her so full of life
tions but without going over the
and not at all put out at being
line. You can't do Strauss like
eighty. As John Whittle of EMI
Palestrina— that's what really inAT

Tchaikovsky and Brahms. One
doesn't want to be labelled a
specialist—I like to do a lot of
things, but accurately.'
The words ' accuracy' and
'Baroque' brought us round to
his performances of works such
as the Monteverdi Vespers, and
the Bach Passions. ' One of the
beauties of having a professional
choir is that you can do things like
Vespers with a small choir, and
have all the solos sung by
members of the choir in the
original manner. We do the
Vespers with only 24 singers,
exactly the number Monteverdi
had in Venice. This is also the
number Bach had in Leipzig, and
when we perform the St Matthew
Passion with 12 singers each side
of the church it sounds very
different and very beautiful. Bach
is very seldom performed this
way in the UK: with dialogue between spatially separated soloists.
Of course, this is something we
are really into with our long
association with Venetian music.
Isee Bach as the culmination of
the 17th century as well as of the
late baroque.'
We touched on the obvious
traditional links in the Strauss
pieces and earlier choral music.
'I think this is true of all choral
writing, very largely because the
voice doesn't change much—even
though modern writers do try to
take it beyond the usual range. In
a Mozart or Beethoven mass you
can feel the weight of tradition
behind it—you can even sense it
in Britten and Tippet. With
instruments you can get new
sounds, but with the voice the
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WHO WOULD HAVE NOUGHT THAT BY
BUYING ONE OF THESE
**

5 III1P
4r.w
.

«".

YOU COULD WIN AHOLIDAY FOR FOUR
ON THIS

AND THEN
AT IIIE END OF IT ALLYOU COULD TAKE HOME
THIS I
Then, in afew words, convince us of why you'll be
buying lots more LH Super cassettes, and mail in your entry
form before June 30th 1975. And if yours comes first, you've
won aweek's holiday for four with Hoseasons (on the Thames
or Broads) plus ahamper and aBASF 9302 Radio Cassette
Recorder to keep you going.
If you're second, you still get the hamper and
the recorder. And the third prize is the recorder alone, which is
by far the best bit.
Plus 500 other prizes worth £ 1,500 for the
runners-up. And the intense pleasure of having discovered
aremarkable new cassette (We know the feeling).
If you have any difficulty in finding entry forms,
or if yi ) 11 would like to know more about BASF LH Super
cassettes, please fill in the coupon below.

BASF-you've been listening to us for years. Simple, really. It's all this fiendish plot to get you
to'listen to our new cassettes: The BASF LH Super Competitition.
(LH Super being aremarkable new advance in ferric oxide
tapes from BASF).
All you need do is to pick up aBASF LH Super
Cassette (any size) and an entry form from your local stockist.
Then, having been amazed at the improvement,
answer five simple questions. If you can't answer them, look in
the new BASF Brochure. ( That's agood move anyway).

II
Please send me more about BASF LH Super cassettes and
the complete BASF cassette system.

n And send me an entry form for good measure.
Name

Address

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,197 Knightsbridge,
London,SW7 1SA. Tel: 01-584 5080

said, it was almost impossible to
believe it—she looked so young
and was so active in every way,
still teaching and still singing with
a recording to her credit made
when she was seventy-nine (included in the recently issued
anthology—RLS714).
The number of times she has
sung Messiah is beyond calculation—Harry Mortimer, who was
there, claims to have conducted it
with her over three hundred
times, but she assured me she
could still look at it with fresh
interest every time she sang it. It
was in 1926 that she made her
first test recording with Sir
Hamilton Harty, and the number
of 78s she has made since then
must be enormous. Every one
will have his own memories of
Isobel Baillie in oratorio, in
opera and on record. Many of
the singers she worked with were
there to celebrate the birthday
occasion and warm tributes came
from elder statesman Gerald
Moore, who has so often worked
with her, and from younger
statesman Bryan Crimp who had
the pleasant task of compiling the
birthday anthology.
P.G.

Eduard Melkus
met Austrian violinist Eduard
Melkus at London Airport, in
between planes; and even in that
inauspicious venue he retained
his warm and very relaxed
attitude. Indeed, he was highly
amused at having, initially, been
refused entry to his plane due to
his determination not to be
parted from his Amati violin. ' I
was only let on the plane when
the pilot said he would take full
responsibility. I showed them it
was aviolin but they still wouldn't
agree. My violin means so much
to me, once you have selected an
instrument and " warmed it up"
then it would mean an enormous
amount of time, work and insecurity till you had found, and
got used to another instrument.'
Though a concert violinist
with awide repertoire, Melkus is
best known in the UK for his
performances of baroque music
on old instruments. However,
ideas of a dry academic were
quickly dispersed when Melkus
gave his views on expression in
playing, especially the use of
vibrato. ' The idea of nonvibrato playing is something the
English have not yet accepted—
they accept it for modern music,
but not for old.' Not that he
advocates a total avoidance of
vibrato. ' It is like the Vienna
Philharmonic, they say that their

WE
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woodwind must not use vibrato—
in theory, but of course they all
play it. People at the time were
having the same
argument,
Geminiani wrote for vibrato,
while four years later Leopold
Mozart was writing against it;
he did not say you should never
use it, just that it is wrong to use
the same amount of vibrato for
every note. You know, when
somebody fights an extreme Iam
always on his side. Vibrato is
not something you learn, it
comes with the heart, with the
excitement—perhaps I get too
excited. I use less vibrato in
baroque music than in romantic
works, and less than I did
twenty years ago—I am getting
older you see.'
Melkus has a very pragmatic
approach to this rather specialised
branch of music making, and is
not afraid to compromise in an
effort to raise technical standards.
He defended his use of such
unauthentic aids as chin- rests
and wire-wound strings. ' We
have all grown up with the chinrest; we are used to that feeling
of security on stage. What is
most important for our time is
to overcome the refusal of other
musicians to accept such instruments. The players must be
technically finished enough to
compete with modern-style performers. Also, the idea that the
violin rested on the front part of
the body was old-fashioned even
in the 18th century.' He went
on to explain another aspect of
this and similar problems. ` If I
put an instrument without chinrest and with gut strings into the
hands of a violinist he will be
just choked! He will not cooperate at all as he will be afraid
of giving a bad performance on
such an instrument. When Igive
them just this little bit of help
then most pick it up with the
greatest interest. This sort of
compromise
makes
all
the
difference.'
Melkus was in the forefront
of this movement in the post war
period. ' Twenty-five years ago
we really had to fight to get any
acknowledgment at all, you
would not believe some of the
things the critics wrote about us.
These days we have to fight the
two extremes—those who are
totally against old instruments,
and those who think only the
instruments matter. It is the
music we are fighting for—all
that helps the interpretation of
the music is right, all that is
disturbing must be torn down!'
Though aconsiderable scholar
he is more concerned with
overall
truths
than
textural
minutae. ' We should not be
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worrying so much about the little
things as outlined by the old
writers, the main thing is to
understand the full development
of the composition. Iwould go
as far as to say I don't give a
damn for those little things—
what matters is the overall
interpretation. The little things
are just basic, they should be
taken as read. Bach, Beethoven,
were great players, I am sure
they went for the great emotional
thing.'
He dismissed the notion that
standards were any lower then
than now. ' I cannot believe
that, I mean, can you imagine
Mozart or Beethoven playing out
of tune? We know how furious
Beethoven and Handel were at
bad interpretation, they would
not have stood for poor playing.
I believe that people then often
had better, more undisturbed
ears than they have now.' He
gestured wryly round the noise
filled, bustling airport coffee
lounge. ' People who could concern themselves with the intricacies of meantone tuning would
not have tolerated bad intonation.'
Melkus returned to what he
feels is the most important aspect
of performance. ' Even though I
play so much baroque music I
have never given up my connection with other forms of music—
including contemporary. Ithink
you can concentrate too much

on one thing, and then perhaps
you get lost on the way. All
these little things such as inégales
and ornaments were supposed to
heighten the emotional impact
of a piece; people forget this.'
A final question, why use
such instruments? ' Personally I
find Ican more easily formulate
my ideas of the work. As you
get more used to the old instrument everything becomes easier
and more relaxed—you can concentrate on the great things.'

MTA Conference
1975 Music Trades' Association Conference and Exhibition
was staged this year at the
Europa Hotel, Grosvenor Square,
London at the end of February.
Organised by Margaret Davis,
Training Officer and Secretary of
the MTA Training Centre, the
three-day programme covered
many aspects of the record
industry, with talks and discussion forums providing an opportunity for the retad trade and
manufacturers to exchange views.
On the first full-day's programme, Harry Tipple, Secretary
of the Gramophone Record
Retailers' Committee, outlined
what the Committee does for the
record buying public, the retailer
and the industry, and mentioned
that MTA members account for
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In the search for perfection, you
could hire afull symphony orchestra with
aconductor and 200 strong chorus

...or you could buy a
stereo transcription cassette recorder.
... either the new 103 with its
exclusive " Varitape" facility
and full input mixing, or the
102, acclaimed by the technical
press* and now being used to
make top- class recordings all
over the world by amateurs and
professionals alike.
*

Reprints from leading technical
journals of articles on N.E.A.L.
equipment, together with fully
descriptive literature, will be sent
on receipt of this coupon.

The NEAI 102

Name
Address

Tel:
North East Audio Ltd., 5 Charlotte Square, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4XF. Telephone 26660
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Historically Speaking
John Freestone

Columbia's next venture into the field of
HAVE recently had several queries from
celebrity recording was in 1906-7, when they
I collectors concerning the dating of the early
started issuing discs by Arimondi, Bispham,
celebrity records issued by the Columbia comBlauvelt, Gilibert, Nordica and Van Rooy.
pany, and will do my best to clarify the very
The very first of these had black and silver
complicated position. Unlike the Gramophone
labels but they were soon replaced by the triCompany, whose labels were almost unchanged
colour °be, which was basically a blue label
after 1909 for many years, the Columbia comwith gold lettering, but there was acurved band
pany made many changes and the exact dating
across the centre which had sections in red,
of these is now almost impossible.
white and blue, and hence the name Tricolour
Their first celebrity records were issued in
label'. This type survived in America for many
1903 with red and gold labels, and with the
years.
caption ' Grand Opera Disc Record' across the
In England after November 1909, when the
top of the label. The artists' names were
previously independent ' Rena' company was
printed in facsimiles of their signatures and
bought out by Columbia, some of the recordings
also on the labels were the words ' Columbia
by Bispham, Ruth Vincent and others were
Phonograph Co. New York, London. Grand
issued with ' Columbia-Rena' labels and it is
Prize Paris 1900' and under the catalogue
possible to find these artists in different
numbers the dates of various patents up to
couplings on the two distinct label headings.
November 1902 were listed. The red and gold
In 1910 American Columbia released a
labels were soon replaced by black and silver
number of celebrity records by artists of the
ones and all the records were 10 in. The refront rank, including Blanchart, Boninsegna,
cordings were preceded by announcements, in
Bronskaja, Cavalieri, Constantino and Marsome cases given by the artists themselves. No
dones and alittle later Destinn, Bond Garden
tenors were included in the select band of
and Zenatello were added to the list. The
singers. There were two sopranos, Marcella
records were issued in the USA with the triSembrich and Suzanne Adams, one contralto,
colour label, but when the first releases were
Ernestine Schumann-Heinz, three baritones—
made in England in May 1911, they were issued
Giuseppe Campanari, Charles Gilibert and
double-sided with pink labels and gold lettering,
Antonio Scotti, and one bass—Edouard de
with the exception of Nordica, who was
Reszke. The recordings were less successful
accorded a super celebrity status, and in fact
technically than the contemporary ones on
her records, which survived in the catalogue
Victor and G & T, and their sale was comuntil 1944 were always issued in single sided
paratively limited, so that they are now major
form.
collectors' items and are very difficult to find in
The original pink labels were retained for a
fine condition.

Gramophile
some 78% of all records sold
throughout the UK.
With admirable honesty, Roy
Matthews ( EMI Director of
Production) explained the problems and cost of maintaining
acceptable quality levels in pressings.
Automation
has
been
heavily invested in, and extra
attention is given to material
handling, control and storage.
Among
the more advanced
machinery in use in the plants
today are small nuclear radiation
gauges to check the thickness of
stampers, dust control systems
and DDDs—disc defect detectors.
Referring to tape duplication, he
went on to say that acassette can
contain 20 separate components,
and such asmall improvement as
using screws to seal pre-recorded
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

cassettes or cartridges, instead of
welding, can lead to an increase
in manufacturing costs.
Mr. Matthews assured his
audience that all record companies are conscious of record
buyers' views, and do take note
of complaints about faulty pro-,
ducts. But he closed with the
comment that the industry has
been through a traumatic time
over the past year or so, with
material shortages, inflation and
other worries. To get aprecision
product like a gramophone
record, it has to be paid for
accordingly, said Mr. Matthews,
concluding his talk with the
remark that today's records may
simply be too cheap.
Prominent members of the
record companies took part in
industry talk- ins, and among the
points arising from these discussions, manufacturers stated
MAY 1975

few singers, but almost all artists in the series
were given red and gold labels some time after
1915, when new colour categories were also
added. Many distinguished artists appeared in
a light blue label series and a slightly more
expensive grade was issued with purple labels
and gold lettering. Still later the red and gold
label series was discontinued and all the
celebrity artists with few exceptions were transferred to the light blue label. A few survived
for a time on the purple label and these included Butt, Stracciari, Barrientos and some of
the Elwes titles. It is by no means clear when
the red and gold label was abandoned, but it
was apparently some time between 1915 and
1924, when some attempt was made to limit
the number of price categories, and with the
introduction of electrical recording in 1925-6
and the gradual withdrawal of many of the
acoustic recordings, the rather arbitrary price
classes were gradually limited to two main
colour labels—the light blue for celebrity
issues and the dark blue for the lower-priced
ones. However, as Imentioned above, the pink
label survived in the case of Nordica till 1944,
and the purple label for Clara Butt until about
the same time, although the electrical recordings made by the famous contralto were issued
with dark blue labels and were in the cheaper
price class.
Iwill not attempt to deal with the continental
issues except to say that Columbia records in
Italy used the name ' Cigale' for their releases,
while in Spain they were issued as ' Regal'
records.

that about 30% of their total
turnover was contributed by tape
sales, cassette and cartridge.
A barrister talking on recent
legislation affecting consumers
and retailers made the point that
customers constantly returning
records, claiming them to be
faulty in some way, should be
placed on an unofficial blacklist,
as, in many cases, the customer
has taken the record home,
taped it, and then decided to
return it to the shop, he alleged.
John Whittle, General Manager, EMI Classical Division, gave
us his view that the sky's the
limit in increasing sales of
classical records through stores,
provided emphasis is put on the
need for an informed sales staff,
which means making available
all the journals of record and
opinion, and spending money—
as do the EMI courses for

salesmen, spending money to buy
tickets for live concerts.

Disaster Area
constant vigilance errors
have been known to creep into
the columns of HFNIRR and we
must apologize for some small
mistakes in the Music On Record
feature on pianist Rudolf Serkin
in the April issue. The Beethoven
Piano Sonatas Op. 101 and 110
were affected by matters beyond
our control, and unfortunately
deleted in the month of publication—although collectors may
be able to pick up acopy before
stocks run out.
The second Brahms piano concerto was given a wrong catalogue number: this should read
CBS 72557. We hope no inconvenience was caused by these
errors.
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IVIERROW SOUND
OF GUILDFORD
• GUARANTEE.

Fully guaranteed for 12 months, labour and materials.
Prompt service in our fully equipped service department.

• AFTER SALES SERVICE which is prompt, professional and polite.
• PERSONAL SHOPPERS. We are equipped with several quiet and

comfortable demonstration rooms with facilities for instant comparisons and you will find our Sales Staff to be well informed and reliable.

• EASY

TERMS can be arranged in confidence by personal loan—only
10% deposit, 2 years to pay.

• MAIL

ORDER AND EXPORT WORLD WIDE. All goods fully
insured in transit.

BANG & OLUFSEN SPECIALISTS
All B&O products in stock and on demonstration (subject to availability)
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

'Armstrong 621
•Bang & Olufsen Beolab 1700
Leak 2200
'Quad 33/303
'Rogers Panthera
'Sony TA 88
"Sony TA 1055
Sony TA 1066
Sony TA 1150
Trio KA 1200, £51.94
*Trio KA 1600, £84.24

STEREO TUNERS

'Armstrong 623
'Armstrong 624
'Bang & Olufsen
Beomaster 1700
Leak Delta AM/FM
*Quad FM3
•Rogers Panthera
Sony ST 88
Sony ST 5066
Sony ST 5055L
'Trio KT 2001A, £71.28
*Trio KT 1300, £62.64

STEREO TUNER/
AMPLIFIERS
•Armstrong 625 FM
*Armstrong 626 AM/FM
'Bang & Olufsen
•Beomaster 90!
•Beomaster 1001
"Beomaster 2000
*Beomaster 3000-2
•Beomaster 4000
•Beomaster 6000 ( 4-Channel)
•Beomaster 1400 ( with Cassette Recorder)
Leak 2000 AM/FM
''Sony STR 6046A
"Sony STR 6055
*Tandberg TR 200
'Tandberg TR 100
"Tandberg TR 1055
"Toshiba SA 300L

`Toshiba SA 500
"Trio KR 2300, £92.88
*Trio KR 3400, £127.44
"Trio KR 5400, £181.44

TURNTABLES

(Including Plinth & Cover)
Bang & Olufsen
•Beogram 1001
•Beogram 1203
•Beogram 2000
•Beogram 3000
•Beogram 4000
"Beogram 6000
BSR MP60
•Connoisseur 802
'Dual 1216
"Dual 1229
'Dual CS 701 ( Dire. tDrive
'Dual CS 601
'Trio KP 2022A, £56.16
'Trio KP 3022, £84.24

MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
Replacement styli available
"ADC XLM
'ADC Q30
'ADC Q32
»ADC Q36
Shure M55E
Shure M75E1/2
Shure MT5ED/2
Shure VIS Mk Ill

RADIOS AND
CASSETTE RADIOS
'Bang & Clufsen Beolit 600
'Bang & Olufsen Beet 700
'All ITT Models
*Sony CF 150 ( with Cassette)
•Sory CF 3IOL ( with Cassette)
'Sony CF 320 ( with Cassette)
'Sony CF 428L (
with Cassette)
'Sony CF 550A ( with Cassette
—Stereo)

*Tandberg TP 41
'Toshiba IC 700
'Toshiba IC777
`Toshiba RT 296F ( with
Cassette)
'Toshiba RT 33011_

AUDIO SYSTEMS
"All Bang & Olufsen Beosystems
in stock and on demonstration
'Sony HP 511A
Sony HP 239A
Sony HMVV 20
Sony HMP 20
Sony HMK 20
Sony HMP 40
'Sony HMP 70
*Toshiba SM 390
'Toshiba SM 3000

HEADPHONES

•AKG K60
"AKG KI60
•AKG K180
'Koss HV-IA
•Koss PRO 4AA
*Koss K0747
'Koss KO 727B
•Sennheiser HD4I4
*Sennheiser 1-1D424
*Sony DR 9
'Toshiba HR SOX

CABINET SPEAKERS
Bang & Olufsen
•Beovox 1702
•Beovox 2702
*Beovox 3702
•Beovox 3800
•Beovox 5700/2
*Bowers & Wilkins DM2A
'Bowers & Wilkins D4
•Celestion Ditton 15
*Celestion Dicton 25
•Celestion Dicton 44
•Celestion Dicton 66
'CO- scion County
*KEF Coda

"KEF Cantor
'KEF Chorale
'KEF Cadenza
"KEF Model 104
Leak 2020
Leak 2030
Leak 2060
Leak 2075
•Mordaunt-Short MS700
*Mordaunt-Short MS400
•Mordaunt-Short MS235
•Mordaunt-Short M5079
•Mordaunt-Short Festival
'Quad Electrostatic
"Rogers Ravensbourne
"Rogers BBC Monitors
•Spendor BCI
•Spendor BCH
'Sony SS 5177
Wharfedale Linton
Wharfedale Glendale
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Mk 11

SPEAKER UNITS
AND KITS prices per pair
KEF KIT I
£43.00
KEF KIT 3 ..
£72.90
KEF 8110
£12.90
KEF BI39
£28.30
KEF 13200
£ 15.12
KEF T27
£9.45
KEF DNI3 ( 2-way)
SPI015
£6.86
KEF DNI3 ( 2- way)
SPI017
£6.20
KEF DNI2 (
3- way)
£9-43
P & P 75p per pair

TAPE AND
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
"Bang
'Bang
'Sony
*Sony
*Sony

& Olufsen Beocord 900
& Olufsen Beocord 2200
TC 129
TC 131SD
TC I34SD

IVIERROW SOUND LTD OF GUILDFORD

'Sony TC 377
'Sony TC 280
"Tandberg TCD 310
"Tandberg 334IX
'Toshiba PT415 ( DNL)
'Toshiba PT470
'Toshiba KT 403D
'Trio KX 710 ..
£127.44

VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Philips N 1500
Philips Video Cassettes
'Denotes usually on
demonstration.

Record Department
Visit our well stocked
record department for
classical and light classical records.
HOURS OF OPENING:
We open 9.30-5.30 Tuesday to
Friday.
9.30-5.00
Saturday.
Closed
each day 12.30-1.30 for lunch.
Monday, closed all day.
We endeavour to keep all listed
items in stock but advise a
phone call before travelling.
PRICES—As price changes can
make many advertised prices
out of date by the time monthly
magazines appear on the news
stands we can include only afew
prices in our advertisements
but we should be pleased to
send you a list of our latest
prices on request. Please use
the coupon below if you wish.
Prices shown include VAT
at 8%

Easy Parking

21-22 TUNSGATE, GUILDFORD, Surrey. Tel: Guildford 33224 (4lines)

Buy it'
on

BARCLAYCARD
Extended Credit

r-----

Please send me your latest price list.
Iam particularly interested in
Name
Address
HFN/M ay
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Looking Back
Second Thoughts - New lIscoveries - Old Favourites

A

NYONE who has to take an overall vie \N
of the record publishing business, as anyone who regularly writes about records is
bound to do and as the keen collector does in a
more subjective way, must often wonder what
obscure policies dictate the issue (or even nonissue) of certain items. I even find myself
occasionally worried on a record company's
behalf at the thought of the minimal sales
certain of their wares must surely attt act.
As this frequently concerns something which I
might well welcome as a collector Iam often
divided in my reactions. Ihave no doubt that
the personal likes and dislikes of people within
the industry, who are usually as interested in
music of one kind or another as you and I,
often lead them to use their authority to push
out items that don't make economic sense.
I'm glad that it can happen. But Ifear for their
peace of mind.
Perhaps it is not really my business but Ido
find myself looking at every issue that comes
my way from this viewpoint. For instance I
was dying to get my hands on acopy of Lully's
comédie ballet Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
(BASF BAC3078/9) for the rather roundabout
reason that one of my favourite musical items
is Richard Strauss' incidental music to the same
Molière play—at least, the orchestral suite that
we generally hear. Several sections of Strauss'
music are directly based on Lully and the
whole score is an interesting romantic view of a
classical theme resulting in an attractive
amalgam of musical flavours. Strauss did say
at one point: ' Ihave old Lully by me, too, but
there is scarcely anything in him that Ican use,
except acertain musty odour, which may serve
as stimulus'. Anxious to decide for myself, it
is now my personal conclusion that old Lully
had more of an influence on Strauss than he
might care to acknowledge. Lully's melodic
line and phrasing is far from conventional and
has avery personal flavour; its ' musty odours'
have certainly permeated Strauss' score. Perhaps, because of my allegiance to Strauss, I
enjoyed this recording more than our reviewer
did. This recording has certainly made one
convert to Louis XIV's ' official' composer;
and a yawning gap in the recorded repertoire
has been handsomely filled.
One of the simplest reasons for issuing anew
recording of a work that is quite adequately
represented in the catalogues is that you consider yours to be better than anyone else's.
Apart from building up an integral set of
recordings by one of our leading Mozartians.
Philips are probably justified in their view that
Colin Davis' new Cosí fan tulle (
6707 025-4
records) surpasses anything else on the market.
It is very complete and is blessed with a good
quality recording; and with Janet Baker,
Montserrat Caballé and Nicolai Gedda in fine
fettle, not to mention Colin Davis himself,
this is certainly asuperb production. It's very
annoying to the collector who already possesses one of the other very satisfactory versions,
but that's life!
Did we need anew recording of Schumann's

Peter Gamrnond

treat, ideally suited to the Elgariaii-cumDvorakian music.
The most devastating excuse for issuing a
record is, of course, that it treads on virgin
ground, even though we do keep our fingers
crossed on behalf of the sales managers.
Probably the gentleman at RCA doesn't have
to worry too much when Julian Bream is
involved and when reviewers speak of his
latest recording as ' the finest guitar record I
have ever heard'. Including Sor's Sonata in C,
Op. 25, I was attracted to this record (RCA
ARL I0711) by two suites of Rossiniane by
Giuliani. I am an ardent snapper-up of
Rossiniana and admit that Signor Giuliani
must have dug deep amongst some pretty
obscure operas for his themes. That they are
eminently tuneful goes without saying; likewise that Julian Bream plays superbly. Also,
appertaining to Peter Turner's opening remarks
(March) my finished pressing is without
blemish.
Ilistened with equal fascination to Constant
Lambert's Elegiac blues and Piano sonata (
Argo
ZRG786) for it is always instructive to discover what our serious composers make of
popular idioms. Lambert passes with full
marks for knowing what it is all about, as does
Rhondda Gillespie who also understands the
idiom. The Bliss sonata on the reverse is adry
work for my tastes. It is conversely interesting
that acomposer like Samuel Barber residing in
the land of jazz should be so untouched by it.
But his Violin and Piano concertos are both
interesting works and have recently been reissued (CBS 61621).
So after all that disguised moralising, Iwill
end with arecord that, if Imay be so bold as to
say so, was probably quite unnecessary. At
least I can't see that any of its repertoire,
entirely Debussy, is not perfectly adequately
covered—things like Clair de lune, Golliwog's
cakewalk, Reverie, etc. So this record which is
called ' Snowflakes Are Dancing' (RCA ARL1
0488) and subtitled ' The Newest Sound of
Debussy' must have something special to
offer. It is, in fact, Debussy transmogrified by
the dread Moog, using no less than seventeen
components, five tape-recorders, two mixers
and various accessories such as amellotron and
an Eventide Clockworks ' Instant phaser'.
The result is absolutely fascinating and in most
cases dramatically effective. The Moog is good
at snow—Snowflakes are dancing—and conjures up an eerie storm in Footprints in the snow.
Isao Tomita's idea of a golliwog, he being
Japanese, is very interesting and comically
realistic. The only failure, to my mind, is Clair
de lune which mainly sounds as if it was played
on the mighty Wurlitzer and is lacking in
delicacy. Great fun for hi-fi addicts as sounds
flit from speaker to speaker and we descend to
profound depths of bass.
May Iend by saying, in an unusually euphoric
mood, that it has been a great month for
listening. A particularly splendid batch of
records of which the British record industry

Noveletten? The answer happens to be yes.
The student of the piano should not be without
the chance of hearing good performances of
such an impressive and inventive body of
music. As they were not ideally catered for,
Claudio Arrau's deeply involved, masterful and
lively performances (Philips 6500 396), beautifully recorded, can be welcomed without
reservation. That is excellent gap filling. As,
most certainly, is ' Johann Strauss in St.
Petersburg' (BASF BAC3045/5) which Ionly
recently acquired, having missed it for some
reason when it came out at the end of 1973.
A lifelong collector of Johann Strauss, Ifound
that only two or three of the tracks, out of
seventeen, were in my card index, so it was
treasure indeed, sparklingly performed by the
veteran Robert Stolz and crisply reverberant in
sound. There are now only about three
hundred Strauss compositions in need of afirst
recording, so Ihope that Herr Stolz is keeping
busy. Antonio Vivaldi lies in very much the
same position by way of representation as
Johann Strauss. It is beyond envisaging—a
time when all the concertos are on record, but
thanks to the indefatigable Neville Marriner
for filling at least one substantial gap with a
fine recording of La Stravaganza, Op. 4—a set
of twelve violin concertos (Argo ZRG800/1).
The sumptuous beauty of tone of these Argo
Saint John's, Smith Square recordings wins
you over long before the music has taken hold.
As for the performances—it is getting alarming
that Marriner and his men are so infallible.
They could put record reviewers out of ajob!
And I can only shower the same undiluted
praise on another Neville Marriner recording
(this time with the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra) (ZRG792) which delves into
material of avery different era. This includes
Janacek's Suite for string orchestra, Suk's
Serenade for strings- and Strauss Sextet which
acts as overture for Capriccio, here arranged
for string orchestra. The Suk and Strauss
works rival the fai -ty recent Munchinger versions
(Decca SXL6533—coupling them with the
Wolf Italian serenade) and what delightful
works they both are; the Janacek is not otherwise available. The recording might be described as adaring one, almost verging on overresonance—but not quite; a full-blooded and
magical sound that will give your speakers a

can be proud.
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DITTON 15
The Celestion Ditton15 isundeniably
today's most popular and successful
'bookshelf' Hi Fi speaker. What is
the formula which has stood the test
of time and secured so unique a
position for the Ditton15 in the world
Hi -Fi scene? A unique balance of
'plus' features like the now legendary
Celestion HF 1300 tweeter, in itself
the basis of so many successful
speaker systems, and arugged long
coil bass speaker ( not forgetting its
companion auxiliary bass radiator).
Accurate crossover filter design and
impeccable cabinetry complement
the transducer arrangement and in
practical terms spell out today's top
music for money value. Listen to a
friend's Ditton 15's or drop into a
Celestion dealer and you'll understand why this is the favourite both
in Great Britain and around the world.
Celestion Dittons are designed and
built in England and are guaranteed
for five years.

DITTON 44 MONITOR
Cut-away illustration showing the
Celestion transducers — seen at, the
top HF2000 Tweeter, now accepted
as the world's finest; at centre, aUL6
mid- range using special rubber
suspension, 50,000 Maxwell magnet,
and transmission line rear loading;
at the base, aUL12, this rugged long
coil low resonance unit being tuned
to its 43.47 litre hermetically sealed
enclosure. On test has accepted
quite safely transient signals ten times
greater than the rated maximum
wattage. Now recognised as providing
an exceptional standard of sound
reproduction by independent reviewers in England, the U.S.A. and
Europe. A thoroughbred monitor
class loudspeaker for the discerning
listener, priced absolutely realistically.

I Celestion
Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist
HADLEIGH
Specially created to meet a public
demand fora high quality speaker of
compact proportions. Not adifficult
task for Celestion who produce the
most popular bookshelf speaker ever
(Ditton 15) — but we set out not only
to design an immaculate loudspeaker
with asparkling performance, but to
do so at a budget price. For the
enthusiast seeking areally excellent
Hi Fi system at reasonable outlay we
recommend without hesitation the
Hadleigh.

DITTON 66 STUDIO
If you are a perfectionist you will
naturally want the very best loudspeakers you can afford. You could
consider paying £ 400 or more for
exotic imported speakers. If your aim
is towards the best possible sound
quality, test the Ditton 66 directly
against any other loudspeaker — you
will be pleasantly surprised! The
Ditton 66 is rated by many the most
satisfactory 'state of art' speaker on
the world market today. The longer
you listen the more you will observe
that the tiresome ' loudspeaker
sound',
characteristic of some
expensive contemporary speakers,
is entirely absent. The Ditton 66 is
not an experiment but an experience!

TELEFI
At last you can enjoy TV
entertainment with the
added pleasure of true
Hi Fi sound. Telefi is a
unique electronic invention which picks
up VHF from the TV and relays this through your own
Hi Fi equipment. Telefi ensures crisp, full- range, distortion-fcee
reproduction of music and speech providing an improvement over
ordinary TV sound which will amaze you. Telefi is safe and requires
no permanent connection to the TV set. Telefi is indispensable to the
TV viewer who requires Hi Fi TV sound.
As selected for The Design Centre, London _

Half aCentury of Sound Experience

Celestion
Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist'
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Model
HADLEIGH
COUNTY
DITTON 10
DITTON 120
DITTON 15
DITTON 44
DITTON 25
DITTON 66

Dimensions (approx)
13 3/
8 x10 x91
/ in ( 34x25 x24cm)
2
19 x10 x91
/ in (48 x25 x24cm)
2
12 3
/ x63/
4
4 x81
/ in ( 32 x17 x20cm)
4
17 1
/ x9x73
4
/ in (44x 23 x20cm)
4
21x 91
/
2 x91
/ in ( 53 x24x 23cm)
4
30x14½ x10in ( 76 x37 x25cm)
32 x14 x11in ( 81x 36 x28cm)
40x15 x11 1
/ in ( 100 x38 x29cm)
2

Power handling
20W
25W
20W
20W
30W
44W
60W
80W

for prices please ask your dealer or see advertisements
ROLA CELESTION LIMITED, DITTON WORKS,
FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8J P, ENGLAND.
Please send details of the following

Name
Address

HN575

The Things IHear
Music - Live & Recorded
EXPERIENCED car-drivers, as well as
novices, can have road accidents. So I
suppose one should not too severely reprimand
Erich Leinsdorf for a fault which would certainly have disqualified any entrant for ayoung
conductors' competition. Shortly before the
end of his breakneck performance of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony at the Festival Hall,
the London Symphony Orchestra got completely out of step, some players being a bar
behind the others. To continue the road-traffic
metaphor, this was occasioned by Leinsdorf's
evident failure to ' signal' clearly. Miraculously,
the players got into line just in time for the
final bars.
Readers of the Daily Telegraph never learnt
about this occurrence, ahighly unusual one in
top-level orchestral concerts. That paper's
critic, having rightly described Itzhak Perlman's
performance of Glazunov's Violin concerto as
the ' centre-piece' of the programme, made no
comment on the symphony, which occupied
the second half. An editorial cut? A decision
by the critic to leave the concert early? Ifind
it strange that Inever see, or hear of, readers'
objections in such cases.
55 minutes of Porgy and Bess on a
single disc, even if it is artificial stereo and even
with some abrupt cut-offs after the individual
excerpts, still makes a bargain. Irefer to the
recent CBS reissue (61622, £ 1.79) from the
famous original complete recording in mono.
With every such re-hearing I wonder again
why we cannot have the opera once more on
the London stage. I understand that the
Gershwin estate insists on certain conditions,
including black singers. Surely that condition
could be fulfilled, especially since the New
Zealanders managed to put it on with a mixed
Maori plus Negro cast some years ago.
MORE THAN

Arthiír Jacobs

and dance events. Imade the trip to achamber
concert at Manchester University to hear the
university's own Ad Solem ensemble in aprogramme which included the rarely-heard String
Quartet No. 1by Janacek. What amarvellous
work, and what apositive, passionate performance! The ensemble's awkward name (yes, I
know it is part of the university's motto) probably prevents a wider realization that, within
the ensemble, Manchester evidently now
possesses one of the best string quartets in
Britain.
issued with recordings
sometimes contain different essays in different
languages, not just a translation. Plainly the
desire is to cater for special national taste. But
CBS go a little far with the latest Isaac Stern/
Pinchas Zukerman record (the Mozart concertone' for two violins and a Sinfonia Concertante by Pleyel). There exist five such works
by Pleyel, says the English annotator. There
are not five but eight, says the German. I
should not have thought this was a matter of
national taste, or personal opinion either!
Incidentally Ifind the mature minor composer
more rewarding than the immature Mozart on
the present disc. Superb performances, of
course.

EXPLANATORY BOOKLETS

APRESS conference in the London Coliseum,
Lord Harewood as managing director of the
English National Opera announced the forthcoming premiere of Marching Song by the late
Benjamin Frankel (libretto, after John Whiting's
play, by Hans Keller) and rightly deplored the
inadequate co-ordination of touring arrangements between those various opera companies
which visit provincial cities. He was also very
enthusiastic, but curiously vague in detail,
about what an enormous financial success the
company's recording of Siegfried has been. If
so, why are we hearing nothing definite—from
the opera company, from EMI, or from acommercial sponsor—about the recording of the
remainder of The Ring in this company's
admirable English version?

AT

they tell me, is enjoying a new
lease of musical life—with Raymond Leppard
and the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra
adding their public concerts to the Hallé's, and
with the Royal Northern College of Music not
only mounting its own sold-out Aida but
accommodating many other concert, operatic,
MANCHESTER,

died too soon. He gave to his
chamber music the sensibly modernized form
of ' room music', but he never got as far as
'
womb music'—sounds from inside the mother,
now apparently available as a commercial recording in Japan and used as a lullaby for
babies in hospital. What intrigues me is the
report (in the Sunday Times) that these internal
sounds are supplemented on the record by
Schumann's Triiumerei. Clever babies, these,
to recognize what Schumann was getting at.

PERCY GRAINGER

Gramophone Societies
Kenneth Lloyd

I N January Iwrote enthusiastically about the
Harrow Recorded Music Society programme
and the wealth of detail that Ihad found in the
one that had been sent me. Following publication Ihad atelephone call from aMr. R. Lenk
who asked if he could come and see me; a
meeting was arranged and it turned out to be
most interesting and informative, underlining
the necessity for the frequent interchange of
ideas between the societies and the removal of
so much insularity which, let's face it, exists in
so many organisations.
Where Harrow succeeds (for Ido not know
another club in the country who issue a more

detailed individual programme), is in the care,
forethought and presentation that goes into
every one of their 30 evenings of the season.
Let me illustrate this: Ihave in front of me the
programme for Thursday December 12th, 1974,
in which the subject was the music of Poland.
The front page was a full colour reproduction
of alovely girl in national costume; on the back
page, again in colour, are photographs of the
Chopin Monument and Warsaw's beautiful
Park Lazienkowski. Inside, one page was
devoted to a very short twelve-line history of
Poland and a description of the country's
musical history. The opposite sheet gave afull

list of the pieces to be played, the artists, the
dates of birth and, where applicable, the dates
of death of the composers and also the catalogue numbers. It was so finely presented that I
am sure every member would wish to keep it as
asouvenir.
I also understand that Harrow take very
great care to ensure that not only is the ear
accommodated but also the eye: floral decorations and the masking of distracting technical
equipment are aregular feature. In my travels
around various other societies Iam reminded
that too often we are sadly lacking in our
visual presentation.
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AND NOW

READY NOW— VOLUME 9

A QUAD LIBRARY (SQ)
The Professional (SQ) Quadraphonic
LP Library is the new LPRL Service

by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton and Ivan March

(Catalogue 25p post free)
SQ Quadraphonic records are in every way compatible. You don't need a
new pick-up only a decoder, second amplifier and the two additional
speakers which need not be large or expensive—the extra system can cost
less than £ I00. And so now we have started a Professional Quad LP loan
service for those wanting to try these new CBS & EMI Quad discs.

IF YOU WANT TO BORROW...
A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY FREE 7
DAY LOAN IS OFFERED FOR OUR
DISC SERVICES AND NEW ISSUES
ARE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO
LPRL MEMBERS

Being a "TREASURY" of Collections of Orchestral, Instrumental
and Vocal Music and Humour. £ 2-75 ( plus 29p P. & P.)
'A golden treasury, a modern Palgrave of the record world'
'An indispensable work of reference'
'Ideal browsing material

EARLIER VOLUMES COLLECTIVELY PROVIDE AN INVALUABLE
SURVEY OF ALL THE IMPORTANT STEREO LPs OF PERMANENT
MUSIC ISSUED IN THE U.K. FROM 1957 TO 1972 ( Over 1600 pages).
Volume II ( important early issues)— El- 50
Volumes V ( A—M)— E1-40; and VI ( M— Z) ( up to 1968)-62-20
(All prices include U.K. postage. Overseas customers please add 25p extra carriage
to the cost of each book ordered.) " The cool, experienced wisdom of three reputable
critics adds up to areliable and eminently readable guide ... the comments on the
performances are mellow and wise, the choice of records is eminently sane."—Peter
Gammond in HiFi News and Record Review.
A NEW VOLUME IS IN PREPARATION

THE LPRL ( SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

(of Professional and Once-a-year services). A regular list of the
cream of new issues is sent with your library parcel. You make
your choices from this list. IF YOU LIKE A RECORD you can
purchase it ( and this automatically cancels its hiring fee) if not, just
return it and borrow some more.

HERE ARE THE FOUR MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES ...

•

The Professional Stereo Record Library

(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment)
Annual subscription: £2•20 incl. VAT ( includes damage insurance).
Cost: 21p or 3p per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed. Plus VAT.

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICASSETE 52p post free
CATALOGUE
(with Supplement)
This indispensable cassette catalogue is similar in scope to our LP
catalogue. Besides offering a list of all the best musicassettes
(indicating if they are Dolbyised) of classical and fringe music and
Musicals, it includes also the pick of quality light music cassettes
(Last; Kaempfert; Chacksfield etc.) A Supplement is included of
more recent issues.

THE 3rd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS
see

(N.B.): In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and acartridge arm of comparable standard.

•

The Standard Library Service

by Edward Greenfield and Ivan March
Hardback edition
(reviews
our 2nd Penguin
many bargain
guideclassics
was published).
issued since

£1.20(post free)

STILL AVAILABLE
2nd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

The records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members
(who can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive a good proportion
of brand new records among these new issues.

Annual subscription: Ut 50-1-12p VAT) ( includes insurance against accidental
damage). Cost: 2p or 2Ip per day for each LP borrowed. Plus VAT.

By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
MARCH, and DENIS STEVENS

1st PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS
By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
MARCH, and DENIS STEVENS

£1.20 (
post free)
(reviewing earlier
issues)

£1.15 (
post free)

(Between them, these three books review all bargain LPs issued in the last decade.)
"Full of plums to sweeten the general inflation."— The Guardian.

II The Once- a- year Subscription

Other indispensable Library publications include

Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance.
Cost: from approx. 6p per week for each LP (according to number borrowed).
Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs ( for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo LP of classical music,
'Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL ( CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE AND
HA N DBOOK ( 87p post free).

Ill The Professional Musicassette Library

'THE

GREAT

RECORDS'

of the 50's and 60's

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March.£1.97 post free.

Musicassettes are virtually indestructible ( you simply can't wipe the recording off
by mistake). They do not wear out or deteriorate in continued use: moreover
the new Dolbyised cassettes are virtually completely free from background noise.
Think what it means to listen to recorded music completely and always free from
pops and clicks, swishes and other noises off. A stereo musicassette player need
not be expensive and can simply be added to your existing audio equipment by
plugging it into the tape input.
Annual subscription: C2•20; incl. VAT. Cost 3p per day for single cassettes, 4p per day
for double cassettes plus VAT. Special catalogue of available repertoire ( 50p post
free).
One cassette in each six borrowed is loaned free of charge.

(C2•15 overseas, post free.)
"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging, interpretation and technical reproduction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay
between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix.
An excellent book and something of agoldmine...."
Ella Arntsen in
SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL

Send 2x5fp stamps ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

You can also borrow personally from
(write direct for details)

THE LONG PLAYING REC

RD LIBRARY LTD

BRISTOL
House of Sound

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, FY 82 SPU
22

87p

post free

This unique catalogue is marvellous value. Its 169 pages list
virtually every recommended recording ( available at the time of
going to press) over the widest range of permanent music from
Bartok and Beethoven to Gilbert & Sullivan, but including also
"fringe" music on the edge of the classical repertoire. It also offers
the only available complete list of Musicals by title. Where possible
a " best buy" is indicated.

IF YOU WANT TO BUY NEW LPs
UNBLEMISHED AND UNPLAYED
the LPRL Factory Fresh Sales Service is the finest in the
world. Simply send acrossed open cheque (e.g. not more
han £X) with your order and we will do the rest. We
ive 5% discount on orders of £5 and over and
uarantee avisually perfect, mint pressing.

Gramophone

HiFi News

Records & Recordings

5 Marsh Street.
(Phone 291534)

t'Vr
RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to

summarise our

critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
Historical
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally a record may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. c HiFi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by m ( monophonic), 0 ( quadraphonic)
or T (
stereo transcription). The symbol R refers to

RECORDS OF T111 Ifil•PATII
Excellent Chopin from Ronald Smith

p. 125

Joplin rags by Perlman and Previn

p. 129

First Liszt symphonic poems from Solti

p. 132

John Eliot Gardiner's Monteverdi Vespers

p. 133

Levine's spontaneous and daring Mahler

p. 134

First class Mozart Gran Partita

p. 135

Stokowski's Fantastic Mussorgsky

p. 136

a U.K. reissue.
PRICES: We do our best to ensure that prices given
with reviews are correct. However, increases are so
frequent that we cannot always guarantee accuracy.

Stop and Ylem from Stockhausen

CLASSICAL

Rubbra, he was borr at Northampton, is a
natural symphonist and for some years now
has been sadly neglected. In point of style, he
is closer to Walton, with whose feeling for
colour and dramatic effect he has much in
common. One of the things this record
reaffirms, however, is that Alwyn is decidedly
himself, not a pale imitation of one or more of
his contemporaries. In the Fourth Symphony,
as in the Third ( SRCS63), he used his own
(tonal) form of 12- note technique suggested
by Indian music: A salutary experience', he
says, ' which did nothing but good for my
outlook, but I am never content to remain
static ...'. In the Fifth, written for the 1973
Norwich Triennial Festival, he derived his
material from a melodic and rhythmic shape
capable of assuming many different forms.
In both these works awarm expressive urge is
tempered by a particular discipline and is the
stronger for it. The one- movement Fifth,
whose title comes from Sir Thomas Browne's
Urn Burial, is dedicated ' to the immortal
memory' of that seventeenth- century writer
and bears a short inscription from Urn Burial
at the beginning of each of its four sections.
At once violent and elegiac, this is a disturbing work— and also, Ithink, a particularly
beautiful one: Alwyn's music always sounds
wel'—he is that sort of composer— but the
closing section (Tempo di Marcia Funebre)
has a rare magic by any standards.
These are very good performances directed
by the composer, and my only adverse
criticism of the recording is that in each
movement of the Fourth Symphony there are

D'ALBERT: Piano concerto 2 in E, Op. 12
REINECKE: Piano concerto 1 in fe. Op. 72
Michael Ponti ( pno)
Radio Luxembourg Orchestra
Pierre Cao
Vox STGBY681 (£ 1.99)

Hardly any of Eugen d'Albert's music is
available: only a scherzo recorded by Wild
for RCA and now this engaging concerto,
individual in voice and with a bustling
scherzando section about three-quarters
through. The work, like Liszt's A major, is
one continuous movement.
Although the orchestral playing is seedy,
as with most of these STGBY ventures, this
is a welcome addition. The Reinecke, on the
reverse, is in every way outclassed by the
Genesis version, paired with Reinecke's second
concerto ( GS1034). The orchestral playing
in the best movement, the adagio, is much
finer under Remoortel, and Gerald Robbins is
altogether subtler and more sympathetic than
the disregardingly brilliant Ponti. Recording
quality on Vox is unrefined. [ C: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
ALWYN: Symphony 4 ( 1959)
'Hydriotaphia' ( 1973)
LPO jAlwyn
Lyrita SRCS76 (£.2.76)

Symphony 5

William Alwyn will be 70 in November, which
places him in the same generation as Walton,
Rubbra,
Tippett and
Rawsthorne.
Like
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p. 137

Triumphant Rachmaninov Trio

p. 139
p. 143

More top-notch Stockhausen

passages in which the brass instruments are
too prominent. Warmly recommended. [ A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
J. C. BACH : Clavier concertos, Op. 7, 4 and 5
Op. 13, 2 and 5
Ingrid Haebler ( fortepiano)
Vienna IMellcus
Philips 6500 847 (£2•46)

Capella

Academica,

This is one of those happy, endlessly rewarding issues that one can recommend
confidently and without reservation to people
who would never claim a special interest in
music of this period. It was in January 1974
that the same excellent artists brought out
one of the Op. 7 concertos (
c. 1770; clavier
and strings only) and three from Op. 13
(1777, clavier, two oboes, two horns and
strings). Not only does this new issue complement the earlier: the most appetising
prospect, modestly advertised on the sleeve,
is of athird and final record that will complete
the two sets of Johann Christian's London
keyboard concertos. Ihope we will not be
obliged to wait another sixteen months for it.
Two well- filled sides charmingly contrast
examples from both sets: the big D major
work from opus 13, of a scale and beauty to
equal any concerto written at this time, and a
two- movement B, piece from Op. 7 on the
first side; on the second, a two- movement
concerto from Op. 13, and a real delight
from the earlier set, No. 5 in El that is represented in the catalogue by versions from
Sgrizzi ( Erato) and Silver ( Pye). The central
Andante from this work is one of those

123,/

haunting movements that J. C. brings off so
memorably—it is arguably even finer than the
lovely Andante from opus 13 No. 2, with its
exquisite decoration of the Scots air ' 0 saw
ye my daddy?'.
The performances are
beautifully judged: alert yet tender, noble and
with no trace of false sentiment. Miss
Haebler's fortepiano ( aNeupert of 1956, based
on surviving late 18th century examples) is
carefully balanced with the Capella Academica; there is nothing dry or pedantic
here, and the surfaces are marvellously
silent. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 1-3 and 4
popular movements from Suites 2and 3
Brandenburg Concertos 4-6
Stuttgart CO IMünchinger
Decca SPA382/3 (2records) (£1.29 each). rt ( 1959,
1961) r

Decca have dressed up these performances,
at one time regarded as incredibly advanced
both in performance- style and in recorded
quality, in electronically reprocessed stereo,
and have added four movements from
Suites 2and 3 (the closing three dances from
the flute suite played by Jean-Pierre Rampal,
the famous Air from No. 3) to the first record
as a bonus.
However, apart from its historical value,
there is not much to commend this particular
re- issue. The SCO strings come through in
an uncharacteristic, metallic tone that is
tiresome in large doses, and would, Ifear,
become highly irritating on repetition: the
same players, recorded at the same time,
more or less, have been much better reproduced on another recent reissue ( ECS688)
containing 19th and 20th Centuries String
Music. The wind instruments also sound
distorted and lifeless in comparison to either
the real sounds or modern records. The
actual interpretation, from what one can hear
of it, is rather too heavy in emphasis in all of
the Concertos: one misses the lightness of
texture that more recent, ' authentic' groups
have emphasised in the same music, the
poised phrasing that we have learnt from
keyboard players using appropriately responsive instruments, and the rhythmic life that
smaller chamber- scaled performances have
developed. However, most of all, we miss the
sound- quality which today we have come to
expect: this recording would alone convince
me of the value of our emphasis in these
columns on the necessity for a constant reappraisal of recording standards. A very
interesting issue, but for unusual reasons.
[D: 2/3]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: The Six Concertos for Organ Solo
(BW V 592-597)
Karl Richter ( Silbermann Organ at Arlesheim)
DG ' Archly' 2533 170 (£2.95)

Bach's Organ Transcriptions from Italianate
concertos have been well served lately by
Rogg and Heiller: those wishing to delve
further into the same treasure- store would do
well to sample Walther's equivalents as played
by Marie-Claire Alain on Erato EDO 228/9.
Richter plays them well: his fingers, which
have often sounded slack and clumsy on
organ records, perform very tidily, and the
music flows with the same kind of happy
expansive grace that we should associate
with his better ensemble records.
His
instrument is a well-known example of the
South German style by its greatest craftsman,
and it has been adequately, if slightly closely,
recorded: certainly this makes the performance sound very much alive. Occasionally
the rhythmic control falters, the tempo seems
to flag slightly, but this is my main quibble
regarding the playing, and not a particular
worry.
Where this record does definitely excel its
124

rivals mentioned above is in its documentation: at last a sleeve- note writer has drawn
attention to Hans- Joachim Schulze's interesting researches into Bach's activities with
regard to the teenage Weimar Prince Johann
Ernst, and at last we have a clearly set- out
table of the sources, a clear exposition of
editions used and so forth. With works of
this type, such information is particularly
helpful.
One final point: there is an unusual inclusion on this record in the form of a performance of the E flat major Concerto ( BWV
597): this piece probably wasn't transcribed
by Bach, and its original source is also
unknown, but it is a pleasant work, and there
is plenty of room for it on the rival discs
which have not included it. [B: 1]
Stephen Daw
J.S.BACH : 3 sonatas for viola da gamba and
harpsichord
Leonard Rose ( v/c) IGlenn Gould (pno)
CBS 76373 (£.2.99)

The Vienna Concentus Musicus and their
imitators in Holland and elsewhere have
focused new attention on stringed- instrument
articulation in Baroque music: in particular,
artists like Alice Harnoncourt have drawn
attention to the expressive potentialities of
the almost lunging bow- stroke—an effect
that does not sound forced or irrational when
it is executed with real artistry, at appropriate
moments, using the right kind of bow. Rather
curiously, one of the most characteristic
features of Leonard Rose's performances of
the Bach Gamba Sonatas is also a decidedly
heavy accentuation, which at first struck me
as a little comparable with the Harnoncourt
sound referred to above. In particular, Rose
uses it in the opening section of the first, G
major, sonata, which is played unusually
slowly While Iam—with certain qualifications—an admirer of the Concentus Musicus,
however, Icannot say that Ifeel its use here
in a cello and piano rendering of music
originally written for strings ( probably originally two violins with cello) and harpsichord
is very successful. I am not particularly
impressed with Gould's contribution as a
partner- cum-accompanist, either: time and
again, his wish to add an original if eccentric
touch in phrasing or volume draws attention
away from his partner, and although balance
has been well managed by the recording
engineers, musical balances are too often
weighted towards the piano by the performers. The main strength of the playing is in
Rose's superb tone in the tenor and alto
registers—atone which other cellists striving
to play gamba lines would do well to emulate:
however, as a whole performance this issue
does not warrant serious recommendation.
[A: 2/3]
Stephen Daw

slightest slowings, or espressivo, show up
as if under a magnifying glass, assume distorted proportions. His odd stresses in the
opening melodic lines of the adagio sound
merely eccentric. And because such a meal
is made in the notes of the interpretation of
the C-flat episode from bar 159 in the first
movement, the only resulting surprise is that
Frager's reading is so normal.
The cool determination of the pianist, with
Gary Bertini providing a workaday orchestral
backdrop—on records one surely wants the
sheer beauty that the best orchestras, the
Chicago Symphony, the Berlin or Vienna
Philharmonic, or Concertgebouw Orchestras,
can provide—remind me, in a way, of the
infamous Glenn Gould/Stokowski Emperor,
which CBS have quickly dropped from their
catalogue again. The recording needs some
treble cut; the piano tone tends to be shallow
and hard; Iwas not satisfied that the ends of
sides reproduce entirely cleanly ( side 1is cut
to within lin, of the label). Not a version to
give much real pleasure: the playing is
patently that of a sincere and intelligent
musician, but Ifind it too lacking in warmth.
[B/C: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 5 in EN Op. 73
'Emperor'
Egmont—Overture, Op. 84*
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) IChicago Symphony Orchestra ISo/ti
Decca SXL6655 (£2.99).
R from SXLG6594/7
(Sept ' 73); •SXLP6684 ( Oct '
74)

Ilistened to the complete Ashkenazy cycle in
one invigorating sitting, as Ihad done with
Barenboim's set. Curiously, in each case the
Emperor heard in isolation makes less of an
impression than in the Arrau, Bishop, or
Kempff cycles. And Isee now how certain
critics found the nervous energy slightly
foreign to the true Beethoven purposefulness.
Perhaps I am unduly influenced by the
inclusion of Solti's Egmont overture; the
hard- edged reading does not seem to reflect
real warmth of feeling towards the score,
rather the effect is of avirtuoso performance
tailored principally to the American market.
(It comes from the Chicago LP ' Five Favourite
Overtures', which I found disappointing,
apart from Les FrancsJuges.) The second
side has been recut to accommodate Egmont
but not at the expense of technical quality.
Iadmire Ashkenazy's clear-eyed account of
the concerto; his playing is delicate, and
strong as required. He gives agreat deal. The
Chicago playing is finely articulated and
dramatic, but the tight oboe tone, and the
horn playing here and there. disappoint.
String tone is rather aggressive in this series,
and some may prefer to trim the bass. An
impressive sound can be achieved. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 5 in Et,, op. 73
'Emperor'
Malcolm Prager (pno) IHamburg Philharmonic Orchestra IBertini
BASF BAC3093 (£2.99)

BEETHOVEN: String quartets, Op. 59 ' Rasumovsky'
String quartet in E,, Op. 74 ' Harp'
String quartet in f, Op. 95
Amadeus Quartet
DG 2733 005 (3 records) (£5.16) ft

Do we need a twenty-fifth Emperor? The
BASF sleeve- note for this, Frager's first concerto recording to appear in this country,
suggests that the St Louis pianist ( born 1935)
makes a clean sweep of traditional readings
accumulated since the time of D'Albert:
'purged of false traditions and freshly approached from the point of view almost of a
classicist this overtaxed concerto gains a
wealth of new perspectives'.
It is quite true that Frager's bony performance, with its scrupulous attention to Beethoven's subdivided crotchet beats, and generally strict tempo adherence, is ' classical'. But
the Catch 22 of this approach is that the

The Amadeus performances of the middleperiod quartets reappear for the nth time. The
Op. 59 quartets are accommodated on four
sides, with the first movement of the E- minor
placed at the end of the first record, and the
C major quartet taking side 4. The Hungarians
(HMV HQS1159-61), and the Bartok Qt ( a
Hungaroton set), are similarly priced.
However, these DG recordings are technically superior to either of these alternatives,
and the performances—the most successful
section of the Amadeus' complete cycle—I
prefer to their rivals', and to the Veghs, on
Telefunken. Even so, Iwould like to see the
Budapest/CBS series available once more,
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and of course the completion of the Quartetto
Italiano series is impatiently awaited.
[A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Duo 1in C
2in F
3 in B1
(WoO. 27 arr.)
Ruggiero Ricci ( yin) IMihaly Virizlay ( v/c)
Ember Classics ECL9008 (V .49)
These duos wer,e originally written for clarinet
and bassoon ( c. 1792), and in 1815 were republished in Paris with alternative parts as
recorded here. You can compare the woodwind versions by listening to the outstanding
Hungaroton recording ( SLPX11565) of Nos. 1
and 3, by Kovacs and Fülemile.
I find the sound more characteristic of
Beethoven than the string versions, or at
least that is my impression from the two
records, in spite of arguments made by Peter
Gammond in his Ember sleeve- note. The
music is bright and uncomplicated early
Beethoven, and it is good to have these first
recordings by Ricci and Virizlay—incidentally,
he is playing Beethoven cello sonatas with
John Ogdon at the Queen Elizabeth Hall
during May.
The performances are dominated by Ricci,
who gives us some virtuoso fiddling in the
allegros. Actually the recordings are dominated by Ricci: the transfer is biased to the
left, but with adjustment to give the poor
cellist something like equal billing, one still
finds perspectives tilted in favour of the
violin. In fact the stereo production is poor,
in terms of realism; even centring the image
one has to accept almost total separation of
violin and cello, with the latter thinly represented. Musically Iwould also have preferred
a more equal artistic partnership. [ C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BENNETT: Calendar / GOEHR: Two Choruses /
MAXWELL DAVIES: Leopardi Fragments /
WILLIAMSON: Symphony for Voices
Mary Thomas (sop) IRosemary Philips (con) IPauline
Stevens (con) IGeoffrey Shaw (bar) IJohn Alldis
Choir IMe/os Ensemble IJohn Midis IJohn Carewe
Argo ZRG 758 (£2.99). R
Malcolm Williamson's Symphony for Voices
is one of his most compelling and original
works. First performed in 1962, it is superbly
given here by the John Alldis Choir, to whose
director the piece is dedicated. The text is
based on simple poems by the fellow Australian James McAuley, and the unaccompanied
settings reflect his Catholic mysticism and
its curious vison of the celebrations of Australia and New Guinea, projecting a sense of
history and implicit mythical tradition rather
than the usual new found land. The extended
prologue for alto solo, Invocation, is very
sensitively shaped, and the four subsequent
sections are delivered with a remarkably
homogeneous choral tone and explicit but
unforced gradation of dynamic and balance.
Similarly, the modest Goehr choruses, settings of Milton and Shakespeare, receive
warm, measured performance: this is singing of a rare standard.
The Melos Ensemble were equally convincing in their performances of Richard Rodney
Bennett's Calendar (
1960), a brief, conventional, three- movement work for small ensemble spanning wind and string soloists,
and in Maxwell Davies' Leopardi Fragments
(1962), with Mary Thomas' impeccable solo.
As well as technical correctness, reissue
confirms their feeling for the music itself
(which can fade after interim of alternative,
familiarising performances). Recording is
clear and smooth. [ A: 1*]
Michael Thorne
BIZET: Carmen'—Suite 1 11 ' L'Arlésienne'—
Suites 1and 2
Philharmonia Orchestra IHeinz Wallberg
Music for Pleasure MFP57015 (95p). 6. HMV
SXLP20044 ( April '62)
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The sound has that satisfyingly clear and
natural quality, typical of EMI's earlier stereo
productions. Some master-tape hiss can be
heard, no more than on the very best modern
cassettes, and climaxes tend to have a slight
raspiness and vague definition. But it is
tempting to recommend the disc for its
technical merits—the sleeve too is very
attractive.
Wallberg's conducting however, is hardly
in the Beecham, Bernstein, Barenboim, or
Karajan super- star category. His performances are stiff and heavy— particularly in
the Pastorale of the second Suite—and even
at best, in the Minuet from the same Suite,
he brings no illuminating qualities. It is a
finely produced record of mundane musicmaking. The comparisons with the 1959
Karajan/Philharmonia coupling, latterly transferred to World Records ST1044, consistently confirm Wallberg's less fine ear, his
less total control of the music. [ B: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig

strong character behind his music. Obviously, this is partly due to the good repertoire: the sixth (1948) and the sixteenth ( 1960)
are high points in his output, but they demand
care and attention, naturally, which is provided. The recording, too, is spacious and
clean, with the cut comfortably preserving
percussion. [ A: 1]
Michael Thorne
CHOPIN: Piano concerto 2 in f, Op. 21*
Ballade 3in
Op. 47
Nocturne 17 in B, Op.
62, 1 Scherzo 3in ce, Op. 39
Barcarolle in
Fe, Op. 60
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) I*LSO IZinman
Decca SXL6693 ( 52.99)

This record is are- grouping of Chopin works
already issued under a variety of catalogue
numbers. They were all recorded by Vladimir
Ashkenazy—between 1964 and 1967.
It would seem that the record buying public
will never tire of Chopin records. This should
not be surprising as his music has never
been out of favour since it was first written.
Perhaps as areflection of Chopin's popularity,
records of his music are now being bought
BRAHMS: Symphony 1in c, Op. 68 2in D, Op.
by numbers of people who previously had
73
3in F, Op. 90"
4in e, Op. 98
Academic
little interest in classical music: this at least
Festival Overture, Op. 80
Tragic Overture,
is my interpretation of the number of varied
Op. 81'
Alto Rhapsody, Op. 53
Janet Baker (con) lJohn Al/dis Choir I * LSO ILPO I 'selections' now being put on the market,
succeeding the previous wave of ' all the
Bouif
HMV SLS5009 ( four records) (£7•50).
Mazurkas', ' all the Scherzi'.
And a very good selection this is with, on
It seems unlikely, but in case any Brahms
the one side a Ballade, aNocturne, aScherzo
enthusiasts have not yet been tempted by
and the Barcarolle, and on the other the Piano
the individual discs in Sir Adrian Boult's
Concerto in Fminor, using the original orchesHMV set ( ASD2871, 2746, 2660, 2901), here
tration—a spread of compositions from 1829
they are packaged together at less than the
to 1846.
cost of three LPs. All the exposition repeats
The playing is superb as one would expect,
are made, the recording is consistently good,
in turn, as called for, sensitive or forceful,
and the performances are among the finest
dramatic or meditative. If one must have a
available. As satisfying a bargain as any
selection of Chopin's works to learn how his
EMI have offered. [A: 1111
music should sound this is one of the best
Christopher Breunig
ways Iknow to acquire that knowledge. Even
the piano sound as recorded and reproduced
BRIAN: Symphony 6 ( Sinfonia tragica)
is vivid yet true to life. [ A: 1]
Isla Tait
Symphony 16
London Philharmonic Orchestra IMyer Fredman
Lyrita SRCS 67 (£2.76)
The progress of Havergal Brian's music toward full record exposure and subsequent
acceptance or rejection is threatening to be
as erratic as publishing and performance
before his death three years ago. ( Robert
Walker's article, HFNIRR February 1973, remains the best short introduction to the
composer). Despite Boult's overwhelming
advocacy of the Gothic at the RAH in 1966,
34 years after its publication, he has not
shown any outward sign of wanting to record
this or any more modest symphonic counterparts. The Leicestershire Schools Symphony
Orchestra's recordings of 10, 21 and 22 are
useful, but in reviewing these one has charitably to overlook so many small deficiencies
in orchestral technique and sometimes recording that Brian remains a hazy, indefinite
personality, without assuming much of the
aggressively uncompromising stance that the
music implies; you know it is there, but do
not feel it intuitively, and the records feel less
satisfying with time.
So, with the LPO as the first properly competent orchestra, perhaps Myer Fredman is
on sticky ground with this new recording and
may be unfairly criticised, for there is still not
complete assurance that the required style
is being adopted. Only extensive study and
familiarity over time can supply that, with the
necessary feedback from repeated performance. However, without scores available at
short notice, it is obvious that the profuse,
carefully notated details of balance and
dynamic, central to Brian's arguments, receive
sympathetic treatment, and also that performance is generally ensemble- accurate and,
moreover, convincing. For the first time on
record, Brian is able to move and reflect the

Smith's crisp
Chopin
CHOPIN: Mazurkas 1-58
Ronald Smith (pno)
HMV SLS5014 (3records) (54.95)
None of Chopin's compositions are as Chopinesque as the Mazurkas. Because of their
steady development, because they were composed at intervals throughout Chopin's lifetime, because they show his ever growing
musicianship, the Mazurkas need acomplete,
authoritative sympathetic version and nothing
so good as these three records on which
fifty-eight Mazurkas are played has been
available for quite a time. Fifty-eight is not
the generally accepted total of the Mazurkas
and if the several versions of some of them
are included they will number well over sixty.
Ronald Smith for the first four sides plays the
Mazurkas in Opus number sequences—Op.
6, 7, 17, 24, 30, 33, 41, 50, 56 and 59 which, with
minor exceptions, sets them in chronological
order of composition. On the last two sides
the Mazurkas, either early pieces with a late
Op. number or works published posthumously
without any number, seven of these, and those
with only a dedication, Emile Gaillard and
Notre Temps are gathered together. Where
several versions of awork exist Ronald Smith
has selected that most characteristic; Iaccept
his choice.
Composersthroughouttheages have sought
inspiration from the popular dance music of
their native country, and a near limitless
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number of folk dance tunes have been turned
into serious musical forms with a greater or
lesser degree of change and added sophistication. Some, like those of the Spanish
national school, or Bartok or Vaughan
Williams start off with a genuine folk tune.
This is not the case with Chopin and indeed
only one genuine Polish air Oj Magdalino can
be recognised in any Mazurka, op. 68 No. 3
composed in 1829. Hardly any of Chopin's
dances can be traced to a single definite
model; Bela Bartok indeed considered Chopin
had no contact with true Polish folk music;
they arise rather from arecollection of certain
types of melody and rhythm which colours
each of the works with, in Chopin's case, a
distinct Polishness, akin to Dvdefàk's Czechness.
Chopin's music has never suffered an
eclipse. That is not to say that all his works
have been universally and simultaneously
admired, and this applies particularly to the
Mazurkas. Even the early Mazurkas which
could clearly be recognised as folk dances—
the earliest version of Op. 7 No. 2 has an
introduction marked Duda, that is bagpipe,
indicating the peasant's bagpipe drone—
were not completely acceptable. The cheerful Bb major Op. 7 No. 1 quickly became a
favourite, but others were considered to be
dark, introspective, reminiscent of les fleurs
du mal. Nieck called them aberrations with
a delightful piquancy, but dismissed them as
serious works and Berlioz was more concerned with the dangers of varying tempo
than with the music itself. .
Naturally the simple dances developed
over the years. Arthur Hedley detects the
growth of asymphonic type of Mazurka under
the influence of Chopin's larger works, after
the writing of the first Ballade and the first
Scherzo. It is these later Mazurkas which
were little understood by contemporaries:
the freshness and invention of the earlier
Mazurkas was thought to have been replaced
by introspectiveness; they were diseased,
feverish, morbid, lacking the beauté sauvage
of the earlier works: we know better now.
There is a treasure house of music which
Chopin reserved for the Mazurkas alone. This
new recording brings out these beauties. The
works, and there are no bad ones, have been
approached by Ronald Smith not just from a
sholarly dedication but with a technical skill,
acrispness and enthusiasm which brings out
the whole range of gaiety, gloom, eloquence,
and passion comprised in these extraordinary
works.
These records are certainly for the musicologist, fine studied playing, an authentic
version, but for the lover of excellently played
piano music or even for the connoisseur of
reproduction. The sound is the equal of the
playing. [ A*: 11
Isla Tait
CHOPIN: Piano works
6 pieces
Nelson Freire (pno)
Telefunken AW6.41847 (£2.75)

Artur Rubinstein seems just now to be
haunting my reviews of Chopin's music;
this no doubt is a very nice way to be but it
does make the judging of the playing of those
who have, in recording terms, less track
mileage that much more difficult. This month
no sooner had Iheard Rubinstein play the A>
Polonaise as an encore to the F minor Concerto in the Festival Hall than a recording of
Nelson Freire playing that work turns up.
It says a great deal for Nelson Freire's
playing that he can stand up to Rubinstein
in the flesh. On this record we have one each
of the Polonaises, Ballades, Nocturnes and
Scherzi with the Berceuse and the Fantasie.
The technique— he was a pupil of Stefan
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Askenase—is all that is required, and his
sensitivity matches it to the mood of each
piece, delicate and light in the Nocturne;
raging virtuosity in the Scherzo. With some
of his playing Ido not always agree, as when
he starts the Fantasie ppp instead of the
marked p, but that may be the fault, and not
the only one, of the recording engineers. In
the Scherzo, where he leaves out a repeat,
he plays the last brilliant passage where my
score has just arising octave scale, in broken
double octaves at breakneck speed: monstrous impressive but is it Chopin?
With the recording Iam not happy, surprising in a Telefunken issue. Apart from the
level, so low as to be nearly inaudible, at the
start of the Fantasie, there is a change in
recording level during the reprise which, on
my record anyway, is marked enough to be
noticed: the start of the Scherzo is announced
by one of the most resounding pre-echoes I
have heard for a long time—you don't get
that at a live concert. [ C: 2]
Isla Tait
CRUMB: Eleven Echoes of Autumn 1965 /
WOLPE: Trio*
Lewis Kaplan ( yin) IDavid Gilbert ((te) ILloyd Greenberg (c1t) IJacob Maxim (pno) lHarvey Sollberger
(fie) ICharles Wuorinen (pno) IJoel Krosnik ( vIc)
Composers Recordings CRI 233 USD (£2.97)
Available through record shops from REDIFFUSION
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Stefan Wolpe was born in Berlin in 1902,
dying in the USA ( where he had lived since
1938) two years ago. Previous to his leaving
Germany, influences included those of Scherchen, Busoni and Webern; it is one of the
latter's courses he chose to pursue to the
limit. The Trio of 1963 adopts continuous,
rigorously ordered motivic development,
setting a simple idea in motion and progressively transforming it. The effect is strictly
linear (the piano very constrained) and very
severe; although rhythm also transforms, the
pulses are very regular. Also, dynamic contrast is sacrificed, at least in this performance.
Other composers explicitly concerned with
such processes are Wuorinen and Babbitt—
but precisely because of practical objectivity
one misses the intensity of the latter, and
even the attempted severity and human lapses
of the other. The work is skilfully crafted,
complex, worthy and so on. But it just moves
in one direction. With such relentless principles, the Trio simply becomes academic
and boring.
George Crumb could not be further apart.
Attempting a rationale of his delicate, subtly
coloured music is futile: it scores immediately on an intuitive level, which is what
counts. This work, written shortly after the
Pulitzer Prize-winning Echoes of Time and
the River is in Crumb's characteristically
nebulous style. The piano is used both to
produce all the sounds at its disposal, which
in his deft hands is rather a lot, and as an
echo chamber for the instruments playing
near it. Melodic material is simple, a run of
five notes stated and left hanging. The sound
world for four instruments stretched to their
timbric limits feels less appealing than Makrokosmos (
see review) or the classic Ancient
Voices recordings. But separate as a single
voice it is compelling. Recording is close,
giving detail but losing smoothness and the
perspective which should clothe his sparse
sounds. [ B/C: 1]
Michael Thorne
THE ORCHESTRAL MUSIC OF DEBUSSY'
ORTF Mariinon
HMV SLS89.3 (
5records) (£9.95)

Iam sceptical of the virtues for the average
record- collector of bumper albums—that is,
of the complete works of X or Y as performed
by this artist or that ensemble or orchestra.
Convenience, yes; that must be allowed.

Nevertheless, dare we claim that so and so,
shades of Rimbaud, ' a seul le clef'. In the
case of Debussy's orchestral scores, soma
readers may feel that Boulez has given us
the temporarily definitive version of Jeux,
that Monteux, Fournet, Fremaux and Froment
have enriched our experience and that Ansermet's multitudinous recordings have set a
remarkably high and consistent standard in
these works.
That said, it is only fair to point out that
Jean Martinon's musicianship and experience
are exemplary, that he is an excellent guide
to the Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune, to
Printemps, to La Mer, to Images, to Nocturnes.
Whatever your personal preferences may be,
you have to admit that these are, without
exception, very well done. Furthermore, the
O.R.T.F. orchestra is excellent, and benefits
from the acoustics of the Salle Wagram, from
Réné Challan's expertise as producer and
Paul Vavasseur's keen ear as balance engineer. Personally, I happen to like sitting
about half way back in the parterre of the
Salle Wagram, without the orchestra being
on top of me.
A compendium of this sort enables us to
gain a comprehensive view of a composer's
output. It will include unconsidered trifles,
of marginal interest to some concert- goers,
but highly relevant to aficionados. Consider
the Fantasie for piano and orchestra of 188990, which Debussy withdrew after its final
public rehearsal. It shows the grass- roots
composer, eclectic, nimble- witted, uncharacteristic, and in its central movement produces
a curiously prophetic foretaste of the equivalent movement in Ravel's G major piano concerto. Other rarities are the Rapsodie for
clarinet and orchestra, a competitive piece
written for the Conservatoire, not otherwise
available on record, and the oriental-flavoured
Rapsodie for saxophone and orchestra. Such
works, minor ones admittedly, add to our
comprehension of Debussy's genius, as do
for that matter the two movements from his
'King Lear' incidental music. Of the lesserknown works, the most interesting is undoubtedly Khamma, orchestrated by Charles
Koechlin and written for Maud Allan in 1912.
Extremely picturesque yet with premonitions
of Jeux, this ballet score deserves exhumation—even if it means rewriting the ' story',
which is pretty dated. Such music should
not be allowed to languish unheard. [ A: 1]
Christopher Grier
DVORAK: Serenade for string orchestra, Op.
22 JANACEK: Idyll for string orchestra
Southwest German CO, Pforzheim IAngerer
Turnabout TV34532S (
51.29)

From the source, orchestra and conductor
one is tempted to assume that this is a reissue. If it is Ihave missed it and Iam therefore prepared to believe that the advertised
dates ( 1974 and 1975) are realistic. One could
not tell merely by listening, for recording
quality tends to be timeless in its unpredictability. There is not very much the matter
with this, except that as always with Vox
products, the recording characteristics tend
to be sharper than we in this country have
come to accept as normal, and strings take
on a steelier outline and a greater impact
than sometimes seems natural. As a coupling this is unusual but very apt. Dvorak's
Serenade dates from 1875, Janacek's Idyll
surprisingly from 1878. The two works also
have much in common stylistically, for at that
time Janacek had not yet acquired his own
true individuality and the personality of the
work comes more from the Moravian sources
of Janacek's melodies than from within himself whereas Dvorak's inspiration was almost
entirely Bohemian. The Serenade has rightly
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become one of Dvórák's most popular works
and has received several notable recordings,
particularly at the hands of Neville Marriner
and Barenboim; Janacek's work has received
less attention though Inote that a recording
appeared in March. This one, like the Sernade, is acceptable but lacks the ultimate
refinement of tone or execution. Janacek's
attractive Dvórákian Adagio needs more
fulsome treatment than Angerer gives it and
the three fast movements (
II, IV, VI) would
benefit from crisper articulation. The Serenade receives agood workmanlike performance though it is outclassed by each of the
two versions referred to above. [B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
FINZI: Intimations of Immortality—Ode (
Wordsworth)
Ian Partridge ( ten) IGuildford Philharmonic Choir and
Orchestra IHandley
Lyrita SRCS75 (£2.76)
This takes me back to my first Three Choirs
Festival, at Worcester, in 1951. Finzi's Ode
had its first performance at Gloucester the
year before, and those who had heard it were
either enthusiastic about the word- setting or
critical of the work's very conception. Clearly,
both parties had a point to make. My own
impression at that second ( Worcester) performance was that the Ode, though ' writ
large', was not Finzi at his most penetrating:
'much fine craftsmanship, but the imaginative
level shows little of thoughts that do often
lie too deep for tears'. Listening to this first
recording, Ifind that my response has not
changed. There is much apt and well- written
music, but the moments of real illumination
are few. Finzi himself once remarked that
'the first and last thing is that the composer
is [ presumably] moved by a poem and wishes
to identify himself with it and share it' ( see
Diana McVeagh's excellent sleeve- note). A
desire to share and identify will indeed be
the first thing, but the last must surely be an
achieved illumination—the quality that makes
the best of Finzi's Hardy settings ( also recorded by Lyrita) so moving and memorable.
In the Ode, alas, much of the music seems to
stop at sharing.
This impression is underlined by the recorded performance, which is sympathetic
but lacking in rapture. Orchestrally it is
strong, but the choral singing is inclined to
be limp and Ian Partridge is hardly at his best.
Apart from some questionable balancing,
the recording, though undistinguished, is
generally sound. The full text is provided on
an insert sheet. [B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
FRANCK : Fantaisie in A
Pièce Héroïque in b
'L'Organiste'
Pierre Cochereau ( org)
Saga 5390 (
95p)

Cantabile in B
Eight pieces from

Volume 7of Saga's Golden Treasury of Organ
Music sticks to the well- tried recipe of combining Franck, Cochereau and the Notre Dame
organ. To the three 1878 works is added a
selection of eight out of the 55 short and rather
lightweight pieces based on Franck's own
improvisations on Magnificat versicles, the
set having been published originally for the
harmonium.
Cochereau's treatment is matter-of-fact,
contrasting with some of the more voluptuously romanticised readings that this music
often attracts.
But despite its technical
accuracy and clear delineation of line, this
does strike me as a slightly routine performance, perhaps because it lacks real warmth
of feeling.
Nor are the player's undoubted merits
adequately complemented by the recording,
which has unacceptably high background
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handed in the three years between 1768 and
1771. These are the twelve string quartets
that make up opus 9 and opus 17—those
familiar labels are convenient, yet so misleading: they suggest early works written not
very close together, yet this is the period of
Haydn's first series of great symphonies (39,
and the familiar ones numbered in the 40s);
and these two sets of quartets were written
in rapid succession. Although the ill-fated
Dekany Quartet Haydn series saw the issue
of opus 17 early in 1967 it was not long available; their opus 9 was never officially issued
in the U.K. The Tátrai Quartet brought out
opus 17 in May 1950 but Ifound it a great
HANDEL: ' Judas Maccabaeus'
disappointment— in sad contrast to their
Peerce IArroyo IDavenport % Smith % Avery IVienna
Academy Chorus ' Vienna State Opera Orchestra I opus 20, they used corrupt texts, and neither
Scherman
the playing nor the quality of the recorded
Desto DST 6452-4 (
3records) (£5.61)
sound was in the highest class. That set is
still available— but goodness knows how far
'See the conquering hero comes.. ..' Everyback one would have to go if indeed there
one knows the phrase, but few music- lovers
ever has been a time when opus 9 and opus
these days will be familiar with the work from
which it comes. If this American recording
17 were available in superior performances,
well recorded, and by one ensemble.
will not make a ' conquering hero' once again
Do the Aeolians match up to these exacting
of Handel himself as a composer of oratorio,
expectations? In a word, yes—though Ido
it is none the less a recommendable bargain
have some slight reservations: there are
at its price. Jan Peerce, afavourite tenor who
occasional flaws in intonation and ensemble,
has never made much of a name in this counand the closeness of the recording brings a
try, boasts just the right kind of heroic ring
touch of edginess in if passages. But the
for the warlike leader. David Smith, baritone,
strength, poise and style of the performances
to whom falls the celebrated ' Arm, arm, ye
brave' is likewise worthy of his role. Martina
are admirable. It makes all the difference to
Arroyo disappoints: doubtless longing to
have such tasteful yet modest ornamentation
—and to have what Haydn actually wrote in
throw herself into the passionate emotional
the minuet and trio of 17/5 and the finale of
situations of a Verdi heroine, she can appar17/6. Phrasing and dynamics often differ
ently bring no life to the anonymous ' Israelite
from both the Eulenburg and new Haydn
woman'. Her mezzo-soprano counterpart,
edition scores— sometimes, e.g. in the first
Mary Davenport, does better.
movement of 17/4, Iwould have favoured the
Thomas Scherman as conductor has given
bare and very bold markings in Feder's score
some encouragement to his soloists to add
in the complete edition. But the Barrettappropriate flourishes to cadenzas at the
Ayres/Landon edition will doubtless explain
end of sections or whole arias ( Peerce brings
the textual variants. They will in any case
off a thrilling one) but otherwise it is a rather
hardly worry the average listener, who at last
plodding performance. Especially awkward
can confidently buy excellent recorded perare some sudden unwarranted changes of
formances of these masterpieces.
Wit,
tempo at transitions between the separate
melodic beauty, contrapuntal skill, endless
parts of an integral number. But the shortenresourcefulness, startling yet confident innoing of the work to get it on six sides is reasonvations—these are some of the features of
able enough.
the music, and they are beautifully realized.
The Vienna orchestra contributes very well,
The recording does not have quite the breadth
especially the pair of oboes which is so imor depth of the ideal quartet ambience, and
portant to Handel. The Austrian chorus enthe inner parts are sometimes obscured—
counters some difficulty with English, and
the difficulty is passed on to the listener,
not the cello, fresh and alert, or the leader,
whose conviction it rightly seems to be that
since no printed text ( but only a synopsis) is
nothing must be allowed to inhibit the improvided with the records. Stereo disposimediacy and vitality of Haydn's prodigious
tion and balance are clear and acceptable,
imagination. [B: 1/21
Peter Branscombe
except that the bringing in of ' See the conquering hero' from far at first, as if chanted
off-stage, perhaps suggests the theatre—
HAYDN: String quartets, Op. 20: 1-6
whereas Handel's conception is a concertLenox Quartet
hall one.
Desto DC7152-4 (
3records) (£5.61)
Isuspect that this is not a new recording.
It is quite a long time since the last complete
No dates are given. But the total effect is
recording of the opus 20 set, from a historical
fresh enough. [
B: 2]
Arthur Jacobs
viewpoint arguably the most remarkable of
all Haydn's achievements. It was in NovemHAYDN: String quartets, Op. 9: 1-6
Op. 17:
ber 1969 that the Tátrai Quartet's version
1-6
(Hungaroton, then known as Qualiton) was
Aeolian Quartet
Decca HDNQ61-66 (
6 records) (£ 7.95 until 1st
brought out over here, and it is still available
October, thereafter £11.34)
in the medium price range. Apart from a
couple of single quartets on Supraphon discs
With this, the fourth volume to appear in the
there is at present no other version of this
Aeolians' Haydn quartet series, we reach
marvellous series ( the ' Sun' or ' Domanovetz'
roughly the halfway mark. Isay roughly, for
quartets), though doubtless the Aeolians
Ido not know whether the Opus 3 quartets
will record it in due course in their complete
(on the authenticity of which Reginald BarrettArgo series. So much in introduction to what
Ayres, the excellent editor and sleeve- note
seems to be a double ' first', at least as far as
writer for the albums so far issued, has an
Iam concerned: a new label ( Desto) and a
open mind), and the quartet transcriptions
new quartet, the Lenox. They are an Ameriof the Seven Last Words, are to be included.
can ensemble, youngish, with beautiful instruThe present volume is perhaps the most imments and fine credentials ( which are thrust
portant of the whole undertaking, certainly
at us in a note that to staid European eyes
for the listener who wants to understand the
smacks more of the pop or football scene
miracle that transformed the early, divertithan of serious chamber- music making).
mento string quartet into the assured, mature
They are in many respects an admirable
form that Haydn wrought almost single-

noise, especially when played at realistic
levels, and far too much wow. The image is
weird, and frequently gives the impression
that the organ is on the left and the rest of
the building on the right. The general balance
is quite good, though some of the left-hand
parts in the ' Pièce Héroïque' could be better
defined. My copy also had bad surfaces,
some of the fizzle appearing only in the right
channel. On the credit side, there is some
excellent bass, but, taken as a whole, Ifear
this adds little of real value to the available
repertoire. [
C: 2]
Trevor Attewell
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team—they listen to each other, they choose
sensible tempi, their playing is often beautiful
as well as stylish. Their fast movements are
for the most part well judged, with clear textures and ( all too often a rare feature) due
regard both for neat articulation of difficult
and rapid passages and for the need to allow
the three lower instruments to take the lead
where appropriate ( quite often in these
superbly assured and democratic quartets).
Iam less happy about the dynamic range,
which is both too narrow and too high;
occasionally, especially in slow movements,
Ifelt the Lenox was searching for expression
where a simpler, less affected approach
would have paid off better; and there are
blemishes, both of intonation and maladroitness, that might easily have been corrected.
A second hearing of some of these minor
faults proved them to be less vexing than I
had thought. The real trouble—and Icannot
see myself ever getting used to that— is the
quality of the actual recording. Bad, oldfashioned distortion is frequent ( particularly
in the second and sixth quartets), the surfaces
are far from silent, pre- echo is sometimes a
problem. This is all the more disappointing
in view of the fact that the engineers have
secured a good balance in a pleasantly resonant acoustic. The instruments are too close,
however, and all the noise is very distracting.
So the Tátrai is my clear recommendation—
musically perhaps only marginally better, but
technically in a different class. [ D: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The 3String quartets, op. 54
Jui/hard Quartet
CBS 61549 (£ 1.79)
The three quartets of opus 54 played by the
Juilliards on one medium-priced disc sound
a real bargain, and so it turns out. They were
recorded as far back as April 1966 but hai,e
not, as far as Ican discover, been issued here
before. Without sacrificing bands between
movements the engineers have managed to
accommodate 31 minutes of music on side
one, and afull 27 minutes on side two. Their
only rivals ( since the Amadeus album of all
12 ' Tost' quartets issued last autumn seems
to have vanished) are at present the Amadeus,
who present the first two works on a fullpriced DG ( issued May 1973). The scales do
not swing at once towards the new CBS
record, since a high price has had to be paid
for getting the three works on to one disc:
hardly any of the sonata- movement repeats
are made, and some of the quick tempi are
very quick indeed. The most blatant example
comes first: the opening Allegro con brio of
the G major quartet is rushed through without a chance to relax or show its humanity.
On the whole though the playing is of unimpeachable quality, from both technical and
interpretative viewpoints. The part-writing
is unusually clear, with second violin and
viola delightfully ( but never unduly) prominent,
and if there are occasionally less happy
touches, they suggest that the lively impact of
an actual performance rather than dry technical perfection was the principal aim. The
recording is close, with sniffs and occasional
rustlings; balance and perspective are fine
but there are signs of an almost throaty burr
in some richly scored passages. [ B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: ' Nelson' Mass
Benita Valente ( sop)
Ingeborg Russ ( con) IKarl
Markus ( ten) / Michael Schopper (bass) IStuttgart
Cantata Choir / Werner Keltsch Ensemble ILangenbeck
BASF BAC 3076 (£2-99)
A few years ago there were several versions
of this noble mass to be had; now there is
just one ( King's/LSO/Willcocks, available
both separately and in Argo's box of the six

great Haydn masses). The new version corn es
from a label that has offered many uniqu ely
valuable recordings over the last year or t
wo,
but in few respects can Irate this particu lar
issue the equal of its rival. The Willco cks
version appeared as long ago as Novem ber
1962, the first of that grand series thereaf ter
made by Argo with St Joh n'
s ra th er th
an
King's College forces. It rema i
ns a t
ower
ing
achievement. The new BASF per f
orman
ce
was recorded in the chapel o fLu dw i
gs b
urg
Castle in May 1971, with fo rces un known
or
I
ittle known hitherto in th e U.K. Th e sopra no,
Benita Valente, is the best of th e very go o d
soloists, tossing off he r fiendishl y diffic uIt
solos in the Kyrie especially w ith st
yl
e, co
viction and remarkably littl e t
rou bl e.
Ifi nd
nher a happier choice f
or thi s mus i
c th
an
Sylvia Stahlman in the Willco c ks vers i
on.
In almost every other wa y, th e Briti sh p
erformance has my vote. Abo ve a ll ow i
ng
Willcocks's choice of the Ro bbi ns Lan d to
(Eulenburg) score, which follows Hayd non
s
original scoring: three trump et
s, ti mpa
organ, and strings. Lan gen bec k uses tni ,
he
long- familiar but rightly discredit ed sco
re
with normal wind instrum en t
s att emp ti ng
take over Haydn's splendid organ par t ( w hi to
he originally played him se lf), some ti mes ch
L
n
addition robbing the strings or ti n ker i
ng w i
th
the scoring ( e.g. timpa n i) i
n a genera ll y co
mpetent but utterly inapp ro pri
at
e , me ddli
ng
way. If this fact does no t ru l
e ou tth e ne
w,_
version, and if the highe r pri
ce o fth e BAS
F
does not worry you, the n it i
s a sti rr i
ng, li ve
1
Y
performance.
Willcocks generally f
avou
slightly slower tempi. In th e su per b Ben rs
edictus, Langenbeck is f
ar t
oo s l
ow —H ay d
wrote Allegretto, and the movemen tma kes n
a
stunning effect thus, as Willc oc ks t
ak
e it . D
espite its age, the Argo has sli g htl y th e pre f
e
able sound quality—the BASF has an ove rrresonant acoustic and although littl e det
a
il
is obscured, the effect is occasionally rath
er
strident. [ B: 2]
Pet er Branscom b

a Sequence; and a secon d an d ear li er
Offertory with a partic u la rly att rac ti ve ( an d
finely realized) organ par t
, i
n add i
tion
to
trumpets and timpani. Th e per f
ormances are
fresh and lively, tho ugh one ofth e so l
oi
sts
is rather matronly. Th e recor di ng i
s no more
than adequate, w ith var i
a bl e ba l
ance, background hum and a rath er m i
st
y qua li ty.
At
this price however, an d f
or th e sa k
e o ffi ne
music well performed, Ihave no hes i
tat i
on i
n
recommending the iss ue. [ C :2]
Peter Branscombe
IMBRIE: Symphony 3 SCHUMAN : Credendum ( Article of Faith)"
London Symphony Orchestra IHaro ld Far berman
Composers Orchestra*
Philadelphia
Recordings
, Eugene
CRI SD
Ormandy"
308 (
e-97)
Available throu ghrecor dshops f
rom REDIFFUSION
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

These composers, the one w id e l
y k
nown, the
other hardly heard of i
n th e UK , s h
are a
common approach as traditionali st A mer icans, with all the strength s an d li m it at i
ons
that implies. Sc human '
s th ree part orchestral
Credendum was writt en i
n 1955 f
or a UNESC O
commission. So it take s no c hances: here
is the American he ro st
ridi ng man f
u ll y across
the prairies, big unam bi guous gestures
shouted by brass, surging os ti na ti crosse d
by powerful syncopati ons an d aggress i
ve
punctuations. Again, pa rti cu l
ar l
y th e Ch ora l
e
movement has many hi nt
s o f coun t
ry Cop land, the openhanded ges t
ures
o f Ten d
er
mirrored in the brass t
unes ,o ft en w i
th
unison strings. The qu i
et passages h
ave a
careful lyricism and sus t
ai
ne d smoot hness
balancing the exuberance else w here. How ever, throughout all th e we ll execu t
e d sty li stic
devices one misses th e cen t
re — u l
ti
mate l
y,
Credendum feels lik e an ama l
gam o f other
works, not least because deve l
opment and
substance often seem sa cr ifi ce d f
or th e easy
surprise, the nice sound ; grea t f
un at the
première but eventually di ssa ti sf
yi
ng.
Andrew Imbrie ( b. 1921) has been ac ti ve i
n
e
composing as widely as teachin g ( as a m iddl eM. HAYDN: Missa Sa nc ti Al oys ii
Off ertoriu
generation American, he has st u di e d w ith
pro teste SS. Innoce nti um
Sequent i
a a
d
Sessions and briefly with Bo u l
anger,
an d
festum S. P. Augustini
Offertorium pro fest O
cuiuscunque S'tae Virginis et Marty ri
s
subsequently influences such as
Larr y
Marton Szókelaivi-Nagy INemeth Sulyok Sebe s_ Austin). In 1944 he su dd en l
y arr i
ve d w i
th a
tyén Györ Girls' Choir IGyor PO ' Szabó
successful string quartet, si
nce
w hen
hi s
Hungaroton SLPX 11678 (£ 1-75)
output has included se vera l l
arge sca l
e
In his lifetime Joseph Hay dn '
s
younge r
works unheard he re. Sy mp hony 3 ( 1970) is
brother Michael was especially adm i
re d f
or
three movements i
n
concen t
ra t
ed f
ormat
his sacred works, which i
nc l
u de some f
ort y
using small-scale moti vi
c deve l
opment across
masses, two Requiem s an d i
nnumera bl
the whole orchestr a. However, lik e Sc human,
e
smaller choral compositions. W ere it not f
or
he favours the wide dy nam i
c an dorc hestrates
Hungaroton we should ha ve har dl y an y
to point difference ra th er th an si
m il arity.
available. The very welcome wor ks on thi •
This often confuses pro gress w hen a ll the
new recording are among th e l
arge co ll ect i
oe
resources of the la rge ensem bl e are conof Michael Haydn's aut
ograp hs th
at even _
stantly up front. In th e remorse l
ess to il on
tually passed from the Est er há zy arc hi ves tO
the horizontal structure, one oft en senses a
the National Szechenyi Lib rary i
n Bu dapest
rather mannered, forced form ofex press i
on
let us hope that a st ea dy st
ream ( and no t
although logic is generally c l
ear
enoug h.
only of the church co m pos iti ons )w ill f
ollow •
Playing in both pieces ca n be vi
rt
uos i
c,
The works are said to be uneven i
n standard
particularly the Philadelphia in th e Sc human.
but Joseph's admiration and hi g h es t
eem f
o
[B: 1/11
Michael Thorne
his brother's music is att es t
e d, an d I h
ay
e
yet to hear a Michael Hayd n wor k that lack
IRELAND: Songs, vol. 1: Songs ofa W ay f
arer
S
When Lights go rolling ro un dth e Sk y
Hope
musical interest or characte r.
the
Hornblower
Sea
F
ever
M
ar i
go ld
Fi
ve
The St Aloysius Mass (
1777) i
s f
ai
rl
y si
mpl
e
Hardy Poems
Th ree Songs
We '
ll to the
an d lightly scored: th ree so l
o f
ema l
e vo i
ces
, Woods no more
SO prano and contralto choi r ( or i
gi
na ll y f
or
Benjamin Luxon ( bar) IAlan Row l
an d
s ( pno )
Ha ydn's boys' choir at Sa l
zburg Ca th e dra l
)
Lyrita SRCS65 (£2-76)
an d orchestra of strings on ly. It i
s a so ber ye
t This is the first of a th ree vo l
ume recording
im pressive work, built with a fi rm sense o
f of John Ireland's songs ,i
n w hi c h i
ti
s hoped
sy mmetry and with a nice re gar d f
or contrast
to include all those which the composer would
(
fo r example, an Adagio ' Et i
ncarnatus 'f
or
have wished to preserve. In the sleeve note
the solo voices sandwiched bet
ween
the
fas
William Mann writes that in the fifth edition
ter Credo sections fo r f
u ll f
orces )
. Th e
of Grove, Peter Crossley Holland divides
wO rks that make up the rema i
n der o f the
Ireland's music into three periods. Between
rec ord continue the princip a lof con t
rast i
n
the ir individual and more ri
1903 and 1920 the composer was finding his
c hl y score d ways:
own personal style, between 1920 and 1930
an Offertory for Childermas (28 Decem ber )
,
his work became more experimental and
afe stival held with special pom patSa l
zburg;
more highly individualistic and after 1930 he
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CLASSICAL
Easy Winner from Perlman/Previn
JOPLIN: THE EASY WINNERS': The ragtime dance
Magnetic rag
The strenuous life
The entertainer

The easy winners
Elite syncopations

Bethena
Solace

Pine apple rag
Sugar cane rag
Itzhak Perlman ( yin) , André Previn ( pno)
HMV ASD3075 (£2.65)

Even at this stage of the Joplin rediscovery we are neither fully aware of the
potential of his music or quite certain where to place it. There is a danger of taking
what is purely entertainment music too seriously, although we are backed by the
knowledge that Joplin himself had the highest aspirations for it. At least, by now, we
can feel certain that it is light music that ranks beside the music of Johann Strauss
or Sousa and that it is unlikely that such endearing and memorable strains can ever
sink into oblivion again. Like many, Ifind it wholly delightful, never get tired of it and
welcome any manifestation that it is considered worthy of the attention of such
prestigious musicians as Itzhak Perlman and André Previn who, Iam sure, approach
it with the same admiration and enjoyment. This record certainly suggests that they
found the session a pleasure. Their results should appeal to all who like Joplin for
his inimitable and rich melodies and easy rhythmic phrasing, to those who have a
connoisseur's view of ragtime—for both players have a nice feeling for the idiom, to
admirer's of virtuoso violin playing, and even to those who like a palm court sound—
for it has something of that about it. It will not appeal to the jazz purist or those who
like their ragtime played violently on jangly pianos. Basically Perlman and Previn
keep to the Joplin scores, interchanging the lead, with Perlman adding traditional
violinistic acrobatics in a tasteful and complementary way. The spirit and shape of
the music is not tampered with and it takes on its new colouring easily and gracefully.
The duo are at their best in the slow numbers like Bethena and Solace and The
entertainer. Occasionally, as in Elite syncopations they get a bit carried away;
occasionally, as is Previn's wont, he perhaps takes a piece a little fast. The
recording is clear and nicely balanced and Ican wholeheartedly recommend this
record to those of not too serious a bent who like Joplin and enjoy a modest
experiment, and, of course, some good violin and piano playing [A: 1/11.
Peter Gammond

Previn & Perlman

lily- eared' who are so roundly chastised in
gamut of the composer's demands on the
Study No. 5. A full catalogue of the contents
instrument.
is not possible, but among the pieces are such
We know enough from the two big sonatas
doughty items as Rough and Ready (
A Jumpto guess what they are, filigree delicacy to
ing Frog), Some Southpaw Pitching, Bad
monumental hammer blows ( or at least in
Resolutions and Good and Varied Air and
one case athump with a baseball bat!). Well,
Variations (
6 Protests) which all Ives enhow does it turn out? A mixed blessing.
thusiasts will at least have heard of.
Alan Mandel, who undertakes this garganThus far the enterprise succeeds within
tuan ordeal with the brief assistance in
its limits but it falls badly on its face techni'Concord' of unnamed viola and flute, clearly
cady. The recording is very poor both
has the technical equipment and fingers of
acoustically and superficially. The Baldwin
steel to go with it. It is also clear that he is
piano sounds thin and tinny- bright or jangly
dedicated to the task and is gifted with an
and there is so much swishing. swooping,
understanding of Ives' intentions not shared
clicking and crackling that the business of
by us all. In the few cases where we can
separating Desto's chaff from that of Ives is
compare him with others—the three sonatas
occasionally more of a chore than even a
(No. 1, ' Concord' and the ' Three Page
reviewer expects. Idoubt if the masters can
Sonata')— his performances are notable for a
be improved much, but the pressings certainly
highly developed feeling for the rhythm of
ought to be. The accompanying notes are
Ives' thought as well as for the more obvious
useful and reasonably informative. Enquiring
rhythmic flexibility in the music. He would,
listeners should consult Ives' Memos ed.
I suspect, make a good ragtime player if
John
Kirkpatrick ( Calder & Boyars) for further
Hawthorne and Studies Nos. 18 and 22 are
information. A courageous enterprise, but
anything to go by.
the monument is unfortunately built on a
Whether he has the intensity of Masselos'
pedestal of clay. [
C/D: 1/21
playing in the First Sonata or of Kirkpatrick's
Kenneth Dommett
version of the ' Concord' is open to question;
so is the sheer eloquence of his playing
KALLIWODA: Symphony 1
TOMASEK:
when he is compared with Szidon's version
Piano concerto 1
of ' Concord' and the ' Three Page Sonata'.
Petr Toperczer ( pno) IPrague SO IRohan
But eloquence of that sort can be heard, in
Vox STGBY 677 (£ 1.99)
The Alcotts, in Study No. 7, Study No. 15 and
Listening to this record one is again struck
the important Celestial Railroad, which like so
by the immense variety of the music that was
much else is receiving its first recording.
being created between 1800 and 1840. Neither
Mandel
catches
this
quality,
yet
the
listener
IVES: Complete Piano works
Kalfiwoda nor Tomasek attract much attenis left with the feeling that he is perhaps
Alan Mandel ( pno)
ton nowadays but during this period were
underplaying it. Ives was in some ways a bit
Desto DC 6458-61 (
4 records) (£ 7-48)
influential and successful in their various
of a sentimentalist and I feel sure would
The Complete Works for Piano by Charles
ways.
Kalliwoda established himself in
have milked the sentiment a bit more than
Ives on four records. The prospect is dauntDonaueschingen, and his symphony, the
Mandel
does.
For
the
rest
it
is
the
kind
of
ing even to an Ives admirer. Yet it is exciting
first of seven, shows that he was aware of
mixture of quotes, considered chaos and
too, for most of the music is unknown except
what was going on around him particularly in
uninhibited exhortation that we have come
to the most erudite of Ivesians since most
the field of what we now loosely call the
to recognise as specifically Ivesian. A little
of it is unpublished. Success will depend on
Romantic movement. Written in 1826, the
of it at a time is all right, but one needs to
two things, apianist of phenomenal technique
influence that immediately suggests itself is
sample it with care if, as most of us are inand unquenchable enthusiasm, and on a
Weber. Kalliwoda's sense of construction
clined to be, we are among the ' ladybirds' or
recording which will faithfully reproduce the

consolidated and deepened his self expression.
Volume 1 gives us examples from the first
two periods and they deserve more general
recognition than they have yet received. I
hope this excellent recording by Benjamin
Luxon ( baritone) and Alan Rowlands ( piano)
will help to make them more widely known.
Mr. Luzon sings with scrupulous care and
fine musicianship and uses his high baritone
voice with excellent technical control, while
Alan Rowlands is very good indeed, playing
the piano accompaniments with understanding and sensitivity. All the songs have clearly
been most carefully studied and this volume
can be considered authoritative since it is
recorded in association with the John Ireland
Trust. Iwas most interested in the artists'
interpretation of the most famous of all John
Ireland's songs—' Sea Fever'. It is sung more
slowly than I have ever previously heard it
and Ifeel that it lacks spontaneity and should
be sung with greater simplicity. My score
has the suggested markings 52-56 but upon
testing it with a metronome it proved to be
nearer 42. Iam sure that this is deliberate
and only arrived at after serious thought, but
personally Ithink that it is more convincing
at the traditional speed.
The recording is first-rate, and Ihope the
series will have the success it certainly
deserves. [A: 1]
John Freestone
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Nonesuch is aCelebration o

usic

The Nonesuch label features distinctive and authoritative recordings of medieval, renaissance, baroque,
classical, romantic and contemporary repertoire, swell as aunique series of musical Americana.

new re eases

WILLIAM BOLCOM
THE WORCESTER FRAGMENTS
Frescoes—" War In Heaven"
Accademia Monteverdiana
"The Caves of Orcus"
Denis Stevens, director
Bruce Mather, piano & harmonium
H 71308
Pierrette Le Page. piano & harpsichord
H 71297
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG
Piano Works Op.11, Op.23, Op.25,
CHARLES IVES
Op.33a, Op.33b
String Quartets Nos. 1 & 2
Paul Jacobs. piano
The Concord String Quartet
H 71309
H 71306

J. C. E BACH
7Symphonies
Cologne Chamber Orchestra
Helmut Müller-Brühl, conductor
HB-73027 ( 2- record set)
TWENTIETH CENTURY FLUTE MUSIC
Works by Varese, Wuorinen, Levy, Trombly,
Davidovsky, Fukushima, Berio, Westergaard,
Rousskis, Reynolds, H. & S. Sollberger, flutes
C. Wuorinen, piano HB-73028 (2- record set)

recent additions to the catalogpe TR.
OF

EARLY AMERICAN VOCAL MUSIC
New England Anthems & Southern Folk Hymns
The Western Wind
Vocal Ensemble
H71276

SPANISH MUSIC FOR THE CLASSICAL GUITAR
Rey de la Torre. guitar
1171233
THE NEW TRUMPET
works by
Peter Maxwell Davies
Lucia Dlugoszewski
William Hellerman
Gerard Schwarz, trumpet
Ursula Oppens, piano
1171275

Pieces de Clavecin
Albert Fuller, harpsichord
1171278
GEORGE CRUMB
Makrokosmos. Volume 1 ( 1972)
(12 Fantasy- Pieces after the Zodiac, for amplified piano)
David Burge, piano
H71293
CORNET FAVOURITES
Gerard Schwarz, cornet
William Bolcom. piano
1171298

Works by Heinrich Biber, Giovanni Gabrieli,
Johann Melchior Molter, Johann Christoph Pezel,
Johann Valentine Rathgeber, Samuel Scheidt
The New York Trumpet Ensemble
Gerard Schwarz, director
H71301
AFTER THE BALL
A treasury of Turn- of- the- Century Popular Songs
Joan Morris, mezzo-soprano
William Bolcom, piano
H71304
SCOTT JOPLIN
Piano Rags, Volume III
Joshua Rifkin, piano
H7I305

NONESUCH RECORDS
from the
Transatlantic
Goup

For free catalogue of all Transa tl an ti cGroup Recor ds,
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te to

Dept

HFNi5Transatlantic Records, 86 Marylebone High Street, W1M 4AY
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Britain's leading independent classical music label
Bernard Herrmann: The Devil and
Daniel Webster
(Musà .
tin film) Wks Rairet Katie
London Philharmonic Orchestra
Bernard Herrmann, conductor

UNS

237

Beethoven
Piano Sonata No. 21. Op. 53
(
Waldstein);
Piano Sonata No. 23, Op. 57
a
1>á i
r

at
Bsas1nre_Loda

Brilliant and colourful compositions by219 UNS
Peter Kati', plins Debussy.
this versatile composer, recorded in
Granados. Albeniz. J. S. Bach,
thrilling stereo.
Mozart and Schumann.
UNS 224
Earlier this year Unicorn released the first

From May 1st 1975 Unicorn's unique
catalogue will again be fully available in
the UK * .Many items have new sleeves
newly transferred to disc.

complete recordings of Nielsen's six
syrjhonies by one orchestra under one
co uctot This seven album set (which

Among the many exciting recordings to

includes acommentary disc by Robert
Field
Simpson, with musical example) has been Piano Concerto No. 1in Eflat

be released in 1975, Unicorn presents two

widely acclaimed as the definitive

Humme
Rondo Brilliant
l
on Russian

new issues this month.

recording of this neglected composer's

Themes
Felicia Blumental. Vienna
Chamber Orchestra/
tienlu0 Froschauer

and almost the entire catalogue has been

major works.

Gustav Mahler Symphony No 6in
A minor

Carl Nielsen: Symphonies Nos 1-6
London Symphony Orchestra
Ole Schmidt, conductor

Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra

RHS 324/330

Jasdia Horenstein, conductor
p/uriascha Horenstein reminiscing to

(recommended retail price

Alan Blyth

16 seine

Rtrordt would like to api/agite iii
and 'tend &alert for the
fruttrating.aock situation dinning the pact
yeat
Ntrtomen

In these days of frenetic interpretation of
Mahler this magisterial live performance
provides that essential combination of.

Recommended Retail Prices inc VAT

drama, poetry and serenity that made the

RHS £2.75

late Jascha Horenstein's performances of
Mahler so memorable and convincing.

UNIS {7.00

Melsen
Symphony No 5
Tone poem: Saga- drum
New Philhannoma Orchestra
lascha Horenstein
RFIS SOO
Mahler
Symphony No, I
London Symphony Orchestra
lascha Horenstein
RHS 301
Mahler
Symphony
hogo
yre
4
t
n
or 3
.Ambrosian
Singers,
Wandsworth School Boy's Choir,
London Symphony Orchestra/
lascha Horenstein
RHS 302/303

UNI/UNS/WFS £ 1.93

Hindemith
S
ymphony- Mathis der Maler
K. MIMS
Symphonic Poem-Tod und
ferklarung (Death And
Transfiguration)
London Symphony Orchestra/
lascha Horenstein
RHS 312
Havergat Brian
Symphonies Nos. 10 and 21
Leicestershire Schools Symphony
Orchestra, Eric Pinket, cond.
(No. 21) and lames Loughran,
cei. re

.

Copland
Clarinet Concerto ( 1948)
Crusell
Grand Concerto in Fminor Op. 5
Gervase de Perm clarinet/London
Mozart Players/Éernard Jacob
REIS 314
Panutnik
Sinfonia Sacra
Sinfonia Rustica
Viol in Concerto No. 4; Le Streghe
Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra
(Witches' dance);
Andrzei Panufnik, conductor
Bottesini
RHS 315
Grand Duo for Violin, DoubleSzymanowski
Bass and Orchestra
Children's Rhymes Op 49
Ruggiero Ricci- Violin, Francesco
Britten
Peffacchi - Double.Bass. Royal
The Ship of Rio
Philharmonic Orchestra/
Berkeley
Piero Bellugi
Poor Henry
RHS 304
Bennett
Panufnik
The Fly Clock aClay
Universal Prayer
Frankel
April Cantelo-Soprano, Helen
IHad A Dove
Watts- Contralto, John
Salzedo
Mitchinson- Tenor, Roger
The Wind Al Morning
Stalman - Bass, Nicholas Kynaston
Oldham
-Organ, Louis Halsey Singers/
Fishing, The Herd Boys Song
Leopold Stokowski
Williamson
RHS 305
From A Child's Garden
Panufnik
Tippett
Heroic Overture, Tragic Overture; Where The Bee Sucks
Simon Woolf- treble, Steuart
Autumn Music; Nocturne
London Symphony Orchestra
Bedford, piano
lascha Horenstein
RHS 316
RHS 306
Hovhaness
Maxwell Davies
Saint Vartan Symphony
National Philharmonic Orchestra
Vesalii Icones
Fires of London/Peter Maxwell
Alan Hovhaness, conductor
Davies
NHS 307
"Make We loir
Maxwell Davies
The Versatility Of The Scholars
Eight Songs For A Mad King
Vol. 2
Fires Of London
Walton Ireland Warlock etc.,
RHS 308
”Christnuis" song
Shelagh Molynewc-MezzoMarling'
soprano. Nigel Dixon- Alto, Robin
Symphony No 6
Dovetori-Tenor, Michael Leighton
Vonsek
l
ez -Baritone, David van AschSymphony in D
New Philharmonia Orchestra
Michael Bialoguski
RHS 318
•
RIIS
Delius
309
Schoenberg
Pierrot Lunaire
Three Sonatas For Violin And
Piano
.Eric lienby-piano, Ralph Holmes,
violin
RHS 310
Schubert
Piano Quintet in A major -The
Trout' D 667
Nottumo in Eflat for Piano Trio
D897
Music Group of London
1RHS 311

Twenty-Four
preludes ( complete
1Rhmaninov
ac
in 2vols. Available separately)
Peter Kahn
VAT) UNS 2304

* UniMM

RHS 320/1

Complete
Catalogue

Simpson
Symphony No. 3 ( 1962)
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eschews the taut logic of a Haydn or Beethoven and makes a much stronger use of
loose forms and lyric lines. The result, as
one might expect, is a partial success, for
Kalliwoda was no Weber, just as he was no
Beethoven and the failure of the symphony to
transcend interest is to be laid ultimately at
his inability to write a really great tune.
The same can be said of Tomasek's piano
concerto, his only one, which is conservative
enough to suggest one of Mozart's earliest.
A Bohemian who spent all his life in Prague,
an admirer of Beethoven and in his solo piano
music one of Chopin's precursors, Tomasek
in the concerto harks back to the simple
directness of the Rococo. The piano part is
flattering to the fingers as one would expect
from a virtuoso of Tomasek's eminence, but
the material itself is slight and in the finale
almost embarrassingly so. Yet for all that
both it and the symphony are enjoyable and
since each is new to records the record has
its own interest.
Fortunately the performances appear to do justice to the music and
Toperczer, the pianist, helps considerably
by his technique and enthusiasm to make a
good case for Tomasek. The recording is
slightly edgy but is perfectly acceptable. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
KARG-ELERT: Kaleidoscope, op. 144
Legend, Op. 141: 1 Sonatina 1in a, Op. 74
The
reed-grown waters, Op. 96: 4
Michael Austin at the Organ « Birmingham Town Hall
Polydor 2460 231 (£2-11)
The response, almost a conditioned reflex, of
any British organist to the mention of the
name Karg-Elert is ' Nun danket ...' and then
a pause. It is strange that the music of one
so well known by name is now generally so
little known here, for it deserves better. He
is even less known in his native Germany.
Here, until his death in 1933, his music was
popular at organ recitals and indeed the
works played on this record were all included
in a Karg-Elert Festival in 1931 when ten
recitals of his works were given within a
fortnight. Kaleidoscope and the Triptych for
organ were both given their first performance
at this Festival. If Karg-Elert's writing for the
organ is once again to be appreciated this
recording is an estimable way of bringing it
about. Reger has already been revived—
though in Germany he never suffered the
eclipse which has befallen Karg-Elert, being
considered second only to Richard Strauss
among the recent past— now it is the turn
surely of this composer.
Michael Austin is no stranger to recording
on the large Birmingham Town Hall instrument where he has already played Reger,
Bach and French XIX century music also for
Polydor ( 2383227). Its specification— missing
from the sleeve—and his use of it meet
admirably the requirements of the works,
from the impressionist delicacy of the Pastel
to the more traditional sonorities of the later
works. Municipal organs are not among the
easiest to record, but Brian Culverhouse has
made an excellent job of this one and has
caught both the immaculate—as always—
playing of Michael Austin and the ambience
of the hall. A most satisfying introduction to
Karg-Elert for those who know little of his
works and a real pleasure for those who
admire and play them. [
A: 1*]
Isla Tait
KODALY : Complete Piano works
Gyórgy Sándor ( pno)
Vox STGBY680 (£ 1.99)
Kodaly's entire output for the piano can be
contained on this one disc—and even that
includes the original piano version of a work
better known in its orchestral version,
Marosszek Dances (
1927). It's a very different
132

story from that of Bartok—but then Bartok
was a concert pianist, while Kodaly achieved
proficiency mainly on the cello and as a
conductor. Nevertheless, their piano music
shares the common influences of Debussy
and folk- music. The disc includes the earliest
piano composition Kodaly acknowledges,
namely, the Meditation sur un motif de Claude
Debussy, based on a theme from Pelleas.
Kodaly let the Debussy idiom infiltrate his
own style and it reappears explicitly even in
his later works.
Listening through this record, Iam more
struck by the way Kodaly allows particular
musical voices to speak through him rather
than by any personal transmutation of
source- material into something distinctive.
True, the structures of the seven piano
pieces op. 11 are often unusual, autotelic,
deriving from the implications of modal
melody and harmony. The Nine pieces for
piano Op. 3 mix the folk- sources and Debussyan textural inspiration to fine effect.
Sandor's excellent performances reflect
his admiration for the composer, who had
earlier helped him initiate his concert career.
Ionly wish he had been provided with better
recording facilities.
The piano sound is
unduly clangorous, lacking in warmth or
richness: one can only guess the real piano
sonority from the recording. [
C: 1]
Meirion Bowen

First of a long
Liszt?
LISZT: Tasso, Lamento e Trionfo (
Symphonic
Poem 2)
Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke (
Mephisto Waltz 1)
Von der Wiege bis zum Grabe
Orchestre de Paris ' Solti
Decca SXL6709 (£2.99)
This is Solti's only Liszt record in the current
catalogue, and also his first record with the
Orchestre de Paris. It is certainly an exciting
début: in Tasso there is good firm tone and
attack in the opening Lento, and the following
Allegro is brilliantly done: the minuet section
has just the right light touch and the finale
avoids bombast and has some exciting brass
playing. In the Dance in the Village Inn,
usually known as the first Mephisto Waltz,
Solti is one of the few conductors who
rightly keeps to the same tempo instead of
slowing up when the main theme first appears
in the bass after the introduction, and the
sensuous passages later on come off beautifully. The brass again play brilliantly in the
later Allegro section. From the Cradle to the
Grave, Liszt's last symphonic poem, was
written nearly 25 years after the other works
and is in avery different style: it mostly needs
delicate and tender playing, apart from the
violent middle section, and in the outer
sections Solti achieves admirably sensitive
woodwind and string playing. He is helped
throughout by the recording, which is very
clear and forward, and every detail stands
out. All three works are available in Haitink's
recent complete recording with the LPO, but
in general Haitink's approach is careful
rather than exciting and the recording is less
forward—though he does get some sensitive
playing in From the Cradle to the Grave. Those
who want these three works only are strongly
recommended to get Solti's record: out-andout Lisztians will of course also want to have
Héroide Funèbre, which Haitink couples with
the first Mephisto Waltz—and his price is
slightly lower. But let us hope for some
further Liszt records from Solti—he has

certainly
[A:

made

an

outstanding beginning.
Humphrey Searle

LISZT: Hexameron (
Grand Bravura variations on
the march from / Puritani by Bellini)
3Operatic
transcriptions
Sylvia Kersenbaum (pno)
HMV HQS1342 (
E1-65)
In general, an admirable record, this: Sylvia
Kersenbaum proves herself a well-equipped
bravura pianist for music which, in part, at
least, is about showing- off.
Hexameron
comes across as all one piece. You may
remember it's a concoction, really, by six
composers—the others being Chopin, Pixis,
Thalberg, Czerny and Herz—each of whom
contributed a variation on the Bellini marchtheme, while Liszt wrote the introduction, the
piano arrangement of the theme, and the
bridge passages between the variations and
the finale. The various pianistic personalities
here are dominated by Liszt, in his soulful
as well as out- to- stun mood. Kersenbaum
supplies a thread of coherence that makes it
all worth our attention.
Here, as in the three operatic transcriptions
on side 2, her playing could have borne more
investigation of dynamic levels below mezzoforte—though this may be as much the
recording as anything. The piano sound is
not always quite full-bodied enough, but still
acceptable. Kersenbaum makes up for a lack
of swagger in the transcriptions of the Valse
Infernale from Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable
and the Polonaise from Tchaikovsky's Eugene
Onegin with a superbly sustained rhythmic
sense, and exact balancing of the textural
components. Maybe there isn't enough pure
virtuosity of the first order to take our breath
away completely—and perhaps her realisation of the Flying Dutchman Spinning Chorus
is a little wooden ( today's spinning machines
are better oiled)— but Kersenbaum has a
real feeling for the music, never lets the
tension sag, and these are performances of
which any recitalist could be proud. Ienjoyed
the disc a lot. [
A/B: 1/2]
Meirion Bowen

MAHLER : Symphony 1in D
Symphony 2in
e ' Resurrection's
Symphony 3in d*"
'Heather Harper (sop) IHelen Watts ( con) I * LSO
Chorus I ” Ambrosian Chorus IWandsworth Boys I
LSO ISolti
Decca 766 173 (
5records) (£9-99). ( 1964, 1966, 1968,
1972)
First released ( and still available) as separate
recordings, the solti Mahler cycle has at one
time been in a big box—SOLT 1-15, now
deleted— and is presently being repackaged
in ' three easy stages'. The first, considered
here, has symphonies 1-3 with the LSO, the
second will have the three orchestral ' middle
period' works, 5-7 ( Chicago SO), and the
third set, symphonies 4, 8 and 9. It might
have been preferable to have symphony 4 ( the
final ' Wunderhorn' symphony) in this set, but
the method of division used produces three
tidy five- record boxes.
The high praise these recordings received
on first appearance needs no qualification
here: approval heartily endorsed.
Solti's
Mahler impresses by its vigour and control,
and to listen in sequence is to absorb a
continuing mastery.
Christopher Breunig's review of SOLT 1-15
implied that it might be better to collect the
symphonies ' in steps rather than in bulk'.
Well, steps this size are easier than 1-9 in
one fell swoop, and at about £ 10 for each of
the three sets, remain a cheaper method
than separate purchase of the symphonies.
Here, cheaper by £6.
As noted in the review of SOLT 1-15 ( these
are from the same masters), pressings are a
to p.134
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Reviewed by lain Fenton
MONTEVERDI: Vespers
Robert Tear ( ten) I Felicity Palmer
(sop) IJill Gomez ( sop) IPhilip Longridge ( ten) IJohn Shirley- Quirk ( bar) I
Michael Rippon ( bass) IJames Bowman ( citen) I Philip Jones Brass
Ensemble I Monteverdi Chorus and
Orchestra IGardiner
Decca SET 593-4 (
2 - ecords) (£6.50)
The Monteverdi Vespers of 1610
has always provided a host of
problems for both editors and
performers.
Should
all
the
volume be performed as a unit,
just the vesper psalms, or perhaps a mixture of psalms and
motets? Since the original publication is so unspecific, how

1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

much should be sung by soloists
and how mucn by the chorus?
What ,nstruments are appropriate and how should the continuo be realised? Should ornamentation be added in the
manner of contemporary singing
and
instrumental
tutors,
or
should Monteverdi's text be
regarded as complete in view of
the elaborate printed fioritura?
It is hardly surprising that in a
situation where such a variety
of solutions are possible, it is
sometimes difficult to detect that
recordings and editions are
based on the same source
material.

MAY 1975

This is certainly true of the two
recordings of the work which are
currently available. It is perhaps
unfair to criticise the rather lush
recording issued by Oiseau -Lyre
in 1954 and now re- issued, but
there could hardly be a greater
contrast between that attempt
and the version made in 1967 by
the Vienna Concentus Musicus
and the Hamburg Monteverdi
Choir directed by Jürgen Jürgens. This follows a thoroughgoing historical approach using
old instruments, a small chamber- choir and an orchestra which
almost exactly numbers the ensemble which may have given

the first performance of the work
in St. Marks in 1613. Although
the Vienna
recording
gains
authenticity only at the expense
of a loss of the emotional intensity which is vital to asuccessful
performance, it nevertheless revealed the elegance and clarity
which could result from the use
of appropriate orchestral forces
used to accompany, rather than
to complete with, the voices.
In its general approach the
John Eliot Gardiner recording
falls mid- way between these
extremes. Since modern brass
and stringed instruments are
used, the overall sound in the
larger movements is somewhat
thick and unsubtle, and although
the balance between voices and
instruments is generally satisfactory, the brass playing occasionally gets out of hand. It
is apity that Gardiner did not opt
for solo strings as Jürgens did
as the subtlety of timbre is such
adelight of the earlier recording.
The
continuo
realisation
is
tastefully done though
with
none of the over- enthusiasm
which so often disfigures music
of this period. But the real joy
of this recording, is the choir,
which performs throughout with
a fine sense of rhythmic articulation, and it is perhaps the high
competence of the choir which
has enabled the choice of such
sensitive and intelligent tempi.
Deus in adjutorium is not performed at breakneck pace as is
so often the case, haetatus sum
is not reduced to a crawl and
finally throttled by agroundswell
of double- basses, haetatus sum
ticks over with just the right
amount of rhythmic spring and
the
cross
rhythms
in
Nisi
Dominus are tidy and invigorating.
The soloists, amongst
whom John Shirley- Quirk is
outstanding,
also avoid the
temptation to linger over- much
in the motets, and only occasionally is the chosen speed too fast
to allow unruffled performances
of complex ornamentation. Yet
despite the accuracy, high standard of performance and convincing dramatic energy of this
welcome recording, its strange
alliance
of
authenticity
and
modern elements still leaves
room for further versions [A: 2].
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shade improved over the first issues, though
this will apply also to current batches of the
individual symphonies.
In spite of slight doubts about the cleanness
of heavy bits' of the third, a consistently
excellent quality obtains, and playing and
direction cannot be faulted. An overall [
A:
1/11.
Geoff Jeanes

Levine's
Titanic Mahler
MAHLER: Symphony 1 in D ' Titan'
LSO ' James Levine
RCA ARL1 0894 (£ 1.45 until September 1st, thereafter £2.90)

these Van Beinum reissues. They have be
en
successfully transferred, much more pleasi
ng
than the ' electronic stereo' of atypical Eclip
se
or Turnabout revamp. The voices are ve
prominent in the foreground, however, a ry
nd
this unrealistic balance tends to mask the re
virtues of these recordings: the empat al
demonstrated in the conducting of Vhy
an
Beinum.
Ihave entered various pleas in the mag
zine for re-releases of his work; it is depres asing to have to report that these exampl
make an uncompetitive Das Lied. A threes
sided Das Lied would have to retail at a ve ery
low price to be commended above the Kletzk
HMV Concert Classics. The two singe i/
went on to record the work for Jochum on Drs
(the performance is reissued in cassette for G
m
only, packaged with the Kubelik symphonies
).
Hafliger, who also took part in the final Walt
recording, sings well, but Merriman has er
heavy vibrato which, for me, makes her cona
tributions to these works quite unbearable.
find it extremely difficult to listen to the move
ments in which she is singing, and in the earl y
song- cycle, in spite of the finely proportione d
and detailed orchestral contributions.
Sides 3and 4on the test pressings showe d
some dimples. Ihope these will be eliminated
The Dutch sleeve supplied printed only Ger
man texts and brief tri -lingual notes. It doe s
notstatethat the original recording was mono
but Iunderstand this will be rectified for th e
English market. [
C: 1]
Christopher Breunig

Now we know why André Previn, on a free
evening, would go to a concert conducted by
James Levine, in preference to one by
Karajan! ( I refer to a TV interview programme with David Attenborough, a series
of talks with musicians.) The American
Dynaflex pressing sent for the purposes of
review— RCA are recutting for the English
market— was
labelled ' Levine
conducts
Mahler', suggesting a projected series, and
Ibelieve he has done a Mahler 4 in Chicago
recently. This, his first purely orchestral
recording, was produced in London last
August by Charles Gerhardt. It is a knockout
performance.
Levine has made a Mahler recording which
MASSENET: ' Thaïs'
sounds as spontaneous and daring as a live
Molfo Bac quien ICarreras Diaz ; NOP Rudel
RCA ARL3-0842 (
3 records) (£8•70)
event. The reading seems very uninhibited,
yet it is scrupulously fair to nearly all markIam delighted t
o fi n d th e operas of Massenet
ings, and the repeats are observed in both
apparently coming back int o pu bli c f
avour.
the first two movements. The string slides
Of course Manon an d W er th er have never
indicated are very much played down, and in
really been out of it, butth e recent recording
the first movement the sempre pp at figure 20
of Thérèse, and success f
u l productions of
is overlooked; the flute solo at 14 in the third
Esclarmonde in San Fra nc i
sco ( w i
th Joan
movement is not very heck. But these are
Sutherland) and Do n Qui
ch
o tt e i
n Paris, sugminor quibbles when so much is thoroughly
gest that appetites w hett ed by the more
revealing, and when the reading as a whole
popular works are no w beg i
nn i
ng to explore
shows such agrasp of the inspiration behind
those which, for one reason or another, have
the notes. Never have the woodland bird
fallen by the waysid e. I be li eve Thais was
calls of the opening movement had such bite,
last seen at Cove ntGar den i
n the 1920s with
between flute and clarinet, just before the
Maria Jeritza.
A Frenc h recor di ng was
muted horns at 15. And the slow tempo for
released here last ye ar by Decca, and now
the introduction has a sundrenched foresthere is a sumptuo us new recording from
like atmosphere. Levine takes the second
RCA.
Perhaps the en t
erpr i
si
ng
English
movement at a fast tempo, as Solti did
National Opera will revi ve th e opera f
or one
initially with the LSO.
of its strong line- u p ofsopranos.
If I have any reservation, it is that the
As background readi ng t
o Th ai
s Istrongly
introspective writing in the finale lacks the
ecommend the essay in Ernes t Newman '
s
'spirituality' of Giulini's interpretation, al0pera Nights in which he di scusses not only
though it would be per f
ec tl y va li d to present
he opera itself buta l
so th e A natole France
this music as tho ug h th e composer was
tory on which it i
s
base d. Massenet '
s
writing ironically, heart on sl
eeve.
Ii brettist, Louis Gallet, he ld the view that it
Ihave often criti c i
se d RCA' s blanketing of
as pointless to prov id e verse libretti for
top frequencies in thei r di sc t
rans f
ers. Here,
omposers who invariably f
a il e d t
o respect
the sound is most sa ti sf
yi
ng.
It suggests a
th e verse in setti ng it t
o mus i
c. For Thais, he
mix- down from what was p l
anne d as
a
rovided what he called a ' po ème mélique '
quadraphonic recording, with comp l
ex m i
crotten in a kind
ywhich he meant a lib re tt o wr i
phone balances which revea la ll deta i
ls, and
of free rhythm where wor ds an d music could
which give the wo rk enormous impact. The
eet and accommod at
e eac h ot her.
His text
upper registers perhap s nee d tid yi
ng with a
ce rtainly inspired Mas sene t t
o one of his
filter, to prevent ati nse ll y quality, or fizziness
fi nest and
most imp ass i
one d scores.
The
on brass, but the re are no si
gns of dynamic or
st ory is a natural f
or opera: i
n f
ourth century
frequency limiting— all of w hi c h en hances
A lexandria, the court esan Th ai
s i
s brought
this not- to- be- missed Ma hl er 1. [
A : 1*i
to redemption by the young ceno bit e monk
at
e ,rea li ses that his
Christopher Breunig
Athanaél who, only too l
in terest in her is not s pi rit ua lbut sensual.
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Lieder emes
Massenet's score emb races a w id e variety
fahrenden Gesellen*
of
moods and feelings, f
rom th e religious
Ernst Hafliger ( ten) INan Merriman ( con) ; Conc er tse
on 'to
gebouw Orchestra IVa n Bei
num
th ntimentality of the famo us ' Médit at i
e voluptuous eroti ci
sm o f' Di s-moi que je
GL5798
Philips( Mar
6599' 65);
405T•ABE10169
(£2.46). R
(
July
A 00410/1
' 60)
( Ju ly ' 60) ;
no is belle', and, th oug h Ju li us Rudel does
SU
nc i
ng l
y as
Jésus
t conduct it as conv i
The Concertgebouw Orch es t
ra h
as a long
Et
chverry on the Decca vers i
on, he h
as the
Mahler tradition, and it is understandable that
001
vantage of a beautifully forward, spacious
Philips should wish t
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way superior to the earlier recording. Also, the
New Philharmonia Orchestra play magnificently. As Thais, Anna Motto has one of
her finest roles on disc. Whether her voice
is big enough for Thais in the theatre is
doubtful, and even on record she sounds
strained occasionally; nevertheless for the
most part she is completely in the role.
Athanaél is sung by Gabriel Bacquier who
certainly does not sound like ayoung cenobite
monk, but if you're willing to accept a middleaged sound he too is excellent. The young
rake, Nicias, finds José Carreras in excellent
form, and the smaller parts are all well taken.
A well produced booklet containing articles
and a libretto in French and English is included. Warmly recommended to lovers of
nineteenth-century French opera. The stereo
recording is, as I have already suggested,
highly acceptable, and Iunderstand the set
will also be available in a CD- 4Quadraphonic
version. [
A: 1/2]
Charles Osborne
MENDELSSOHN: Midsummer Night's Dream—
overture / SCHUMANN: Symphony 3 Rhenish'
LSO de Burgos
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS760 ( 51•29). R ( 1965)

Of Decca's ' Eclipse' series of Schumann
symphony reissues, this is unquestionably
the best. Dating from 1965, the orchestra
sounds in excellent fettle, particularly the
strings. Perhaps it was avintage year anyway.
Perhaps too the London Symphony Orchestra
responded especially favourably to Rafael
Frühbeck de Burgos. His way with Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream Overture
is most attractive, limpid, polished, witty—
qualities also in evidence throughout the
engagingly episodic Rhenish symphony. It
receives asmiling, spontaneous performance,
yet properly grandiose when need be, as in
the Cologne Cathedral movement.
That
movement raises a query, however, about the
disposition of the violins, who appear to be
further from the microphones than the cellos,
basses and brass, something less noticeable
elsewhere. Nevertheless, a quality recording.
[B: 1]
Christopher Grier
MONTEVERDI: Madrigali Guerrieri et Amorosi
Prague Madrigal Singers IVenhoda
Supraphon 1 12 1306 (£1.75)

Miroslav Venhoda and his Prague singers,
who have made a name in the cultivation of
baroque style, here face the formidable competition of Raymond Leppard's
Glyndebourne' series of Monteverdi madrigals. Leppard's latest disc ( Philips 6500 663, which I
praised last February) displayed exclusively
the ' warlike' madrigals ( using the metaphors
of combat to indicate the passions of love)
from Monteverdi's Eighth Book; Venhoda
gives a selection from both the ' warlike' and
the ' amorous' madrigals.
Vehoda's disc is attractively inexpensive.
But, from no ' patriotic' motivation, I must
declare Leppard's the decisive winner— more
flexible in delivery, more attentive to words,
less liable to slips of intonation. It is instructive to compare the two performances of ' Hor
che'l ciel e la terra' ( a masterpiece which,
were we to take the baroque as seriously as
we pretend, would be as familiar to the musiclover as Beethoven's Fifth). The harmonic
clash of C sharp versus C natural is ' felt' in
Leppard's performance; in Venhoda's it is
vocally blurred, and the fussy right-hand part
which Venhoda has devised for the harpsichord serves only to distract from the musical
point.
The recording is technically acceptable,
but soft tone is sometimes made to sound
remote, as if artificially turned down. A
serious defect in the presentation, since the
musical expression is so closely linked to the
sense of the words, is that no translation of
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the text is provided, but only the Italian
originals. Leppard's printed text gives both
languages. [B: 2]
Arthur Jacobs

Mozart's
magical
serenity
MOZART: Serenade in
Collegium Aureum
BASF BAC 3100 (£2.99)

which Ilook forward with expectant pleasure.
As I have implied, the performances are
lively, sympathetic and above all never condescending and the music, invariably charming
or youthfully clamorous, flowers under Herbig's baton. The recording is clear, well defined and excellently balanced with only a
few of the superficial clicks that now appear
to be becoming the normal concomitant of
the modern gramophone. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

K.361 (' Gran Partita')

Thinking it over I am surprised we have
waited as long as we have for this record.
The obvious, most clearly discernible difference between historic and modern musical
instrumental sound is in the realm of wind
instruments, so where best to illustrate this
difference but in the most glorious of all wind
instrument compositions? Collegium Aureum
have already shown us that wind instruments
made to original patterns or even original
18th century instruments do not have to
sound badly though we all now know that
they have severe technical limitations which
make some parts extremely difficult to play
easily or in tune.
For the most part this record triumphantly
exonerates antiquity from the charge of dissonance, but not completely, for in the most
magical of all the movements of this magical
work, the first Adagio, the trilling bassethorns
'domino' in an unhappy fashion. Not knowing
enough about the technicalities I assume
that the fault was left because it could not be
rectified. But listening to this extremely well
balanced recording which brings out these
elusive instruments so clearly, Iunderstand
completely Mozart's unbounded delight in
their sonorous richness and melancholy
beauty. The lovely reedy oboe sound matches
it wonderfully and is offset by the mellowness
of the clarinets and bassoons with the horns
softly filling out the harmony and the double
bass underpinning the whole on a solid
foundation. This is a ravishing performance.
The acoustic is somewhat resonant— it was
recorded in Schloss Swetzingen—but full.
My only complaint about what for me is a
first-class issue is the high proportion of
pre- echo and the fusillade of clicks that harried me throughout virtually the whole of
side two. Why? [B: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett

'MOZART IN SALZBURG, Vol. 2': Piano concertos 1-4, K.37, 39, 40, 41
Gera Anda ( pno) ISalzburg Mozarteum
DG 2538 261 (£1.72). R ( 1970)
Iimagine most readers will now know that
these four concertos are arrangements by
Mozart of other composers' work. They are
obviously a product of the infant prodigy's
apprenticeship but are not wholly without
interest. Anda is the only pianist of recent
years to adopt them though Artur Balsam
recorded them several years ago. Two were
issued originally linked to more mature concertos, but the quartet appeared in their
present format in Anda's complete set of
the Mozart concertos which did not, however,
contain the other concerto arrangement K107.
They are among the best things in that, to my
mind, unequal series and for that reason are
well worth reissuing on their own. It is hard
to tell what kind of a public will sample them
since their appeal is likely to be mainly historical. However, no one who does take the
plunge is likely to be disappointed with performance or recording. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Cassation in G, K.63
Cassation in
D, K.62 K.62a ( 100)
Dresden PO Herbig
Philips 6500 701 (£2.90)
Early Mozart seems to be doing well this
month and of the records that have come my
way this is easily the best both from the
point of view of the recording itself and of the
performances which, as befit the serenade,
are bright, buoyant and elegant. Both cassations, serenades, Finalmusik, call them what
you will, were written in Salzburg in 1769 and
are evidence of the breadth if not the depth
of the 14- year- old Mozart's musical gifts.
K62a ( K100) runs to eight movements of a
very varied kind, while K63 has seven, equally
exploratory and each has an interpolated
concertante for violin in K63 and for oboe
and horn in K62a.
Both works have already been weIl recorded by Boskovsky in Decca's series of
the serenades but these are very competitive
indeed. Gunther Herbig has already recorded
a number of other early Mozart serenades
including, Inote, the Galimathias musicum to

a competent piece with some interesting
modulations in its first movement, but its
chief interest lies in the finale whose theme
seems to have recurred to the composer
when he came to write the Serenade for wind
instruments K361 sixteen years later. My own
favourite is the D major, a cascade of delights, with the B flat and its enchanted
Adagio not far behind. The Adagio and
Allegro ( sometimes called a Fantasia) is
usually heard as an organ piece, having been
originally written for a mechanical clock.
The performances are good without being
outstanding and to my view are not better
than those of Haebler and Hoffman on their
Vox series which Ishould like to see back
in the catalogue, and certainly not more
expressive than Demus and Badura-Skoda's
fine series on Nixa many years ago. Those
were execrably recorded though. Eschenbach and Frantz fare better but are still some
way short of the ideal.
The recording is almost entirely left channelled and completely undefined so that it is
intellect rather than hearing which tells you
there are two players. A pity, this, for these
are still the least effectively represented of
Mozart's instrumental works and some of
his most immediately attractive. [
C: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Horn concertos K.412, K.417 and
K.495
Rondo for Horn, K.371
Ferenc Tariani ( hm) IGyór PO ISandor
Hungaroton SLPX11707 (
E1 .75)
am afraid this issue has little to recommend
it. Apart from the fact that there are several
rival versions on the market which offer all
four of the concertos together, in some cases
with such oddments as the Rondo K371
whereas this one omits the most famous of
all the four concertos, K447, these performances are routine and the recording is lacking
in presence. The soloist, on this showing
anyway, is not very proficient. He stumbles
over trills and generally lumbers around
phrases in an ungainly and unstylish fashion
that would put him entirely out of the running
when compared with Brain, Tuckwell, or Alan
Civil. The orchestra is competent, but not
much more. The conductor is dedicated to a
policy of safety over matters of tempo for
which one can scarcely blame him but the
results inevitably lead to dullness. Recording
balance favours the soloist inordinately,
allows the strings to sound acceptably
enough but tends to lose the orchestral winds
in ensemble. The surfaces are good, but as
Ihave indicated this is no competitor for the
many excellent—and even less than excellent
versions of these works currently available.
C: 2/4]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Sonatas for piano duet, K.19d, K.381
(123a), K.358 ( 186c)
Adagio and Allegro for a
mechanical organ in aclock in a, K.594
Christoph Eschenbach, Justus Frantz ( pno)
DG 2530 529 (£2.70)
If the two previous issues in Eschenbach's
and Frantz's series of the Mozart duet sonatas
may be said to have contained the cream of
them this one must be confessed to contain
the froth. But what pleasurable froth, and
how easy it is to be stuffy about pleasure.
K19d, composed in London, is thought to be
the piece that Mozart and his sister played
at Hickford's Rooms on 13th May 1765. It is

MOZART ORGAN WORKS: Fantasy in I, K.608
Adagio and Allegro in f, K.594
Sonatas for
organ and strings No. 17 in C, K.366
No. 10 in
F, K.244
No. 11 in D, K.245
Andante in F,
K.616
Daniel Chorzempa ( org)
Philips 6500 598 (£2.90)
Isuppose, as Daniel Chorzempa becomes
increasingly renowned, his feat of memorizing
in five days the long 19th- century French
music programme which he gave as stand-in
at St Paul's Cathedral will appear as persistently on the sleeves as Bach's march to
hear Buxtehude. I wouldn't have believed
this feat unless I had seen and heard it—
Chorzempa's, not Bach's.
On this record Daniel Chorzempa plays
music far removed from that of his famous
recital: this is all Mozart and played on appropriate instruments. It is sad that for all
Mozart's reputation as an organist we have
nothing written by him for solo organ, at
least which has come down to us. Of the
seventeen sontas for organ and strings, which
were all that was permitted in the way of
instrumental music in the simplified masses
then in vogue in Austria, the three played
here on asmall single manual and pedal mid18th- century instrument are typical. These
Epistle Sonatas are scored, simply, for two
violins, bass and organ, although in others a
trumpet part is added.
The other works played were all written
for the mechanical organ of the Mausoleum
of Field- Marshal Loudon. They have all, with
the addition of a pedal line, passed into the
organ repertory. The Andante in F is rightly
played on the same small organ: the more
impressive Fantasy and the Adagio and
Allegro are played on a much larger threemanual and pedal organ of 1784.
As a dedicated admirer of Chorzempa's
playing, Iwas delighted at the delicacy with
which he treated the simpler pieces. The two
more resounding works Ihave never heard
better played: exemplary throughout. The
recording too is excellent even if, in the
sonatas, it favours the strings a trifle. The
hum in the sonata in D, which Ilaid at the
door of the sound engineers on first hearing,
turns out to be a characteristic of one of the
flute stops. The sleeve notes, to complete
the tale, are first-class, intelligent, informative and accompanied by the two specifications. [A: 1]
Isla Tait
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From Disneying heights
'STOKOWSKI: MUSSORGSKY FANTASIA'
Pictures at an Exhibition, Night on Bare Mountain, Boris Godunov ' Symphonic Synthesis' (all arr.
Stokowski)
LSO IOSR NPO IStokowski
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SOD 456 (£1.99)

R

(
1966/1968/1970)

All the items in this programme are arrangements or transcriptions by Stokowski
himself. Some may therefore imagine that any similarity to the original works may be
purely coincidental. They would be wrong. The arrangements are pleasantly
befitting and particularly enjoyable, and in every case help further to illuminate the
music. Iknow many who grow red in the neck at the mere thought of such liberties.
The Bare Mountain is afairly authentic reading, excellently performed and
moderately well to excellently recorded [
A/B: 1]. The Boris Godunov ' Symphonic
Synthesis' is a resumé of the opera expressed in orchestral terms, and is only a
minor arrangement by Stokowski of the original Mussorgsky version of the Synthesis,
and a great deal nearer Mussorgsky's original music than often heard. It is
enjoyable, well performed and recorded [
A/B: 1].
The Pictures at an Exhibition were originally written for piano and were orchestrated
by Ravel, Granville Bantock, Henry Wood and Leopold Stokowski. Ifind the
Stokowski transcription attractive, fascinating and illuminating. Stokowski cuts out
one of the ' Promenades', ' Tuileries', and ' The Market Place' and appears to extend
some of the remaining items. Each picture springs to life and there is not a dull
moment. ' The Unhatched Chicks' for example, is unashamedly amusing, and it could
be straight from the Carnival of the Animals. Imust in all fairness suggest that this
performance should not be the only one in your collection, but it should certainly be
included for the fresh air it blows through this established favourite. The New
Philharmonia are in grand form and the recording is first class. Throughout the
surfaces of this recommended recording are faultless. Excellent sleeve notes
[A*/A : 11. Overall rating [
A*/A/B: 1*/1].
Leon Thompson

MOZART: Requiem in d, K.626
Buchhierl IKramer IKrenn IMcDaniel I Ttilz Boys'
Choir ICollegium Aureum ISchmidt-Gaden
BASF BAC3f»1 (
E2.99)

Reading the sleeve of this record one is led
to expect a new and revolutionary version of
the Requiem. We are used to the deluge of
speculative literature about the nature of
Mozart's
intentions
regarding
his
last,
unfinished composition, and most scholars
are agreed that Süssmayr's completion of the
score, while undoubtedly containing some
of his master's thoughts on the work, is at
best only a compromise. So many questions
can be asked about the composition, even
about so fundamental a matter as its orchestration ( Mozart may have proposed
alterations here in later sections of the Mass)
that will never be answered that it seems idle
to keep attacking Süssmayr for not having
done other than what he did do. It is ungenerous too. Franz Beyer, whose edition is
recorded here, is at pains to rub in Süssmayr's
inadequacies. ' Tonal grandeur is belittled,
spiritual clarity is not seized upon with the
awareness it requires,' writes Beyer, the
implication being that his own edition does
what Süssmayr has failed to do.
In performance, insofar as this recording
is concerned anyway, Beyer's edition ( which
Ihave not seen in print) seems to be far less
venturous than his notes would suggest. He
sticks close to Süssmayr's schema even
where this is not authorised by the composer's fragmentary score, and like Süssmayr
does not attempt to alter the instrumentation.
The chief differences lie in the purging of
Süssmayr's admittedly over-generous wind
parts at points where either text or contemporary taste decree that they are superfluous. The trombone solo in the Tuba
mirum is pruned ( why, Ialways wonder, did
Mozart light on this improbable vehicle for
the Last Trump?), and some of the string
writing is thinned out. The results are not
startlingly revealing of any new truths about
the Requiem, I am afraid, but the use of
Collegium Aureum and an all- male cast lend
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an air of authenticity to the performance that
neither Barenboim nor Böhm can quite equal
with their unashamedly twentieth century
forces. The treble soloist, Hans Buchhierl,
is especially effective though the alto, Mario
Kramer, is less successful being less able to
project his voice.
The recording, considering the small body
of players used, is still not as good as I
expected. Somehow this work, probably due
to the recessive bassethorns and the absence
of any bright toned instrument, always seems
darker and denser on record than it should,
and less well defined. In broad outline
Schmidt-Gaden, the conductor, achieves
an interesting and at times (
Dies irae, Confutatis) impressive result, but Barenboim and
Böhm are not displaced, and Beyer has not,
Isuspect, ousted Süssmayr. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
OLDFIELD: Tubular Bells (
orchestrated
David Bedford)
Mike Oldfield (gtr) IAPO IBedford
Virgin V2026 (£2.75)

by

Tubular Bells is a rock masterpiece etc. etc.
etc., simultaneously topped UK and US
album charts, sold over five million copies
worldwide and has attracted praise from an
unusually motley collection of critics and
others. This much we all know, and also the
disc of David Bedford's orchestration which
has been available since before Christmas.
Recently, the original received a Grammy
award for the ' best instrumental composition
of 1974', not surprisingly. There is no need to
describe the piece any more than Beethoven
5or Sergeant Pepper, for it is now public. The
orchestration, however, is not, yet.
Bedford stays close to intention and sound
colour of the original, although naturally
tending to stretch the vertical and horizontal
dynamics to make better use of the enormously expanded resources available. It is
some credit that it does not become boring in
orchestral guise, as you expect more and tend
to listen differently anyway—especially since

the only notes added are in the interests of
filling out textures, precious few at that.
That's about all to say, really. One of the
most alarming things about such orchestrations is the respectability that is brought by
softening and rounding off the edges. We
have seen that happen to Tommy, just
released as a film slotting tmcomfortably into
tired traditions dating back much farther than
the original 1967 release. Here also, by
changing the format and thus the way of
looking, the compulsion of the original is
watered down and people not used to the
primary idiom will miss it in any case.
The RPO think that way too, probably by
accident. Despite Bedford's advocacy they
turn in a dull, sloppy performance as if they
were churning out some hack filin score. It
deserved far better than this. The original
(V2001) should have been reviewed in these
columns, with a subsequent unqualified
recommendation. But because of the way
people divide and implicitly grade music, we
find ourselves talking about something which
is a polite second best. [B/C: 3]
Michael Thorne
ORFf: Carmina Burana
Judith Blegen (sop) I Kenneth Riegel ( ten) I Peter
Binder ( bar) ICleveland Orchestra, Chorus and Boys'
Choir ICleveland Orchestra ITilson Thomas
CBS 74372 (£.2.99)

Carmina Burana has now been with us for
nearly 40 years. The musical public has long
since decided that this is Orff's masterpiece,
though without knowing much, Isuspect, of
his subsequent work. Directness, simplicity,
a flair for the telling phrase, an extraordinary
skill in evoking a remote, springtime world
in which the only human problem is finding
asuitable love- object—these are the qualities
that gi.ve Carmina Burana its vitality and its
appeal. Clearly, our need is great.
Ilike this new recording very much. The
performance has more variety, more inwardness, than many and where appropriate
gives the work the character of a dream-like
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for the piano. As such, it presents forand to that extent make an appropriate
midable problems of balance, and in my
vision. One striking example is the third
backing for Shostakovich's Second Symnumber, Veris leta facies, which has a soft,
judgment both engineers and artists have
phony. Actually, the Scythian Suite is split
dealt with that as Ihave never heard it done
rapt presence and a delicious coolness. The
between the two sides, which is no great
before. Unless you be put off by the acoustic,
soloists, particularly the tenor and the
hardship. This work was originally intended
you will join me in hailing this record as a
baritone, have an excellent dramatic sense
for Diaghilev; it was, in a sense, Prokofiev's
triumph. [
A*: 11
Peter Turner
but are also well integrated with the rest of
answer to The Rite of Spring, but the music
the performance. In this and in other reis less strongly characterised and its impact
spects, the recording plays a positive role.
RAVEL: La Valse
Menuet Antique 7! Ma
has tended to wane. The cantata, too, is
The overall effect is that of a comparatively
Mère L'Oye—ballet
imaginatively rooted in primitive ritual and
low level, very comfortable distancing and a
NYPO IBoulez
relies somewhat heavily on the immediate
CBS 76308 (£2.99)
wide perspective. Within this norm there is
stimulus of what were then ( 1917) new
purposeful variation, according to the nature
Even balletomanes rarely come across the
musical effects.
of individual numbers.
Sometimes, for
version of Ma Mère l'Oye Ravel made for the
Shostakovich's Second Symphony (1927)
instance, there is a closer focus, a brighter
Théâtre des Arts in 1912. It is certainly new
is one of the foremost creations from his
tone, and within at least one number (
Floret
to this reviewer. Based on the familiar set
'modernist' years when a break with the past
silva) there is ' creative' engineering of a kind
of five pieces for piano duet of 1908, it was
seemed peculiarly attractive, both musically
that really contributes. This is not a shrill
padded out with two extra movements and in
and ideologically. All traditional notions of
recording and the passing blemishes are few:
addition furnished with a Prelude and linking
a symphony were deliberately abandoned in
one or two balances that are less than ideal,
interludes. It is, as you might expect, an
favour of an extended orchestral prologue
four instances of obtrusive pre- echo, and a
effective score though arguably some of the
culminating in a choral setting of a revolutouch of distortion on the soprano soloist's
instrumentation is almost too grandiose for
tionary poem.
Was Shostakovich quite
's' sounds, mainly in nos. 17 and 21. The
the simplicity of the basic material. It is no
unaware of the clash, not only in style but in
pressings are German- made; the one sent
doubt heretical to complain of Ravel in such
artistic philosophy, between the realism of
for review is clean and smooth. [
A:1]
terms, he of all people indeed, but it could be
his choral writing—shades of Mussorgsky
Hugh Ottaway
maintained that his orchestral version of the
here—and the experimental constructivism
Menuet antique is also rather overloaded.
of the orchestral prologue? Much of the
(Or is it that Boulez makes it appear so?)
PROKOFIEV : Symphony 1in D, Op. 25 Classiorchestral writing is what Soviet ideologues
Though perhaps an optional investment
cal'
Symphony 7in c.
.;, Op. 131
were later to stigmatise as ' formalism'—i.e.,
for the uncommitted record collector, this
LSO IWeller
arbitrary, non- expressive sound patterns.
Decca SXL6702 (£2.99)
issue should recommend itself to all cardShostakovich himself was to use the term
carrying Ravelians—especially in this centenWalter Weller is a very musical conductor
'abstract experimentation', which is much
ary year— not least because of the ardour of
with a fine feeling for both detail and the
more precise. Even so, there is a certain
the playing. That is no less striking in
larger issues. I remember warmly combrilliance about it, however misdirected.
Boulez's highly atmospheric La Valse, with
mending his performances of Rachmaninov's
Very good performances. In the symphony
its exceptionally wide dynamic range, its
Symphony Nos. 1 and 2 ( SXL6583 and SXL
Kondrashin is particularly effective in articualmost exaggerated rhythmic articulation
6623), and his handling of the Prokofiev
lating the detail of the more constructivist
(out-Viennaing the Viennese) and rubato,
recorded here is similarly rewarding. There
passages, though whether such clarity is
its big, rich, suffused sound, and the ominous
is much that suggests meticulous preparawhat the music calls for is questionable.
clangour of the final climax. Concert hall
tion, and the playing is both relaxed and
The recording ( 1970 and ' 73) is rather fierce
conditions prevail with an exactly calculated
precise, in a way that is very satisfying. Ido
and over- resonant, and in the symphony the
and subtly shifting chiaroscuro of forenot expect to hear amore persuasive account
choral sound is inclined to be muddy. This
ground, middle distance and background.
of the Seventh Symphony (1951-2), a work
is the only available version of the Prokofiev
[A: 2]
Christopher Grier
that is
lyrically composed throughout.
cantata. [B/C: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
Prokofiev wrote it expressly for young people
but afterwards thought perhaps he had made
RAVEL: Histoires Naturelles
Un grand
it over- simple. The critical point, however,
sommeil noir - Ronsard àson âme
Rêves
Cinq mélodies populaires grecques
Deux
is not the simplicity but the quality of the
mélodies hébralques
Sainte
Don Quichotte
ideas and their treatment. The two middle
àDulcinée
movements have charm and tenderness and
Bernard Kruysen (bar) INoël Lee (pno)
a remarkable openness of heart and mind
Telefunken AW6.41873 (£2.75)
that always reminds me that this is the music
Bernard Kruysen, despite his Germanof a dying man. The most questionable
sounding name, sings French to the manner
ingredient is the ' big tune' that serves as
born. He is very much in the tradition of
second subject in the first movement and
Panzéra, Bernac and Souzay and uses his
RACHMANINOV : Trio Elegiaque ( 2in d)
returns to crown the finale. Weller handles
Yevgeny Svetianov ( pno) , Leonid Kogan (
vin) , Fedor
sympathetic baritone voice with superb skill.
this with discretion, yet without seeming to
His French diction is impeccable and he is
Luzanov ( vIc)
under- play it. The finale, by the way, is given
HMV ASD3061 (£2.65)
obviously very much at home in this Ravel
with Prokofiev's alternative ending—some
Examples of Melodiya recordings which have
recital. Iremember Iused to have some old
20 bars of finale music added to the original
come my way have varied between the
78s of Jane Bathori singing the Histoires
ending, which is in terms of the first movesuperb and the indifferent. This, fortunately,
Naturelles and I believe she gave the first
ment.
is of the former category: it is one of those
performance of them in 1906. They were
Particularly pleasing in this performance
rare occurrences which make an instant
considered revolutionary in their day, but
of the Classical Symphony (
1916-17) is the
The
when sung with the sympathy and insight of
absence of anything that might suggest a impact which is never destroyed.
acoustic
is
distinctly
reverberant:
some
will
such a singer as Kruysen they are works of
merely parodic intent on Prokofiev's part. I
say, too much so for a work dominated by
great beauty. In these and the other songs
rather wonder, though, whether the first
the
piano;
and
the
miking
is
close.
Yet
there
on this record the playing of Noël Lee is
three movements are not a shade overis no bath-tub effect, and even in fortissimo
admirable.
deliberate so that the buoyancy of the music
passages—of
which
there
are
many—the
The sleeve note gives a critical review of
is occasionally impaired, if only slightly.
other
two
instruments
are
not
obscured
and
Ravel's songs in German, French and English,
Try to hear the Gavotte, for instance. The
no detail is lost. To my mind the acoustic
but the texts of the songs are only given in
Kingsway Hall recording is very satisfactory;
goes well with the expansive, concerto- like
French, and without some knowledge of the
the sound is well integrated and comfortably
piano part. Iregard this as agreat recording.
language full appreciation is impossible for
distanced: well worth an A, despite afeeling
The
work
cannot
be
described
as
a
masterthe words and music are inseparable.
that some of the horn tone is a little muzzy
piece of trio writing. It is best taken for what
The recording is clear, the balance between
and recessed. [A: 1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway
it is: a lament for the irreparable loss of
voice and piano is very good and the surfaces
Tchaikovsky.
This
is
the
music
of
heartof
my review copy were faultless. IrecomPROKOFIEV: Seven, they are
E; Scythian Suite / SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 2 break; and well does it convey that agony.
mend this disc to all lovers of French song.
Yuri Einikov (ten) IMoscow RSO and Chorus I So do the distinguished artists: this is a It is quite outstanding. [A*: 1]
"RSFSR Academic Choir IMoscow PO Kondrashin
John Freestone
performance which one can only describe
HMV ASD 3060 (£2.65)
by the contemporary cliché of ' deeply comREGER: Variations and fugue on a theme by
mitted'. The communication of the essential
The now seldom heard Scythian Suite and the
Beethoven. Op. 88
Introduction, Passacaglia
nature of this moving work is superbly
very little known cantata, Seven, they are seven,
and Fugue, Op. 96
achieved: Ihave been enthralled by it. Not
are representative of Prokofiev as enfant
Frank
Merrick
(pno)
Michael
Round (pno)
surprisingly, the trio is primarily an exercise
terrible in the second decade of this century
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Rachmaninov
triumphant

Cabaletta HRS2003 (£2.50) from Cabaletta, Fowlmere House, High Street, Fowlmere, Royston, Herts
SG8 7SU.

The Reger renaissance continues. We have
here his complete output for two pianos (the
well-known Mozart variations were also
arranged for the medium, but that is an
academic point). The Beethoven set, based
on the 13 7 bagatelle, dates from 1904, and the
Introduction, passacaglia and fugue from
two years later—the beginning of the last
decade of his short life, when he was reaching
the height of his powers. Ihave not heard
either work before, and they do not strike me
as being among his finest. All the same, they
will be welcomed by the Reger specialist.
It must be admitted that neither the performances nor the recorded quality are more than
adequate. In view of the fact that Frank
Merrick was 87 when the record was made
(assuming the date ' 1973' on the sleeve to be
appropriate) it is perhaps churlish to criticise
slips in the playing, but the teamwork often
leaves something to be desired, and there is
little joy to be had from the recorded sound.
The two instruments do not match happily,
the acoustic is disturbingly variable and there
is a lot of surface noise. Igot used to the
tonal defects in the course of these long,
thoughtful works but cannot feel very enthusiastic about the issue, brave as it is. [
C: 3]
Peter Branscombe

peril. It is not that th ere i
s anything inte
lectually or emotionally here w hi c h i
s ve
ry
remarkable; but these well- ma de, unpre
tentious pieces really are mos t en j
oya ble
which is as much as t
o say th at the dis
tinguished musicians who play th em her
e
have done their work we ll .
Indeed they have: the recor d opens wit h
some exquisite oboe- playi ng, super bl y re
corded, and none of th e o th er p l
ayers fall
far behind, whether i
n ensem bl e or as soloists
The pianist, Ronald Roseman, i
n particular •
is a model of res t
ra i
n t— i
n deed
perhap ,
excessively so, since in pl aces he f
a de s
away almost to inaudibilit y.
In other respects, thi s i
s an exceptiona 1
recording: rarely have I hear d woo dw i
nd
better rendered. More's th e p it y, then, tha
there is a contin uous rum bl y hum, worse
on the first side th an on th e second. Mine
is a production- co py , so th at Ican only hope
that others are bette r. Thi s i
s a cheap and
not widely- known label ; butw hy does such
an otherwise excell en t di sc have to be so
marred? Nevertheless, the f
au lt s s hou ld not
be exaggerated, and th e recor d i
s well worth
having.
I rate it, I ho pe un derstandably
[A/C: 1].
Peter Turner

SARKOZY: Sinfonia concertante per clarinetto
solo e 24 archi
Concerto grosso
Shepherd's
Ballad
Three songs on Poems by Andras
Mezei
Erika Sziklay (
sop) Itorânt SzUcs (ono) IHungarian
Chamber Orchestra / Hungarian Radio and TV OrchesIra Gyórgy Lehel
Hungaroton SLPX 11667 (£ 1.75)

Presently teaching at the Budapest Academy
of Music, István Sárkózy ( b. 1920) is a cornposer spanning a wide range of idiom. The
major work here is the Sinfonia concertante,
for the unusual combination of clarinet and
24 strings. It divides into five sections in
unconventional format: Moderato— AgitatoLento— Grave— Vivace. Although employing
some progressive ideas, such as the muted
textural rustling strings, Sárkósy's work is
straightforward and conventional, expressed
in a lengthy way. The strings are not, despite
the title, used in any extensively polyphonic
way, apart from the obvious dialogue with the
clarinet, but are usually subdivided normally.
Further division is generally simply to further
some overall colouristic aim. In the sustained
and also more moderato string passages, the
sinuous chromatic progressions of Shostakovich remarkably appear; elsewhere, there
are touches of semi- modal folk melody/
SARAI: Serenade fo r stri
ng orc hestra
String
harmony in the chorale- like section. The
quartet 2
Symphony 1
Di agnos i
s ' 69 for
busy clarinet is not always too happy—in the
tenor and orchestra
rather grindingly repetitive, diatonic finale
Sándor Palcsó (ten) Hungarian Radio and TV Orch es the endless semiquaver rhythms become
RHEINBERGER: Complete organ sonatas, Vol.
tra IMikes Erdélyi IGyórgy Lehel IHungarian Ch am ber
tiresome.
Perhaps the playing detracts
Orchestra IKodály Quartet
1
Sonata No.1 in c, op. 27
Sonata No. 20 in
F, Op. 196
slightly, for it can often be leaden and pedesHungaroton LPX 11636 (£ 1.75)
trian where more lightness of accent and
Conrad Eden (org) ITimothy Farrell (org)
The music of Tibor an d Sá ra ii
s practically
Vista VPS 1011 (£ 1.96)
neatness of ensemble would help.
unknown here. Born in Hungary i
n 19 19, he
The opening movement of the Concerto
Rheinberger was a prolific contributor to 19th
studied initially with Pál Kadosa an d progrosso also echoes Shostakovich in its
century organ music. His twenty sonatas
ceeded
through
variou s aca dem i
c
and
inexorable
homogeneity of rhythm and
arguably contain some of his best work, and
music posts, most rece ntl y th e I
nternational
ascerbic lines: possibly the trumpet/piano
are certainly outstanding for their period
Music Council of UNESCO. Hi s Serenade for
concerto. The superficially perky tunes melt
(1869-1901), though they do exhibit some
String Orchestra was wr itt en w hen 27, and has
into something darker, changing by developunevenness, with soupy passages, typical
an engagingly vigoro us an d pos i
ti
ve manner.
ment and thickening, but again it either
of the era, sandwiched among brilliant
The dynamic, thrusti ng con t
rapuntal
work
prompts or is subjected to a mechanical
examples of compositional skill. Only a few
uses quasi- modal harm on i
es
w hi c h often
delivery. The rise and fall of the Adagio
of the sonatas are available singly on record,
slip in unexpected di rec ti ons, i
n parallel with
immediately suggests Bartók, onwards from
and this proposed complete set from Vista
the Vaughan William s w hi c h i
t resembles
the rather clumsily delivered opening timpani
must be reckoned a bold venture, since
superficially. 25 years on, th e quar t
ets hows
pitch change; likewise the rushing fugue
Rheinberger has yet to achieve ' respeca much more rese rve d an d mature composer.
finale, where solo instruments come forward
tability' in some circles. Different organs
The mystery of the plai nti ve t
wo note motive
more, with a surprising gleam of Bach
and players are being used, on the grounds
is fundamental; the enti re p i
ece develops in a
double- violin
interplay.
The songs are
that a single source hardly ever pleases
thoughtfully organic way fro m it , an d symdisappointing, but the soprano intonation,
everybody, but the two instruments and
metrically, it reappears starkly atth e c l
ose.
articulation and the tone/recording are even
locations here are similar enough to cause
Like the Serenade, it depen ds largely on
more discouraging. [
B/C: 3/4]
no distraction at the changeover on side 1.
polyphonic interaction—the basi cs are use d
Michael Thorne
There is little to choose between the
also to provide shifti ng, am bi guous backplayers, either, since both give very good
ground where approp ri
at
e— bu t i
n
more
accounts, Eden being, perhaps, the more
tentative fashion.
SCHUBERT: Symphony 2 in 13,, D125
Symrelaxed in phrasing. Both use the swell pedal,
The symphony ( 1965-7) i
s diff erent again.
phony 8 in b, 0759 ' Unfinished'
of which the moderate use ( as here) is
It resurrects the vi
gour o f the Serenade, in
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IKarl Münchinger
necessary to make sense of Rheinberger on
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS761 (£ 1.29). R 1959
appropriate large orchestr a con t
ex t
, but
many English organs, though it may be
revealing a powerful se nse o f co l
our and
SCHUBERT: Symphony 4 in c, D417 ' Tragic'
worth noting that the composer's instrument
proportion. The outer m ovements are deSymphony 5 in ES ,,0485
had no swell, and his own registrations were
clamatory, with very effecti ve use of brass
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra iKarl Münchinger
probably simple and terraced.
unisons/choruses, and al
ways i
s the sense
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS762 (£ 1.29). R 1963
The sound quality is fine—a straightof progress, of the nee d t
o press f
orward and
SCHUBERT: Symphony 3 in D, 0200
Symforward Blumlein technique can generally
develop.
Although adopti ng convent i
onal
phony 6 in C, D589 ' Little'
be relied upon for good results, but may
forms, this is a relati ve ly mo dern voice in the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra Karl Münchinger
sometimes lead to balancing difficulties, as
aggressive, dramatic inst rumen t
a lhandl i
ng.
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS763 (£ 1.29). R 1965
witness Durham, where the positive is a little
ur er, it pays homage to M ikis Th eo dora ki s,
In the recent spate of comings and goings in
too prominent on the right. The deep bass is
hearing a programme o f it s own without,
Schubert symphony recordings, Irealise that
first-class, and the ends- of- sides are drahowever, being progra mme mus i
c in
the
we may have unjustly neglected these rematic, with excellent freedom from distortion.
Romantic sense of the t
erm '
, a lth oug h not
cordings by Münchinger issued in the late
There is a very faint tape hiss, but rumble is
obvious or apparently necessary. Di agnosis
fifties and early sixties. Listening to them
well down, and my pressing was trouble.
69 (
no libretto or t
rans l
ati on
provided)
is
free throughout. [
A/B :2]
Trevor Attewell , c1 epiction of contempora neous soc i
afresh, Ifind them beautifully shaped readety with
ings, neat and clear, straightforward to the
it s many positive an d negat i
ve impacts '
;
extent of letting Schubert's melodic delights
SAINT-SAENS: Caprice on Danish and Rusertainly, it is abrasi ve an d di rect, i
mpressive
sian Airs, Op. 79
Sonata for Oboe and Piano,
take care of themselves without the romantic
na purely m u si ca ll
eve l
. Pl aying is superbly
Op. 166
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 167
C
overtones that many conductors like Barbiommitted, particularly i
n th e Serenade and
Samuel Baron ( 170 I Gilbert Kalish (pno) / Joseph
th
rolli, Menuhin, Fischer-Dieskau and even
Rabbai ( cif) IRonald Roseman ( o bo)
e symphony where virtuosic confidence
Bólim have occasionally felt the urge to add.
Peerless PRCM206 (£ 1.87)
akes light of the speeds.
Recording
Especially with the attractive price in mind,
the usefully edgy sound approIf nothing else, thi s recor d has convinced
p harpens
the newcomer to these amiable works could
riately, although oversteps in Diagnosis.
me that one underrat es Sa i
nt-S aens at one's [
not do better than with these reissues. Iseem
A/B: 1*]
Michael Thorne
to remember a harder sound that may have
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forced some reservations before, but they
have now been cut at a pleasantly unforced
level and are admirably uncluttered in the
louder passages. Listening to these three
records Iexperienced an innocent and fresh
look at Schubert and Iam grateful for their
return. [B: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERTIADE
SCHUBERT : Der Hirt auf dem Felsen, 13965*
12 Lândler, D790
Seligkeit, 0433
Gretchen
am Spinnrade, 0118
Du liebst mich nicht,
D756
Heimliches Lieben, D922
Im Frühling,
0882
Die Vogel, 0691
Der Jüngling an der
Quelle, 0300
Der Musensohn, D764
Elly Ameling ( sop)! Järg Demus(pno) ` Hans Deinzer
(clt)
BASF BAC3088 (£2.55)
With such adept and sympathetic Schubertians as Elly Ameling and Jórg Demus we
are guaranteed some fine performances.
The object of the disc, as suggested in its
title, is to relive a programme of lightish
music such as Schubert and his literary and
musical friends might have enjoyed at one of
their frequent musical soirées. We are taken
nearer to the authentic atmosphere, as is the
BASF Harmonia Mundi custom, by the use
of an 1835 Rausch piano but, as with so many
of these period' recordings I am not sure
that the exercise does not, at times, defeat
its own ends. I find myself thinking as I
listen— if only they'd had a decent piano,
this would have been marvellous. We have
to accept a rougher sort of quality that loses
some of the gloss that is now accepted in
Schubert performances, In ' Der Hirt auf dem
Felsen' much of the gliding limpid quality is
lost, especially as Hans Deinzer ( we are not
told what instrument he plays) is a rather
matter-of-fact sort of player who never
approaches the sinuous tone or warmth that
Gervase de Peyer gets on the Ludwig recording reviewed last month. The trouble, of
course, is that Elly Ameling has a1975 kind of
voice.
So, while these are all excellent
performances with songs like ' Im Frühling'
exquisitely sung, my personal reaction is
that Iwould have enjoyed them more with a
modern piano. But this may not be the reaction of others so Iwill simply rate the performance and the recording [A: 1].
Peter Gammond

ing from mono). Klein's Turnabout Papillons
is also good, with the Op. 18 Arabesque,
Kinderscenen, and Faschingssch wan kausWien.
Ideally Iwould like to see Miss Pryor's disc
recut, without the break, and at a higher level,
to minimise surface problems. Basically it is
a very good piano recording in the EMI tradition: CFP's producer Wilson Strutte. A good
sleeve note too [
A/B: 1/2].
Christopher Breunig

SEARLE: Symphony 1, Op. 23
Op. 33*
LPO Bou/ti * Krips
Lyrita SRCS 72 (£2.76)

If the seriousness of a composer's intentions
were the sole criterion, or even the main one,
the music of Humphrey Searle would have
long since become well known. But there are
other factors, notably fashion, surface appeal
and most important of all, power of communication. Searle has never been a fashionable
composer, for his flexible approach to 12- note
composition endeared him to neither the old
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 15
Philadelphia IOrmandy
nor the new intelligentsia, and he has never
RCA ARL1 0014 (£2.90). R (
1972: Quadradisc
been unduly interested in attractive surfaces.
ARD1 0014)
The real obstacle, however, has always been
Released in CD- 4 quad as the ' Premiere
one of communication. Fundamentally, he is
Recording in the Western World', Ormandy's
an expressive composer; inside his SchoenShostakovich's 15th now becomes available
berg there is a Berg trying to get out. When
listening to his First Symphony ( 1952-3) I in standard stereo format. As the work already had a full review (
HFAIIRR, March 1973)
have always been conscious of aconstricting
the purpose of these remarks is to make whattension between the expressive aim and the
ever points arise from comparative listening.
formalistic realisation. In this respect the
An initial point concerning the mechanics
Second Symphony ( 1956-8) marks a big adof the project— short sides—the break in the
vance, though here, too, there are points at
Adagio is still with us. To have recut to avoid
which ends and means are felt to be at loggerthis, though, would have produced sides of
heads. There is astronger sense of cadence,
27:47 and 15:31. HMV's Melodiya recording
and positive use is made of tonality; but when
the norm of dissonance is so high, the formuses a 16:02 filler.
Level is perceptibly higher than on the
defining climaxes can seldom be other than
Quadradisc version, and dynamic range researing, which narrows the expressive range
mains wide and impressive. More bass seems
—and may even distort the expressive intento be in evidence: lower strings, etc., have a
tion. Imust add emphatically, however, that
every serious listener to symphonies should
Decca -like bite and solidity.
Surfaces are the quietest and cleanest
be sure to hear these two very impressive recorded performances. For there is no doubt
heard for some time, and the test is— unlike
the CD-4 pressing compared—flat, not being
at all that Searle is areal symphonist. Boult's
super- thin ' non warp' material. Rating ensplendid account of the First was made
around 1960 for Decca; the Second is newly
dorsed [A*: 1*].
Geoff Jeanes
recorded. The sound is bright and full-bodied
—perhaps a shade over- bright in the Second
—and the overall quality is highly satisfactory
[A: 1].
Hugh Ottaway

SCHUMANN: Carnaval, Op. 9
Papillons,
Op. 2
Gwenneth Pryor ( pno)
Classics for Pleasure CFP40212 ( V.25)
Ihave always liked Gwenneth Pryor's records,
and Inotice that her regular QE Hall recitals
are invariably sold out. She gives a thoughtful account of the popular Carnaval, in places
with avirtually Arrau -like probing ( as in Aveu),
although she seems to give way to ' temperament', so that her reading lacks the consistency of Arrau's: Philips, coupled with the
Fantasia in C.
Chopin is especially lovely; the faster
passage- work, and the determined final March
are not well served technically. There is slight
blurring, and the recording lacks presence.
In fact, I made an experimental tape- copy
whilst reviewing this record, and the peak
meters confirmed the consistently low level
of the transfer. The disc needs to be played
with a slight treble boost, but what is extraordinary is that the engineers have decided
to break Carnaval after the Valse allemande.
This surely diminishes the competitiveness
of the release: other versions accommodate
Op. 9 on a side, or less in the case of the
marvellously individual Novaes reading on
Turnabout, coupling both Papillons and
Kinderscenen (
TV34164S, electronic remasterHI -F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Symphony 2,

provide a reference- point for future discussion and interpretation of the work.
The Borodin and Prokofiev Quartets together give a brilliantly incisive account of
the Two Pieces for String Octet, written in the
same years as the First Symphony ( 1924-5).
The Prelude is an impressive piece, especially in its elegiac opening and close, but the
Scherzo is primarily experimental, anticipating some of the constructivist moves made in
the Second Symphony. Stravinsky's Three
Pieces for String Quartet ( 1914) are experimental fragments whose quirkiness sounds
very dated.
The Melodiya recording ( 1967-8) is somewhat close and alittle disposed to snarl, but a
small reduction in volume and in treble renders the sound thoroughly acceptable. There
is a live presence, and the piano tone, though
not of the purest, blends well enough with the
strings. There is some muddiness in the
scherzo of the Piano Quintet, otherwise
[B : 1 ].
Hugh Ottaway
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SHOSTAKOVICH: 2 pieces for string octet,
Op. 11
Piano quintet in g, Op. 57 STRAVINSKY: 3pieces for string quartet ( 1914)
Borodin Quartet Prokofiev Quartet ILyubov Yedlina
(pno)
HMV ASD3072 (£2.65)
The main work here is, of course, the Piano
Quintet, one of the earliest of Shostakovich's
fully mature masterpieces. No prospective
buyer should be unduly bothered by the fact
that this is divided between the two sides, the
break coming after the fugue ( movt. 2). The
performance, by Lyubov Yedlina and the
Borodin Quartet, has a distinctive character,
an unusually chaste and measured quality
which is not, Ithink, ideal but often illuminating. It is pleasing to find the fugue taken, for
once, at a true adagio; but Iam less sure
about the very deliberate allegratto of the
scherzo, a movement that we normally hear
as quasi- allegro. The interpretation is classically disciplined and wholly consistent throughout, but the emotional temperature is appreciably lower than in the performance recorded
by Shostakovich himself and the Beethoven
Quartet, which was once available on PMA
1040. This new performance will undoubtedly

Stockhausen:
Start to Stop
STOCKHAUSEN: Stop
Ylem
London Sinfonietta IKarlheinz Stockhausen
DG 2530 442 (£2.95)
This review and the next are of works performed bythe Si nfonietta under Stockhausen's
direction just over two years ago. Stop and
Ylem are to different degrees indeterminate,
and were conceived in 1965 and 1972 respectively. The recordings, as with the From the
Seven Days set of free improvisations, show
all the usual limitations of investing what are
essentially fleeting, transient experiences with
vinyl immortality.
However, whatever the
aesthetic objections, Stop in its changed
status becomes a strong, persuasive piece.
Large-scale organisation is fixed and simple:
six instrumental groups with amplification
play with blocks of material, functionally defined. The conductor organises the interactions according to their inclination, and
139

development thus proceeds until stopped in
'noise-tinged silences', after which a new
section begins. On disc, access / reference
points are the simple ostinati and pedals
which interrelate and polarise with the more
random passages, and overall sense is of
arrested oscillation, precisely as intended,
which resolves well intuitively. This says
much for improvisation and performance
control. Melodic development, such as it is
remains primitive, the interest lying in interactions and overlapping.
Although specifying a basic system rather
than a mental state, Ylem is as open as any
of the Seven Days works. Oscillating universe
explodes at the piano, each of 19 instrumentalists physically and musically taking
away fragments, interacting telepathically as
well as music- conventionally, subject to a
motionless, concentrating ' conductor' in the
centre. Distant interactions are followed by
collapse to the piano, explosion, and exit from
hall and building. Depending on how much
you trust, this implies radical extensions of
the composer- performer relationship. But
that remains internal: the listener remains
external, irrelevant—on disc particularly so.
From the outside, any coherence must reflect
instrumental calibre primarily, notwithstanding the official Stockhausen copyright. QEH
performance was embarrassing, but the
attempt to broadcast live on ' Full House' was
naive.
If Stockhausen wants his tender
plant to flourish, he should choose better
soil . .. but that's show business. [ A*: 1*]
Michael Thorne

Kontrapunktal
Karlheinz
STOCKHAUSEN: Adieu
Kontra-Punkte
Kreuzspiel
Zeitmasze
London Sinfonietta IKarlheinz Stockhausen
DG 2530 443 (52.95)

it's difficult to overstate the Sinfonietta's
command of these taxing works, where the
slightest error is easily visible and where the
music depends so heavily on accuracy and
precision. The minimal relative shifts in
pitch in Adieu, for example, produce beats:
any error would be amplified accordingly.
The complex tempo interactions of Zeitmasze
can throw most ensembles, and in any case
the rhythms of Kreuzspiel and Kontra-Punkte
are still unconventional and troublesome.
But, above all this competence, there is an
overwhelming conviction in and feeling for the
music within the technicalities which, possibly
for the first time ( Maderna's RCA Kontra_
Punkte excepted) promote the music satisfactorily. The recording is impeccable, close
but smooth; all the necessary timbre, without
exaggeration [ A*: 11.
Michael Thorne

STRAVINSKY: ' The Soldier's Tale'—concert
suite
Concerto in Ey ' Dumbarton Oaks' Li
Octet for wind instruments
The Nash Ensemble IElgar Howarth
Classics for Pleasure CFP400911 (51.25)

A brilliant debut on the CFP label by the Nash
Ensemble: agroup founded in 1964, and comprising some of London's best orchestral
players. Those taking part here are listed on
the sleeve.
The combination of pieces makes adelightfully entertaining concert; two of the works,
the Octet scored for flute and clarinet, and
Last autumn DG released a large box of
pairs of bassoons, trumpets, and trombones,
Strauss's orchestral music with Karajan and
and the Soldier's Tale Concert Suite, are
the Berlin Philharmonic. This Böhm reissue
coupled together in performances directed by
album is far more than a basement bargain
the composer ( CBS 72007) and presented in
for the less affluent. For Böhm is one of the
contrasted style. All three pieces here are
three great Strauss interpreters of today—
played with a fine feeling for buoyancy of
in any case this folder contains the rare
rhythm, and there is some distinguished
Festival Prelude, composed for the inauguraclarinet work in the Pastorale from Antony
tion of the Vienna Concert Hall in 1913, and
Pay. One might wish for guttier style from the
with an important part for organ amidst the
violinist, Miss Marcia Crayford: after all, she
represents the devil!
large orchestra scoring.
An extravagant
piece, full of big gestures, if nothing else.
In the sleeve note, Stravinsky's determinaThe range of Beihm's sympathies as a tion that the Octet should sound as classical
Straussian are best exemplified by the
and objective as possible is mentioned. In
delightful lightness of his Rosenkavalier
fact, because the style of both performance
waltzes, as compared with his grip in the
and recording differ from the American
final climaxes of Zarathustra. This is less
manner, typified by the composer's version,
sensuous conducting than Karajan's, yet
the Nash Ensemble make the music both
more directly revealing: we seem to hear
more delicate in pianissimi and more lively in
Strauss ' neat' rather than with the glamour
the allegros—almost more imaginative in
of the conductor interposed between score
treatment than the Soldier's Tale on the
reverse of their disc.
and listener. Till is masterly, steady, as is
much of Don Juan (
although Böhm can whip
John Boyden's production, dating from
Jan ' 74, is nearly worthy of star grading; howup as much speed as Kempe does), and
marvellously engaging.
ever, there are some very noticeable preThe orchestral playing, with creamy oboe
echoes in the disc transfer, which Ihave taken
solos in Salome and elsewhere, is marvellous:
into account. The Soldier's Tale is closer and
again, under Bitehm's guidance the players
in a livelier reverberant setting then the
seem devoted to Strauss's music, and the
Brandenburg- like Concerto and the Octet.
recordings are mostly remarkable for the
The latter must be an awkward score to
period 1958-63. Only Zarathustra is an early
balance, and brass and woodwinds have been
production, and one or two blips suggesting
well separated, apparently. This side needs a
edits between takes spoil the illusion of a generous replay level ( neighbours permitting).
live performance. [ A: 1/11 [ Op. 30 A/B:1]
Perhaps the view of the 1918 Soldier's Tale is
a little solemn and respectful here, but the
Christopher Breunig
performance is beautifully crafted so that
intonation and textures are scrupulously
'LEONTYNE PRICE SINGS RICHARD
honest.
[
A:1]
Christopher Breunig
STRAUSS': Four Last Songs ' Frau ohne
R. STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra,
Salome's Dance, op. 54
Don Juan,
'Der Rosenkavalier'—waltzes, Op. 59
val Prelude, Op. 61
Till Eulenspiegel's
Pranks, Op. 28
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra IKarl &Slim
DG 2726 028 ( two records) (£3.44).

op. 30
op. 20
FestiMerry

These four pieces reflect the steady progression and development of Stockhausen's technique and musical attitude from the outset.
Kreuzspiel (
cross- play) is his earliest acknowledged work, first heard as a WDR broadcast
in December 1951. Kontra-Punkte (
counterpoints) followed in May 1953 with Zeitmasze
(tempi) in 1956. The first two are tightlywritten extensions of the then predominant
post-Webernian methods, achieved in rigorous and duly severe fashion; when placed
against Ylem in the same concert, you realise
the extreme changes Stockhausen's musical
personality has seen. Zeitmasze is a slightly
different matter. In comparison, the first two,
Schatten; Rosenkavalier; Guntram—arias
unfairly perhaps, appear works polished in
Leontyne Price (sop) INPO ILeinsdorf
technique but cautious in adventure. Mastery
RCA ARL10333 (
52.68)
of wind quintet writing ( with cor anglais for
The original 1953 Lisa della Casa recording of
horn) underlines his first unequivocal major
Richard Strauss' Four Last Songs is still in
achievement: the textural homogeneity and
circulation, and so is the Schwarzkopf version
the brilliantly inventive lyrical interactions
of 1966 ( reissued acouple of years ago). Add
move intuitively, as far as Stockhausen's outto those Janowitz last autumn and now
put goes (
Klavierstücke apart) for perhaps the
Leontyne Price with the New Philharmonia
first time. Adieu for conventional wind quinunder Leinsdorf. As anybody might have
tets, the exception here, was written in 1966
guessed, she produces afeast of fine singing,
after Telemusik (
1966) and Mixtur (
1964) whose
immaculately poised, perfectly phrased and
electronic preoccupations also emphasise
sound and colouration. Conventional IV- V- I with a tender radiance of mezza voce tone.
The songs obviouslysuit her registercapitally:
cadences are interrupted before the I to
Yet partly perhaps because her words are
become long, shifting suspensions of colours,
hard to make out, her performances tend to
unresolved; the work ends with reaffirmation
suggest aseries of exquisite vocalises rather
of the interruption.
than a total conjunction of voice and verse.
Stockhausen's reaction to these performThey are undeniably lovely but not quite as
ances in 1973 was nothing short of ecstatic:
expressive as one might have expected.
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Leontyne Price's range, in every sense of
the word, is grandly extended in the operatic
excerpts—thrillingly dramatic in the Act II
excerpt from Die Frau ohne Schatten, ' SiehAmme-sieh', ruefully contemplative in the
Marschallin's ' Da geht er hin' ( Rosenkavalier),
robust in ' Fass' ich sie bang' from Strauss'
little known early Guntram. Though this marvellous artist seems to respond best to
situational texts and music, the record must
be top- priority for voice- fanciers and Straussians. [ A: 1]
Christopher Grier

TCHAIKOVSK y : ' Nutcracker'—Suite, Op. 71a
'Sleeping Beauty'—Suite Op. 66a
Orchestre de Paris lOzawa
Philips 6500 851 (5246)

Ozawa can be relied upon not to provide recorded music which sounds routine in concept. This ballet- suite coupling is afollow-up
to his Paris Pathetique, reviewed in the April
HFNIRR, and Ifind it tremendously stimulating.
The Sleeping Beauty excerpts ( not Tchaikovsky's own selection, but one made posthumously) are very vivid and dramatic: Ihope
Ozawa will ultimately do the whole score.
The Overture to the Nutcracker is at a novel
slowish speed, whilst the Trepak is very fast
and brilliant—the tambourine seems to be
advanced in perspective by the producer as
the movement progresses. There is some
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Guardiano or Father Superior ( whom Decca's
this record much serious consideration. The
translator quaintly refers to as ' Father Guardi main work is the Ten Blake Songs for voice
ano'), Giorgio Tozzi is acceptable, and the
(tenor/soprano) and oboe, one of the glories
only serious disappointment is the shrill
of Vaughan Williams's closing years, but the
Preziosilla of Rosalind Elias.
Fernando
performance offered here is sadly raw and is
Previtali conducts a performance of weight,
recorded with a maddening echo. The chief
authority and style, and the recording, though
offender is John Langstaff, who shares the
not one of Decca's triumphs, is clear and
songs with Lois Winter. On the sleeve
well-balanced. [
B : 1]
Charles Osborne
Langstaff is described as a baritone, and he
certainly sounds one. There is some forced
tone on the higher notes, but this is quite
VICTORIA: Responses for Tenebrae
eclipsed by the overall brashness of approach;
Choir of Westminster Cathedral Malcolm
artistically, Langstaff seems to have greatly
Argo ' Eclipse' ECS747 (£1-10). R(
1960)
underestimated the challenge that these
Though made in 1959, this recording is by no
TCHAIKOVSKY : '
The Queen of Spades'
songs present. (The best, most lyrical version
Andzhaparedzye
Kiselev , Mazurok
Sokolov
means outdated: it is clear and detailed. A
is Ian Partridge's on HQS 1236, with Robert
Yaroslavtsev ILevko IBolshoi IKhaikin
sleeve- note warns one that, being made in
Tear's
more
dramatic
but
slightly
quirky
HMV SLS5005 (
3records) (£5.95)
the cathedral during the day hours, it exhibits
performance on ZRG 732 astrong runner-up.)
agreat deal of traffic- noise. To my mind, this
If there are two composers whose operas
Along the Field is similarly shared, again
is a great deal less objectionable than the
deserve to be better known in this country,
with some rather unhappy results, though
pressing- rumble which is too common today.
they are Massenet and Tchaikovsky. Elsehere
Langstaff's
image
of
a
folksinger
is
not
Victoria's Responses for the office of
where in this issue Ireview Massenet's Thais
inappropriate. Compositionally these eight
Tenebrae are amongst the greatest glories of
enthusiastically. I'm equally glad to welcome
Housman settings for voice and violin are not
Latin polyphony. Liturgically, Ishall always
Tchaikovsky's Pikovaya Dama or Queen of
asuccess, partly because the voice parts have
prefer the Gregorian settings; but, considered
Spades, which joins Onegin and The Maid of
a way of sounding curiously indecisive, but
as vocal music, these are masterpieces
Orleans in the domestic catalogue. There is,
mainly
because
the
accompaniments
are
too
indeed. Unfortunately, as I see it, George
in fact, a Decca Ace of Diamonds version
soloistic and upset the balance. In both
Malcolm deliberately encouraged a far more
available, but it's performed by the not very
respects a comparison with the Blake songs,
'continental' vocal tone, far removed from
good Belgrade Opera. If the story of Queen
or
with
Holst's
Four
Songs
for
voice
and
the restraint of the Anglican tradition. To me
of Spades is well known to us here, it's not
violin,
can
be
very
revealing.
it gives the impression that everybody is
because we're Pushkin experts but because
The most pleasing performance is that of
trying to shout all the time, and Ifind the
we remember the Thorold Dickinson movie
Merciless
Beauty,
a
work
that
suits
Lois
result brash and insensitive. Others will find
with Edith Evans as the old Countess, and
Winter's light, ' homestead' soprano very well.
it more manly; but for me the liturgy is not an
Anton Walbrook as Hermann. TchaikovskY's
The accompaniment for two violins and cello
opera. Do not let my personal convictions
libretto was fashioned from Pushkin by the
is
also
sensitively
done.
Apart
from
the
keep you away from superb music. [B: 2/3]
composer's brother Modest, who made Herobtrusive reverberation, the recording is of
Peter Turner
mann rather more sympathetic than Pushkin's
a modest B standard with the top tending to
coldly calculating gambler. The opera was a sound a little pinched and gauzy. I was
great success when it was first performed in
often aware of a muffled pulsation, like that
WEILL:
The Threepenny Opera
Theatre
St Petersburg in 1890, and indeed given half
produced by arecord incorrectly centred, but
a chance it usually goes well in the theatre.
songs*
more frequent. Complete texts are provided.
Lotte
Lenya*
I
Orchestra*
I
Roger
Bean*
I
Wolfgang
Iremember excellent performances at Covent
[B/C: 1/2/3]
Hugh Ottaway
Neuss IWilly Trenck-Trebitsch ITrude Hesterberg I
Garden and Glyndebourne.
Erich Schellow IJohanna Koczian IWolfgang Grunert I
The recording now released in this country
Inge Wolffberg ILotte Lenya ISender Fraise Berlin
by EMI is a Russian Melodiya production by
Orchestra and Chorus IWilhelm Brückner-Rüggeberg
the Bolshoi company. It was recorded in
VERDI: ' La Forza del Destino'
CBS 78279 (
2records) (£3.49). R I*
1967 with a first-rate cast. For instance, the
Milanov IDi Stefano Warren jElios ITozzi ISanta
As a result of its erratic progress through
Bolshoi's star mezzo-soprano, Irina ArkhiCecilia, Rome IPrevitali
the catalogue, the Threepenny Opera must
Decca GOS680-2 (
3records) (£5.97). s (1959)
pova, currently appearing as Azucena at
have scored more reviews by reissue than
Covent Garden, sings two small parts. All
Here is abargain. When this Forza del Destino
much other music. Original issue on Philips
the small parts are, in fact, cast from the
was first issued about fifteen years ago it
was followed by CBS issue, imported from
Bolshoi's very considerable strength. The
was on four full- price discs, so must have
France two years ago. But this resurrection
Queen of Spades is an opera in which the
cost about £8. Now Decca have managed to
is cleanly recut onto less than three sides,
small roles, the crowd scenes, are as crucial
squeeze it onto three discs with, as far as I
making way for the collection of theatre
to the success of the performance as the
can tell, no loss of sound quality, and it's
songs—again, reissued, but appearing for the
principals. A particular virtue of this recordavailable at less than £6. There is a snag,
first
time in LP format. Threepenny Opera
ing is the authenticity and effectiveness of
but it isn't, to my mind, avery damaging one.
needs no further comment, save unqualified
the ensemble scenes: the opening scene, in
The opera is not quite complete. There is a
recommendation as before; the hard bitten
the gardens of St Petersburg, with the governcut, in Act III sc. iii. After the opening chorus
delivery of Lotte Lenya provides the basis for
esses and children enjoying the first day of
'Compagni, sostiamo', the scene between
the cutting edge of the whole cast, which
spring; the great ball of Act II. These scenes
Alvaro and Carlo is omitted and the next
would be blunted if conventional operatic
are vividly brought to life under Boris Khaikin's
music heard is the chorus ' Lorche pifferi e
singers were used.
tamburi'. The libretto provided by Decca is
direction.
The song fillers are taken from Der Silbersee,
Finally, however, it is the principal singers
misleading at this point, for it includes the
Happy End, Berlin Requiem and Rise and Fall
who dominate the opera, especially the old
beginning of the Alvaro-Carlo scene, none
of the City of Mahagonny; all save the first
Countess, though she has very little to sing.
of which is on the record. The missing scene
were Brecht collaborations. In the absence
This is a splendid role for an elderly singer
is the one in which Carlo meets Alvaro again
of any available complete recordings they
with little voice left: what a pity that ex- prima
for the first time after realising his true idenare welcome, although Lenya does not redonnas do not take kindly to it. The Bolshoi's
tity, and challenges him to fight. They are
ceive the support of the other, classic proCountess, Valentina Levko, has plenty of voice
parted by their colleagues, and Alvaro deterduction. Also, songs don't stand as well out
left, but she does not dominate her scenes
mines to enter a monastery. In all, about
of context and rearrangements can be awkas she should. For Zurab Andzhaparidzye
nine minutes of music are missing, probably
ward. The Mahagonny extracts are raggy
as Hermann, Mikhail Kiselev as his friend
because the baritone Leonard Warren had
and gratuitous beside the deleted, superlative
Tomsky, Tamara Milashkina as Lisa and the
died before the scene could be recorded. I Berlin production also under Lenya, and
splendid baritone Yuri Mazurok as Yeletsky
regret its absence, but the great value of this
Brückner-Rüggeberg; support and chorus in
Ihave nothing but praise. A highly enjoyable
performance of the opera lies in the fact that
Alabama Song now sounds pointless and
performance of an exciting romantic opera.
it contains the Leonora of Zinka Milanov. It
amateurish—these songs were written for
[B: 1]
Charles Osborne
was rather late in the great soprano's career,
the opera house, but Lenya's delivery needs
and there is no denying she occasionally
no flattering.
sounds somewhat gusty. But such moments
Stereo recording of Threepenny Opera is
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Ten Blake Songs E
are few; for the most part Milanov gives a
fine,
notwithstanding its 1958 vintage. The
Along the Field
Merciless Beauty
superb account of the role, an object lesson
ambient, old-theatrical sound is very helpful.
Lois Winter (sop) IJohn Langstaff (bar) I Ronald
to
any
budding
Verdi
soprano.
Roseman (ob) lAmerican String Trio
The songs, in ( negligibly) reprocessed mono,
Giuseppe di Stefano is aforthright Alvaro,
Peerless PRCM200 (£1.87)
inevitably overemphasise vocals, but are ageand Leonard Warren contributes a dramatic
acceptable. [
B/C/D: 1*/2/3] Michael Thorne
Only those determined to have Along the Field,
account of Carlo's music. As the Padre
which is not otherwise available, should give
141

lovely flute playing in the Chinese and Reedpipe dances.
The Philips recording I imagine sounds
much like the 6th Symphony. There is a certain lack of clarity, in the hi-fi, if not the concert- hall sense, because of large- hall reverberance. The strings and brass are well forward. But Ienjoy the production side of this
fresh- sounding popular coupling. I hope
Ozawa will do much more for Philips [
A: 1].
Christopher preunig
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suites by the Collegi um A ureum
choral sound and the right
on original type i
ns t
ruments
obtrusive tape hiss that Ihave
Russian feel about it. The recome across this month which
(BASF KBACC3021—£2.55) has
cording
is
warm
and
reasonably
a hard fiercene ss a bout i
t that
lowers the sound rating to [
C/D:
clear once slight tape hiss has
has to be tamed. Reduct i
on o f
1]. Ilike the crisp performance
been dealt with [
A/B:1]. We go
t
of the Trout Quintet that the
he treble is necessary also beinto obscurer Prokofiev regions
Collegium
Aureum
give
on
cause of accompanying tape hiss
with
Summer
Day
and
A
Winoriginal
instruments
without
but it is better to be able to do
ter Campfire, two only recordsuggesting that it is the very best
this and end up with reasonable
ings by Prague orchestral and
available ( BASF KBACC3004—
sound than to be unable to cope
vocal forces ( Supraphon 04.50773
with the wooliness of so many
£2.55). The recorded sound is
—£2.09). Lightish and attractive
slightly aggressive and hard and
assettes. Crisp and exciting
music ' for children', this ought
needs some adjustment [
B: 1/2].
erformances in period style and
t
to find a wider audience and is
imbre [
A: 1].
Finally I hardly need add my
well worth atry by any Prokofiev
commendation
to
Kempe's
Liszt's Totentanz and his
d
admirer and enquiring mind.
Richard Strauss: Orchestral
ramatic and Beethovenish arr
Nicely played and recorded [
A:
Music
which
comes
in
one of
angement of Schubert's Wand
1]. A new Peter and the Wolf
erer
fantasia
are
full-bloodedly
EMI's
attractive
2cassette
' libp
backed by Carnival of the
rary' boxes ( TC-SLS899—£7.95).
layed by Alfred Brendel ( Turna
Animals (
Supraphon 04.50865—
Intimate and masterly performbout KTVC34265—£1 . 82). The
£2.09) will be reviewed next
c
ances and impressive sound.
ommitment and the power of
t
month in the classical record
This
set is made up of items
he performances are entirely
w
section. The sound is close and
taken from each of the record
inning. Therecording is equally
full-blooded on cassette [
A/B:
f
u
sets Vols. 1-3 and includes Ein
Ilblooded but tends to become
1].
a
little blurred at the louder
Heldenleben; Tod und Verklarung;
m
'The World of Puccini' is
Till Eulenspiegel; Dance of the
oments, though the piano tone
is
more than adequately explored
Seven Veils; Don Juan; Don
good [
B: 1]. Mendelssohn's
in
top- class
performances
'
S
Quixote and Also sprach Zaracotch' Symphony No. 3
g
under Serafin, Molinari-Pradelli,
thustra [
A: 1*]. It will make a
ets a nicely balanced performGavazzeni
and
other
native
proud addition to any cassette
ance and the sound is passable
Puccini experts drawn from
library.
Peter Gammond
without being worthy of top ratvarious Deccarecordings(Decca
ing ( Supraphon 04.1124—£2.09)
KCSP365—£1.82) of high repu—but the inclusion of only one
tation. The recordings date back
symphony on the tape is an unto the 1950s but are of respectgenerous measure when the
able quality; occasionally slightly
marginally superior performance
thin [6:1]. ' llana Vered Plays
by Abbado ( Decca KSXC6363)
Rachmaninov' in Phase Four
offers the Italian as well and
(Decca
KPFC14327—£2.55),
must bethe obvious recommendwhen played at the same setting
ation
[B/C : 2].
Messiaen's
POPULAR
as the previous cassettes, comes
Reveil des Oiseaux; Oiseaux
at you like an express train
Exotiques and La Bouscarle
There is danger in putting many
passing through a station. If
of today's popular entertainers
by the
Czech
Philharmonic
you want a full-blooded recordunder Neumann, Yvonne Loriod
on record that the ever- revealing
ing
this
is
it,
heard
as
from
inside
piano, ( Supraphon 04.50749—
microphone will discover flaws
the grand piano. It includes the
in unschooled vocal techniques.
£2.09) has no rival ( the first
2nd Piano Concerto and RhapMuch as the live and TV perMessiaen on cassette in fact)
sody on atheme of Paganini, the
formances of The Spinners
and as this fascinating music is
famous Prelude and, in spite of
entertain, by virtue of their
played with obvious affection
the title, two
mazurkas
by
friendliness,
personality
and
and insight and the recording is
Chopin and the obvious intent is
homely faces, on record the inthe best of the Supraphons so
to give starry-eyed music- lovers
far—afirm recommendation [
A:
adequacy of their vocal technique
the treat of a lifetime. Ithought
1].
is brought to attention.
Rethe attack was too concentrated
Mozartians will be well served
corded live at the Philharmonic
but Iam sure it will offer thrills
by the recording of Violin ConHall, Liverpool ( Philips 7109 014
galore. [
A: 2].
certos 3 and 4 by Henryk
—£2.70) endless choruses and
Antonio Pedrotti's Boutique
Szeryng accompanied by Alexunmusical voices wear thin after
Fantasque and Pines of Rome
ander Gibson and the New Phila time. Depends on your devo(Supraphon 04.1204—£2.09) are
tion to the group [B: 2/3]. In
harmonia ( Philips 7300 054—
no more than adequate performBachelor's Singalong (
Philips
£2.90). Again the clear smooth
ances.
The Rossini doesn't
sound that Philips achieve so
7108 124—£2.70) the same probsparkle or have a crisp enough
lem occurs. More accurate and
efficiently helps one to enjoy
attack for my liking and is not
every detail of a lively performslightly more professional they
helped by another of those
still possess public- house voices
ance; the orchestral playing is
cavernous and reverberant tapes
that could become far more connotably full of verve and Szeryng
which copes unhappily with
trolled and attractive if they didn't
plays beautifully [
A: 1]. Prokolouder passages [
C: 2/3]. The
let their popular success allow
fiev's Alexander Nevsky is
Schubert Fantasia in f and
them to become uncritical. Jolly
highly charged, emotional, filmGrand duo are sympathetically
score sort of stuff and is solely
entertainment, but when you
layed by Alfred Brendel and
think of the skill of singers like
represented on tape by this fullEvelyne
Crochet ( Turnabout
blooded performance by Czech
the Mills Brothers and the Deep
KTVC34144—£1.82) but unforRiver Boys you wonder what
forces under Ancerl. It seems
tunately the presentable piano
singing is coming to [
A : 2/3]. At
an ideal treatment with rich
sound is spoiled by the most
least Bobby Crush: Piano

EALING with the mat er i
a li
n
alphabetical order; the first
cassette this month is a spirited
performance of Bizet's L'Arlésienne suites and Ch a bri
er '
s
Espaffa (
Suprapho n 04.0694—
£2.09). Plenty of life butsome what lacking in the po i
se an d
elegance that makes f
or an id ea l
performance of light Frenc h
music. The recorded soun d i
s
rather rough and rever berant.
The
rival
L'Arlési enne f
rom
Barenboim ( HMV TC-ASD2915)
is marginally pref era bl e [
B/C :2].
Seventeen of Brahms' H un ganan dances, orch es t
ra t
e d by
Brahms, Parlow, Dvo fák an d
Hallen ( Supraphon
04.1206—
£2.09) are played in th e ri
g ht m idEuropean spirit by th e Prague
Symphony
Orchestra
und er
Dean Dixon. It is the mos tcom prehensive selection on recor d
and the only choi ce on t
ape, but
the rather muffled and recessed
sound
is against a w ho l
ehearted recommendation [
C : 1] .
The merits of ha vi
ng a Frenc h
conductor for French mus i
c are
discovered when Jean Fo urne t
takes charge of the Czec h Philharmonic for Fallas three dances
from El Somb rero an d Debussy's Printemp s an d Ibé ri
a
(Supraphon
04.50614—£2.09).
More sauce and pi quancy an dthe
recording, although th e o ld est
of the Supraph ons ment i
oned so
far, the clearest, th oug h not perfect in detail [B : 1] .
Tortelier's reading of th e El gar
Cello concerto togeth er w ith
Boult's Introd uc ti on an d allegro and Serenad e f
or st
ri
ngs
make a highly rec ommen da bl e
cassette ( HMV TC-ASD2906—
£2.85) although the re i
s st
rong
rivalry for the last t
wo
wor k
s
notably from Marri ner ( A rgo
KZRC573). This is typic a lBou lt
Elgar, strong an d no bl e w i
th
close attention to det a il an d th e
recorded sound is first- ra t
e w ith
the cello promine nti
n th e concerto [
A: 1]. A go o d Gers hw i
n
collection from Edo de W aar t
and the Monte Ca rl
o Orc hestra—
Cuban Overture; ' Porgy an d
Bess' Sympho n i
c
Pi c ture;
American in Paris (
Philip s 7300
18 9—£2.90)
played with grea t
vitality and clarity, j
azzy
but
leaning toward classi ca l re straint, and give n a cl
ear and
smooth recording that i
s ni
ce t
o
listen to [
A: 1]. Th e var i
a ti on i
n
tape quality is in some ways
even more surprisi ng th an i
n the
equivalent discs. The rec or di ng
of the Handel W a t
er
M us i
c
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Peter Gammond & Fred Dellar

dena Roof Orchestra (
Transtar confrontation on Mann's
atlantic
ZCTRA-286) (£2.65)
track raises it more than one
when it arrived for review.
notch above the flautist's somnJohnny Arthey and his merry
ambulistic ventures [
B: 1]. Ever
men have achieved something
since I was knee-high to an
of a reputation playing authentic
Edison phonograph I've always
20s and 30s dance scores at
had a soft spot for any harpist
fashionable places like Biba's
who indulged in the unusual.
and, listening to the aggregation
Harpo in musical action was
performing Me and Jane in a
always one of the high spots of
plane and A Savoy Christmas
any Marx Brothers film, as far as
medley (
arranged by Debroy
I was concerned—and Caspar
Somers, of course) it's easy to
Reardon was a name one only
see their appeal. Personally I'd
mentioned with the deepest
like to hear them indulge in a
reverence.
So David Snell
little more le jazz hot, though 1
Plays Hits on a Harp (
BBC
fear the soloists might be a
MRMC 018) (£ 1.75) is much to
trifle on the weak side. But even
my liking, even though Ihave to
as it is, the Pasadena Roof
own up, rather reluctantly, that
Orchestra is all good serious
the net result is really just high
fun and it's nice to see that such
quality background music and
a band exists [A: 2].
hardly as engrossing as some
Although Thelma Houston's
things we've heard recently from
Sunshower, originally recorded
Alan Stivell. Still, Snell, who
in 1969, has been released on
pits himself against a rock
disc here by three different comrhythm section on Guitar man
panies, it's only just been made
and meanders in fine style on his
available in cassette form on
own Cloud 7, often makes reABC TC-ABCL 5061 ( 2.40). A
warding listening and I can
brilliant album, with tremendous
understand why he's such afirm
arrangements and production by
Radio 2 favourite [A: 2]. Funk
Jim
Webb, who also wrote all the
Paarrrty! (
Contempo ZCCLP
songs except one— a version of
510) ( E2.65) bears the subtitle
Jumpin' Jack Flash that's as in'Sixteen Tracks Of Non-stop
dispensable as
the
Stones'
Superfunk'—which explains just
original—Sunshower ought to
about everything.
The party
be
in
everyone's
collection.
commences with Kung Fu man
Neither Webb nor Houston have
and Freddie Mack reading a
done anything to match it since
lesson on the virtues of the
[B: 1*].
martial art then segues into the
You Don't Know What You've
ever- shuffling Follow the wind,
Got (
Pye ZCP 61022, £2.65) is one
an instrumental cut by the U.S.
of three ' tape only' compilations
Midnight Movers that has all the
issued by Precision this month
makings of a classic item. From
POP
(the others being How Do You
then on, right up to the final
Spell Soul?, a collection of disco
Living in the city (
by Ultrafunk),
Duane Allman— An Anthosoul items and English Country
the
music
is
full
of
punch—one
logy Vol. 2(
Capricorn 3583.004)
Garden, aJimmie Rodgers offertrack's
actually
by
Joe
Frazier!—
(Double- play £4.42) is one of
ing). A 25- track 50s and early
and highly recommended to anyfour Allman tapes ( An Antho60s rock affair, it features not
one
who
wants
to
run
a
disco
the
logy, Beginnings, The Allman
only much- reissued recordings
easy way. The sound quality
Brothers Band at Fillmore East)
such as Bobby Freeman's Do you
varies, as one might imagine, but
recently released by Polydor.
wanna dance? and Wilbert Harrioverall, [B: 1] would seem to be
This particular tape contains not
son's Kansas City, but also less
a fair rating. Gatsby age parties
only items recorded by the Allrarely heard cuts like Buddy
didn't
really
have
the
same
sort
man Brothers, many of them
Knox's Teasable, pleasable you,
of beat and 1 guess that the
previously unreleased, but also
Jimmy Bowen's Money, honey
Charleston will never catch on
tracks that the guitarist recorded
and Johnny Rivers' Presley- like
with Northern Soul fanatics. But
as a sessionman. So Lulu's
Baby come back (
Ral Donner is
I
hold
the
dated
charm
of
Dirty old man rubs shoulders
also on hand with his Presley
twenties
and
thirties
dance
with Herbie Mann's Push, push,
imitations). And while this may
music in some affection and
while King Curtis' The weight
not be the strongest of Precision
freely
admit
to
playing
Goldlines up alongside Boz Scaggs'
tape specials— by the time this
kette's My blackbirds are all
Waiting for a train, Otis Rush's
review gets into print there'll be
bluebirds now or Isham Jones'
You reap what you sow and
some fine Newport Folk Festival
Blue room between doses of
Aretha's It Ain't Fair plus others
compilations at your local reDylan
and
batches
of
Bowie—
by Ronnie Hawkins, Wilson
tailer's— You Don't Know conwhat with Peter Gammond being
Pickett and Delaney and Bonnie.
tains enough good tracks among
a ragtime fanatic and an EllingApart from Allman's presence
the dross to make it all worthton
aficionado
when
he's
not
there's also one other obvious
while—and early rockers, bless
brooding over Beethoven we're
link—the blues.
Even Lulu's
their sleeked down hair and
a
crazy
mixed-up
lot
here
at
HFN!
offering is blues- sodden and
drainpipe trousers, will love
All of which explains why I
eminently worth having, while
every minute of it [
C: 2]. Knight
grabbed
a
tape
by
The
Pasathe Allman- Cornell Dupree gui -

Time
doesn't
involve
nonsinging; simply unvaried publichouse piano played without
imagination and partly obscured
by an overloud orchestral accompaniment. All right for dancing
but hardly entertainment ( Philips
7176 109—£1.91) [
B/C: 3]. The
Syd Lawrence Orchestra Singin' n' Swingin (
Philips 7108
121—E2.7o) is at least highly professional if derivative.
Their
pastiches are done with accuracy and asense of style and are
only one degree removed from
the real thing [
A: 1].
Val Doonican can sing but is
not at his personal best on
Contour
Especially For You (
7470 634-89p) nor is the true
rich quality of his voice caught
by the hard and unrealistic recording of it— compare it with
some of his earlier Decca classics
[C: 2]. It was a pleasure to turn
to Country Winners (
Contour
7460 625-89p) in spite of somewhat unvaried electric guitars
and asuccession of singers who
sound as if their trousers were
too tight— at least there is an
open and honest quality about
the sentiments, songs, singers
and recording [
A: 11.
Peter Gammond

Time (
Tamla Motown TC-STML
11279, £2.75) contains seven of
the last tracks Gladys Knight and
The Pips made for Tamla before
moving onto Buddah, plus How
can you say that ain't love? and
the Johnny Bristol written and
produced It's all over but the
shoutin', from 1971, and (/ know)
I'm losing you, Cloud nine and
Ain't no sun since you've been
gone, which date from 1969. But
if Tamla are now reduced to
merely picking up the pieces,
they've fitted them perfectly into
shape on Knight Time, which
matches up to any Gladys
Knight recording currently available. Standout tracks—and they
are hard to pick because the
music is generally of a high
standard— include asoaring performance on We've got such a
mellow love, aPaul Riser arrangement, and an emotive Between
her goodbye and my hello, a fine
Jim Weatherly song [
B: 1]. Tom
Jones' 20 Greatest Hits (
Decca
KTJC2 8029—£3.25 Doubleplay)
has been the focal point of so
much T.V. advertising, that mentioning it seems a little akin to
informing you that Mafeking has
been relieved. But as Decca
have sent me areview copy Ifeel
duty-bound to remind you that it
is available ( perhaps someone
in the Hebrides doesn't know!)
and that, for a reasonable price,
you can hear Wales' gift to Las
Vegas ensuring further royalties
from the likes of It's not unusual,
What's new, pussycat? She's alady
and Daughter of darkness [
A: 21.
Despite Hatfield and the North's
penchant for nonsensical track
titles—e.g. Your majesty is like a
cream donut, Fitter Stoke has a
bath and Big John Wayne socks
psychology on the jaw, the band's
music is easily accessible to
anyone who's ever put one foot
into the jazz-rock camp. Hatfield, comprised of ex- Caravan,
Delivery and Egg men, Phil Miller
(guitar),
Pip
Pyle ( drums),
Richard Sinclair ( bass) and Dave
Stewart ( organ), probe ever forward on The Rotters' Club
(Virgin TCV 2030, £2.99), discovering aspects of music which
are unusual without being un melodic. In their task they're
aided by Jimmy Hastings (flute,
soprano, tenor), Mont Campbell
(french
horn),
Northettes
(vocals) and other friends, all
who contribute admirably in the
cause of good music. Add Sinclair's delightful, totally English
vocals and you have atape that's
not to be missed [A: 1].
Fred Dellar
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At the Nusound City
Kent & Essex B &
Centres you can see, hear
and compare the complete
range of the fabulous B &
Hi Fi equipment.
Our expert staff are able
to demonstrate any model in
the B & 0 range and provide
you with expert friendly
advice to assist you choose a
Beosystem or Beomodel best
suited to your personal requirements.
All B & 0
equipment
sold is fully covered by our excellent Free After Sales
Service, ensuring that you get the best possible deal
in respect of value for money and service, both before
and after purchase.
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GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Beosystem 6000. This fantastic Quadraphonic/Stereo
system is only available at our City branch. If you have
time to spare and about £ 1000 to spend, then you must
call in and hear ' the listening experience of a lifetime'.
Call today and hear the sound of tomorrow.
Write to Head Office for full colour booklet: Address:
Magnatape House, 191'3 Plashet Rd., Upton Park, London E.13.

City Kent & Essex B&O Centres
CITY 228 Bishopsgate, London EC2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
(250 yds. Liverpool Street Station). Open Mon.- Fri. from 9a.m.
to 6 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m. to 2p.m. Closed Saturday all day.
KENT 36 Lewisham High St., Lewisham SEI3. Tel.: 01-852 2399
Open Mon.-Sat. from 9a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Thurs. from 1p.m.
ESSEX 87/100 Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.
Tel.:
01-478 2291. Open Mon.-Sat. from 9a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Thurs.
from 1p.m.

THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range- direct from
the factory-to you
Complete unit comprises
*MAIN BASE UNIT-with record
storage- book
casemagazine
rack-audio
unit
shelves.
*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surface incorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.
WHITE as illustrated.
£34.50 plus £2.30 p & p.
Teak- style also available.

Modern white and teak- style
finish to blend with any decor.
*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.
*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable

length

to

fit

any

room layout- bay or recess.
*Height 213"; Depth 15"; Length
48", extending up to 82".
LEISURE TIME LTD.,

UNITS FROM £ 3.95.
leaflet on request.
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This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning HiFi enthusiast.

Colour

CROZIER ROAD, Dept. N3,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

FRANCE
'Bal au Village'—Twenty-eight
tracks by Jean Bentaberry et son
Orchestre de Bal Champêtre,
LesJoyeux Rossignols,Jacques Henry Rys et son Orchestre,
Emile Doryphore et sa Coopérative Agricole and Les Joyeux
Alsaciens, conducted byJoseph
Graff. ( Pathé -Marconi " Punch"
series 2.C.176.14940-1.) is available to special order from E.M.I.
Import Dealers. In commending
this double album of French
country dance music let me also
draw your attention to one of the
most absorbing books Iknow:
Mrs. Elizabeth David's study of
French
Provincial
Cooking
(Penguin). For here is a key to
gastronomic
success.
Study
the infinite variety of ways in
which French country people
prepare their food, then before
venturing into the kitchen, allow
this music to give you the right
French atmosphere and you will
find the results ' formidables'.
Bon appetit!
We begin in the Pyrenees, one
of the most aromatic parts of
France with the Bal Champêtre
of Jean Bentaberry ( 1895-1973),
a musician of outstanding professional and personal qualities.
Born in the Basque country,
Bentaberry served in both World
Wars and was made an Officer
of
the
Legion
of
Honour.
Throughout his life he took an
active part in professional matters working to improve the
status and conditions of his
fellow musicians through pro-

A

BRASS TACKS
VITAL part of the brass
band movement activities is
the playing of chamber- music,
not, so far, given much attention
on record. Ranging from the
basic quartet of two cornets,
tenor horn and euphonium to
larger and more varied ensembles, special contests are
now held and the same stimulus
is given to brass playing as
string quartet playing gives the
orchestral player. A summary of
some of the best musical material
available would almost certainly
include
Anthony
Spurgin's
Foursome for brass.
William
Rimmer's Concordia and Gilbert
Vinter's Alla burlesca which are
included
in
Foursome
for
Brass (
Saydisc SDL254—£2.25)
along with other items that are in
some cases arrangements of
vocal music. They are sensitively played by four well-known
brass musicians, Derek M. Garside, William Davis Thomas,
Haydn Richard Harris and Lyndon Howard Baglin and well recorded. This makes for one of
the most entertaining and interesting brass recordings to
come our way for some time [
A:
1]. Spectrum (
Saydisc SDLB
262—£1.65) presents the Stanshawe ( Bristol) Band playing
Vinter's Spectrum and Variations
on a ninth, Denis Wright's ar-
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fessional organisations. He began his artistic career in Toulouse in 1920 as an instrumentalist with theatre and radio
orchestras. In 1947 he became
Head of Cultural Programmes at
RTF Toulouse having already,
in April 1946, formed his ' Bal
Champêtre' of fifteen instrumentalists, chiefly on wind and
brass,
including
First
Prize
Winners from the Paris Conservatoire and Professors at the
Conservatoire in Toulouse. His
aim was ' to recall the musical
childhood and youth of an entire
generation
which
had
been
shattered by melodic and rhythmic notions from abroad which
even he had hitherto promoted
with such zeal'. He began to
research the light music of
earlier days which was still to be
found at dances and on bandstands at country fairs in the
Pyrenees, polkas, schottisches,
quadrilles, mazurkas and fandangos and arrange them for his
ensemble. At first they played
on the radio for half an hour
every week, but this was later
reduced
to
conform
with
ORTF's deference to the pop
revolution.
The life of Jean Bentaberry
ended in tragedy. Every summer
he used to take afishing holiday
near Luchon. On July 2nd 1973
he was drowned, probably following a heart- attack. In Musiques Pittoresques ( No. 57, Aug./
Sept. 1973), journal of the French
Light Music Association, Louis
Hervy, apersonal friend, recalled

rangement of Academic festival
overture and Boellmann's Suite
gothic, arr. Eric Ball. The repertoire will accurately suggest
that this is very much a connoisseur's record, two contest
pieces and two ambitious arrangements that will be listened
to with interest by other bandsmen.
Excellent performances
and adequate sound [
A: 1].
The same applies to Concerto
by the Solna Brass ( Grosvenor
GRS1031—£1.57) which includes
Promenade
by
Frank
Bryce;
Music for the Royal Nuptials by
J. H. Roman ( written in 1744—a
sort of Swedish Water music);
Four fancies by Ludwig Maurer;
and Denis Wright's Cornet concerto played by Bram Gay. Very
much a record for the serious
student of brass music [
A: 1].
The Virtuoso Brass Band,
Vol. 5 unbends a little toward
the wider public by including
/wish you love by Charles Trenet
as a trombone solo and David
of the White Rock but also digs
deeply with Holst's Moorside
suite and other substantial works.
This is an exceptionally fine performance of brass music and
well recorded except for a slight
excess of reverberation. The
record is available direct from
Virtuoso Recordings Ltd., 18
Chaucer Crescent, Donnington,
Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1TR
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INTERIIIATIOMAL
Ralph Harvey
the warmth of the Bentaberry
hospitality, his lively gestures
and powers as araconteur which
had the same vitality and precision which he expressed as he
used to direct the Bal Champêtre in the Fandango.
From the South-West we move
to anywhere in France where the
'musette' style is popular which
really means almost everywhere!
Les Joyeux Rossignols ( The
Happy
Nightingales)
whistle
their way through The swallows
return, The trumpet musette by
André Verchuren, now happily
active again after his very serious
road accident last summer, and
Jo Moutet from the Auvergne and
The dawn chorus, composed by
Michel Péguri who founded one
of the first ' ensembles musettes'.
A hunting- horn and a dog
herald Emile Doryphore et sa
Coopérative Agricole, the other
members of which are piccolo,
bassoon,muted trumpet, ocarina,
sax, kazoo and percussion in a
faithful ' 78 r.p.m. classic' by
Arthur Pryor, The whistler and
his dog. For an encore the same
outfit gives us aSpike Jones-ish
arrangement of the Stars and
Stripes forever.
Now to Alsace where the chat
around us is German- sounding,
but is not German, where the

lager is lighter than in Germany
and where the blonde waitresses
are not quite as broad in the beam
as they are, say, in Bavaria! The
Happy Alsatians....
The Quadrille which first became popular at the very end of
the eighteenth century brought
an end to the reign of the gavotte
and the minuet. It consists of
several movements or figures
forming a well-defined suite. A
feature of the dance in Navarre
(Pays Basque) where it is still
active today is that there are
frequently long breaks between
the figures for a chat and a few
drinks, Jacques- Henry Rys and
the orchestra spare us that
suspense.
All praise to Pathé Marconi
for re- issuing all this delightful
and evocative music which has
not been available for so long,
and in the present desire on the
part of such a large number of
record- buyers to ' re- discover'
the popular music of days gone
by it should prove to be a considerable success here as well
as in France. What is staggering
—and surely this is a case of
spoiling the ship for afew francs
of tar— is that the four sides of
the sleeve contain no information
at all other than the label copy.
That is sad. [A:

LIGHT
Peter Gammond
(VR7405—£2.27) [
A: 1/1*]. Iam
not suggesting that any of the
four records mentioned above
are dull but they are all fairly
serious in content. For more
blatant entertainment we must
turn to The Band of HM Royal
Marines (
Polydor 2383 302—
£2.46) for a programme of invigorating marches by Dunn,
Langford,
Godfrey,
Alford,
Sousa and the like played in
vigorous
military
style
and
spaciously recorded by Brian
Culverhouse [A: 1]. Or if you
feel in suitably hilarious and
continental
mood
turn
to
Will Glahé—The Polka King
(Decca PFS4330—£2.26) for a
riotous programme of polkas
and things done in polka style—
accordion, clarinet, trumpet, piccolo, swanee whistle and the
kitchen sink recording in full
blooded
Phase 4.
My own
favourite was Heykin's Serenade
with face lift [
A: 1*].
MIXED BAG
Candle in the Wind (
Decca
ECS2165—£1.08) is a very much
more sophisticated and swing-

ing affair featuring Max Harris
and piano and a large brass
group that includes two trumpets, five trombones and two
French horns. Perhaps it ought
to have been in the first section
of this column. Rich stuff including Harris' own Viva Vivaldi,
Ellington's Satin do// and Joplin's
Solace—to give you some idea of
its
variety.
Interesting
and
satisfying [
A : 1]. Bert Weedon's
Gentle Guitar (
Contour 2870
435-89p) is just what it says,
Spanish guitar fortunately, with
moody backings from Malcolm
Lockyer— music from Cabaret,
The Godfather and varied sources
[A : 2].
Finally a ragtime ragbag Scott
Joplin's Greatest Hits (
CBS
30057—£1.25) which would make
an ideal introduction to Joplin
with excerpts from Prodigal Son
and solos by Ronnie Price— if it
didn't include some of those
clomping efforts on pedal harpsichord by E. Power Biggs. It
will still introduce some good
music [A:1/3].
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SAVE 25% ON ALL LPs
INCLUDING OUR BEST-SELLING CLASSICAL BOX SETS
List
Price

Ron's
Price

Mozart Cosi fan tutte-Caballe
£11.60 £8.70
Puccini Madama Butterfly- Karajan
£9.75
£7.33
Beethoven Quartets-Amadeus
£14.75 £ 11.06
Strauss: Volume Two-Kempe
£5•95
£4.49
Grieg Lyric Pieces-Adni
£7.50
£5.63
Schubert Chamber Music ( DG .
G
.
Privilege) . .
£5.85
£4.38
Mozart Three Operas- Boehm
£20.00
£
15-00
Brahms Symphonies- Karajan
£8.50
£6.37
Bach B Minor Mass- Karajan
£7.00
£5.25
Haydn Tost Quartets-Amadeus
£12.00
£9.00
Handel Saul-Mackerras
£7.00
£5.25
Mozart Don Giovanni-Fricsay
£5.85
£4.38
Strauss Tone Poems- Karajan
£10.75
£8.06
Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodies-Szidon
£7.00
£5.25
Berlioz Damnation of Faust-Ozawa
£8.10
£6.08
Wagner Siegfried-Goodall
£8.95
£6•75
Wagner Goetterdâmmerung-Solti
£21-50
£16-13

FABULOUS

OFFER!

Schubert
Kodaly
Schoenberg . .
Haydn 93-104 ..
Haydn Quartets Vol. 10
Haydn Quartets Vol. 9
Haydn 1-19 ..

ANY

RECORD

EVEN

••
•.
••
••

List
Price
Wagner Ring-Furtwângler £ 19.50
Wagner Ring- Karajan £32.00
Wagner Ring-Solti £45.00
Beethoven Sonatas- Kempff £ 16.00
Bizet Carmen- Bernstein .. £7.00
Wolf Moerike Lieder- Fischer-Dieskau £7•00
Schubert Lieder, Vol. 3-F-Dieskau £8•50
Strauss Rosenkavalier-Karajan .. £7.50
Beethoven Symphonies- Karajan £ 13.75
V. Williams Sea Symphony-Boult £4.95
Donizetti Maria Stuarda-Sills £6.50
Tchaikovsky Swan Lake-Rozhdestvensky
£5•95
Beethoven Violin Sonatas- Menuhin
and Kempff
£9•75
Beethoven Late Quartets-Vegh
£11.00
Wagner Rheingold-Furtwângler
£4.50
Wagner Walkuere-Karajan
£14-75

BIGGER DISCOUNT ON THE DECCA
COMPLETE HAYDN SERIES
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Price
£12-75
£7.65
£12.75
£11.34
£7.56
£5.67
£11.34

Ron's
Price
£6•70
£4.50
£6.70
£5.63
£3.70
£3.09
£6•17

Haydn
Haydn
Haydn
Haydn
Haydn
Haydn
Haydn

20-35 ..
36-48 ..
49-56
57-64 ..
65-72 ..
73-81 . .
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•
•
•
•
••
•.
.•
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Price
£11.34
£11.34
£7.56
£7.56
£7•56
£7.56
£11.34

WITH LIST PRICE £ 1.50 OR OVER AND LISTED IN THE
CATALOGUE SUPPLIED AT OUR PERMANENT DISCOUNT

Ron's
Price
£14-63
£24.00
£33.75
£12.00
£5.25
£5.25
£6.37
£5.63
£10.31
£3.70
£4.88
£4.49
£7.31
£8.25
£3.38
£11.06

AND
Ron's
Price
£6. 7
£6. 7
£4- 1
£4. 1
£4. I
£4- I
£6. 7

CURRENT

CHEAPER RECORDS AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT OVER THE COUNTER ONLY
20% DISCOUNT ON PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES
SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED
ORDERS BY POST TO OUR LONDON BRANCH- POSTAGE 50p FOR UK REGARDLESS OF
QUANTITY ( SORRY BUT THIS IS UNAVOIDABLE DUE TO HEAVY INCREASE IN POSTAL
RATES)

RON'S MUSIC SHOP LTD
67 PARK ROAD, N.W.I
EXPORT ORDERS-25 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX-TELEX LDN 262135
Both branches now open all day Saturday
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FOLK

specific breaks features some
IRST this month, the more
unaccompanied singing and it is
'popular' albums and the first
the unaccompanied vocal work
is Streets from Ralph McTell.
1 have long wished Steeleye
This is the album following the
would do more of and not just
top three single, Streets of LonGaudete!
I was just about to
don and it seems from converwrite there is Bachian influence
music is featured on the Topic
sation with McTell himself that
cake Kid and for contrast the
on the second track before some
release entitled, The Russell
considerable discussion ensued
more
obvious
poignancy
of
Never
traditional sounding instrumental
Family
of
Doolin,
County
as to the possible album title.
again. I bet if these two were
Clare ( Topic 12TS 251. They
Streets (
K56105—£2.45) as you
work when Inoticed the track is
American the British people
certainly come from an area
might guess contains the hit
indeed called Bach goes to
would be turning out in their
well-known
for its excellent
single and who would not conLimerick. Nigel Pegrum in fact
thousands to hear their work.
musical fare, doubtless due to
gratulate McTell for at long ( and not on drums) leads us into
As it happens they're British
the Doolin area not being aslast making personal chart sucthe Bachian strains of an attracand more often than not the
tive non- vocal track, at least he
sailed in any great way by
cess from his own song, whereBritish can't see talent par exceldoes this on ' live'
concert
general commercial pop music.
as numerous other people have
lence
even
if
they
walk
into
it.
occasions.
Long Lan/un the
Music it seems has always been
failed with their versions. To
Hear
this
album.
You'll
never
third track of side one is a
very much part of the Russell
say the album is his ' most comregret it! [
A: 1*].
beautiful subtle song with a
family and with a heritage of
mercial' is not ameans of making
As
you
doubtless
have
nasty ending and Steeleye fully
song the kind of instrumental
a disparaging
remark.
The
noticed we are moving into
share in the lyric's ingenuity.
and vocal approach on this disc
songs, save for Seeds of heaven,
traditional pastures and some of
Maddy sings with strong and
well shows love and taste for
are pretty strong, though more
the
real
stuff
comes
on
a
must
firm tones lending good coloursounds and words. And there's
so in a melodic sense, since I
for collectors A Garland for
ing to lines which begin like, ' Behumour, as on the track St Kevin
feel Ralph's lyrics on Streets
Sam
(
Topic
12T244
M)
which
ware the mess, bewarethe moor'.
of Glendalough in which the
are in the main well below the
features
Sam
Lamer.
Sam
LarAnd there is some fine spirited
doubtless worthy Saint tricks
standard of some recent albums.
ner is from Winterton, Norfolk
group vocal work on the chorus
the King O'Toole into giving
Many of them follow a pop patand
was
born
there
in
1878
and
though perhaps there could have
some thirty square miles of
tern and thus comprise of many
died in 1965. He remained for
been greater emphasis to the
land for the building of a monrepeated lines. One of McTell's
years in comparative obscurity
lyric change which takes place
astry. Much of the album is
virtues has been an ability to
until when touching 80 years of
when the sense changes from
given to instrumental numbers
write songs you can quickly hum
age his arresting song reper'We will' to ' So they'. And perincluding some rousing reels
and even sing and certainly on
toire became noticed by Philip
haps there might have been a
and selected items allow prominthis score, Streets has high
Donnellan. Ewan MacColl and
less busy musical backing toance to concertina and it appears
marks.
His version here of
Peggy Seeger edited acollection
ward the end, prior to the repeat
this musical instrument was
Streets of London is different
of his songs for Folkways and he
of the first stanza. Dogs and
particularly
utilised
among
from one found on early McTell
provided much of the MacCollferrets is the final track on this
women for, of course, men
discs marketed by Transatlantic
Seeger-Parker radio ballad, Singalbum side and on the second
played pipes and fiddle. Ialways
records. The new recording has
ing the fishing. Recordings on
the opening song isGaltee farmer.
say it but it always seems worth
a cleaner mix and utilises vocal
this disc come from Philip
Others are Demon lover, Elf call,
saying, again Topic do give full
backing from some girls known
Donnellan's recordings kept in
Weary cutters and last, starring
and concise information on the
as The Goldrushers. I passed
the
BBC's
Sound
Archive.
the
immortal
Peter
Sellers,
is
enclosed musical fare to those
slight disdain just now on Seeds
Some of the tracks on this disc
New York girls. Elf call is interwho buy their nearly always
of heaven. This in part is due to
are what you might call ' classic'
esting for some pretty compliexcellent record releases [
A:1].
the tune being derivative of a
ballads and these include Henry
cated vocal tracking and for the
Graham Kendrick belongs in
pop song whose title for the
Martin
and
Barbara
Allen.
There
most part succeeds. There is
particular to the folk religious
moment eludes me. Pity the boy
are a number of sea songs and
fine double- tracking on Maddy's
world and is one of its best
on side two is very close to other
not
surprising,
for
as
you
might
unaccompanied vocal work to
exponents. His third album is
McTell material but on the posihave guessed from the earlier
Weary cutters and Iam reminded
Paid On The Nail (
Key 024)
tive side McTell sings well, the
remark on MacColl's radio balof another excellent doubleand
less ' poppy'
than
his
tracks are well arranged and
lads, Sam spent much time at
tracking unaccompanied vocal
previous.
Kendrick here acthere is considerable contrast in
sea. Among the fishing songs
piece by Sandy Denny on her
companies himself on accoustic
track
material.
This
album
comes Windy old weather ( Hais disc, Sandy and the last track of
guitar though on occasions we
should achieve hefty sales and
boro light song). There are a
side one, Quiet joys of brotherhave moog synthesiser.
He
as one who first heard McTell on
number
of
historical
songs
and
hood. It's on ukelele that Peter
sings in persuasive manner and
the Cornish cliffs when he was
according to A. L. Lloyd's excelSellers enters the recording
writes some interesting lyrics.
virtually unknown Ican but say
lent sleeve- notes, Lamer had a
pastures of Steeleye and it
Amongst the general mass of
there are few singers of McTell's
fascination
with
Bonaparte.
makes a pleasant ending. Isaid
mediocrity in the religious field
stature who have waited so long
Proof
of
such
is
very
evident
Iwas disappointed on first hearKendrick does stand as one of
for the present acclamation.
from hearing the delightful aside
ing but now, having heard it
the best musical creators, and is
However Itrust McTell's activiat the end of Napoleon's dream,
some more, Irather change my
worthy of a hearing outside of
ties stemming from great media
track three, side one. Several
mind! [A:11
what some people call the Jesus
attention will not deprive him
songs
of
love
are
featured,
And now to the brilliant pair
scene [B: 2]. Two other folkfrom valuable writing time. The
namely
The
grass
cut
very
dry
and
called Richard and Linda Thompreligious artists are Malcolm
next album is one to watch. I
The girl raking the hay. Returning
son and their terrific album en& Alwyn. Their latest effort
should add there is generally a
to these asides, they come with
titled, Hokey Pokey (
Island
is
Wildwall.
(
Key
KL 022).
splendid recording standard [A:
some frequency and none the
ILPS9305—£2•45). Oh, that these
For the most part their vague
1]. Steeleye Span's latest disc is
worse for that. They add the
two were better known, in spite
folk feel has disappeared into a
titled
Commoner's
Crown
delightful humorous spirit obof Thompson having once strong
not particularly commendable
(Chrysalis
CHR1071--£.2•45)
I
viously president in the gentleassociations with Fairport back
pop vain, though in tracks like
would hesitate in describing it as
man, as well instanced in the
in the good old days. ( Iam told
love you more there is a whiff of
their best and indeed on first
photograph on the album's back
on good authority that the next
folk.
Perhaps
I am
being
hearing was rather disappointed,
record sleeve and if you want
Fairport album recovers much
slightly unjust in saying ' not
though disappointment in Steelanother instance, ( well, he does
of the recent lost sparkle.) Their
particularly commendable pop
eye is still, compared to many
it most of the time!) then he does
songs
are clever,
delightful
vein' since it is no worse than
record
issues,
considerable
it after London steamer! For a
story sketches, often gems and
the general secular pop issues
praise. The album commences
man
of
advanced
years
he
they have the knack of employing
Imerely feel I've been this way
with one of their stage numbers,
sounds pretty amazing, obviousand arranging the most exquisite
before and look in vain for
Little Sir Hugh, which features
ly some power is missing and
and spot-on musical arrangesomething fresh [C: 3]. A final
some strident instrumental backnotes are missed but the imporments. The album comprises
note, a plea! Please if you ask
ing and Maddy's beautiful voice.
tant thing lies not in dwelling
ten tracks and not one deserves
for information
enclose a
Noticeable in backing is the
there for this is man at love with
less than eight out of ten.
stamped addressed envelope.
definite
drumming
of
Nigel
song and what more can be
Imean just hear The Egypt room
Thank you.
Pegrum and just the right shades
asked? [A: 1]. Some fine Irish
starring Hobnail Kelly and Beeffrom Peter Knight. The song at

Tony Jasper
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We've got one of the greatest
records we've ever heard - and you'll think
so too - BUT frankly we don't know if it's
POPULAR or CLASSICAL music!

£150 WORTH of YOUR
RECORDS FREE
OF WARPS & DISHING
IF YOU STORE THEM

CONCERTO
SAINT- PREUX

THE

ments,voice it orchestra - which
make this atrue " COLLECTOR'S
ITEM'• ,
A • SUPER- SOUND EXPERIENCE!
We need your help - w hat i
s your opinion? Do YOU feel it i
s
POPULAR or CLASSICAL? For every opinion sent to us - well
give you aFREE reco rdc l
eaning cloth - worth 25p. HELP US - NOW'
ORYX 01- CONCERTO SAINT -PREUX - awork
for voice, piano, trumpet. flute 8, orchestra available at better record shops everywhere
ORYX records

ONLY

£I.29 Irc
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aproduct of

PEERLESS RECORD CO LTD BRENTFORD, NIIDDX TW8 OCIP
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TIDY
RECORD STORAGE SYSTEM

- a sheer delight in listening
pleasure - unusual sounds and
voice instrument patterns - a
SUPER juxtaposition of instru-

HOLDS
STANT

RECORDS FLAT AND UPRIGHT BETWEEN INSELF-ADJUSTING SPRING
LOADED SUPPORT
PANELS, PRESSES OUT WARPS

TRIED AND TESTED WORLDWIDE
FOR MORE THAN FOURTEEN YEARS
(Thousands in use with original springs)
100
RECORDS
PERFECTLY
STORED FOR LESS THAN
THE PRICE OF 3 GOOD LP's
100 RECORDS MODEL ( 15"xlIrx
13r). 12 in. Shelf model I
2C2 Polythene
Dust Cover provided.
In world wide use by Schools, Universities,
the B.B.C. and other Broadcasting Services.
Reviewed in the past by all the leading
magazines including UNSOLICITED RECOMMENDATIONS from some, such as
Times Ethic. Supplement, The Music Teacher
and others.
HOW DOES IT WORK

catalogue
See and hear
and ORYX
address
at of
your
yourlocal
nearest
Record
stockist.
Store toor( Dept.HFN2
write tor FREE
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SEND NOW for details and reviews

Registered in London No. 564820 13 Bedford Row, London WCI.

POWER JUDD & COMPANY LIMITED
94 EAST HILL, LONDON SWI8, ENGLAND Phone 01-874 0943

Just listen
to aKlinger system and
your own sound judgement
Klinger Hi Fi equipment combines superb quality with optimum value
and reliability.
The systems are constructed to the highest technical standards in
advanced electronics and sound engineering. No effort has been
spared to produce balanced designs at amore than reasonable cost,
and yet still contain the essential ingredient of High Fidelity: ample
power, comprehensive tone and filter controls, minimal distortion,
and exceptionally low background noise.
Our range of systems couple those virtues with outstanding styling
and layout.There is also awide choice of loudspeakers to suit both
home and budget.
Klinger Systems: Built by experts - Listened to by connoisseurs.
Use your own sound judgement- see your dealer, or write or
telephone us direct for detailed specifications on the complete range.

KLINGER

KLINGER CONTROLS LIMITED, Spencer Court, 7, Chalcot Rd.,
London N.W.1.8L.U. tel: 01-586 2922/3
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Illustrated: Model 800
Music Centre. Power
output 30 Watts RMS
per channel.
5Waveband Stereo
Receiver Stereo
Cassette Deck Belt
driven Transcription
turntable with Shure
Cartridge. Hinged
cover Loudspeakers,
Type S70 matched
units.

EW young composers can
have been fortunate enough
to be associated at the outset of
their Hollywood careers with a
film that has become a screen
legend, and if Citizen Kane
wasn't
Bernard
Herrmann's
greatest score it makes a good
title for Classic Film Scores of
Bernard Herrmann (
RCA ARL
1-0707, £2.90) which adds the
usual brilliant performance by
Charles
Gerhardt
and
the
National Philharmonic Orchestra to Decca's three Herrmann
albums. This composer never
dealt in the lush romantic drama
of the Steiners and Korngolds
(his own background was Manhattan, his training Juilliard, his
workshop NBC radio in the early
30s) and his writing had a stark,
dramatic quality at times, but he
had amelodic gift best expressed
here in the early sequences of
'Beneath The 12 Mile Reef' and
the Snow Scene from ' Kane'. The
Concerto Macabre from ' Hangover Square' ( remember the
beautifully mad Laird Cregar
pounding it out while the blazing
house collapsed round his ears?)
is surely one of the few film concertos worthy of legitimate concert performance.
On Dangerous Ground'
and ' White
Witch Doctor' are more functional dramatic action scores,
the latter full of HollywoodAfrican effects, but quite marvellously played and recorded
[A*: 1*].
SCORES & THEMES
Of the contemporary scores
Elmer Bernstein's Gold (
Philips
9299 225, £2.90) comes off best on
record, with some attractive
background music and vocals by
Jimmy Helms, Trevor Chance
and Maureen McGovern [A: 1].
Legend of the Seven Goiden
Vampires (
Warner K56085, £2.69
isn't much musically but presented in story form with Peter
Cushing narrating, James Bermock- Oriental
score
nard's
sounds more effective in this
context [A: 1]. Emmanuelle
(Warner K56084, £2.69) is a con.
Not merely variations on a
theme, but two of the actual
tracks are repeated six times
between them. United Artists'
Great Western Film Themes,
Vol. 3 ( UAS29482, £2.45) is
definitive enough for fans of the
spaghetti Western, with five
Morricone themes and others by
Signore
Giombini,
Ortolan',
Cipriani and Nicolai. The real,
true, Hollywood- type West does
get a look in with ' Lawman',
'Drango', ' Shane', Chato's Land'
and ' Horse Soldiers', together
with
Pat Wayne,
Stephanie
Powers and Jerry Van Dyke in
excerpts from ' McLintock'. With
just three exceptions they're all
the definitive soundtrack recordings [ A: 1] unlike TV
Western Themes (
Sunset SLS
50360, £1.15) which, however,
doesn't suffer any deprivation in

POPULAR

the excellent performances by
Al Caiola and his Orchestra of
all the home movies favourites
from ' Wagon Train' and ' Maverick' to ' Rawhide' and ' High
Chaparral' [
A: 1].
FILMS & SHOW SONGS
A late but by no means negligible entry in the list of LPs of
'Music From The Great Gatsby' is a delightful selection by
Billy Ternent and his Orchestra
(Rediffusion Gold Star 15-15,
£1.60) that brings out the full
nostalgia value of the familiar
songs, not by any artificial recreation of the 20s style but by a
faithful adherence to the basic
Ternent style which suits the
Jo
period songs admirably.
Mamey sings some of the ballads
nicely and there's a bit of perfunctory vocal group work elsewhere, but as always the album
rests firmly on Billy Ternent's
impeccable tempi and direction
[A:1]. John Hanson is bringing
The Dancing Years back to
the stage, and Philips 6308225,
£2.46 features him with Mary
Bassano and Chris Parker in
six of the familiar Novello songs
(including one, If you only knew,
transferred from ' Crest Of The
Wave') plus six of the evergreens from White Horse Inn.
Up to date scores by Angela
Morley and Johnny Arthey, plus
the usual robust singing, bring
these vintage songs right into
modern times [ A:1].

Arthur Jackson
carbon copy of the Tijuana
Sound, but afirst-class performance by Ray Martin and his
Orchestra of authentic Mexican
tunes and original compositions
that does, it's true, feature the
mandatory trumpet voicings ( but
then that is mariachi as it was
long before Alpert) but combines
them with guitars, marimbas and
strings in a delightful light orchestral conception of Mexican
traditional music [ A:1]. Finally,
Franck Pourcel Plays the
Cole Porter Story (
Studio Two
TWOX1028, £2.50). Maybe not
all of it, but the twelve best
known Porter songs from Begin
the beguine and Night and day to
Ca c'est l'amour and a James
Bond-ish setting of So in love.
Brilliant scoring and performance with enough contemporary
touches to satisfy today's record
buyers [ A:1].

ORCHESTRAL
A Man For All Seasons (
United
Artists UAG29546, £2.70) presents adouble image of arranger
conductor John Gregory and his
Orchestra.
One side of the
record fulfils his ambitions as a
legitimate orchestral conductor,
with a new setting of Jerusalem,
an impressive Air to a stained
glass window, Hungarian rhapsody, She, Kum baya and adelightful Girl with the flaxen hair by
C. de Bussy (
sic) . . . all of them
wholly admirable. On side 2the
pop conductor takes off in a
Jetstream with
sundry other
arrangements and compositions,
all well done but hardly different
from any other pop- orchestral
album of the past few years. So
at which market is this aimed?
And will it succeed? [A: 1]. No
doubt as to the potential market
for Ed Welch and his Orchestra's 20th Century Classics
(United Artists UAS29695, £2.45).
There isn't one. Unless there's
a hold- over from the days of
Waldo De Los Rios, and this
rubbish hasn't even the virtues
of Mozart 40, whatever they may
have been. 13 strings, 5 guitars,
3 drummers, harmonica, 3 brass
and 2 flutes reduce Bach, Liszt,
Tchaik and Co
to a dull,
turgid
mess for which the
kindest fate would be a rapid
deletion from the catalogue [
B:
4]. Viva Mariachi (
Rediffusion
Gold Star 15-27, £ 1.60) isn't a

VOCAL
1wonder, has there ever been a
record less in need of a review,
or even detailed description,
than The Bachelors' Singalong (
Philips 9109201, £2.90)?
Let's just say that the Bachelors
blarney their way through 32
evergreens ranging from an
early talkie medley to a Seekers
medley, and leave it to their fans
to do the necessary. Listening
to Ethel's Riding High (
Decca
PFS 4324, £2.50) it seems inconceivable that 45 years have
passed since Ethel Merman first
rattled the chandeliers of Broadway in ' Girl Crazy'. Yet here she
is working with Stanley Black
and still as reverberant as ever
with Some people, On aclear day,
Impossible dream, Sunrise sunset
and other show tunes of a later
vintage than those she usually
features. Never a great singer
but always a tremendous performer, and it still shows [A: 1].
If you already have ' Lena In
Hollywood' and ' Feelin' Good',
two albums of 1965-6 vintage,
you won't need to know about
The Lena Horne Collection
(United Artists Double Album
UA D60091/2, £3.58).
If
you
haven't, and want to hear 24
excellent
performances
of
superb standards by the one girl
singer who has actually improved with the years, then Ican
recommend it for some of the
most vibrant, soulful yet not distorted, and technically adept
singing that the
perennially
youthful Lena has ever done [A:
1*].
SWING
Singin"n' Swinging (
Philips
9299284, £2.90) features singer
Roy Marsden on four of the tracks
by Syd Lawrence and his Orchestra, with two 40s songs and two

of the 60s. If Roy had been
around in the dance band days
he'd surely have made it as a
soloist, but what chance does he
have nowadays? The band pays
less attention to Miller, bringing
in Basie, Goodman, Ellington
and Dorsey via 920 Special, Don't
be that way, Mood indigo etc.,
good secondhand stuff but well
done [ A: 1]. By 1959-60, when
they re-recorded their Greatest
Hits, the Bob Crosby Orchestra
was more or less apick-up band,
although including many of its
own alumni ( Rediffusion 01-179,
95p). The recording quality isn't
as bright as it could be, but the
performance doesn't suffer by
comparison with the originals of
20 years earlier, and at this price
a collection that includes South
Rampart St parade, March of the
Bobcats, Sugarfoot stomp, Big
noise from Winnetka, What's new,
Washington and Lee swing and
six others has to be reckoned as
great value [ B: 1]. Also from
Rediffusion is what must be the
late Sid Phillips' last recording,
The Inimitable Sid Phillips
(01-184, 95p), an album less
Dixieland- oriented than usual
with good small group scoring
along mainstream lines on such
tunes as Stars fell on Alabama,
Woodchoppers ball, Lazy river,
You turned the tables on me and
. . . an old Phillips favourite
finally available on record . . .
Hors d'oeuvres. Good clean-cut
recording and playing alike, well
worth A: 1.
INSTRUMENTAL
For a different
musical
experience,
RCA
put
Marion
McPartland, Dick Hyman, Hank
Jones and Roland Hanna back to
back in a studio in an improvisatory session and just Let It
Happen (
LSA3204 £1.99). Even
with such experts as this Jazz
Piano Quartet, four pianists
playing
at
once,
let
alone
improvising, could have proved
chaotic, but it worked out well,
despite one or two dull spots,
which are more than compensated for by the lovely tonal
quality and ensemble playing on
Herbie Hancock's Maiden voyage
and Ellington's Warm valley. Not
a certain buy the first time of
playing, but give it a chance
[A:1]. They're not abit like The
Great Keyboard
Orchestra, a
monstrously
over- arranged,
over- recorded
melange
of
electric piano, organ, synthesiser
et al. in a collection of pops like
Whiter shade of pale, Bridge over
troubled water, Clair, Mr. Tambourine Man etc called They
Sold A Million (
Contour 2870
421 87p), which is pretty corny.
There you go.
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Bang 8( Olufsen suggest
that you fill your
room with music instead
of Hl-FI equipment

Beosystem 1800 proves that an audio system
pickup cartridge; MMC 3000.
which fills the entire room musically, doesn't
Naturally, Beocenter 1800 has connection
have to do so physically.
facilities for atape recorder, an extra record
This compact audio system was created for
player, and two sets of stereo speakers as well
people whose demand to sound reproduction
as aheadphone.
includes high quality, but whose listening room
Connected to the high fidelity loudspeakers,
is the normal size.
Power output is 2x22 watts RMS with less than Beovox 2702, you are sure of acomplete audio
system which fulfils all high fidelity standards as
0.5% disiortion - more than adequate, even for
well as your personal demands to music
relatively large rooms.
reproduction.
The highly sensitive FM section has AFC
Beosystem 1800 is asmall audio system.
(automatic frequency control for " locking" the
Because it doesn't take up much room.
chosen station) and pre-setting facilities for
Beosystem 1800 £ 283.50 in teak.
four stations.
Free installation by qualified Bang & Olufsen
The record player is fully automatic. Its arm was
engineers, plus a2year guarantee covering all
specially constructed for the new integrated
parts and labour.

WALTON AUDIO LTD WEYBRIDGE AUDIO
27 High Street, Walton on Thames. Tel. 43278
1,0

5High Street, Weybridge. Tel. 51121

IT HAPPENED ONE
NIGHT
Overnight Success (Polydor
2442 131—£2.7o) is confirmation
that Neil Sedaka is still the best
singer- songwriter in pop today.
Since Emergence, 1969, Sedaka's
albums have maintained an impossibly high standard, and
Success does nothing to lower
the graph line of consistency.
For your perusal here, Sedaka's
included The queen of 1964, a
slice of black comedy about the
death of an ageing groupie who
'didn't get Mick but got a kick
and a black eye from Bianca';
Stephen, a skilfully conceived,
banjo- bedecked tribute to Stephen Foster that has much in
common with Solitaire; an early
hours re- make of his old Breaking up is hard to do hit that'll have
you up and cheering in front of
your hi-fi; and Goodman, goodbye, which is so ingenious that
no description of mine will do it
justice. Elton John is around to
add a back-up vocal on Bad
blood and there's lots of help
from people like Dean Parks,
Stevie Cropper, Nigel Olsson,
Jim Horn, Leland Skylar and Jim
Keltner. Not that any of this
really matters, for when it comes
right down to it, everything is due
to Sedaka and his co- writers,
Howard Greenfield and
Phil
Cody— and they've never let
anyone down yet [
A: 11. One
of the most exciting bands to be
heard during ' 74 appeared on
Lou Reed's '
Rock ' n' Roll Animal'
album. Apparently Alice Cooper
shared this opinion for he signed
virtually the whole gang— Dick
Wagner ( guitar), Whitey Flan
(drums), Steve Hunter ( guitar)
and Prakash John ( bass) to back
him on his new Welcome To
My Nightmare (
Anchor ANCL
2011—£2.55) set, another supercolossal, Bob Ezrin production.
Actually it's all rather like the
Rocky Horror Show, without much
of the humour, as Cooper works
his way, with ghoulish glee,
through
songs
about
Black
Widow spiders, psychopathic
killers, blood, pain and all the
little things that make life worth
while. Even Vincent Price makes
an appearance in best Roger
Corman style. But, though the
subject matter is somewhat
odious, the album fares well
musically for the most part—
thanks mainly to Ezrin's expertise which keeps things ticking
along like Poe's tell- tale heart
[A: 2].
KING OF KINGS
Of the three Kings of blues,
Albert, B. B. and Freddie, it's
the first named who really seems
to be producing the most valid
music right now if IWanna Get
Funky (
Stax STX 1003, £2.70) is
anything to iudge by. The whole
Memphis brigade—the Bar-kays,
the Movement, the Memphis
Horns etc—are all around to add
a little impetus and sales- gloss

POP
Fred Dellar

Neil Sedaka

to King's right- as- ever city blues
performances. But they're allowed only to assist, not dominate, so everything works out
well and all live happily ever
after [
A:1]. Certainly the advent
of Esther Phillips' Performance
(Kudu KUL12, £2.70) is something that'll keep me happy for
some time to come. Twentyseven years have passed since
Johnny Otis first discovered
Little Esther ( as she was then)
singing
Dinah
Washington's
Baby Get Lost and signed her to
make
Double- Crossing Blues.
Since then, Esther, as the cliche
goes, has paid her dues, fought
her way back into the ring despite her problems with drugs,
and nowadays instils her mainly
blues- oriented
material
with
more emotion than anyone else
I can think of. If you're into
blues, jazz, R. & B. or just lowdown funk, get this one—there's
no way you can lose [A: 1*].
THE GRAPES OF WRATH
Great Grape (
CBS 64743, £2.43)
is acompilation of material taken
from Moby Grape's first three
albums. Omaha, 8.05 and Someday were also three of the tracks
that appeared on the Grape's
first five singles ( which were all
issued on one day in May, 1967
— they had that kind of promotion!). However, viewed Will the
passing of time, the impression
is that the Grape were only a
second division power musically
— despite such sleeve comments
as ' Jerry Miller ( lead guitar) was
one of the first rock musicians to

establish himself as an instrumentalist' and ' Bob Mosely was,
potentially, the greatest rock
vocalist ever' [
C/B: 2]. And
while I'm on the subject of compilations I'll mention Piccadilly
Radio 261— Soul Train (
Atlantic K50100, £2.69) though it's
pointless reviewing it because
most of the tracKs are so wellknown and have, for the most
part, been reissued many times
on albums like The Rosko Show,
Sock It To ' Em and This Is Soul.
Suffice to say then that the titles
include Aretha's Respect, Rex
Garvin's Sock it to ' em J.B.,
Archie Bell's Here I go again,
Sam and Dave's Hold on I'm
coming
and
Otis
Redding's
Satisfaction and that it's a [
C/B:
1*] acquisition. The Best Of
The Marvelettes (
Tamla Motown STML 11258, £2.50) is
another value- for- money affair.
It contains 19 songs, ranging
from the twist- era Please Mr.
Postman, Motown's first No. 1
hit, and Beechwood 4-5789, full of
sha -la las and indistinguishable
from most of the white teenage
sounds of the time, through to
fine interpretations
of such
Smokey Robinson material as
The hunter gets captured by the
game and My baby must be a
magician. Motown fans will, no
doubt, feel this deserves a
general [B/C: 1] rating, though
others may not be so enthusiastic.

believe, the third album by the
Ozark Mountain Daredevils, is
destined to end up on many
critics' Best of ' 75' listings at
the year's end. The ambling,
countrified You made it right, that
opens the album, should be
enough to turn on any ByrdsBurrito enthusiasts, while subsequent cuts like Jackie Blue,
which in some strange way
sounds like a track McCartney
put aside from the Band On The
Run sessions for separate hit
single status, should clinch it
with everything else. I could
eulogise further but space is
running out, so it's time to award
an [A: 11 and move on to discuss Highly Prized Possession (
Capitol E- ST 11354, £2.75),
the latest collection of songs by
Canada's Anne Murray. Anne
hasn't got one of the most distinctive voices in rock but her
choice of excellent material,
allied to some out- of- the- rut
arrangement by Brian Aherne,
makes Possession her likeliestto- succeed effort to date. Not
everything works. For instance,
a revival of Daytripper adds
nothing to the Beatles' classic.
On the other hand, an attempt to
freshen up Bobby Darin's old
Dream lover hit, comes
off
amazingly well. But the album's
strongest track is Slow fall, a
Jack Lee ballad that's bound to
be covered by a lot of other
vocalists [
A: 1/2]. Cajun rock
rears its head on Down South
In Bayou Country (
Barclay 90
002, £2.57)— with Texan fiddler
Clarence ' Gatemouth'
Brown
appearing
as
black
music's
answer to Doug Kershaw. His
vocals are extremely rough but
infectious and, all- in- all, the
album's an attractive proposition
for anyone looking for something a bit further on than
Charley Pride— or shouldn't I
say that in a review of a record
distributed by RCA? [A: 2].

THE SUN SHINES BRIGHT
It'll Shine When It Shines
(A. & M. 63654—C.60) which is, I

END TITLES
John
Mayall's
The
Latest
Edition (
Polydor 2391-141,L2.46)
is not actually by the latest edition of Mayall's band. Since
making this album he's formed
a new one and begun recording
for ABC. Nevertheless, this is a
very together unit, though Imiss
the trumpet of Blue Mitchell and
guitar of Freddy Robinson [
A:2].
Eve
Of Destruction (ABC
ABCL 5110—£2.55) is a straight
re- issue of Barry McGuire's 1965
album. The first rock protest
song, oodles of Dylanesque
mouth- harp, P. F. Sloan and
hole- in- the- middle stereo, they
are all part of it and, despite the
obvious faults, Istill recommend
this Lou Adler production [
C:1].
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DIVISIONS ON
A GROUND
Ail Introduction to the licsconierand its music

RICHARD
HARVEY

(Descant and Iteble
Recorder)

Antonio Vivaldi:
Concerto in C major,
Op. 44, No.11
Paulus Matthysz:
Variations from
"Der Gooden Fluyt Hemel"
(1644)
George Handel:
Sonata in Fmajor Op. 1, No.11
Godfrey Finger:
Divisions on aground
Jacob van Eyck:
Variations on
Amarilli mia bella"
Jean Baptiste Loeillet:
Sonata in G minor
Op. 3, No.3
ltansatlantic TRA 292
Itecornmencled Retail Price inc.VAT.£2.75
"Ilansittlantic Records.
86 Marylebone Iligh Street, LondonWINI 4,.‘1"
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Professionally
canned from
ear to ear
The DT 100 is only one of an extensive range of
headphones manufactured by Beyer Dynamic,
in use in studios throughout the world
setting anew sound standard.
• Frequency Response:

30-20,000 Hz

• Output Level at 100 HZ and 1 mW:
2. 10-4 itbar
• Rated Input:

110 db over

appr. 600m V per cartridge

• Peak Power Load:

1W or 20V per cartridge

• Impedance: 2 x 400 2(2 x 8, 2 x 100, 2 x 800,
2 x 2,000 Qupon request)

E5E-

ER IDNJAIVI IC

BEYER DYNAMIC ( GB) LIMITED
1Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.
Tel: Haywards Heath 51003

IF you've been following the
I various bands Herbie Hancock has been leading over the
past few years, you'll have
noticed that although his personnel is constantly changing,
one man he's retained is saxophonist Bennie Maupin. Maupin
is one of the breed of horn
players who'd rather take time
tofind the right note than to issue
a barrage of notes, believing
that the right one will be in there
somewhere. His The Jewel in
the
Lotus (
ECM 1043 ST)
is a vehicle for his contemplative
playing
and writing.
His sidemen in the main, are
either playing with Hancock, or
have played with him, and he also
uses Hancock too, playing old
fashioned acoustic piano as well
as electric keyboards. Maupin's
music on this album has more to
do with jazz, than where Hancock is currently at— not that I'm
putting Hancock's music down—
and the impressive thing about
this record is how restrained
and peaceful it is. But in a way
that's it's fault. It's too gentle,
and despite the lovely lush
sounds it doesn't happen very
much. Which is a pity, for Ilike
his playing.
Maybe his next
record will make more impact
[A: 3].
I was disappointed with the
film ' Death Wish' — and its
soundtrack. I enjoyed Herbie
Hancock's
Headhunters
and
Thrust albums, and expected
to be pleased too with Death
Wish (
CBS 80546—£2.99). As
soundtrack music it's all right,
but as music to sit down and
listen too it doesn't take you
anywhere.
Soundtrack music
rarely makes it as something
strong in its own right. Two
exceptions
which
instantly
spring to mind are both by Miles
Davis. Although Hancock's side
men aren't named, it's likely
they're the same musicians who
appeared on Thrust which I
must
reiterate
is
a vastly
superior album. If Iwere you I'd
give ' Death Wish' a miss [
A: 3].
The dismal mediocrity of the
two preceding albums is highlighted by the sheer magic of the
two following double album sets.
The artistry of Sonny Rollins
and Ben Webster puts their
music way above so much of
what's currently available on new
fresh records. The current reissue of their material on Sonny
Rollins: Tenor Titan Verve
2683 054 and Ballads by Ben
Webster Verve 2683 049, serves
as a timely reminder that brand
new is not always improved, and
that old music does not have to
be dated. This music is timeless
stuff—classic jazz if you like.
The Rollins set contains standards, and unlikely material like
If you were the only girl in the
world. Throughout Sonny plays
masterfully with that hard edged
ring of confidence which immediately warms you to his

playing. His confidence, and
straight ahead approach, are inspiring and even manage to
make drummer Connie Kay
sound acceptable. There's a
superb solo version of Body and
Soul. and
some fascinating
Derek's new approach isn't any
tracks with Sonny playing in a
easier to describe than it is to
big band setting. What emerges
listen too initially. It took me a
from these different late fifties
wee while to feel at ease with it,
dates is the fact that Sonny is a
but all the anxious and often
true Tenor Titan as the album's
mystifying
perseverence was
title suggests, possessing not
worthwile. Now a whole spate
only virtuosity but authority.
of guitarists have begun to
Even the lacklustre MJQ backing
experiment with their instruon some tracks doesn't detract
ments, trying to find new sounds
from Sonny's stature. Without
hidden in the strings.
Fred
any doubt at all, this is one
Frith's Guitar Solos on Carorecord I can wholeheartedly
line C 1508 clearly owes a lot to
recommend to anyone interested
Bailey's lead, but in the end it's
enough to be reading these
his music, and his ideas that
words [
B: 1*].
come across. His style is simple
Ben Webster was another of
and clear and Ifind his absence
those musicians who was so
of finger licking speedfast showgood that he could perform in
biz dazzling tricks attractive.
lamentable situations, and still
Through the eeriness of much
turn in something memorable.
of the music comes a special
Still it's abit of astruggle listenkind of warmth which is what
ing all the way through this
music should be about, at least
double album because of the
in part. It's not easy music to
abundance of sickly sweet slushy
take, and Idon't know if you'd
strings. Ben Webster needed
like it, but Ido, and it's certainly
no strings to make him sound
worth a listen [
A: 2]. Joe Pass
good. He was good. To make
on the other hand is an entirely
matters worse, the strings are
different sort of guitarist. He
arranged in the worst Hollywood
may be a lot of people's favourtradition.
While
Ben
solos
ite, but he's not mine. Interwonderfully throughout, it's the
continental
on
MPS/BASF
stringless tracks Ienjoy most.
BAP 5053 doesn't change my
He swings here in that delightmind. I'm not denying his ability,
fully solid and obvious way,
but it's not ability alone which
leaving you in no doubt as to
impresses me.
It's more a
where the beat is. It's difficult
matter of personal taste than
to imagine anyone not liking this
anything else. Ijust happen not
relaxing yet full- of- statements
to like his smooth way of playing
music. There's a line which
standards—it's just a bit too
divides slow, smooth, yet inWest Coastish for me.
But
spired jazz, and commercial
what he does on this record he
cocktail bar tinkling. Never is
does well, with sympathetic supthere a moment where Webster
port from Eberhard Weber, bass
gets near the latter category.
and Kenny Clare, drums. But
His famous vibrato is carefully
don't let my lack of affinity to
controlled and measured, and
Pass's music put you off, if you
his tone is unmistakable. If you
like him at all you'll like this
can
stand the strings—and
delightful album [
A : 2/3].
Webster's playing should make
The aptly named Paul Horn
it worthwhile—this, like the
has a Special Edition on
Rollins set, is something you
Island ISLD 6, which with its
shouldn't be without [B/C: 1].
family album- potted life history
I much prefer Flora Purim's
booklet insert, is a bit more than
Stories to Tell on Milestone
actual
run-of-the-mill
your
M9508 to her perhaps jazzier
double album production. I'd
'Butterfly Dreams' album. Clearlike to be able to say that the
ly evident on the newer record
elegant ego-tripping presentaare elements of the better qualition was totally justified in the
ties of contemporary Brazilian
music, but it's not. Half of the
music. If you've heard any real
album is devoted to the free area
Brazilian music, I'm sure you'll
of new music, but unfortunately
have noticed that perhaps not
Paul and his back up band of
unnaturally, they play latin music
Canadian musicians don't seem
much better than non -latins.
to have come to grips with this
While the sidemen are not all
kind of playing, for much of what
Brazilian, there's Flora's hushappens is effete, hesitant, and
band Airto Moreira on percusfrankly bitty. The band seems
sion, and that counts for a lot of
much more at home with the
drive and excitement. The remore conventional music which
cord is at its best Ifelt, when it's
makes up the other half. But
being most Brazilian, as on
even then, accomplished though
Milton Nascimento's Vera Cruz.
Paul Horn may be, the music
Hardly heavy music, but imfails to really take off [
A/E1: 3].
mensely pleasant [A/13: 2/3].
The solo piano of Jaki Byard
Derek Bailey has shown guitells a different story however.
tarists a new way to play, and I
Within seconds of commencing
suppose it was about time too.

JAZZ
Ken Hyder
a number, Byard establishes a
rhythm, a lilt, a mood, and more
than that, evidence of an undetatchable link with what some
folks like to call the jazz tradition. His Storyville SLP 1012
album, The Entertainer has
perhaps a fair title. For this is
entertaining jazz as well as being
heavy jazz. His music is the kind
of quality jazz which can cut
through all the labels, like
traditional, and modern. Excuse
me if Isound forty years older
than Iam when Isay that good
music like Byard's is classic,
timeless and durable. Like all the
really
authoritative
pianists,
Byard's a one man rhythm section. By subtle shifts in phrasing
and dynamics Byard can gradually inject a mounting menacing
meanness which creeps up
darkly between your ears. At
other times, just as you settle
down to his groove, he slaps you
sharply with a sudden surprise
to set you back on the edge of
your seat. Yes Ihave a lot of
respect for this music. Go on,
be old fashioned, buy it and
actually enjoy it [A: 1]. By the
way if you have any difficulty
getting hold of it, tell your
dealer it's available from Continental Record Distributors. I've
had some letters during the past
couple of months from readers,
mainly outside London, who
have had difficulty obtaining
some records reviewed in this
column. Often they're told by
their local dealer that the record
concerned is not available. In
each case this has been untrue.
I'm afraid that It's not available',
is a convenient excuse to cover
up a shop's laziness, and the
alternative is either to persist and
hope for the best, or to go to
another shop.
Other reviewers who have referred to Jabula—which
is
both the name of the band and
the title of their debut album on
Caroline CA 2004—as a sort of
sub- standard Osibisa will, I
hope be dramatically disproved
in the future. But on the evidence of this record Ican see
their point—up to apoint. Ihave
the advantage of knowing most
of the musicians involved, and I
feel that they're certainly capable
of better things. This record
amounts to South African music,
crossed with a bit of American
funk, and spiced with a small
helping of jazz. While it's not as
African as Iwould have liked,
there are a few good moments
in the album.
Singer Vicky
Mhlongo and horn players Ken
Eley and Dudu Pukwana come
across strong. Their next album
could well startle a few people
[A: 2/3].
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Classical elk, 1172
„
fit, Popubr
Count lestern
4

ilrel‘--world-famous artists and orchestras - any
pre-recorded cassette from any Company
that's available in the U.K. can be yours
at asubstantial discount price!

Britain's fastest growing
tape only club
Lifetime membership subscription only

£2-75

PRE-RECORDED

CASSETTE
(select from list)

CASSETTE HEAD
CLEANING TAPE
Lifetime Membership Card/Account No
Extensive Club Catalogue

AND MORE

•Best possible prices for quality blank cassettes!
•FREE
Advisory Service for all queries on Cassettes
and Cassette equipment.
Some examples of Club prices•
RRP•
2.99
2.95
2.89

Club Price
2.55
2.50
2.45

RRP•
2.75
2.60
1.89

Club Price
2.35
2.25
1.60

"Based on Manufacturers
Recommended Retail Prices 111/7 5

Triad members can
buy any pre-recorded
cassette from worldfamous companies at
substantial discounts
es. .
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(1) Beatles, Abbey Road
(2) Elton John, Greatest Hits
(3) Bob Dylan, Greatest Hits
(4) Diana Ross, Greatest Hits
(5) Stevie Wonder, Innervisions
(6) Cream, Rock Flashback
(7) Andy Williams, Solitaire
(8) Jim Reeves, Distant Drums
(9) Hank Williams, Greatest Hits
n
(10) Johnny Cash, At San Quent i
(11) James Last, Very Best of
(12) Bert Kaempfert, Swinging Safari
(13) Shirley Bassey, The Singles Album
(14) Nana Mouskouri, Over and Over
(15) Favourite Film Themes
(16) Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the Moon
(17) Moody Blues, Threshold of a Dream
(18) Brighouse & Rastrick Band, Top Brass
(19) Charles Aznavour, Tapestry of Dreams
(20) Simon & Garfunkel, Bridge over Troubled Waters
(21) Mendelssohn/Bruch, Violin Concertos. Ricci, Gamba, L.S.O.
(22) Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake/Nutcracker. Weldon, R.P.O.
(23) Beethoven, Sym 6. Reiner, Chicago S.O.
(24) Grieg Piano Concerto, Entremont, Ormandy, Phil
(25) Dvorak, Sym 9 ( New World) Fiedler, Boston S.O.
(26) Bach, Brandenburg Cones. 1, 3. & 5. Faerber, W.C.O.
(27) Orff, Carmina Burana, Keigel, Leipzig Radio Sym Orch & Choir 4.(28) Handel, Messiah. Mackerass, ECO & Ambrosian Singers
(29) Rimski Korsakov, Scheherezade, Kletzki, Phil
• ( 30) Elgar, Enigma Variations, Sargent, Phil

NO RESTRICTIONS
The Triad Cassette Club
gives you the best of
discount buying with no
restrictions. No minimum
purchase requirements,
no quotas to fulfil.
There's no obligation to
buy anything - ever! You
simply buy what you like
when you like at
low discount prices.
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS
You pay only Club
prices. Postage, packing,
V.A.T. are all included
in the price. It's a
straightforward, no.
risk ( faulty or damaged
cassettes are replaced
without question) mail
order service that allows
you to buy any cassette
at the lowest cost.
FREE CATALOGUE
Gives acomprehensive
selection of all types of
music and price codes
that enable you to
determine the discount
price of all other
cassettes you wish to
buy through the Club.
Regular newsletters
keep you up to date
with new releases and
advise of extra special
discount bargains.

Regular Newsletters
with Club and Cassette news feature
ere

It

Some examples of
hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS
to Members in the
past few months:

TAPE

TRIAD PRICE

RRP

Carpenters, The Singles
2.00
Elton John, Caribou
2.10
McCartney, Band on Run 2.00
Merle Haggard, Very Best of 2.00
James Last, Very Best of
2.10
Beethoven, P.C.5.8arenboim2.00
Elgae, Enigma Var, Boult
2.00

2.70
2.65
2.75
2.75
2.70
2.85
2.85

More Special Offers in every Newsletter

JOIN TRIAD TODAY
and start saving

Select cassette
from list above
and complete
coupon using
block capitals.
Enclose crossed
cheque/P.O.
for £2.75
for Lifetime

I

ri

TRIAD CASSETTES LIMITED
P.O. Box 7, Mancheste r M13 9RR
Insert number of your Free cassette here.

Name
Address _ _

Membership.
Free offers and

complete details
be sent.
MR MI BM Mlle BIM

IIR
EMI MI JIM

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW '
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Sanyo DCX 80001C
Receiver
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
(Note: The following are the published nominal values. The specification also gives factory limits,
which are less than the nominal values in some instances.)
FM Section: Frequency range: 88-108 MHz. Usable sensitivity ( IHF): 1-9 1.,V. Capture ratio
(IHF): 2dB. Selectivity ( IHF): 65 dB. Image rejection (98 MHz): 85 dB. Spurious rejection
MI MHz): 95 dB. AM suppression: 60 dB. SN ratio: 70 dB. Harmonic distortion 100% mod.:
0.2% mono; 0.3% stereo. Subcarrier suppression: 60 dB Muting level: 30 i‘V.
AM Section: Frequency range: 535-1605 kHz. Usable sensitivity ( IHF): 200 ,‘V/m. Selectivity
(IHF): 35 dB. Image rejection (1MHz): 55 dB. S/N ratio: 55 dB.
Preamplifier Section: Frequency range: 10 Hz-45 kHz. Distortion: 01%. Inputs: Phono 16. 2
and mic. 2.5 mV/50 k; aux. and tapes: 180 mV/100 k. Recording output: 1
80 mV (35 mV/35 kDIN).
Tone controls: bass 110 dB 100 Hz; treble 110 dB 10 kHz. Filters: low 70 Hz 12 dB/Octave; high
7kHz 6dB/octave. Loudness: 7dB 100 Hz; 3dB 10 kHz. Muting : 20 dB. SfN ratio: phonos and
mic 75 dB; aux. 90 dB; tape 80 dB. Output: 500 mV.
Power Amplifier Section: Average sine-wave power: 44+44 W 8ohms over 20 Hz-20 kHz ( note:
factory limit 40+40 W); 1kHz 47+47 W (factory limit: 45+45 W). Harmonic distortion: 0.5% at
rated power. Power bandwidth ( IHF): 10 Hz-45 kHz (factory limit 20 Hz-40 kHz). Frequency
response: 10 Hz-50 kHz (± 1dB). Input : 500 mV/50 k. 0/P loading: 4-16 ohms. Damping factor: 30.
Dimensions: 5/ • 18 • 13/ ins. Weight: 12 kg. Price: £183.95 inc. VAT. Distributor: Sanyo
Marubefl" UK) Ltd Sanyo House, Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts., WD2 4UQ.

1oudspeaker with asensitivity of, say, 8W
for 96 dB sound pressure level to the DIN
rating means that when 8W of ' pink noise'
signal is applied to the loudspeaker the sound
pressure level at 1metre from it under freefield hemispherical conditions is 96 dB or
12 microbars, which corresponds to 1.2 Pa and
to an energy of 4mW/m 2.The noise signal is
tailored ' white noise' (which is constant energy
per unit bandwidth) to represent the spectral
pressure distribution of music; but noise
shaped more to correspond to pop or orchestral
music has been advocated*.
96 dB is avery loud sound, but for realistic
hi-fi conditions the amplifier/loudsPeaker combination should be able to peak to this without
distress. The listening environment is obviously
removed from free-field conditions and we do
net listen at 1metre from the loudspeakers.
Most of our listening occurs in the reverberant
sound field, and two additional functions then
come into play—the reflective characteristics of
the room and the damping effects of the furnishings therein. The former tends to apply ' gain'
at certain frequencies and the latter to apply
attenuation. The average net attenuation in the
reverberant field relative to the 1metre hemispherical free-field depends on the parameters
of the particular room and to some degree on

A

the directivity of the loudspeakers. Measurements in my 60 m3 listening room indicate an
average attenuation of 9dB. Thus to obtain
96 dB reverberant field sound pressure 9dB
above 8W would need to be applied to the

loudspeaker of the sensitivity exampled at the
beginning, which works out to 63.54 W.
Fortunately, this power is shared by the two
stereo channels and by the two loudspeakers.
In practice, each stereo channel needs to be
somewhat more than half the total power so
calculated, and an amplifier around 40+40 W
allows me to peak at 96 dB sound pressure in
the reverberant field without getting too close
to amplifier clipping threshold.
What has all this to do with the Sanyo
DCX 8000K? Well, it shows that the audio
section of this receiver is capable of handling
these somewhat critical requirements without
distress even when the loudspeakers are relatively insensitive. Again, based on DIN, the
loudspeaker referred to would have an efficiency of 0.3%.
Some loudspeakers are more efficient than
this—few less efficient—and not all listeners
would wish to peak at 96 dB. On the other
hand, 100 dB peaks may be the aim of the
higher power-scale advocates, and to get this
steps up the power requirements of the amplifier
and loudspeakers by about 2.5 times relative to
96 dB. Larger rooms and more furnishings
also put greater strain on the power reserves.
In the average acoustical scene, however, the
audio department of the DCX 8000K is adequate. As shown under performance, the full 40
+40 W is available to clipping threshold (approx. 0-5 % distortion factor) over the full audio
spectrum ( and this is average continuous sine-

• James Moir: ' Efficiency of Loudspeakers', HFNIRR
June 1974, p71.
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SPECIAL OFFER IN HI-FI
SONY, SANYO, NATIONAL PANASONIC, HITACHI & VARIOUS OTHERS
Please Telephone or visit us for Leaflets and our Discounted Price.
AUDIO SYSTEM
Sony
HMW 20..
HMP 20
..
HMK 20
HMP 40 ..
HMK 40

..

P.
O.A.
....
.
P.O.A.
O.A.

SIR 6036A .. ..
P.O.A.
SIR
STR5088
6055
6046A .. ..
P.O.A.

..
..
P.O.A.
..
5177
..
P.O.A.
..
..
P.O.A.

ST
STEREO
70
7100
TUNERS
..
..
P.O.A.

ST 88 ..
National
..
ST 5055L
SG 1010L
..
SG 1050L
..
P.O.A.
ST 5150 .. ..
SG 1070L
..
P.O.A.
ST 5130 .. .. ..
..
P.O.A.
SG 205OLD
..
P.O.A.
STEREO CASSETTE

LOUDSPEAKERS
SS 70 ..
..
SS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLE SYSTEMS
PS 230 ..
PS 5520 ..
PS 5550 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TC 121 .
TC 124CS.
TC 133CS
..
TC 129
..
..
TC 131SD
..
TC 134SD
..
TC 146A
..
TC 152SD
..
TC 161SD
..
TC 177SD
..
HST 139
..
TAPE
TC 280
TC 377
TC 270
TC 630

DECKS
..
..
..
..

SARDAR DOGRA BROS. LTD.

•.
.•
.•
•.
•.
••
.•

..
SS
SS 5300A
..
SS
SS 7200 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECORDERS

Sanyo
G 2611K ..
GXT 4520KL • •
G 2615N
•
•
•.

AMPLIFIERS
TA 70 ..
TA 88 ..
TA 1066 ..
TA 1055 ..
TA 1150 ..
TA 1130 ..

Mail order specialists—add £1•25 per Item P & P

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SS 7300A

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE RECORDERS
CF 150 ..
••
CF 310L .. ..
••
CF 320 ..
•.
CF 420 ..
..
CF 550A
••
CF 620 ..
•.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COLOUR T.Vs.
KV 131OUB .. ..
KV 133OUB .. ..
KV 1810UB
..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

National
TC 85G ..
TC 86G

..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

..

P.O.A.

..

P.O.A.

Hitachi
CP 192

..

..

Portable TV's
TV 110UK

..
..

12 Months Parts & Labour Guarantee

6 HIGH STREET, SLOUGH, BUCKS. Tel. 21706 & 35689

(SEAS)
HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Seven systems now available from 10 to 70
watts.
SEAS, THE ELITE of SCANDINAVIAN LOUDSPEAKERS, are used by many of the principal
Hi -Fi Manufacturers throughout the world. Now
these superb Loudspeakers are available in the
U.K. in Kit form with full cabinet drawings and
crossover network and 8ohm impedance. Prices
range from £ 7.35 to £34.95 each ( excl. VAT).
Kit 35 illustrated here has two Er units and a 14"
Dome with a crossover frequency of 1500 cps.
The recommended cabinet volume is 30-40 litres,
Power Rating 60 watts and frequency response
30-20,000 cps. (
DIN 45 500).
Write for further details to the sole importer:

MACEE ElECIRONICS lID
P.O. BOX 64, Ipswich IP1 3LR.
Telephone: ( 0473) 215465.
Demonstration models at
Henry's, 354 Edgware Road,
Lindair, 227 Tottenham Ct. Road, London.
Trade enquiries welcome.

HIGH-FIDELITY

TYPE 15

KIT 35
(60 watts)

I

Sanyo DCX 8000K

I

ASS R01.1•OFF MILKY
AFFECTED BY SETTING
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wave power—the peak power is twice this!).
At lower powers the distortion yield is commendably low, but with the fundamental
filtered out and the residual greatly amplified a
crossover switching ' notch' is visible, but since
the average total harmonic distortion is then
so small, this is of minimal subjective significance. The distortion oscillogram also reveals
a fair amount of noise owing to the great
amplification applied.
1am now rationalising the measured parameters of power, power bandwidth, slewing
rate, frequency response and rise-time, and the
more technical readers will immediately
appreciate the value of this—particularly for
ease of comparison. Rise-time is being shown
by a 20 kHz square-wave of calibrated sweep
and amplitude corresponding to ten half
divisions of the graticule, the waveform being
adjusted relative to the graticule so that the 10
and 90 per cent amplitude points can easily be
located. The sweep is 5ihsecidiv, so the
accompanying 20 kHz square-wave indicates a
rise time of 6/Lsec. The relationship between
bandwith and rise time is B = KIT, where B is
the — 3dB high-frequency in Hz, T the rise
time in seconds and K a factor describing the
roll-off or phase characteristics of the amplifier.
K is typically 0.35 when a single-pole roll-off
characteristic obtains; but some amplifiers
exhibit a two-pole filter roll-off or some intermediate nature of response characteristic.
Thus by knowing the — 3dB bandwidth and
the rise-time K, and hence the nature of the
roll-off, K can be computed with little trouble.
K of this Sanyo model is about 0-28.

3. 1 kHz/852
4. 40 Hz/8n
5. Distortion factor10

though.
All in all, the receiver returned acceptable
frequency/amplitude response characteristics,
including the tone controls, departure from
RIAA and FM frequency response, the latter
with a good, swift roll-off into the 19 kHz
notch. The high filter could be better than the
mere 6dB/octave roll-off plotted, as this can be
virtually simulated by the treble control; the
12 dB/octave rate of the low filter, on the other
hand, is good.
The loudness filter (switchable) gives middle
frequency depression with a retarding volume
control setting, with less depression at the bass
than at the treble end, the net result being a
reasonable contour of equal loudness.
Amplitude limiting, mono and stereo noise
performance and signal strength meter dynamic

V/C AT -30dB

15

20

25

30

-35
10W8SI

time).
The remaining square-waves signify astable
design with low bass roll-off (sloping tops of
the 40 Hz waveform) and mild LF phase shift
(shown by the curvature top and bottom). On
pickup it was found that the bass roll-off
characteristic is affected by the setting of the
volume control. The effect is only mild,

LOUDNESS CHARACTERISTIC

SANYO DCX 80001( RECEIVER

dB

1. 20 kHz Elt), rise-tenie 6msec
(sweep 5µS/dIv)
2. 10 kHz 1311/2pf ( sweep 10pSidiv)

The rise-time gives the amplifier's response to
small signals of both sinusoidal and transient
nature, and this response obtains provided that
the amplifier's maximum slewing rate is not
exceeded. The measured slewing rate of the
DCX 8000K (6.67 V/esec) implies that this
limiting occurs at 41.5 kHz, and in view of this
there could be merit in applying a lower frequency limit by way of the amplifier's smallsignal response (
i.e., slightly increasing the rise

0.037%1kHz

20

511

100

200

500
1000
FREQUENCY IN Hz
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10K
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AROUND

The latest, and one of the greatest of
Amstrad's accomplishments in the field
of hi-fi, this model enables you to
appreciate true stereophonic fidelity
within the confines of your car. Superbly
engineered, the Amstrad 9000 has highly
developed internal circuitry giving
powerful signal response to mono or
stereo broadcasts. The Cassette Tape
section too performs excellently, and the
COMPLETE WITH
unit will fit any car (' in- dash'). Total Music
Power is 16 watts, frequency response
SPEAKERS
100Hz to 10,00G Hz. A truly remarkable unit
with the usual Amstrad quality and value for
money. Also suitable for use in boat or caravan.

• 16 watts Total Music Power
• Dual AM/FM wavebands
• Multiplex Stereo on FM band with
Stereo Beacon

• Independent Stereo balance and
tone controls

49)

• Precision manual tuning control
• Cassette fast forward wind
• Auto-stop

Available from CAVENDISH SALES London, El DUO- SOUND London 612. ELECTRONIC
SERVICES Belfast, ELENA MAE Scotland, GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
London, W2, Ni, Wit, NI6, BIrmengham, Ilford, Portsmouth, Readmg, Watford LASKYS
London WI, WC?, W2, EC4, Romford, Southend, Tunbrodge Wells, Lelcester, Northampton,
Wolverhampton, Croydon, Ifingston, RIchrnond, EfirrnIngham. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow.
ROY NEWTON Burnmeam, Bournemouth, BrIstol, Dudley, West Bromwlch, Wolverhampton.
CardM R & B SYSTEMS Bevleyheath, Barkmg, Eltham, Ravnes Park, Boscornbe, Newport.
RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford. SEXTONS London, WC2. HADLEIGH

In case ol dilliculty, write for illustrated brochure and address of nearest stockist to :
Wept HNF 5 ) A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD, 89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON.
LONDON, ES. Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9, Telex t264869.

.. and now take AMSTRAD wherever you go!

Please send illustrated literature on the Amstrad
9000 and address of nearest stockist.
Name
Address

HEN 5

SANYO DCX 8000K RECEIVER

range are all revealed by the curves in the FM
graph. The noise curves are subjected to
A- weighting and the output curve is based on
100 % modulation level ( IkHz) with the volume
control at — 20 dB. The signal is PD across

TONE CONTROL AND FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

WC AT -20dB

20

15

75 ohms.
The meter dynamic range curve is less compressed than some recently examined receivers,
but such compression on the Sanyo is of less
importance since a second centre-zero meter is
included for accurate tuning. It needs a little
over 30 µV encoded signal to get the decoder
to switch on, but then the S/N ratio is 50 dB,
which is realistically usable. Full limiting
occurs desirably early. These are very acceptable curves, indicating excellent sensitivity and

10

5
0
dB 0

noise performance.
Front-end selectivity is provided by three
variable- tuned circuits in front of the mixer
which, with the RF amplifier, is a field-effect
transistor. The overall design provides a good
input signal dynamic range.
Mechanical
capacitors are used for tuning, which cut the Q
losses that can result from capacitor-diodes.

••••
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unless stated otherwise. Signal voltage PD across
SANYO DCX 8000K RECEIVER
Measurements made at 240 V 50 Hz mains input into 8 ohm resistive dummy loads. FM test frequency 95 MHz
COMMENT
75 ohms.
PERFORMANCE
AUDIO SECTION:
Power capacity at 1 kHz, both channels driven to clipping threshold into 8 ohm loads
40+40 W power bandwidth ..

43+43 W
20 Hz-24.7 kHz
6.67 V/e;sec

Approx. 0.5% distortion factor at clipping threshold.
Distortion at terminals as above.

One

channel only driven. i
v = 41.5 kHz.

Slewing rate, ref. 40 W 8 ohms
..
..

Frequency response
—1 dB ..
—3 dB ..

16 Hz-22.35 kHz
12 Hz-48.1 kHz

Slightly earlier — 3 dB h.f. roll- off would be desirable ref. slewing rate.

6 e‘ sec

See 20 kHz rise-time oscillogram.

Rise-time .. • •
Distortion factor, ref. 8 ohms
Power

20 Hz%*

1 kHz%

20 kHz%

40+40 W
20+20 W
10+10 W
1+1 W

0.5
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.5
0.038
0.038
0.047

0.5
0.17
0.19
0.19

Good hi-fi values. For nature of the distortion see
the distortion factor oscillogram. Crossover
artifacts minimal.

•Includes ripple components.

40

Damping factor .•
155 mV/86 dB (91 dB)
2 mV/61 dB ( 71 dB)

Inputs (sensitivity/S/N ratio)
Auxiliary and tape ..
Pickups 1 and 2
()
A- weighting.

0.8 mV/8 ohms

Residual hum and noise ..
160 mV

Measured per BSI at 40 Hz, 2 W, ref. 8 ohms.
Measured

ref. 40 W

8 ohms.

Good and useful

values.
With volume control at minimum. Corresponds to
8 10

W.

Excellent and more than adequate.

Magnetic pickup overload threshold
Stereo separation
1 kHz ..
10 kHz ..

66 dB
56 dB
..

20 dB exactly, at 1kHz

Audio muting ..
FM SECTION:

<1.5 0/

Excellent values.

Measured at pickup ref. 40 W

8 ohms output.
Useful for quick power reduction without altering
setting of volume control.
Excellent value.

114F least usable sensitivity
50 dB S/N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..
Ultimate S/N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..

2.8 “V
32 i‘V
77 dB
75 dB
- 2.5 dB

Capture ratio

Excellent values.

Ref. 100% modulation. Excellent values.
Readout affected by spurious beats, but excellent
value.

55 dB

Average value, better + 400kHz than — 400 kHz.

Alternate channel selectivity ( IHF)

78 dB

Very good value.

Front-end selectivity . •

50 dB

AM rejection ratio ..

72 dB

Image rejection ratio .. • •

•
100 dB

Repeat spot suppression ratio
Distortion factor
Mono ..
Stereo .. • •

0.2%,
0.4%
38 dB

Approx. value, ref. 30% modulation ( BSI).
At 95 MHz.
Excellent, indicates high signal handling ability.
Ref. 2W 8 ohms, 1kHz and 100% mod.
meter at zero point for least distortion.

Tuning

Approx. value ref. 1kHz.

Stereo separation
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AMPLIFIERS
(C & I£1251
Aka, AA.5200 .. £69.38
AA.5500 .. £90.27
AA.5800 £ 131.94
Amarad 1C.2000/
Mk. II
£32.04
IC.4000/Mk. II £25.95
8000 .. £20.01
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
B& 0
F.R.A.
Goodmans 40-40 £62.96
Leak 2100 .. £81.06
2200 .. £ 102.29
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.520 £57-74
RH.52 I .. £ 104.05
Pioneer SA.500A £42.14
SA.6200 .. £73.71
SA.7100 .. £98-26
SA.8100 .. £ 141-26
SA.9100 .. £ 175.94
Quad 33/303 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrookp.O.A.
Ravensbourne
P.O.A.
Panthera A75
P.O.A.
Rotel RA.2Il £38.43
RA.311 •. £50-36
RA.61I £78•59
RA.810 .. £ 101.05
RA 1210 £ 126-70
Sansui AU.I01; AU.505;
AU.6500; AU.7500;
AU.9500--P.O.A.
Sinclair 2000/Mk.111 £29.37
4000
£44.06
Sony TA.70; TA.88; TA.
1055; TA. 1130: TA.
1150; TA.I066;
TA.
3140E-P.O.A.
Tandberg TA.300
P.O.A.
TA.300M
P.O.A.
Trio 700C; KA.1200; KA.
1600; KA.4002A; KA.
4004; KA.6004; KA.
8004-P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton
(T)
£35•28
Linton Mk 11 (T) £46.31

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
(C & I £ 125)
Aka. AA.8030 £99.14
AA.8080 £ 25.67
Amstrad 5000 .. £58-70
Armstrong 625; 626 P.O.A.
B &
F.R.A.
Dynatron
Goodmans Mod. 90 £97- IS
One Ten .. E113-48
1-20
E120-11
Leak 2000 AM/FM £ 127•85
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.690 £39.95
R1-L720
£ 187.20
RH.732
E99-98
RH.734 .. £ 12010
RH.90I £62.40
Pioneer SX.300 [63-78
LX.424 .. £ 128.36
SX.434
032.99
SX.535
.. El 1314
SX.636• • £ 132.63
SX.737 £ 164-22
SX.838 .. £210.48
SX 939
•. £232•50
SX.I010 £287•60
Rogers RavensbrookP.O.A.
Rotel RX.I50A £54-21
RX.152 £60.63
RX.202 £68•97

RX.402 .. £93-03
RX.454 .. £ 158-78
RX.602 £ 120-29
RX.802 £ 153•90
Sansui 210; 310; 441; 551:
661; 771; 88I-P.O.A.
Scandyna..
F.R.A.
Sony STR.6036A
P.O.A.
STR.6046A
P.O.A.
STR.6055
P.O.A.
STR.6200F
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10; TR.
200; TR.I000; TR.I010
MPX-P.O.A.
Trio KR.2300; KR.2400:
KR.3400: KR.4400; KR
5400; KR.6400; KR.
7400-P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton
Mk. 2 ..
166.49
Linton Mk. 2 .. £77-25

TUNERS
(C & 1El 251
Akai AT.550 £69-38
AT.850 - £97.16
Amstrad MPX.3111110 £26•441
Armstrong
624
623 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
B & 0 ..
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
Leak 2300
E81-83
Marantz
F.R.A.
Philips RH.62I
£97.29
Pioneer TX.500A
£58.41
TX.6200
£66•20
1X7 loo
£16-77
TX.8100
£102•19
TX.9100
£135•6I
Quad FM3
. . .
Rogers Ravensbrook ( Chassis); Ravensbrook
(Cased); Ravensbourne
(Chassis;) Ravensbourne ( Cased); Panthera T75-P.O.A.
Rotel RT.222 £38-43
RT.322 •. £54-21
RT.622 .. £86-28
RI 1220 £ 107.45
Sansui TU.505; TU.7500;
TU.9500-P.O.A.
Sinclair 2000 .. £29-37
4000 .. .. £36.72
Sony ST.70; ST.88; ST.
5055L; 51.5066: ST.
5130; ST.S150-P.O.A.
Trio 7001; KT.1300; KT.
2001A: KT.4005; KT.
8005-P.O.A.

242/244 PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1
Tel: 01-837 8200 ( Mon- Sat 96 .Thurs 91)

20
43
54
07
97
25

K.E.F. Coda (T); Cantor
(T); Chorale (T); Cadenza (T); Concerto (T),
Monitor 104
P.O.A.
Leak 2020 .. £44.74
2030 ..
£6017
2060 .. £ 104-12
2075
£ 199.09
Marsden Hall XL.I0 £29-87
XL.I5
£34-58
XL.20
£42-29
XL.30
£82-24
3522 .. £95.00
4522 .. £ 115-81
Mordaunt-Short
F.R.A.
Quad Electrostatic P.O.A.
Rank Domus 150 £26.77
175
£34.33
250
£53-86
350
£78•41
. .. £ 113-06
Rogers BBC Monitor LS3/5A ..
P.O.A.
LS3/6 .. ..
P.O.A.
Sansui .. ..
F.R.A.
Sinclair Q.I6 .. £ 14.35

86SB Mod. .. £34-24
86513 Mod.-1- Cart. £38-39
Zero 100SB Chass.£36-86
Zero 100SB Mod. £47-11
Zero 100SB Mod.
+Cart. .. £52-49
401 Chassis .. £38-84
Goldring GL.72 £26-42
GL.72P
.. £35-23
GL.75 .. • • £33.69
GL.75P .. £43.60
GL.78PC • • £58-35
GL.85PC . • £77-06
G.I0 IPC .. £24.22
J.V.C. . • •
F.R.A.
Leak 2001. .. £ 111.44
Philips GA.209 .. £90-63
GA.21 2 .. £59.72
GA.407 .. £36.23
Pioneer PLI2D £38-43
PLI2S
£67.30
PLISO
£58-88
PLA.45D £81-08
PLSIA
£ 111-21
PL7I
£ 124-38
Rank Domas BD.
2000.
E4I-27
BA 4000
..
f.51-51
BD.6000 .. £65-33
Sansui SR.212; SR.313; SR.
1050C-P.O.A.
Sony PS.230
P.O.A.
PS.5520
P.O.A.
PS.5550
P.O.A.

SPECIAL OFFER
Wharfedale WHD20 OUR PRICE £69•95 C& IEl -25
A superb 1975 model Dolby cassette deck with
remarkable overall ultra Hi Fi performance.
Sansui SC737 OUR PRICE £ 111•39 C & I £ 1•25
One of che finest ' Dolby' cassette decks available
at an unbeatable low cash price.
Akai CR810 OUR PRICE £ I5
C& I81-50
An 8-Track cartridge record/playback unit at
unbeatable low price.
Sony SS.70; SS.5088;
S. Thorens TD.125/II
5177; SS.5300A; SS
Chassis .. £68.58
7100;
55.7200;
SS .
TD.I25AB/Mk II £ 106.14
7 300A-P.O.A.
TD.125AB/M15E0
Trio
F.R.A.
£13006
Wharfedale DenTD.160C £58•38
ton 2 (T)
£29-17
TD.165/C £50-39
Linton 2 (T)
£36.58
TD.160C/0 £82-29
Glendale 3 (T)
£57•138
Transcriptor Ref.
P.O.A.
Dovedale 3 (T)
£83•29
Ref. 9-/le
P.O.A.
Kingsdale 3 (T) £116-63
Trio KP.2022A; KP.3002;
Linton 2 Kit ..
£17-51
KP.5022A-P.O.A.
Glendale 3 Kit
£31•97
Dovedale 3 Kit
£49-48

PICK-UP ARMS

SPEAKERS
(C & 1Bookshelf f1•95)
(C & IConsole f2-25)
A.R. AR-2AX; AR-3A Improved; AR-4XA; AR5; AR-6; AR7-: ARMST; AR-LST-P.O.A.
Amstrad Acousta
1500.. ..
t23•92
2500 ..
nes3
B & 0
F.R.A.
& W DM2A; DM4; 05;
DM.70 Imp.-P.O.A.
Bose
F.R.A.
Celestion County £40.86
Hadleigh £35 00
Dicton 10 .. £37.93
Dicton 15 .. £58.40
Ditton 25 .. £ 116.86
Ditton 44 .. £96 40
Dicton 66 .. £ 176.86
Dicton 120 .. £43-78
Decca Deram £27.46
Dynatron

82 HIGH HOLBORN, WC1
Tel 01-242 7401 ( Mon- Fri 9-6. Sat 9-1)

Goodmans Dimension 8 .. £ 125
Goodwood .. £88
Havant SL
(43
Magnum SL £83
Mezzo SL
£65
Minsters SL £ 35

( & 15 )
Connoisseur SAU.2
S.M.E. 3009 Imp.
(Oct. Head)
3009 Imp. ( Fix.
Head) ..
Transcriptor Fluid
Arm r/10..

£12.11
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(C & 1El.25)
P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Connoisseur Bol
Kit .. £ 11-28
BD2 Assembly £34-98
G
d SP 25 Mk
IV Chassis .. £ 13.95
SP.25 Mk IV Mod.+
Cart.
f.25.44
86SB Chassis .. £26-26

CARTRIDGES
(C & 125p)
Shure V15/Mk. 3
Imp.
M55E
M75E.12
M7SED2

£S•79
E8.57
E10.42

AUDIO SYSTEMS
(C & IE2 25)
&O .
F.R.A.
Dynatron
F.R.A.
Goldring Lenco
ST.800E) £ 165•14
Goodmans Mod. 1-10
Comp. (T) .. £ 198-79
Mod. 1-10 Comp.
(W)
£202-86
Mod. 80 Comp.
(T)
£ 136.31
Mod. 80 Comp.
(W)
£ 140-46

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Mod. 90 Comp.
Sony TC.55; TC.66; TC.68;
(T)
£ 176-70
TC.92; TC.95A; IC.
Mod. 90 Comp.
96L; TC.182; TC.121;
(W)
£ 180.13
TC.124CS: IC. 129: IC.
J.V.C.
F.R.A.
13150 ( D); TC.133CS:
Philips RH.802+
TC.134SD ( D); IC.
Spkrs. £ 181.16
146A; TC.152SD ( D);
RH.802-Spkrs. £ 124.13
TC.16ISD ( D);
IC.
RF.838 .. £75.76
17750 ( D)-P.O.A.
RF.839 .. £56-00
Tandberg TCD.310
RH.85I .. £ 133-53
(D)
P.O.A.
RH.90I .. £86.07
Teat A.I40 (D); A.I60 ( D);
RH.943 + Spkrs. £ 160-36
A.360 ( D); A.450 ( D)
Sanyo G.2611 .. £ 152-73
-P.O.A.
G.26 I
5N .. £75.34
Trio KX.710 ( D)
P.O.A.
GXT.4520KL £ 116.21
Uher CR.I24
P.O.A.
GXT.4521K £ 113•71
Wollensak 4766(D) P.O.A.
GXT.4540K £ 148.11
Yamaha TB.700 ( D) P.O.A.
GXT.4730KL £ 100.69
GXT.4731K .. £ 114-34
DXT.5500K £ 120.32
CASSETTE RADIO/
Sony HMK.20: HMP.20;
RECORDERS
HMW.20; SQP.20;
HMP.40: HMP.70; HST ( C & 1 £ 1-25)
139; HP. 51 1A-P.O.A.
J.V.C. 9310LS/LF
P.O.A.
Philips RR.200 £39.59
RR.332 £42•23
CASSETTE DECKS/
RR.333 .. £43-58
Sanyo M.2400FG £34-55
RECORDERS
M.2424FG £39.97
(C & 1EI-25)
MR.414I £38.97
Akai CS.30D
M.4400FG .. £68-40
£58-52
CS.33D (D) ..
Sony
CF. 150; CF.310L; CF.
£71-26
320: CF.420L: CF.550A
GXC.36D
£74-57
CF
620-P.O.A.
GXC.38 ( D) ..
£92-53
GXC.38D (D)
£99.14
GXC.40T
£125.32
GXC.36D (D)
£106.16
GXC.65D ( D)
£115.41
RECORDERS
GXC 75D ( D)
£134•65
(C & 1 £ 1-75)
GXC.510 ( D) .. £ 127-92
Akai 2600 £ 145 44
Amstrad 6000 .. £37-56
GX.400DP . £ 429 90
7000 ( D) .. £53-10
I722L . £ 93 91
B &
F.R.A.
4000DS .. £87 63
Deccasound DC.I 100
4000DB ( D) .. £ 125.92
P.O.A.
Ferrograph
713;
7502:
DC.2130() (D)
P.O.A.
75020 ( D); 7522;
Goodmans SCD.I00
7522D ( D)-P.O.A.
(D) .. £ 105•51
Harmon Kardon
J.V.C. 1406; 1695-P.O.A.
Philips N.4308 .. £44 28
HK.1000D(D) P.O.A.
N.4414 .. £82 35
J.V.C. 1656; 1667; 1668;
N.44I6 .. £ 99 80
1679; 9470-P.O.A,
N.44I8
£ 137 35
Leak 2002 ( D) .. £95-33
N.4450 . £ 234 84
Neal 102 TranN.4510
..
£ 127 14
scription ( D)
P.O.A.
RT.I01 1 .. £ 237 99
103 ( D)
P.O.A.
RT.1020L
£297-53
Nakamichi DT.550 ( D); TT.
Revox A77/1102/4
P.O.A.
700; TT.1000--P.O.A.
Ah/DL. 1132 ( D) P.O.A.
Philips N.2203
E17-20
.2204
Sony TC.270; TC.280; IC.
£21 41
N.2204
377; TC.458; TC.630:
£30 44
TC.645; TC.755; IC.
N.22Il
£20 82
N.2220
756-2-P.O.A.
£23 40
N.222I
Tandberg 1521; 1542;
£21 75
332IX; 3341X; 344IX;
N.2225
£43 61
3600XD ( D); 9121 X;
N.2400-f-Spkrs.
£65 94
914IX-P.O.A.
N.2401S-1-Spkrs
£83 34
N.24015 ..
Teat A.1030; A.1230; A.
£65 94
1250S; A.3300-10; A.
N.2405
£S7 03
330011; A.3300-12; A.
N.2506
£46 58
N.2510
4070G;
A.4300;
A.
£90 58
7 030GSL-P.O.A.
EL.3302P
£15 42
Pioneer CT.3 I3IA
Uher 724; 40001C; 42001C;
44001C-P.O.A.
(D)
£ 73 09

TAPE DECKS/

CT.4141A (D) £ 94 90
CT.515I ( D) .. £ 107 80
CTF.717I (D) ¿ 128-76
Sansui SC.636; SX.737P.O.A.
Sanyo M.2000G .. £26.46
M.2250G . £ 28 85
M.4000G • • £ 50 00
mRAoto .. £ 30 13
RD.4250G (D) £ 88 16
RD.4300 ( D) .. £ 90 25
RD.4600G ( D) £ 177 75

LJSOUNCI
HI Fl CENTRES
MAIL ORDER DEPT. 82 HIGH HOLBOR N,

LONDON WC1

I

CARTRIDGE TAPE
DECK/RECORDERS
(C & 1E1-50)
Akai GXR.82
B.S.R. TD.8S
J.V.C. 1202
1205U .. ..
Philips N.2223 ..
N.2509 .. ..
Wollensak 8075..

£ 94 41
£ 13 98
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£ 39 59
£ 65.26
P.O.A.

87/100 PIONEER MARKET,
ILFORD LANE, ILFORD
Tel 01-478 2291 ( Mon- Sat 96 Thurs 9-1)

d

36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, SE13

Tel: 01-852 2399 ( Mon- Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-1)

Cartridges for CD - 4
Roderick Snell
(The first of two articles discussing the background to these
tests appears on page 99)
labelled ' Quadradial' as opposed to Shibata,
has asmaller bottom radius than do the other
types reviewed here.
Mounted in an SME lightweight shell, and
set to play at 2grams on an ' Improved' SME
arm loaned for these tests, the cartridge was
first tried with known 2-channel stereo discs.
For stereo, a Marantz 4-channel amplifier was
used; for CD-4, a JVC 4DD-5 decoder was
interposed between cartridge and amplifier. A
modified model was obtained from JVC ( UK)
with extended base-band response for test purposes; new decoders from JVC and other
No part of any
manufacturers will include these and other
HEN RR review may be
improvements.
reproduced without
The output of the amplifier was fed to both
the Editor's written
a pair of Stax SR3 electrostatic headphones
permission
and acustom built four-speaker system, using
KEF midrange and bass speakers allied to open
ribbon tweeters. Ribbon tweeters and electroTesting a number of CD-4 pressings, it was
static ' phones were chosen for their ability to
possible to reduce the tracking force to 3
expose deficiencies in the high frequency part
This Pickering cartridge was one of the first
grams, due to the closer control of levels on
of the spectrum—this being the area where,
ion-Japanese CD-4 types to appear in the
these records: Ihave no CD-4 discs in which
traditionally, the gramophone record has its
USA, where it has been available since the end
the base-band signal goes over the top' in the
worst faults.
of 1973.
way that 2-channel records do.
While the overall sound from the UV- I5/
It consists of asmall Mumetal case without
At three grams, the CD-4 performance was
2400Q was smooth at low and medium levels,
any decoration or weighty frills except the
good; a generally smooth base-band signal
hardness and a tendency to break-up on
Dustamatic' brush, which should be removed
with the accurate stereo positioning that comes
heavy orchestral passages forced us to check
for tests and left off if the owner can rise to a
the cartridge carefully for optimum tracking
better record cleaning system. This brush will
weight and side-thrust correction. Tracking
push aside the larger, lighter dust particles
ability was checked at 30 Hz, 300 Hz and
which might fall onto the disc during playing,
10 kHz using a number of test discs with
but it should not be expected to do more than
known reference levels. At two grams, the
this, particularly with CD-4records.
cartridge would handle 32 Hz at + 22 dB, ref.
In addition to the usual set of four coils, the
1cm/s at 1kHz ( RIAA corrected), which gave
UV- 15 body includes an inverted horse-shoe
an adequate margin for the additional forces
magnet placed between the rear end of the
due to mid and high audio frequency moducantilever and the ' generator', which in this
lation, CD-4carriers and warps. The problem
case is a hollow tube of ferrous metal instead
lay in the mid-audio range, where four grams
of a magnet. This technique adds one or two
were needed to cope with a lateral signal of
grams to the cartridge mass, but allows the
+ 15 dB, ref. 1cm/s. This level is representinertia of the stylus to be reduced.
ative of heavily modulated records, and leaving
The cantilever plus generator are 11 mm.
aside the problems of CD-4 and warps, this
overall, which is on the long side, and the diacartridge needs four grams for reliable tracking
mond, of cylindrical section, has its tip well off
Pickering UV-15 2400Q
of the more difficult 2-channel stereo records.
the axis of the cantilever. The stylus contour,

EQUIPA1ENT
REVIEW

Pickering UV- 15
2400Q

hinges down from the rear but has only avery
Sanyo DCX 8000K Receiver
Ceramic filters yield the IF channel selectivity, while integrated circuits supply the gain
and limiting performance.
Excellent figures were obtained from the FM
measurements, as shown by the performance
results. The only trouble was the measurement of alternate channel selectivity; here the
average value is given owing to asymmetry at
the + 400 and — 400 kHz frequencies.
The AM section has aseparate IF strip, also
with ceramic filtering for the selectivity.
FM aerial inputs at both 300 ohms balanced
and 75 ohms unbalanced are provided, and for
AM there is the usual rear ferrite rod aerial and
external aerial terminal. The ferrite rod aerial

small swivel range.
The receiver is attractively presented with
buffed and plated fascia, matching controls and
push-buttons and a tinted upper scale section.
The two meters are located at the left-hand side
of the scale and full illumination is provided.
There are facilities for two tape machines with
inter-dubbing, for a microphone and a stereo
headphone set, and for two pairs of loudspeakers, all with afull switching scope. Rear
phono sockets are used for connecting the programme signal sources, which include two
pickups, two tapes (recording, replay and
monitoring) with DIN socket duplication for
one circuit, and pre and power amplifier connections with link plugs normally connecting
the two sections. All the measurements were

made with the links in situ— i.e., as an integrated amplifier. Spring-loaded connectors are
employed for the loudspeaker cables. There is
no mains outlet.
The receiver is housed in a well made and
nicely-grained wooden sleeve, and the mains
supply is connected through three-core cable,
giving an earthing conductor.
In summary, then, a well designed and
attractively presented receiver of honest
specifications and of sufficient power yield
for the medium-to-larger room, with an FM
section of interest to the service area as well as
the fringe area listener. The circuit design is
state-of-art and includes direct coupling to the
loudspeakers.
Gordon J. King
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Your

Dealer

Your

LONDON AREA

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.

Your

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

Ozággpzilfffi
I& 2 PEAS HILL

287-289 EDGWARE ROAD

CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 01 -723 5891

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

DERBYSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE HI-FI ?
APPOINTED TECHNICS CENTRE AND
ROGERS BBC MONITORS
Main Agents for: Armstrong. Accuphase. Acos,
Ariston, A.R., Marantz, Fisher, KLH, Revox, Quad,
Teac, Bose, Scan-Dyna, HK, Nikko, Sony, Uher,
Saba, Hitachi, Omar, J.B. Lansing, Cambridge,
Neal, Sugden, Ekco, Larson, Toshiba, Tannoy,
B & O. IMF, Tandberg. KEF, Trio, T. Laney, Sanyo,
Mai, Pioneer, Richard Allan.
Demonstration Lounge. Cosh Discounts, Terms.
SHEFFIELD VIDEO CENTRE
101 & 107 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield 511 SHY
Tel.: 23365

CHESHIRE

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscornbe Road,
CROYDON. CRO 7AF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Dealer

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Comprehensive stock of equipment by
leading makers. Demonstrations of most items.
LONDON W2 IBE

Dealer

S'IL DIO ONE
A new Hi Fi Demonstration Studio where only
the best is available. Choose from: Bang & Olufsen,
Sony, Quad, Marantz, K.E.F., K.L.H., A.R., Sonab,
Armstrong, J.V.C.. Harman Kurdos, etc.
the hi-fi centre
green lane, wilmslow, cheshire SK9 1LW
telephone: wilmslow 24766
Personal attention of R. S. Bi rd

o
e Evenin
Part excha
d
e H
i
bdemonstrations
eAt least 2 y full guarantee
e Closed W d d e C
eappointment.
Phone Wilmslow 22112 for a Studio One
g

emonstrat
nge
ons
ome y appointment

DEVONSHIRE

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST,

Tel: 63319

ears

e

nes

ay

ar parking

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

—LONDON S.E.9& KENT_
APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
D YNATRON—KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

HERMLYN HiFi 850-9548
230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66-33101

DAYBURN HI-FI
The North London Hi Fi Specialists
Main dealers for Sony, Marantz, QUAD,
B & W, TEAC, National, Koss, etc.
Excellent demonstration facilities. Sound advice.
20 ALDERMANS HILL, THE TRIANGLE,
PALMERS GREEN, NI3 4PN. Phone: 01-886 7878.
(Adjacent Palmers Green B.R. Station,
Hertford North Lote).

Rex Radio
Bang & Olufsen
i
v Main Dealer

est)

301 Kilburn Lane, London W9
as,...„../ Telephone 01-969 1770
BEDFORDSHIRE

Charlesworths
HI—FI CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342
For all your Hi -Fi requirements
* Easy parking

BEOVISION
to BEOCORD
./BEOLA13
BEOGR AM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOM IC
Warrinc ton Electric
auj

57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

Telephone: Bedford ( 0234) 854133
Closed Mondays
Open until 8 p.m. Fridays
For those who require.—
*
*
*
*
*

l

PERSONAL ATTENTION
LEADING MAKES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
SERVICING OF ALL HI- F1 MAKES

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WTH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

IN PLYMOUTH
and

serving

the south-west

Quality
equipment,
comparator
demonstrations, deliveries, guarantees, service
AND discounts. Credit too If required, of
course, at the largest hi- fl showrooms In
the South-West.
PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth
Tel: 69511 (
over Brook St. Bureau)

DORSET

BEDFORD AUDIO
76 BEDFORD RD., KEMPSTON,
BEDS. MK42 8BB

164 SIdwell Street,
75048
44, r4m41144L 1.84

*Demonstration facilities * After sales service

)
>

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW
HI- F1 AND UNIT AUDIO

Tandberg, Dual, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Trio, Pioneer,
Kef, B & W, Richard Allan, Altai.
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

QUALITY HI-FI
OF POOLE

The Specialist

Hi- F,

EqUIPrnellÉ

Shop

Personal Attention - Demonstrations
Hi -Fi Servicing - Part Exchanges
Leading Makes Stocked
SS NORTH ROAD, POOLE
Tel., Parkstone 742706
Open Noon to 8 p.m.

Closed Wed.

10-5 Sat.
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Dealer

Four

ESSEX

(Loughion) CO. LTD.

LANCASHIRE

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOIJGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

SOUND
SPECIALISTS
inHighFidelity
•

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street, Epping, Essex Tel: 74242

7o-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232 -

• Comparator demonstrations of most leading
makes
• Easy parking. Open Thursday until 8 pm
• Approved agents: AR, Armstrong, 13 & W,
Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF, Larson,
Linn-Sondek, Lustraphone, Marantz, Pioneer,
Quad, Scan-Dyna, Spendor, Sonab, Sony,
Stanton, Tannoy, Technics, Trio

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 Hursley Road

Chandlers Ford

Tel: 2827

KENT
SONY

byhal
o Catedr
the

0
4'
Dual

centre

orre

SONY

SONY

lei 57693

,geee
Buy with Confidence
At least 1years Guarantee on
parts and labour.
The best in Hi-Fidelity Sound

HOCKLEY AUDIO
Main Agents for—
KEF • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • B & W
MONITOR AUDIO
TRIO
MARANTZ
PIONEER
THORENS • GOLDRING • GARRARD
TEAC • KOSS— plus many others.
Free parking — Competitive prices — Friendly service
WELL WORTH A VISIT !

31, Spa Road, Hocicley, Essex
Telephone 6835

SONY .

CPtNTERBURY

LEADING DEALER

2

FOR

soN-y•

AUOIO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE . TOE
RECORDERS
COLOUR TV

8

2

19, SUN ST. CANTERBURY — 66316 o
SONY

SONY

57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

HAROLD STOTT
ST. HELENS' LEADING HI- Fl DEALER

R.E.CRANFIELD
2
o
SONY

BEOVISION
IBEOCORD
,./BEOLAB
e BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOMIC
(Welay, `Mittn Ltd.

Stockists of leading brand names
B & 0. SONY, DYNATRON, TOSHIBA,
MARANTZ, HACKER, MORDAUNT SHORT,
KEF, QUAD, Etc., Etc.
*
*

Comparator Demonstrations
2 Years' Free Service.

18, Westfield Street, St. Helens, Tel.: 34141

SONY

WHITSTABLE

Tele -Radio Co. Ltd.
Hitachi/Gold Seal, Sony, Celestion,
Toshiba, Koss
2 Year Guarantee
Own After Sales Service

15-17 OXFORD STREET
WHITSTABLE Tel.: 2028

Buy from the specialists for professional advice and expert service. Agents for: ADC, Akai,
Armstrong, B& W, Dual, Ferrograph, G
d,
Goldring-Lenco, Jensen, KEF, Koss, Leak, Mordaunt-Short, Quad, Rogers, Shure, SME, Sonab,
Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, and a full range of complementary accessories.

WARRINGTON
HI-FI SYSTEMS
Stockists of: Harman Kardon, JBL, IMF, Quad, Cambridge Audio, Rogers BBC Monitors, NEAL, Fisher,
Armstrong, Linn-Sondek, Transcriptors, Richard
Allan, KLH, Micro, Monitor Audio, Dual, Radford
Monitors and many more.
118 Buttermarket Street.

Telephone: 32981.

Open: Tues., Wed. and Sat. 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 2-5 p.m.
After hours sales and consultancy. Telephone: 67955.

BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

D. E. HADAWAY & SON LTD
95-97 Watling Street, Gillingham
Tel

Medway 50058
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Man. Dir. J. Hadaway, FSERT. MISES
HAMPSHIRE

olloggfie, 1118111
12

BARGATE

STREET

SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE
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B OLTON

LANCASHIRE

SONAR

FOR
EQUIREMENTS
ALL YOUR
R
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LIMITED

Quality
HI.F1

ciatelmsferel
6Cornhill,Clielrnsford

Dealer

FORRESTER'S

Telephone: 01-508 2715

sow>

Your

HAMPSHIRE [continued]

SO UND SUP PLIES
HI-FI
SHOWROOM

Dealer

just listen to

it

PRESTON

ELECTRA CENTRE

SPEAKERS, TUNER AMPS, TURNTABLES

(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

all stocked at

Comparator Demonstrations of
most leading makes
B. & O., Sony, Trio, Quad, etc.

AUDIO CORNER
117 PORTLAND ST., SOUTHPORT
Telephone: 59404

Open 9.30 -6p.m.

Late Nights, Thurs. Fri. 8 pon.
Comparator Demonstration.
Adequate Parking Space

8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

from high separation, and a ' tight' well
damped sound, if slightly hard in comparison
with the very best 2-channel pickups.
Carrier signal tracking was good, with a
minimum of the ' fall-out' which is a noisy and
uncomfortable effect caused by momentary
loss of FM carrier signal. Although more consistent than earlier CD-4 cartridges, the actual
quality of the sound derived from the carrier
signal was slightly ' fuzzy' if heard on its own.
From this, one would have expected poor
carrier range separation figures, but as can be
seen from the graphs, this was not the case.
Transient response, checked with a rectangular waveform of 25 ms period, showed
this to be above average; the heavy damping
giving a minimum of overshoot. Frequency
response was smooth, without serious deviation, with aflat, damped peak at about 24 kHz
falling gently to a level only 24 dB down at
50 kHz.
While the high mechanical impedance at
middle-fequencies prevents this cartridge getting a recommendation for 2-channel stereo
use, it performs quite well as a4-channel transducer if used at the manufacturer's upper
tracking force limit of 3grams.

from any commercially available cartridge
heard so far. Overcut stepeo records at 1.5
grams, or fractionally higher, were handled
comfortably, even those which had given
trouble with the standard SL 15.
Results with CD-4 records were also firstclass, and the carrier-channel was also as clean
and consistent as with any other Ihave tried.
The high-level 32 Hz band of the Cook 60
test disc tracked at 1.5 grams, and the + 15 dB
300 Hz sinewave at 1 gram (this seemed the
area of greatest improvement over the early
moving-coil cartridges). High frequency tracking ( at 10 kHz) was adequate, but not as good
as with Ortofon's own moving-magnet cartridges. (There is, however, no CD-4version of
these yet.)

Grace F8/E

on the actual carrier sound, if heard on its own,
was greater than with some other CD-4 cartridges, but this was barely noticeable when used
in a real quad situation.
Low frequency tracking, at 1.5 grams for
+ 30 dB at 32 Hz ( with reference to tcm/s at
IkHz) was good, mid-range tracking at
2grams for + 15 dB ref. 1crnis at 300 Hz was
adequate, and 20 cm's at 10 kHz could be
handled without distortion at 2.5 grams. Frequency response was smooth with a welldamped resonance at about 23 kHz and a
relatively gentle roll-off to — 4dB at 50 kHz.
Mid-band separation of 17 dB is maintained
up to about 15 kHz. The pulse test confirms
the successful damping of the 23 kHz resonance. At 2.5 grams, the FIVE is therefore
adequate for stereo, and good for 4-channel
working.

Ortofon SI. 15Q

The low output impedance of the SL 150
requires the use of the STM-72 step-up transformer, which had to be carefully positioned to
prevent induced hum.

4
lell
inge

Grace FOIE
The F8/E is a conventional moving- magnet
cartridge, with a small cylindrical magnet
attached to the usual aluminium alloy cantilever. The gold-plated Mumetal housing for
the coils is set in achrome- plated diecast block
which probably adds 25% to the mass of the
cartridge ( in the interests of styling), but cannot
be seen once it is installed in the headshell!
Fitted to an SME lightweight shell, and
tested at 2 grams on stereo records, an extra
0.5 grams was needed to cope with the usual
'heavies', but at 2.5 grams it can be considered a reliable stereo transducer.
The sound is slightly ' harder' than the
smooth and wide frequency response curve
would suggest, and there is nothing in the audio
frequency part of the separation curves which
can explain a slight lack of clarity on choral
music when compared with the very best
2-channel cartridges.
CD-4 results were also reliable, so that in
addition to giving good results on new discs,
the F8/E seemed better than average in its
ability to extract the carrier signal from early
or worn records. Like the Pickering, distortion
1-1IFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ortofon SL 15Q
Ortofon made their name with moving-coil
pickups in the days of mono recording, and
this CD-4 offering is based on their long
established SL t5.
In fact, the Q model
appears to be a standard SL 15 ' chassis' with
amodified cantilever and coil/damper assembly.
This lowers the claimed tip- mass by about 25%.
At 7-5 grams, the cartridge mass is a little
high, but this is mitigated by the moderate
compliance at low frequencies. Mounted in
the SME lightweight shell and used at the
recommended 1.5 grams in the test arm, performance was trouble-free.
On 2-channel
stereo recordings the sound was very good
indeed—bright without being hard, with
orchestral, piano and vocal sound quality
amongst the best obtainable. The clarity of
heavy choral music was probably better than

13 & 0 AMC 6000
The MMC 6000 is amoving- iron, or variable
reluctance development of B & O's SP range
of stereo cartridges, which are well established,
if not ' top-of-the-league' at this time. The
cartridge is itself very small, being designed to
plug into the end of the parallel tracking arm
on the Beogram turntable. In this form it
weighs only 4grams, but for our tests we use
the 1.5 gram kit for 4 in. mounting onto the
SME lightweight shell.
Thus installed, and set to 1.25 grams, the
MMC 6000 gave a remarkably good account
of itself, excelling on the combinations of
heavy brass plus full orchestra which, particu165
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HARMAN KARDON

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

REALSOUND
SALES & SERVICE
156 BRADSHAWGATE,

BOLTON

Tel. BOLTON 26639
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D
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Hi-fi specialists
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KEF

Dealer
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Yeovil Audio
AR
ARMSTRONG
B & W
DUAL
IMF
KOSS
MARANTZ
MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER
QUAD
ROTEL
SONY
TANDBERG
TEAC
TRIO

8Wyndham Street Yeovil Somerset BA20 Ill
Yeovil 25430

LEICESTERSHIRE

150, NARBOROUGH ROAD Te1.59322

Your

Acos, Accuphase, Aiwa, Ariston, Cambridge, Cele!,
Connoisseur, Dahlquist, Dual. Denon, E.P.I., Fisher,
Gale, Grace, Hacker, J.B.L., Linn-Sondek, Marantz,
Micro,
Monitor
Audio,
N.A.D.,
Neal,
Nikko,
Nakamichi, Omar, Ornai, Photax, Pioneer, Phase
Linear Quasar, Radford, Renco, S.M.C., Scott, Soundcraftsman, J. E. Sugden, Supex, Teleton, Videotone,
Yamaha.
We offer 3 Years Guarantee or Discounts
available on certain makes.
Comparitor demonstrations and home trial
Late night demonstrations Wed. 6-9 p.m.
JEFFRIES HI-FI
6A ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET,
EASTBOURNE (
0323) 31336

STAFFORDSHIRE

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ,TANDBERG,LEAK,
etc.

COMPLETE AUDIO SYTEMS1
LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H P. AVAILABLE

32 Grove rd., EASTBOURNE
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All modern hi-fi equipment in stock
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mansfield

Tel : 26315

SYD. BOOR QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment

H.F.D.A. members

Service Always

OXFORDSHIRE

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH

FIDELITY SPECIALIST
Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen, Revox, Tandberg, Sony, Tear.
Garrard, K E.F . Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.
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Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
Camberley Camera & Hi -Fi Centre,
36 THE HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY
Telephone: 24835
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SUSSEX

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

FARNHAM
SURREY
• Stockists of all good Hi -Fi apparatus.
• Comparative demonstrations.
• We offer a real after sales service.
• Easiest of terms. • No parking problems.

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS e

WILKINSJ

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

12 Fitzalan Road, Roffey,
HORSHAM, Sussex
Tel.: HOR 4764

3year Parts & Labour guarantee
Home Dems. Cash Discounts
Efficient & Expert Service
NOW YOU TRY TO BETTER IT P
Agents for:
ROGERS B.B.C. MONITORS, QUAD,
CAMBRIDGE, J.B.L., REVOX, TRIO,
AR, MORDAUNT SHORT, LECSON,
TOSHIBA, J.M.R., NIKKO, MICRO,
LUX, etc.

larly near the ends of sides, give most pickups
trouble. The sound quality is best described
as light and airy, with exceptionally clean top'.
This apparently good transient response (confirmed in the pulse tests—see later) made the
impulsive noises from dust and scratches less
noticeable than with many 2-channel cartridges at these low weights.
CD-4 results were less impressive; the full
1.25 gram force was needed to play ' difficult'
CD-4discs (mostly warped records) and carrier
drop-out occurred more often than with other
top CD-4 cartridges. Sound quality from the
decoded carrier signal was adequate rather
than good, with slightly more ' fuzz' and background noise than, for example, the JVC
4MD-20X, which is an industry standard.
The good base-band performance starts at
the low end, our 32 Hz band on the Cook 60
record needing only Igram, and the 300 Hz
+15 dB lateral test needing 0.8 grams. At
10 kHz the tracking performance was better
than most existing cartridges, if not quite as
good as the 0.22 milligram claimed tip mass
would suggest. The pulse test supports the
aural impression of good transient response;
there is some underdamped ringing but at a
much higher frequency than from most other
cartridges.

The frequency response curve is very smooth
at all audio frequencies, but also explains the
MMC 6000's shortcomings in the CD-4 range
—the slight rise at 24 kHz is connected with a
sudden increase in harmonic distortion, and
the large variations in crosstalk above 30 kHz
probably account for the fuzz on the CD-4
difference signal.
Notwithstanding these weaknesses, this cartridge can be recommended, particularly where
good 2-channel stereo performance is also
important.

B & O MMC 6000

the very high compliance of the ' Super XLM'
gave trouble with records that were anything
less than flat. We were fortunate in also having
the non-detachable shell version of the 3009
which, with its reduced mass, allowed the
cartridge to track reliably. Even with this combination, however, the low frequency resonance
was still on the low side.
The stereo performance at 1gram tracking
weight was to the usual ADC standard, that
is to say smooth and neutral, with a sweet
brass and string sound and a steady stereo
image at the highest recorded levels. There is
the expected improvement in extreme top at
the ends of some records when compared with
the standard XLM, and overbright recordings
have aless ' chromium plated' sound throughout. As with all Shibata-type styli, surface

ADC
`Super XLM'
The ADC Super XLM is the CD-4version of
the cartridge first reviewed in HFN/IIR in June
'73 by Bert Webb, and the cantilever and hinge
about which it pivots is the same as the earlier
ADC models 25 and 26. Although housed in
heavier and more costly bodies, their ` heart'
(i.e. the cantilever and hinge) was the same,
giving them the same sound quality and
measured performance. With the exception of
the Shibata tip and the lowering of the inductance of the coils from 350 to 250 mH, this new
XLM is thus very similar to the earlier models.
The lower inductance reduces the output at
audio frequencies to 2.2 mV at 5cm/s, but the
performance in the 30 kHz region is now less
dependent on the capacitive loading from the
leads connecting the arm to the CD-4decoder.
Installed in the SME lightweight shell and
used with the latest version of the 3009 arm,

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
THE firm
for
speakers!
£7.75
Baker Group 25, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£8.50
Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£10.75
Baker Deluxe, 8 or 15 ohm .. . •
£8.50
Baker Major, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£7.75
Baker Regent, 8 or 15 ohm .. • •
£14.50
Baker Superb, 8 or 15 ohm .. • •
£3.25
Celestion PS8 (for Unilex) .. • •
£10.95
Celestion MH1000 horn, 8 or 15 ohm
£2.25
EMI 13 x8, 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. . •
£2.50
EMI 13 x8, 150 die 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£8.25
EMI 13 x8, 350, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£6-60
EMI 13 x8, 20 watt bass .. • •
£0.65
EMI zr tweeter 8ohm
£2.50
EMI 8x 5, 10 watt, clic, roll/s 8 ohm ..
Flac 59RMI09
15 ohm, 59RM114
£2 80
8ohm .. .
£3.50
Flac 61' d/cone, roll/s 8 ohm .. • •
£1 50
'
,
Jac TWA 4- tweeter .. .. • •
£5 25
Fane Pop 15 watt 12' .. .. • •
£7 25
Fane Pop 25/T 30 watt 12' .. • •
£12 00
Fane Pop 50 watt, 12" .. .. • •
£12 50
Fane Pop 55, 12' 60 watt .. • •
£13 25
Fane Pop 60 watt, 15' ..
£15 95
Fane Pop 70 watt, ..
£24 50
Fane Pop 100 watt, 18'
£29 00
Fane Crescendo 12A or B, 8 or 15 ohm
£36.00
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£51 95
Fane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£3 85
Fane 807T rdic. roll/s, 8 or 15 ohm
£7 00
Fane 80IT rdie, roll/s, 8 ohm ..
£5 00
Goodmans 8P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£5 30
Goodmans 10P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£12
95
Goodmans I2P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£16 75
Goodmans 12P-D. 8 or 15 ohm
£15.75
Goodmans I2P-G, 8 or 15 ohm
£12 00
Goodmans Audiom 100, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£7 25
Goodmans Axent 100, 8 ohm ..
£17 25
Goodmans Axiom 402, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£8
25
Coodmans Twinaxiom 8', 8 or 15 ohm
£9.00
Goodman, Twinaxiom 10", 8or 15 ohm
£5
25
Kef T27
£6.00
Kef TI5 .
£7
25
Kef B110
£8 25
Kef B200
£14
75
Kef B139 .
£2 00
Kef DN8
..
•
•
£4
95
Kef DN12
£3.30
Kef DN13 .
£6.35
Richard Allen CG8T, 8', die, roll/s
£6.19
STC400IG super tweeter
£35.00
Fane 701 twin ribbon horn
£10.75
each
Baker Major Module ..
£45 00
pair
Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit • .
£9 75
Goodman, DIN 20, 4 ohm • • each
£22.00
pair
Helme XLK25 .. • •
£14 95
pair
Helme XLK30 .. • .
£39-95
pair
Helme XLK50 .. • .
£20 95
each
Kefkit 1
.
•
..
£36.75
each
Kefkit 3 .. . • • •
£15.00
each
Peerless 3-15 ( 3sp. system) • •
£8.95
each
Richard Allan Twinkit . •
£13 75
each
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. • •
£19.95
each
Richard Allan Triple .. • •
£23.75
each
Richard Allan Super Triple
£19 25
pair
Wharfedale Linton 2, kit ..
£34 50
pair
Wharfedale Glendale 3, kit ..
£52.50
pair
Wharfedale Dovedale 3, kit ..
Complete Radford range in stock

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

ADC '
Super XLM'

noise is different than with spherical or elliptical types, being better under some conditions
and worse under others.
Of the top cartridges, Imust admit a preference for the performance which is more
personal than objective: the clarity on heavy
choral music seems fractionally below that of
the latest Ortofon, and the high frequency

Cabinets for PA and hiFi, madding, vynair, etc.
Send stamp for free booklet " Choosing A Speaker".
FREE with orders over £7—"HiFi Loudspeaker
Enclosures" book.
All units guaranteed new and perfect. Prompt
despatch.
Carriage: Speakers 38p each; Ir and up, 50p each;
tweeters and cross-overs 25p each, kits 75p each
(pair £ 1.50).

WILMSLOW AUDIO
DEPT. HFN

SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9 1HF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

(Discount HiFi, PA and Radio at 10 Swan Street,
Wilmslow.)
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Four

Dealer

SURREY

Your

[ continued]

Deakr

WARWICKSHIRE

REES

[ continued]

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
Fan LITITISTIAO

94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

SLAMS. EAST MISESTEAUMETT

Erricks'

021-643 4339
021-692 1359

Photo HiFi • su

WORCESTERSHIRE

HI-FI STUDIO
W. .1. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

¡Maier
[ continued]

of BRADFORD
Open 6 days ( Thurs. 7.30)
Tel.: Bradford 31648.

WE SPECIALISE IN PART EXCHANGES
AND BUY FOR CASH
Room
Free installations
3 months interest f
ree cre di t e H .P.
Barclaycard,
Sony, Bang & Olufsen, Revox, Uher, Quad, JBL,
IMF. KEF, Bose, Richard Allan, Koss, Linn-Sondek,
Philips Colour Video, Dual.

•Demonstration

Northgate (use
Bradford.

WARWICKSHIRE

HIGH

YORKSHIRE

•e

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for

211.11SIIIELT

Your

e

•

e

Westgate Multi-storey car pork),

SCOTLAND

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE

Audio Engineers,
Hi -Fi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

Mall
KERR
JAMES

&CO. LTD.

B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G36HB
041-332 0988

Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Recol•ds.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehen-

154 Worcester Road,

sive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

MALVERN 4433

YORKSHIRE
BIRMINGHAM

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LN8,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00,
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

IS.

HOCKEN SOUND [ID
BIRMINGHAM

Bring in your Hi Fi
and have it SPEK

Equipment
CHECKED

by the Professionals.
Now available
to callers only.

free

of charge

All main agencies in stock
1195 PERSHORE ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM 30
(OPPOSITE CINE'BOWL)
TEL.: 021 459 4242
BARCLAYCARD . ACCESS
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SHOP LATE

NITE FRIDAY TILL 8 PM

Main Agents for:
QUAD, TRIO, TEAC,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, SONAB,
TANNOY, BOSE, ARMSTRONG
Shop and Home Demonstrations

Libby's
HI—FI

RECORD

1244 Soho Rd, Birmingham B2I SLR.
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Tel: 021-554 85571

Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY
Large Car

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years
Park

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed

Main
agents for:
Kensonic,
Fisher, J.B.L., Acoustic Research, Marantz, Sony, Omar,
Ariston, Armstrong,
Hitachi,
Nikko, Rogers BBC Monitors,
Cambridge, Quad, Scan-Dyna,
Revox, Tannoy, Uher, K.L.H.
TEAC,

TRIO,

TOSHIBA,

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
IN COMFORT OF THE FINEST
SOUNDS IN HI-FI

SANYO,

SABA,

LARSON, IMF, R. ALLAN, AKAI, B & 0,
T. LANEY, PIONEER, KMAL, VIDEOSONIC,
ECHO, NEAL, SUGDEN.

Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment
Demonstration Lounge, Terms,
Part Exchanges
101 & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY
Telephone: 0742-23365

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI- F1 CENTRE
17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Also at: Brighouse Hi Fi Centre,
Tel.: 20774.
24, Commercial St. Brighouse
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Connoisseur, Dual, ERA., EMI, Goodmans,
Jenson, KEF, Koss, KMAL, LNB, Monitor
Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab,
Stanton,
Shure,
A.
R.
Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

Akai • AR • Ariston Audio • Armstrong • B&O•B&W• Celef
Gale • KEF • Kensonic • Marantz
Monitor Audio • National Panasonic • Neal • Quad - Pioneer
Rotel • Scan-Dyna • Sony • Stanton
Teac • Trio • Technics • Transcriptors

GLASGOW
111 Stockwell St.
041 552 1043

FALKIRK
44 Covv VVynd
29011

goi

DEAtEll PANEE
ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
costs as little as £10-00 per month
for aseries of 12, or £11-00 per
month for 6insertions.
For further details of full display
advertising rates contact. Douglas
Shuard ( The Advertisement
Manager).
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA
Tel: 01-686 2599

tracking performance is fractionally below
that of the Shure V15/III.
CD-4performance was not so good as some
of the other cartridges tested: aslight improvement was achieved by increasing the tracking
force to 1-2 grams ( this being an upper limit
set by the high compliance). At this force new
and middle-quality CD-4 pressings were
satisfactory.
The measured frequency response showed a
28 kHz resonance, with an even response up
to this point, and afairly rapid fall-off above.
The low sensitivity by two-channel standards
means that noise might be aproblem with less
sensitive pre-amps, but used with a CD-4 decoder in a quadraphonic system this will be

quite satisfactory.
Tracking ability at low and middle frequencies was exceptional-the high level 32 Hz
and 300 Hz tests requiring half the tracking
force of most other cartridges. The full 1gram
was needed to track the high- frequency highacceleration tests such as those on the Shure
TTR 101. Transient response was very good
by 2-channel standards and, as the pulse waveform shows, comparable with other CD-4
models.
The ADC Super XLM is, therefore, one of
the best 2-channel stereo cartridges (and in this
area better than most CD-4types) but it is not
of the very best as regards CD-4 tracking and
sound quality.

Pickups &
Cartridges
Tel.: 01-366 5015

Prices include postage & VAT

ADC
Cartridge
(in cl.
Stylus)
£17.50
£21-00
.. £6.25
.. £8.00
.. £ 10.25

VLM
XLM
030
Q32
Q36

Stylus
£11.00 ( RVL)
£ 13.75 ( RXL)
£4.50 ( RQ30)
£6.25 ( R032)
£8.00 ( RQ36)

DECCA
£1.50
£2.25

Deram
£4.00
Deram Elliptical £5.00
London .. £23.50

Readers
Problems

GOLDRING

For details of how to write
to ' Crossover' please refer to
Editorial page

examined by Crossover

£3.25 ( D130)
£6.25 (D130E)
£11.00 (D130SE)

G820
£13.90
G820E
£9.75
G820SE £15.50
Styli for G800 Series
D110 ( G800)
D110E ( G800E)
D110/78
D120 ( G850) ..
D120/78

£2.25
£5.50
£3.00
£2.25
£3.00

GRADO
BBC STEREO IN SW

Dear Sir, With many other stereo enthusiasts in
the deep South West of England, Ihave been
waiting as patiently as Ican for stereo radio
programmes to come to my area. Iunderstand
that, at long last, the BBC will transmit in
stereo during this year. Can you give more
details, as Ihave my Rotel RX602 receiver all
ready for this purpose?
J.0., Redruth, Cornwall
Yes, BBC stereo radio is due to be extended to
the South West by the time you read this note.
In fact, stereo transmissions on Radio 3from
North Hessary Tor were due to go ' on the air'
during April 1975. This will be a direct rebroadcast of the Wenvoe 96.8 MHz transmissions
via new stereo receiver/driver equipment at North
Hessary Tor. Unfortunately, BBC's Engineering
Information Department tells us that, because
of the frequency relationships at North Hessary
Tor and Wenvoe, it will not be possible to use
the same method for Radio 2 and Radio 4. In
fact, so far as we can discover, stereo on Radio 2
and Radio 4 will not be available in SW until
early 1977. The programme feed to North
Hessary Tor will then be by direct reception at
Mendip and multipex SHF link to North
Hessary Tor, via Stockland Hill.
At your location, the BBC is being typically
cautious about good reception, as Redruth is a
translator-relay station of North Hessary Tor,
together with Okehampton and the Isles of
Scilly relay stations, and it is not known-as we
write-whether a satisfactory stereo signal will
be available in your area. But reception
listening tests are being carried out by BBC
engineers.
Of course, if Redruth is unable to rebroadcast
satisfactory stereo signals from North Hessary
Tor, real problems will arise, and the BBC will
have to resort to an SHF link arrangement.
This could delay the introduction of BBC stereo
141-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to your area for several years. But that's being
pessimistic-get agood FM stereo aerial rigged
and start listening to Radio 3.

..

FTR
FTE
F3E
F2

..
..

£5.50
£ 8.75
£12 50
£ 20.00

£4.50
£.6.25
£.75
£12.50

( FTR/S)
( FTE/S)
( F3E/S)
( F2/S)

ORTOFON

NICAD CELLS CHARGE/DISCHARGE CYCLE

Dear Sir, Like your correspondent R.A.J.W.,
of Stroud ( March, 1975 issue, p. 157/159), I
have experienced trouble with my nickel
cadmium accumulator, as used with my
portable tape machine, as its useful life and
charge seem to be falling off, compared with its
pristine condition. These units are not cheap
and I am wondering whether you have any
further comments to add to your reply, as
given to the original enquirer?
M.H.T., Ilford, Essex

F15E
M15E Super

This NiCad problem seems to have interested
many HFNI RR readers, to judge by our
correspondence. One reply-from Sgt. A. D.
James, BFPO, 65-contains auseful suggestion,
which we pass on here.
He rightly remarks that nickel cadmium cells
should always be used to their full capacity, and
should always be recharged from a fully discharged condition. This means when the terminal
voltage has dropped to PI volts. When acell is
left in apartially charged condition some of the
electrolyte precipitates on to the electrodes,
thereby reducing the effective capacity of the
cell. The cell can be destroyed by attempting to
force the rated capacity into acell with areduced
effective plate area.
The NiCad cell can be brought to its rated
capacity by discharging it at a heavy rate. If,
for example, the capacity of the cell is 225mAl
hour, then the cell should be discharged at
112 mA., ensuring that the terminal voltage
does not drop below PI volts. This process
usually has to be done two or three times,until the
discharge time approaches two hours. This can
be tedious, as Sgt. James comments, but it does
work.

Shure 78 R.P.M. Styli

£11.50 £7.75 ( N15E)
£28.00
me) (D15E Sup)

SHURE
.. • •

£3.80
M447 .. • • £4.65
M44E .. • • £5.00
M55E . • £560
M75G II .. • • £7.75
M751311 .. • • £7.20
M75EJ II• • £ 860
M75ED II• • £ 990
V15 III . • £30.00
VN78E ( For V15 III)
N44-3(For M44 & M55E
Series)
N75-3 ( For M75 Series)

£2.70
£3.70
£4.20
£4.70
£5.65
£4.90
£5.90
£7.75
£12.50

( N3D)
( N447)
( N44E)
( N55E)
( N75G II)
( N75B II)
( N75EJ II)
( N75ED II)
( VN35E)

£12.00
£4.75

£4.75

(E.&O.E.)

To Pickups & Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery)
Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

Ienclose a cheque/Postal Order made
payable to Pickups & Cartridges for £
Name
Address

(N5)
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Rmcron
STATE OF THE ART

AMCRON amplifiers are acknowledged as leading the
world in terms of audio reproduction, and reliability. They
are to be found in the Studios of CBS, EMI, Philips, De
Lane Lea as well as in Sadlers Wells, and the Royal Opera
House. Most of the world's leading equipment manufacturers use them as a reference standard, and they are
available to you if you want the finest equipment in the
world for your own Hi -Fi system.
Detailed Brochures are available on request, and the
equipment can be seen, and heard at

REW (AUDIO VISUAL) LTD.,
CENTRE POINT, LONDON, W.C.2
and

KJ LEISURE SOUND
101 ST. ALBANS RD., WATFORD, HERTS.

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.
170

MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK IP17 2NL
TEL: (0728) 2262 2615

YOU CAN STOP LOOKING FOR THE FINE
CASSETTE DECKS IN THE WORLD.
-••••••

Nakamichi are the finest. They designed the world's first 3-head cassette system
and put it into the first cassette deck ever to offer performance up to 20,000 Hz.
And no one's ever been able to touch them.
For more details write to

NAKAMICHI

Top left: Nakamichi TriTracer 700. The ultimate domestic casse:

Sole Nakamichi Agents for Warwickshire

HOC<E\ SOU\D
1193 - 5 PERSHORE ROAD, STIRCHLEY
BIRMINGHAM B30 2YT TEL 021
459 4242 P B X

deck.
Right: Nakamichi TriTracer 1000. The professional standard
cassette deck.
Lower left: Nakamichi Dual- Tracer 550. The portable cassette det
with Nakamichi performance.

When Dr Bose researched into stereo
and human audio response he discovered one
earth-shattering fact.
The sound you hear in aconcert hall is
89% reflected sound and only 11% direct
sound.
Strangely, the average speakers give you
sound in exactly the opposite proportions.
They blast it out directly at you.
The solution to true concert hall sound
was very simple.

faces tee
is either
How the Bose 901 works.
Crudely speaking, Bose turned the
speakers round. He pointed eight drive units
at the wall and one fill-in unit at you, the
listener
He found it worked.
True, you needed strange- shaped
pentagonal cabinets to make it work.
But the result was asound few hi-fi
buffs have heard in their lives.
And if you've invested in adecent
amplifier or are about to, this is an omission
you ought to rectify.
Technically speaking, the acoustic
response is influenced by the electrical
response unit inserted in the amplification
chain.
The nine speakers are identical and no
crossover unit is used to obtain the sound
pattern illustrated above.

Why the funny shaped cabinets?
The strange shape isn't adesign fad,
though it will certainly attract comment.
Its main purpose is to enable the soon
from the eight rear- facing speakers to be
successfully bounced off the wall and aroun
the sides of the cabinet back to the listener
The idea is that apentagon facing the
wall will prevent any surfaces being parallel
to the speakers. So you won't get any
standing waves.
This method of sound production has

peelers at the wal and
madman «agenius.
two benefits. It allows agood centre mix of
sound, but it also allows for more sound to be
thrown to the sides. emphasising the
separation.
At low frequencies, all nine speakers
respond in phase to move fairly large
amounts of air thus radiating bass power
At high frequencies, the small diaphragm
of each speaker naturally behaves like a
tweeter Differences in resonances are
overcome by the internal coupling of the drive
units.
To extend the range of smooth response
and shape it to suit both program material
and room acoustics Bose use an 'active
equalizer' asolid state device which boosts
the very low and very high ends of the sound

12 years' research.
Such aradical step in speaker design
wasn't taken easily.
It followed 12 years' intensive research
by Dr Bose and ateam of highly qualified
sound technicians in America.
Nonetheless, the Bose 901 system was
worth it.
It's such apowerful small speaker that
it's now used by countless professionals.
(It handles up to 300W, RMS).
*
Still, don't take our word for it.

r
el

Hear what the critics said.
When first introduced, the Bose 901
system took the critics by storm. You can
read what they said in afree booklet
produced by Bose. It's yours for the asking.
Better still, come and hear Bose
speakers for yourself. You can hear them at
any of 70 distributors throughout the country.
Write to us or give us aring and we'll be
pleased to put you in touch with your nearest
dealer
It's worth alittle trouble, we promise you.
If only to discover whether Dr Bose was a
madman or agenius.

_HUSE ®
Mao

spectrum.
They don't only sound fantastic, they're
technically so good that they're guaranteed
for afull five years.
raie.

Bose (UK) Limited,
Milton Regis,
Sittingbourne,Kent.
Telephone no.0795 75341.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

introduce. anew
generation in
loudspeaker design
the better way out

T-0 It74 82Wice
Dispersion High Power
Loudspeaker System
The RA82 is a bookshelf loudspeaker system of the
isothermal acoustic suspension type, comprising of an
HP8B bass unit specially designed to give linearity at high
sound pressure levels, and a DT20 wide dispersion dome
tweeter unit with a high frequency response which extends
to well beyond the limits of audibility.
These units are coupled by a 10 element crossover
network comprising high and low pass filters of the
maximally flat magnitude characteristic. An external
midrange control is fitted to vary the response from 1dB
below to 4dB above the flat anechoic condition, to suit
individual room acoustics and/or personal preference.
Each RA system is individually response tested prior to
despatch.
Richard Allan's 27 years of experience in designing, manufacturing and
testing our own transducers enables us to guarantee the performance of
every R.A. speaker system.

It is up to you which

selling audio equipment (and records) is
E.M.G. No hurly-burly here, no pressurizing,
no doubts after your purchase has been made.
It is different at E.M.G. and for so many, so
much better. In the quiet and spacious demonstration room with its select items of equipment, you have the chance to listen, to question
and critically appraise without obligation. If
you are seriously interested, E.M.G. will
almost certainly ensure your satisfaction,
particularly if yours is an exacting taste in
musical reproduction. So when you come out
of Tottenham Court Road Station, take the
way to Soho Square—it is by far the better one.
ACOUSTICAL ( QUAD)

Size:
Weight:

546 • 278 • 247 mm (214 • 11
127 kg (28 lbs.) Approx.

94)

11 & W
1 X

Frequency
response:

60 Hz-20 kHz ± 3dB.

Sensitivity:

45 watts Pink noise for 96 dB at 1 metre.

Impedance:
Crossover
frequency:
Power Handling
capacity:
Speaker
complement:
Distortion:

Variation limits 5ohms ( min), 20 ohms ( max).
3-5 kHz {H.P.

Filter 24 dB/Octave. ( Modified maximally flat
L.P. Filter 18 dB/Octave. magnitude. Butterworth
characteristic.)
70 watts programme.
45 watts r.m.s.
HP8B 200 mm Bextrene Cone/P.V.C. Surround bass unit
Extra long throw. Die cast chassis. 1.3 Tesla magnet.
DT20 20 mm Wide dispersion dome tweeter unit.
4watts r.m.s.
10 watts r.m.s.

Finish:

Teak or Walnut.

Price:

£90 per pair + VAT.

40 Hz
3.5%
7.0%

80 Hz
0.7%
1.5%

RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD., Bradford Road, Gomersal,
Cleckheaton BD19 4AZ, Yorkshire, England.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2442/3. Cables: Acoustics, Bradford.

I74

way you go . into the

hurly-burly of Tottenham Court Road or
quieter Soho Square where the only shop there

A.D.C.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO

HOUSING

SHURE

THOMAS LANEY

ARMSTRONG
KEF

PIONEER

SPENDOR
THORENS

LINN
RECORD

STAX

TEAC

TRIO

AND OTHERS.

E. M . G.
Go by Underground to Tottenham Court Road. Take
the Charing Cross Road ( East Side) exit. This brings
you out facing the Astoria Cinema and Sutton Row,
which, in acouple of minutes leads you to Soho Square
and E.M.G. (There is also an E.M.G. order- by-post
department).
E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LIMITED,
26 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON W1V 6BB 01-734 4311

PJ1DLLTA [HOUNSLOW] LIE
Huge stocks•Huge discounts
MAIL ORDER l'NFORMATION
AND PRICES

Pioneer TX8I00
Pioneer TX9100
Quad FM3 ..
Revox A76 ..
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
Rotel RT622
Rotel RT1210
Sansui, Full Range
Sharp ..
Sony ..
Toshiba .. . •
Trio ..
Tear ATIO0
Yamaha ..

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £2.50
Hitachi ..
National
Pioneer 4500
Sanyo G2611
Sanyo G26I5
Sanyo GXT452 1KL
Sanyo GXT4730
Sanyo GXT4540K
Sanyo GXT473I
Sanyo 5500K • .
Sharp ..
Sony ..
Toshiba ..
Yamaha .. • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£5•00
£145-00
use°
£119.00
£109-00
£139.00
ENSI-00
£115-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £ 150
£70 00
Akai AA5200 .. •
£90 00
Akai AA5500 .. • •
£130 00
Akai AA5800 .. •
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge .. • •
P.O.A.
Denon .. • • • •
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico .. • •
Leak 2200 . • • • £109.00
Leak 2100 .. • •
P.O.A.
Marantz, Full Range ..
£71-95
Pioneer SA6200
£91.95
Pioneer SA7I00
£132.95
Pioneer SA8I00
£162 95
Pioneer SA9I00
£195.00
Pioneer QA800A
£140.00
Pioneer QC800A
£119 00
Pioneer QL600A
Pioneer QM800A . • £179.00
P.O.A.
Quad 33/303 ..
P.O.A.
Revox .. • •
£27.00
Rotel RA2I0
£9.00
Rotel RA2Il
£52.00
Rotel RA3I I ..
£IG-00
Rotel RA6I I ..
E103-00
Rotel RA8I0
£129-00
Rotel RAI210
P.O.A.
Sansui, Full Range
£15.00
Sanyo DCAI400K
£l9.00
Sanyo DCA1700X
P.O.A.
Sharp ..
P.O.A.
Sony ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg
P.O.A.
Toshiba ..
P.O.A.
Trio ..
P.O.A.
Teat
P.O.A.
Yamaha ..

TUNERS
P & P £ 1.50
Akai ATS50 .. • •
Akai AT580
Armstrong ..
Cambridge T55..
Harman Kardon
JVC Nivico
Leak 2300 ..
Marantz, Full Range
Pioneer TX500A
Pioneer TX6200
Pioneer TX7100

50 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.

. £ 103 00
.. £ 133 30
.. £39.00
£55-00
.. £90 00
¿'Ii-00

Buy it with Access

main

P £ 1•50
Akai AA8030
£105.00
Akai AA8080
£12.seo
Armstrong ..
P.O.A
Goodmans Mod. 90 . £92-00
Goodmans Mod. 110 .. £ 110.00
Goodmans 1-20 .
£120.00
Harman Kardon
JVC
P.O.A.
Leak 2000 . •
E139.00
Marantz, Full Range ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer LX424
E105.01:1
Pioneer LX626
C143-00
Pioneer SX300
£62.00
Pioneer SX434
£83-00
Pioneer SX535
£ 108.00
Pioneer SX636
£ 129.00
Pioneer 5)(737 £ 165 ,00
Pioneer SX838 . £21200
Pioneer SX939 .. £235.00
Pioneer SX1010 . £295.00
Pioneer QX646 . £209.00
Pioneer QX747
£289.00
Pioneer QX949 .. £365.00
Pioneer QX4000 £ 169.00
Pioneer QX13000A .. £229.00
Pioneer QX9900A .. £329-00
Roce RXI50A
£44-50
Rote RX202
£72-00
Rote RX152
£61.50
Rote RX402 . .
695.00
Rote RX602
£ 123 00
Rote RX802 . £ 159 00
Sansui, Full Range
P.O A.
Sanyo DCX2000 .. £99 00
Sanyo DCX4000 £99 00
Sanyo DCX6000 .. £ 119.00
Sanyo DCX8000 .. £ 139.00
Scan Dyna
Sharp .. • •
Sherwood 7100..
Sony ..
Tandberg
Technics..
Toshiba ..
Trio . •

moo
£99-00
RECORD DECKS & PACKAGES
P.O.A.
P & P £ 100
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
A. Research .. • •
P.O.A.
£12.95
Connoisseur
SOI kit ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur
£89-00
£39.95
B132
/SAU2/PC
P.O.A.
aeoo
G
d Mod. 25 IV M75
£57.00
£39•50
Garrard Mod. 86DB M75
£65-00
£54.50
Garrard Mod. Z100 M93
£82 00

mu 1E LTA

ea.

PRICES EXCLUDING
VAT

ALL

agents
and
stockists
of

AR
ARMSTRONG
AKAI
B & W
CAMBRIDGE /
CELESTION
CONNOISSEUR
DENON
HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
IMF
JBL
JVC
LEAK
MARANTZ
MORDAUNT-SHORT
MARSDON HALL
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL
PIONEER
QUAD
REVOX
ROTEL
SANSUI
SANYO
SCAN DYNA
SHARP
SHURE
S.M.E.
SONY
TANDBERG
TEAC
T.D.K.
TOSHIBA
TRIO
TRANSCRIPTORS
YAMAHA etc.
SPECIAL OFFER
Limited Quantity
TEAC AN 180 Noise Reduction
Unit
£119+VAT
Export: Tax Free Specialists

Goldring GL75
Goldring GL78 P/C
Goldring GL85 P/C
JVC
Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer PLIS
Pioneer PL 1
5D
Pioneer PL51
Pioneer P1_71 ..
Pioneer PLA45
Sansui, Full Range
Scan Dyna
Sony ..
Thorens 1D125/11
Thorens TD125A8/11
Thorens TD160C
Thorens 70165
Transcriptor

TELEPH C
(
71 t..0
.1
;F2 2285

£42.50
£65.01:1
£5.00
P.O.A.
£37.00
£69.00
£61-00
£115 00
£129.00
£79.00
P.O.A.

Sansui . •
Sanyo RD4530
Sanyo RD4300X
Sony-In Stock
Teat .. • •
Toshiba .. • •
Tandberg 310 ..
Trio KX700
Yamaha T13700 ..

.. £79.00
£11400
£63•00
.. £54.00

Cambridge .
P.O.A
B & W
P.O.A
Celestion County
Celestion Dinars 10
Celestion Dicton 15
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditto's 25
Celestion Dicton 44
Celestion Ditton 66
Goodmans Goodwood £88.56
Goodmans Havant SL .. £46.00
Goodmans Magnum SL £85.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL £72.08
Goodmans Acromat 400 £ 111.26
Goodmans Dimension.. £ 130•38
Goodmans Magister .. £ 105.00
Goodmans Minister SL £39-00
IMF .. . •
P.O.A.
JBL .. • •
P.O.A.
JVC
.
•
P.O.A.
KEF .. .. • •
P.O.A.
Maranta
.
•
•
P.O.A.
Marsden Hall 150C ..
aseo
Marsden Hall .. • •
me°
Mordatmt Short • •
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic • •
P.O.A.
Sansui .. • .
P.O.A.
Scan Dyna .. • •
P.O.A.
Sony-In Stock..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2
£ 4.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 ..
£ 100
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £86.00
CASSETTE DECKS
P & P El O
P.O.A.
Aiwa . • •
£56.00
Akai CS3OD AD1500K..
£75.00
Akai CS33D . •
£78.00
Akai GXC36D
£98.00
Akai GXC38D
£112.00
Akai GXC46D
Akai GXC65D
£ 125.00
Akai GXC510D .. £ 135.00
Akai GXC75D
£ 145-00
Harman Kardon HKI000 P.O.A.
JVC
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 ..
£9800
Nakamichi 1000/700 ..
P.O.A.
National.. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT3I3 IA •.
£69.00
Pioneer CT414IA •.
£0100
Pioneer CTS 15 I
A • • £109.00
Pioneer CT61.61 •. £11500
Pioneer CT7f7I • • £12900

••
•.
•.
•.
••
••
•.
••

TAPE DECKS
P & P £ 1.50
Aka. 4000D13
Aka, 4000DS
Akai GX400D
Akai GX400DP
Akai GX6OODS
Pioneer RTIO2OL
Revox .. • •
Sharp 727
Sony-In Stock
Teat .. •

P.O.A.
£53.00
£92.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£139-00
£92.00
£483 00
£457.00
£289 00
£300.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Mono and Stereo P & P 75p
Akai GXC36 .. • . £87.00
Akai GXC38 .. • • £104.00
Hitachi TRQ258 •
£.00
Hitachi TRQ340 . • £35.00
National.. .. • .
P.O.A.
Sanyo M2000G . •
[25 SI
Sanyo M4010 . • £27.00
Sanyo M4000G .. • •
£45.00
Sony-1n Stock
P.O.A.
TAPE RECORDERS
P & P fl 00
Akai 1722
Philips 4308
Revox
Sansui
Sony ..

£85.00
£44 ,00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.0 A.

RADIO CASSETTE
Mono and Stereo P & P £ 1.00
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico
P.O.A.
National..
£36.00
Sanyo M2424 ..
£49-00
Sanyo RP8505
£66-00
Sanyo M4400FG
P.O.A.
Sony-1n Stock
P.O.A.
Toshiba R1296 ..
ALSO
Noise reduction units; Styli;
Headphones; Pickup arms; Cartridges;
Radios; Tapes; TV's:
Telefi; in car; plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 3-3-75+8%
VAT all prices subject to change
without notice.
"Price on application quote by
telephone or letter welcome ..
Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
*No cheques without bankers
card for callers.
Sony & Trio Products only
from Hounslow.
All equipment carries I year
guarantee. Service available.

(HOUNSLOW)LITID

50 BELL RD., HOU NSLOW,
MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01-572 2285

OPEN
MON -SAT.
9-6

350 EDGEWARE RD.,
LONDON W2.

BARCLAYCARD
.t.come Mtee

The great
name
in film
is now
the great
name
in tape.
Fuji Film, world famous for its quality and
natural reproduction, now offers these same
virtues in a range of cassette tapes.
Manufactured from start to finish
in Fuji Film's own factory, the new
cassette tapes represent the
ultimate in performance and
reliability.
Fuji Film FL is a
highly versatile lownoise cassette tape
offering a wide
dynamic range.
Fuji Film FX
uses ferric oxide and
can be used on any
standard equipment. It
offers fantastic sound quality
with minimum technical fuss
and bother.

<IUD
Mimetic
Tapes

FL C-30 £0.55

FX C-46 £0.80

FL C-60 £0.65

FX C-60 £0.95

FL C-90 £0.90

FX C-80 £ 1.20

FL C- 120 £ 1.25

FX C-90 £ 1.35

Prices silo , n are recommended retail escluding '-VI

Imported for you by .

•AEL.

ACOugriC0
ENTERPRISES
LTD ilfiklityPesple

Unit 7SpaceWaye, North Feltham Trading Estate,
Feitham, Middlesex.Tel: 01-751 0141(4 lines)

Closed
Wednesday
Open all
day Saturday

FRANCIS 0FSTREATHAM
Phone 01-769 0192'0466
For a fair deal at
a fair price
Cash or Credit

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON SW16 6EG

Moms powered decks
TCI21, TCI29, TCI31 Dolby, TCI34SD
Dolby, TCI 61 SD Dolby. TCI77SD-3
heads+Dolby.
Battery/Mains
TC68, TC95, TC66, TC92, TC146A.
TCI52SD + Dolby and I46A dual-purpose
mono portable/stereo deck.
With radio
CF3I0 LIM/FM, CF420 1/MIS/FM, CF550A
Stereo FM/AMCF 150, FM/AMCF320H/FM.
Battery portable (
Mono) TCI2, TC85.

ePHILIPS

eGRUNDIG

4307 4 tr. ( M); 4308 4 tr. 2 sp. ( M); 4414
4tr. 2sp.; 4416 4tr. 3sp.; 4418 4 tr. 3sp.
3hd. 3motr.: 4450 4tr. 3sp. 6hd. 3motr.,
auto- rev. 2x25 W out.

Partysound 201 ( Batt./mains), Stereosound
deck, Partysound 201 Stereo deck mon.
prtbl.
Battery- Mains models
C230
C420, C2000 L/M/S/FM, C2001
L/M/S/FM, C420, C231, C440, C4I0 St.
Deck/mon. prtbl.

•BASF

Battery-Mains—CC9301
UMISIFM:
9110-I- Chrome. CC.9202+ Chrome.

ONAT. PANASONIC

*UHER

Batt. mains, auto- rev. CR.124, CR.210.

NOVA AUDIO

SUPER

EXTRA

ECM) né

DYNAMIC

KROM
DIOXIDE

KRc6o

KRC90

44 KENT ROAD,
LONGFIELD, KENT
DA3 7GIR

I-10
SO
ISO lo14-50

1-78 1-26 12 20
2-54 1-75 17 00

P. & P. 25p up to 20 cassettes,
then 40p per order.

LOUDSPEAKER
KITS
KIT
KIT
KIT
KIT

20-2
20-3
30-2
30-4

..
..
..
..

List

Price

£40-50
£6 I.50
£57-50
£95-00

£30.50
£46.25
£43-25
1-50

All rated 50 watts DIN.
Prices per pair (one at half rate)
P. & P. £2.00 pair.

ROSS MICROPHONES
Dynamic Omnidirectional
Dynamic Cardioid.. • •
Dynamic Cardioid.. • •
Dynamic Omni- .. • •
Dynamic Cardioid.. • •
Dynamic Cardioid.. • •
Condenser OmniCondenser Cardioid • •

*AKAI
4000D5 4 tr. 3 sp. deck.

Imp.
50 K
50 K/600
50 K/600
50 K/600
50 K/600
50 K/600
50 K/600
50 K/600

Brenell IC20000 4sp. 4 tr. I04" spool recorder; Brenell Mk 6 2 tr. 4 sp. ( M) recorder; Revox 122 2/4 tr. 2sp. recorder;
Revox 110 2/4 tr. 2 sp. deck; Grundig
TK148 4 tr. 2 sp. ( M); TK7 454 tr. 3 hd.
recorders ; Uher 400IC 2 tr. 4 sp. ( M) ban.
4400/42001C
MUSIC CENTRES by Philips, Sony,
Hitachi in combinations of hi-fi amplifier.
AM and Stereo FM radio, cassette, gram
deck, quadraphonic and separate loudspeakers.
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES,
MIXERS, Audio Leads of all types,
accessories, VIDEO CASSETTES, etc.

FROM OUR HI-FI DEPT.
e AMPLIFIERS— Quad,
Alpha,

Sonab, Sony, Goodmans, Nikko, Leak,
Armstrong, Tandberg, Teleton.

e TUNERS— Quad,
strong, Nikko,
Sony, Sonab.

Leak,
Goodmans,

• LOUDSPEAKERS— Quad,
Wharfedale,
Goodmans,
Sonab,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Celestion, Keletron, Sony.

ArmPhilips,
Kef,
Tannoy,
Alpha,

• MOTORS,

PICKUPS— Garrard,
Goldring,
Connoisseur,
Audiotec,
SME, Acos, BSR/McDonald, Thorens,
Shure, Sonotone, Sonab, Pickering,
Sony.
ALL TYPES OF ACCESSORIES
MUSICASSETTES—Thousands of
titles to suit all
. Also 8track pre-recorded cartridges.

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGNED
SPEAKER

PEERLESS

SDC60 1-19 0-79 7-50
SDC90 1-62 1-10 10-50
DYNAM IC SDCI20 2-31 I-50 14-50

1500-2,4 3sp ( M); 3400 4 tr. 4 hd. 3sp.
Decks
3300X 2/4 tr. 3sp. 4 hd.; 3600 2/4 tr. 3sp.
Dolby; 9100X 2/4 tr. 3 sp. 3 hd. 3 motor.

size order, C.60, C.90, C.I 20 (Chrome prices in brackets).
SCOTCH 44p, 66p, 88p. Philips/BASF/Sony K, 50p, 70p, 90p. ( BASF
£I-15, E1-40, EI-95. Philips EI.15, E1-40, Sony £ 1.40, E2.05.) Sony HF 96p,
L1-38, E1-56. BASF Super LH/SM 88p, El - IS, Li- 60. Memorex 69p, 95p,
[1-30 ( EI-34, EI-94). TDK Dynamic 60p, 90p, £ 1.10 ( El -45, El- 95). Hitachi
UD 98p, LI-20, E1-45 ( EI-45, El - 85). Ampex 2020 80p, El - 10, Li- 40. Emi x-1000
UD 88p, £ I-15. PHILIPS VIDEO Vc. 30 El 1.88; Vc. 45 [ 15-66; Vc. 60 £ 18.36.

*HITACHI

£

eTANDBERG

CASSETTE--In

Mows powered decks
TRQ2000. TRQ2020D. TRQ2030D, TRQ
2040D+ Dolby ; DI50 8- track

Ten

*SONY

TC270 4tr. 3sp.; TC630 4tr. 3sp. Decks.
TC280D 4 tr. 3 sp.; TC377D 4 tr. 3 sp.
3 hds.; TC458 4 tr. 3 sp. re.; TC645 3 sp.
3 motors; TC755 4 tr. 3 sp. 3 motors,
101" spool.

Please add 3Sp for P/P to your order. ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
Prices subject to alteration without notice, U.K. orders only.
AMPEX ON REELS ( P: Polyester; M: Mylar; A: Acetate) Boxed. 7- 1800' LP
Series 341 EI-65: 7" 1800' IN Series 2020 £215.
7" TP 3600' ( P) Ser. 361, f.2-20; 5r LP 1150' ( M) ser. 541, 99p; 51" 8501A) ser. 511,
65p: 5" reel standard 600' ( M)ser. 531, S5p.
BASF ON REELS—In individual round transparent packs. r DP 2400', [2.50
7- LP 1800'. El -65 ; 51" DP 1800', El -92;
TP 2400', L2-45; 54" LP 1200', [ I-35.

•AKAI

0-57 5-35
0-93 8-90
1-25 11-10

*PHILIPS

TAPE AND CASSETTE OFFERS

Moms powered decks
CS30, CS33 Dolby, GXC36 Dolby, GXC38
Dolby. GXC510D Dolby. GXC750 Auto
rev. -1- Dolby.
8- Track
GXR131D, GXD 82D

One

CC

Batt.-Mains Rodio
RQ434US AM/FM/Mic.RQ238US 1/MIS/FM
8-track
RS803US deck, RS845US Quadra re- play.
RS806 US record/playback.

TCD310D Mains deck, 3 Motors+ Dolby.

Ref. No. List
L
1-01
DC.90
1-47
DC120
1.95

•OTHER REEL MODELS

eALPHA

Mains powered decks 1000; 30004Dolby.

eTANDBERG

Dy
NA micoc.60

205 4 tr. 3 sp. decks.

•TELEFUNKEN

Mains powered
N1500 Video Recorder.
2400, 2405, and 2401 with sep. speakers.
Decks with DNL-2506, 2509, 2510
Battery/Mains
2204, 2205, 2225, 2220(M), 222I(M), 2223.
With radio
RR200 FM/M, RR322 M/FM, RR332 M/FM,
RR4I3 L/M/FM. RR522 L/M/FM, RR622
LIM/SIFM, RR333 L/MIFM
Battery portable (Mono)
N2203. E13302.

QUALITY
CASSETTES

•TELEFUNKEN

REEL MODELS

Battery-Mains
TRQ288, TRQ257, TRQ340.
With radio
KC11201LR L M FM

CASSETTE MODELS
esoNy

Ref.
List
Price
RE.320 £9.25 £6.95
RE.325 £ 10-45 £7.90
RE.330 £ 11-95 £9.05
RE.335 £ 11.95 £9.05
RE.345 £ 13.75 £ 10.40
RE.350 £ 14.38 £ 10.85
RE.360 El 4.65 EII - 00
RE.365 £ 16.10 £ 12.10

All DUAL Impedance except RE.320. P. & P. 50p each.
MAIL ORDER ONLY—All Prices include V.A.T.

STANDS
These superb satin-finished aluminium
stands have been widely acclaimed as
being probably the finest way of improving the quality of any speaker and
are without doubt the most attractive
available. Below is a most impressive
list of features:
I. Experts advise stands as agenuine aid
for obtaining amuch cleaner bass and
midranyi response and eliminate
floor resonances.
2. Exceptionally strong
and
is to
approved Hi-Fi height specifications.
3. Takes almost all sizes of speakers and
is unnecessary to fit permanently to
the speaker.
4. Very reasonably priced and carries a
'No quibble' money refund if not
delighted.
Dimensions: Base III" dia.
Top plate 8" square.

Height 8".

PRICE £ 14 95 PER PAIR INC. P. 8i P.
within Gt. Britain.
Cheques payable to H & H Hi -Fi
Please allow approx. 14 days for delivery
Money refunded if not satisfied.

H & H HI—FI ( Ref. H.F.N.)
3 Kirkstall Avenue, Simonstone, Lancashire
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HARROW AUDIO HARROW AUDIO
TAPE AND CASSETTE BARGA//VS

Brand New. Fully Guaranteed and in manufacturer's pack.
AGFA LIN
BASF L/H
PHILIPS
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
£1.23 £ 12•22
£1.58 £ 15•35
£1•19 £ 11•40
£1•61 £ 15 12
£1•80 £ 17-55
£1.48 £ 14-30
£129 £21 70
£158 £25.57
£2.10 £20•50
£123 £4128 - £4.50 £44.00
(State NAB or Cine Centre)
(Only 3600')
Double Play
5" 1200'
£1 53 £ 14.52 £ 1.85 £ 17.93
£1.56 £ 15 10
5.-I" 1800'
£125 £21 17 £2•58 £2157
£2.19 £21 40
7" 2400'
£2.94 £2195 £325 £3100
£2.69 £ 26 00
Long Play
5"
900'
5/" 1200'
7" 1800'
10#" 4200'

Triple Play
5" 1800'
5;" 2400'
7" 3600'

AGFA
One Ten
C.60
co.« no
C.90
£159 £5-60
C.120 £0-69 £6.60

COMPACT CASSETTES
SCOTCH
BASF L/H
BASF SM
One Ten
One Ten
One Ten
£es1
£0•50 £410 £161 £eoe
nro £6-90 £0.73 £7.20
am £100
no £9.40 £043 £9.20 £ 1.17 £ 1I -60

gar

AMPLIFIERS ( P & P £ 1.05)
Cambridge P60 .. £ 109-50
Cambridge PI 10 .. £ 126.95
Eagle AA2
£31•50
Eagle AA4
[4245
Eagle AA6
£50-95
Metro ST2OE M kII £24•95
Philips RH521 £ 11150
Pioneer SA500A £42.50
Pioneer C4500 Comp. £79-90
Rotel RA311 .. £49.95
Rotel RA61 I .. £79.95
Sansui AUI01
£4645
Sansui AU505 £72-50
Teleton GA203 .. £44-50
Teleton SAQ307D.. £27•95

*
0

cr
<

O
D
0

CC
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TUNERS ( P & P [ 1.05)
Cambridge T55 .. £89.95
Celestion Telefl .. £21-95
Eagle AA8 .... [46.95
Philips RH62 I .. £ 105-45
Pioneer TX500A .. £60.95
Pioneer TX9 1
00 .. £ 135-00
Rotel RT222 .. £39.50
Rote' RT322 .. £53.50
Rotel RT622 .. £84.95
Sansui TU505 .. £75.00
GT202 .. £3150

RECEIVERS ( P & P £ 1.20)
Eagle AA30
.. £ 106-95
Goodmans I-10 .. £ 115•95
Goodmans 1-20 .. £119•95

(P & P 33p)
Akai ASE I1
£ 5•50
Akai ASE20 £6.75
Akai ASE22 £8.95
AKG K160 .. men
Eagle SES
£3.95
Eagle SE30
£7-95
Eagle FF6
£ 10.95
Koss K6
£ 11.50
Koss K711 .. £ 10•50
Koss HV IA .. £22.40
Koss Pro 4AA £25•50
Philips N6300 ..
£5.95
Philips N6301 .. £ 10-75
Philips N6302 .. £ 19•25
Pioneer 5E305 .. £ 11.30
PWB
[ 16-50
Sennheiser 1-10414 £ 13.95
Sennheiser 424 .. £ 19.95
Stax SR3/SRD6 £44•50
Wharfedale lso-Dyn £17 95

la

ihrkOMeMet

AGFA SD
One Ten
£159 £183
£0.76 £137
£1.09 £ 10.67

Cartridge

ERA
6P& CI
SME 3009 .. [8195
Inertia ( less cart.) £69.50
Inertia/Shure VIS Ill £97.95
Connoisseur
BD2/SAU2/P & C
£37•95
BDI Kit ..
£12.75
G
d
AP86SB/M7565 Mod £38.95
Zero 1005B/M93E Mod £51•95
SP25 Mk IV/M765 Mod £25.35
401 Chassis .. £37.50
SP25 Mk IV Chassis £ 13-95
SP25 Mk IV/G800H
P& C
£21•95
Goldring G102 P & C £26.95
GL75P & C .. £47.25
GL78 P & C .. £56-95
GL85 P & C
£76•95
BSR McDonald
MP60 P & C/ADC KB £21.95
HT70 P & C/ADC K8 £27•95
Philips GA212/GP400 £62•95
GA212/V15 Ill ..
neo
Pi
PL I
2D .. £39-95
PLI2D/M7SED £48.50
Sansui SR212 £52•75
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Price in pairs ( P & P £ 180)
Stock reduction offer this
month 7}% off advertised Prices for CELESTION.

Stylus

£20 95

£13.50

£3.25

£2•50

£3.95

£125

£2.80
£3.55
£195
cen
£51-95
£195

£120
£120
£120
£145
£198
£5-98
£1-95

£25.95

£14.95

£25-95

£4.95
£1195

Sent Post Free
SHURE
M3D
M44-7
M44E
MSSE
M75-65
M75-8
M91-ED
M75-ED
M75-E1
VIS II
VIS Ill
N44-3 (78 Styl.)
N75-3 ( 78 Styl.)

Ten
mole
£47•50

e

>
C

BASF CrO, EM1S/H OG
One Ten
One Ten
n-eo £-39 £3•80
£1.20 £ 11•70 £.49
£1.58 £ 15•70 £0.59 £180

MEMOREX
One Ten
£0.69 £6.80
£0.95 £9.40
£1.35 £13.20

BRAND NEW WITH FULL

Good. Mod 80 Comp £ 12190
Good. 1-10 Comp... £ 188-90
Good. Mod 90 Comp. £ 168.90
Good. Mod 90 .. £99-95
Philips RH732 £99.95
Philips RH734
.. £ 119-90
Philips RH720
£179.95
Pioneer SX434
.. £86-00
Pioneer SX535
.. £ 117.00
Pioneer SX636
.. £ 137.00
Pioneer SX737
.. £ 170-00
Pioneer SX838
.. £217.00
Pioneer 5)(939
.. £240.00
Pioneer SX1010
.. £296.00
Rotel RX152
.. £62.50
Rotel RX202
.. £70.00
Rotel RX402
£93-95
Rotel RX602
mno
Rotel RX802
msloo
Sansui 441
.. £89-95
Sansui 551
£11990
Sansui 661
mseoo
Teleton TA3000 .. £46-90
Teleton TESS5
£59-90
Teleton TES60 £89•90
Teleton TFS70 .. £ 123.90
TURNTABLES ( P & P £ 1.05
Tho
TD125 II.. £71•95
TD125 AB& C
£ 119.00
TD160C
£61•50
TDC165C
£49.95
TD160BC
£49.95
TD145C .
£79.95

Sent Post Free
ADC
XLM
AUDIO TECH N ICA
AT66 (7 mil)
EMPIRE
999RE/X
GOLDRING
G850
G800
G800H
G800E
G820
G820E
ORBIT NM22
ORTOFON
MISE Super
PHILIPS
GP400
GP412(E)

BARCLAYCARD

AGFA CrO,
One Ten
£0.88 £8.70
£1•10 £ 10.80
£1.45 £ 13.40

o

AGFA MATT BACK
One
7" 1800' PEM 368 .. £3.90
I0#" 3600' PEM 368 NAB £ 1195
7" 2100' PEM 268 ..

£2•34 £1135 £2-53 £25•20
£187 £27.80 £125 £31-90
£3.56 £34.97 £4•05 neoo

PHILIPS
One Ten
C.60
£0.41 £3.95
C.90
£0•56 £150
C.120
£7•90

Send cash with order,
MISCELLA NEOUS
SCOTCH
One
Ten
lea
7' L/P Hi-Fi £2.65 nee)
Il
i." L/P Hi-Fi £3.35 xi
£3100
7" D/P Hi-Fi £3.35 £3100
21
MEMOREX
7" L/P .. £2•30 £22•20
7" D/P .. £164 £25.40

TDK-DYN
One Ten
£0.54 £5.30
£0.79 £7.70
£1.05 £ 10-20

Post & Pack.
20p per order
6or more
tapes or cass.
Post Free

GUARANTEE

Celestion Hadleigh £41
County ..
£49-90
Ditton 120 ..
£52•90
Ditton 15 ..
£69.95
Ditton 44
£117.50
Ditton 25
£14150
Ditton 66 ..
also
Goodmans
Havant SL
£43.95
Mezzo SL
£67-50
Magnum SL
£85-90
Minister SL.. [35.95
Dimension 8
£ 129•50
Achromat 400 .. £ 129.90

••
.•

•

Audiomaster
Solent
de luxeSamba
..
1500
£23.00
£

DN 13 ( SPI015) .. £199
DN13 ( SPI017) . £189
TAPE EQUIPMENT
(P & P £ 1.10)
Akai I722L .. £85-95
400005 . £89.95
4000DB
£ 133-95
CS3OD • • £59•95
CS33D . • £72.75
GXC38D • • £95 95
GXC36D
£75.95
GXC46D • £ 107 50
GXR82D
£89 95
GXCSIOD • .. £ 129 95
GXC75D .. .. £ 136.50
Goodmans SCD100 £ 107 50
Hitachi TRQ2040D £94 95
TRQ2020D .. £59-95
Pioneer CT4141A £98-00
CT5151 .. • • £ 112-00
CT7I71 .. • • £ 133 00
Sansui SC636 • • £ 117 90
SC737 . • • £ 125 00
Yamaha TB700
£119 90

Sonata .. £29.80
Sansui ES 30 W
£49.90
ES 200 W
£ 106.90
Wharfedale Denton2 £35.35
Linton 2 ..
nests
KEF CHASSIS SPEAKERS
(P & P 75p per orde r)
DNI2 £4.95
B139 £ 1315
T27 £4-95
HARROW WAREHOUSE
B110 £6.65
In central Harrow close to St. Ann's Road and
B200 £7.75
ONO £2.20
within 3 minutes walk of Harrow-on-the-Hi(l
*KK IPair
Underground station.
£39.90
*KK3 £35•50
*P&P 75p ea.

Cartridge

Stylus

£3.50
£4.40
£4.75
£5.45
£4-55
£7-30
£9.75
£9.75
£8.35

£2•60
£3.55
£3•70
£4•50
£3.85
£4•50
£8.75
£7.35
£5.75
£11.95
£11.95
£4.50
£4.50

£28-93

WATFORD WAREHOUSE
Only 10 minutes off the MI (Junction 5) and
just one minute from Watford Junction station
(20 minutes from Euston). Customer car park.

CALCULATORS P & P 35
CBM SR36 Electronic Sliderule£45.30
GL987R % Key, Mem, R'ch'ble men
4109 as 987+ reciprocal/Sq R't £22•30
8870 °A Key, Memory .. £ 11-70

BAH CLAY or ACCESS
CARDS ACCEPTED
Mail or telephone orders - simply quote your

number.,

Hoy it with Access

HARROW AUDIO

e

(DEPT. HFNS ), BRIDLE PATH,WATFORD, HERTS WD2 4BZ. Watford 33016
27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD. HARROW, MIDDX.HA110F 01-863 8690 IV
Warehouse Hours: Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30. Late night Thursday until 8 pm. No half- day closing.
All mail-orders to Watford, please. Prices include VAT and were correct at the time of going to press.

CAUTION:

A.D.
PERIOD STYLE
CABINETS
AS ILLUSTRATED
IN MAHOGANY
5 6" LONG 20" DEEP
30" HIGH
Price £ I32.

A. DAVIES & CO.
56 WELLESLEY

ROAD,

(Cabinet Makers)

LONDON

N.W.5

Entrance from Malden Road ( by The Gypsy Queen)
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

W.H.M.
"WOLTHAM"
(1974)
20W AUDIO
POWER AMPLIFIER
IF YOU

•T-11.D.

KNOW A BETTER PERFORMANCE
WE DON'T

-

PLEASE TELL

In view of the
light weight
and extreme comfort
of Howland-West
Waferlité
headphones you
may forget that you
are wearing them please check from
time to time..
Iri odai tcn to then wearablity you f
prcbololyogree
theysound better *many headphone ycsive
ever head Around £18 plusVAT
Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0
Tel: 01-609 0293/415.

US—

0-05% predominantly 2nu harmonic, at any frequency or signal

level.

• No crossover distortion.
• Unsurpassed stability with
•Fast rise- time.
•

reactive or resonant loads.

No overshoot.
Price ( U.K.): from £8.80 inclusive.
SO Sev Bridged Version available shortly.
SYDNEY HOUSE, 35 VILLIERS ROAD, WATFORD

( 38757)

DYNASTAT C
The Electrostatic-Dynamic
speaker par excellence

Incorporating the most advanced electrostatic unit ever ( made under Shackman
patents) plus a plurality of moving coil bass units. A fantastic loudspeaker development,
completed over the past two years.
We guarantee that Dynastatic loudspeakers will out- perform every other make of
loudspeaker for sheer uncanny realism and purity of reproduction. We make this claim in
full awareness of the Trades Description Act.

*no

resonances *no peaks *no tizzy top
*no tearing sandpaper effect

Dynastatic loudspeakers are not expensive especially as they provide a quality of sound
unobtainable by other means that are commercially viable.
DYNASTATIC AS2 £ 59
DYNASTATIC AS1 £65
DYNASTATIC AS100 £ 120
We are franchise dealers for: Acos, Armstrong, Fisher, Leak, Marantz, Rega, Sansui, Sanyo, Tandberg, Teac, Wharfedale, etc.
(Prices do not include VAT)

We urge music lovers to attend demonstrations of the most perfect
sound reproduction ever thought possible. Only a demonstration
will

convince.

Please bring your favourite record; you will be astounded by the
rema ,kable improvement in the naturalness and clarity of the sound
quality when reproduced through the Dynastatic loudspeaker.
Dynastatic loudspeakers are guaranteed for two years.

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.
82 EAST BARNET RD., NEW BARNET, Herts. Tel. 01-449-6605
Shop hours 09.30 18.00 Monday to Saturday
Closed all day Thursday
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Alba HiFi Sounds realistic...the prices are realistic, too!
The ALBA UA700 Amplifier and the matching ALBA UA800 AM, FM Tuner are popular with Hi -Fi
enthusiasts everywhere. Solid state circuitry, 15 watts per channel, decoder, push button switching,
AFC. QT and a novel directional FM tuner are some of the features which have impressed the fans ...
and the experts.

Í-1
-11-F1

Sound

"Records & Recording

For its price the UA700 is an excellent amplifier and has a

"A study of the parameters and the facilities offered by the tuner

performance that compares with that of amplifiers costing more.

would classify it as belonging to the upper medium price scale ...

It is well designed and constructed and its facilities are more than
adequate for the usual Hi- Fi signal sources."

There is no doubt that a great deal of attention has been injected
into the design ...
"For what it sdesigned for - an honest programme signalsource
from intended stations- it is every bit a value- for- money tuner."

ALBA UA700 Amplifier -

£59,22

Recommended Price

ALBA UA800 Ste ,eo Tuner Recommended Price

,„

£56.42

Write for full descriptive literature of complete Alba Unit Audio Range

ALBA.

ALBA ( Radio Er Television) Limited, Dept.AN107, Bull Lane, Edmonton, London N18 1RA.

EASTCOTE 1-11-F1
TEL 01-868 2946

A5200
A5500
A5800

AKAI
Amplifiers
£66.75
£86.86
£124.95

AA8030 .
AA8080

£94 95
£ 119.95

..

Cassette and Tape Decks
CS3OD
..
£51.95
CS33D
..
£ 66.95
GXC38D
£87.50
GXC46D
£ 101-95
GXC75D
£ 127.95
GXC510D
£ 121.95
4000 DS
£ 81.95
4000 DB
£ 125.95
CR8ID
..
£ 54.95
Tuners
AT550
AT580

£ 66.75
£ 93-49

GOODMANS
Module 90 ..
Module One- Ten
90- Compact ..
One- Ten Compact
80 Compact
Speakers
Mezzo- SL ( per pair) ..
Magnum- SL ( per pair) ..
Acromat 400 ( per pair)

IA600
1A1000

£68-95
£101.95

£93.95
£108.50
£169.95
£191-95
£129.95
£66.65
£82.95
£119-90

£68.95
Receivers

SR3400
5R5400
SR700
SR800
SRI 100

.. £ 75
.. £82
£89
£99
£129

95
95
95
95
95

Cassette Decks
TRQ2020D
£ 49 95
TRQ2030D
£ 59 75
TRQ2040D
£ 79-45
Music Centres
£169-95
SDT2660
SDT3420
£ 103 95
PIONEER
Turntables
PLI2D with Cartridge

RX-150A
RX-152
RX-202
RX-402
RX-602
RX-802

Tuners
£36.50
£50-85
£76.50
Receivers
£47.95
£59.95
£66.95
£88-95
£115.95
£146-95

'SANYO
Cassette Deck!:
RD- 4530..
£47.95
RD- 4300..
£86.95
RD- 4600G
£169.95
DCX
DCX
DCX
DCX

Receivers
2000
£75.50
4000
£88 95
6000
£ 108 SO
8000
£ 121 85

£79 50
£108 50

Music Centres
GXT 4540 K
.
£ 132 95
G26Il K
£ 136.95
G 2615 N
£ 72.95
DXT 5500 K
.
£ 104.95

£21.50
£34.95
£46.95
£73.95
£88.50

SANYO
Cassette Recorders and Radio
Recorders- Ring for cheapest
prices.
TELETON
Amplifiers
A-300 ( Sobbne) .. £41.95
SAQ-206 8 .
£25-45

£42 95

Receivers

SX434
SX535

RA210
RA211
RA311
RA6I:
RA810

RT222
RT322
RT622

Tuners

FT600

Receivers
..

HITACHI
Amplifiers

ROTEL
Amplifiers

SAQ-307
SAQ-30713
SAQ-408
GA202 ..
GA203
Tuners
GT202
.
.
T.-.100 (Sortline)..
GT203
.
.

£25.45
£28-32
£31-50
£31.80
£42.95
£ 3.820
£49.95
£ 39.95

Receivers
TA-3000
£44.60
TFS-55 .. .
E57.25
TES- 60 ( tioftlinei .. £ 81.95
TF';- 70 ( Softline) . • £ 111.95
CD-50

Cassette Decks
. .. .. £ 51.60

SPEAKERS
Celestion County ..
£45.21
Celestion Dicton 15 .. £64.60
Celestion Dicton 44 £ 106.65
Celestior Dicton 25 £ 129.20
8 & W ..
.•
P.O.A.
DM.70 ..
••
P.O.A.
DP1.2A ..• •
P.O.A.
DM.4A ..• •
P.O.A.
A.R.
..
P.O.A.
JBL
.
..
P.O.A.
Marantz ..
.•
P.O.A.
Omar Speakers
Goring
PO A.
Twenty/Twenty
Wendover
Winchester
P.O.A.

Please ring for our cheapest prices on LEAK, LUX, MARANTZ, NIKKO, PIONEER, SONY, SANSUI, TRIO
*
*

Prices subject to change E. & 0 E.
For Mail Order add C2 -00-1- VAT per
piece, P & P except Speakers.

EASTCOTE HI-FI
112 FIELDEND ROAD
EASTCOTE PINNER, MIDDX

180

150
175
250
350
450

Rank Domus
£24-95
£32.95
£45-50
£79.50
£112-95

Wharfedale
Denton 2
Linton 2
Dovedale 3

£27-95
£35•50
£75-95

COLOUR TV's
Bush 18" Slimline
£169.00
Hitachi 19" .. £ 195.00
Mitsubishi 20"
£ 210-00
STEREO CARTRIDGES
HEADPHONES
RECORD DECKS
All leading makes at most
competitive prices
Add 8% VAT to all prices.
SPECIAL PRICES on
Empire Cartridges
*

ACCESS and BARCLAY
CARDS WELCOME

*

H.P. and CREDIT FACILITIES
for Personal Callers.

*

All prices correct on 20/3/75.

& YAMAHA
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Good loudspeakers test well. . . . but
measurement alone cannot define
total performance.
Listening to the IMF Monitor
TLS 8o is an experience which
more than substantiates
published laboratory
assessments.

IMF
Westbourne Street

monitor TLS 80
High Wycombe

Buckinghamshire Telephone High Wycombe 35576
181

HANSPAL'S
Audionics
488 LADY MARGARET ROAD,
SOUTHALL 01-578 2258 ( MIDDX.)
AMPLIFIERS
Acoustic Research .. £ 114.95
Alpha FA200
E30-89
FA400 .. £44-33
0030
..
£ 38.00
AX500 • . £53-30
Cambridge Audio P50 .. £84.50
P60
£ 112-15
PII0 . . £ 127-28
Denon PMA500 and PMA
350 ..
P.O.A.
Dual CVI20
£ 121.40
Leak 2100 .. £97.50
2200
..
£ 121.30
Major AS2000
P.O.A.
AS4000
P.O.A.
Lux-All models ..
P.O.A.
Nikko-All models ..
P.O.A.
Onkyo 72S"
£78.00
733*
£ 125.00
Pioneer SA9I00 £ 190.00
SA8100*
£ 149.95
SA7100 .. £ 103.95
SA6200
£79.75
Quad 33 and 303
P.O.A.
Sansui-All models
P.O.A.
Telefunken V201*
.. £ 100.00
Teac AS 100** ..
.. £132.00
Yamaha-All models
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Acoustic Research
Alpha 0007 ..
Akai AT550

£9.95
£44.95

£76.00

AT580
Cambridge T55..
Leak 2300 ..
Lux-All models
Major TSDI818..
TSDI515 ( Dolby)
Nikko-All models
Pioneer TX9I00
TX8I00
TX7100
TX6200 ..
TX500A
Quad FM3
Sansui-All models
Teat ATIO0**
Telefunken 1201
Yamaha-All models

54 ST. AN NS ROAD,
HARROW 01-863 3400 ( MIDDX.)
£105.00
£91 35
£98.00
..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
..
P.O.A.
P.OA.
..
£145..00
£109 50
£93.50
•
£71.95
•
£61.50
P.O.A.
..
P.O.A.
£99.00
£100.00
P.O.A.
..

RECEIVERS
Harman Kardon-All
models ..
Hitachi-All models ..
Leak 2000 ..
Major RS2020L
RS8020L
Lun- All models
N ikko-All models
Pioneer SX636
SX535
SX434..
All other models
Saba-All models
Sansui-All models

Sanyo-All models ..
Scandyna-All models..
Telefunken-All models
Yamaha-All models ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Acos Rega
Era 444 ..
666
Denon- All models
Dual-All models
Hitachi-All models
Micro-All models
Pioneer PL I2D
All other models
Saba-All models ..
Scan Dyna-All models

£67.00
£56.90
£83 50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£39.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS
Bose 501 and 901
P.O.A.
B & W-All models
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 £69-95
Ditton 44 .. £ 116.00
Dynaco .. ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi .. ..
P.O.A.
.113L-All models
P.O.A.
KEF-All models
P.O.A.
Quasar-All models
P.O.A.
Sonab OAS .. .. E150.00
Studiocraft-All models
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£157.70
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£136-95
£116-95
£87.50 CASSETTE DECKS
P.O.A. Aiwa-All models ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A. Harman Kardon HKI000 P.O.A.
.0.A. Pioneer CT5151 .. £ 114.00

••
.•
••
••
.•
.•
••
•
••

YOU CAN COUNT
ON OUR SUPPORT!
No matter how good your speakers may
sound, raising them above the floor invariably improves reproduction.

How?

(a) There is a cleaner bass and mid- range.
(b) There is areduction of floor resonances.
(c) The highly directional treble units are
brought nearer to listening heightgiving an improved stereo image.
Sabre Speaker Supports have been carefully designed to improve sound

quality

effectively-with

Hand-

looks to

match!

made in high quality steel, Sabre will handle
speakers of 100 lbs and over comfortably.
Superbly finished in matt black nylon, Sabre
Speaker
are

a

Supports
magnificent

way to enhance your
system.

Price

pair £18 03

per
incl.

VAT plus 75p P P.
To H. M. B. Engineering,
Fort Works, Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.
Tel.: 772831/2/3.
' Please send me.... pai rs of Sabre Speaker Supports.
Please send me your literature. ( Tick as appropriate)
My Cheque/P.O. enclosed for £
(Make payable to H. M. B. Engineering).
Name

IS2

TAPE DECKS
Akai GX2I0
GX1820D
Revox-All models
Teac A1030 ..
A3300.. ..

£945
£105.00

£21200

TDK D
SD
ED
Cr02

£146.0

TDK D
SD

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£173 50
P.O.A.
£134 50
£260 00

CASSETTE TAPES
C60
C90
1
10
I
10
BASF SM 0.72
6.90 0.97
9.50
SSM
0.78
7.50 1.00
9.70
Cr02 1-07 10-50 1.43 13.70
C120
1
10
SM
1.39 13.20
SSM
1.40 13.50
Cr02 1.86 17.90

C60
1
10
054
5.20
0.80
7.80
118 11.40
1.18 II 40
C120
1
10
105 10 10
I54 15 00

C90
1
10
079
7.60
108 10.70
174 16.80
I68 16.30

REEL TAPES
TDK Audua L1800 7

1
2.85

10
27.00

HITACHI
COLOUR
TV's
CNPI92 IN STOCK NOW!
P.O.A.
•Single Items Special Offers.
na Super Special Offers while
stocks last.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

CASH DISCOUNTS AT EIVERPOOl

AMPLIFIERS
Alpha FA 300
Alpha FA 400
Alpha E 0050
Rotel RA 211
Rotel RA 311
Rotel RA 611
Rogers Ravensbrook
New Cambridge Class
Cambridge P.60 ..
Cambridge P.II0
Akai, Pioneer, Sugden

£36.95
£43.95
£43.95
£39-95
£52.95
£83.95
£49-95
P.O.A.
£119-95
£129.95
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Rotel RT 222
Rotel RT 322
Rotel RT 622
Leak 2300 ..
Cambridge 155
Akai 580 ..
Pioneer, Sugden

£9.95
£56.95
£89.95
£87.50
£94 95
£99 95
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aka, 8030 ..
£104.95
Aka, 8080
..
£ 134.95
Rote Rx 200A
£69.95
Rote Rx 400A
£86.50
Roce Rx I54X
£99 95
Rote Rx 152
£65-95
Rote Rx 202
£74.95
Rote Rx 402
£99-95
Rote Rx 602
£ 129.95
Rote Rx 802
£ 161.95
Leak 2000 .. .. £ 134 95
Goodmans Mod 90 .. £99.95
Harman Kardon 330A
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 630
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 930
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 50+
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 75+
P.O.A.
BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS- Pairs
Castle Acoustics Richmond
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Conwa .. P.O.A.
Ditton 15
..
..
. ..
£6995
Ditton 120
..
£49.95
Ditton 44
..
£ 115.00
Goodman,, Achromat .. £ 139.95
Leak 2020
..
£ 51.00
Leak 2030
..
£69.00
Leak 2060
..
£ 119.00
Monitor Audio MA3
£239.95
Monitor Audio MAS
£99.95
Monitor Audio MA7 .. £64.95
J. B. Lansing L100
E339.95
J. B. Lansing L16 .. £ 149.95
Acoustic Research-Full range in stock
AR LST-2. Special Price .. £239.95
SMC, Celef. Richard Allan .. P.O.A.
TURNTABLES-all incl. P & C
Ariston RD 11
£64.95
Goldring GL 85
£79.95
Linn Sondek LPI2
£79.95
Thorens TD 165
£56.95
Thorens TD 160C .. £64.95
Garrard SP25 Mk IV+756S £27.95
G
d 86SB
.
£ 39.95
Thorens TD160C-1- 1
.
1E .. £97-00
Acoustic Research Deck
P.O.A.
TAPE DECKS & RECO.RDERS
Akai 4000 DS
£99.95
Akai CS 33D
£79.95
Akai GXC 38D
£ 99.95
Akai 510 D
£ 139.95
Akai 75D
..
£ 144.95
Alpha CD 1000
£36.95
Aiwa AD 1300
£ 119.95
Aiwa AD1500
£159-95
Harman Kardon 1000
P.O.A.
Teac
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

W. A. BRADY & SON

401 SMITHDOWN ROAD
LIVERPOOL 15
TELEPHONE 051_733 6859

Address

L.

CT4I41
Sanyo RD4300
RD4600G
Telefunken-All models
Yamaha TB700
Wollensak .

HN5

Suppliers of high quality optical, photographic and hi-fi equipment. Home
demonstrations by appointment. Open until 6.30. Closed all day Wednesday.

Graduate to NC
and get to know
.
the true meaning
of high-fidelity
Putting together your first true IiiFi system poses anumber
of problems for most people.
What you see here offers avery simple solution. It's aselection
of components from JVC, designed to give you perfect
sound reproduction at avery competitive price.
Over the page you'll find the full story.

-41
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The value-for-money
story starts here
The JL-Al Turntable
Powered by an ad% zinced belt - driven mechanism which
reduces rumble, wow and flutter to less than 0.1% ( WRMS),
the JL-Al turntable lets you hear the music, not the machine.
Its tracing hold tone arm, engineered to give precise tracking
from the edge of the record to its centre, can be adjusted by a
direct-reading anti-skating dial. It has an auto- return and
auto-reject. And, with low capacitance leads, it's ready for
4-channel sound when you are.
At aRRSP of £58.50, excluding cartridge, it comes
complete with ahowl reducing smoked acryl dust cover

Specification
Speeds:
Motor:
Platter:
Driving system:
Wow and flutter:
Signal to noise ratio:

33 11rpm and 45 rpm
4-pole synchronous
12" diameter aluminium die-cast
Belt driven
Less than 0.1% ( WRMS)
Better than 50dB ( weighted)

etelialtng torte-1*e.

*Price at time of
going to press
excluding VAT
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Another step
closer to reality

This is where
aesthetics hold their own
The JA-S310 Integrated Stereo
Amplifier

This amplifier has acontinuous power rating ( RMS) of
25w + 25w at lkHz, both channels driven at 8ohms.
Built to the same high standards as other, more expensive
JVC amplifiers, it employs all-stage direct-coupled pure
complimentary OCL circuitry. This gives you undistorted
amplification with sufficient negative feedback from direct
current up to over 100kHz.
Additional features include amicrophone mixing circuit
for greater flexibility and enjoyment, ahigh cut filter to
eliminate tape hiss and record surface noise, and apower
surge damping device to minimise any possible damage to
your speakers when you first switch on and facility for two
speaker systems.
All these features plus JVC built-in quality at the
remarkable RRSP of just £ 79.50 .
Specification
Continuous power: 25w + 25w at lkHz RMS
(both channels driven at 8ohms)
Total harmonic
distortion:
IM distortion:
Damping factor:
Load impedance:
Input sensitivity:

The JT-V310 FM/A/V1StereoTuner

Matched exactly, right down to astepped tuning knob
similar to the JA-S310's volume control, the JT-V310 stereo
tuner precisely complements our turntable and amplifier.
Phase Locked Loop circuits, developed for the US space
programme, have been incorporated to give an extremely
high usable sensitivity of 2.0 pV.
A clear, easy-to- read tuning dial is augmented by twin
meters for accurate station selection, while hi-blend and
muting controls cut down interference and inter-station
mush.
Again, asensible RRSP of £85.0e puts the JT-V310 in a
class where its performance belies its economy.
Specification
2.0 }IV
Usable sensitivity:
Total harmonic distortion (stereo): 0.5%
70dB
S/N:
1.5dB
Capture ratio:
55dB
Image rejection:
40dB (lkHz)
Stereo separation:

Less than 0.8% ( at rated power)
Less than 0.8% ( at rated power)
More than 100 (8ohms, lkHz)
4-16 ohms
Phono-2.5 mV (47 Kohms)
Tuner - 165 mV ( 50 Kohms)
Aux - 165 mV ( 50 Kohms)
Mic - 5mV ( 10 Kohms)

me)*

'Price at time of
going to press
excluding VAT

£79.50*

'Price at time of
going ¿opreso
excluding VAT

The JSP-310 Speakers

At the end of your system come the speakers with soft
domed tweeters to ensure asuperbly evenly radiated high
frequency response. This speaker system blends in with
any decor and will enable you to appreciate the true meaning
of high-fidelity. At aRRSP of £54.0e they complete a
system that will let you hear the kind of sound you want.

Specification Power handling for use with amplifier rated
25w RMS per channel.
Frequency response: 40-20,000 Hz
Impedance:
4-8 ohms
Sensitivity:
4.4w for 96dB at one metre
Crossover frequency: 4,000 Hz
Speakers:
8" free edge woofer; 1" soft dome tweeter
Size:
21cm d. 25 1
/ cm w. 45 1
2
/ cm h.
2
Weight:
51
/ kilos
2

Another step
closer to reality
JVC (U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Cornet:

l'riestley Way, London NW2 7AF. Tel: 01-450 2621.
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Wollensak set out to change your
ideas about 8-track stereo...

PAUSE

SELECT

0 IGi 7
-AL
ME COUNTER

DOLB•r e -8

TRACK

n

STEREO
-

RE CORO

MIN-SEC

PROG R AM

Wollensak 3m
MODEL

13075

111001_8(

SYSTEM

The name Wollensak may be new
to you. If it is, there's awhole new
experience waiting in the kind of
sound you'll hear from Wollensak
recorders — both cassette (the
Wollensak 4766) and cartridge (the
Wollensak 8075).

3

—it's ameasurable fact.
1Wo simple switches make
all the difference

4

Dolby noise reduction system

Dolby circuitry reduces the noise
inherent in all tape recording, and
Two features of the 8075 are
can mean improvements of up to
responsible for this revolutionary
10 db in signal-to-noise ratio. Your
new sound; the Special Tape Equal- own recordings will be substantially
isation, which is unique to Wollensak improved and you can take advanA new future for 8- track stereo
recorders, and the Dolby Noise
tage of the many pre-recorded
Reduction System— the first time
Probably, the Wollensak 8075
cartridges now issued, which have
been dolbyised.
8-track stereo deck will give you the ever on an 8-track deck.
biggest shock . Up to now, enthusiasts
Special tape
have not thought seriously about
equalisation switch
8-track sound; but the Wollensak
The mechanical and electronic
deck closely approaches the finest
excellence
of the 8075 ensures
reel-to-reel sound. This isn't aclaim
crystal-clear sound. When the special

...and designed the Wollensak 8075
to do just that.

-EJECT

DOLBY
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equalisation switch is activated,
and afast forward switch, means you
you'll obtain even better sound
can find the exact piece of tape you
recording with the new generation want quickly. The pause control
tape formulations— such as Scotch facilitates cueing. The end of
Classic tape. Not only are full bass
programme or end of tape eject
and middle registers clearer, but the switches, will tell you automatically
tinkle of atriangle or the glissando when the track-changes occur.
of aharp has abite you've not exTo find out more about the 8075
perienced before.
(price £182.87 plus VAT) and the
4766 Cassette Recorder (price
Recording is made easy
£230.56 plus VAT) send off the
The problems of recording on a coupon to Nigel Cobb, Recording
continuous loop of tape are overcome Material Division, 3M United
by the additional features of the 8075. Kingdom Limited, 3M House,
An accurate digital counter,
Wigmore Street, London W1A lET.
Prices correct at time of publication.
calibrated in minutes and seconds,

HFN15175

To: Nigel Cobb, Recording Materials
Division, 3M United Kingdom
Limited, 3M House, Wigmore Street,
London, W1A lET.
Please send me further details
of the Wollensak 8075 El (tick box where
Wollensak 4766 n applicable)
together with alist of dealers.
Name
Address

3M2239
3M, Scotch, Classic and
Wollensak are trademarks.
Dolby is the
trademark of Dolby Labs.

3m

Before comparing
their price range,try
with others costing
98

100

104

106

gle

Ead

T2 00S—Sensitivity : FM Section 311V for 30(1B quieting. AM Section 150tiV for 20dB quieting. £ 75.00 Ex.VAT.

By the time you read this ad,you'll more
than likely have seen adozen or so ads for
amps and tuners in this publication alone.
Some available at about the same price
as Eagle's new 2000 range. Others within
twenty or so pounds of it.
How on earth, you must be wondering,
can you possibly choose between them ?
Really, here and now, you just can't.
What you can do, though, is go along to
your local dealer, pick out Eagle's new 2000
range and study it next to its competitors.

range of 15Hz - 36KHz ± 2dB.
But really you should listen to find out
what this means: words like overall quality
and crystal clear clarity just simply don't do
the sound justice.
You need to study our tuner, the T2008,
to see how its distance switch transforms
weak transmissions.
And how its unique meter and light
display system gives you very accurate tuning.

And you need to experiment with the
2006's 'sound effect control' to find out how,
While doing so, you could bear in mind
at the turn of aknob, you can actually control
three things we feel you should be looking for.
each sound right across the frequency range.
Performance.Technical experience. Looks.
That way you can compensate for poor
All the specification in the world can't recordings or adapt the sound to suit your
explain what the 2000 range sounds like. particular room acoustics.
Down on paper you'll see that both the
We could go on, but by now we hope
2004 and 2006 amps have an output power of
you have the point — with the new 2000
20 watts per channel and afrequency
range we really have tried to add to your

them with others in
comparing them
£20 more.

A2006 — (S.E.C. System) Output power: 20 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms. Frequency Response: 15Hz —
36KHz
2dB. D,D.00 Ex. VAT. ..0o4 -as A2006, without S.E.C. £65.00 Es.VAT)

hi-fi listening pleasure.

To know more, you can either send off our
coupon or, better still, go and listen yourself.

Technical experience means alot
While you are, though, don't forget to
in aworld where you're lucky to get asix
have alook at the range too.
months' guarantee.
Imagine how it will look in your home,
Buying cur equipment doesn't just mean
go on compare it with the others.
you make off home with some new units.
Then see if you don't agree — with a
What if you want to know more?
z000 amp. and tuner, you're not only getting
What if you want to add to your system,
hi-fi that sounds as if it's in another bracket,
but dont know how?
it looks like it too.
ag ,
What if you want aservice?
Rest assured: every Eagle product comes I-- Please send me full details of your -backed with atwo year guarantee.
new 2000 Series.
We also have our back-up service.
Name
When you've been around as long as we
Address
have, you realise it's just as important as the
product itself.

E le

1

HFN 5)75

It's apity ads are silent.
As we've said, we can only give you an
idea here of what our new range sounds like.

Eagle International,Precision Centre,Heather Park
Drive,Wembley HAO 1SU.Tel:

01-902

8832.

The Goldring-Lenco GL78/P/C./
The unit that knows when to stop.

The Goldring-Lenco GL78/P/C is a
further development of the famous GL75. It
has aspecial pick-up arm, on knife-edged
bearings, with aviscously damped
lowering device.
It has anew plinth with afriction
hinged dust cover.
And it knows when to stop. When the
music finishes, the turntable automatically
stops and the pick-up arm is raised from the
record.
And all of this happens without
impeding the unit's sensitivity in any way.
The GL78 chassis has four
hydraulically damped suspension springs
which ensure that the stylus is constantly

in the right track. This, combined with its
heavy turntable and lightweight pick-up
gives remarkably low wow, flutter and
rumble figures.
The next time you're out, drop in to
your hi-fi dealer.
He'll show you how the GL78/P/C will
help you get more out of your music.
Now you can really let Brahm's lullaby
send you to sleep.

® Goldring
Goldring Limited, 10 Bayford Street,
Hackney, London E8 3SE.

The more you know about HiFi, the more you'll appreciate Goldring.

MAIL ORDER or PERSONAL CALLERS
CASH OR CREDIT TERMS - PART EXCHANGES
TUES-SAT 9.00 TO 5.30.

CLOSED MONDAYS

WE CAN SUPPLY MOST EQUIPME MT
ADVERTIZED IN THIS MAGAZINE
12 MONTHS PARTS & LABOUR GUA RANTEE
•
rs please no ir Oil requests for information must
Ih ru
be art,» input' bat by a slam pelt atblressed envelope ,
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%

EASY TERMS THE EASY WAY - FOR CALLERS OR BY POST

DEPOSIT AND
REPAYMENTS

Minimum deposit-one third ( to the nearest pound) and the balance ( including charges) over 12, 18 or 24 months. Available for one or any number of articles and delivery
charges can be included if you wish. Just add up the total value, subtract your deposit and read off your monthly payments on the table below. ( Minimum cash balance £40.)
Documentation charge of £3 will be added to your first instalment. Do not add it to your deposit. STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES please.
Credit facilities are available only to customers hying in Great Britain. Fill in coupon below and buy your Hi Fi the easy way. Equipment may also be purchased through
Access, Paybonds and People's Bank. * STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE *
Monthly Payments
Monthly Payments
Monthly Payments
Also INSTANT CREDIT
24
Balance 12 months
Balance
12
IB
24
Balance
12
18
24
Balance
12
18
£40 £4.17 £63 £6.09 £4.34 - £ 108 £ 1044 £7.44 £5•95 £ 190 £ 18.36 £ 13.09 £ 10-45
for callers only. Available
£41 £4.25 £64 £6.19 £4.41 - £ 110 £ 10.63 £7.58 £. 06 £ 195 £ 18.85 £ 13.43 £ 10.73
from 10% deposit on
£42 £4.34 £66 £6.38 £4.55 - £ 112 £ 10.82 £7.72 £ 6.16 £200 £ 19.33 £ 13.78 £ 11.00
goods valued over £ 100
£43 £4.42 £68 £6.57 £4.68 - £ 114 £ 11.02 £7.85 £6.27 £205 £ 19.81 £ 14.12 £ 11.28
£44 £4.50 £70 £6.77 £4-84 - £ 116
El 1.21 £7-99 £ 6.38 £210 £20•30 £ 14.44 £ 11-55
£45 £4.59 £72 £6.96 £4.96 - £ 118 £ 11.40 £8.13 £6.49 £215 £20-78 £ 14.81 £ 11.83
£46 £4.67 £74 £7•15 £5.10 - £ 120 £ 11-60 £8.27 £6.60 £220 £21-26 £ 15.16 £ 12.10
£47 £4.75 £76 £7.35 £5•24 - £ 122 £ 11-79 £8.40 £6.71 £225 £21.74 £ 15.50 £ 12.38
Access
£48 £4-84 £78 £7.54 £5.37 - £ 124 £ 11.98 £8.54 £6.82 £230 £22.23 £ 15•85 £ 12.65
takes the wading
out of wonting
£49 £4.92 £80 £7.73 £5.51 - £ 126 £ 12.18 £8.68 £6-93 £235 £22.71 £ 16.19 £ 12.93
£50 £ 5.00 £82 £7.92 £5•65 - £ 128 £ 12.37 £8-82 £7.04 £240 £23.20 £ 16-54 £ 13.20
£51 £ 5.09 £ 34 £8.12 £5.79 - £ 130 £ 12.56 £8•96 £7.15 £245 £23.68
£1
688 £ 13-48
OR
£52 £ 5-17 £86 £8.31 £5.95 - £ 135 £ 13.05 £9.30 £7.43 £250 £24.16 £ 17.22 £ 13.75
£53 £5.25 £88 £8.51 £6.06
£ 140 £ 13.53
£9.64 £7.70 £255
£24.64 £ 17.56
£24.03
BARCLAYCARD
£54 £5•34 £90 £8.70 £6.20
E4.95 £ 145 £ 14.01 £9-99 £7.98 £260 £25.13 £ 17.91 £ 14.30
Buy it
Extended Credit
£55 £5.42 £92 £8.90 £6.34 £5.06 £ 150 £ 14.50 £ 10.33 £8.25 £265 £25.64 £ 18.25 £ 14.58
£56 £5.50 £94 £9.09 £6.48 £5.17 £ 155 £ 14-98 £ 10.68 £8.53 £270 £26.10 £ 18.60 £ 14.85
PHON! YOUR OW> R
on
£57 £ 5.59 £96 £9.29 £6.61 £5.28 £ 160 £ 15.46 £ 11.02 £8.80 £275 £26.58 £ 18.94 £ 15•13
(Just phone or write)
£58 £5-67 £98 £9.48 £6.75 £ 5.39 £ 165 £ 15.95 £ 11.37 £9.08 £280 £27.06 £ 19.29 £ 15-40
£59 £ 5.75 £ 100 £9.67 £6.89 £5•50 £ 170 £ 16.43 £ 11-71 £9.35 £285 £27.54 £ 19.63 £ 15.68
stating
your
require£60 £ 5.84 £ 102 £9.86 £7.03 £ 5.61 £ 175 £ 16.91 £ 1206 £9.63 £290 £28.03 £ 19.98 £ 15.95
ments. S.A.E. please.
£61 £ 5.92 £ 104 £ 10.05 £7.16 £5.72 £ 180 £ 17.40 £ 12-40 £• 70 £295 £28-51 £20.32 £ 16.23
£62 £6.00 £ 106 £ 10.25 £7.30 £5.83 £ 185 £ 17.88 £ 17.•7 1
£300 £29-00 £20.67 £ 16-50
ii /
3 nogers Istst..: Monitor
pr. £ 197.67
AUDIO SYSTEMS
Tnorens TD 12b Mk11 . .
eit -ai Koss taro .. ..
Carriage and Packing £600
.. £31.02 Tannoy 10" Chevening pr. £ 188 90
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Thorens TO 125ABC Mk II £ 161.49 Koss PRO4AA
£275-80
pr. £220.96 Beosystem 901 .
£S2 92 Tannoy 12" Lancaster
Thorens TO 125ABC Mk IIKoss K2+2
..
Carriage and Packing £ 2.75
£20 30 Tannoy Chatsworth 12" pr. £206.71 Beosystem 1001 Mk 2 .. £259 40
Armstrong 621 .. .. £99.99
with Ortofon MISE Super £ 184-95 Sennheiser HD4 14 .
£60 48 Tannoy 15" Mansfield pr.
.
36 Beosystem 1400 .. £264.40
Beolab 1700 .. .. £85-00 Thorens TD 160C.. .. £83.01 Stan SR3/SRD5 ..
Bush A220 .. • • £ 43.90 Transcriptor Saturn .. £75-00 Stax SR- X Mk Ill'SRD7 .. £120.98 Tannoy 15" Amesbury pr. £311.25 Beosystem 2000 .. £422 00
Cambridge P60 .. .. £ 139-32 Transcriptor Hyd with arm £123.58
W'dale Kingsdale 3
pr. £ 173.08 Beosystem 3000 .. £443 00
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Cambridge PI10 .. .. £ 160.92 Transcriptor Hyd less arm £ 101.75
W'dale Linton 2KIT
pr. £ 28.90 Beosystem 3500 .. £410.50
W'dale
Glendale
3
KIT
pr.
448.58 Beosystem 4000 .. . £743 SO
Eagle AA4 .. .. .. £ 58.33 Wharfedale Linton W/ 30
£40.62
Carriage and Packing £3.75
Eagle AA6 B/S .. £73.44
Armstrong 625 FM .. £ 14 7.55 W'dale Dovedale 3KIT pr. £ 82.50 Beosystem 6000 .. . £ 1087 SO
Beocenter 1400* . £ 198 50
Ferrograph F208 .. .. £ 101.52
TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Armstrong 626 AM/FM .. £ 177.06
£298 SO
Leak 2100 . .. £ 119.75
Carriage and Packing £3.50
Beomaster 901 .... £ 134.90 ejjuLauulliiiimixduu
MetrosounciST20 .
1
.
1k1 1 .. £47.53 Aka, 4000 DS ..
£136.59
1001 .. .. •
• £
Bush Arena3500*
10 ..
..
.. ..
.. £
146-37 Beomaster 3000-2
£ 118.50
198 .
50
Carriage and Packing 60p
Beocenter
.. £ 129.52
.
£ 121 18
.. .. £ 31.81 Bush Arena 15
Metrosound ST60.. .. £84-26 Akai I
722L
Acos Lustre
Goodmans 1-10 Compact £269 01
Philips RH520 .. .. £86.00 Akai GX1820D .. .. £267•93 Beomaster 4000 .. .. E250 00
£1690
Philips RH52I .. .. £ 155.00 Brenell IC2000 .. .. £ 252-72 Beomaster 2000 .. .. £215.00 ADC Q36 . ..
15
, ...
..£
--07 Ferguson Studio 6 .. £ 177 65
Hacker GAR550* .. £ 135 00
Quad 33/303 . £ 142.56 Ferrograph 7502/7504 .. £ 317.52 Goodin:1ns One Ten .. £ 152-61 B & 0 SP I
0.
Radford ZD22/Z15.100HD. £275.40 Ferrograph 7502/2 Dolby £380.16 Revox A720 Digital .. £637.20 B & 0 SP12
..
£21.90 Dynatron HFC60 Centre* £299 00
Revox A78
..
£ 197.64 Lamb Lab Mini-Studio .. £949.32 Philips RH702 .. .. £97.69 B & 0 MMC6000(4c.h) .. £ 35.50 Dynatron HFC100A* £ 165.95
Revox A722 .. £212.76 Philips N4450 .. .. £350.00 Tandberg 101 .. .. £214.38 B & 0 MMC4 .. .. £21.50 Dynatron HFC55* .. £ 185 00
Rogers SOD' ... £21.60 Philips N4418 . .. £204 .71 Tandberg Huldra 10 .. £229.50 Decca Mk 5 London .. £ 31.42 Dynatron HFC58* .. £ 177 00
. • , £35-1() Revox A77/ I102)4 Mk 4 £ 355 .32 Wharfedale Linton .. £113.50 Deccalift with Transformer £ 8.32
Rogers Cadet ..
HMV 2456B
£283 30
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Goldring 850 .. .. £ 5.67
.
•Speakers extra
Rogers Panthera A75 .. £99-90 Revox A77/1122/4 Mk 4 £ 398.52
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £ 62.11 Revox A77/1222/4 Mk 4
£414-7222.68
Goldring 820 Super E . £
Rotel RA311 .. ..
Revox DL 1134 Dolby .. £480.60
Carriage and Packing £4.40
Ortofon MIS Super .. £ 31-33
PORTABLE RADIOS
..
V- £159 •
90 Shure M7SED Type 2
.. £ 17.17
£43.74
Carriage and Packing £ 1.40
Rotel RA6I 1 .. .. £ 122.50 Revox A77/HI102/4 Mk 4 £398.52 Beovox 2702
P50
..
pr. £85.00 Shure V15 Type 3Imp. ..
pr. £ 112-00 SME 3009/111mp. .. .. £43-02 Beolit 600 AM/FM
Sugden C5 I/P51 .. .. £ 164.16 Revox A700 1372 or 1374 £754.92 Beovox 3702 ..
Teac AS100 .. .. £ 172.80 Tandberg 3321X/3341X .. £ 169.02
pr. £255.00 SME 3009/1152 Imp. cletihd £47.14 Beolit 700 AM/FM
£5.40 Hacker Hunter
.. : :£41.90
E4
£
49
6S4
90
4
Ditton..
25
pr. £ 189.98 Transcriptor Stylus Scale
..
Wharfedale Denton ..
£51.84 Tandberg 3421X/344IX .. £274.32 Celestion
Beovox 5700
Tandberg
pr. £ 156.70 Transcriptor Stylus Brush £3-40 Hacker Sovereign Ill ..
Tandberg 912IX
914IX ..
.. ..
.. £356.00
£ 347-76 Celestion Ditton 44
£59.40
TURNTABLES
Carriage
and Packing £ 3.00
Tandberg 364IXD .. £244.08 Celestion Dicton 66
pr. £287.50 Transcriptor Sweep Arm £5-40 Hacker Super Sovereign MB £89.64
. £83-86
Goo dmans Havant SL pr. £64 .34 Transcriptor 9" F/Arm .. £25•92 Roberts RIC2 .. .. £ 20.28
Ariston ROI IP/C .
Goodmans Mezzo SL
pr.
£
Watts Manual Parastat Mk 11 £3.24 Roberts RM40 .. .. £ 42.72
TUNERS
1203
Carriage and Packing £2. 75
Goodmans Minister SL pr. £ 52.10 Decca Record Brush .. £4.86 Roberts R606 .. .. £38.89
Beogram 1001
.. £75-00
£ 57.00
£95 .
00
Armstrong 623 AM/FM .. £106-29 Goodmans Magnum SL pr. £ 122.74 Decca Record Cleaner ..
£4.86 Roberts R707 ..
Beogram 2000
£48.50
..
£99 .
50
Armstrong
FM
Beogram 3000
Beomaster 624
1700
• • £ 7944 Goodmans Goodwood rp. £ 130.68
Tandberg TP4I .. £69.93
SPEAKER CHASSIS
CASSETTE AND 8-TRACK
Beogram 4002 .. .. £238-50££74.90 Goodmans Dimension 8 pr. £ 185-02
Cambridge T55
" 746 Goodmans Achromat 400 £ 171.66 Carriage and Packing 95p each
..
£ 11915 KEF 104 .. ..
pr. £ 162.00 Jordan Watts Module ..
£16.52
Carriage and Packing £2-75
Beogram 6000 .. .. £318.50 Leak 2300
pr. £ 185.22 KEF T27 Tweeter £5.94 Akai GX46D
ERA Mk 6 .. .. .. £72.90 Philips RH621 .. .. £ 145.00 KEF 104 wistands
£79 90
G
G
d SP25 Mk
.
IV M75-6
£
£ 30.97
38.72
•
•
KEF
Cantor
pr.
£
59.40
KEF
B110
LF/mid
..
£8.15
Beocord
900
.
£
165.47
£179
50
Quad FM3 ..
£57 .
99
Revox A76£9•56 Beocord 2200
£34 SO
G
d86SB Module
..
.
..
£247.32 KEF Chorale ..
pr.
E77.76 KEF 13200 ..
G
dMod. Z100 SB
£79 .
89
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £54.00 KEF Cadenza ..
pr. £ 113-40 KEF B139
..
£ 17.82 Bush TP66
£69 42
G
d401
..
£ 50.00 Teat AT 100 . .. £ 129.60 KEF Concerto ..
r £ 142.56 KEF DN1 2
£ 5.94 Philips N2506
£140.40
£195 48
Good mans TD 100
£79-31
STEREO HEADPHONES
KEFK1T 2 .. ..
pr. £ 59.40 KEF DN13/1017 .. £3•89 Philips N2047 ..
Leak Delta.. . £75.28
Carriage and Packing £ 1.20
KEFK1T 3 .. ..
pr. £91.80 KEF DNI3/1015 .. £4.32 Tandberg TCD3I0
FOUR CHANNEL
Linn-Sondek LP12 P/C £88-34 Koss K0727B
£ 19•44 Lowther PM6/Acousta pr. £ 198.72 Lowther PM6 Mk I .. £34.56

AM\

onla

am

Philips GA212 .. £89.00
Pioneer PLI2D .. £ 60 79
Russco Studio-Pro
£ 137.19
Thorens TD 165C.. £ 105.98

Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

HVIA
£28.62
HVILC
£ 32-35
K6
..
£ 15.07
Phase 2TM .. £45.36

Lowther TP I / PM3
Mordaunt Short 737
Mordaunt Short 400
Quad Electrostatic

pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£488.16
£242.00
£ 159.50
£242.24

EXPORT
INFORMATION.
Export
prices and shipping quotes free or send
s2 Bills for literature.
All equipment carefully packed, insured
and SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Quad exports for U.K. visitors (All goods
supplied free of Value Added Tax.)
Payment may be made in any currency by
bank transfer, certified check, postal
order or money order.

tei

...AN

'

Personal export facilities-visitors welcome to showroom.

C.C.GOODWI N (SALES) LTD

Lowther PM7
Tannoy 10" New
Tannoy 12" New
Tannoy IS" New

..
Moni
Moni
Moni

.. £56-16
HPD £70-58
HPD £71.87
HPD £91.48

Carriage and Packing £ 2.75
JVC 1405 Tape Unit .. £193.36
Beomaster 6000 ..
£450-00

To, C. C. Goodwin (Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HFN5).
7 The Broadway, Wood Green , Londo n N22 6DU.

( BLOCK

Please supply the following equipment:

d.II

LETTERS

PLEASE) I
I
I

Total Cash price plus carriage C
Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value E
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.
Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value £
to pay the balance by

II

in full payment. I
( Do not send card) I
as deposit and wish I
monthly payments of C

on PERSONAL G. B. CREDIT PLAN.

I

Full Name

( Iam over 18) I

Address

7 The Broadway. Wood Green. London. N22 6DU
Telephone: 01-888 0077. Open 9-5.30 Tues -Sat Closed all day Monday

2-DOORS FROM ODEON CINEMA. All prices correct at time of printing. E. & O. E. All items subject to availability.

I
I
mil

Dow cEN-Tc

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday- Saturday
Phone in your order with your Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts.
WAT 26602

MOORGATE
48 London Wall, EC2
01-628 0537
ALSO

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES
HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road, N7
01-272 7901

FINCHLEY
857 High Road, N12
01-445 3319

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade, NIS
(Picc. Line Station)
01-888 4373

PECK HAM
152 Rye Lane, SEI5
01-639 2205

MARBLE ARCH CAMERA & HI-FI DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade, High Street
01-449 8278
01-723 3071

PRICES SHOWN ARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT
AMPLIFIERS
Cambridge P60 .. £ 116.00
PII0
£ 133.00
Goodmans 40+40 £ 69-75
JVC VN900 SEA £ 157.00
VN700 SEA .. £ 110.50
Leak 2100 .. £ 93.00
2200 .. £ 117.00
Nikko TRM 210 £46.60
TRM 230 .. £ 56.60
TRM 500 ..
£80-75
TRM 600 .. £ 95.75
Pioneer SA 500A
£46-25
Rogers R'Bourne £ 78.00
Trio KA 1200 £ 52.00
KAI600 .. £ 78-00
KA4002A .. £85.00
KA4004 .. £106.00
KA6004 •.
Carriage & Insurance [ 1.50

£139.00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-20/
1-10
£127-00
Module 90 .. £ 112.00
JVC VR5535 SEA £ 178.50
VR5525 SEA .. £ 160.00
VR 5515 .. £ 127.50
VR 5505 .. £ 89.50
Leak 2000 .. £ 147.00
Nikko STA5050 £ 107.00
STA7070 £ 129-00
STA8080 £ 150.00
Pioneer ..
P.O.A.
Rogers R'Brook £ 92-00
Trio KR2300 .. £ 93.00
KR2400 .. £ 106.00
KR3400 .. £ 128.00
KR4400 .. £ 147.00
KR5400 .. £ 182.00
KR6400 .. £ 229-00
Carriage & Insurance [ 1.50
TUNERS
Cambridge T55 .. £ 94.00
JVC VT500 .. £ 72.50
VT700
£ 106.00
Nikko FAM220 £ 56-60
FAM500 £ 79-25
Metrosound FMS 20 £ 42.00
FMS 40 .. £ 42-00
Pioneer TX500 £ 64-00
Leak 2300 .. £ 94-10
Trio KT 1300 .. £63.00
KT200 I
a .. £ 72.00
KT4005 .. £ 99.50
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.00
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC101 ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Lenco GL75
SME 3009 ( fixed)
3009/52
PI spacer ..
Headshells
SME S2 ..
Lenco PH6

£23.50
£13.50
£11.25
£37.00
£40.00
£1.95
£3.40
£2.75
£4.05
£3.56

PH9
Thorens TP50 and
60
..
£ 3.50
Ortofon AS2I2 £ 32.00
M shell .. £ 5.25
Carriage & Insurance:Arms, 50p; Shells, 20p.
CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS' BOXES
Goldring G850
£3.80
G800H
£5.75
G800
£6.75

192

G800E
0820 ..
0820E .
Empire 999XE/ X
999QE/X
999RE/X
Ortofon
M I5E Super ..
SLI5E Mk 2 ..
STM72 Module
VMS20E
FISE FFISE
Shure M3D
M44-7
M44E
M55E
M758 ..
M75E1 ..
M75ED
V15E3

£9.50
£7.35
£11.30
£9.45
£6.10
£3.75

£29.75
£28.80
£10-25
£16.75
£11.45
£4.10
£5•25
£5.50
£6.50
£8.50
£10.00
£11.75
£33.60
Post & Insurance 20p
STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring 0120SR
£2.95
DIIOSR & 110H
£3-40
0110E
£7.25
D120 std. ( 78)
£2.95
DI10 std. ( 78)
£3•40
Ortofon
MI5 Super E
£17.00
VMS20E
£12•95
FI5E FFI5E
£6.75
Shure N3D
£3•00
N44-7 ..
£3.65
N44E
£4.05
N55E
£5.25
N75B
£4.95
N75E1 ..
£5•90
N75G
£5.35
N75ED
£8.20
VNI5 E2
£12-50
VN35E
£12.60
VN78 ( 78 for
VI5E3) £ 11.35
N44-3 ( 78) .. £4 50
N75-3
£4.50
Post & Insurance 15p
4- CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X ..
£28-00
4MD 20X .. £ 30.00
10X or 20X styli
£15.50
Post & Insurance 20p
PICK-UP
ACCESSORIES

Scales: Shure .. £ 3.20
Colton .. £ 1.36
Bib .. £ 1.34
Stylus at 50 magnifier
£ 1.20
Stylus cleaner .. £ 0.36
Alignment protractor .. £ 0.45
Test Records
HFS 75
£ 2.00
TTR 110 ( Shure) £ 2.95
Post 10p each
SHURE Microphones
5155A
£ 18.00
515SB
£ 17.00
545 Unidyne III £ 35.50

588SA Unisphere B £ 25-90
58858
£ 24.60
Stands
available.
Post Free
SPEAKERS ( pairs)

JVC 4- CHANNEL
4VN880 amp .. £ 153.00
4VN990 amp .. £ 229-00
4VR5456 I./amp £ 339.00
4VR5446 T/amp £ 272.00
4VR5426 T/amp £ 178.50
Trio KR6340 £ 214.00
KR8340 .. £ 313-00
KCD2 decoder* £ 48-00
JVC
5911 remote
control* .. £ 21.00
4005 Demodulator*

TD160C £ 64-00
TDI25 .. £ 75-00
TDI25AB .. £ 110.00
TX25 cover .. £ 8.25
125 Base & Cover
(metro) .. £ 12.00
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref £ 91.50
+ Arm .. £ 109-50
Wharfedale Linton* £ 29.00
JVC VL5 .. £ 63.00
JLA 3
..
£ 98.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Akat CS 300
£ 67 85
CS 330
£ 82.65
GXC 360
£ 86 00
GXC 380
£ 107.25
GXC 46D
£ 12100
GXC 65D
£ 133-75
GXC 510D £ 148-00
GXC 750
£ 156.00
GXC 38
£ 120-95
GXC 40T .. £ 153-75
BASF 8100 ( DNL) £ 112-50
8200 ( Dolby/
DNL) .. £ 175.00
Goodmans SCD100 £ 135.00
JVC 1656 .. £ 84.00
1667 ANRS .. £ 101.00
1668 ANRS .. £ 135-00
Leak 2002 .. £ 109.50
National 125260US £ 48-50
RS263US .. £ 85 00
Trio KX7I0 .. £ 127 50
Yamaha TB700 .. £ 134.50
W'Dale WHD2OD £ 86.00

Cambridge R40* £ 169.00
R50*
[ 230.00
Celestion Hadleigh £ 43.00
County .. £49.00
Dicton 15 .. £ 70.00
Dicton 44* .. £ 117.00
Ditton 25* .. £ 142.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.75,
Dicton 66. .. £ 202.00
*[I•25
Goodmans Minster
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.00
SL
£ 43-00
Havant SL • £ 53-00
Mezzo SL • £ 79.00
Magnum SL • £ 99.00
HEADPHONES
Goodwood .. £ 98.00
Akai ASEII
£6.95
Every precaution is taken
Achromat 400 £ 129.00
ASE20
to ensure that the prices
£8.95
JVC SX3 .. £ 134.00
ASE22
shown
are
correct
at
the
£10.95
Leak 2020 .. £ 51-45
Howland- West
cime
the
advertisement
2030 .. £ 69.35
CIS250..
£6.15
was compiled.
However
2060 .. £ 119.70
C15300.,
due to the lapse of time
£8.30
2075
£ 228.90
Carriage & Insurance [ 1.50
CI5600.,
until
published
and,
of
£7.60
Richard Allan
CI5800..
course,
ever
changing
£5.85
Minette .. £ 28.00
CI5800V
prices,
we
reserve
the
£6.85
Chaconne
£ 34-00
CIS900..
right to amend our prices
£6.95
Flamenco £ 49.00
PORTABLE CASSETTE
C154000
without notice. E. & 0.E.
£11.95
Pavane• . £ 71.00
RECORDERS AND
KOSS K6
£12.40
Sardana• . £
86.00
RADIO/CASSETTE
K6 L/C
£14.25
Academy* • • £ 131.00
K0727B
£15•95
BASF C930I £ 69.50
RA 8 .. • • £47.50
PRO4AA
£28.00
TURNTABLES
C9302
£ 75.00
Sinclair QI6 • • £ 16.00
K7I1
£11-30
Tannoy
C9202
£ 52.50
Garrard chassis
KO 747
£21.00
Chevening 10". £ 165.00
C9I10 .. £ 30.00
SP 25 Mk IV* £ 14.50
ESP 6 ..
£53.50
Chatsworth 12". £ 181.00
Case for 9202.. £ 5 38
ESP 9 ..
86 SB
£ 26.50
£70.00
Mansfield
£193-00
Mic 9202/9302 £ 3 78
Zero 100SB ..
£41.50
HVI
£22.25
JVC 1610 .. £ 40 00
Mansfield 15"* £ 228-00
HVIA
Modules with cartridge
£24.00
1646 ( mini) .. £ 30 25
Amesbury 15". £ 272-00
SP25 Mk IV
£ 29.00
HV1 L/C
£27.00
Wharfedale
1602 .. £ 28 00
86 58 ..
£43-00
PRO 5 L/C
£30.65
Denton 2 .. £ 31•95
9407 ( radio) .. £ 68.00
K6 LC Q
Zero 100 SB £ 52-40
£25-75
9403 ( radio) .. £ 61.50
Linton 2 .. £ 39.95
K2+2..
401 .. £42-00
£43.65
9408 ( radio) .. £ 57.75
Glendale 3 .. £ 63.95
Connoisseur
Pro 5 Q
£40.00
9310 ( radio) .. £ 55•25
Dovedale 3* .. £ 91.95
KO 747Q ..
BD! Kit* .. £ 12.75
£37.25
National RQ309S £24.00
Kingsdale 3* £ 132.50
BD2 SAU2 Ch. £ 31.25
Phase 2
£37.25
R04 13S .. £ 32.60
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.50,
T5D
902 SAU2 B/C £ 39.50
£5.40
RQ4435 ( radio) £43.00
*£3.50
Gold ring
TIOA
£10-25
RQ444S ( radio) £ 57.00
Pioneer SE 205
GLIO2P/C• £ 29.50
£7-75
RQ434FLS ( radio) £ 48-00
SPEAKER KITS ( pairs)
GL75P
£46.75
SE 305
£12.00
RQ447FHS
Sennheiser HD 414 £13.50
Cover .. £ 5.00
Richard Allan Twin* £ 17.50
(radio) .. £ 59.00
HD 424
GL78P/C .. £ 62.50
Triple 8* .. £ 27.00
£20.25
RS45IS ( radio)
Leak complete .. £49.00
Yamaha HP 900
£18.00
Triple 12 .. £ 39.00
stereo cass.
£96.00
Pioneer PL 120 £42.00
HP 500 ..
£14-50
Super 12 .. £47-00
Full range SONY & Sanyo
Thorens TDI60B/C £ 55-00
Tannoy 10" HPD £ 123.50
Post & Insurance 50p
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.00
12" HPD
£ 125.75
15" HPD .. £ 160.00
Wharfedale
We ore appointed stockists for:- ARMSTRONG, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, BOWERS &
Linton 2* .. £ 21.00
WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ, QUAD, REVOX, SONY, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG,
Glendale 3 .. £ 39.50
TECHNICS,
YAMAHA.
Dovedale 3 .. £ 59.00
Goodmans
Many items are in short supply. Prices and delivery on request. Phone: 01-802 4131.
Mezzo Twin kit £43.50
Din 20 Kit .. £ 25.00

me°
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Carriage & Insurance:
•[1.00; £2.00.
Tannoy 12 & IS, £ 3.00.
TAPE RECORDER
DECKS
GX 2600
£ 178•50
4000 DS .. £ 101-50
4000 DB
£ 145.95
17722 L
GX 18200 .. £210.00
Revox 1102 & 1104 £ 329-00
DL 1132 & 1134 £445.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.00

TAPES
C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch
Dynarange
Cr02 0.75
Classic 1.10
Maxell
LN
UD
0.78

0.50 0.65 0.95
0.90 1.15
1.35 1.85
0-58 0.84 1.02
0.88 1.15 1-50

TDK 00.51 0-59 0.84 1.09
SD
0-75 1-05 1-45
ED
1.00 1-50
KR
1-15 1.60

BASF
LH
Super
Cr02

059 0.83 1-08
0.74 0.95 1.32
1-10 1.39 1.83

Post Sp per Cass.; 20p per
5 Cass.; 33p per 10 Cass.
REELS
Scotch Hi -Fi
222 . £ 152
223 . £ 178
224.. . £ 2 46
225 . £ 309

sr

£1.84
£2.46
£3.09
£3.92

BASF LP .. £ 1.98
OP
£ 2.84
Super LP .. [2-34
OP
£3.72
LPR35LH
TDK Audua
Maxell
Matt Back.

£ 2.82
£ 3.50
£ 3.33
£4.60
£5.50

£ 3.10

£3 10

Post
1 reel 25p. 3 reels
35p. 5 reels 60p, 10 reels
95p.

BSR McDonald
have just broken
the sound
barrier.
If you'd like to hear their
new Belt Drive Turntables
you'll be disappointed.
You'll never hear anything
but your records...

The BDS 80

We made the BDS 80 transcription
engineered turntable for the
perfectionist. So let's take acloser
look at its specification.
To start with the belt drive achieves
the completely silent power
transmission between the constantspeed high-torque motor and the
heavy non-magnetic turntable. Then
we back this up with the following
features:
Tonearm counterbalance adjustment.
Calibrated stylus pressure control.
Anti-skate bias compensator calibrated for spherical and elliptical styli.
Viscous cueing device allows the
tonearm to be raised or lowered at
any desired point.
Automatic tonearm lock.
Easy cartridge interchange and
stylus inspection.
Precise linear controls.
4lb. precision-machined turntable,
belt driven by adynamically.
balanced high torque synchronous
4-pole motor.

The BDS 90
We made the BDS 90 to more than
satisfy the high performance
requirements of the modern
audiophile.
Here are all the sophisticated
features he could wish for in a
belt driven turntable.
So when you take acloser look you
notice the low-resonance tubular
aluminium tonearm floats in a
concentric gimbal style mount,
made from precision turned parts
carrying the calibrated stylus
pressure control. The satin chrome
counterbalance moves along arod
to give primary weight adjustment
and an ultra-fine rotary control then
gives the final micro-balance.
And when you set things in motion
you'll begin to notice the other
impressive features:
Resilient belt drive reduces rumble
to an insignificant level so that you
hear nothing but the music.
Bias compensator calibrated for
spherical and elliptical styli.

Viscous cueing device (silicone
damped for well
descent)
allows the tonearm to be raised or
lowered at any desired point.
Automatic tonearm lock.
Lightweight interchangeable cartridge
carrier for easy stylus inspection.
Precise slider controls.
4lb. precision-machined diecast alloy
turntable, is belt driven by a
dynamically-balanced high torque
synchronous 4pole motor.
Mounting springs insulate the unit
against vibration while playing.

new BSR McDonald
It Drive turntables.
to be seen but not heard.

McDONALD
BSR Limited, McDonald Division,
Monarch Works, Powke Lane,
Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 5QH

e,ENTS FOR ALL THATS BEST IN HI- FIDELITY: ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • ACCUPHA

ALL OUR
. PRICES
gINCLUDE
VA '1'

Rec.
Price
£64-26

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.

Trio KR2300 £96.86
Trio KR3200 £ 121.42
Trio KR5200 £ 172.80
Trio KR7200 .. £233-28
Scan Dyna 2000/Mk 2£112.90
Scan Dyna 2400 .. £ 159.90

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STEREO RECEIVERS
Trio KR2200

Akai 8030 .. £ 149.90
Akai 8080
£ 189.90

Disc.
Price
£110.95
£137.95

Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 120.99
Goodmans Mod 1-10 £ 141.32

£99.95
£112.00

Hitachi SR3400
Hitachi SR5400

£109.00
£119.00

Harman Kardon 330A
Harman Kardon 33013

£110.00
£115.00
£189.00
£259.00

Add £2.50 carriage

eicce.

Harman Kardon 630
Harman Kardon 930
Leak 2000
Nad 140 ..

..

£ 168.74

Nad 160 ..
Pioneer SX300 • • £95.56
Pioneer SX434 • • £ 134.51

£128 00
£165.00
£195.00
£69.00
£87.95
£117.95
£137.95

Pioneer SX535 • • £ 184.36
Pioneer SX636 . • £ 140.00
Pioneer SX737 • • £226.17
Pioneer SX838 • • £341.17
Pioneer SX1010 £466-16
Rotel RX152 AM.FM
MPX
£ 92.50
Rotel RX202 AM FM '
MPX
£ 104.50
Rotel RX402 AMIFM '
MPX
£ 137.50
Rotel RX602 AM FM
MPX
£ 179.90

£122.95

Rotel RX802 AM/FM/
MPX .. £227.50

£156.93

Sansui 210

..

£ 100.88

Sansui 310.. £ 119.80
Sansui 661• . £ 189.02
Sansui Six•. £ 272.10
Sansui Seven . • £302.84
Sansui Eight .. £345.11
Wharfedale Denton £95.00
Wharfedale Linton £ 107.00
Wharfedale Triton £ 160.00
Marantz 2220 . • £ 185.90
Marantz 2230 • • £236.50
Marantz 2245 • •
Marantz 2270 • •
Teac AG 6500 •.
JVC VR5505 •.

£172 95
£219.95
£299 95
£61.93
£79.93
£92.95

£79.95
£94-95
£151.25
£218.50

Marantz Special
4% Offer
Model 4220 4-Chanrel
2- Channel Receiver £ 192.00 £ 128.00
Carriage and Insurance ADD £2.00

Add £2-00 carriag e
Akai A A5200
Akai A A5500
Akai AA5800

Rec.
F
, ice
£104.90

£136.50
£199.50
Cambridge P50
£95.00
Cambridge P60 . • £119.00
Cambridge P110 • . £145.00
Leak 2100 ..
£97.27
Leak 2200 ..
£135.00
Hitachi SR700
Hitachi SR800
Hitachi SR1100
Hitachi 1A 600
Hitachi 1A 1000 ..

£69.00
£76.00
£119.40
P.O.A.

Metrosound ST2OE 2 £48.40

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JVC VR5515 •. £ 165.00
JVC VR5525 • • £ 198.00
JVC VR5535 • • £231.00

£112.95
£141.95

P.O.A.
£81.93

£162.95

Metrosound ST40 £62.15
Metrosound ST60 £85.80
Pioneer SA500A .. £63.66
Pioneer SA6200 .. £ 112.07
Pioneer SA7100 .. £ 145.51
Pioneer SA8100 .. £208.21
Pioneer SA9100 .. £262.24

Rotel RA311

•.

£ 73.15 £54 95

Rotel RA611 • • £ 115.37 £76.95
Rotel RA810 . • £ 165.50 £102 50
Rotel RA1210 .. £ 165.50 £118.00
Sansui AU101 £60.37 £44.00
Sansui AU505 £93.30 £71.50
Teleton 206B £36.30 £27.95
Teleton GA202 .. £34.00
Wharfedale Denton £52.80 £39-50
Wharfedale Linton £69.30 £52.95
Marantz 1030 .. £93.50

P.O.A.

Marantz 1060 • • £ 137.50
Marantz 1120 •. £247.50

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Marantz 3300 • •
Marantz 250 • •
Marantz 1200 ..
Teac AS100 • •
JVC VN300

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£56.95

£269-50
£346.50
£423.50
£ 140.00
£ 74.80

JVC VN700 £ 150.70 £114.95
JVC VN900 £ 180.40 £134.95
Trio KA2002A • • £54.45
P.O.A.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

£256.70
£276 10

£297.00
£363.00
£230.00
£ 115.50

•

Scan Dyna 3000 .. £ 139-90
P.O.A.
Scan Dyna 4000 . £ 159.90
P.O.A.
Full range of Technics available-ask
for details.

Rec.
Disc.
Price
Price
Rotel RA211 • • £56.45 £36 95

Disc.
Price
£68.95
£89 50
£125 99

Trio KA4002A •. £80.30
Trio KA4004 £ 115.50

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Trio KA6004
Trio KA8004

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£ 142.45
£185.90

Full range of Technics available- ask
for details.

£84 50
£108.95
£122 85
£74 95
£89 95
£129.00
£145 00
£189.00
£99 00
£148.00
£30 20
£38 50
£59 95
£42.50
£78
£99
£139
£171

95
50
50
95

Quad 33 Control Unit

£64 00

Quad 303 Power Amplifier
Rogers Ravensbrook 3 £63.25
Rogers Ravensbourne £82.50

£68 00
£49 95
£64 00

Add £1.50 carriage

P
Rr
e
i
c
ce

Akai AT5500 £ 104.90
Akai AT580 .. £ 146.90
Metrosound FMS20 £61.03
Rogers Ravensbrook £55.00
Rogers Ravensbourne £ 67.65
Rotel RT222
£51.50
Rotel RT322
£74.50
Rotel RT622
£111.50
Sansui TU505
Pioneer TX500A
Pioneer TX6200
Pioneer TX7100

£90.61
£84.72
£98.34
£130.46

Pioneer TX8100
£151.40
Pioneer TX9100
£204.59
Acoustic Research
Marantz 105 AM ' FM £ 104.50
Marantz 115 AM FM £ 159.50

Rec.
Price
Marantz 120 AM FM £286.00

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.

Teac A T100 .. £ 116.00
P.O.A.
Eagle TS152
£39.95
Eagle AA8
£49.95
JVC VT500. • £ 85.80 £64.95
JVC VT700. • £ 132.00 £99.95
Trio KT2001A . • £ 73.70
P.O.A.
Trio KT4005 • • £ 111.10
Trio KT8005 £ 179.30

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cambridge 155 .. £95.00

P.O.A.

Full range of Technics available-ask
for details.

HEADPHONES
Rec.
Disc.
Price
Price
Koss HV1
£27.50 £19.50
Koss PRO5LC £37.95 £29.95
Add 50p carriage

Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

PRO4A A
£34.65 £28.00
K0727B £ 19.80 £ 15.50
747 .. £25.00 £19.95
K711 .. £ 13-75 £10.50

Koss Red Devil £ 13.75 £10.50
Koss K6 .. £ 15.35 £11.50
Koss K6CC
£ 17.55 £ 14.25
Wharfedale Isodynamic .. £21.95 £ 16.95

Disc.
Price
£69.95
£104.00
£44.00
£46.95
£54.95
£42.95
£54.95
£79.95
£71.50
£55.95
£65.25
£86.50
£104.95
£139.95
£110.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Add £2.00 carriage

E
Rr
e
ic%

Disc.
Price

Garrard SP25 Mk 4 £ 19.40
Garrard 401 .. £43.66
Garrard 86SB complete

£13 95
£39.95
£44.00

Goldring GL72'P.C. £53-50

£36.95
£45 95

Goldring GL75 ' P.C. £65.05
Goldring GL78 P.C. £82.50
Goldring GL85'P.C. £ 105.60
Pioneer PL15D £ 79.36
Pioneer PL12D •. £55.97
Pioneer PL51A . • £ 162.31
Pioneer PLA35 . • £ 100.61

£52 95
£66.95
£64 95
£39 95
£119 00

£69.00
Pionee- PLA45 •. £ 100.60
£76.95
Sansui 212
.. £66.73 £ 54.00
Thorens TD165
complete
.. £67.89 £54.00

D:r. WICKS & CO.
Colchester's Home of Hi-Fidelity
Hours ot Business: 9.15 a.m

6p.m. Monaay-Saturday

Early Closing Thursday 1srm. (
Al/prices include V. A T.)

Cl)

D T WICKS á CO 49-55 NORTH STATION ROAD COLCHESTER ESSEX Tel Col (0206) 78807 after hours Col 42166

k*
e

ORTOFON uTRIO SCAN DYNA WHARFDALE ROGERS . RE VOX • ERA. KEF

iE • AKAI • AIWA • CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • GOODMANS • GARRARD • GOLDR%

Rec.
Price
£78.65

Disc.
Price
£69 95

Thorens TD125 Mk
2 chassis £9240

£72.00

rhorens TD160C

Thorens TD125C
TP16 Arm
£ 143.00
Scan Dyne 1400
Ortofon Arm £ 75.90

£112.95
P.O.A.

Trio KP2022A £57-78
P.O.A.
Trio KP3022 £91.26
P.O.A.
Full range of Technics available-ask
for details.

CM»
Rec.
Price

Add £3.50 carriage

All prices per pair
Celestion Fladieigh £46.20
Celestion County £66-43
Celestion Dillon 15 £94.96
Celestion Ditton 44 £ 156.74
Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Dittor 66
Goodmans Goodwood .. . £130.70
Goodmans Havant
SL
£64.36

Disc.
Price

£34.50
£49.95
£66.95
£110.95
£126-00
£192.00
£89.95
£44.00

Goodmans Magnum
SL
£122-76

£84.50

Goodnans Min ,ster
SL
£52.10
Goodmans Mezzo SL £97.50

£35.95
£66.95

Goodmans Dimersion B
£185.06
Leak 2020 . £53.90

£136.95
£44.50

Leak 2030 .. £ 76.20
Leak 2060
£125 ,10
Lea', 2075 .
Rank Domus
Ran6 Dorms
Rank Cornus
Rank Domus

150
175
250
450

.. £39.90
.. £49.90
.. £ 79.90
. £159.90

Marantz 4G PR ..
Marantz hG PR .
Mai antz 6G PR ..
Marantz 7G PR ..
Marantz 8G PR ..
Quad Electrostatic
Wharfedale Denton £39-33
Wharfedale Linton 2 £48.69

£59-95
£103.00
£202.95
£31-95
£36.95
£57.95
£115 00
£76.00
£96.00
£136.00
£179.95
£330-00

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

Wharfedale Glendale £ 72.60
Wharfedale Dovedale £66.00

£66.00
£79.95

Wharfedale Kingsdale
£149.60

£120.00

Acoustic Research
£119.00
AR2ax
Acoustic Research
£220.00
AR3a
Acoustic Research
£64.00
AR4xa
Acoustic Research
£160.00
AR5
Acoustic Research
£78.00
A R6
Acoustic Research
£55.00
AR7
Acoustic Research
£440.00
LST
Acoustic Research
AR- MST .. £ 110.64

TAPE DECKS
at RECORDERS
Add £2.50 catriage

Price

Akai 1722 . £ 118-56
Akai 4000DB
. £196.27
Akai 4000DS deck £ 132-50
Akai GX210 deck .. £209.50
Akai GXC260 deck £219-90
Akai 1820 8.tr.freel £259.90
Akai GX400D deck £689.00
Akai GX600D £338.80
Akai GX600DP .. £349-90
Akai GX600D0 .. £399.90
Akai GXR82D 8-tr. £ 124.90
Teac A1030 .. £142.00
Teac A1230 .. £ 197-15
Teac A1250 . £250.00
Teac A3300-10 .. £275.00

Disc.
Price
£89.95
£134.95
£89.95
£135.00
£158.95
£187.50
£457.00
£240.00
£245.00
£284.00
£96.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Teac A3300-11 ..
Revox 1102,1104 ..
Revox 1302i1304
Revox DL1132 1134
Revox DLH1132/1134
Revox DLH1322,1134
Revox H1102 1104

Rec.
Price
£292.00
£295.00
£295.00
£389.00
£429.00
£429.00
£335.00

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE TAPE DECKS
& RECORDERS
Add £2.00 carriage

Rec.
Price

Akai CS530 Deck .. £88.50
Akai CS533D Dolby
Deck .. £107.75
Akai GXC36D Deck £ 112-75
Akai GXC36 Rec... £ 125-50
Akai GXC38D Dolby
Deck .. £ 139.90
Akai GXC38 Recorder Dolby .. £149.90
Akai GXC46D Dolby
Deck .. £ 160.50
Akai GXC46 Recorcorder Dolby .. £ 167.50
Akai GXC65D Dolby
auto reverse .. £ 174.50
Akai GXC4OT cassette/AM/FM radio £189.50
Akai GXC510D £189.90
Altai GXC75D £199.90
Aiwa A01200
Aiwa AD1300
Aiwa 1500 ..
Hat man Kardon HK
1000 .. • •
Pioneer CT4141 Dolby
Deck .. £159.61
T94C A140 .. £106.00
Teac A160 Dolby
Deck .. £ 132.00
Teac 280 Amps/2
Speakers .. £ 165.00

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

Teac A350 Dolby
Deck .. £ 163.00
P.O.A.
Teac A360 Dolby
Deck .. £ 195.00
P.O.A.
Teac A450 Dolby
Deck .. £225.00
P.O.A.
JVC 1667 .. £130.90
£98-95
JVC 1668
£174.90 £116.95
JVC 1669 .. £251.90 £195.00
JVC 9470 cass.iradio£192.50 £132.00
Full range of Technics available-ask
for details.

Disc.
Price
£62.00
£76.00
£71.95
£78.95
£98.95
£110 95

COMPLETE MUSIC CENTRES/
TURNTABLE, RADIO,
CASSETTE AND
Rec.
Price
Hitachi SDT2660
Hitachi SDT3430E
National SG2050L
National SG1070L
Sanyo G2611K

Disc.
Price
£199.95
£139.95
£190 00
£169 95
£164 00

£102.00
£114.00
£122.00
£121.00
£130.95
£137.95
£99 93
£137.97
£185.85
£189.00
£103.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

DzI

PACKAGE DEAL.
SYSTEMS
Rec.
Price
Garrard SP25 Mk 4
turntable, Sansui
AU101 Amplifier,
Wharfedale Linton speakers .. £ 168.37
Pioneer PL120 turntable, Shure M75
ED2 cartridge,
Pioneer SX434 Receiver, Acoustic
Research AR4
Speakers .. £267-64

Disc.
Price

£109 00

C3
£199 95

S ' PIONEER • J. B. L. YAMAHA .B.B.C.MONITOR • METRe
IMI MI III MI

I.

BM

111 I •III I •II
I MII I
I
In I I
I • I •I

£228.00
£29.95
£36.95

EFFICIENT

PLEASE SUPPLY

Make

MAIL ORDER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

ésák Video

IENCLOSE THE FULL SUM OF £

FULL CASH & CARRIAGE INCLUSIVE

NAME
ADDRESS

All equipment is covered by our In Transit Insurance Cover. Faulty goods should be returned without

•
QUAD • SANYÇV

delay.

*im No um gm Nu um um

IIMI OM

MIM MI NMI IN 11111

SONY:

THE NAME THAT

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LEAFLETS AND PRICES
MUSIC CENTRES
HMK 20 ..
HMK 40 ..

TUNERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMP 20 ..
HMW 20 ..
HMP 40 ..
HMP 70 ..
HP 511 A

.•
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
PS 230
PS 5520
PS 5550

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
70
88 • •
1055 • •
••
1066 • •
••
1130 ..
••
1150 ..
.•
3140F

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

70 ..
88 ..
5055L
5066 ..
5130 ..
5150 ..

.•
.•
••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MEANS QUALITY
PORTABLE TV's
TV 110UK

CASSETTE DECK/TUNER
HST 139 ..

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SIR
SIR
STR
SIR

6036A .. ..
6046A ..
6055.. ..
6200F ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

LOUDSPEAKERS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

70 .. ..
5088 .. ..
5177 .. ..
53004 ..
7100 .. ..
7200 .. ..
73004 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COLOUR TV's
KV 1310UB
P.O.A.
KV 133OUB
P.O.A.
KV 181OUB
P.O.A.

P.O.A.

TC
TC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
TC

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
IC

P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
121 ..
P.O.A.
129 ..
P.O.A.
131 SD
P.O.A.
134 SD
P.O.A.
146 A
P.O.A.
152 SD
P.O.A.
161 SD
P.O.A.
177 SD
P.O.A.
REEL-TO-REEL
270 • •
280 • •
377 • .
458
630 ..
645 ..
755 ..
756-2 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS-ADD £150 PER ITEM P & P.

AKAI

SANYO

CASSETTE DECKS
CS3OD
P.O.A.
CS33D
P.O.A.
GXC36
P.O.A.
GXC36D
P.O.A.
GXC38
P.O.A.
GXC38D
P.O.A.
GXC46D
P.O.A.
GXC65D
P.O.A.
GXC75D
P.O.A.
GXC4OT
. . .
GXC510D
P.O.A.
REEL-TO-REEL
1722L
P.O.A.
4000DS
P.O.A.
4000DB
P.O.A.
GX260D
P.O.A.
GX1820D..
P.O.A.
GX600D
P.O.A.
GX600DP
P.O.A.
GX600DB
GX400D
P.O.A.
GX400DP
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
AA5200
P.O.A.
A A5500
P.O. A .
A A5800 . .. P.O. A .
AT55O
AT580

TUNERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
G2611 K ..
P.O.A.
GXP4540K P.O.A.
G2615N
P.O.A.
RADIO RECO' RIDERS
M2419LG
P.O.A.
M2424FG
P.O.A.
M2424W
P.O.A.
M244OLG
P.O.A.
M2468LG
P.O.A.
M4505
P.O.A.
CASSETTE
TE'DECKS
RD4250G..
P.O.A.
RD4300
P.O.A.
RD4600G.
'. P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
PT600S A .. P.O.A.
TP700SA
'. P.O.A.
LOUDSPEAKERS
RW15S
P.O.A.
RW3OS
P.O.A.
RW4OS '
. . P.O.A.
CO LOUR TV
CTP5101T
P.O.A.
CTP5101W
P.O.A.

ROTEL

AMPLIFIERS
RA211
P.O.A.
RA311
P.O.A.
RA611
P.O.A.
RA810
P.O.A.
RA1210 .
' P.O.A.
TÚNERS
RT222 . • .. P.O.A.
RT222 •.
P.O.A.
RT622 •.
P.O.A.
R11220
P.O.A.

PIONEER

TURNTABLES
PL12D
P.O.A.
PL12S
P.O.A.
PL15D
P.O.A.
PL51A
P.O.A.
PL71
P.O.A.
PLA45D
P.O.A.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
OPUS ONE .. P.O.A.
OPUS TWO .. P.O.A.
OPUS THREE .. P.O.A.
OPUS FOUR .. P.O.A.

NATIONAL
PANASONIC
MUSIC CENTRES
SG1010L
P.O.A.
SG1050L..
P.O.A.
SG1070L
P.O.A.
SG2050L
P.O.A.
SG205OLD
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
RS260US
P.O.A.
RS263US
P.O.A.
RS271 US
P.O.A.
RS610US
P.O.A.
RS676US
P.O.A.
TUNERS
ST3200
P.O.A.
ST3500
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
SU3200
P.O.A.
SU3500
P.O.A.
SU9600
P.O.A.
COLOUR TV
TC42GA
P.O.A.
TC85GA
P.O.A.
TC86G
P.O.A.

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR OUR BARGAIN PRICES

All products carry 12 months labour and parts guarantee.
We reservethe right to amend prices without prior notice. E. & O. E.
All prices include V.A.T.
Our Showroom is open: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wed. to 1 p.m.

HITACHI
AMPLIFIERS
14600
P.O. A .
141000
P.O.A.
TUNERS
FT600

TURNTABLES
PS12
P.O.A.
PS33
P.O.A.
PS77
P.O.A.
LOUDSPEAKERS
HS220T
P.O.A.
HS320
P.O.A.
HS350
P.O.A.
H5420
..
P.O.A.
HS420
P.O.A.
HS500 ..
P.O.A.
HS1500WA
P.O.A.
SS32
P.O.A.
SS52
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
TRQ2020D
P.O.A.
TRQ2030D
P.O.A.
TRQ2040D
P.O.A.

BERNARD LEIGH ( ELECTRICAL)
13 HIGH STREET, YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX
We are opposite West Drayton Railway Station

198

P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SR700
P.O.A.
SR800
P.O.A.
SR1100
P.O.A.
SR3400
P.O.A.
SR5400
P.O.A.

Tel: West Drayton 46237 & 49420

What composer ever wrote hiss,
wow or flutter into his scores?
This man may
be writing musical
history. But it's with
Eflats and Gminors,
not with hisses,wows
and flutters.
They're neither
his work, nor some
musical arranger's
embellishments.
They are, in fact,
the accompaniment
of the tape recorder
(Tape passing across
the head can cause
hiss. When tape
speed fluctuates it
wows. And when tape vibrates, it
flutters.) But they don't exactly add
anything to aperformance.
One tape- recorder however,
doesn't provide accompaniment.
It's the Sony TC161SD.
To hush hiss, it uses the ' Dolby'
system,which amplifies the quiet
bits when they're recorded to make
them stand out from tape hiss.

'Dolby

saregistered trade mark of Do1loy Labs Inc.

In playback, it automatically
cuts these boosted passages to
their original volume. At the same
time, suppressing the hiss.
To curb wow and flutter, the
TC161SD has dual capstan drive.
Which keeps them down to a
minimal 0.1.)
It's not the only Sony 'Dolby'
deck.There's also theTC131SD and
the TC134SD
All of them have Ferrite and
Ferrite Heads,that last up to 200
times longer than ordinary ones.
And if they don't play Bach the
way 3ach wrote it,don't slate us.
It's the conductor scoNy
Sony cassette decks start at 1104 95 inc VAT For tree Lk)t curn,t ce.,nu:Itret ,u,,,and
advice about all Sony Equipment, visit the Sony Showroom, 134 Regent St, London W1R 6DJ.
Correct at time of going to press.

Reiwksi

Rush Audio
000
GIVES
WIDEST DYNAMIC
terrific
discount

A Sound
Improvement
The Hi -Fi enthusiast demands
higher and higher sound quality and
with the knowledge that staticattracted dust is one of the major
causes of wear and noise, the
Zerostat Pistol was created. The

which when aimed at a record and
the trigger squeezed, emits ions
which neutralise the static charge
on the surface of the record.

The Pistol, which has been featured
on television, was developed in
conjunction with a British University
leading the field in electrostatics

CASSETTES
Rush "Audio" Cassette
5 Screen Case
Iof
5of
C60 ..
0.30 I.48
C90 ..
0.43 2.09
CI20
0-53 2-56
Post Free
TDK Dynamic
0-50 2-43
C90 .. 0-75 3-67
CI20
099 11-79

research.
The Pistol is available from Zerostat
Instruments Limited and costs £ 6.99,
inclusive of postage, packing and
V.A.T.

Limited,

Telephone: St. Ives ( 0480) 62225
Zerostat Pistols at £ 6.99 each inclusive of

postage, packing and VAT for which ienclose a cheque/PO for £

Name
Address
200

10 of
2-85
4.01
4-92
4-76
7-14
9-39

after sales
service

RANGE

of very
special offers

AMPLIFIERS

P & P £2.00

Aka, AA5200 ..
Akai AA5500
Amstrad 1C2000 Mk 11 ..
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II
Brahms 80U 2x 20 watts
Special Offer .. ..
Cambridge P50
Cambridge P60
Cambridge PI 10
Celestion Telefi ....
Goodmans Module 44 ..
Keletron KSA700 Sp./Offer
Leak 2100 .. . • ..
Leak 2200 .
Metrosound ST2OE
Nikko TRM2I0
Nikko TRM230
Pioneer SA500A
Nippon Sound 820 2x 45 W
Nippon Sound 620 2x 20 W
Nippon Sound 520 2x 15 W
Rotel RA2I I
Rotel RA311
Rotel RA611
Rotel RA8I0
Rotel RA1210
Sansui AU101

78.82
102-56
37-08
30-30
24-50
91.10
112-75
134-78
2025
5812
17.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
26.99
47-88
58.14
42.00
94-36
53436
45-59
42-77
56-05
87.46
11246
141.02
48-28

SPECIAL OFFERS!
All prices include VAT.
Free Headphones with all systems
over £75•00. Offer ends 1st July.
Two free TDK Cassettes with all
Cassette Decks over £60. Offer
ends 1st July.
Bush Arena TA 2700 Receiver
Made in Denmark
This modern style tuner amplifier
has an output of 18 watts RMS per
channel, inputs for tape, phono and
aux. Powerful reception on FM
and FM Stereo, five preset programme controls for FM radio,
loudness control, rumble filter.
Mono/stereo switch and A.F.C.
tuning meter. List price £99.90
Rush price £59-90. P & P L2-50.

New Amstrad In Dash Stereo
Cassette Radio with MW, FM
and FM MPX,
Powerful 8 watts output per channel. Variable tone control, smooth
linear tuning, end of tape indicator,
cassette eject button, fast forward.
Stereo balance control. Complete
with speakers and cables. E43-95.
P & P tI-50.

BARCLAYCARD ACCESS CARD
Late night Friday. Open: Monday
9 a.m.-I p.m. Tuesday-Saturday
9a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Prices correct at 13.3.75.

Nuffield Road Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4LD

Please send me literature/

SPEAKERS--P & P: A E2-51);
8, DI•00; C, £-00
Amstrad 1500 ..
A
29-66
Amstrad 2500
A
33 70
Celestion County ..
A
45 56
Celestion Hadleigh
A
39 04
Celestion 120 ..
A
4&82
Celestion Ditton 15
B
65•I2
Celestion Ditton 25
B 130.32
Celestion Ditton 44
B 107.55
Celestion Ditton 66
C 197.22
Goodmans Minster
A
38-54
Goodmans Mezzo ..
B
72.08
Goodmans Magnum
B
93-51
Goodmans D/Maxim
A
50.71
Goodmans Havant
A
47.61
Goodmans DIM/8
B 136.92
Goodmans Goodwood
B
96-69
Goodmans Magister
C 101-12
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060
P.O.A.
Leak 2075
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 1
A
25-01
Wharfedale Denton II
A
31.95
Wharfedale Linton II
A
39.95
Wharfedale Dovedale
B
91.95
Wharfedale Glendale
A
63.95
Wharfedale Kingsdale
B 132-50
Brahms BT1000 ..
A
16.95
Brahms BTI500 ..
A
2195
Brahms BT2000 ..
A
27.95
Wharfedale Kits ( P & P 61.00)
Linton
19.71
Glendale ..
35.69
Dovedale
55.67
STEREO TUNERS P6 P £2.50
Akai 550
78.82
Akai 580
110.38
Amstrad 3000 ..
29-67
Cambridge T55 ..
95-90
Leak 2300 . .
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM 220 ..
58.14
Pioneer TX500A
59-90
Rotel RT222
••
42-77
Rotel RT322
.•
60-34
Rotel RT622
..
96-04
Rotel RTI220
. • 119.60
Sansui TU505• .
77.05
Sansui TU7500
• • 141-53
Teleton GT202
••
39-90
Teleton T300.
•
59.99
Status AF374
..
39-90
Nippon Sound ST60 • •
55.08

Pistol is a simple but effective tool

Zerostat Instruments

range of
equipment

HFN

Cheques accepted with bank card.
HP and personal loans available to
callers only. All offers subject to
availability. E. & O.E. We reserve
the right to alter specifications on
our systems and our prices. By
return mail
order
service (if
C.W.O.) to Department HFN 55.

g
GOLD STAR SERVICE
Full 12 months guarantee, parts,
labour. Exchange of faulty equipment within 14 days of purchase.
Free technical advice service.

Rush Audio

4Beddow Road Chelmsford Essex Tel: Chelmsford 64393

Ferrograph's latest 20+20 amplifier
matches your home,your pocket
and our newTuner.

E

it Ro g

In terms of performance, it more than
matches most amplifiers at the price.A good
deal awaits you at your local stockist.
Amplifier and tuner have clean, functional
faces. Easy to install, to set up and to operate.
Available in walnut, teak or satin white cases.
The F208 Amplifier provides atotal music
power output of 50 watts, is flat within 1dB from
20Hz to 25kHz and introduces less than 0.18%
total harmonic distortion at any level up to full
output. It has three steep-cut filters, tape recording
facilities and switched pick-up matching.
The SFM1 Tuner has continuously-variable
channel separation, adjustable muting, meters for
signal strength and for precise tuning, automatic
frequency control and afinely-divided station
logging scale.

See and hear the quality at your Dealer's.
We can send you descriptive literature, first,if you wish.

r
-

To Ferrograph Ltd, Auriema House,
442 Bath Road, Cippenham, Slough,
Bucks, (SL1 6BB) Tel: Burnham (06286) 62511
Please send me your Brochure on the F208.
Name
Address
HI- Fl NEWS MAY

FERROGRAPH
Amember of the Wilmot Breeden Group

Let TeleTape save you money
on the GREAT names in HiFi

SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING OFFERS

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR
.Ampex. Bang & Olufsen
.BASF. Celestion. Dual.
Garrard . Goldring . Hi -Fi
Aids .
Koss . JVC .
Marsden Hall . Mordaunt
Short .
Marantz .
National . Nivico . Quad.
Revox . Roberts . Sony .
Scan Dyna . Sonab .
Shure . Spendor . TDK .
Teac . Technics. Thorens
.Trio. Uher. Wollensak
ALL EQUIPMENT
IS BRAND NEW,
FULLY
GUARANTEED
AND OFFERED
WITH FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE

PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

SYSTEM 1

''''''''' '' • •.•• • • I:•

Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 MkIV
2xSony SS 70 Speakers

TELETAPE £ 79.00
PRICE
L

nj.. L3 00

Sony TA 1066 Amplifier
B&O Beogram 1001
2xMarsden Hall XL15 Speakers
LIST PRICE £ 183 00

TELETAPE £ 148.00
PRICE
CarrageE3Ocj

PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY.

SYSTEM 3

Sound 2500 Tuner Amplifier
Sony TC 131 SD Dolby Cassette Recorder
2xAR 7Speakers

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS.

LIST PRICE £286.00

TELETAPE £ 209.00
PRICE
Carriage r

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL

SYSTEM 4

ORDER SERVICE

Sony TA 1055 Amplifier
B & O Beogram 1203
2xCelestion Ditton 44 Speakers

Goods despatched within 24 hours
of receipt of order. ( Subject to
availability of stock).
Cheerful Refund. If within 7 days of
purchase any item is found to be
faulty, we will gladly refund the full
purchase price or replace the faulty
item.

LIST PRICE £321 00

TELETAPE f253.00
PRICE

SYSTEM 5

Technics SA 5200A Tuner Amplifier
Sonab 85S
2xCelestion Ditton 15 Speakers

TELETAPE
33 Edgware Road. W2.
Tel: 01-723 1942/2924
Open 9a.m. 5.30p.m. Thursday 9a.m. - 1p.m.

LIST PRICE £ 277 00

TELETAPE £ 226 00
PRICE

e
e
06,
4 1,,
ee

Carriage t3 50

Bayswater Rd "P
.

SYSTEM 6

Sony SIR 6055 Tuner Amplifier
Dual CS 601
2xAR 2AX Speakers
LIST PRICE £483 00

TELETAPE £390.00
PRICE
Carriage 14 50

OXFORD STREET

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. Wl.
Tel: 01-437 1651
Open 9a.m.-5.30p.m. Monday- Saturday

lbc.kiec
,07

4 ,

rA

1111

/e_ sHAFIE"

i
te.

mom

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT
Carriage prices Mainland only
Prices correct at time of going to press but
subject to change without notice

ood news
or your records.
from Ortofon, uses apowerful ring
magnet which ensures great
freedom of movement of the stylus
centilever. It operates at very low
stylus pressure reducing record
wear to the minimum.

An indifferent, or worse, abad
cartridge wears your records
unmercifully. The high frequencies
disappear, reproduction becomes
distorted and your records don't
stay new very long.
There's avery simple solution.
Ortofon's new VMS20 cartridge recognised by leading hi-fi experts
in Europe to be head and shoulders
above other cartridges in this price
class.

The VMS20 is available with
elliptical or spherical diamond and
as with all Ortofon cartridges only
whole mirror polished diamonds
are used.
VMS 20E £21.90 plus VAT.
VMS 20S £18.15 plus VAT.
Ahigh proportion of your records
have probably been cut with equipment manufactured by Ortofonplayed back on an Ortofon cartridge
you're getting very near optimum
sound reproduction-which is really
what it's all about.

Technical specification:

Frequency response
(Hz-KHz)
20-20
ldB (Hz-KHz)
20-10
Channel separation at 1KHz
(dB)
25
Compliance (cm/dyne)
Horizontal
40.10 -6
Vertical
30.10 -6
Trackability at 300 Hz at
recommended tracking force
(Pin)
70
FIM distortion at recommended
tracking force DIN 45542
max. level (%) < 1
Tracking force range
(grams)
0.75-1.5
Replacement stylus D 20E/D 20S

°aeon

accuracy in sound

The VMS20, designed with the
precision and robustness
you would expect

I

/

<,
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/
/
/
40
/ e

Metrosound Audio Products Ltd., Audio Works, Cartersfield Road, /
Waltham Abbey Essex EN9 1JF. Tel: Lea Valley 712712.

/

203/I

Southern flu& Services
43 High Street, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01-549 3194 ( 3lines)
ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES

AMPLIFIERS P/P 85p
Armstrong 621 .. £85-67
Accuphase P200 from stock
Accuphase P300 ..
from stock
Braun CSV 300 ..
£95430
Cambridge Audio P50, P60,
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi
£19 00
Marantz 1030
£80 75
Metrosound ST 40 ..
£49 50
Sansui AU 101 ..
Sansui AU 505 ..
Sansui AU 555A ..
Sansui AU 6500 ..
Sansui AU 7500 ..
Sansui AU 9500 ..
Sherwood 5-9400
£126-00
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS P/P £1.00
Armstrong 625 .. .. £124.20
Armstrong 626 .. £ 149-00
Goodmans Module 90 .. P.O.A.
Sansui 210
Sansui 310
Sansui 661
P.O.A.
Sansui 771 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui Six ..
P.O.A.
Sansui Seven.. .. . • P.O.A.
Sansui Eight ..
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS P/P £1.00
B & W DM 2A .. • •
£69.00
B & W DM 4•
.
£ 49-00
Cambridge R40 Mk. 2 • . £62.00
Cambridge 50•
•
£88.00
Celestion 15
••
£33.00
Celestion 66..
£ 99-75
Dynaco A 10
£19.50
Dynaco, full range-very low price
KLH
from stock
Sansui SP 1700 ..
Sansui SP 2500
Sansui SP 3500 ..
Tannoy Chevening ..
£61.50
Tannoy 12" Lancaster
from stock
Tannoy 15" Mansfield .. P.O.A.
Tannoy Amesbury ..
£209.60
TURNTABLES P/P £14)0
AEL Lab. 2000 ( Marble top) £140-oo
BSR MP 60 P/C/ADC Cart.
£22.00
Garrard Zero 100 SR ..
£52.25
Garrard 410 deck . .
£32.00
Goldring GL 75 P/C ..
£48.00
Goldring GL 85
£71.00
Sansui SR 212
Sansui SR 4050 C
Thorens TD 125 deck ..
£69-99
Thorens TD 160 C
£57.75
Thorens TD 165 C .. £51.75
ERA Mk 6 p/c/SME arm £82-00
Transcriptors Saturn .. £71-00
Transcriptors Reference .. £91-00

FUJI TAPES ( cont.)
OPEN REELS
FM 1200 7" ..
0.50
FM 1800' 7" .. £3-00
FG 1200' 7£2-80
FG 1800' 7" .. £ 3-50
FG 3600' 104" £ 12-00
8T CARTRIDGES
S-40 ( 40 minutes) .. £ 1-10
S-60 (60 minutes) .. £ 1-25
S-80 (80 minutes) .. £ 1-50

MAIN
£1.75
£2.10
£1.96
£2.45
£8.40
£0.77
£0 ,87
£1.05

McINTOSH

MCINTOSH
P/P Free
MAC 1900 receiver ..
MR 74 tuner..
MR 77 tuner..
MR 78 AM/FM tuner
MX 113 tuner- preamplifier
AM/FM
C 26 preamplifier ..
C 28 preamplifier ..
MC 2105 power amplifier
105 watts ..
MC 2300 power amplifier
300 watts ..
MC 2505 power amplifier
50 watts ..
MC 250 power amplifier n/c
50 watts .. • •
MC2100 power amplifier n/c
105 watts ..
MA 6100 preamp/amplifier
70 watts ..

ESS

£605.50
£453 00
£492.00
£605.50
£492-00
£250.90
£350.90
£467.20
£934.50
£323.00
£271.80
£359-00
£430-90

P/P £ 100

204

SAE
Dual
Braun
Maxell
Scan-dyna

£320-00
esscoo
£390.00
£232.00
£386-00
£2.20.00

£49.50
£73.00
£129.50
£169.00
£67-00
£101.00
£16100
£89.50
£111.50
£160-00
£216.00
£99-95
£53.50

DOKORDER

Sherwood
Infinity
IMF
McIntosh
ERA
TEAC
ESS
Transcriptors

ESS AMT- 1speakers pair ..
ESS AMT-3speakers pair ..
ESS AMT- ITower speakers
pair
ESS Pre-amp
ESS 500 amp .. ..
ESS 200 amp ..

TRIO P/P £ 1-00
KA2002A amp
KA4002A amp
KA6004 amp
KA8004 amp
KT-2001A Tuner
KT-4005 tuner
KT-8005 tuner
KR-2300 receiver
KR-3200 receiver
KR- 5200 receiver
KR-7200 receiver ..
KX-700 Dolby cassette deck
KP-2022A deck with P/C/cart

Bose
B&W

Trio

FUJI TAPES

FUJI TAPES P/P Sp per tape.
Over 6 tapes, P/P Free
R.R.
S.A.
Price Price
CASSETTES
Super Low Noise Range
FL C-30
.
£0.55 £0.38
FL C-60
£0-65 £0.45
FL C-90
£0.90 £0.63
FL C-120
£ 1-25 £0.87
Extra Wide Dynamic Range
FX C-46
£0-80 £0.56
FX C-60 .. £0-95 £0.66
FX C-80.. £ 1-20 £0.84
FX C-90 £ 1-35 £0.94

AGENTS FOR
ADC
Armstrong

KEF
Marantz
Stax
Tannoy
Altec
Mordaunt Short

DOKORDER P/P £14/0
2-Channel Tape Machines (
all with
S.O.S. and echo built in)
7100 Stereo tape deck .. £178.50
1120 Stereo tape deck .. £284.00
1122 Stereo tape deck, 2track,
high speed
£294.00
4-Channel Tape Machines (
all with
Multi-Sync.)
7140 2/4-channel tape deck £279.00
8140 2/
4channel tape deck £312.00
Cassette Decks
MK-50 Stereo cassette deck
with Dolby noise reduction
unit
..
£97.50
MK-50A Stereo Dolby cassette
deck with amplifiers .. £117.50
MK-40 Stereo cassette deck
£79.50
MK-40A Stereo cassette deck
with amplifiers ..
neoo
Accessories
D-7 Dust cover for open reel
machines
£10.00
D-5 Dust cover for cassette
decks ..
es-oo
RA- I2 ior NAB adaptor ..
£1.20
DYNACO
FULL RANGE
VERY LOW PRICE FROM STOCK
ACCUPHASE
FROM STOCK
IMF PROFESSIONAL
MONITOR
GOOD PRICE
FROM STOCK
B & W MODEL 70
WALNUT
FROM STOCK
AII prices are correct at
the time of going to Press.

THE

TANNOY

HIGH PERFORMANCE DUAL

Compression
type
HighFrequency
Unit

Direct
Radiator
LowFrequency
Unit

Integrated
Full- range
System

The Monitor H.P.D. represents afurther outstanding
improvement of a loudspeaker system which has
become regarded as aquality standard over the last
25 years by Recording Studios throughout the world.

,/

There is avery good chance that your favourite
records and tapes were monitored on Tannoy Dual
Concentric loudspeakers, and to select these
superbly engineered, individually hand- assembled
speakers for your music system assures you of the

The Girdacoustic Cone
improves frequency and transient
response, gives much increased
power handling capacity and
greater mechanical stability.'

The High Temperature Voice Coil
assures absolute climatic stability
and great mechanical strength
together with much improved
power handl ng capacity.

The Taroplas Surround
gives ow bass resonance with
excellent mechanical stability and
freedom from edge reflections.

same professional performance.
410 mm
15'

310 mm
12

260 mm
10"
50W

60W

85W

Frequency Response

27-20.000 HZ

-25-20,000 HZ

23-20,000 HZ

Intermodulation Products

less than 2%

less than 2%

less than 2%

Impedance via
Crossover network

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

Power Handling capacity •

*INTEGRATED PROGRAMME MATERIAL

Patented Magnetic Shunt
combined with specially treated
and selected steel gives maximum
magnetic flux in the unique
Tannoy twin gap system. Improves
sensitivity and damping.

Unique High Frequency Unit
with separate diaphragm and
voice coil coupled to the horn by a
19 element phase- matching
System.

High Power Crossover Unit
with solid dielectric condensers
throughout, combined with treble
and roll- off controls.

_Peeetele,sateneMat\*\ TANNOle

NORWOOD RD .WEST NORWOOD SE 27 9AB TE: 01-670 1131 Telex: 949755
205

AFTER SALES SERVICE

HIGH FIDELITY

cl‘‘

BARCLAY CARD

e HEADPHONES
Koss K0727B
£1546
Koss PRO4AA
£17-72
Koss Red Devils £10-80
Koss ESP9
£6&24
Koss ESP6
£51-01
Koss K6LC
13.80
Pioneer SE50
£20.62
Pioneer SE/1B100 £44.00

e PICK-UP

£25.45

A/Technica 1005

£17.90

Colton MC101

e TAPE

Stax SR3 .. ens')
Sennheiser
HD4I4 £ 12-72
Wharfedale DDI £ 10.80
Wharfedale
Iso-dynamics.. £ 19.01

£ 13.82

RECORDERS (
P & P £ 1.75)

EI8-36

Connoisseur
BD IKit
£ 12-87
BD2 chassis .. £31-62
I3D2 P & C
£39-92
Dual 1218 & 1229 P.O.R.
£42-71
£25-92
£ 215
£5302

e CLEARANCE
Philips N4510 ( S/H)
Onkyo 725 ( S/H)
Marantz 1030 (
SIS)
Maranta 2230 ( S/S)
Maranta WCI New
TDK 1200 ft. 7in.
TDK 600 ft. 5in.
TDK L/Noise 150/7
Teac A360 ( S/S)
Trio KR6I70 ( S/H)
Scandyna 1400 ( S/S)

••
••
.•
••
••
•.
: ••

O

Revox 1124/3 .. P.O.R.
Sanyo RD4300G £97-70
Tandberg 3300 £ 13800
Tandberg 9100 £ 85 -00
Tandberg
TCD3I0 £ 156-00
Tandberg 3441 £ 197-00
Tandberg 3641 £ 19900
Teat Stockists
Videosonic PD2
P.O.R.

• TURNTABLES

Goldring
GL72 P & C
0101 P & C
GL85 P & C
GL75 P & C

O

SME 3009/52
Det/S
£37.32
SME 300'3/ND .. aen
Transcriptors 9" £24-55
Transcriptors
VestIgal
£ 3I-10

AIWA Stockists
Akai GXC46D £ 10913
Akai GXC38D £ 5-74
Akai GXC36D £74.14
BSR TD8S Track £
18.82
Harman Kardon
HK 1000 .. P.O.R.
Pioneer CT4141A £99-00
Pioneer CT5I 5I £ 116-00
Pioneer CTF7I71 £ 133 00
Revox 1104/3 .. P.O.R.

BSR MP6OP/C
wired.. ..

e TUNERS/TUNER

(
P & P 50p)
Sansui SS2, 10, 20 P.O.R.

£1905

Connoisseur
SAU2 ..

-->\lovt` mscourrs
\
'ON DEMONSTRATION

ARMS ( P & P 50p)

Aces Lustre ..

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME

Alpha FTI50 A/M
F/M
£31307
Alpha RI50 £49-68
Armstrong 623/624/
625/626 .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV
Telefi
£
26.51
Goodmans 90 .. £99-00
Goodmans 1/10 £ 120-00
Goodmans 1/20 £ 120-00
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Korting T5I0
etell
Leak Delta .. P.O.R.
Nikko FAM220/
500
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300 £69-00
Pioneer SX434 £9000
Pioneer SX535
am°

(P & P £ 1-00)
G
d
SPIS Mod Mk 4
with M75/6 .. £26-50
APBS Module .. £ 9-95
401 ..
neoo
Zero 100S8 Mod. £ I5
Philips GA2I2 £6340
Pioneer PL I2D £39.23
Thorens TDI60C ewe)
Thorens TD125 £78.00
Thorens TD165C £57-00
Transcriptors
Saturn .. [71-00
Ref/Arm .. £98.50

BARGAINS
£95.00
£49.00
£89.00
199-00
£19-00
E1-30
£0-99
. £ 1•65
.. £ 162-50

Pioneer SX636 £ 135-00
Pioneer SX737 £ 165-00
Pioneer SX838 £21000
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers
R'brook cased .. £43.20
R'brook chassis £3&813
R'brook T/A csd £
88-57
Sabra Stockists
Sansui 210 .. £8•56
Sugden R2I
me°
Tandberg 1010
£17610
Tandberg TR200
(MPX) .. £ 10800
Tandberg 1000
(MPX) .. £ 16400
Tandberg 1055.. £21100

• CARTRIDGES ( P &
A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2I5
A/Technica AT21X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30
Empire 999EX
Goldring 0800 ..
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring GENJOSE
Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M3IE
Shure M44/S
Shure M44C/7
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure M75/ED
Shure M75E1/2
Shure V15 ( Impr.) Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 1.75)

P25p) STYLI
£3.57
£8.74
.. £ 1155
.. £303
.. £
24.85
.. £20-52
.. £9-72
£7-56
.. £ 12.15
.. £702
.. £7-42
.. £4.54
.. £ 12.42
.. £ 18.36
.. £7-2.8
£30-80
.. £ 15.45
£9.20
.. £5-90
.. £
4.0
.. £9-18
.. £7-56
£5-70
.. £6.99

£6.21

.. £9-85
£10.62
.. [ 11-78
£11-15
£31-10

£2-75
£540
fl I-29

£14-04

£11.24
£7-56
£S-40
£124
£3.24
£137
£7-35
Ell I-23
£17.28
£I5-06
£6-48
£542
£310
£5-50

cis.«
£1-14

£4-66
£5-18
£.96
£-07
£648
£1210

PLEASE INCLUDE POST& PACKING (TAPES 10p EA)

1• UNIT AUDIO (
P & P 0.75)
Dynatron Systems
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G2611 K
Sanyo G26I5
Goodmans Compact
Goodmans Compact
Goodmans Compact

..

e SPEAKERS&
Acoustic
Research Mod .. P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50
P.O.R.
Celestion
Dicton 44 ( pair) £ 117.00
County ( pair) .. en.»
Ditton 15 ( pair) £70-00
Dicton 25 ( pair) £ 143-00
Ditton 120 ( pair) £5300
Dynaco A25 ( pair) £67 15
Goodmans
Mezzo SL
£38.99
Magnum SL
£49.10
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
Juno & Juliet ( pr) £53.42
Jumbo ( pair) .. £
40.97
Module ..
E14.40
KEF
Cadenza/Chorale P.O.R.
Kit 1
[21.50
Kit 2 ( Concord) £23-76
Kit 3 ( Concerto) £36-50
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £3300
20-3 ( pair) .. £49.50
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 ( Flamenco) .. £ 14-73

• AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60/
110 ..
Lux 707P.O.R.
Metrosound
ST2OEP.O.R.
Nikko TRM 210
Nikko TRM 230
Onkyo 725 ..
Quad 33/303 ..
Radford HD250
Revox A78 ..

..
..
..
..
..

80
90
110

P.O.R.
P.O.R.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

KITS (
P & P £ 1.25 ea.)

PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday from
7th April 1975, until further notice.
Stockists for Maranta. AR, Dual, Hitachi, Harman
Kardon, National, Radford, Scan-dyna, Trio, Toshiba,
Yamaha.

£57-50

Rogers
R/bourne ( pair) £53-58
BBC Monitor .. P.O.R.
Tannoy
Chevening £81-00
15" Mansfield .. £9500
10" HPD
£61-00
12" HPD .. £6200
15' HPD .. £7940
Chatsworth HPD £ 39.00
Wharfedale
Dentons 2 ( pair) £35-55
Lintons 2 ( pair) £41.93
Melton 2 .. £35-10
Dovedale Ill .. £4417
Kits
Linton 2 ( pair) £ 19.78
Glendale 3 ( pair) £
36.18
Dovedale 3 ( pair) £55•92

(
P & P £ 1.75 each)
Rogers R'brook
Mk III.. .. £45.36
Rogers R'brook
Mk 3cased .. £49.63
Rogers Panther A
Chassis .. £8040
Rosewood .. £8200
Sansui AUI 01 .. P.O.R.
Sinclair 2000 Mk 11 £
30.25
Sugden A2I Ser Ill £7700
Sugden A48 .. £89-95
TandbergTA300M £99-50

e TAPES

(
P & P 25p)

TDK r 1800 ft. Audua
TDK 7" L/N 1800 ft. ..
TDK 7' Standard 1200ft.
TDK 5" Standard 600 ft.

.. £ 330
..
99p

•

111.11111t111'

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE £ 8-50

zuo

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
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Twin (Chaconne) £802
Triple ( Pavane) £ 1945
S/Triple Assembly
20 W .. £23.28
Chaconne 11 .. [ 1706
Pavane 11 .. £
351.2
Minette II .. £ 13-83
Flamenco II ( pair) £49-26

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£16000

TANDBERG TCD3I0 CASSETTE £ 156.00

£ 145.00
£77-47
£ 157.00
£ 177.00
£ 197.00

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
n
I

93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 946
15 9 ::

"This is without doubt one of the best British amplifiers that Ihave had the pleasure of
evaluating. Istill cannot get over the very low distortion figures which reflect very good
power amplifier design. The amplifier is nicely presented, well made and being man
enough to handle my protracted and sometimes high- frequency tests it should take the
domestic demands easily in its stride. An amplifier which can thoroughly recommend
and one of which Alba can be truly proud."
AN EXTRACT FROM A TEST REPORT MARCH
1975 IN HI-F1 SOUND BY GORDON J. KING

ALBA UA900 AMPLIFIER
A stereo amplifier that can meet the high standards
of Gordon J. King has to be very, very good
indeed— and the Alba UA 900 is an outstanding
example of its kind. With the power putput of
33W + 33W continuous into 8 ohms, its low distortion performance ensures superb high fidelity
listening. Features include slider controls for treble,
bass, input level L and R, stereo spread ( separation), and loudness— piano key selector switches
for pick-up, tuner, tape- play, high filter and low
filter.
SPECIFICATION
Inputs
Pick-up Magnetic:

2.7mV Input resistance
47 K.ohm.

Noise level
Tuner, Tape Replay
150mV Input resistance
Quadraphonic adaptor
1 M.ohm.
Pick-up. Weighted
- 77 dB.
Unweighted
- 69 dB.
All other inputs, Weighted
- 82dB.
Unweighted
- 79 dB.
Frequency response
At all powers up to rated
maximum
20 Hz. - 20 kHz 1dB.
Filter attenuation
Each
12 dB/Octave.
High cut off frequency
6 kHz.
Low cut off frequency
60 Hz.
Tone Control range
+20 dB. at 50 Hz.
Bass
7 20 dB. at 14 kHz.
Treble
33W
33W continuous into
Power output
8 ohms.
T.H.D. at all frequencies
between 20 Hz. and 20 kHz less than 0'1%.
Damping Factor
Greater than 200 at 50 Hz.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 96.44 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £68.95 inc. VAT

ALBA

UA700 AMPLIFIER

A high quality, fully integrated unit with a power
output of .15W + 15W continuous into 8 ohms,
the UA 700 offers push button selection of input
facilities— mic. aux, tuner and pick-up (either
ceramic or magnetic).
SPECIFICATION:
Power output per channel
15 watts
Frequency response 30 Hz.
-18 kHz. + 1 dB.
Harmonic aistortIon less
than 0.1% up to rated
power output.

Power bandwidth 20
Hz./30kHz.
Treble + 15 dB at 14 kHz.
Inputs
Pick-up ( Mag) 5mV.
50 k.ohms. Pick-up ( Cer)
60mV.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 59.22 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £41.50 inc. VAT

ALBA UA800 FM/AM TUNER
The same Alba quality is incorporated into the UA
800, an integrated AM/FM tuner with multiplexdecoder. Styled to compliment the UA700 amplifier,
the UA 800 features push button selection of
waveband, multiplex decoder, AFC, QT, on/off.
FM SPECIFICATION
Tuning Range:
VHF Band two ( 87-104
MHz)
Sensitivity:
(I.H.F.-measurement 75
ohms)- 2 microvolts.
(For full limiting)4 microvolts
T.H.D. ( for 75 kHz.
deviation- 100%—
modulation) — less than 1%

Channel Separation:
at 1kHz— greater than 34 dB
AM SPECIFICATION:
Tuning Range:
Medium Band: 183-560
metres ( 1640-535 kHz
Long Band: 1070-1850
metres ( 280-162 kHz.)
Sensitivity:
(For 100mV output from
30% modulated signal).

Rec. Ret. Price £ 51-77 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £39-50 inc. VAT
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PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE
VAT AT 8%

Stereo Amplifiers

Tuner/Amplifiers
Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
íinc.
inc.
VAT
VAT

AKAI
140.71
AA 5500
ALBA
UA 700
59.22
UA 900
96.44
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3 ..
38.23
IC 2000 Mk 2
64.21
Integra 4000 Mk 2
50.34
FERROGRAPH
F208 20/20 ..
101 - 52
F608 60/60 ..
174.96
GOODMANS
Model 40-40 ..
88.89
Galactron Mk 10 .. 399-00
Galactron Mk 16 Pre-amp 530.00
Galactron Mk 100 Powamp ..
261.00
Galactron CQI6 Matrix/
CD4 decoder
84-00
KELETRON
KSA 1500 Mk 11 ..
4428
LEAK
2100 ..
112-96
2200 ..
142.53
PIONEER
SA 5300
67.07
SA 6200
..
117.32
SA 7100 ..
149-52
SA 8100 ..
224.84
SA 9100 ..
280.04
Exclusive C3 Pre Amp 892-94
Exclusive M3 Power Amp 960-60
ROTEL
RA211
59-90
RA3Il
78.50
RA6I I
122.50
SANSUI
AUI01
60.37
AL1505
93-30
AU6500
185.37
AU7500
216.10
AU9500
336.38
QA7000 Quadraphonic 345.87
SOLARVOX
20 IOW RMS per channel 43.71
30 I5W RMS per channel 51.33
WHARFEDALE
Linton Mk 2 ..
68.04
•

10215
41.50
68-95
22.50
37.50
30.95
76.75
132.50
64.95
292-00
389.00
191.00
61.00
24.95
89.95
114.95
44-95
77.95
103.95
148.50
185-00
650-00
700-00
43.95
57.50
89.95
48.25
74.50
148.00
172-00
269-00
230.00
26.50
29.95
49-95

Tuners
rriimmum.
AT550 AM/FM/MPX
108-14
AT580 AM/FM/MPX
151.45
ALBA
UA 800
51 .77
AMSTRAD
3000 FM/MPX
50.30
FERROGRAPH
SFM 1FM/MPX
123.12
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
114.02
PIONEER
TX500A AM/FM/MPX
92.96
TX6200 AM/FM/MPX
105-37
TX7 100 AM/FM/MPX
138.09
TX8 100 AM/FM/MPX
162.64
TX9I00 AM/FM/MPX
215.82
ROTEL
RT222 AM/FM/MPX ..
59-90
RT322 AM/FM/MPX ..
84.50
RT622 AM/FM/MPX ..
134-50
RTI220 AM/FM/MPX 167.50
SANSUI
TUSOS AM/FM/MPX
96-34
TU7500 AM/FM/MPX
176.95
TU9500 AM/FM/MPX
227.10

208

BUSH
Arena T2700 FM/MPX
15 watts per channel
output manual and
preset FM tuning and
AFC

98-53
154-53
195.89

99.75
GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
Teak
142.40
Module 110 FM/MW/LW/
SW/100w RMS
161.53
Module 120 FM/MW/LW/
SW/100w RMS
161.53
NIPPON SOUND
SR660 AM/FM/MPX
SR770 AM/FM/MPX
LEAK
2000 AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER
SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX
SX 939 AM/FM/MPX
SX 838 AM/FM/MPX
SX 737 AM/FM/MPX
SX 636 AM/FM/MPX
SX 535 AM/FM/MPX
SX 434 AM/FM/MPX
SX 300 AM/FM/MPX
ROTEL
RX 150A AM/FM/MPX
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX
RX 202 AM/FM/MPX
RX 402 AM/FM/MPX
RX 602 AM/FM/MPX
RX 802
SANSUI
210 AM/FM/MPX
441 ..
551
661 AM/FM/MPX
771 AM/FM/MPX
881 AM/FM/MPX
Six AM/FM/MPX
Seven AM/FM/MPX
Eight AM/FM/MPX
TANDBERG
TRI000 FM/MPX TK
TR 1010 AM/FM/MPX TK

64.95
112.50
139-95

69.75
103-50
117-50
117-50

133-65
158-40

87-95
104-95

178-16

145.50

457.72
370-02
334.99
261-35
211-08
181.02
131.93
101.50

305-00
245-00
225-00
174-00
139-95
119-95
87-95
68-95

84.50
94-50
107.50
145.00
187.50
239.90

61.95
68.95
77.95
104-95
136-95
175-00

96.52
113-94
150-12
195-07
236-99
331.38
268-15
315-03
365.00

77-25
91-00
120-00
156-00
189-00
265-00
179-00
214-00
239-00

181-49
195-49

159.00
174-00

79-95
109-95
39.50
30.50
89.95
89.95
61.50
69.50
91.50
107.95
143-00
43-95
61-95
94.95
119.95
77-00
141-50
181.00

HI.FI Compacts
GOLDRING
Module 8000 Compact
Teak
.. 243-00
Module 80 Compact Teak184-46
Module 90 Compact Teak251-08
Module 110 Compact Tk 269.01

AMSTRAD
5000 AM/FM/MPX
AA8030 AM/FM/MPX
AA8080 AM/FM/MPX

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps
AKAI
AS 8100S ..
PIONEER
QX 646 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
QX 747 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
QX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4

239-43

149-00

328-90

219-00

429.35

285-00

571-80

379-00

ROTEL
RX I54A AM/FM/MPX/
144-85
RX 254 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS/CD4 • • 239.90
SANSUI
QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS
286-73
QRX 3500 AM/FM/MPX
SQ/QS
378-07
QRX 6500 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS
497.11

79.00
175-00

229-00
302-00
325.00

Turntables
169-95
134.95
183.00
197.00

CONNOISSEUR
BDI kit ..
8D2 P/C/SAU2

16-09
49-90

13-50
41-00

TURNTABLES
Cont.
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV chassis ..
86SB Chassis ..
Zero 100SB Chassis ..
401 Chassis ..
GOLDRING
GI
02/PC
GL75P
GL78P/Cover with auto
stop
GL85P/Cover with auto
stop
LEAK
2001 with b and c
McDONALD
MP60 Chassis ..
PIONEER
PL I2D with b and c
PLA45D auto with b
and c
PL5 IA with b and c
direct drive ..
PL7I with band cdirect
drive
RANK DOMUS
BDI000 inc b and c
BD2000 inc b and c
BA300 auto, band c
BA600 auto, band c
ROTEL
RP1000 with band c
SANSUI
SR7 17 inc. band cdirect
drive
THORENS
TDI25 Mk II Chassis ..
TDI25AB Mk II
TD I
45C
TD165/C inc. b and c
TDI60/C inc. b and c
TD160BC inc. b and c
less arm ..

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Einc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT
21-22
38-45
56-11
55-03

14-95
22-95
38-95
38-50

39.69
64.15

26-50
42.95

85.86

57-50

113.40

74-95

145.00

119-50

16-14

12-50

60-78

41-50

129-03

87-50

178-09

119-95

197.94

129.95

50.61
56.38
81.57
93-84

35.95
39-95
57.95
67-95

67-50

48-95

240.24

192.00

97.52
150.94
105.30
71-66
83-02

69.95
114.95
85-00
59-95
69-95

68-04

55-00

The following Turntables are complete
with base, plinth, cover and cartridge.
Fully wired and ready for use.
MCDONALD
MP60 TPDI with ADC
35.25
20-95
GARRARD
401 ACOS LUSTRE Arm
Shure M75ED .. Sp. Price 79-95
GOLDRING
IO2/PC with G800
47-79
29-95
LEAK
Deck with Shure Cartridge
75-28
44-95
SANSUI
5R212 with Sansui Mag.
Cartridge ..
66-03
52-95
SR313 with Sansui Mag.
Cartridge ..
154-29 123-50
FR3060 Belt Drive, single
play auto with Sansui
Magnetic Cartrigde
159-97 128-00
WHARFEDALE
Linton ..
40-62
26-50
GARRARD MODULES
63SP with Shure M75
ECS less cover ..
30-24
Cover for 63SP ..
4-81
SP25 Mk IV with Shure
M75/6/SM
38-56
86SB with Shure M75/6/SM 58-44
Zero 100SB with Shure
M93E
79-81

20.95
3-50
26-95
39-95
54-95

Speakers
AMSTRAD ACOUSTA
2500 ( pair) ..
61-26
CELESTION
Hadleigh ( pair)
58-22
County ( pair)
66-43
Ditton 15
47.48

3215
39-95
49-00
35-00

SPEAKERS
Cont.
Ditton 25 ..
Ditton 44 ..
Ditton 66 ..
GOODMANS
Minister SL ( pair) TK
Havant SL (pair) ..
Mezzo SL
Magnum SL
Goodwood -Dimension 8 ..
Planax 2Teak or White
(pair)
Achromat 400 Monitor
Stand for 400
LEAK
2020 ( pair)
2030 ( pair)
2060 ..
2075
MARSDEN HALL
F110 ( pair) ..
FI50 ( pair) ..
F200 ( pair) ..

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Cinc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT
95-01
78-37
143-77

70-00
58-00
106-00

57-32
70-78
52-39
65.97
65-34
92.51

38-95
47.95
35.95
45-50
44-95
63-95

90-73
85-83
9.34

49-95
59-95
6-50

62-35
83-99
72.54
138-71

49-00
69-00
59.50
114-00

37.31
43-48
54-00

20-00
24-00
30-00

METROSOUND
Duplex 15 ..
.. Sp. price 10-00
Duplex 25 ..
.. Sp. price 14.00
RANK DOMUS
150 ( pair) ..
41-73
28-50
175 ( pair) . •
33-95
53-52
250 ( pair) ..
83-95
49-95
350 ( pair) ..
122-25
89-00
SOLARVOX
TK 105 15 watts (pair)
30-87
20.95
TKI9S 20 watts ( pair)
55-07
36.95
TK4OS 3speakers 45
watts RMS ..
60-29
39.95
TKSOD 3speaker, 60
watts Dome Tweeter
78-02
51-95
THORPE GRENVILLE
TG200 ( pair) .. .. Sp. price
TG300 ( pair) ..
60.44
WHARFEDALE
Denton Mk 1 ( pair) White 33-78
Denton Mk 11 ( pair) ..
45.49
Linton Mk II ( pair) ..
56.33
83-99
Glendale ( pair) ..
Dovedale 3 Mk 11 ..
60.44
Kingsdale Ill
86-54

26.95
31-95
39-95
63-95
45.00
64-95

ZENITH
Allegro 1000 ..
Allegro 2000 ..
Allegro 3000 .. ..

37.26
45-36
56-70

21.00
26.00
32-00

33.10
58-06

22-95
39-95

26-61
48.58
75-20

19-50
34-95
54-95

19.95
25-00

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS
DIN 20 NT kit ( pair) ..
Mezzo twin kit ( pair)..
WHARFEDALE
Linton kit ( pair) ..
Glendale kit ( pair) ..
Dovedale kit ( pair) ..

Cartridges
All Audio Technica cartridges listed are
fitted with aShibata Stylus and are suitable for CD4 and normal Stereo Records
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT12S
ATI4S
AT I
5S
CONNOISSEUR
SCU I
GOLDRING
G800 Boxed ..
G800E Boxed
G800 Super E Boxed
G820E
EMPIRE
999 X EX
999 QEX
999 REX
1000ZE/X

20.87
26.10
37.37

1315
16-95
23-95

7.02

5-75

8.10
12.31
18-79
16-20

3-95
6-25
9.75
11-25

17.18
14.24
10-55
57-80

8-25
5.50
3.95
38-95

We promise you 12 months free service, including parts and labour on all
goods. After the initial free 12 month period you can
still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. Chairman

Rec.
Retail Cornet
Price
Price
inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

CARTRIDGES
Cont.
SHURE
M55E
M75E.1
M75ED
V15 Mk III ..

9-07
14-58
17-17
43-74

SONOTONE
9TAHC Diam./Saph...

5-25
8-25
9-75
29-50

3-51

Rec.
Retail Cornet
Price
Price
£ inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

CONNOISSEUR
SAU2
SME 3009 Ser IIFixed
Head Shell ..
SME S2 Head Shell ..

15-66

1315

43-02
3-43

34-50
2.70

1-70

HI- Fl Tape Recorders

BASES AND COVERS
AKAI
DC 44 for 4000 DS ..
DC 40

5-76
5-76

4-25
4-25

CONNOISSEUR
Cover ..

4-54

3-75

GARRARD
MW BIC Base and Cover 12-85
MA B4C Base and Cover 19-28
MW B4C Base and Cover 17-44
Cover for 75p De Luxe
6-16

8-95
13-95
12-50
4-25

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS
18-51
Audiom I2P
20-05
Audiom I
2PG
21-15
Audiom I2PD
Audiom 100 40 watts din 15-54
8-93
Axent 100 .. • •
18-99
Midax 750 ..
Crossover network X0/
8-39

12-95
13-95
14-75
10.95
6.25
1315

AKAI
I722L .
146-37
4000 DB Dolby stereo
deck .. ..
196-27
4000DS stereo tape deck 136-59
GX260D stereo tape deck 226-70
GX1820D stereo tape
deck.. ..
269-93
GXC 4000 stereo tape
deck . .
710-29
GXR 82 8- track deck
stereo ..
154-53
GXR 820 8-track deck 128-77
GX 600 DP stereo deck 367-39
GX 6000 stereo deck
355-74
GX 600 DB Dolby stereo
deck '
..
419-89
PHILIPS
4450 4- track stereo .. 350-00
SANSU1
QD 5500S quadraphonic
forward/reverse deck 563.47

107-50
139-95
98-95
165-00
196.50
520.00
113-50
94-50
269-00
260.00
308-00
267-00
395-00

Tape Recorders & Tape Decks

5-85
GRUNDIG
TK3200 batt./portable
132-70
THORPE GRENVILLE
T0145 8-track player
deck.. ..
19-91

Headphones
AKAI
ASE II
ASE 20
ASE 22
AKG
K180 ..
K160 ..
K140 ..
100 ..
KOSS
HV I
HV ILC ..
ESP-9 Electrostatic
ESP-6 Electrostatic
PRO 5 L/C ..
PRO-4AA
KO-727B ..
747 ..

PICK-UP ARMS
& HEADS
Cont.

••
••
•.
••
••
.•
••
••
.•
••
•.
••

9-17
11-85
14-95

5-75
7-50
9-25

30-24
23-76
16-20
9-72

18-15
15-95
10-50
5-85

27-00
32-35
85-32
63-72
37-26
34-02
19-44
25-38
13-50
15-07

K6/LC ( with volume
17.23
control) ..
PIONEER
55.03
SE 1000 ..
36-21
SE 505
17.44
SE 305
11-18
SE 205
SANSU1
20-91
SSIO
24-96
SHI5 .
SOLAiivoZ
5-89
300
340 Volume controls with
8.04
Mono switch ..
WHARFEDALE
15-99
Dol
23-61
Isodynamic

16 95
25-50
70-20
52-00
30-40
28-00
15-65
20-55
10-75
12.30
14-00
36-50
23-95
12-00
7-60
16-70
19-95
4.25
5-25
11•95
17.50

Pick-up Arms & Heads
ACOS LUSTRE
Pickup arm .. . •

31-81

19-95

AUDIO TECH NICA
AT 1005 Mk 11 ..
L2 Lifts

22-37
4-94

14.50
3-60

58-85
15-95

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C45 .. .. ..
1.19
0-75
C60 .. .. ..
1-51
0-95
C90 .. .. ..
1-94
1-20
C120
.
2-59
1-60
SCOTCH D'iNAlitANGE CASS.
C60 .. .. ..
0-98
0-55
C90 .. .. ..
1-36
0-70
C120 .. ..
1-90
1.00
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track Blank
Cartridges
45 mins .. ..
1-82
HO
90 mins .. ..
2-17
1.35
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
LP 1200 ..
2-90
2.00
7" LP 1800 .
4-02
2.85
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
DP 1800
4-02
2-85
7" DP 2400 ..
5-02
3-55

sr

sr

HI- Fl Cassette Recorders
AKAI
91-23
CS3OD
CS33D Dolby stereo
111-08
deck.. .. • •
GXC 36D stereo deck 116-24
GXC 38 Dolby stereo
154-33
recorder ..
GXC 38D Dolby stereo
144-23
deck ..
GXC 40T stereo recorder tuner/amplifier 195-35
GXC 460 Dolby stereo
deck.. ..
165-47
GXC 75D Dolby stereo
auto-reverse deck.. 209-89
GXC 510D Dolby stereo
deck.. ..
199-39

CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Cont.
AMSTRAD
6000 stereo deck ..
7000 Dolby stereo deck
GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo

Rec.
Retail Cornet
Price
Price
Cinc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

LEAK
2002 Dolby stereo deck
PHILIPS
2506 DNL stereo deck
with stereo microphone ..
2510 stereo deck Cr02
PIONEER
CT 313IA stereo deck
CT 414IA Dolby stereo
Deck
CT 5151 Dolby stereo
deck.. ..
CTF 6161 Dolby stereo
CTF 7171 Dolby stereo
SANSUI
SC636 Dolby stereo
SC737 Dolby stereo
deck.. .. . •
WHARFEDALE
Dolby WHO 200 ..

169-08

124.50

132-84

10&50

69-42
135-00

49.95
97.15

116-33

76.50

151-04

99.95

171-56

114.00

181-98

124.95

204-91

138.50

147-98

118.50

164-77

131.50

103-69

77.50

Cassette Tape Recorders
BUSH
TP66 batt./mains ..
DECCA
PC 2100G Legarto batt./
mains ..
GRUNDIG
231 ..
PHILIPS
2220 batt./mains
2223 butt/mains
PYE
5751 stereo speakers
(pair)
9002 ..
WALTHAM
104 batt./mains

33-31

23.50

37-50

27-45

37-00

27-50

34-86
59-00

24-95
45-95

13-97
19-15

8-95
10-95

19.11

14-95

TAPE RECORDERS ( CASSETTE)
BATTERY/MAINS WITH RADIO
ALBA
CR25 MW/VHF ..
49-95
DECCA
CR 1100 Harmony LW/
MW/VHF
54-00
CR 1200 MW/VHF ..
45-65
EKCO
350A MW/VHF ..
41-26
GRUNDIG
C2001 LW/MW/VHF
59-00
KASUGA
304N MW/VHF
34-99
PHILCO
6028 AM/FM ..
54-95
PHILIPS
RR333 LW/MW/VHF
59-95
WALTHAM
105 LW/MW/VHF ..
46-55
W407 LW/MW/SW/VHF 47-34

81-50
84-95

Polaroid Cameras

112.50

Super Swinger B/W ..
Square Shooter 2 (Col.)
Colorpak 80 Col. & B/W
320 ( de luxe series) ..
SX-70 Automatic Model

142-50
119.95
154.00
145.00

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
[inc.
E inc.
VAT
VAT

64-80
39.95
Sp. price 5315

35.95
36.95
3495
24.95
43•95
25.95
3215
44.95
29.95
33•95

66.95

104.95

Calculators

Type 87 B/W Film ..
Type 88 Colour Film ..
Type 108 Colour Film
Type SX-70 Colour Film
SX-70 Flash Array ..

6-84
14-50
19-50
33-70

4-40
11-95
13-95
24-95

93-00
1-20
1-74
2-73
3-59
1-27

70.95
0-95
1-40
240
315
1•15

ADVANCE 88, %,
Two memories ..

124-20

39-95

MUSIC CENTRES
BUSH A350I with
stereo cassette radio
decoder ..
189-00
DECCA Compact 4
with radio decoder
and stereo cassette
195-00
EKCO ZU4L with radio
decoder and stereo
cassette ..
207-50
EKCO ZU440 with
stereo cassette and
radio decoder ..
315-25
EKCO ZU540 with
stereo cassette, radio
and decoder .. 410-80
FERGUSON 3463
stereo cassette with
radio decoder ..
177-65
GEC 2817 with radio
decoder and stereo
cassette ..
196-39
HMV 2459 System with
LW/MWSW/VHF/FM
radio, fitted stereo
decoder, 2x 10 watts
RMS output, Auto/
Manual turntable
with Stereo magnetic
cartridges, including
lid and two matching
loudspeakers plus
Philips N2506 stereo
cassette deck featuring Dynamic Noise
limiter circuitry for
top quality performance, tape counter,
complete with Stereo
Microphone .. 204-97
LLOYTON 638 with
radio decoder and 8track player, including speakers ..
165-95

149.95
141-95
158-95
234-95
305-95
124.95
141.95

149-95

99-95

HI- Fl Stereo Systems Complete
BUSH
1006 with radio and
decoder ..

103-03

DECCA
1503S with shelf speakers132-56
Compact 3 with radio
and decoder DS5326
and stand in teak or
rosewood ..
147-50
FERGUSON
3047
3457 with radio and
decoder ..
3458 with radio and
decoder ..
G.E.C. 2821 with radio
and decoder ..

69.95
109.95

98-95

48-55

33-95

92-70

61-95

137-00

98-95

98-42

66-95

HMV
2046 -----2455/B with radio and
decoder ..
2459 ..

69-05

47-50

197-75
135-55

134.95
106-95

PHILIPS
838 with radio and decoder ..

112-91

89-95

83-30

53-95

71-40
85-95

50-95
62-95

94-20

71.95

96.30

7315

PYE
5001 ..
ULTRA
6046
6450B with radio ..
6457 with radio and
decoder ..
6459 with radio and
decoder ..
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 100
Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
£100-150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Rec.Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 3 amplifier plus
G
d 63SP turntable, fitted base and
Shure M75ECS magnetic cartridge, plus
two Solarvox TKIOS loudspeakers
£99-34 £6+40

ROTEL RX202 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 16 watts RMS plus Garrard
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Minister SL loudspeakers
£03.38 £143•85

SOLARVOX 20 amplifier 2X 10 watts
R.M.S. plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard plinth and hinged
lid, fitted with Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge, plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers El I
3-14 £+40
ALBA UA700 amplifier plus Garrard
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
Magnetic cartridge, plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers £ 128.65 £89.40
AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000 Mk. 2
2X 10 watts RMS plus Garrard SP25
Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge, plus two Wharfedale Denton
Mk 2 speakers .. £ 134-39
£89.85
SOLARVOX 30 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable
with Garrard plinth, hinged lid and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox 1K 195 loudspeakers
£144-96
£93-85
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk. 2 amplifier
2x20 watts RMS plus McDonald MP60
turntable TPDI deluxe plinth cover and
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solarvox TK I9S loudspeakers
£15+63
£95.40

SYSTEMS COSTING
.£100-£150
SANSUI AU 101 amplifier 2X 15 watts
R.M5 plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth, cover and ADC
K8
magnetic
cartridge
plus
two
Wharfedale Denton 2 loudspeakers
£141-11
£101.15
ROTEL RA2Il amplifier plus McDonald
MP60 turntable TPDI deluxe plinth.
cover and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Denton 2 loudspeakers ..
C143-95 E102.8S
WHARFEDALE LINTON Mk. 2 amplifier with Wharfedale Linton turntable
fitted with Shure magnetic cartridge
plus 2Wharfedale Linton 2loudspeakers
£164-99 £117-40
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth and ADC K8
magnetic cartridge plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers El 62.64 £119.15
PIONEER 5)(300 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Goldring G102 turntable
base, cover and Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge plus two Solarvox TKIOS
loudspeakers
£ 180.16 El 19-85
ROTEL RXI52.AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x 12 watts RI.15 plus Garrard SP25
Mk 4 turntable with Garrard plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two Rank Domus
150 loudspeakers £ 174.79 £124.40
BUSH Arena 12700 FM/MPX/AFC tuner
amplifier plus G
d SP25 Mk IV turntable complete with plinth hinged lid
and Shure M75/6 SM Magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TK195 loudspeakers
£193•38 £133.65

210

AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/
FM/MPX
2x25
watts
RMS
with
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with
Garrard plinth, hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Rank Domus 250 loudspeakers
£221.04 C141•85

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £150
GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
30+30 watts RMS plus G
d 86SB
turntable, fitted plinth, cover and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Good mans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£252.1 I £ 176-80

COMPL ETELY WIRED
AND READY FOR USE

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont
Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

NIPPON SOUND SR770 AM/FM/MPX
tuner/amplifier plus Pioneer PL12D
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED cartridge, with 2Solarvox
TK40 speakers .. £ 56.93 £236.10

PIONEER SA6200 amplifier 2X 15 watts
RMS output plus Pioneer PL12D turntable inc. plinth, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge, plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£300.05 £201•10

GOODMANS MODULE
110 tuner
amplifier featuring MW/LW/SW/FM/
MPX 2X 50 watts RMS with Garrard
Zero 100 SB turntable inc. plinth fitted
hinged lid, and Shure M93E magnetic
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Goodwood loudspeakers £ 72.02 £262•44

NIPPON SOUND SR660 AM/FM/MPX
tuner/amplifier with Pioneer PL 120
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED cartridge with 2Wharfedale Glendale speakerd295-59 £203.15

SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier with Sansui SR2 12 turntable base,
cover and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Glendale loudspeakers .. £ 45.09 £272.90

GOODMANS MODULE 90 AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier plus Garrard 86SB
turntable fitted plinth with hinged lid,
and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge,
plus two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers ..
005-62 £215.35
SANSUI AU505 amplifier 2X 25 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR2I 2 with plinth,
hinged lid and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TK4OS loudspeakers
£79.91
£207•35

PIONEER SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL I
2D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and Shure
M7SED magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Havant SL loudspeakers
£280-66 C187-15

ROTEL RA6I I amplifier 2x 30 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL12D plinth with
fitted base, hinged lid and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge plus two Solarvox
TK4OS loudspeakers £ 21-03 £221-10

ROTEL
RX402 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x24 watts RMS output plus
Garrard 8658 turntable, fitted base,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/S Mmagnetic
cartridge plus two Rank Domus 250
loudspeakers .. £287.39 £194-85

AKAI
AA8030
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier state of the art electronics
with Pioneer PL 1
2D turntable inc.
plinth, hinged cover and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030
loudspeakers .. £ 16-47 £232.75

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
ROTEL RX I54A AM/FM/MPX matrix
four channel tuner amplifier with
Goldring G IO2/PC turntable, base,
cover and G800 magnetic cartridge plus
four Solarvox TKIOS loudspeakers
£25+38 £150.85
AKAI AS8100S AM/FM/MPX matrix
four channel tuner amplifier plus
Goldring G IO2/PC belt drive turntable,
base, cover and G800 magnetic cartridge,
plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
£39+26 £246-85
ROTEL
RX254
AM/FM/MPX
four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus Rotel
RP 1000 turntable inc. plinth, cover
Audio Technica AT 12S CD4 magnetic
cartridge plus four Rank Domus 175
loudspeakers .. £435-31
£305.80
SANSUI QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner and amplifier plus Sansui
SR2I2 belt drive turntable with base,
cover and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
£459-80 £349.85

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI 441 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier with Sansui SR2I2 turntable with
base, hinged cover and Sansui magnetic
cartridge with 2 Goodmans Havant SL
speakers .. £250-75 £ 191.90

ROTEL RA3I I amplifier plus Pioneer
PL I2D turntable inc. plinth, hinged
cover and Shure M7SED magnetic
cartridge plus two Solarvox TK4OS
loudspeakers .. £277.03 £188.60

Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

Rec. Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT
Inc. VAT
PIONEER QX 646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PL I
2D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica ATI2S CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Wharfedale
Linton loudspeakers £523.21
£354.35
PIONEER QX747 AM/FM/MPX fourchannel tuner/amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders, plus
Pioneer PL12D turntable including
plinth, hinged cover and Audio Technica
ATI2S,
CD4
cartridge
plus
four
Celestion Ditton 15 loudspeakers
£700.92 £480.45
PIONEER QX949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS,
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer
PL5IA belt drive turntable plinth,
cover and Audio Technica ATI2S CD4
magnetic cartridge with four Celestion
Ditton 44 loudspeakers
£108+24 £744.90

PIONEER SX636 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus Pioneer PL 120 turntable
with fitted base and hinged lid plus
Shure
M7SED
magnetic
cartridge
plus two Goodmans magnum SL loudspeakers .. £420.97 £282.20
ROTEL
RX602 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x40 watts RMS output with
Garrard 86SB turntable fitted plinth,
with hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge, plus two Goodmans
Goodwood loudspeakers
£76.62 £266.80
GOODMANS
MOD
110
Compact
AM/FM/MPX 50+50 watts, electronic
protection of output stages, fitted with
the Garrard Zero 100 belt drive
turntable and its tangential tracking
arm, Shure M93/E cartridge, plus 2
Goodmans Dimension 8 Bi directional
loudspeaker systems, each having 8
drive units and a 12 inch bass resonator.
All units in white .. £45+03 £324.90
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX plus Garrard Zero 100 SB turntable, fitted plinth, hinged lid, with
Shure M93E cartridge plus two Leak
2060 loudspeakers.. £403.05 £320-25
ROTEL
RX802 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x55 watts RMS plus Garrard
Zero 100SB turntable with base hinged
lid and Shure M93E cartridge plus two
Celestion Ditton 44 loudspeakers
£477.05 £345.95
PIONEER SA9100 amplifier plus Pioneer
PL5 I
A direct drive turntable complete
with base, cover and Shure V15 Mk 3
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Achromat 400 monitor speakers
£673.49 £454-35
PIONEER SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 100 watts output plus
Pioneer PL7 I direct drive turntable
complete with fitted base cover plus
Shure VIS Mk. 3magnetic cartridge plus
two Celestion Ditton 66 monitor loudspeakers .. £986.94 £676•45

GOODS IN STOCK
The products listed in Comet's
advertisements are taken from our
current national price list. Owing to
heavy demand the availability of some
items for immediate sale may vary from
day to day and centre to centre. If you
wish, before travelling long distances
please telephone to check that any
specific items are in stock. Comet never
advertise any goods which are not in
stock or on order at the time of
advertising.
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Stereo Amplifiers

E

I- Stereo Tuners

RT 222

•RA 211
Rec. Ret. Price
£59.90
COMET PRICE oess

Rec. Ret. Price £59.90
COMET PRICE £43.95

Special fesser«, Ample power for true high fidelity sound oAll solid craie electronics design
All silicon output transistors • Handsomely trimmed aluminium extrusion panel • Simple and
easy- to- operate layout of controls • Rotary — Bass. Treble. Balance. Volume and Function
•Selector s Pushbuttons — Power, Speaker System 1, Speaker System 2. Loudness and Tape
.Monitors Convenient headphone jack and power beacon • Facilities for magnetic and ceramic
phonos, tuner, tape recorder and auxiliary component • Wood cabinet included.
Specifications
Total Music Power ( IHF) ..

I
=Z

11111111111111".1111

50W at 4ohms

•
Continuous Power ( RMS)
10W-1-10W
both channels driven at 8 ohms
Harmonie Distortion .. 0.2% at 9W-1-9W
OMS. 8ohms
1M Distortion .. 0.6% at 9W-1-9W RMS.
8 ohms
Frequency Response .. 20 to 65,000 Hz
-3db at 8ohms

Power Bandwidth ( IHF) .. 20 to 35.000 Hz
al 8ohms
Input Sensitivity/Impedance,
PHONO MAG .. 2.7 mV/45K ohms
PHONO 2 CERAMIC .. 140mV/100K ohms
TUNER ..
AUX ..

170nW/50K ohms

170mV/50K ohms

Special Features: Precision front end to pull in broadcasts clearly • All solid state electronics
design • Handsomely trimmed aluminium extrusion panel • Large tuning knob with crisp
•
flywheel action o Function selector for AM. FM or FM STEREO • Linear FM dial scale for easy.
tuning • Accurate signal strength tuning meter for visible tuning • Wood cabinet included.
Specifications
FM Sensitivity ( IHF)

88-108 MHz

Harmonic Distortion ..

0.5%

Signal to Noise Ratio ..

63db

Capture Ratio ..

Image Rejection
IF Rejection ..

4µV

Frequency Range ..

5db

Selectivity .. 20db
Stereo Separation ..

40db
60db

Spurious Response Rejection ..

60db

AM Sensitivity ( IHF)
250a/nt
Frequency Range .. 535-1605 kHz
Dimensions .. 13'(W) x6)"(D) x4-(H) .

35db at 1kHz

TAPE MONITOR IN .. 150mV/50K ohms
Dimensions ..
13'(W) x65(13) o4-(H)

RA 311

RI 322

Rec. Ret. Price
£78-50
COMET PRICE £57-50
Special Features: Geared to let you enjoy genuine high fidelity sound • All advanced solid
state electronics design • All low noise silicon output transistors • Handsomely trimmed aluminium extrusion panel • Control layout designed for ease of operation • Rotary — Speakers.
Bass. Treble, Balance, Volume and Function Selector • Pushbuttons tt High Filter,LOudness.
Mode. Tape Monitor 1and Tape Monitor 2 • Convenient headphone jack and power beacon •
Facilities for magnetic and ceramic phonos, tuner, two tape recorders and auxiliary component
• Tape dubbing tram tape 1 to tape 2 • Speaker 4- channel matrix for simulated 4- channel
surround sound affect • Wood cabinet included
Specif imitions
Total Music Power ( IHF) .. 100W at 4ohms
Continuous Power ( RMS)
20W-1-20W both
channels driven at 8ohms
Harmonie Distortion .. 0.1% at 18W+ 18W
RMS. 8 ohms
IM Distortion .. 0.3% at 18W+18W RMS.
8ohms
Frequency Response .. 15 to 70,000 Hz
-3db at 8 ohms
Power Bandwidth ( IHF) .. 20 to 50,000 Hz
al 8ohms

Rec. Ret. Price £ 84.50
COMET PRICE £61 - 95
Special Pentures: Sensitive UT front end for precise reception • Four- stage IF circuit for
efficient selectivity eAll advanced solid state electionics design • Handsomely trimmed aluminium
extrusion panel o Convenient muting pushbutton switch to eliminate interstation noise •
Effective multiplex filter so suppress stereo noise u Illuminated dial scale and large easy- to ses
tuning meter nLinear and wide dial scale for easy tuning • Wood cabinet included.
Specifications
FM Sensitivity ( IHF) .. 2.0 µV

Input Sensitivity/Impedance:
PHONO MAO
2.5rnV/40K ohms
PHONO CERAMIC

140mV/84K ohms

TUNER .. 170mV/46K ohms
AUX ..
170mV/46K ohms
TAPE MONITOR IN, 1Er 2 .. 150mV/46K
ohms
Power Voltage
100, 117, 220, 240V,
50/60 Hz
Dimensions .. 14'(W) o 75'(D) x 41 -(H)

Frequency Range .. 88-108 MHz
Harmonie Distortion ., less thon 0. 5%
Signal to Noise Ratio ..

65 db

Capture Ratio .. 1.5 db
Selectivity .. 50 db
Stereo Separation .. 40 db at 1kHz

RA 611

RI 622

Ret. Price £ 122-50
COMET PRICE £89•85

Rec. Ret. Price
£134.50
COMET PRICE £94-95

Rec.

Special Features: Powerful 140 watts ( IHF) for truly transparent sound • Split electric power
supply system • Direct coupled circuitry • Versatility in controls and simplicity in operations •
Handsomely trimmed slurninium extrusion panel • Controls layout designed for ease of operation
• Rotary — Speakers, Monitor, Selector and Volume eSlide — left and right Bass, left and right
Treble, and Balance'. Pushbuttons — Power, Law Filter, High Filter. Tone Defeat, Mode.
Loudness and Audio Muting is Convenient headphone jack and power beacon • Facilities for
two magnetic phonos, tuner, two tape recorders and two auxiliary components • Professional
tape dubbing feature — from tape 1to tape 2or reverse • Three convenient AC outlets • Wood

Image Rejection ..
IF Rejection ..

60 db

80 db

Spurious Response Rejection .. 80 dbAM Sensitivity ( IHF) .. 200 µWm
Frequency Range .. 535-1605 kHz
Dimensions .. 14 •(N)

x7r(D)

• 4)*(H)

Special Features: All advanced solid state electronics design • IC's for IF and MPX circuits •
Super .sensitive FEY front end for clear and precise reception • Handsomely trimmed aluminium
extrusion panel • Efficient muting switch with muting level control • Effective multiplex switch
to suppress stereo background noise • Precise and smooth flywheel action tuning aIlluminated
dial board with stereo indicator light • Wide and linear FM dial scale for easy tuning • Illuminated
signal strength tuning meter for visible tuning • Illuminated FM signal centre tuning meter for
accurate tuning • Rear panel adjustable output level control switch • Wood cabinet Included.

cabinet included ,
Specifications
Total Music Power ( IHF) .. 140W at 4ohms
Continuons Power ( RMS)
30W+30W
both channels driven at 8ohms
Harmonie Distortion ., less than 0.1% at
•27W+ 27W into 8ohms
IM Distortion ..
0.15% before clipping at
8 ohms
Frequency Response ..
5 to .100.000 Hz.
-3db at 8ohms
Power BandwidthSto 55,000 Hz, IHF
et 8 ohms

Input Sensitivity/Unpedance:
PHONO 1

2.5mV/47K ohms

PHONO 2 ..

2.5mV/47K ohms

TUNER .. 150mV/40K ohms
AUX 1, AUX 2 .. 150mV/40K ohms
TAPE MONITOR IN .. 230mV/47K ohms
MAIN AMP IN ..

800mV/33K ohms

Specifications

FM

Sensitivity ( IHF) .. 1.7µV
Frequency Range .. 88-108 MHz
Harmonic Distortion .. less than 0.5%
Signal to Noise Ratio .. 70 db
Capture Ratio ..

1.0 db

Selectivity ..
80 db
Stereo Separation .. 40 db all kHz

Image Rejection .. 100 dl,.
IF Rejection .. 100 db
Spurious Response Rejection

..

100 db

AM Sensitivity ( IHF) .. 200 PV/m
Frequency Range .. 535-1605 kHz
Dimensions .. 16r(W) x $)"(0) x 551H)

Power Voltage .. AC100, 120, 220, 240
volts. 50/60 Hz
Dimensions .. 161(W) x 91 -(D) x 6(11)

For details of ordering see overleaf iimi4
You now

get 12 months free service including parts and labour at COMET
211

SX-434 TUNER/AMPLIFIER

SX-636 TUNER- AMPLIFIER

Incorporating advanced electronic circuitry throughout,
designed for budget- conscious music • lovers who insist
wasting watts. With an output of 15W + 15W continuous
driven at 8 ohms), this is enough to drive two pairs of stereo
or simultaneously.
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output
40Hz to 20KHz 15 watts + 15 watts
(8 ohms) ( both channels driven):
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.8%
Power Bandwidth: 10Hz to 70KHz
(H. D. 0.8%)
Damping Factor: More than 25
(1KHz, 8 ohms)
Input Sensitivity/Impedance
PHONO: 2.5mV/50 Kohms
AUX: 150mV/80Kohms
TAPE PB: 150mV/80Kohms
TAPE PB ( DIN connector):
150mV/80 Kohms
Frequency Response
PHONO ( R'AA equalization):
30Hz to 15KHz + 1dB
AUX, TAPE PB: 0Hz to 25KHZ
ldB
Tone Controls
BASS: + 9d8, - 8dB ( 100Hz)
TREBLE: + 5d8, - 7dB ( 10KHz)

REC. RET. PRICE £ 131.93 inc. VAT

the SX-434 is specifically
on low distortion without
RMS power ( both channels
speaker systems individually

Hum Er Noise ( IHF, short-circuited A
network):
PHONO: More than 70dB
MIC: More than 65dB
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PB: More than 90dB
FM TUNER SECTION
Usable sensitivity ( IHF): 1.9uV
Capture Ratio ( IHF): 1.0dB
Selectivity ( IHF): 60cIB
Signal- to. Noise Ratio 70dB
Harmonic Distortion: Stereo; less than
0-4%
Stereo Separation: More than 40dB
(1KHz)
Antenna Input: 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced
AM TUNER SECTION
Selectivity: 35dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50d8
Dimensions
Without package:
16-15/16 ( W) ii 51 ( H) x 13-2132
(D) inches

COMET PRICE £87 95 i
nc. VAT

With an output of 25W + 25W continuous RMS ( 8 ohms per channel), the SX-636 is
the ideal medium powered unit for high fidelity situations in rooms of average size.
Amongst the advanced features are two stereo tape terminals, and a function switch to
handle FM, AM. PHONO, MIC and AUX.
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Hum Et Noise ( IHF, short-circuited A
Continuous Power Output
network):
20Hz to 20KHz 25 watts + 25 watts
PHONO: More than 70d8
(8 ohms)
MIC: More than 65dB
Harmonic Distortion - Less than 0-5%
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PB: More than 90dB
Power Bandwidth: 5Hz to 60KHz
FM TUNER SECTION
(H.D. 0.5%)
Usable Sensitivity ( IHF): 1-9uV
Damping Factor: More than 35
Capture Ratio ( IHF)' 1.0dB
(1KHz, 8 ohms)
Selectivity ( IHF): 60d8
Input Sensitivity/Impedance
Signal to Noise Ratio: 70d8
PHONO: 2.5mV/50 Kohms
Harmonic Distortion -Stereo ; less than 0-4%
PHONO Overload Level ( rms/P-P):
Frequency Response: 20Hz to 15KHz
110mV/310mV
+0.2dB, - 2.0dB
AUX: 1 50mV/60Kohms
50Hz to 10KHz + 0.2dB, - 0-5dB
TAPE PB 1. 2: 1 50mV/60Kohms
Stereo Separation: More than 40dB
TAPE PB 2 ( DIN connector):
(1KHz) More than 30dB ( 50 Hz tolOKHz)
1 50mV/60Kohms
AntennaInput: 300 ohms balanced and
Frequency Response
75 ohms unbalanced
PHONO ( RIAA equalization):
AM TUNER SECTION
30Hz to 15KHz + 0-5dB
Selectivity:
35dB.
AUX, TAPE PB: 20Hz to 30KHz + 0-5dB.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
-1c18
BASS: + 10dB ( 100Hz)
Dimensions: Without Package:
Tone Controls TREBLE: + 10dB ( 10KHz)
18-29/32 ( W) x 5-25/32 ( H)
Filter HIGH: - 9dB ( 1016-1z) 6dB/oct.
x 15-15/16 ( D) inches

REC. RET PRICE £ 211.08 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 139 95 inc. VAT

SX-535 TUNER AMPLIFIER
The SX - 535 combines practical power ( 20W + 20W continuous RMS-8 ohms per
channel) with advanced features and high performance, to prove that high power is not.
always the answer when it comes to good high fidelity listening. Special features
include circuits for two tape decks ( deck 1 to deck 2 tape duplication is possible), and a
dual meter tuning system.
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output
40Hz to 20KHz 20 watts + 20 watts
(8 ohms) ( both channels driven):
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.8%
Power Bandwidth: 10Hz to 70KHz
(HO. 0.8%)
Damping Factor: More than 30
(1KHz. 8 ohms)
Input Sensitivity/Impedance
PHONO: 2 5mV/50 Kohms
PHONO Overload Level ( rms/P-P):
110mV/310mV
AUX: 150mV/75 Kohms
TAPE PB 1, 2: 150mV/75 Kohms
TAPE PB 2 ( DIN connector):
150mV/75 Kohms
Frequency Response
PHONO ( RIAA equalization):
30Hz to 15KHz + 0-5dB
AUX, TAPE PB: 20Hz to 30KHz + 1d8
Tone Controls
BASS: + 9dB, - 8dB ( 100Hz)
TREBLE: + 6d8, - 6dB ( 10KHz)

Hum Er Noise ( le, short-circuited A
network):
PHONO: More than 70dB
MIC: More than 65dB
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PB: More than 90dB
FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity ( IHF): 1.9uV
Capture Ratio ( IHF): 1.0dB
Selectivity ( IHF): 60d8
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 70dB
Harmonic Distortion: Stereo: less than
0.4%
Frequency Response: 20Hz to 15K Hz
- 0.2d8, - 2.0dB
5011-li to 10KHz + 0.2d8. - 0.5dB
Stereo Separation: More than 40dB
(1KHz)
Antenna Input: 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced
AM TUNER SECTION
Selectivity: 35dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 18-29/32 ( W)
5-25/32 ( H) i 15-15/16 ( D) inches

REC. RET. PRICE £ 181.02 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £119 95 inc. VAT
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SX-737 TUNER- AMPLIFIER
All the latest state- of - the-art advantages are incorporated in the SX-737 to give versatility
combined with true high fidelity performance. With an output of 35W + 35W continuous
RMS ( 8 ohms per channel) this unit is a stereo control centre that is hard to beat A new
dimension in FM reception stability is assured by its multiplex demodulator with the
revolutionary PLL ( Phase- Lock- Loop) circuit.
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output
20Hz to 20KHz 35 watts + 35 watts
(8 ohms) ( both channels driven):
Harmenic Distortion Less than 0-5%
Power Bandwidth: 5Hz to 60KHz
(HO. 0.5%)
Damping Factor: More than 40 ( 1KHz,
8 ohms) •
Input Sensitivity/Impedance
PHONO: 2-5mV/50 Kohms
PHONO Overload Level ( rms/P-P):
170mV/480mV
AUX: 150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PB 1, 2. 150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PB 2 ( Din connector): 150mV/
50 Kohms
Frequency Response:
PHONO ( RIAA equalization): 30Hz to
15KHz + 0-3d8
Tone Controls
BASS: + 10dB ( 100Hz)
TREBLE + 10c18 ( 10KHz)
Filter L011i: - 9dB ( 50Hz) 6dB/oct.
HIGH: 9dB ( 10KHz) 6dB/oct.

Hum Er Noise ( IHF, short-circuited A
network):
PHONO: More than 70dB
MIC: More than 65dB
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PB: More than 95dB
FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity ( IHF): 1.9uV
Capture Ratio ( IHF): 1-0dB
Selectivity ( IHF): 60dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 70d8
Harmonic Distortion:.Stereo:less than 0.4%
Frequency Response: 20Hz to 15KHz
+0 .2dB, - 2.0dB
50Hz to 10KHz + 0-2dB, - 0-5dB
Stereo Separation: More than 40dB
(1Hz), More than 30d13 ( 50Hz to 10I(Hz)
Antenna Input: 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced
AM TUNER SECTION
Selectivity: 35dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50d8
Dimensions: Without package:
19-11/16 ( W) x 6-7/32 ( H) a
17-5/32 ( D) inches

REC. RET PRICE £ 261.35 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 174 00 inc. VAT

grewThe Complete HI-FI
Service

ferAi
1/1/11

Personal Callers
at Warehouses
BIRMINGHAM ... Heeley Road. Sally Oak, 829 6EY
BIRMINGHAM ... Tivoli Shopping Centre,

please see below.

Tel. 021-472 6181

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
DONCASTER
DUNDEE •
EDINBURGH

1570/2 Coventry Road. Yardley B26
15 Station Street, Brighton
Barton Hill Trading Estate, Bristol
17 Market Place, Doncaster
West Henderson Wyncl. Dundee
1 Newhaven Road. EH6 5QX

GLASGOW

Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue,

1 BJ

Renfrew RA4 9EL
GLOUCESTER .... Morrovvay House. Station Road. Gloucester
GRIMSBY
389 Victoria Street DN31 1ER
HULL
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, HU6 7QD
JARROW

— Personal callers and telephone orders are welco me at all our
branches. For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest branch
and pay the driver on delivery. To order by mail or on Credit Terms

56/64 Ellison Street, Jarrow NE32 3MT

LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS 12 2 EF
LEICESTER
Syston Street
"
LIVERPOOL
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland, Liverpool
LONDON Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon) .... 190 London Road, Hackbridge,
Wallington, Surrey
LONDON Hayes
(Middlesex)
Silverdale Road. Pump Lane, Hayes

LONDON
Dagenham
Rainham Road South, Dagenham RM 10 BST ... Te l.
LONDON
Potters Bar
Station Close, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar
Tel.
NORWICH
Roundtree Way. Norwich NOR 94P
Tel.
NEWCASTLE
385/389 Elswick Road, Newcastle
Tel.
NEWPORT
Maesglas Industrial Estate, Newport NPT 2XE ... Tel.
NOTTINGHAM ... 121
Town
Street,
Sandiacre,
Nottingham NG10 5DW
Tel.

Tel: 021-706 0684

Tel 0273 692421/6
Tel 0272 559841
Tel 0302 69520
Tel. 0382 738111
Tel.
031 554 4454
(9 lines)

Tel. 041

886 5731

Tel. Bellegate 2233/4
Tel. 0472 59623
Tel 0482 46441
(6 lines)
Tel. 0632 892211

OXFORD

Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Mead, Oxford ,
Oxfordshire

READING

Monarch House, 75--81 Caversham Road;
Reading RG1 BAP
Tel
Corner of Well i' th" Lane and Queensway '
Tel.
Maidstone Road. Rochester
Tel.
The Mill. 1 Loxley Road, Malin Bridge S6 4TN .. Tel.

ROCHDALE
ROCHESTER
SHEFFIELD

01

595 5111

Potters Bar 43491
0603 411831
0632 32431
50431
Sandiacre 396116

Tel. 0865

48232

0734 599911
50606
Medway 49171
0472 341721/6

SOUTHAMPTON
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh SO5 52Q
Tel. 4722
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel. 061 477 2000
STOCKTON
Teesway, Portrack Lane, Teesside TS18 2RH .... Tel. Stockton 612311
STOKE-ON-TRENT 52 Town Road. Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 2JP
Tel. 0782 264495
SUNDERLAND ... 4-7 St. Thomas Street, Sunderland SR1 1HR ... Tel. Sunderland 59993
WIGAN
Wharf Mill. Princess Street WN 3 4 EZ
Tel. 0942 34741
WILLENHALL . . Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire
Tel. Willenhall 60411

Tel. 0532 40551

Tel. 0533 52236
Tel. 051 928 6688
Tel 01 669 4321
Tel 01 573 1841

ALL BRANCHES ARE OPEN DAILY 9a.m.-8p.m. Monday; 9a.m.-1p.m. Tuesday;
9a.m.-8p.m. Wednesday; 9a.m.-8p.m. Thursday; 9a.m.-8p.m. Friday; 9a.m.-5.30p.m. Saturday

0rerin

at

e

Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3 Comet Warehouses listed
boerdloewr,miandcelupdainygabtlheetoapnruiEaTt?..difeblivueyriyngcohanrc CinE ro
su
or
rc
Bh
A
erce or postal
include your card number and mark your order ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 25p; Bases
and Covers 50p; Headphones 25p: Pick-up Arms 50p;
Headshells 25p; Chassis Speakers. 50p.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity:

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will be delivered by
Securicor within 72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £ 3for
Securicor delivery). All goods are fully insured against loss
or damage whilst in transit.

Spool tapes 25p; Cassettes 10p; 8- track cartridges 20p.
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES:

LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
EDINBURGH 1 Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX
HAÇKBRIDGE 190 London Road, Hackbridge,
Wallington, Surrey

COMET
now
accept

[7
8ARCLAVCARD]
1M11

l•

•
Credit Faci es at Comet Discount Prices

All prices quoted in Comet's advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 40
can now be purchased on Credit at Comet's discounted prices.
Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department
(address below) marked " Credit Mail Order" and we will send
you by return of post an application form and details of .our
repayment terms — all entirely without obligation.

Sample System:
Pioneer SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier with Pioneer
PL12D belt drive turntable with plinth, hinged cover and Shure
M75ED Magnetic Cartridge, plus two Goodmans Havant SL
Speakers.
£ 280-66
Recommended Retail Price including VAT £ 187.15
Comet price including VAT
£ 3.00
Securicor Delivery Charge
£190.15

MAIL ORDER CREDIT ENQUIRIES MUST BE SENT ONLY TO:

Total Credit Price £ 227.15
or Initial payment £ 20.15 and 20 monthly payments of £ 11.71

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.

Total Credit Price 254-35
or Initial payment £ 20.15 and 24 monthly payments of £ 10-10

Initial payment of £ 20.15 and 10 monthly payments of £ 20-70

Total Credit Price £ 262-55

REMEMBER, ALL GOODS ARE FULLY BACKED BY 12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS AND LABOUR
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Now you can
change record-speeds
without changing
record-speeds.
We've done away with the
old turntable speed- control, on
this very advanced Philips GA209
record deck.
Simply by placing ar
ecor don
the turntable the correct spee di
s
electronically chosen and the
pick-up lowered gently into the
run-in groove.
At the end of the record the turntable stops and
the arm returns to the rest.
This facility ensures that both the record and
stylus are fully protected.
In manual operation, the pick-up can be
positioned over the grooves and lowered by means
of atouch control.
The mechanism permits very accurate positioning.
Controlled by aservo motor via electronic touch
controls, it can be operated whether the deck is used
manually or as afully automatic deck.
Electronic control makes sure that the turntable
speed is kept constant.
Separate fine speed controls for 33 1
Aand 45 rpm.
allow the record to be tuned to the pitch of any
musical instrument.
The photo- electric stop switch is completely
soundless and frictionless.
High stability and insulation against shocks and
vibration are ensured by the floating suspension of the

turntable and pick-up arm.
The tracking error of the practically frictionless
pick-up arm is very small.
Side thrust compensation is adjustable for all
playing weights for both spherical and elliptical styli.
The top cartridge from the Super M range, the
GP412, is supplied as standard.
panel.

PHILIPS
Simplyyearsahead
214

REW

BUDGET

SALE

All stock at FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS
PIONEER

at REW nowthe system you've always
dreamed of owningat an REW dream price

HARMAN KARDON
GALE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
SHURE

AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA
AKA

CS.30.D cassette
CS.33.D cassette
GXC.36.D cassette
GXC.38.D cassette
GXC.46.0 cassette
GXC.75.D cassette
GXC.510.D cassette
4000 DS deck ..
4000 DB deck ..
1722.L recorder
1820.DiReeli8 track
CR.8I.D 8 track
CR.81 8 track ..
GXR.8Z 8 track
GXR.82.D 8 track
AT580 tuner ..

ADC XLM P.U. £22-75
ADC VLM P.U. £ 18-50
ADC Q36 P.U. £ 11.20
ADC Q32 P.U. £8-30
ADC 030 P.U. .. £640
Amcron
ES
shop
soiled elec spkr .. £850-00
Beomaster 6000 sis
receiver .... £379-00
B & 0 Beogram 4000
turntable .. £ 169-00
Beovision 3400 Sl
C.T.V. .. .. £29540
Cambridge P60 amp £ 112-90
Cambridge PI 10 amp £ 134-00
Cambridge T55 tuner £03 00
Celestion Hadleigh
spkr .. ..
09 00
Celestion County spkr £45-00
Celestion 120 spkr £49-00

£5950
£71 90
£7550
£9350
£10750
£13595
£12950
£8850
£12750
£9490
£17350
£57 50
£7250
£9990
£8350
£8500

REW

Harman Kardon HK930
AM/FM receiver

£259.00

SYSTEM

2 Gale GS40IA
loudspeakers ..

£23040

PRICE

Acoustic Research
turntable

£4640

£399

Shure M75EDII cartridge

£15-90

4 VAT

£550.90

YOU SAVE

Total rec'd price ..

+VAT

Celestion 15 spkr.. £6540 Harman Kardon
Celestion 25 spkr .. £ 131.00
HK930 receiver.. £ 19940
Celestion 44 spkr .. £
10800 Harman Kardon
Celestion 66 spkr .. £ 19840
HKI000 cassette £ 169-00
Empire 1000 ZEX P.U. £33-50
nfin'ty POS 11 ..
t95.00
Empire 999 VEX P.U. £24-50
nfin ty 1001 .. £ 4340
Empire 999 TEX P.U. £ 13-95
nfinity Column .. t249-00
Empire 999 XEX P.U. £6.90
nfinity 2000 AXT.. £ 319-00
Empire 999 QEX P.U. £4.90
nfirrity Servo-static £ 1490-00
Empire 999 REX P.U. £2-99
BL Decade L26 spkr £ 169.00
Ferrograph F208 amp £77.90
BL Aquarius 4 spkr £
21900
Ferrograph F608 amp £ 134-90
BL 1_88 plus spkr .. £22940
Ferrograph SFM1 tuner£94-50 KEF--Phone for prices
Fisher TX- 50 amp.. £49-00 KEF Concerto spkr £ 105.90
Fisher 201 receiver £79-00 KEF Kit 3-pair .. £6940
Fisher 800-T receiver £ 169-00 KMAL speakers-Phone for
Goldring GL75
prices
chassis turntable £29-50 Lowther Acousta
Harman Kardon
s,Dkrs .. .. £ 11540
HK50+ receiver £ 11940 Marantz-Phone for prices

OVER LISO

PIONEER PL.I2.D turntable ..
PIONEER SA.5300 amplifier ..
PIONEER SA.6300 amplifier ..
PIONEER SA.7100 amplifier ..
PIONEER SA.8100 amplifier ..
PIONEER SA.9100 amplifier ..
PIONEER SX.300 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.434 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.535 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.636 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.737 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.838 receiver ..
PIONEER SX.I010 receiver ..
PIONEER CTF.717I Dolby cassette ..
PIONEER C.T.515I Dolby cassette ..
PIONEER C.T.414I.A Dolby cassette

£36-90
£39-90
£73 50
£97-90
.. £ 141-00
.. £ 177 50
.. £63 60
.. £82-70
.. £ 113-50
.. £ 132-50
.. £ 163.50
.. £209-80
.. £286.50
.. £ 130-90
.. £ 107-90
£95&0

Telson Avanti spkr £ 12940
Maranta 2270
Shure M55E P.U. .. £4.90 Thorens-Phone for prices
receiver .. .. £28940 Shure M44E P.U. .. £4.40 Transcriptors-Reference
with fluid arm .. £96-90
Maranta 105B tuner £8440 Shure M44G P.U... £4.00
Maranta 3300 pre
Shure M3D .. £3.10
Speaker prices per pair
amp .. .. £209.00 Sinclair Cambridge
PART EXCHANGE
National RS260US
1 calculator .. £ 10.45
ALLOWANCE ON YOUR
cassette .... £4340 1Sinclair Cambridge
Philips RH 892 Music
Memory Calculator £ 14-75
EXISTING EQUIPMENT
Centre ( original , Sinclair Scientific
price 020)
now £59.50 '
Calculator .. £ 15-95
H.P. TERMS FOR
Richard Allan
ISonab 0A4 spkr, white £99.50
PERSONAL CALLERS
Pavane 11 Spkr .. £72-00 Sonab R7000 receiver £ 19940
Sansui AU 101 amp £43-90 Sonab P4000 amp .. £ 126.50
BARCLAY & ACCESS
Shure cartridges in
Sonab 85 S .. .. £5940
CARDS ACCEPTED
genuine Shure packs
Sony-Phone for prices
12 MONTHS
Shure VIS Ill P.U...
£
28-7o Sony HMP 70 Music
Shure M7SED 11 P.U. £9-30
Centre .. .. £ 196-50
FREE PARTS AND
Shure M75E111 P.U. £7.90 Tannoy Mansfield 15' £215.00
LABOUR GUARANTEE
Shure t175G II P.U. £7-213 Teac TSI30 turnShure M75B 11 P.U.
£
6-60
table .. £57 50

Similar fantastic reductions on ALL following makes: ACOUSTIC RESEARCH. AKAI. ALTEC LANSING. AMCRON. ARMSTRONG.
B & W. BANG & OLUFSEN. BOSE. CAMBRIDGE. DUAL. ESS. FERROGRAPH. GALE. HARMAN KARDON. HARRISON.
I.M.F. J.B.L. K.E.F. LINN SONDEK. MARANTZ. NAKAMICHI. NATIONAL PANASONIC. PHILIPS. PIONEER. QUAD.
RADFORD. REVO X. RICHARD ALLAN. ROGERS. S.A. E. SONAB. SONY. SPENDOR. SOUNDCRAFTSMAN. TANNOY.
TEAC. TECHNICS. TELSON. TRANSCR1PTORS.
UHER. VIDEOTONE. YAMAHA.
NEW BUMPER PRICE LIST JUST OUT-FAN-ASTIC BARGAINS-SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY NOW!
• Centrepoint, 20-21 St Giles High St., London WC2
Tel: 01-836 9183 9025
PLEASE ADD VAT
AT CURRENT RATE
Postage & packing extra

Audio
•

............

a
Visual C

• 146

Charing Cross Road, London WC2

Tel: 01-836 3365
•226-8 Upper Tooting Road, London, SWI7
Tel:01-672 4471/2
Mail Order and Video:
RoEn
L
WdonHeec9 21112Tel-lUg0h1-5S4tore9e6ti4/611iers Wood,

IOC 111.•
Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
I Wed.
PAYBONDS
ACCEPTED
SUBJECT
TO
QUOTATION.
Cheques with £30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales, with only
one cheque per transaction. Special
Offers subject to quotation for Barclaycard. Access Card and Paybond..
P.O.A.-price on application.
Sp. Off.-special offer.

Sinclair Project 80 Units ..
Sinclair Project 805 ( Sp. off.) ..
Sinclair Q16 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) ..
Tannoy Gold 10" 1-IPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy Gold Ir HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy Gold 15" HPD ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Glendale 3 Kit ( pair)
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit ( pair)
400IG tweeter ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice.
While stocks last.

•

TAPE RECORDERS (
P/P £2-C/0)
Akai GX400D • • .. £425.00
Akai GX1820D _
£171.50
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.) .. £ 130-00
*Akai 4000DS (Sp. off.) .. .•
£83.50
*Philips N4450 ( Sp. off.)
£225.00
Tandberg 3321/4IX, 3621/4IX
P.O.A.
Uher 40001C; 4200 IC; 4400 IC ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, few Mk 3
models left, new Ilk4 and Dolby B models
from stock with substantial discounts. New
Revox A700/1372/4 on application.

oCASSETTE

RECORDERS (
P/P 95p)
(B
Dolby B)
CS3OD (Sp. off.) ..
£55.50
Akai CS33D
B £72.75
Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) ..
£72.50
Akai GXC36 ( Sp. off.)
£82.50
Akai GXC38 ( Sp. off.) ...
B £103.00
Akai GXC38D ( Sp. off.) :.
B £95.00
Akai GXC4OT ( Sp. off.) ..
£125.00
Akai GXC46D (Sp. off.) ..
B noeoo
Akai GXC65D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £117.50
Akai GXC75D
B £136.00
Akai GXC5 I
OD ..
B £ 130-00
Bush Arena C435 (Sp. off.) ..
£55.00
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.) ..
£61.00
Goodmans SCD100
B £ 11eoo
Hitachi D2I50 .. • • ..
£68.50
Hitachi 02360 ..
B £83.50
Hitachi TRQ252D
£40.25
Hitachi TRQ2030D..
£65.50
Hitachi TRQ2040D ( Sp. off.)
B £86.90
Leak 2002 ( Sp. off.)
B £99.00
Neal 102 ..
B £210.60
Neal 103 ..
B £260-28
Philips N2506 .. ..
£50.00
Philips N2510 .. .. £ 103-00
Pioneer CT414IA
B £98-00
Pioneer CT515 I .
B £112.00
Pioneer CTF6161
£ 118-00
Pioneer CTF7I71 •
B £ 133-00
Pye 9145 ( Sp. off.) .. £50-00
*Sansui SC700 ( Sp. off.) ..
B £108.00
Sansui SC737
B £130.00
Tandberg TCD310
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT470
'Jher CR2I0
.
P.O.A.
Wharfedale WHD-20D
.
13
£76.00
•Akai

• 8-TRACK UNITS (
P/P 95p)
*Akai CR8 ID ( Sp. off.) ..
Akai GXR82D
•BSR TD8S ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi D135D
"Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.) ( S.S)

£65-00
£82-00
£14-00
£64-50
£54-00

e

MIXERS, MICS, DOLBY B UNITS
(P/P on application)
Beyer M8I8HL Cardioid pair ..
£31.40
Beyer M8IHL Cardioid £ 14-45
Neal Resolver 101 . • .. £ 17-24
Scrinheiser MD722LM Cardioid £7-50
Uher A124 Mixer ..
P.O.A.
Akai ADM20 mic. (Sp. off.) ..
£6.10

•

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS DRIVE
UNITS (
P/P on application)
Celestion PS8/9470
£2.90
Celestion HF2000 • .
£8.75
Celestion HFI300 8or 15 ohms .. £6-90
D2cca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £21-00
Goodmans Mezzo SL Kit ( pair) ..
£43.00
KEF KK I . .. • • .. £21-50
*KEF KK2 ( SO. off.) .. £22-55
KEF KK3 .. • • .. £36-00
KEF T27 SPI032 & 51;6535
£5.00
REF T15 no. 26
..
£5-95
KEF BI 10 SP1003
£6-70
KEF B200 SP1014
£7-80
KEF BI39 SPI044 • .. £ 14-00
KEF DN8 NO6305 ._• £ 1-90
KEF DNI3 for BI 10/T27 SPI017 £3-05
KEF DN 13 for B200/T27 SPI015 £3-50
KEF DNI2 for B139/B I10/T27 SP1004 £5-00
Majllard Unilex EP9000
£2-65
Mullard Unilex EP9001
£2-130
Pfullard Unilex EP9002
£4.15
Peerless Tweeters DTIOHFC £7-40
Peerless Tweeters KD1ODT £6-20
Poly Planar P40 ( pair) ( P/P 50p) .. £ 10-30

Transmission Line Crossover ..

•

P.O.A.
£30.00
£13.50
£118.80
£121-00
£154.00
£34.50
£18.90
£53-50
£6.90
£10-80

TUNERS (
P/P 95p)
Armstrong 623 and 624 • .
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audi o 155 (Silver or
Black) .. .. • . £92-00
Ferrograph SFM I
£ 103-00
Leak 2300 _ . .
new
•Leak Delta AM/F1"1 ( Sp. Off.) .. £63-50
Nikko FAM220 . • .. £62.42
Nikko FAM500
£87-20
Pioneer TX500A
..
£60-90
Pioneer TX9100
£ 4eso
Quad FM3
..
£73-43
Revox A76
£ 195-00
Rotel RT222 (Sp. off.)
£37-50
Rotel RT322 ( Sp. off.) .. £52-50
Rotel RT622 ( Sp. off.) .. £84-00
Rotel RTI 220 ( Sp. off.) .. £99-00
Sinclair 2000 Improved .. £31-00
Sinclair 4000
..
£33-50
Teleton GT202
.
£38-75

•STEREO

AMPLIFIERS (
P/P 95p)
Armstrong 621 ..
Bush Arena A220 (Sp. off.) .. £24-00
Cambridge Audio P60 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105.00
Cambridge P110 ( Sp. off.) £ 122-50
Ferrograph F208 . • .• £85-00
Goodmans 40-40 .. .• £62-50
Leak 2100 .. • • .. £88-50
*Leak 2200 ( Sp. off.) .• £ 105-00
*Metrosound 5140
..
£44.00
*Metrosound ST20 Mk. 2 .. £28-00
Nikko TRM2I0 . • ..
£51.40
Nikko TRI1230
. •
.. £62.42
Pioneer SA5300
Quad 33/303
Revox A78
.... £160.00
Rotel RA211 ( Sp. off.) .. £37-25
Rotel RA3Il ( Sp. off.) .. £49-75
*Rotel RA6I I ( Sp. off.) ..
05-00
Rotel RA8I0 (Sp. off.) . .. £97-75
Rotel RAI210 ( Sp ,off.) .: £ 120-00
Sansui AU I01 .. • • • • £45-00
Sansui AU505 . • . £70-75
Sinclair 2000 Ilk. 2 (Sp. off.) .. £32-00
Sinclair 4000
• . £42-00
Teleton SAQ206B .. • • £24-30
Wharfedale Denton
• • £37-50
Wharfedale Linton ( Sp. off.) • • £48-00
Wharfedale Linton Mk 2 .. . • £50-50

e

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS (
P/P £ 1.10)
Akai AA8030 ( Sp. off.) .. £96-50
Akai AA8080 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125-00
Armstrong 625/626
Bush Arena TA2700 .. £75-00
Bush Arena TA3500
• • £61-75
Bush Arena BH4000
• • £97-00
Goodmans Module 90
• • £98-00
Goodmans 1-10 ..
• . £ 125-00
Goodmans 1-20 . .
.. £ 130-00
Howland West RI00
.. £84-50
Leak 2000 ..
• • £ 135-00
Nikko STA5050 ::
.. £ 123-93
Nikko STA7070
• • £ 146-88
Nikko STA8080
• • £ 165-24
•Rotel RX150A
.. £52-00
Rotel RX152
..
£62-50
Rotel RX200A
..
£66.00
Rotel RX202 .. .. .. £70.00
Rotel RX402
..
£92-50
•Rotel RX600A ( Sp. off.) .. £ 112-75
Rotel RX602 teak or rosewood .. £ 120-00
Rotel RX802 .. .. .. £ 152-00
Sansui 441 .. • • ..
£84.40
Tandberg TR200 MPX ..
Tandberg TRI010 MPX ..
Teleton TFS50 .. • • ..
£54.00

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena Syste m 10 .. .. £94-00
Bush Arena System 15 (Sp. off.) .. £74-00
Bush Arena System 20 .. .. £ 130-00
Bush Arena System 25 (Sp. off.) ..
£94.00
Bush Arena System 35 .. .. £172.00
Bush Arena System 40 .. .. £165.00
Bush Arena System 55 ..
£210.00
Bash A1005 .
..
..
£57.00
Bush 1353501 Musicentre .. £ 142.50
Bush A1006 .. .. ., £77-00
*Ekco ZU3 ( Sp. off.) .. £78-00
•Ekco ZU4L ( Sp. off.) .. £ 134-50
Ekco ZU7 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 165-00
*Ekco ZU440 ( Sp. off.) .. £710-00
*Ekco ZUSF ( Sp. off.) •. £ 122-00
•Ekco ZU5G .. .. £ 136.00

*Ekco ZU5.1 , • • .. £165.00
*Ekco ZU5.1 and Ni5O6 Cassette
(Sp. off.) • .
£208.00
•Ekco ZU5K
£205.00
•Ekco ZU9 .. • .
£310.00
*Ekco ZU540
£290.00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
excl. speakers ..
£138-50
Goodmans Module 90 Compact
excl. loudspeakers ..
nn-oo
Goodmans 1-10 Compact excl.
loudspeakers .. • .
£195-00
Hacker GAN500/2D4 & 2x LS250
£99.00
Hacker GAN500/2D4 & 2X LS550 £117.00
Hacker GAR550 & 2x LS550 • • mew
Hacker GAR550 & 2x LSI100 • . £173.00
Hitachi SDT2660 .• £ 185-00
Marconi 445013 ( Sp. off.) .: • •
£53.50
Marconi 4455 (Sp. off.) .. • • £143.00
Marconi 4457 (Sp. off.) ..
••
£56.50
Marconi 4459 ( Sp. off.) ..
£93.00
Pioneer C4500 ( Sp. off.) ( PL 120 &
SA500A Compact excl. cart. and
Pye 1558 inc. speakers ..
•Rotel RXI50A & RA200 ( pair) ..
•Rotel RA2I0 & RAI00 ( pair) ..
Toshiba SM 3000 ..
*Wharfedale Linton 1system ..

STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P 40p)
Akai ASE22 .. .. ..
£9.80
Akai ASE20 .. .. .. £7-85
Akai ASE9S .. .. ..
£5.80
Akai ASE Il ( Sp. off.) . •
£5.95
Alpha SDH7DV ( Sp. o ff.)
£3-90
Beyer DT900 • • • •
£9.95
Bush Arena K600 .. ..
£11-55
•Eagle 5E5 (Sp. off.)
£2-95
Hacker HPI
•
•
£7-80
Koss PRO4AA
..
£25-50
Koss PROSLC
..
£27-95
Koss ESP6A
•
•
£47-75
Koss ESP9 .. • •
£64-00
Koss K6
..
..
£ 11.20
Koss KRD7 II ..
£10.15
Koss K0727B ..
£14.65
Koss K747 ( 300 ohms)
£19.00
Koss K6LC
..
..
£ 12-90
Koss HVI
..
_
£21.45
Koss HVILC
£24.25
Koss Phase/2 ( Sp. off.) .. £32-00
Koss Quadraphone K2+2
£39-50
Koss Quadraphone PROSQ
£36.40
Koss Quadraphone K0747Q
£34.00

£23-45
£11-30
£3-60
£13-30
£4.70
£4.85
£690
£10.60
£11.30
£4.85
£17-45
£11.50

e

TURNTABLES (P/P 95p) AND
ARMS (
P/P 40p)
*Acos Lustre ( Sp. off.)
Audio Techni ca AT1005 Mk. 2 :: ££
2
1
4
7
1:
5
3
"0
0
Audio Technica L2 Lif t
..
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) • •
£14-50
Garrard 401.. .. • • • .
£32.50
Garrard 86SB
.
£264)0
*Garrard Zero 100S (Sp. off.) • .
£29410
Garrard Zero 100SB
.•
£37-00
Goldring GL72 ( Sp. off.) ..
£26-00
Goldring GL75 .. • • ..
£33-00
Howland-West Clearview cabinets
HWI and HWI4
SME 3009 Improved Fixed Head .. £3700
SME 3009/S2 Improved Dec. head
balm
Sugden SAU2 .. • •
£12-70
Sugden BDI Kit . • .. £ 12-20
Thorens 10125 Ilk. 2
£74.00

£77-00
£108.00
£63.00
£28.00
P.O.A.
£135.00

e LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair. ( P/P on application)
B & W DM2A, DM4, DS, DM70 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 137.00
Cambridge R50 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £204.00
Celestion Ditton 120 .. . • £52-50
Celestion County ..
• •• .
£48.80
Celestion Ditton 15 .•• •
£67-00
Celestion Ditton 44 .•• • ct woo
Celestion Ditton 25
• • £139.00
Celestion Ditton 66 • •
• • £210-00
Celestion Hadleigh.. .• ..
£42.00
Ferrograph SI and Stand .• ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat .... £ 12eso
Goodmans Good woo d ( Sp. o ff.) ..
neap
Goodmans D/Maxim ( Sp. o ff.) ..
£47.50
Goodmans Dimension 8 ( Sp. off.)
£128.00
Goodmans Havant SL ( Sp. off.) ..
£45.50
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( Sp. off.) ..
£68.50
Goodmans Magnum SL ( Sp. off.)
£85.00
Goodmans Minister ( Sp. off.) ..
£37.00
Hacker LS250 .. • • • •
P.O.A.
Hacker LS550 ..
••
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
••
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza
••
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto
••
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ....
•.
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
• • . • . •
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104 ..• •
P.O.A.
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.) ..• •
£45.00
Leak 2030 ( Sp. off.)
.•
£61.50
Leak 2060 ( Sp. off.)•.
£105.00
Leak 2075 ( Sp. off.)
• • • • £185.00
Mordaunt-Short 079, 400, 737, 235,
Carnival, Festival and stands ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic blk/br ..
P.O.A.
Rank Domus 150 ( Sp. off.) ..
£26.50
Rank Domus 175 ( Sp. off.) .. £33-95
Rank Domus 250 ( Sp off.) ..
£52.95
Spendor BC IStudio 1 ( teak) .. £ 171-00
Tannoy Amesbury 15* HPD .. £253-00
Tannoy Chatsworth • . .. £ 170-50
Tannoy Chevening _. • .. £154.00
Tannoy Mansfield Ir HPD .. £181-50
Tannoy Mansfield 15" HPD .. £214.50
Wharfedale Denton 1white .. £23.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 (Sp. off.) .. £29-75
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£36.90
Wharfedale Glendale 3 ( Sp. off.) .. £56-00
Wharfedale Melton 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £58-75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( Sp. off.)
£79.00
Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 ( Sp. off.)
£114.00

•

Koss Quadraphone K6LCQ
Pioneer SE305 .
*Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.)
Rank YX9002
Rank YX9003
Rotel RH600
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH700
Sennheiser HD4I4
*Teleton SH500 ( Sp. off.) ..
Wharfedale Isodynamic
Wharfedale DDI

eTURNTABLE

PACKAGES

(P/P on application)
Garrard Zero 100SB module & M93E £55-00
Garrard 86513 module & M75-651'1
cos()
Garrard SP25/4 module & M75-6SM
£28.70
Goldring 705 P/C (Sp. off.)
Goldring GL72 P/C
£ 16-75
£3700
Goldring GL75 P/C
£4
3710
0
Goldring GL78 P/C • • ..
£56.50
Goldring GL78 P/C & G820 ( Sp. off.) £61.75
Goldring GL85 P/C • • ..
£72-50
Goldring G101 P/C Mk. 2 ..
£23.00
"Goodmans TDI00..
£59410
"Japan Phono T601 P/C & magnetic
cartridge ( Sp. off.) ..
£39.95
*Leak Delta turntable ( Sp. off.) ..
£51-00
Leak 2001 .. .. • • , .
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 .. • .
£56.50
Pioneer PLI2D
Pioneer PL 150 . • ..
£42-50
Rank Domus 801000 : .• £
" 36
5 :00
"
Rank Domus 802000 .. £39.25
Rotel RPI000
Sansui SR212
..
£45-00
Sugden BD2/SAU2 P/C Mk. 2 .. £37.50
Thorens TDI 45
£82-50
Thorens TD160BC .
£52.50
Thorens TDI60C P/C (Sp. off.) ..
£62.00
Thorens TDI25/2AB (Sp. off.) . • £110-00
Thorens TX25 Cover .
aso
Thorens TD165 P/C ( Sp. off.)
£55.00
Wharfedale W30 P/C and M44-7..
£29.00

e

CARTRIDGES (
P/P 15p); C --,-- Ceramic
ADC XLM ( Sp. off.)
.
£23.00
Decca Deram elliptical Gold•tode •
C £4.85
Decca Deram conical Blue code C
£4.65
Decca London Ilk. 5
£23.30
Empire 1000ZEX
Goldring G800 ( Sp. off.) ....
£42.00
Goldring G800E ( Sp. off.) ..
Goldring G850
Goldring CS90
C
Goldring CS9 IE
•
C
Ortofon M I5E Super ..
Shure M44E ( Sp. o ff.) ..
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M75-6S ( Sp. off.)
....
Shure M75BT2 ( Sp. o ff.)
*Shure M75EJT2 ( Sp. off.)
'Shure M7SEDT2 ( Sp. o ff .) ..
..
Shure VIS Type 3 ..
Sonotone 9TAHC ( Sp. off.) ..

e

17
310
0
£3
3 6
90
5
£6.05
£2450
£590
£6-75
£615
£7
641
0
5
£ 10.00
£ 10.30
nen
£1.75

PORTABLE RADIOS (
Post Free and
Batteries included)
Roberts R1C2
Roberts R505 ..
Roberts R606 ..
Roberts R606MB . • • .. £35.50
Roberts R707
. .
Hacker RP38A Hunter .. £37-80
Hacker RP7I Harrier .. £23-75
Hacker RP72 Sovereign Ill ..
£49.75
Hacker RP74 MB Black Knight ..
£42-25
Hacker RP75 MB Super Sovereign
£66-50

e

CALCULATORS (
P/P 25p)
Pye P630 and Char ger ..
Pye P640 Memory and Charger ..
Pye P650 and Charger ..
Sinclair Executive ..
Sinclair Executive Memory
'Sinclair Cambridge ( Sp. off.) ..
Sinclair Cambridge Memory (Sp. off.)
Sinclair Scientific ( Sp. off.) MAIL ORDER SERVICE

£24-75
£33.75
£39.50
£24-50
£27-50
£10.50
men
£18.25
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,Sound

SERVICE

technical
advice
by
qualified staff

ASYSTEM
TO SUIT EVERY ,

lez:=1.à
BARCLAYCARD
ACCESS CARD

OtIPREMISES

-

PAYBONDS & PEOPLES BANK

You may telephone your order quoting Access or Barclaycard No

EKCO ZU440

x 7 watts RMS. Push-button VHF Radio
eith Stereo Decoder. 7" x5 Elliptical
oudspeaker. Philips GC 005 Automatic
ingle Player. 3-speed with GP 200 Cartidge.
Recommended Retail Price £109.83
AM

EKCO ZU5J

EKCO ZU41.

:KCO ZU3

Features built-in Cassette Unit 2x7
watts RMS. Push button VHF Radio with
Stereo Decoder. 7" X 5" Elliptical Loudspeaker. Lenco 725 Automatic Single
Player 3-speed with GP2 I3Cartridge.
Recommended Retail Price £207.50

£78.00

OUR
PRICE

£134-50

2x 17 watts RMS. 5 push-button VHF
Radio. Stereo Decoder. 8" bass and 1'
treble speakers. Philips GC 008
Transcription type turntable.
Recommended Retail Price £238-64
OUR
PRICE

Rec. Price £ 113-77
OUR PRICE

£4.00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 20
A stereo record
player and VHF/FM
radio system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.

OUR PRICE

£14.00

£130-00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 35

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 40

A high quality stereo
record playing and
VHF/FM radio
system. Power output 15 watts RMS
per channel.
Rec. Price £213.77

A new compact
stereo record
playing system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £ 167.60
Special end oía line
S20 stand £6.82 extra

411,

record player
compact system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £208.09
OUR PRICE

£165.00

OUR PRICE

E112.00

E94.00

S20 stand £6.82 extra

HACKER AUDIO SYSTEMS

LS530
El" long throw
bass unit.
24' tweeter.
15 watts. 8 ohms
40 Hz- 18 kHz.
104 X 164 X 84 in.

GAN500/204
14 W RMS per
channel. SP25
Mk. 4. Teak,
Optional teak or
plastic lid.

GAR550
As GAN500/2D4
but with high
sensitivity FM
Tuner.

LSI100
8" long throw bass unit.
5" mid-range 24' tweeter
25 watts. 8 ohms. 30 Hz18 kHz. 131 x 201 X Ile.

EKCO ZU7

Rec. Price £ 151.96

S49 stand £ 3.93 extra

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 25

=al

With Philips N2506 Cas,ette Deck £220

A stereo record
player compact
system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.
Rec. Price LI 18.21
Special end oía line

A stereo record
player system with
power output
10 watts RMS per
channel.

IN THEIR PRICE
RANGE

OUR PRICE
(provisional)

£16 5.00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM IS

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 10

2x 15 watts RMS.
Push-button VHF Radio
and Stereo Decoder.
Switchable AFC. Builtin Cassette Player/
Recorder with ALC and
DNL. Provision for
ambiophony. Special
disc-jockey and
dubbing facilities.
Flight-deck styling.
Provisional Rec.
Retail Price £315.25

SELECTED
POCKET,
THE FINEST
SPECIALLY
TOVALUE1
OFFER

GAN 500/204
2 LS250 Speakers
Rec. Retail Price £ 145.80

OUR PRICE
£9.00

GAN 500/204
2 LS550 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 157.68

OUR PRICE
£117.00

GAR 550
2 LS550 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 197.64

OUR PRICE
£158.00

GAR 550
2 LS 1100 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £219.24

OUR PRICE
£173.00

2x 15 watts RMS 2x MW/LW/SVV with
push-button VHF Radio and Stereo Decoder.
8- Bass an4 l' Treble speakers. Philips
GC 008 Transcription type turntable with
GP 400 Magnetic Cartridge. Rec Price £241.18
OUR
PRICE

£165.00
BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 55
A deluxe stereo AM/
FM Radio/Record
player system. Power
output 35 watts RMS
per channel. Rec.
Price £261.84
OUR PRICE

E210-00

WHARFEDALE LINTON SYSTEM
1 pair Linton 2 loudspeakers. Linton turntable. Unton tuner/amplifier. All in matching
teak finish. Rec. Price £ 195.85.

ecRE £135.00
TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 206B SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 20613 8+8 watt stereo
amplifier.
GARRARD
SP25/3 Plinth,
Cover and GOLDRING 01300 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and
2 systems with all connecting leads.

OUR PRICE

£60.00

TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM 15+15 watt
tuner amplifier, MW and FM bands with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD AP76, Plinth and Cover,
SHURE M55E stereo magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.
Psî
tI
iLI
Ci
e

ROTEL RX150 SYSTEM
ROTEL RX 150 SvSTEM 7.5+7.5 watt
tuner/amplifier MW and FM band with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD SP25/3. Plinth, Cover and
GOLDR1NG 0800 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all connecting leads.
OUR
PRICE

£85.00

Only a
computer could
produce these
speakers.
expensive electrolytic capacitors.
Similarly,15 watt (+ 5%
tolerance) resistors are used
So far as
instead of the more conventional
is known,this is
5watt (+ 10% tolerance)
the only such
resistors.And computer-type
computer in the
wire-wrap connections are used
world.SYNCOM
on all crossover networks.
performs
On this page you see two
Together these last two
measurement,sorting and
features ensure precise and
perfectly nice ordinary-looking
matching functions that cannot
speakers like amillion others
stable crossover characteristics,
be practically accomplished
you've seen.
as well as greater reliability and
by other means.
longer life.
But never judge abook by
(And it allows us to offer a5year
its cover
And there are other
guarantee covering parts and
Beneath those sober
features
too numerous to menlabour)
tion in an ad.
cabinets lurks atechnical
HoweverSYNCOM can't
achievement no other hi-fi
So why not get in touch
take all the credit.
manufacturer can boast.
with
us
now and we'll send you all
There are many other
the relevant literature and the
The woofers and tweeters interesting features in the
are 100% matched to within a
address of your nearest Bose
Studiocraft speakers.
Studiocraft dealer
level tolerance of + 3/
4dB,to
For example,all Studiocraft
provide smooth and balanced
There's awhole range of
speakers are designed according
response over the full audio
top quality Studiocraft speakers,
to aflat acoustic power radiation
spectrum.
going from 40 watts rms to 100
criterion.And exceptionally long
watts rms.
And the drive units are
voice coils ensure linear low
computer selected.
frequency response of the driver
Both of these features are
In addition,only top quality
only possible because of the
components are used.
SOLE UK IMPORTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS:
unique SYNCOM II computer
For example, all Studiocraft Bose (UK) Limited,
designed and built by the Bose
Milton Regis,
speakers use non-deteriorating
Corporation.
Sitting boume, Kent.
film capacitors instead of the less

Sludiocrafr

Telephone no. 0795 75341.

For sound quaity-sotnd value

SAVE ££
Mail order with
confidence...
Personal callers
welcomed.

FOR TODAY'S LOWEST PRICES

FANTASTIC VALUE BUDGET SYSTEMS

TURNTABLES

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner
amplifier, plus apair of Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers and aGarrard SP25 Mk
IV turntable fitted with a Goldring
G800 magnetic cartridge mounted in
plinth and cover. All leads included

£69.00
£39.00
£51.00
£80.00

TUNERS

£117.00 + £3.00 carr. and ins.

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 2000 Mk II

amplifier, apair of Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers and aGarrard SP25 Mk
IV fitted with Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge, mounted in plinth and
cover. All leads included.
£89.00 + £3.00 carr. and ins.

Mane
AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM

GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV with
G800 on teak veneered
plinth and cover all wired
up £20.50+ £ 1.20 carriage
and insurance
Carriage and Insurance
£1.00
Garrard SP25
£14.00
Garrard 8658 £23.25
Goldring 102 Mk 11 P/C
G800
£25.00
Goldring GL72
£25.00
Goldring GL72P £31.00
Goldring 72 Lid £3.70
Rank Domus BD2000
£43.00
Rank Donus BD1000 £34.56
Rotel RP 1000 £45.00

CASSETTE

Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 MkIll

DECKS

amplifier, apair of Amstrad 10
loudspeakers and aGarrard SP25 Mk
IV fitted with Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge, mounted in plinth and
cover. All leads included.

Carriage and Insurance

£56.00 + £3.00 carr. and ins.

HOW'S THIS FOR MAJOR VALUE....
AMSTRAD CASSETTE DECKS
Features include on Model 6000

CR02, pause, auto stop, noise
reduction switch, input for two mics.
Suitable for all types of tapes and HiFi

All
prices
include
VAT

4relp

£1.25
Amstrad 6000
Amstrad 7000
Akai CS3OD
Akai CS33D
Akai GXC38D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC510D

AMPLIFIERS

AMSTRAD 9000
esimm111EIRM CAR/ CASSETTE AM/ FM MPX
Now HiFi in the car on stereo radio
and tape AM/FM stereo, cassette and
radio complete with two speakers,
aulo stop, stereo beacon
£42.00
Carriage and Insurance £ 1.00

Carriage and Insurance
£1.10
£26.00
Amstrad 3000
£69.00
Akai AT550
£39.50
Rotel RT222
£54.50
Rotel RT322
£87.50
Rotel RT622

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage and Insurance
£1.25
£62.00
Amstrad 5000
£102.00
Akai AA8030
£124.20
Akai AA8080
£64.50
Rotel 152
£96.00
Rotel RX402
£125.00
Rotel RX602
£73.00
Rotel RX202

CARTRIDGES
ALL CARTRIDGES INCLUDE
STYLUS

Carriage and Insurance
£0.15p
£4.30
Shure M756S
£8.00
Shure M75EJII
£9.25
Shure M75EDII
£3.15
Goldring G800

SPEAKERS
Carriage and Insurance
£2.00
Amstrad 1500 £26.00
Amstrad 2500
£30.50
Celestion Ditton 15 £72.00
Celestion Hadleigh £43.00
Rank Domus 250 £49.00
Rank Domus 350 £ 84.50

TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000DS

£94.00

Mail order and callers welcome.

All prices include V.A.T. at 8%.
Access- Barclaycards welcome.
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
for 12 mdnths parts and labour.

MODEL 7000
The same specification of the 6000
with the addition of the DOLBY SYSTEM
MODEL 7000 £54.90 + £ 1.25 carr. and ins.
100

£41.00
£54.90
£60.00
£74.00
£96.50
£139.90
£132.50

Carriage and Insurance
£1.10
£21.50
Amstrad 8000111
£35.00
Amstrad 200011
£28.00
Amstrad 400011

units.
Model 6000 £41.00+ £ 1.25 carr. and ins.

Ir

Akai AA5200
Rotel RA211
Rotel RA311
Rotel RA611

UseAccesshere

New items exchanged if faulty
within 14 days of purchase.

TERMS All prices include V.A.T and are correct at
the time of going to press ( 3/4/75 ). Mail order:cheques, Giro, M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered
mail. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.
MAJOR AUDIO
57 Ilford Lane Ilford, Essex.
Tel.: 01-553 5720
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You can either
buy the best .. .

If you want the best money can buy — you have
every right to expect excellent demonstration
facilities, knowledgeable and enthusiastic staff,
awide choice, the right atmosphere to choose
in and aminimum two years free service — which
is what we offer at KJ Leisuresound.
Call in and see how simple and enjoyable selecting
HiFi can be.

About the best place to buy the best
Agents for

—.Acoustic Research • Aiwa • Akai • Amcron • Armstrong • Bose • Celestion • Dual • Era • Ferrograph

Micro-Acoustics • Monitor Audio • NAD • Nakamichi • Philips (VCR) • Pioneer • Quad • Revox • Rogers • Rotel

Credit Facilities

Low deposit instalment
credit facilities are readily
available on amounts from
£65 upwards.

JUNCTION
5
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.c214EinTR PLACE

OXFORD STREET

Aallk
Buy it with Access j

11.
KWIONIOIC STREET

Showroom Hours

OXFORD
CIRCUS

'Monday— Saturday 9.30 a.m. — 5.30 p.m.
Thursday (late night) until 8.00 p.m.

. • . or the best
your money can buy

If you want the best your money can buy — you have
every right to expect excellent demonstration
facilities, knowledgeable and enthusiastic staff,
awide choice, the right atmosphere to choose
in and aminimum two years free service — which is
what we offer at KJ Leisuresound.
Call in and see how simple and enjoyable selecting
HiFi can be.

About the best place to buy the best your money can buy
Gale

Goodmans • Harman Kardon. • IMF • JBL • JMR • KEF • Kensonic • Lecson • Lux • Marantz • Metrosound

SME • Scott • Sonab • Soundcraftsman • Spendor • Tandberg • Teac • Technics • Teleton • Uher • Yamaha

LEISURESOUND
I .0. St Albans
Road Watford Herts
Tel.Watford 33011
48 Wigmore Street London WI
Tel. oi-4868263
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Every day, more and more
mail order customers realize that
we offer the best equipment
at the lowest prices...
Hadleigh is as close to you as your nearest pillar box, so,
almost at your fingertips you have immediate access to ahuge
range of the finest equipment in the world.
If we do not stock apiece of equipment it's more than likely
we consider it ' junk' and we are not afraid to say so —
we are the hi-fi experts.
All goods are despatched within 48 hours, and, if what you order
isn't in stock and isn't likely to be within one week,
then your money is returned.
No'con', honest trading like this leads to satisfied customers.

alook through this journal will convince you too.
— _
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FAB
ALL GENUINE BARGAINS AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!£6800
P.P. Ins. 75p
HEADPHONES
£6 00
Akai ASE 11
Ariston HS100
Full Range
Eagle .. • • _•••
.. £ 00
Goldring Lenco KI05
Full Range
Howland West CIS200
Full Range
Koss .. •
P.O.A.
Marantz SDI • • *
£3900
Micro MXI . • •
£i5•75
------4,'
Rotel RH700 • • •
P.O.A.
..
£14.00
Am strad IC2000 Mk 11 Amplifier. S
Sennheiser
ca n-Dyna Range
DH414 ..
£20.00
Amstr ad Acoustra 2500 Speakers.
..
El 1.00
Garrard SP25 Mk IV Turntable with Toshiba
Sennheiser
HD424
HR80
£.00
Goldring G800 Cartridge housed in de TTI MOD.4 ..
£2•50
luxe phnth and cover.
Unisound S-111
OUR PRICE £ 7.00 ( p.p.+Ins.

HADLEIGH SYSTEM

ONE

•

Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Sansui
Scan-Dyna 2660
Scan-Dyna 2400 Black
Sherwood S7050 ..
Sherwood S7100A
Tandberg Range ..
Teac .. • •
Yamaha CR400• •
Yamaha CR600

£11600
.. £ 14600
Full Range
£7200
£II500
£9000
Full Range

.. In Stock Transcriptor Skeleton
£1840
P.O.A. BSR MP60/TPD I/ADC KS :
£18.00
P.O.A. BSR MP60/G800
£23.00
P.O.A. BSR HT70/G800 P/C
P.O.A.
£90.00 Yamaha Range
P.O.A.
P.P. Ins. 75p
P.O.A. PICK-UP ARMS
P.O.A.
£13-00
Acos Lustre .. £ 16.75

Tandberg TCD3I0
Teac 160 . • • •
Teac
a
.GTspT
T83:
1
4
4:70
v.8r
8Tra
s.cc
h
r
hs oi4cck
3 bn
6k
a5 P
Yamaha

£135•00

FTD145 •

TUNERS
P.P. Ins. £240
£64 00
Akai AT550
£82 00
Akai AT580
£32 00
Alpha FT I
SO
£26 00
Amstrad 3000
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623
£3.00
Cambridge T55
P.O.A.
E.R.A. TS2
Ferrograph SFM I
P.O.A.
Howland West DA 1000T .. In Stock
Marantz ..
Full Range
Nikko FAM220 • • .. In Stock
.. In Stock
Quad FM3
£36-50
Rotel RT222
£50-00
Rotel RT322
£80.00
Rotel RT622
EMS 00
Rotel RT1220
..
In
Stock
Sansui TUSOS
.. £9540
Sherwood S2400 ..
P.O.A.
Sherwood SEL 300 ..
Voxson R303
Full Range
Yamaha CT600

••
••
••
•.
•.
.•

••
.•

P.O.A.
£30-00
£35.00

Micro MA202
S.M.E. 3009/11 Fixed
S.M.E. 3009/11 Detached

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Priced per pair P.P. Ins. £2.50
Priced per pair
P.P. Ins. £ 1.75
Amstrad 1500 .. ..
f26.00
Isophon 3505
£36.00
Amstrad 2500 .. .. £ 30 00
Isophon 3506
£45.00
Celestion Hadleigh .. ..
f39.00
Wharfedale
Linton
kit
..
£ 17.00
E3.50)
PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £ 65 00
Wharfedale Glendale 3 Kit £31-00
P.P. Ins. 30p
Celestion Ditton 44 .. El 10 00
Wharfedale
Dovedale
3
Kit
£49-00
..
SO
HADLEIGH SYSTEM TWO
Goldring G800 ..
£65 00 Celestion Ditton 25 .. £ 133 00
Goodmans Din 20 ..
E17 00
Goldring M5SE
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £200-00
Helme
XLK
30
..
£
l2 10
Grado F3E
Celestion Counties .. £45 00
Helme XLK 30 Super .. £ 14 00
Micro VF3200/XE •.:
Celestion Ditton 10 .. £40-00
£24.30
Helme
XLK
25
£
18 70
Ortofon MISE Super
Helme XLK 25 De Luxe £22 00
Full Range Celestion Ditton 120 .. £48-00
Pickering .. •
Fisher .. ..
Full Range
£4-75
Helme
XLK
50
..
£
39.60
Shure M5SE .. •
£8-00 Goodmans Double Maxim £44•00
Shure M75E1
£940 Goodmans Havant SL .. £40.00
TWO CASSETTE RECORDER
Shure M75ED
£26.50 Goodmans Mezzo SL .. £59 00
Amstrad
5000
Tuner
Amplifier. Shure VIS Ill
BARGAINS LESS THAN
P.O.A. Goodmans Magnum SL .. £77 00
Amstrad Acoustra 2500 Speake-s. Grace F-8M
HALF PRICE!
Goodmans Minister ..
f32 00
G
d SP25 Mk IV Turntable with
Because of the savings on these
Goodmans Dimension 8 .. El 18-00
Goldring G800 Cartridge housed in
two items we have been asked
Goodmans Goodwood .. £74.00
AUDIO UNITS 8.
superb plinth and cover.
not to
1the manufacturer's
COMBINATIONS
P.P. Ins £3 Goodmans Achromat 400 .. £ 110.00 TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
OUR PRICE £ 10240 (P.P.+Ins.
name in this advertisement, but
Harman Kardon KH50
P.P. Ins. £2-50
Aiwa TPR4001
£3-50)
they
are
really
top qualitycassette
Isophon KSB1801 .. ..
E32-00 Akai 1721 ..
Goldring ST800 :
.. £79.00 recorders at tremendous value.
E12•00 Akai 4000DS..
Goodmans Range ..
In Stock Isophon lsonetta .. ..
£120.00
Jensen
•
Full
Range
Lloytron .. • •
Full Range
HADLEIGH SYSTEM THREE
Akai 4000DB
£132.00
Full Range KLH Model 32 •.
Full Range Akai GX260D
Sanyo
.. £200.00 MODEL 108
Full Range Akai GX600D
Tandberg TR •
200 Compact
P.O.A. Marantz .. :
£44000
Full Range Akai GX400D
Toshiba SM3000
In Stock Monitor Audio MAI.
Full Range
Mordaunt Short Range .. In Stock Akai X2000SD
Omar Goring .. .. £27.00 Akai GX22ID
AMPLIFIERS-P.P. INS. £2.00
Full Range
Omar Twenty/Twenty .. £33 00 Ferrograph 713
Full Range
Accuthase ( Kensonic) £370.00 1 Omar Wendover .. ..
E36 00 Revox
Full Range
Omar Winchester .. ..
f45 00 Tandberg .
Worth every penny!
.. £22040
£64-00 Omar Westminster .. £60 00 Teat A3300 10
Omar
Wentworth
..
..
E105.00
Toshiba
PT862
Amstrad
New Amstrad
138 or8000
Viceroy
Mk III10Amplifier.
Spe akers Akai AA5200
AASSOO
-.
£78.00
..
In Stock
Quad • • • •
eBatteries or Mains. eAutomatic
.. £84.00
(please state preference). Garrard Akai AA5800
..
TURNTABLES
P.P. Ins. £ 1.50
.. £20.00 Rogers BBC Monitor LS3/6 In Stock
Recording Level Control. eBuilt-in
SP2.5 Mk IV Turntable with Goldring Amstrad 8000 Mk III
Sansui
Full Range Aiwa AP 2050
In Stock Condenser
£2600
Microphone.
IIII1AutoG800 Cartridge housed in superb Amstrad Integra 4000
P.O.A. matic shut off. eMicrophone. ear£31.00 Sanyo RW405 . • • .. £55.00 Ariston Range ..
plinth and cover.
Amstrad IC2000
In Stock phone. AC Line Cord and Auxiliary
£100.00 Tandberg TL 5020A .. In Stock Denon DP3SOOF
OUR PRICE £50.00 ( p.p.+ Ins. Cambridge P60
f15.00 E.R.A. Range
jacks.
eCarrying handle.
IIIIFast£11200 Viceroy VIO ( MINI)..
E3-50)
Cambridge P110
El 5-75 forward button.
Viceroy Captains ..
E32.00 Garrard 6200/P.C/K540A
eCapstan drive.
Denon PMA 500
Garrard SP25 IV PIC G800 .. £20 00 "Five transistors with five Diodes.
Viceroy
V20
(TR
101)
..
..
£51.00
Eagle
AA6
..
Viceroy 220 .. . • ..
E3600 Garrard SL9SB Chassis .. £ 30 00 •Fully guaranteed for twelve months.
HADLEIGH SYSTEM FOUR
Fisher TX55
Videotone D131E Minimax I P.O.A. Garrard SL95B P/C
£ 37 00 eThis magnificent machine has a sigFerrograph F208
Wharfedale Denton 2 .. £2900 Garrard SL75B P/C
£33.00
£106.00
nal to noise ratio of 35 dB or more.
Leak 2200 .. • •
Wharfedale
Linton
2
..
£3600
Garrard
SL7511
Chassis
..
£
26-oo Crosstalk 45 dB or more, distortion
In Stock
Marantz NO ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. £ 9.00 Garrard 86SB P/C G800 .. £29-50 6% or less ànd a frequency response
..
£20.00
Metrosound ST20 ..
E28.00
Full Range Wharfedale Glendale 3 .. £55.00 Garrard SL72B P/C
f32-00 of 150-6000 Hz/sec. The normal price
Nikko TRM 300 ..
Yamaha NS 18 ..
Full Range Garrard Zero 100S Chassis
£22.00 is over £31 but while stocks last we
Quad 33/303 ..
Infinity
..
..
Full
Range
Garrard
72B
Chassis
Full Range
are offering this machine for only
Rogers Ravensbourne
£33.00
£13.50 P & P + Insurance C100
Rotel RA2I1..
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II Amplifier.
£20.00
Superb Deluxe Teak Veneered
Rotel RA2I0..
Amstrad Acoustra 1500 Speakers.
..
£7540
Plinth
with
Perspex
Cover
(
ready
Garrard SP25 Mk IV Turntable with Rotel RA6I I..
Full Range
to use fully assembled). Ideal for
Goldring G800 Cartridge housed in Sansui ..
HADLEIGH AUDIO
£4000
Garrard SP25, SL6513, 6200. 3500
Sanyo DCA 1400
superb plinth and cover.
.. £ 10000
Fabulous Hadleigh
etc. Normal Price £8•75. Special
Sherwood
S9400
is now open at:OUR PRICE £67.00. ( p.p.+1ns.
Full
Range
prices
on
application.
Offer
Price
£4.75,
p.p.
il•00.
Sugden
£3.50)
.. In Stock
(Don't confuse with cheaper verTandberg TA3 •
00
Oxford Street,
.. In Stock
sions.)
Toshiba Range
(Opposite Bus Station),
Yamaha CA400
CASSETTE AND 8- TRACK
Goldring GL75/G800E in
NEW!
HARROGATE
P.P. Ins. £2.00
£65.00
superb plinth and cover.. £4400
RECEIVERS-P.P. INS. £2.50
AMSTRAD
Akai AA8030 .. £ 6.00 Akai CS33D
£8S-00 Goldring G101 P/C G800 ..£.00
Akai
GXC38D
6000 STEREO
£95.00
Goldring
GL78/G800
P/C
..
E40•00
Amstrad 5000 •. £57.00
Akai GXC46D
CASSETTE
£125.00 Goldring GL78/G800/E P/C
f42-50 The majority of the equipArmstrong 625
Akai GXC75D
DECK
El 18.00 Lin Sondek Range ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626
ment we sell is also available
£800 Akai GXCS1OD
£0-00 Micro
Full Range
Salera 2000 ..
Full Range Akai CR81D
£79.50 Philips GA212 with GP400 -00 at:
Compares favourably with other decks Fisher. . ..
Akai
GXR32D
.. £8700
In Stock Sansui SR212
In Stock
selling at over £ 100.
Goodmans Module 90
YORKSHIRE HI-FI CENTRES LTD
£10100 Aiwa AD 1500
OUR UNBELIEVABLE PRICE Goodmans Module 110
£37.95 Sanyo TP700SA
P.O.A.
£85•00 Amstrad 6000
£59•00 Scan-Dyna 1702 ..
P.O.A.
48 Darley Street, BRADFORD
£37.95 ( p.p.+ Ins. £ 1.25)
Harman Kardon 330A
£14500 Amstrad 7000 ( Dolby) .. In Stock Thorens TO 165 ABC .. £44-00
Harman Kardon 630
Tel. ( 0274) 32313
£55.00
.. In Stock Harman Kardon HK 1000 ..
Neal
102/103..
In
Stock
Thorens
TD160
ABC
..
AMSTRAD 7000 CASSETTE
KLH .. • •
£67.00
Full Range
28 Mernon Centre, LEEDS
Nakamichi 700 ( In Stock) .. £ 99.00 Thorens TDI25 Mk 11 Chassis
DECK IN STOCK!
Marantz ..
£92•00
Full Range Sansui Range
P.O.A. Thorens TDI25 ABII
Tel. (0532) 454172
With Dolby
Nikko ..
In Stock
£68.00
Sanyo RD46006 ..
Full Range Toshiba SR300 . • • •
OUR PRICE ONLY £59.00 ( p.p.+ Rotel RX202
£89.00
Ins. LI • 25)
Rotel RX402

••
••
.•
••
••

••
.•
••

SONY

:

WE WON'T GUARANTEE IT
VVE DON'T SELL IT

• IF

i

REMISES
FACILITIES ON P
• FULL SERVICE
• EVERYTHING BRAND
eA__l_ _-P!Lip---l--e-tRANT EEO
•TREMeD"S PRICeS
Ott FARIEICHANGe
•WEAR"N"LE10 ANSWER
WRITTEN INCalIMES. 811
-1E.LEF'liteeNG IS NJU_C_Li
GIIICe1131°1ANYWAYI•

NO MATTER HOW FAR AWAY FROM OUR WAKEFIELD SHOWROOM YOU
LIVE YOU'LL FIND A VISIT WELL VVORTH WHILE BECAUSE WE ARE
OFFERING GUARANTEED BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT AT PRICES THAT
ARE SECOND TO NONE. WE HAVEN'T THE ROOM TO LIST ALL OUR
THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS IN THIS AD BUT YOU ARE WELCOME
TO PHONE FOR AN INSTANT QUOTE ON ANY ITEM OF INTEREST
TO YOU.
Please
?PCS may Nate!
change as and when necessary, but we would point out
though that on

74.75

all the above prices were correct.

We apologise if any inconvenience is caused.

ku-Fi

s

Send your order with cheque, postal

or money order,
not include

or cash registered only ( prices above do

VAT so please add 8%)
Open

9.30am - 6pm. Mon - S

DEPT HFN/5
Friday
7.30pm.
HADLEIGH AUDIO LIMITED
76 KIRKUTE -WAKEFIELD
WF1 1UT (Std 0924) 731a
Late night

to

lIlIFI

pRD

10,000 watts of sizzling Hi-Fi power
at dynamic discounts in Hi-Fi Pro's
Pre-Summer Sale of Super Amplifiers

Dynaco 400

ESS 500

Lux M150

2x250 watts RMS
Normal Price £386

Sale Price
£340

2x 75 watts RMS
Normal Price £242

Sale Price
£300

2x250 watts RMS
Normal Price £450

Sale Price
£200

SAE 30 pre amp
& 31B power amp

Sale Price
£370

McIntosh
MC2I05

McIntosh
MC2505

Bose
1800

2x50 watts RMS
Normal Price £407 (

r
)

Sale Price ( fc: r)
£300

2x 105 watts RMS
Normal Price £467

2x50 watts RMS
Normal Price £322

Sale Price
£400

2x250 watts RMS
Normal Price £520

Sale Price
£250

Sale Price

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
8 Tracks — Cassettes— Radio— even T.V.!
FITTED IN 4HOURS. Come and choose from up to 40 in-car units on continuous
demonstration—including Philips, Grundig, Blaupunkt, Pioneer, Javelin, Hitachi, etc.
Make your choice—leave your car—collect in 4 hours.
GUARANTEE
All our units are sold with:
A one year labour and spares guarantee.
A sixty day (from date of purchase) guarantee that any faulty unit will be immediately replaced with anew one free of charge.
A guarantee that any repair will be completed within five working days.

D\\

Bose 180IB

2x 200 watts RMS
Normal Price £405

DINERS CLUB

BARCLAYCARD

All prices exclusive of VAT
HIRE PURCHASE
TERMS ARRANGED

IMERICAN
EXPRESS
ACCESS
CARD

HlawFl P119)

£440
AGENTS FOR:
ACCU PHASE
AIWA
AKAI
ALTEC
AMPZILLA
AR
ARMSTRONG
B & 0
B & W
BOSE
CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
DAHLQUIST
DENON
DOKORDER
DUAL
DYNACO
ESS
FUJI TAPES
IMF
INFINITY
JANSZEN
JBL
JENSEN

22-24 Buckingham Palace Road, London SWIW OQP. Tel.: 01-834 9382/3

JVC
KEF
LEAK
LINN SONDEK
LUX
MAXELL
McINTOSH
MICRO
NEAL
QUASAR
RE VOX
ROGERS
SANSUI
SCINTREX
SENNHEISER
SEQUERRA
SONY
SME
TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
TEAC
TDK
ETC.

The recently introduced A75 Stereo
Amplifier is now joined by the T75 Stereo FM
Tuner, second model in the new Panthera
range styled by Murdoch 8- Gibbs.
Developed from the highly successful
Ravensbourne Series II Tuner the T75 employs the
most up to date circuit techniques which place it in
the forefront of modern FM Tuners. Circuit techniques
include a4- gang front end incorporating two dual- gate
field-effect transistors; dual ceramic IF filters using IC
techniques; aquadrature detector; ahigh performance
phase lock loop stereo decoder; astereo beacon employing
L.E.D. switched inter- station noise and A.F.C. circuits; and a
fully stabilised power supply. A built-in 55 kHz low pass filter
and asensitive, accurate, centre - zero meter Tuning Indicator.
Additional features incorporated in the T75 include apre-set
"local/distant" sensitivity switch, amono over- ride facility on the
automatic Stereo Decoder and an accurate Signal Strength Meter.
For new colour literature describing both the A75 Amplifier and the
T75 Tuner in detail write to Rogers Developments ( Electronics)
Limited, 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 ,3BN, or telephone

ogers

01 . 6987424/4340.
ROGERS FRANCHISED DEALERS
The distribution of all Rogers High
Fidelity Products is restricted to a
limited number of carefully
selected specialist dealers, each
able to provide first class
demonstration facilities and the
technical expertise the product
demands.

e4

British HiFi
at its best

rum um mis am am
3

im

me

mi

mum am lam am

Please send me your new colour leaflet describing the Panthera
Amplifier and Tuner in detail. Also alist of appointed Franchised •

I Dealers.
THE NEW ROGERS BBC
LS3/5A MONITOR SPEAKER,
the world's first bookshelf
monitor speaker, is now
available to complement the
Panthera Amplifier. New
colour literature describing
both the LS3/5A and the larger
LS3/6 available on request.

I NAME
ADDRESS

I
am also interested in:

L

ma

MI

MIM

El BBC Monitor Speakers
RavensbrooK, Ravensbourne equipment.

D

IIMR

Om

mMi

RIM

.....

LINAVALE RADIO
48 HOE STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E1
74PG

KP2022A Deck with P/C

CASSETTE RECORDERS

01-520 7546

CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATION
*
OF ALL THESE MODELS *

& 8 TRACK RECORDERS
Add Carriage £ 1-50
Akai CR8ID .. £ 68•75
Akai CRBODSS .. .. £ 119.95
Akai CS3OD .. .. £ 60.75
Akai CS33D .. .. £ 73.95
Akai GXC36 .. £ 86.25
Akai GXC36D .. £ 77.45
Akai GXC38D ..
f95 95
Akai GXC38 .. £ 102 75
Akai GXC4OT .. £ 129.95
Akai GXC46 .. £ 114 95
Akai GXC46D .. £ 110 75
Akai GXC65D .. £ 119.75
Akai GXCSIOD £ 132 75
Akai GXC55D .. £ 139 75
Akai GXR82 .. £ 182-75
Akai GXR82D .. £ 85•75
Bush Arena C445 .. £ 55•00
Murphy ( White)
C207 .. .. . • £44.00
Sanyo M2000G .. • . £ 25-00
Sanyo 2400FG .. • . £ 34.00
Sanyo 2400W .. • • £ 34-00
Sanyo MR414 IFG .. . • £ 40-00
Sanyo RD4300X .. .. £ 82•00
Teleton CD100 ( Dolby)
P.O.A.
Teleton STCI26
Teleton CD50 .. ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 .. .. £ 108-54

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

£21.55

AMSTRAD
INTEGRA 4000
Mk. Il Stereo Amplifier 15+15 watts
This quality thoroughbred easy on the ears!
With power, gives lots of amps an inferiority
complex!
P & P LI•10p

£28.60

Add £2-00 P & P
Akai AA8030 .. £ 102 95
Akai AA8080 .. £ 129 95
Amstrad 5000 .. £ 56 50
Eagle AA28 .. £ 92 10
Eagle AA30
£ 100 95
Goodmans Mod. 80 .. £ 80 00
Goodmans Mod. 90 .. £ 101 00
Goodmans Mod. 1/10 £ 120 00
G/mans Compact 80 .. £ 143 00
G/mans Compact 90 £ 161 00
G/mans Compact 1/10 £ 200-00
HFM AM/FM .. £ 45 00
Rote 152 • • .. £ 64 75
Rote RX454
£ 164 75
Rote RX 150A .. £ 54 95
Rote RX402
£ 96-25
Rote RX602
£ 125•75
Rote RX254
£ 158 95
Rote
£73 95
Teleton TSF55
£54.95
Teleton TA3000
£42.75
Teleton TES60
P.O.A.
Teleton TES70
P.O.A.
R/Ravensbrook
£93.00
Leak 2000
£145.58
W'dale Denton I (T)
f64 75
W'dale Denton I ( W).. £ 67 50
W'dale Linton 1 ( T)
£ 75 55
W'dale Linton 2 ( T) .. £ 88.02

••
•.
•.
•.
.•
••

STEREO TUNERS
Add Carriage £ 1-50
Akai AT550 .. .. £72-50
Akai AT580 ..
.. £ 101.00
Celestion Telefi
.. £22-00
Eagle AA8 ..
.. £50-00
Rodgers .. ..
Rote) RT222 .. £ 40 00
Rotel RT322 .. £ 55-50
Rotel RT622 .. £ 88 50
Leak Delta AM/FM £ 6.180
Leak Delta FM .. £ 51•30
Leak 2300
..
£ 93.15
Metrosound FMS20 II £ 41 50
Metrosound FMS40 II £ 41•50
Teleton GT202 .. £ 39.00

STEREOAMPLIFIERS

AMSTRAD MULTIPLEX 3000 FM TUNER
Quality Stereo Tuner. Stereo FM Tuner with automatic built-in
Stereo Multiples Decoder. Makes radio easy on
the ears! And doesn't hurt your wallet!!!

AMSTRAD IC2000
Mk. II STEREO AMPLIFIER
80 watts, 20 watts RMS Der channel
8 ohms.
Yours for a Song, or Speech, etc.

nto

NEW
AMSTRAD
6000
STEREO
CASSETTE
DECK

P& PL1-10p

••
••
.•
.•
••
••
•.
••
••

r35 •20
P & P LI•10p

IDEAL
COMPANY
FOR MOST
MAKES OF
AMPLIFIER

£41.00

P & P £ 1 10p

THE CHAMP OF AMPS

AMSTRAD
8000
Mk. III
(New Model)
10 WATTS PER
CHANNEL RMS

£20.00

P& P LI 10p
We have our
own service

BARCLAYCARD

department
certified
engineer
in attendance
to discuss
your needs.

228

BuyitwithAccess

Add Carriage £ 175
Akai AA5200
£69.95
Akai AA5500
£93.75
Akai AA5800
£136.95

Amstrad Integra 4000
£24.45
Amstrad 1C2000 Mk II.. £ 31-75
Amstrad 8000 Mk III
(New Product)
£17-95
Eagle AA2
£31.30
Eagle AA4
£43-10
Eagle AA6
£51-25
Goodmans 40+40
£59•95
Teleton GA202..
£30-50
Teleton SAQ206B
£23•95
Teleton SAQ307
£23•95
Teleton SAQ307D
£27-20
Teleton SAQ408
£30•25
Teleton A300
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST2OE Mk II £26•15
Metrosound ST40 .. £ 33.25
Metrosound ST60 .. £ 46-75
Rotel RA2Il • . £ 39.75
Rotel RA3 II • • .. £ 51•25
Rotel RA6I1 • . £ 80 65
Rotel RA8I0 . • .. £ 102-95
Rotel RAI210 • . £ 128 75
Leak 2100 • • £ 92•29
Leak 2200 • • .. £ 116 48
Leak Delta 30 • • .. £ 51 30
Leak Delta 70 .. • • £ 67 50
Leak Stereo 30+ • .
P.O.A.
Leak Stereo 70+ .•
P.O.A.
R/brook Cased .. • • £ 51-00
R/bourne Cased. • £ 4.00
W'dale Denton (T) . • £ 38.10
W'dale Linton (T) • . £ 50-07
TRIO Carriage £ 1-50
KA2002A amp .. £ 39 50
KA4004A amp .. £ 98 50
KA6004 amp .. £ 118 00
KA8004 amp .. £ 169 00
KT200IA Tuner
£ 67 00
KT4005 Tuner .. £ 101 00
KT8005 Tuner .. £ 163 00
KR2300 Receiver .. £ 82 50
KR3200 Receiver .. £ 111-50
KR5200 Receiver .. £ 160-00
KR7200 Receiver .. £216-00
KX700 Dolby Cassette
Deck
..
£ 99 95

Please check for prices and
stock before calling.
CREDIT CARD
FACILITIES
Quote your Barclaycard or
Access No. for total price and
goods can be your, with
minimum delay.
GUARANTEE months after Sales
parts and labour.

Full 12
Service,

£53•50
P.O.A.

Bush Systems ..

TURNTABLES
P & P £ 2.00 £ 150 for Chassis
Goldring GIOIP ..
£23 00
GL72 with P & C
£ 34 50
GL75 Chassis .
£31-50
GL75 P & C
£ 43•50
GL85 P & C
E70.00
GL78 P & C
..
£ 56.00
Garrard SP25 IV Chassis £ 13 00
SP25 Mod. G800 .. £ 19-50
AP76 Chassis.... £ 17•50
401 Chassis . . £ 36.00
100SB Mod.+1193 .. £ 48.00
86SB Chassis ..
E25 00
86SB Mod.+M756 £ 40 00
Thorens TDI65 P & C
£ 55.00
TD160 P & C
£ 62.00
TDI25 Chassis £71-00
TDI25 P & C
£ 124.00
Leak Delta ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2001
P.O.A.
Domus BD200
£46-44
Domus BD4000
£ 56•16
W'dale Linton ( Comp.) £ 25.00
ARMS
Postage 50p
Acos Lustre ..
S.M.E. Det.

..

£ 23-00
£33•50
£35.50

SP25 Mk IV G800
P& P
Wood Plinth &
f1-50
Cover
Ready wired to go £ 19•50

Akai 1721L . •
Akai I722L
Akai GX260D
Akai GX400DPRO
Akai GX1820D
Akai GX6002
Akai GX600DP..
Akai GX600DB
Philips N4307
Philips N4308
Philips N44I4
Philips N4510
Philips N44I6
Philips N44I8
Philips N4450

£83.50
£87.50
£149•95
£446.25
£175-75
£236.85
£244-65
£279-50
£32.50
£37-95
£76.95
£118 95
£93.50
£128.45
£189.95

SPEAKERS
Please note carriage code
A £ 1-50
B £ 2.00
C
£
3.00
D £ 4.00
E £ 5-00
Amstrad 1500 ..
B £25.65
Amstrad 2500 ..
B £ 29.60
Price Changes
Celestion County
B £ 49 00
Celestion Hadleigh
B £ 42.00
Celestion Ditton 120 B £ 52-00
Celestion Ditton 15
C £ 69 00
Celestion Ditton 44 D £ 115.00
Celestion Ditton 25
D f139.00
Celestion Ditton 66
E £ 211.00
G/mans Minister SL
B £ 41 50
G/mans Mezzo SL
C £ 77.00
G/mans Magnum SL C £ 94-00
G/mans Magister
D £ 125-00
G/mans Goodwood
C £ 104.00
G/mans Dimension 8 E £ 119.90
G/mans Havant SL
B £ 50 00
Leak 2020 ..
B £49.79
Leak 2030 ..
B
esese
Leak 2060 ..
E £ 118•58
Leak 2075
E £226-59
Carriage charges £ 1.00 each
Crossover & Tweeters 50p
KEF T27 each .. £ 5.50
KEF T15 each .. £ 6 00
KEF BI 10 each .. £ 7 00
KEF B200 each .. £ 8-50
KEF B139 each .. £ 12 75
KEF DN8 each .. £ 2.00
KEF DNI2 each .. £ 5 00
KEF DNI3/SP1015 each £ 3•00
KEF DN13/SP1017 each £2.75
KEF KKI
KEF KK2
£ 46-00
KEF KK3
D £ 67 00
B £ 29.16
Trio KL220
Trio KL440
C £ 34.56
Rank Domus 150
A £ 29-44
Rank Domus 175
A £ 37•77
Rank Domus 250
C £ 59.24
Rank Domus 350
E £ 86 25
Rank Domus 450
E £ 124 36
W'dale Denton I ( W) A £ 24.73
W'dale Denton 2 ( T) B
P.O.A.
W'dale Dovedale 3 (T)C £ 88.24
W'dale Glendale 3 ( T) C £ 61.34
W'dale Kingsdale 3
(T) • • ..
E £ 126.41
W'dale Linton 2 (T) 8
P.O.A.
W'dale Melton 2 ( T) C £60-26
R. W'dale Speaker Kits stocked
MAIN SPEAKER STOCKISTS

PRICES CHANGE
CONSULT US FIRST
Personal Callers
Welcome
WE ARE
HERE

HOE ST.

z

TAPE RECORDERS
&TAPE DECKS
Add Carriage £ 150
Akai 4000DB .
£137 75
Aka, 4000DS
f90 95
Akai GX400D . E402 95

PRICES

x

We are only a S.A.E. or
telephone call away???

Please supply

SHOWN

HFI'48

INCLUDE
V.A.T.

Iwill pay by Cash/Cheque/P.O./Barclaycard/Access.

We are closed
from
of

the 3rd

May

for

weeks.

2

My Number is
Name/Address
1_
MM.

•

monitors
souna
All Prices Inclusive of VAT

•

•

One Year Free Parts and Labour

•

Excellent Demonstration Facilities

•

F.M. Aerials- Accessories, etc.

AMPLIFIERS

Dokorder 7140
The only 4-channel Tape
Deck with Multi-Sync
Function for less than £300
PROFESSIONAL FEATURES . MED Heads with
Lifetime Warranty • Professional 3- Motor Transport •
Separate Input/Output Controls for Each Channel •
Electronic Echo, SOS, SWS • Solenoid Controls •
Switchable Bias • Tape/Source Monitor • Pause
Control • 4VU Meters

••
••
••
••
••
••

Pioneer SA500A
Metrosound ST2OE
Alba UA700
Alba UA900 . •
Rotel RA-211
Rotel RA-311
Armstrong}
Quad
Rogers
Trio

45.75
30.00
38 50
71 50
40 00
52.50
•••

•
•
•
•

TUNERS
Alba UA800
Rotel RT-222
Rotel RT-322
Metrosound FMS20
Pioneer TX500A
Armstrong}
Trio
Rogers
Quad
SPEAKERS ( per pair)

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans Mod. 90
Goodmans Mod. 110
Rotel RX-202 . •
Rotel RX-402 . •
Pioneer SX-300
Pioneer SX-434
Pioneer SX-535
Pioneer SX-636
Leak 2000 .. • •
Armstrong}
Trio
Tandberg
Sony

••
•.
.•
•.
•.
•.
•.
.•

102 00
118 50
75.00
98-00
68.50
87.50
119.75
139.75
144.00
•••

Marsden Hall XL15
Celestion County
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Dillon 44
Celestion Ditton 25
Goodmans Mezzo SL
Wharfedale Denton 2
Wharfedale Linton 2
Wharfedale Glendale
Marsden Hall XL20
Leak 2030
AR
IMF
B &W
Rogers
Quad

36 50
40 00
55 00
43 50
62 50
•••

• • 37 95
• • 48.00
• • 69.50
• • 115.00
• • 139.00
• • 72 90
• • 29 95
• • 37.95
. • 59.50
. • 46.50
• 68.00
,

•••

CASSETTE/TAPE
••
Altai CS33D00
75
Akai GXC510D • • 136.50
97.00 • •
21.50 Akal GXC38D
40.00 Akai GXC46D • • 111 75
94.50
57.00 Akai 4000DS • •
.•
41.50 Akai 4000DB140.00
65.00 Pioneer 4141A • . 102 50
Pioneer 5151 .. • • 114.95
•••
Pioneer CTF6161 .. • • 120 95
33.00 Pioneer CTF7171 .. • • 139 95
31.50 Goodmans SCD100 . • 111.00
Sony }
•••
Tandberg
HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGE
Aiwa
Trio
Koss - Pioneer - Sony - Shure
***Subject to availability.
Wharfedale - Goldring

TURNTABLES

Garrard
SP25 Mk IV Mod.
86SB Mod.+M75-6
Zero 100SB+M93E
Pioneer PL-12D
Thorens TD160C
Era Mk 6
Linn Sondekr
SME 3009ND Arm
Shure V15 Mk.3 cart.

MAIN AGENTS:
ARMSTRONG • AR • ROGERS/BBC • IMF • QUAD
TANDBERG • SONY • TRIO • B&W • LEAK
AIWA • LINN SONDEK • MARSDEN HALL

• TECHNICS

• DUAL

•

monitor,
Write for complete specifications
healed kae.by

AEL

ACOUSTIC°
ENTERPRISES
LTD 111184101Pell.

souna

TEL 71935

64 chapel st.chorley, lanca shire.

Una 7, SeseceWayn NorthFelthamladng Estate
Feltharrt M,dziteee,Tek 01- 754 0141(4 hnes)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

BADGER SOUND SERVICES
Be your own
quality controller - do it
yourself with
the help of
our specialist
services

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8p per word ( private), minimum
£1.20. Box Nos. 25p extra. Trade rates 12p per word, minimum £ 1.80. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in JUNE 1975 issue must reach these offices by 28th APRIL addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE-private

Radford HD250. Six weeks old. Hardly used (going
Quad), £ 165. Dr. King. Sheffield 306555 (
anytime).

Powertran Linsley Hood 75 watt amplifier.
High
quality amplifier kit £89.00. Rotai AT620 tuner, hardly
used, original box £65.00. Tel.: Jordan, Chandlers Ford
4750 ( Hampshire).

Four Rogers BBC Monitors, as new condition, surplus
to studio requirements, £ 130 pair. Contact T. Tryggvason
Music Centre, UEA, Norwich NR4 711. Tel.: 0603 56161,
ext. 2453.

Pair Sapele Faced 3Cu. ft. freestanding/corner ' Ogilve'
speakers fitted REF K.2 baffles; nearest £55. Also most
HFN 1968-1972, HFS 1970-1972. What offers? Tel.:
Esher 62624.
Brenell Tape Recorder Mark 2, Series 2 (mono). Just
overhauled. Large quantity of tapes, £55. Garrard
TC2025 record deck, teak sides, smoked-grey cover,
£20. Tel.: Waltham Cross 26602.

Quad 22 Control Amplifier, FM tuner, Quad II power
amplifiers, Quad multiplex decoder, Garrard 401, SME
3009, Shure V1511 in craftsman-built walnut cabinet with
record storage space, £ 160. Must be seen. Stretton,
Rochdale 50576 (day), Littleborough 79343 (evenings).

1TA 10 Channel and group mixer, current model, use
only once, £495. Tel.: Crewkerne 3993 day or Sout d
h
Petherton 40335 evenings.

HiFi News, vols 3 to date incl. Almost complete.
Offers also tape recorder vol. one to completion. Tel.:
01 834 2522.

Scan-Dyna 2400 Receiver for sale. Only 12 months old.
Hardly used, £ 125. Phone: Boldon 2214.

Must Sell Harrison 200s. 100 watt amplifier used ten
hours only. Two Quad radiator type electrostatic
speakers, £250 the lot. Wanted. 200 Cuban records, new
or almost new. Immediate cash. Phone 01 592 7800,
daytime only.

Teac A1230 Tape Deck 4 track, £ 170. Maranta 1020
receiver, £85. Both new. Also Stax SR3/SRD5 headphones, £28. Tel.: 051 546 5368.
Decca London Cartridge, perfect condition, in makers
box, £ 17. WA NTED--Decca SC4E. Tel.: Longhope
837 (Gloucestershire).
Rogers Ravensbourne Amplifier, £40. Matching tuner,
£35. Goldring GL75 and Shure M75EJ, £35. Pair
Radford Tristar speakers, £65. Tel.: 01 599 2645 after
6 pm.
Goodman, One-ten Tuner Amplifier.
Black/white
version in perfect condition, £80. Hall, Tel.: High
Wycombe 31357 evenings.
B&W D.M. 3's professional monitor speakers.
Perfect condition in matched teak, £60. Gladly demonstrated. Hastings 753370. Code 0424.
Thorens 124/Mk II deck, SME 3012/Mk + Shure
V15 Il cartridge, Leak stereofetic tuner, Sugden A41/C41
class A stereo amplifier, Quad AM European tuner. All
equipment in excellent condition. Bargain at £ 190.
Will consider splitting. Tel.: 01 228 7510.
Pair Mordaunt Short MS700 Speakers, as new, £ 150
or near offer, buyer collects. Smith, Fairfield, Beards
Lane, Stroud, Glos. Tel.: Stroud 5499,
Pair JBL L99 Monitor Speakers, 24 x 14 x 12 in., £ 190
(cost £300 plus). Tel.: 01 435 0532.
Quad 33, Quad 303, Quad FM3, Neal 102, Rogers
Monitors, brand new, boxed and fully guaranteed. Very
competitive prices. Tel.: 01 857 0731,
Dual 1218 hi-fi automatic turntable chassis fitted with
SPIO cartridge, less than one year old. Very little used,
Bargain, £40. Tel.: 01 979 4751.
ADC.25 Cartridge, new in box, unwanted gift. £25.
"Newgale", Trelawnyd, Rhyl.
Tel.: Rhyl 570708
(evenings).
Quad 22, 2 amplifiers, control unit, stereo FM tuner.
Boxes unopened after Quad overhaul. Offers. Tel.:
0926 22706.
Teac A-4300 quarter track stereo tape deck. Speeds
31/7). New, unused, £260. Godalming 21883 evenings.
Leak Stereo 30 and Trough Line tuner with teak cases,
£65 o.n.o. 54 Valley Crescent, Wokingham, Berks.
Quad II Power Amps, preamp, mono tuner, £48. Uher
Variocord 263 stereo recorder, three years old, little used
List £230. Price negotiable. Woolnough, 5 Gorseway,
Coventry, Tel.: 0203 74716.
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PRICES. We have dropp ed out ofthe game o f
listing prices in an advert si
nce f
requent l
y the
price increases before the magaz i
ne appears.
Then we have to ask yo u f
or more money and
that not only irritates you ,i
t em b
arrasses us.
Please ' phone or send S.A.E. for a firm price.
Access card orders ca n be pl
ace d b
y ' ph
one.
Money refunded if or der cannot be despatched
within seven days.

Armstrong 521 Amplifier. Excellent condition, ..£28.
Whiting, Tel.: Longworth 820513 (Oxon).

Pair Quad If Amps and 22 control unit.
Stereo, mint. Tel.: Epping 72370.

Enthusiasts Clearance-moving house. K & M system,
£320; Amcron ICI50/D60, £250; Technics SU/SE 8600,
£650; IMF TLS 80, £285.
Other equipment too
numerous to list. Tel.: 01 524 4631.

SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR'S SERVICE. A
wide range of speaker chas si
s,crossovers, ki ts,
components and materials. O ur constructor '
s
catalogue contains practical informati on i
nc l
uding a reprint of the Hi Fi Answers transmission
line design. 15p, post free.
We stock the excellent Hel me ki ts. S.A.E.,
please, for brochure.

Revox A/76 Tuner for sale 10 months old, £ 130. Tel.:
Haywards Heath 4387, evenings.

Wireless World Nelson Jones F.M. tuner. Fitted
stereo indicator, tuning neons, stabilised power pack, £22.
Tel.: Cheltenham 25002.

Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/P & C/M75ED, £46. G800SE,
£8. Thorens TP25 P.U. arm, £ 12. Fridge, £20. Mr. H.
Nash, 01 788 8379. PM 7-10.

Buy it with Access

Mail Order only
BADGER SOUND SERVICES
10 Central Drive, Ansd e ll, Lyt ham,
Lancs. FY 4DQ
Telephone: Lytham (03916) 38076

FM tuner.

35 WATT/CHANNEL STEREO
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS CLASS A/B
OUTPUTS
Just add cabinet and 60 Vo l
t 2-3 amp power supply.
IP.C.B. complete w i
th Di n i
n/
out S
ockets. Disc.
2 mV. TAPE, AUX., RADIO ,200 mV. £38.00 inc.
VAT + 50p P & P. (
S.a.e. details.)

Pair ¡(El' Concerto Speakers for sale, £90 o.n.o.
Write: Staplehurst, Weatheracre House, Lower Longcombe, Totnes, Devon.

P. F. STEVENS
ELECTRO ACOUSTICS

I.M.F. Studio Export Speakers, walnut, £ 105 pair.
Middleton, 7 Jaunty Close, Sheffield S12 3DF.
Cambridge P50-1, impeccable, £65 boxed. Nikko
PAM 300, impeccable, £45 boxed.
Tel.: Rayleigh
037 42 6611 (Essex).
I.M.F. Pair TLS50's, teak, £ 165. Pair Baxendall's,
oak, £25. Axiom 301 unit, £ 10. Trebax, £5. Garrard
3-speed deck, TPI2 arm/ceramic cartridge, £ 10. Peak
Sound 840A stereo amp, 20 W, £20. Beogram 1000+
spare cartridge, £35. Tel.: Ross-on-Wye, 3626.
Quad Electrostatics, matched pair. Bronze, excellent
condition, £85. Tel.: 0284 3693 (
Suffolk).
Radford SCA30 Stereo Amplifier; 30 watts per channel;
teak case; owner uprating. Price £55. Tel.: Bigp,in Hill
74560.
Neal 102 Cassette Deck, perfect, purchased February,
£165 (buying 103); also Monitor Audio MA5 speakers
with stands, also perfect, purchased November, £80.
Cambridge 40237 after 6p.m.
Sony TA1130, as new, £97.
Church Road, Birmingham 15.

8A Clarence Road,
South Benfleet, Essex

• • • • • •
I
audio electponics
•

Tan (staff), High Hall,

Extension for Quad Electrostatics comprising concreted
cabinet, 18 Fane, tweeters, 303's, Sony electronic crossovers. QS, audiotronic SQ., Revox A77. Best offers,
Jones, 7 York Close, Prestatyn.
Garrard Zero 100 SB transcription turntable, c/w
Shure ED type 2 cartridge, as new, £34. Tel.: Bishop,
Castle Cary 592 (Somerset).
Ferrograph 634 Tape Recorder, 4track stereo, 3speeds,
built in amplifiers, excellent condition. £80 o.n.o. Tel.
Limpsfield Chart 2181, evenings.

•

•

SHOP FRONT REBUILDING SALE
Sale offers limited to stoc k at 28/3/7 5
Price
Quad 303/33 Amplifier .. . • .. £119
Quad FM3 Stere o Tuner..
..
[65
IMF Super Comp ac ts LS pr
£79
IMF TLS 50 Mk. 2W al
nu t
..
£1
66
KEF 104 ref. LS Teak
..
£ 129
IMF Professional Monito rs
..
£ 75
Pioneer PL 120 Turntabl e
£39
Micro MRI IITu rn tabl e
..
[49
Thorens TDI65/SME improved.. ..
E85
Pioneer SA9I00 90w AMP • • .. £ 179
Cambridge P110 AMP ..
E119
Armstrong 623 AM/FM St ereo Tuner £115
Pioneer CT7I71 Cassette
•
.
£ 129
Pioneer CT5I51 Cassett e
£ II3
Lux R800 90w Recei ver
..
[ 180
INSTALLATIONS- DEMONSTRATIONS
IN YOUR HOME FREE!
Evening demos by app o i
ntment
Carriage and VAT ex t
ra
Good Part Exch ange Terms-Try us last!

•

Radford Loudspeaker Units MD9, £6 each; TD3, £5
each; FNIO crossovers, £ 7; REF TL7, £4 each. Tel.:
061 973 2484.

FOR SALE-trade
Microphones: ARO DI09, £ 12.65; ARO D202EI,
£43.45; AKG DI90C, £ 18.70; ARO D190E, £2000;
A KG, D224, £55.00; Sennheiser MD21IN, £49.50; Sennheiser MD413N, £29.70. All brand new and boxed. Send
c.w.o. to: J. J. Francis (Wood Green) Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel.: Matching
476.
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10 post free. All British orders post free.
Ron's Music Shop (Export) Ltd., 25 Ilford Lane, Ilford,
Essex, England.

AUDIO ELECTRONICS
498 SUTTON ROAD,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX
Telephone: Southend 612882 (0702)

•

•

e

•

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS
Having problems connectin g two
tape recorders to your am plifi er ?
Solve them with one o f our l
arge
range of Adaptor Units.
Please send stamp for fr ee

cata l
ogue.

M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bat hl ey Street,
Nottingham NG2 2LJ. Te l. : (0602) 86 2 647.

e

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

FOR SALE TRADE- continued
A.D.
Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01 485 5775.
Thorens TS125AB Mark 2. Special purchase £ 108-00
inc. VAT. Sent carriage paid to your nearest main line
station, state which. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn. BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6.
HiFi Cabinets Made to Order. Existing furniture
modified. Cloud nine, The Camden Lock, Commercial
Place, London NWI 8AF. Tel.: 01 267 0420.
Nakannehi 700 brand new October 1974. Hardly used,
£325 excluding VAT. A.N.T. Ltd., Stanfield, Higher
Warberry Road, Torquay, Devon.
Speaker Units, B200, £7.90; B110, £6.80; BI39/2,
£13.25; Tweeters-HF1300, £6.45; T27, £5.00; HF200,
£8.45; 4001G, £6.10. Crossovers-Falcon/1150, £ 12.00
(wired). Prices include VAT and carriage. Soundbox
Productions, Lucastes Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.

CLICKS & PLOPS FROM
THE FRIDGE?

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

VYNAIR & MAN
PATTERNS
from 18 pper sq ft
ANY SIZE CUT
B.A.F.WADDING
1" thick, Superior Quality
90 pper square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

Unlikely if you buy:

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES

QUAD

£1. 1
30 per lb. weight

See why it's so good in the radio interference articles we wrote for ' Hi Fi
News' ( March ' 74) and ' Hi Fi Answers'
(Feb. ' 75)-S.A.E. for reprint. Get your
Hi Fi plus discount and full after sales
service from ' the people who know'.
Holdings Photo Audio Centre,

TERYLENE
2" thick, Superior Quality
£1.26 p per sq. yd. ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

39/41 Mincing Lane,

ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
32 p per square foot

Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6

Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
9 p stamps.

A. T. LABORATORIES
SPRING CLEARANCE SALE

P. & P. PLEASE ADD 10p IN THE £ 1.00
1 Eagle AA4 ( New)

..

•

£39.00

1 Pioneer TX 9100 Tuner ( New) .. £130 00

1Garrard SL75/M55E in Plinth & Cover
(S/H) .. • • ..
1 Micro 711 Direct Drive Turntable
(New)

..

•

•

..

•

00
£130.00

1 Korting T500 Tuner LW/MW/SW/FM
(S/S) .. • • .. . •

1Thorens TP 13 Arm ( S/H)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

£300

1 Valek RB 102 Deck fitted P105 Arm &
Shure M756- S ( New)
..
£25 00

2 Prs. Scan-DYna A25 (Teak, New) Pr. £62 50

Isodynamic Headphones
..

•

•

•

1 Marantz 1120 ( New)

.

..

..

£16 50

1 Rotel RX 600A Receiver ( New) .. £95 00
Colton MC 101 Pickup Arms ( New) .. £ 17 50
1 Pr. KLH6 Speakers Walnut ( New) £145 00
tor

4200' ( New)

..

£425

1Akai CR 81D 8Track Recorder ( New) £57 50
1 Teleton STP 801 8 Track Player &
Speakers ( S/S)
£ 20 00
1 Kyoto 5 Watt Amplifier á Speakers
(PIE) • • • • • • • • "

3QED 4Channel Headphone Adaptors
(New)

..

•

•

•

.

..

All items sent carriage free
A. T. LABORATORIES
191 Chase Side, Enfield,
Middlesex EN2 OQZ.
Telephone:

01 -363 7981.

£10.00

SAVE UP TO 40% ON SHOP PRICES
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded
A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE
SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
GOLDRING: 0800 £1.95, G800H £ 1.95, 0850
El 95, 0800E £4-25, 0820 £ 1-95, 0800/78 £-25.
SHURE: N3D £2-25, N44-5 £1-50. N44-7 £-75,
N44- C E2-70, N4-4-E £490, N33-5 £2-70, N33-7 £2-70.
N75-6 £2.70, N75E.I2 £6-25, N75ED II £6.50. N75-G
£2.70, N75-3/78 £2•70. N9I-MG £-25, N9IED £6.90,
N93-E £6•90, N77 £325, N44-3 £3.25.
B & O :SP 1-2 £ 180, SP6/7 (with can) £
4-30.
PHILIPS: GP400 £3-95, GP407 £3-95, GP370 a-40,
GP40 I
E £5-05, GP404/410 £3-25.
PICKERING: VISAC, VISAM, VISAT-all at £2-70.
AUDIO TECH: ATA £2.70, AT66 £3-95, AT66E
ES 95.
ORBIT: NM22 £3-95, NM33
ACOS: M6 £- 95.
EMPIRE: 808 £ l.86, 588 £ I•80, VE999 £16•20.
SECTION II
ACOS: GP91-2-3-4-5-6, GP25/29, GP39. GP59,
GP73, GP65/67, GP71/3, GP81/1. GP915C, GP79,
GP 104.
BSR: ST3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12-14-15, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19, TC 8.
DUAL: DN2, DN24, DN3, DN43, DNS, DN26,
640.
ELAC: KST-9, KST-100, KST-102, KST-104, PE- I90,
KST-107, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GC510/1, GC8, GCEI2, GCS23,
GKS25. GKSIST, KS40A, GCS25, GCS38, K54113,
KS4IC.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600, MXI, MX2, SX10,
CMS°, CS80, MX4, CM60, CS90/5, CS90/7.
PHILIPS: 3010, 3001, GP.316, 3063, 3060, 3224,
3400. GP200, GP300, GP213, 3306.
RONETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio 0,
DC400/8F40, TX-88, TA600, CMTI02.
SON OTO NE: 8T4/A, 9TA, 9TA HIC. 3509, 2509,
3549 ( K54113), 3559 ( KS4IC), DC284.
SANYO: G26I5N.
TELETON CMS

ALL STYLI IN SECTION II AT 95p

age.
If in doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of VAT ( as April).
UK Orders, add 5p pip
Overseas Orders 30p extra.
S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
To avoid delay please print your name and
address clearly on all correspondence.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI-FI CARE CO.

£200 00

1 Pr. Tel Avanti Speakers (ex-Dem.) .. £125 00

Agfa PE36

Valuable record collections, often irreplaceable, have been spoiled due to a worn or damaged Stylus. When was the last time you
changed yours? Check and change now!

SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: ( Blue) Stereo £ I-80 (
Double
Pack) £3-40.
DECCA DERAM: ( Red) Mono [ ISO ( Double Pack)
£3-40.
GOLDRING: CS9IE £ 1-95.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or

1Valek RB 102 Plinth á Co er only (S,S) £750

Wharfedale
(New)

FOR
YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
OR RECORD PLAYER

ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION II ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN BE SUPPLIED FITTED WITH DOUBLE
L.P. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND) AT £1.15.

£ 15 00

..

TIME TO
REPLACE YOUR
WORN STYLUS

QUAD, ARMSTRONG,
B & 0, VIDEOTONE,
B & W, OMAL, CASTLE.

£7 50

Now in Stock at

Dept. No. NS
Please supply Stylus No
Price
NAME
ADDRESS
Orders & Enquiries to:-

HAMMONDS

HI -FI CARE CO.

60, Queens Road, Watford, Herts.
watford 39733

23 Northway Court, London, N.W.7

Phone for latest prices

(Dept. N5)

Allow 7-14 days for delivery, MAIL ORDER ONLY

MMMMM

M

MMMMMMM
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FOR SALE TRADE—continued
World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

LINSLEY HOOD
HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Available frorn
TELERADIO HI-FI
325 FORE STREET, LONDON N9 OPE
Example. 75 watt PA module. Kit £ 1100, made
£14-95. Also KEF Speaker units. 6139 £ 13-50,
B200 £7-50, B110 £6-95, 115 £5-50, T27 £4-95.
Crossovers from £2-50.
TAX & CARRIAGE EXTRA. LISTS S.A.E.

CABINET KITS
From £ 13.50

1 HIGH ST, PADSTOW, CORNWALL

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS
ELECTROPLATING

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1.000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
Lancs.

RECORDS FOR SALE
Classical LPs at bargain prices. Send for lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London W14.

RECORDS WANTED
Bought for cash— unwanted classical stereo LPs in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London WI4.

SERVICING
B. Erwood (
Audio Sersicing). High fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel.
232 Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01 337 9172.
R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094 33 2026.

SOCIETIES
Berlioz Society. Founded 1952, Quarterly Bulletin,
monthly meetings in Central London. All lovers of
Berlioz and his music welcome to join. Send s.a.e, for
details to: Hon. Sec., 21 Fairview Way, Edgware,
Middlesex.

STUDIO FACILITIES
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 4935, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Ryde Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0481
61684,
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Any model considered.

Quad Stereo Adaptor for mono FM tuner. Must be
perfect condition. Murphy, 6 The Drive, Hove, Sussex.
Moir. " High quality sound reproduction", Beranek,
L
"Acoustics", Olson, " Acoustical Engineering".
Berggren, Helmfeltsg, 7, S-211 48 Malmoe, Sweden.

Leak Stereofetic Tuner wanted privately.
Twin Case. Tel.: 061 428 9288.

Tel.:

Also Leak

Quad II Power Amplifier, one wanted in good condition.
Also Type A pickup adaptor for 22 control unit. Tel.:
01 580 6361 (
office hours).

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER

DEROY RECORDS
Hawk Street, Carnforth,
Tel.: 2273.

Wanted--Liquidated stock, redundant lines—audio,
hi-fi, electrical, tapes, cabinets, accessories. Tel.: St.
Albans 69656.

4-Track Revox or similar quality tape deck. Details to
Farrell, 14 Grasmere, Spennymoor, Co. Durham.
Tel.: Spennymoor 814197.

PL28 8BB.
Telephone: Padstow 334.

Box 3,

Sound Exchange pay top prices for all tape and hi-fi
equipment. 33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. Tel.:
01 099 5577.

Wanted, Revox A77 for cash.
Tel.: 01 949 2468.

Speaker Cabinets made to your specifications, send
and spec. for free quote to Box No. 2454.

Radford STAI00 Amplifier, Spendor BC3. Bowers
Wilkins 70 ( improved).
Revox A77.
Will collect,
1707-8888 Riverside Drive E., Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS
Your Quad FM Tuner Converted to stereo with the
Motorola decoder featured in February HEN/RR,
only £9-75 plus 80p post and packing. I. G. Bowman,
35 Park Hill Road Torquay, S. Devon.

TORBAY GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY
MUSICAL WEEKEND
PALACE HOTEL, TORQUAY.
14-16 November 197$. Take an autumn break on
the English riviera. Write for details (s.a.e.) to:

SITUATIONS VACANT
Working this summer?
University students on summer vacation
wanted for holiday relief In and around
London. We also have permanent vacancies
for experienced Salesmen. HI-FI and/or
Photo equipment knowledge desirable.
Good rates of pay. Please write or telephone:
Reg. Rogers
SOUND CENTRE ( 1
-1I Fi -Equipment) LTD.
105-113, Lawrence Road,
London, N15 4ET

Tel.:

01-802-4131

TRAINEE SALES/
SERVICE ENGINEER
Required by leading Hi -Fi specialists
in Chester.
Must be keen Hi -Fi
enthusiast with qualifications in this
field. Ideal age between 18/23. Top
salary, excellent prospects.
Write to Barry Wilbraham,
Chester Sound Studios,
23 Mercia Square, Frodsham Street,
Chester.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Run your own hifi store
A unique opportunity to run your own hi-fi
superstore and become the outright owner of
a franchise that's the only one of its kind in
Britain.
Tandy Corporation ( Branch UK), adivision of The Tandy Corporation of
America, where its ' Radio Shack' operation has over 2,000 retail outlets,
arrived in Britain late in 1973 and has already opened 100 audio
superstores in England. During 1975, the same fast rate of growth will be
maintained and openings will commence in Scotland. Every major town
and city will have at least one Tandy Store.
The product range consists of exclusive Tandy brands of radio, audio
and communications equipment plus components, accessories and kits
offering the highest possible quality at competitive prices.
This ensures high volume sales with substantial profits. Previous trade
experience is not necessary. Tandy's 50 years experience assures
realistic training of the Franchisee and covers everything from your
Grand Opening, to everyday routines, plus regular newspaper advertising,
full merchandising and promotional support.
A minimum investment of £ 17,000 is required.
For further information please write in confidence to the
Senior Vice President, Mr. Richard M. O'Brien.

TANDY

SAE

Ron Sinnett, 2 Oxleo Rood, Torquay TQI 2HF.

WANTED

Quad Stereo Valve pre amp, good condition.
01 467 1772, after 6 p.m.

The Old Workshop

PO

J & B Recordings.
Disc cutting service.
Demospressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing.
Stereo/mono.
S.a.e, 14 Willows Avenue, Morden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01 648 9952.

Leak Stereofetic Tuner Wanted. Broomfield, 52 Fair
Oak Road, Eastleigh, Hants,
Tel.: Eastleigh 7759
(evenings).

Send stamp for full details to

LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

Sound News Productions.
Britains oldest full-time
tape/disc/cassette transfer service. Pressings for private
and for trade. Modern Studio Facilities (Steinway Grand).
18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel.: 01 995 1149.

Quad 22 and 11 Valve Amplifiers. Please contact with
price required. Mr. K. Kunde, 6 Rue Jacques Kellner,
Paris 75017.

RECORD

DEMO DISCS

Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc,
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01 203 0306.

Tandy Corporation ( Branch UK) Bilston Rd,
Wednesbury WSIO 7.1N, Staffs.

SITUATIONS VACANT cont.
HARDMAN RADIO
are looking for

Hi- Fi

SALESMEN

EXPORT SALES REPRESENTATIVE

AND

FOR EUROPE & SCANDINAVIA

ENGINEERS

We are a well established American Company manufacturing quality High Fidelity, Music and Commercial
Sound Systems and due to expansion now have a
requirement for an experienced Sales Representative.
He would be responsible for sales of our entire product
range to existing Distributors and also to seek and
appoint additional distribution.

Are you fed-up with your present job
and do you have a flair for hi-fit
If so and you feel that you would like to ¡ oin
a new team at the North West's largest
hi-fi centres. Then there are a number of
opportunities available at our Liverpool.
Manchester and Preston stores for senior
and ¡ unior staff.
Excellent Salaries. Good working
conditions and future prospects with
this expanding company.

The applicant should have had at least 3 years experience in one of our main product lines, fluent in French
or German and be prepared to travel extensively.
The starting salary will be a minimum of £4000 per
annum plus Company Car and normal expenses.

Contact the Manager of your nearest store.
33 Dale Street, Liverpool. Tel. 051-236 2828
12 St. Mary's Gate, Manchester.
Tel. 061-832 6087.
Guild Hall Arcade, Preston. Tel. 59264.

Please telephone or write:
European General Manager, Altec Sound Products Limited,

HARDITUIriS
WHOLE WORLD OF Hle

17 Park Place, Stevenage, Hertfordshire.
Telephone: 3241. Telex: 825495.

AT SOUMD PRICES

It helps to

•

mention

Laboratory Technician
Grade 4

1
HUI
HEWS

when
answering
ads.

The Polytechnic
of North London

We are importers of advanced equipment in the
sound recording and film equipment fields. Our
range includes Stellavox Tape Recorders, Heurtier
Sound Projectors, Beaulieu 8mm and 16 mm sound
and silent cameras and a number of other high
quality products.
We are looking for an audio engineer of the highest
calibre to join our small team of technicians. We
offer a pleasant friendly environment and a good
salary.
Please call Mrs Slade at 01 935 8161 for an appointment
or write to Mr D Shaw in confidence.

LV

A.

V. Distributors ( London) Ltd.

26 Park Road. Baker Street,
London NVV1 4SH

Applications are invited for the
appointment of an experienced
Technician in the Department of
Electronics and Communications
Engineering.
The work is interesting and involves
the operation and maintenance of
high grade test equipment in an
Audio Engineering Laboratory which
has its own Anechoic Chamber,
participation in Research and
Development, and the general
responsibility for the efficient running
of the day-to-day requirements of the
laboratory for students' experiments
and project work.
Normal background experience:
at least 7years (including training
period); normal education level, with
ONC or OND in appropriate subjects
and/or specialist qualifications in the
field of Audio/Acoustics.
Salary Scale: £2247—£2628 per annum
plus £411 London Allowance.
Application forms obtainable from the
Establishment Officer, The Polytechnic
of North London, Holloway Road,
N7 8DB.
Further details obtainable from
Mr. S. A. Elliott (01-607 6767
extn. 289).
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presents...the new component that is a "must" with every fine stereo system...
the nevv

Audio Frequency Equalizer

guaranteed to improve any stereo system and
guaranteed to improve any listening area environment!
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ROOM EQUALIZATION, SPECIAL EFFECTS, PLAYBACK and RECORDING
accurately duplicate the sounds of the
EQUALIZING FOR ROOM CHANGES: For example, here are some factors that would
call for definite changes in your Equalizer settings: ( 1) Draperies open or closed.
(2) Sliding glass door open or closed. ( 3) Room full of people. (
4) Seating arrangements changed. ( 5) Major changes in furniture arrangement. ( 6) Relocation of
speakers.... EQUALIZATION OF RECORDS: You can compensate for old 78 record
deficiencies ( surface noise, absence of highs or lows, etc.) or favorite recordings
that have never sounded quite the way you felt they should sound.... COMPENSATING FOR RADIO STATIONS: Some stations are noted for excesses in either low or
high frequencies. Make out a Computone Chart for each of your favorite stations
so that you can easily achieve the ideal tonal response each time you change
stations.... EQUALIZING TAPES: Compensating for prerecorded, or home- recorded,
tapes that are under or overemphasized in certain frequency areas.... CHANGING
OVERALL BALANCE: You can make up for many deficiencies in recordings to more

original performance, or shape each curve

to your own listening interests to greatly enhance your enjoyment of your recordings....

SPECIAL EFFECTS: You can

boost or cut the loudness of a specific instru

more pleasing instrumental balance or
to add presence to asolo.... IMPROVING RECORDING OF TAPES: Use the Equalizer
for tape dubbing, to create a near perfect tape out of one that may have serious

ment or groups of instruments to obtain

deficiencies. ( Make your own corrected recording of records, station programming,
or

other

playback.)

tapes,

and

no

further adjustment of the Equalizer

(See Operating

Instructions). . .

COMPUTONE

will

be needed for

CHARTS:

After you have

achieved the equalization of sound that you prefer use the Computone Charts.
supplied with each Equalizer, to mark the settings, so that you can duplicate the
settings easily.

SPECIFICATIONS and SPECIAL FEATURES
RANGE: 12 db boost and 12 db cut, each octave
TOROIDAL and ferrite core induCtOrS, ten octave- bands per channel,
FREQUENCY response

db from 20-20. 480 Hz at zero setting.

HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .
1% DID @ 2 v., Typ: . 05% @

.
05% e 1

1

iM DISTORTION: Less than I %
2 y, Typ:
v.
SIGNAL.TO.NOISE RATIO: Better than 90 db @ 2v. input
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable from any source 100K ohms or less —
(any Hi Fl Pre•amp. Receiver or Tape Recorder.)
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable into 3K ohms or greater —
(any Hi•Fi Amp. Receiver or Tape Recorder
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G.10 glass epoxy
RESISTORS: Low noise selected carbon film

v.

MASTER OUTPUT LEVEL: "Frequency.spectrum level" controls for left and
right channels, continuously variable 18 db range, for unity gain
compensation from minus 12 db to plus 6 db.
MAXIMUM OUTPUT SIGNAL: variable Master " frequency spectrum level"
Controls allow arhustment of optimum output voltage for each channel, to
exactly match amplifier capability. up to 7 y
SIZE: designed to coordinate with receivers, comes installed in handsome
walnut grained wood receiver- size case, 6,
x 18 x 11 . or rack mount
WARRANTY: 2 year parts and labor

Send for FREE BOOKLET: " Why's and How's of Equalization"'
Plus list of Franchised Dealers to Sole UK Distributor:

Soundcraftsmen Dept N2
Gale Electronics & Design Limited

23 Bruton Place Berkeley Square LondonW1X 7AB
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sound you put into it. Few
machines really meet this
requirement. The Revox A77 does and by asafe margin.
Your tape recorder andyour money
A truly professio na lqual ity tape
is y ou r It
wise
will
st audio
l
as t
investm
unit
ent.
for years
and years.
Witness the number of Revox
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machines built more tha n 20 years
ago that are still in serv i
ce! It '
s
hardly surprising then, th a tRevox
recorders command very high
prices second or third han d - i
f you
can find them available!
Revox owners seldom change other than to alater model Revox.
It's also interesti ng to note that
our warranty records show that on
average our users have bought 2or 3
other makes before choosing
Revox. Then we read the lament " I
only wish I'd bought aRevox
sooner."

When you play it later, will it still sound the
same?
At first sight this could seem an
unnecessary question. It's not
though. In the course of time ahigh
fidelity enthusiast upgrades one or
more units in his system.
With time, rising affluence plus
advancing technical innovation in
all aspects of audio, will bring
better reproduction within the
scope ofall.
The recordings that you make
now could, therefore, sound even
better in the future - when, as
finances permit, you add abetter
amplifier or loudspeaker to your
equipment.
Conversely, apoor recording
made now will sound really inferior
when exposed to more exacting
playback.
With the Revox A'77 you will
retain the excellence of every
recording to enjoy now - and
perhaps appreciate even more in
theluture.
So visit your nearest Revox
Dealer for full information and a
demonstration.

Record it on aRevox A77

Fs EVox
Admark International

Revox C. E. Hammond & Co Ltd; Lamb House Church Street London W4 2PB.
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive Syosset N.Y. 11791 U.S.A.
Revox Corporation 3637 Cahuenga Boulevard West, Hollywood California 90068.
Revox International: Regensdorf 8105 ZH, Althardstrasse 146 Switzerland.
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